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ABSTRACT 
Since 1949，there have been many Mainland Chinese students who have moved 
from China to Hong Kong and carried on their studies here in different stages. 
Nonetheless, research on young NACs is still rare. 
The rapid increase in the number of young NACs in Hong Kong after the hand-
over generated an urgent need for more research on this issue. Most existing studies on 
young NACs in Hong Kong are quantitative in nature. There is a lack of in-depth study 
about their situation in Hong Kong and there is no study on their socio-cultural 
adaptation in relation to their learning, particularly their learning of languages. 
In view of the research gaps, the focus of the current research is on collecting 4 
young NACs' stories about their socio-cultural adaptation and sense of self in relation to 
their learning in general and language learning in specific in Hong Kong through their 
own narratives. It is hoped that such qualitative approach would help to reveal those 
aspects of socio-cultural adaptation experience of the young NACs that other forms of 
inquiry, like the questionnaire survey, failed to capture. 
The findings show that the young NACs needed to face the sociocultural 
differences between Hong Kong and China and they experienced a change in their sense 
of self after coming to Hong Kong. Most of the differences and the change in their sense 
of self were found to have negative influences on their learning and learning of 
languages in Hong Kong. The findings also discuss their strategies of overcoming their 
difficulties and recommendations to improve their situations in education and 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
According to the Basic Law, children of Hong Kong permanent residents have the 
right of abode in Hong Kong after September 1997，irrespective of their birthplace. Thus, 
the Statistics Section of the Education Department recorded a large increase in the 
number of New Arrivals from Mainland China (NACs) admitted to secondary schools 
since then (See Appendix A). The Census and Statistics Department estimated that 
around 700,000 children were to arrive in Hong Kong within a reasonable period of three 
years after 1999 (South China Morning Post, 29 April 1999). 
The large influx of young NACs put tremendous pressure on the education 
systems, while the young NACs themselves need to adapt to the new life in Hong Kong. 
As a result, studies on young NACs are urgently needed. Although there is a rapid 
increase in the number of studies on the NACs' issues in the 1990s, most of the existing 
studies on young NACs are quantitative in nature. These studies help to provide an 
overview of the problems the young NACs need to face. However, in order to have a 
better understanding of their problems and to identify measures to ease their difficulties, 
in-depth studies of their situation are needed. Moreover, although all studies highlighted 
the fact that language learning is the most challenging difficulty the young NACs need to 
face，study on the causes of such difficulty is still rare. Most local studies focus mainly on 
the schooling and social adjustment of the young NACs, the socio-cultural adaptation and 
identity dimension in relation to their learning, especially their English learning, have 
never been investigated. 
In view of the research gaps mentioned, the current study adopted a multiple case 
study approach, in which the following research questions were explored: 
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1) Self-perception and language learning 
i) What are the young NACs' perceptions of their own identity before and after 
coming to Hong Kong? 
ii) What are the factors, including language learning, affecting their sense of self 
before and after coming to Hong Kong? 
2) Socio-cultural adaptation and language learning 
i) What are the socio-cultural differences the young NACs experienced after 
they came to Hong Kong? 
ii) What are the effects of these socio-cultural differences on the young NACs' 
language learning? 
iii) What are the strategies they adopted to overcome these problems and what 
are the resources available to them? 
3) Recommendations 
Based on the findings, what are the pedagogical recommendations, especially in the 
area of language teaching and learning, for the following to help ease the transition of 
NACs: 
i) Teachers of NACs; 
ii) Parents; 
iii) The Education Department? 
The current dissertation is organised into five chapters. Chapter two is the 
literature review, chapter three methodology, chapter four findings and data analysis and 
chapter five conclusion. 
In chapter two, the literature on the young NACs in Hong Kong is discussed with 
an aim to indicate that there is a lack of investigation on their sense of self and the effects 
of socio-cultural dimension and identity on their learning, especially with reference to 
their language learning in Hong Kong. Then literature and studies on the influence of the 
socio-cultural and identity dimensions on minority students' schooling and learning, in 
particular, their language learning are discussed, so as to justify the need to focus on 
these two dimensions in order to understand the young NACs' problems in their learning 
and language learning in Hong Kong. 
In chapter three, the merits and limitations of a case study are first discussed in 
2 
order to present the research techniques taken by the present study, which include the use 
of multiple-case study instead of single-case study, triangulation of data sources and data 
collection methods and member checks. Then, the selection of subjects and the research 
of multiple-case study instead of single-case study, triangulation of data sources and data 
procedure of the present study are described. 
In chapter four, findings and data analysis about the young NACs' socio-cultural 
adaptation and sense of self in relation to their learning and learning of languages are 
presented together under five sub-titles. They are 1) Reasons for coming to Hong Kong; 
2) Scene of departure and first day in Hong Kong; 3) Schooling in Hong Kong; 4) Family 
life and community supports and 5) Identity. 
Finally, in chapter five, which is the concluding chapter, the three research 
questions are answered, followed by suggestions for further research. 
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Chapter 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter is divided into four sections. The first section presents a review and 
summary of local studies on the young NACs issue, revealing a lack of investigation on 
their sense of self and the effects of socio-cultural dimension and identity on their 
learning, especially with reference to their language learning in Hong Kong. The second 
section aims at reviewing the literature and studies on the influence of the socio-cultural 
dimension on minority students' schooling and learning. As an extension of the second 
section and in view of the fact that downgrading is serious among NACs in Hong Kong, 
in the third section, the literature about the effects of placement with younger children is 
discussed, so as to justify whether grade retention or downgrading is advisable. Finally, in 
the last section, the literature and studies on the effects of socio-cultural dimension and 
the learner's sense of self on their language learning are presented, so as to justify the 
importance of these two domains in the learners' language learning. 
2.1 Studies on the Schooling and Social Adaptation of 
Young NACs from Mainland China 
Immigration has been an area of investigation throughout the world and the 
adaptation problems encountered by the immigrant children have been widely discussed. 
Despite the fact that there have been many students who have moved from China to Hong 
Kong and continued their studies here from 1949 (The Board of Education Sub-
committee on Review of School Education, 1997)，local studies on this only began in the 
1980s and with most publications appearing in the 1990s. This can be attributed to the 
large influx of illegal immigrants during the 1980s, which put paramount pressure on the 
employment, education and other areas. The adoption of the 9-year free compulsory 
education in 1978 added pressure on the Hong Kong education system, and the large 
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influx of young NACs after the hand-over (See Appendix A) caused another challenge to 
the Hong Kong education system. The findings of the studies primarily focused on young 
NACs' schooling and social adjustment, which include the following areas: 1) difficulties 
in finding a school place; 2) enrollment in lower grades; 3) problems related to language 
learning; 4) relationship with the teachers; 5) peer relationship in school; 6) relationship 
with the family and adaptation to the change in living environment; and 7) community 
support for students. The following reviews the findings on these seven aspects. 
2.1.1 Difficulties in Finding a School Place 
Some local studies reported that young NACs found it difficult to find a school place 
(The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups, 1995; The Boys' and Girls' Club 
Association, 1996; International Social Services, 1997). The International Social Services 
(1997) explored the nature of difficulties young NACs encountered in locating school 
places and found that, apart from the fact that most young NACs failed to fulfil the 
admission standard of the schools, lack of information about schools and ignorance about 
the application procedures were the two major difficulties encountered by the young 
NACs. 
In view of this, in Feb 1996，a Central Placement Unit was set up to help those who 
had difficulties in finding a school place. Moreover, since April 1996，leaflets written in 
simplified Chinese characters have been distributed to the NACs at Lo Wu immigration 
checkpoints. If the NACs fill in the reply slip in the leaflets and send it to the Education 
Department, the Education Department would then contact them and offer them help (Dai 
Gong Pao, 12 July 1997). These leaflets are also available at the District Education 
Offices and District Offices. 
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The establishment of this assistance, however, might not necessarily imply that the 
Education Department has effectively helped the new arrivals to ease their difficulties in 
finding a school place. Research on the efficacy of the Education Department's working 
body for the new arrivals is still limited. Although the study done by Chan, Ip and Yuen 
(1997) on Sham Shui Po district showed that most of the respondents were able to find a 
school place within the first three months after their arrival, the effectiveness of the 
Education Department has not been proven. Firstly, as shown in the research report done 
by The Hung Horn Integrated Team of Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups (1997)， 
some new arrivals had no difficulty in finding a school place because their families had 
already found a school place for them before their arrivals. Hence, it is possible that some 
of the respondents in Chan, Ip and Yuen's (1997) study had already got a school place 
before they arrived in Hong Kong. Moreover, the study also did not indicate whether the 
respondents had received any help from the Education Department before they were able 
to find a school place. Secondly, the study done by Chan, Ip and Yuen (1997) only 
showed how long the new immigrants took to find a school place, but not their feelings 
during the searching process. 
Another study done by Chan and Ma in 1999 in the same district also showed that 
nearly 40 percent of the respondents felt that it was very difficult to find a school place 
and over 40 percent felt that it was not easy to find a school place. The percentage is even 
greater than that in the research done by the International Social Services Hong Kong 
Branch (1997)，in which only 27% of the respondents who had came to Hong Kong 
before 1996 found it difficult to find a school place in Hong Kong. 
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2.1.2 Enrollment in Lower Grades with Younger Classmates 
The Education Department decided a Languages and Mathematics Evaluation Test in 
1997, which aimed at providing an objective standard for the schools to assess the NACs' 
academic abilities and providing a reference for the schools to assign the NACs to 
appropriate grade levels according to the test's results. The test includes testing of the 
NACs' Chinese, English and Mathematics levels and the instructions were written in 
simplified Chinese characters. 
Most of the local studies found that newly-arrived students had to repeat or were 
down-graded as a result of their inadequate English level and the shortage of secondary 
school places. Sometimes, the parents might also believe that their children could have a 
better academic performance in a lower grade level. Surveys carried out by the Education 
Department in 1995 and 1997 showed that over 80% of the secondary school NACs were 
placed in classes with younger children, and research done by Lo，Wan, Chung (1999) 
showed that 73.82% of the secondary school respondents had to repeat or were down-
graded. Research studies conducted in Sham Shui Po district in 1996 and 1997 also 
showed that over 80% newly-arrived students were down-graded (Chan, Ip & Yuan， 
1996，1997) 
However, most of the research focused only on the number of downgraded newly-
arrived students. The feelings of these “overaged，’ newly-arrived students were rarely 
investigated. The Boys' and girls' Club Association's (1996) study on the new arrivals 
found that 70% of the downgraded respondents had a positive attitude and thought that 
downgrading enabled them to establish a better academic foundation. In contrast, 
respondents in the research carried out by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups 
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(1995) reflected the view that downgrading was a waste of time as they were forced to 
learn something that they had already learnt in Mainland China. Downgrading was also 
found to have negative effects on the students' psychological aspect. Some of the 
respondents felt very shameful, unhappy, mistreated and resentful about being 
downgraded. Downgrading was believed to have lowered the respondents' self-esteem 
and brought extra pressure on them. 
Actually, apart from English, many newly-arrived students were shown to have a 
good academic performance in other subjects. Research done by Lo，Wan and Chung 
(1999) showed that 69% of newly arrived secondary school students had better learning 
progress than local students in the Chinese Language, and 57% of them did better in 
Mathematics than the local students. The study of The Hung Horn Integrated Team of 
Hong Kong Federation of Youth Group in 1997 also found that most of the respondents 
felt Mathematics was their strongest subject. One of the new arrivals who came to Hong 
Kong three years ago got 9As in the 2001 HKCEE and two new arrivals who came to 
Hong Kong two and five years ago, also got 3As and 3Bs in the 2001 HKCEE (Apple 
Daily, 11 August 2001). Hence, some researchers and critics wondered if it was possible 
and advisable to find other alternatives to downgrading in order to deal with the NACs 
inadequate English standard. Lee Lai-ming (1998) suggested that the Government could 
set up English adaptation centers for the new arrivals, so that they can concentrate on 
their English learning before they are merged into the appropriate grade level in the main 
stream of Hong Kong schools. Lo, Wan, and Chung (1999) suggested that English should 
not be the only criterion in the schools' admission tests for new arrivals. 
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2.1.3 Problems in the Learning of Languages 
Most young NACs were found to be able to acquire Cantonese within a short time, 
but had difficulties in learning English. Upon their arrival, the first problem the new 
arrivals need to face is their learning of Cantonese, especially those who come from 
provinces other than Guangdong province. Researchers also found that the newly arrived 
students have difficulties in learning "complex" Chinese characters (The Hong Kong 
Federation of Youth Groups, 1995; The Boys' and Girls' Clubs Association, 1995; Chan, 
Ip & Yuen，1997). Chan and Ma (1999) reported that the newly arrived students could 
usually learn Cantonese and "complex" Chinese characters in a short period of time. 
Nearly 70% of the respondents in their study reported that it was not difficult for them to 
learn Cantonese and over 40% of the respondents reported that it was not difficult for 
them to learn “complex，’ Chinese characters. Chan and Ma (1999) concluded that such 
satisfactory research findings could be attributed to the fact that it is easier for the 
students to learn a language that belongs to the same language system as their first 
language. However, before the newly arrived students acquire Cantonese successfully, 
they still need to experience a learning period, which can directly affect their adjustment 
to life in Hong Kong. Chan, Ip and Yuen (1997) found that the difficulties the new 
arrivals encountered during the Cantonese learning process were negatively correlated 
with their level of adjustment. 
Nearly all research focusing on the newly arrived students revealed the fact that 
difficulties in learning English was the major problem the newly arrived students need to 
face. For examples, Chan, Ip and Yuen conducted large-scale surveys with over 1000 
newly arrived students in 1996 and again inl997, and the results of both research studies 
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showed that over 60% of the new immigrant students found learning English difficult. 
Chan carried out another research with Ma in 1999，which also showed that over 60% 
newly arrived students had difficulties in learning English. Research by the Education 
Department's Statistics Section (1995) showed that over 50% of the secondary school 
students from Mainland China were classified by their teachers as weak in English, which 
suggested that these students might have difficulties in learning English. Lo, Wan and 
Chung (1999) also reported that nearly 60% newly arrived students had slower learning 
progress than those local students. Research done by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth 
Groups (1995) reflected that most of the respondents were most afraid of English lessons. 
Many studies on the newly-arrived students recommended that more support and 
resources should be given to enhance the Young NACs' learning of English (Hong Kong 
Federation of Youth Group, 1995; Chan, Ip & Yuen，1996,1997; Li, 1996; Shum, 1998; 
Chan & Ma，1999). However, up to now, most of the existing studies focused only on the 
statistics about how many newly arrived students had problems in learning English. 
Hence, information on the problems and the coping strategies is limited. The only 
research that provided more insights into the young NACs' problems in learning English 
and the teachers' coping strategies was conducted by Christina Ng and Cora Liu in 1999. 
In the research, Ng and Liu interviewed 10 secondary school English teachers about the 
problems they faced in teaching NACs. They revealed that the most serious problems 
were related to the NACs' difficulties in overcoming the English proficiency gap between 
them and the local students and their poor motivation. The coping strategies used by the 
English teacher included providing extra tutorials for them, giving different tasks to the 
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local students and the new arrivals, giving explicit encouragement to the new arrivals and 
encouraging peer support. 
2.1.4 Relationship with Teachers 
Most of the local teachers were found to have a positive attitude towards the 
newly arrived students. In the case study done by Lee Lai-ming (1998)，the teachers 
revealed that they welcomed the newly arrived students and that they did not consider 
these students as a burden. By contrast, they believed that these students could help to 
cultivate a positive learning atmosphere among the local students. In another study done 
by the Baptist University, The University of Hong Kong, The Chinese University of 
Hong Kong and the Open University of Hong Kong in 2000 to 2001 (Ming Pao, 2001， 
May 6)，over 70% of the local teachers, who had been teaching the new arrivals, 
commented that the newly arrived students were hardworking, ambitious, nationalistic 
and diligent. The same studies reported that experienced and older teachers had poorer 
attitudes toward the newly arrived students than their younger colleagues. Yip Kin Yuen, 
a lecturer at the HKIE, explained that this could be attributed to the fact that the older 
teachers' experiences during the Cultural Revolution might have affected their feeling 
towards people from Mainland China. 
The newly arrived students' attitudes towards their teachers also varied. Some of 
the newly arrived students were found to have a positive attitude towards the local 
teachers. Most of the respondents of the study done by the Hong Kong Federation of 
Youth Groups (1995) reported that their teachers showed understanding and taught them 
patiently. Some of the respondents in research carried out by the Hong Kong Federation 
of Youth Groups (1995) revealed that they had received encouragement, appreciation, 
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concerns and support from their teachers, which had positive effects on their adaptation 
to the school life in Hong Kong. However, some of the respondents reported that their 
relationship with the local teachers was just about average. They reflected that the 
relationship between the teachers and the students was more intimate in Mainland China 
as the same form master would be teaching them for several years and they were also 
responsible for all counseling work. 
2.1.5 Peer Relationship in School 
Despite the fact that most young NACs showed a willingness to make friends with 
local students, they tended to associate friends with pupils with a similar background. 
Factors that could possibly affect the young NACs’ relationships with local students 
included the local students' unwillingness to accept the newly arrived students, language 
problems and age difference. 
Chan Kok Hong's (1998) research showed that young NACs were more willing to 
accept their local classmates, who claimed that they had difficulties in adapting to the 
integration of the young NACs. The research findings also reflected that local students 
had a stronger tendency to reject the newly arrived students than vice versa. Chan's 
(1996) research reported that 27.7% of the young NACs in his study claimed that they 
were discriminated against by the local students. The Boys and Girls' Clubs Association 
(1996) also reported that nearly 30% of the respondents felt that they were discriminated 
against by their local classmates. 
The communication barrier is another factor affecting the relationship between local 
students and young NACs. Some respondents in the research conducted by the Federation 
of Youth Groups reported that their inability to speak Cantonese made them afraid of 
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communicating with local students. 34.2% of the respondents in Chan's (1996) research 
reported that they had difficulties in communicating with the local students in Cantonese. 
Chan Kwok Hong's (1998) research also pointed out that language was the major 
determinant, which affected the level of integration of the NACs. For example, Fan Tsui 
Lai Tai Rita, who immigrated to Hong Kong at the age of eight from Shanghai also 
revealed that the language barrier made her afraid of speaking to the teachers and the 
classmates, who mistook her as being uncooperative (Ming Pao Daily, 12 August 2001). 
Age difference is another factor, which affected the relationship between the NACs 
and their peers in school. In the study carried out by the Hong Kong Federation of Youth 
Groups, some of the downgraded NACs were afraid of being isolated as a result of the 
age difference. Some reported that they were laughed at by their classmates because of 
their ages. Critics (Chau, Sing Tao Daily, 13-11-1996; S.C.M.P, 2-1-1997) also warned 
that being put into a lower grade could not only affect the self-esteem of the NAC, but 
also lead to poor peer relationship. As the NACs and their classmates were at different 
developmental stages, communication problems could easily appear between them. 
2.1.6 Relationship with the Family and Adaptation 
to the Change of Living Environment 
Most NACs reported that the living conditions in Hong Kong were worse than those 
in the Mainland and that they did not receive enough support from their families (Chan, 
1996; The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups, 1995,1999; Chan & Ma，1999). 
According to the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups (1995), most NACs had a 
poor living environment. 45% of their respondents were living in public housing estates, 
26% were living in a rented room or only had a rented bed. Only 2% of the respondents 
were living in private housing property. The living environment in Sham Shui Po district 
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is even worse. Research done by the Shenshuibu Qu Yi Hui (1999) reflected that nearly 
50% of the respondents were living in rented rooms, and 22% of them were living in 
public housing estate. Hence, most of the families were living in one single tiny room, 
which was very crowded. Nearly 40% of the respondents revealed that they were not 
satisfied with the living environment, 50% thought that their living environment was just 
about average and only 10% of them were satisfied with their living environment. Over 
60% of the respondents revealed that their living environment was too crowded and some 
thought that it was too noisy. 
The NACs not only need to adapt to their new living environment, but also to living 
with their family members, who might have been separated from them before their 
arrival. To some young NACs, uniting with the family might not necessarily imply 
having a happy family relationship. The research carried out by Chan (1996) showed that 
53% of the respondents thought that their parents could not understand their problems 
and needs. 43% thought that they did not have enough time to communicate with their 
parents. 20% of them revealed that they did not receive enough care from their parents. 
Research carried out in Sham Shui Po district (Chan & Ma，1999) also reflected that 
nearly 40% of the respondents seldom expressed their feeling to their parents, while over 
50% of them hoped that their parents could listen to their feelings. Over 40% of the 
parent respondents also admitted that they did not provide enough parental care to their 
children. Nearly 40% of the parents also saw the need to improve their family 
relationship. 
The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups (1995) identified four reasons for the 
findings: 1) the parents had to work for long hours, and so, they did not have enough time 
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to communicate with the children. 2) Some of the parents provided their children with 
basic necessities but they were not able to be emotionally supportive of their children; 3) 
most of the parents had high expectation of the children especially regarding the 
children's academic performance, but they were not sensitive enough to their children's 
emotional needs. 4) The students were not used to communicating with their parents who 
had been separated from them for a long time. Another reason for the young NACs' 
dissatisfaction with the relationship with their family was identified by the Boys' and 
Girls' Clubs Association (1996) and the International Social Services (1997), namely the 
"pseudo single-parent family" phenomenon. "Pseudo single-parent family" means one of 
the parents still stayed in the Mainland. Hence, the young NACs missed their parent in 
the Mainland and at the same time needed to establish a relationship with their "new" 
family members in Hong Kong. 
2.1.7 Community Support for Students 
Some research studies found that young NACs tended to use a personal network 
rather than community resources and social services when they had any difficulties 
(Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups, 1995; International Social Services, 1997; 
Chan & Ma，1999; Chan Kwok Hong, 1998; Chan, Ip & Yuen，1997). The studies done 
by Chan and Ma (1999) and Chan, Ip and Yuen (1997) found that the young NACs did 
not know the services available for them. International social services (1997) found that 
parents of the young NACs tended to over-protect their children and hesitated to allow 
their children to join any social activities. However, nearly all the research studies found 
that most young NACs who had used the social services found these services helpful. 
Chan and Ma (1999) found that most respondents who had received these services found 
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that such services helped them to make new friends. The respondents of the Hong Kong 
Federation of Youth Groups (1996) reported that these services helped them to adapt to 
the life in Hong Kong and improve their English. Thus, according to the findings of the 
research studies, we can conclude that the community resources and services could help 
the NACs effectively but still a lot of NACs did not know about the services available. 
2.1.8 Limitations of Local Studies on Young NACs and Focus of Current Study 
Although the number of studies on young NACs has increased greatly in the 1990s, 
a research gap still exists. Firstly, most of the existing studies on young NACs in Hong 
Kong are quantitative in nature, which helps to give us a general concept about what are 
the problems shared by the young NACs. However, there is a lack of in-depth study 
about the socio-cultural adjustment facing the young NACs. Such studies can help to 
provide us a better and more concrete understanding of their problems, which can in turn 
help us to identify measures to ease their difficulties. Secondly, the young NACs' senses 
of self have never been investigated. Thirdly, although all studies highlighted the fact that 
language learning is the most challenging difficulty they need to face, their socio-cultural 
adaptation and their perceptions of their own identity in relation to their learning, 
especially their language learning, have never been investigated. 
In view of the research gaps discussed above, the current study adopted multiple-
case study method and intended to address the following research questions: 
1) Self-perception and language learning 
- i ) What are the young NACs，perceptions of their own identity before and after 
coming to Hong Kong? 
ii) What are the factors, including language learning, affecting their sense of self 
before and after coming to Hong Kong? 
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2) Socio-cultural adaptation and language learning 
i) What are the socio-cultural differences the young NACs experienced after 
they came to Hong Kong? 
ii) What are the effects of these socio-cultural differences on the young NACs' 
languages learning? 
iii) What are the strategies they adopted to overcome these problems and what 
are the resources available for them? 
3) Recommendations 
Based on the findings, what are the pedagogical recommendations, especially in the 
area of language teaching and learning, for the following to help ease the transition of 
NACs: 
i) Teachers of NACs; 
ii) Parents; 
iii) Education Department? 
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2.2 Socio-cultural Dimension in Minority Education 
Skinner's (1953) learning theory proposes that human behavior is not motivated 
by inborn motives, but is stimulated by environmental stimuli. This may include the 
physical setting, social norms and regulation, human relationship, culture, etc. Such 
theory helps to explain why for many years, research studies on the education of ethnic 
minorities have been focusing on the effects of the socio-cultural dimension on the 
learning and academic achievement of the minority students. However, as discussed in 
2.1，the influences of the socio-cultural dimension on the learning and schooling of the 
young NACs in Hong Kong have seldom been investigated. In this section, the socio-
cultural factors that are found to affect the schooling and learning of minority students 
were identified, so as to justify the importance of the socio-cultural dimension in the 
NACs' schooling in Hong Kong. The factors identified include 1) the minority students' 
interpersonal relationship with classmates and teachers; 2) the influence of their parents; 
3) their cultural adaptation and 4) their identity or sense of self. 
2.2.1 Interpersonal Relationship with Classmates and Teachers 
When the minority students move to a new cultural world, they meet new 
reference groups. These groups, which are found to play an important role in their 
learning in the new cultural world, are their teachers and classmates. According to 
Gudykunst and Young (1997), reference groups are groups that people look to for 
guidance in determining their behavior. Lee (2001) states that "reference groups shape an 
individual's evaluations, attitudes and behavior" (p. 65). The Social Motivation Model, 
which is developed by Harter, Birch, Ladd, Wentzal and Bemdt (1996), also states that 
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students' social relationship is the main driving force behind their search for achievement 
in school. Birch and Ladd (1996) claims that “ the quality of children's relationships with 
peers and teachers may operate as a powerful motivator of children in school" (p. 201). 
According to the Social Motivation Model, a supportive teacher-child relationship 
helps to motivate children to be more involved or engaged in the school environment. On 
the other hand, "conflictual teacher-child relationship" (Birch & Ladd，1996, 211) can be 
a stressor for children in the school environment, which may lead to the disengagement 
or un-involvement of children and subsequent academic problems. Research studies 
(Baron, Tom & Cooper，1985; Cooper & Tom, 1984; Good, 1981) indicated that 
European American teachers' relationships with minority students differ from their 
relationships with culturally similar students. These teachers looked for and reinforced 
achievement behaviors among European American students more than they did in 
minority students, i.e. they had lower expectations for the minority students. Such 
difference led to a labeling effect on the minority students. Respondents in Davidson's 
(1996) study claimed that negative expectations of the teachers or differential treatment 
worked to produce "opposition by contributing to a sense of meaninglessness and 
powerlessness" (p.43). 
Peer relationship also has crucial effects on the adjustment and learning of the 
minority students (Birch & Ladd，1996). Children who have positive relationships with 
classmates are likely to feel more comfortable in school and may be more able to make a 
good use of the social and learning opportunities in the school setting. However, children 
who experience peer rejection may have negative attitudes towards school. This may 
result in "children withdrawing from both academic and social learning situations" (Birch 
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the only way to solve the occupational discrimination they foresaw in their child's future. 
A& a^ result, these parents always reminded their child to study hard, which helps to 
explain the high motivation for the Asian American students to leam. 
Parents' assistance in their child's schoolwork can also enhance the child's 
academic achievement. Owing to the fact that minority parents were not educated in the 
local schools, they may have had difficulties in helping their children with their 
schoolwork, as they did not always understand the assignments (Delgado-Gaitan, 1992). 
Nevertheless, research found that indirect help and encouragement are alternative 
strategies which minority parents can adopt to facilitate their child's learning. For 
example, as cited in Okagaki (2001), Suarez-Orozco (1993) found that indirect help was 
associated with school success among the older Central American immigrant adolescents 
in the study. Instead of helping the children with the schoolwork, the parents' role was to 
insure that the children had sufficient time to study and to create a climate in which the 
children's job was to study and do well in school. Schneider & Lee (1990) observed that 
Asian American parents structured the home environment to facilitate their child's 
learning instead of directly helping the child with school work. These parents set a 
specific time period for the child to do homework and revision and limited the amount of 
tmre-the child spent watching T.V. or playing, which was also effective in facilitating 
their child's learning. 
2.2.3 Cultural Adaptation and Marginality 
According to Samovar and Porter (1997)，culture is defined as “a historically 
transmitted system of symbols, meanings, and norms" (p. 36). Symbols refer to the 
"verbal messages, nonverbal cues, emblems and icons，，(p.37), while norms are "patterns 
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of appropriate ways of communicating"(p.37). Shade, Kelly and Oberg (1997) stated that 
culture dictates the style individuals use in their "perceptual, attentional, conceptual and 
thinking activities" (p. 69). As a result, it can affect people's learning. According to 
Gallimore and Goldenber (2001)，culture has been "center stage" (p.45) in the discussion 
of the academic achievement of minority children. As the minority students live in two 
cultural worlds, it is believed that such experience would result in "intense conflict and 
confusion"(Phinney & Rotheram，1987), which is known as cultural shock. Another 
possible experience that the minority students may experience is a sense of marginality. 
According to Schaetti (1999)，cultural marginality occurs when a person is exposed to 
two or more cultural traditions and when he or she doesn't tend to fit perfectly into any 
one of the cultures to which he or she has been exposed, but may fit comfortably on the 
edge, in the margins of each. Both the experiences of cultural shock and cultural 
marginality can affect the students' academic achievement. Thus, to understand factors 
affecting the minority students' learning and academic achievement, it is crucial to have 
an understanding of the stages of cultural shock and the effects of cultural marginality. 
Cultural shock 
According to Oberg (1960), cultural shock is the consequence of stress and 
anxiety resulting from contact with a new culture and the feelings of loss, confusion and 
impotence resulting from "losing all the familiar signs and symbols of social intercourse" 
(Oberg, p.43, 1986). Based on the work of Oberg (1954), Preston, (1985) and Ferraro 
(1990)，Winkelman (1994) summarized four primary phases of cultural shock, which are 
considered to involve the following: 
1. The honeymoon or tourist phase 
2. The crises or cultural shock phase 
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3. The adjustment, reorientation, and gradual recovery phase 
4. The adaptation, resolution, or acculturation phase 
The first phrase, honeymoon or tourist phase, is characterized by "interest, 
excitement, euphoria, sleeplessness, positive expectations and idealizations about the new 
culture" (Winkelman, 1994，p. 122). Although one may feel anxious or stressful, such 
kinds of feeling tend to be interpreted positively. 
The second phase is the crises phase, which is opposite to the first phase, it may 
emerge immediately upon arrival or may be "delayed but generally emerges within a few 
weeks to a month" (Winkelman, 1994，p. 122). This phase “start(s) with a full-blown 
crisis or as a series of escalating problems, negative experiences, and reactions" 
(Winkelman, 1994，p. 122). As a result, things start to go wrong, and cultural differences 
become irritating, which lead to "disappointments, frustrations, impatience, and tension" 
(Winkelman, 1994，p. 122). 
The adjustment and reorientation phase is related to learning how to adjust 
effectively to the new cultural environment. Once one can make an acceptable adaptation 
to the new cultural environment, "(t)he culture begins to make sense, and negative 
reactions and responses to the culture are reduced as one recognizes that problems are 
due to the inability to understand, accept, and adapt" (Winkelman, 1994，p.l22). 
The final phase, the adaptation, resolution or acculturation stage, is "achieved as 
one develops stable adaptations in being successful at resolving problems and managing 
the new culture" (Winkelman, 1994，p. 122). 
Winkelman (1994) suggests that cultural shock need to be handled with specific 
care, otherwise it may lead to maladjustment. Thus, he suggests that strategies could be 
adopted to enhance cultural adaptation and minimize the effects of cultural shock. These 
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include preparing for problems before departure, using resources that will promote 
coping and adjustment, maintaining or reestablishing a network of primary relations, 
learning both verbal and nonverbal communication patterns and seeking solutions for 
problems instead of denying their existence. 
Cultural Marginality 
Some people fail to fit perfectly into any one of the two cultures they have been 
exposed to. Instead of fully adopting the norms of the host culture or rejecting them, 
these people were caught in a sense of marginality. Phinney and Rotheram (1987) cited 
from Taft (1974) that there are four types of marginality. The first type is "characterized 
by a feeling of belonging to neither group" (p.170), the second type characterized by 
"oscillating between groups, leading to uncertainty about appropriate behaviors and/or 
attitudes" (p. 170), the third type involves "identification with both cultures" (p.170) and 
the fourth "two cultures are synthesized" (p. 170). 
Bennett (1993) states that there are two possible responses to marginality: 
encapsulated and constructive. Encapsulated marginality occurs when people are trapped 
in their marginality. They are not sure of who they are, and "buffeted by conflicting 
cultural loyalties" (Bennett, 1993，p. 113). They surrender their own opinions, their own 
concerns and to follow somewhat aimlessly the action of those around them. They may 
have difficulty making decisions and defining their identity. On the other hand, people 
are constructive in their marginality when they come to understand their cultural 
marginality after being buffeted by conflicting cultural loyalties. They have developed a 
strong sense of who they are and they are able to "form clear boundaries in the face of 
multiple cultural perspectives" (Bennett, 1993, p. 118) 
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Effects of the Cultural Dimension on the Minority's Learning 
Okagaki (2001) explained that differences in the cultures of the classroom and those 
of the family could make it challenging for the minority students. However, if schools 
can address these differences, then the minority students can better adjust to school. For 
example, the academic achievement of the Hawaiian students increased when their 
classrooms were changed from whole class instruction and independent seatwork to small 
group learning based on peer learning (Jordan, 1984). This can be attributed to the fact 
that small group learning was more similar to the learning culture of their home. 
Gallimore and Goldenberg (2001) claimed that cultural similarity between school and 
home could enhance students' ability to adjust to the classroom and make them more 
focused on their learning. 
The cultural values of some minority groups can also affect the academic 
achievement of the minority students. In their study of the cultural values in the United 
States and China, Chen and Uttal (1988) stated that in Asian culture, the importance of 
education was linked to an emphasis on the importance of bringing honor to one's family. 
As cited in Okagaki (2001)，in his ethnographic study of Punjabi high school students, 
Gibson (1993) observed that in some cultures, to be well educated is part of what it 
means to be a good person. Thus, according to Okagaki, the importance of education in 
the minority culture "appears to be a key factor in minority children's school 
achievement" (p. 13). 
2.2.4 Identity 
According to Lustig and Koester (1999)，identity is also related to one's "self-
concept" (P.137). This "self is “multifaceted (and) is made up of many parts that 
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sometimes reinforce and sometimes conflict with each other" (Lee, 2001, p. 49). 
According to Erikson's model, adolescence is the crucial period for identity formation. 
Minority students are believed to experience more conflicts in their identity formation as 
Gudykunst (1998) stated that people are more aware of their identity when they find 
themselves in another culture than when they are in their own culture. 
Deaux (1991) suggests that identities can be distinguished into desirable identities 
and undesirable identities. Desirable identities are identities which people think as 
positive and undesirable identities are those people considered as negative. The 
desirability dimension influences the degree to which we express our identities or hide 
them and the degree to which we feel pride or shame from expressing our identities. 
People feel pride expressing desirable identities and shame from expressing identities that 
they perceive to be undesirable. Thus, as the minority students experienced more 
conflicts in their identity, their sense of self can affect their communication with the 
people around him, which could affect their learning in the new culture. 
When people migrate to a new cultural world, they may become the minority group. 
Luhtanen and Crocker (1992) use the term "collective self-esteem" to describe the degree 
to which people generally evaluate their social groups positively. According to them, 
there are four components in people's collective self-esteem. The first component is the 
private collective self-esteem, which involves the degree to which people evaluate their 
social groups positively. The second component is the membership esteem, which 
involves the degree to which people evaluate themselves as good members of the social 
groups to which they belong. The third component is the public collective self-esteem, 
which involves people's perceptions about how others evaluate their social groups. 
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Finally, the importance of people's group memberships involves the degree to which 
people's group memberships are central to how they define themselves. As the immigrant 
students belong to the minority group, their collective self-esteem could affect their 
socialization in the new cultural world and such their learning. 
The literature on minority students suggests that issues of identity may influence 
the academic achievement of minority students (Lee, 2001). Davidson (1996) looked at 
the construction of identity among minority students in a California high school. He 
found that there were five factors that contributed to immigrant students' alienation, 
including "academic tracking, negative expectations, differential treatment of social 
groups, bureaucratized relationships and practices, and barriers to information" 
(Davidson, 1996，p.ll). Reed-Danahay (1996) studied education and identity in a rural 
French school. His research showed that parents' resistance to the influence of the school 
on their children's sense of self resulted in low academic achievement for the children. 
2.2.5 Summary 
The above discussion shows that the new socio-cultural environment can affect the 
minority's learning. Similarly, when the young NACs arrive at Hong Kong, they need to 
face a new socio-cultural world. For example, they need interact with the new reference 
groups in their new school. They might also need to reestablish their relationship with 
their family members in Hong Kong, who might have been separated from them for 
years. Moreover, although both China and Hong Kong are Chinese societies, as Hong 
Kong was ruled by Britian before the hand-over, its culture was influenced by the West. 
Hong Kong people have also developed a unique identity of their own (Tarn, 1998). As a 
result, when the young NACs move to Hong Kong, they need to face a new cultural 
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world and they may experience conflicts in their sense of self. Thus, to understand the 
young NACs' learning and schooling in Hong Kong, it is crucial to investigate their 
socio-cultural adaptation and sense of self in Hong Kong. 
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2.3 Effects of Age-based Identity on Learning 
As discussed in the previous section, the minority students' sense of self can play 
an important role in their schooling and academic achievement. Age is part of one's 
identity (GudyKunst, 1998). In the schooling system, students are categorised into 
different grades in accordance with their age. However, minority students are usually 
found to be older than their fellow classmates because they are "retained, or are 
placed below their modal grade level when they enter the school system" (Roderick, 
1994，P.730). Such a situation also occurs in the Hong Kong context. Findings of the 
previous studies on young NACs in Hong Kong (Lo, Wan, Chung, 1999; Education 
Department, 1995 and 1997; Chen M. H.，Ye J.Y. & Yuan W, 1996; Boys' and girls' Club 
Association, 1996) showed that over 70% of the secondary school NACs were studying 
with classmates of a younger age. This revealed that the problem of retention and 
downgrading among new arrivals in Hong Kong is very serious. However, up to now, 
there have been no in-depth studies on the effects of the downgrading and grade retention 
on NACs. The effects of downgrading and grade retention have been studied in places 
like U.S and Canada, which can be categorized into effects on 1) academic improvement, 
2) school dropouts, 3) self concept and 4) school adjustment. The current section 
discusses the effects of studying with classmates of younger age on these four areas. 
2.3.1 Academic Improvement 
The studies on retention and overage effects showed that data could be found to 
support or reject retention, though most of them suggested that retention is not associated 
with long term, or even short term academic improvement. Meisels and Liaw (1993) 
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investigated the phenomenon of retention in kindergarten through Grade 8 in United 
States, using data from the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988. Results 
showed that compared to the non-retained students, retained students demonstrated lower 
grades and test scores. Similarly, McCoy and Reynolds's (1999) study of grade retention 
of the minority students up to age 14 in Chicago showed that compared to their same-
grade, promoted peers, retained children had significantly lower scores in reading and 
mathematics achievement. In his meta-analysis of 63 controlled studies, Holmes (1989) 
reported that 54 studies showed negative achievement effects when retained children 
went on to the next grade. On the other hand, 9 studies reported positive, short-term 
achievement effects, and the benefits were showed to diminish over time and disappear in 
later grades (Holmes, 1989). Similarly, according to Walters and Borgers (1995), when 
the progress of students in Grades 1 through 5 in New Jersey was recorded, and when 
both pre-test and post-test were given to those students who had been retained once, it 
Was found that the achievement test scores did significantly improve during the year 
when the students were retained, but then the gains varied from year to year after that. 
2.3.2 School Dropouts 
While one of the reasons given for holding students back is to make them less at 
risk for dropping out, many research studies showed that retained or overage students 
experience a greater risk for dropping out. Grissom and Shepard (1989) reviewed studies 
that examined the retention-dropout relationship and found that most studies showed that 
retained students experience a greater risk for dropping out. They concluded that being 
retained might push a student out of school by reinforcing the youth's self-perception as a 
failure in school. Roderick (1994) used event history analysis to explore whether and how 
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grade retention influenced graduation outcomes among the students from an urban school 
system in Massachusetts. The result showed that for those students who were overage, 
they "experienced substantial disengagement during middle school; nearly one quarter 
dropped out, and those who remained had significant declines in attendance" (Roderick, 
1994，729). Rumberger's (1995) study, which focused on the dropouts from middle 
school in California also suggested that children who were retained had significantly 
higher rates of high school dropout. Schaefer and McDermott (1999) carried out a 21-
year, prospective longitudinal study in U.S., which included retained students, low-
achieving but promoted and a control group. The result showed that retained students 
were more likely to drop out of high school by age 19，were less likely to receive a 
diploma by age 20 and were less likely to be enrolled in a post-secondary education 
program. Vitaro, Brendgen and Tremblay (1999) organized a preventive intervention 
program on dropping out of school in a sample of disruptive boys in Canada. Results 
showed that the reduction of grade retention, partially mediated by the program's 
proximal effect on children's early dismptiveness, helped to reduce the number of school 
dropout. 
2.3.3 Self Concept 
Most studies on retention found that it had a negative effect on the retained 
students' self-concept. Byrnes (1989) quoted Edgerton's (1967) remarks about retention, 
“in a culture which put so much emphasis on what one has in and does with, her or his 
brains，retention is indeed a particularly devastating indictment of a person's whole 
being". (Byrnes, 1989，p. 129). 
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In Gottfredson, Fink and Graham's (1994) review of the literature, the effect of 
grade retention was linked to Becker's (1963) and Lemert's (1967) labeling theory. The 
labeling theory hypothesizes that "when individuals are labeled as deviant, they begin to 
reorganize their self-concepts around the new label and begin to engage in secondary 
deviance, or deviant behavior that is produced as individuals are shaped by the image of 
themselves they see in the responses of others (Gottfredson, Fink & Graham, 1994). 
Thus, the retained students who are asked to repeat their grades or to study with students 
younger than them may regard themselves as being evaluated as incapable or failures, 
which can affect their self-concept and lead to their denial of any possibility of success in 
the future. Roderick (1994) assumed that youths that are older than their classmates might 
feel "discouraged" (Roderick, 1994，p. 730). According to Roderick (1994)，being 
overage might become especially important during adolescence, as students are "more 
responsive to the views of their peers and are forming a sense of identity" at such ages. 
In his interviews with 71 retained students in the U.S., Byrnes (1989) found that 
80% of them said that they felt "sad", "bad", or "upset" about being retained. 74% of the 
subjects thought that their parents were also "mad" or "sad" that they had been retained. 
However, Plummer and Graziano (1987) found that second and fifth grade retained 
students had higher self-concept scores than their classmates. They suspected that there 
might be three reasons for a higher self-concept. Firstly, the higher self-concept score 
could be a defensive reaction of the retained students. Secondly, the higher self-concept 
scores were a result of better treatment of retained students by their non-retained peers, 
who looked to them for academic help. Finally, the higher self-concept scores could be a 
consequence of greater success in the classroom. Nonetheless, as Plummer and 
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Graziano's (1987) research was carried out during the year of retention, the long-term 
effects of retention on the students' self-concept was not investigated. 
2.3.4 School Adjustment 
Both positive and negative effects on school adjustment can be found. However, 
most studies found that retained students had more difficulties in their adjustment in 
school, either because they had problems in their relationship with their peers or they 
were found to have more problem behaviors. Plummer & Graziano (1987) found that a 
majority of students liked to seek help from the retained students with an academic task, 
but most of them chose the non-retained younger students over the retained students as 
play partners. Other research found that many retained students have difficulties with 
their peers (Byrnes, 1989; Shepard & Smith，1990). Holmes (1989) analyzed 40 studies 
and concluded that the retained students had poorer attendance, social adjustment and 
attitudes toward school and more problem behaviors in comparison to those non-retained 
students. According to Jimerson et al. (1997)，studies on kindergarten and first-grade 
students have found no differences in adjustment between repeaters and potential 
repeaters. On the other hand, research studies focusing on older children found that the 
retained students have a significantly poorer adjustment. However, when Meisels and 
Liaw (1993) carried out a study on the retained students in kindergarten through Grade 8 
in the U.S., parents of the retained students reported significantly higher incidences of 
learning, emotional and behavioral problems than those non-retained students. Grissom 
and Shepard (1989) suggested that retention experience might lead to greater 
susceptibility to the attractions of adult roles, which might exceed the attraction of the 
student role for those students who were overage for their grades. 
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Some research studies found that retention enhanced school adjustment. 
Gottfredson et al. (1994) investigated the social-psychological effects of grade retention 
for a same-age sample of Black sixth and seventh grade students in the U.S. The results 
showed that retained children demonstrated greater attachment to schools, greater overall 
ratings of school adjustment and less rebellious behavior. Reynolds (1992) carried out a 
study to compare the teachers' ratings and students' ratings of social competence and 
school adjustment for retained and promoted students in a large sample of school students 
in the U.S. The results showed that retention was positively though not significantly 
related to teachers' ratings and students' ratings of social competence and school 
adjustment. Nevertheless, the results of these studies showed the short-term effects only, 
which might or might not persist to the future. 
2.3.5 Summary 
Research studies on grade retention and overage students have mixed results. 
However, most of them seem to suggest that retention and placing students below their 
modal grade level are disadvantageous to the students. Even some studies showed that 
such practices were advantageous to the students, the results of these studies were either 
not significant enough or failed to address the long-term effects. As a result, instead of 
adopting the strategies of retention and placing students below their modal grade level, 
researchers suggested that alternative strategies should be adopted. Gottfredson, Rink and 
Graham (1994) introduced Karweit's (1991) comment about retention in their conclusion 
that "neither recycling students through the same material a second time (retention) nor 
simply promoting them (social promotion) are effective solutions to the problem of how 
best to provide instruction for low achievers." (Gottfredson, Bink & Graham, 1994, p. 
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778). Instead, Karweit (1991) believes that "promotion and retention with additional 
instruction are more effective than either policy alone" ( Gottfredson, Bink & Graham, 
1994，p. 778). Smith and Shepard (1989) also claim that promotion with remedies 
provides more academic benefits than either retention alone, retention with remedies or 
promotion alone. Other researchers also suggested that remedies should be given to the 
low achievers instead of simply holding students back (Meisels & Liaw，1994; 
Jimmerson，Carlson, Rotert, Egeland & Sroufe，1997; Jimmerson, 1999). Such remedies 
include the provision of extra subject periods for remediation (Roderick, 1994)，tutoring 
(Jimerson et al, 1997; Jimerson, 1999) and summer school (Roderick, 1994; Jimerson et 
al, 1997). Moreover, the instructional method can also be altered, like using 
individualized instructions (Walters & Borgers，1995; Jimerson et al, 1997), age-
appropriate and culturally sensitive instructional strategies (Jimerson, 1999). Besides, 
Jimerson (1999) also suggested that we can either establish "full-service schools to 
provide a community-based vehicle to meet the needs of at risk students" (Jimerson, 
1999，p.266) or establish multi-age groupings in classrooms, with teachers trained to 
work with mixed-age and ability populations. 
Critics in Hong Kong also urged the Education Department to find alternative 
methods instead of putting the NACs into lower grade levels with younger students (Lee 
Lai-ming, 1998; Lo, Wan & Chung, 1999). However, the Education Department has never 
responded to such problem. As a result, in the current study, the effects of being put into 
lower grade with younger students on the NACs's sense of self and learning are 
investigated, with a view to provide recommendation related to this issue. 
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2.4 Socio-cultural Influences in SLA 
As stated in the first section of this chapter, the socio-cultural influences on the 
young NACs' language learning have never been investigated. However, the importance 
of the socio-cultural dimension on secondary language acquisition (SLA) is emphasized 
by the SLA theorists. Among the SLA theorists, Norton's theorization of the effect of the 
socio-cultural dimension on the language learners' language learning have been gaining 
recognition. As a result, based on Norton's theorization of the socio-cultural influences 
on SLA, the current study aims to investigate the effects of the socio-cultural dimension 
on the NACs' language learning in Hong Kong. In this section, Norton's theorization is 
first introduced. Then research studies which were found to give credence to Norton's 
theorization were presented. Finally, Norton's revisit of the SLA theory is discussed. 
2.4.1 Norton's Theorization about Socio-Cultural Influences on the SLA 
The importance of interaction in SLA has been emphasized by the discourse 
theorists (Fox, 1987; Hatch, 1992)，who stated that face-to-face interaction is a key to 
second language acquisition. Recognizing the importance of interaction in SLA, current 
theories of language have moved away from the merely linguistic components of a 
language to language in use, which includes its social, political, cultural and 
psychological domains (Toohey, 2000). 
Vygotsky is believed to have provided the basis for socio-cultural approaches to 
language learning with his "emphasis on the importance of social contexts in processes of 
acculturation, whereby more experienced participants in a culture bring the intellectual 
tools of society within the reach of less experienced members" (Norton & Toohey, 2001, 
p. 311). Norton (2000) expands that a focus on the learning context needs to be 
complemented with a focus on the identity and human agency of the language learner. 
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Norton argues that SLA theory needs to develop a conception of identity which is 
understood with reference to larger, and frequently inequitable, social structures which 
are reproduced in day-to-day social interaction. Norton (1997) states, 
"(E)very time language learners speak, they are not only exchanging information 
with their interlocutors: they are also constantly organizing and reorganizing a sense of 
who they are and how they relate to the social world. They are, in other words, engaged 
in identity construction and negotiation" (p. 419). 
What Norton (1997) suggests is that “identity constructs and is constructed by 
language" (p. 419)，and that identity is "complex, contradictory and multifaceted" (p. 
419). She also believed that "identity (is) dynamic across time and place" (p.419). 
Norton (2000) also believes that language learning is not a neutral practice but a 
highly political one involving power relationship. While West (1992) related identity to 
desires, which include desire for recognition, the desire for affiliation, and the desire for 
security and safety, Norton (2000) claims that such desires cannot be separated from the 
distribution of resources in society. She divided resources into symbolic resources and 
material resources. Symbolic resources refer to resources like language, education and 
friendship, while material resources refer to resources like capital goods, real estate and 
money. Norton (2000) states that language learning involves "power relationship among 
individuals, institutions and communities through which symbolic and material resources 
in society are produced, distributed and validated"(p. 7). She explains that such kind of 
power relationship decides the language learners' right to speak, which intersects with the 
language learners' identity. 
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Finally, Norton (2000) criticizes the conception of motivation in the field of SLA 
as failing to capture the complex relationship between relations of power, identity, and 
language learning. Instead of using the conception of motivation, Norton (1995) proposes 
that the conception of investment should be used as it "more accurately signals the 
socially and historically constructed relationship of (the immigrants) to the target 
language and their sometimes ambivalent desire to leam and practice it"(p.l7). She takes 
the position that if learners invest in a second language, they do so with the understanding 
that they will acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources, which will in 
tum，increase the value of their cultural capital. Learners will expect or hope to have a 
good return on their investment 一 a return that will give them access to hitherto 
unattainable resources. 
2.4.2 Research Studies Supporting Norton，s Theorization 
Since the 1990s, SLA researchers have been giving greater attention to the influence 
of the learners' sense of self and the socio-cultural dimension on their language learning 
in the 1990s. (Angelil-Carter, Donate & McCormick，1994; Willett, 1995; Dunn & 
Lantolf，1996; Duff & Uchida, 1997; Haneda, 1997; McGroarty, 1998; Lantolf，2000; 
Toohey, 1998，2000). Some of their findings support Norton's theorization. 
In her study of 5 immigrant women's English learning in Canada, Norton (Norton, 
2000) used one of her subjects' situation to illustrate how the social context limited the 
opportunities for the immigrant women to interact with the native English speakers. The 
new immigrant woman, Eva, worked in a fast-food restaurant, in which lengthy 
conversations between coworkers or between workers and customers were unusual. As a 
new immigrant woman, Eva was assigned to take some tasks, like cleaning the floors or 
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emptying garbage, which “were solitary and required little or no language" ( Norton & 
Toohey, 2001，p. 3.15). Eva's positioning in these tasks blocked her access to practice her 
English with more experienced participants, which limited her improvement in her 
English competence. 
Toohey (2000) carried out a 3 year study of a class of kindergarten children with 6 
focal immigrant children in Canada. She broke the native English students and the 
normative students up, so that the immigrant students sat at the front of the room where 
they could have direct interaction with the teacher, the most experienced target language 
speaker. The students were encouraged to speak with the teachers but isolated from the 
native students to avoid possible language shocks that might affect the non-native 
students' learning of the target language. Moreover, the resources, like the stationery 
were evenly distributed, and the students were forbidden from borrowing things from and 
copying verbal and non-verbal productions from others. Such practices contributed to 
constructing the students as individuals to avoid domination and unequal power 
relationship in the classroom. The researcher and the teacher's cultivation of such a 
classroom culture, in which students were encouraged to talk and share ideas in a safe 
environment without domination and exclusion, contributed to the immigrant students' 
quick improvement in their TL learning. As a result, while Norton (2000) suggests that 
power relationship decides the language learners' right to speak, Toohey's (2000) 
research shows that an equal power relationship and an even distribution of resources in 
the classmates enhanced language learners' learning. 
Mckay and Wong (1996) carried out a longitudinal 2 years study of 4 Chinese high 
school immigrant students' English learning in California. The findings showed that the 
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Chinese immigrant student's life involved such complex tasks as "relating to teachers, 
aides, and peers; establishing ethnic/cultural identity; meeting parental demands; 
responding to gender expectations; and performing academically - all this while learning 
a new language." (p.603). Thus, Mckay and Wong (1996) confirmed Norton's (2000) 
proposition that "SLA theory needs to develop a conception of identity that is understood 
with reference to larger and frequently inequitable, social structures which are reproduced 
in day to day social interaction"(Norton 2000, p.5), and proposed that efforts be made to 
understand the immigrant L2 learning as a complex social being and the school as a 
"contestatory discursive" site (p. 603). 
Hunter (1997) carried out a 2-year micro-ethnography to investigate the English 
learning of a Portuguese student, Roberto, in a Canadian classroom. In Roberto's first 
year study in Canada, the content of his writing was mainly related to his family life, 
which paralleled his school preferences for children's writing and coincided with his 
desire for the approval of the teacher. However, his classmates did not share his interest 
in family life and related writing themes. To be an insider in the boys' peer group in the 
classroom "required an investment in a popular media discourse and preclude an 
investment in the home and family discourse" (p. 607). Thus, in his second year of study 
in Canada, Roberto joined the violent popular culture discourse, which resulted in 
unfinished written texts, as “the incentive to write them seemed to reside less in the 
content than in the social interaction involved in the composing process" (p. 608). Such 
change limited his engagement in writing, his writing development and his maintenance 
of his school identity as language deficient. The findings of this study outlined "how 
identity in relation to school expectations can conflict with identities among peers and 
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how children's negotiations of these conflicts may bear on L2 and literacy learning" (p. 
604). Hunter concluded that the positions of Roberto in the classroom were "dynamic, 
multiple and conflicting" (p.610), which seemed to support Norton's (1997) conceptions 
of identity. 
The influence of power relationships on the language learners' right to speak was 
found in Carter's analysis (1997) of the interaction between herself - a LI speaker of 
English, and a South African student whose mother tongue is not English in an interview. 
As the South African students' teacher and as the interviewer, Carter realized that she 
was dominating and controlling the first part of the interaction and the student was not 
given many chances to speak. However, as soon as the South African student mentioned 
the fact that he had been a political prisoner, the relationship changed as the student was 
then the one with knowledge that the interviewer did not have. The student then 
occupied the moral high ground and deserved the interviewer's respect for his political 
activity in resistance to apartheid. Hence, the student took the position of the "legitimate 
speaker, authorized to speak and to speak with authority" (Bourdieu, 1991, p. 41)，a 
position that the interviewer had occupied before the mentioning of the prison. Thus, 
Carter extended Norton's (1997) theoretical framework, arguing that not only do subject 
positions and the ability to claim the right to speak, change over time, but they could 
change within one encounter. 
2.4.3 Norton's (1997, 2000) Revisit of the SLA Theory 
While Norton's (1997，2000) conceptions about the relationship between identity and 
SLA was supported by her and several studies, she revisited the SLA theory. She 
criticized Krashen's (1985,1988) affective filter hypothesis for failing to take the social 
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context and the second language learners' identity into consideration, while Schumann's 
(1976a，1976b, 1978a, 1978b, 1986) Acculturation Model of SLA failed to address the 
power relationship between the native speakers and the SL learners. 
Krashen (1985) hypothesized that the affective filter is a mental block that prevents 
acquirers from fully utilizing the comprehensible input they receive for language 
acquisition. He proposed that affective filter comprised the learner's motivation, self-
confidence and anxiety state, which were all individual characteristics of a language 
learner. When it is "up" the acquirer may understand what he hears and reads, but the 
input will not reach the LAD (Language Acquisition Device). This occurs when the 
acquirer is unmotivated, lacking in self-confidence, or anxious. On the hand, when the 
affective filter is "down", the input will be able to reach the LAD. This occurs when the 
acquirer is highly motivated and confident. 
However, Norton rejected the idea that the learner's affective filter was connected 
to individual characteristics and personal traits only. She proposed that a learner's 
affective filter needed to be theorized as a social construction which intersects in 
significant ways with a language learner's identity. Learners' perceptions of their own 
identity might affect their decision to speak or to practice their target language in some 
social conditions, despite the fact that they might be highly motivated to learn the target 
language. Moreover, Norton further commented that the learners' feelings of anxiety and 
lack of confidence were socially constructed in and by the lived experiences of learners. 
The learner's preoccupation with stressful day-to-day living conditions could also trigger 
off anxiety. 
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Norton also criticized the following three assumptions proposed in Schumann's 
(1978b, 1986) Acculturation Model of SLA: 
Assumption 1: If a second language group is inferior or subordinate to the target 
group, it will resist learning the second language. 
Assumption 2: If members of the second language group give up their lifestyles 
and values and adopt those of the target language group, they will 
maximise their contact with the target language group and enhance 
SLA. 
Assumption 3: Positive attitudes between the target language group and the 
second language group will enhance SLA. 
Norton rejected the first assumption as his research results showed that learner 
would not resist learning the TL，instead, they regarded the command of the target 
language as a way to rid them of the immigrant label and help them to obtain the 
opportunities for which they immigrated to the TL country. 
As for the second and the third assumption, Norton commented that although the 
acculturation model highlighted the socio-cultural context of language learning and 
recognized the importance of the contact between language learners and speakers of the 
target language for successful language learning, it failed to address the fact that the 
inequitable power relations between the learners and the target language group might 




Though Norton's theorisation about SLA is supported by several studies on SLA, 
applicability of her theorisation on foreign language acquisition has never been 
investigated. Moreover, most studies which focused on the influences of socio-cultural 
and identity dimensions on language learning related these two dimensions mainly to 
second language acquisition situations. Their influences on foreign language acquisition 
have seldom been investigated. In particular, investigation on their influences on a 
language classroom in which both majority and minority students are learning the foreign 
language is even rare. 
Ortega (1999) states that there are different expectations for majority and minority 
foreign language learners. Minority students are compelled to learn the majority language 
in a very limited period of time, while at the same time, they need to develop the foreign 
language, which is usually a “desirable cultural capital" (p.24) to equip the students for 
the challenges of a competitive job market. The use of target-language only policy in the 
foreign language classroom further hindered the minority students' accesses to such 
valuable resource. Thus, according to Ortega (1999)，"there is ample evidence that FL 
education is structured in ways so as to reproduce the pervasive societal belief that 
foreign languages are a resource available for mainstream monolingual speakers only" (p. 
24). This seems to suggest possible uneven distribution of resources and unequal power 
relationship in the foreign language classrooms. As a result, the interview questions in the 
current study were designed based on Norton's theorisation so as to investigate the 
applicability of her theory on foreign language acquisition, in which both minority and 
majority students learn the foreign language together. 
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Moreover, most of the studies focusing on the influences of socio-cultural dimension 
and the learner's sense of self on their language learning were carried out in countries 
like Canada, U.S. or Japan. So far, no similar kind of study has been carried out in Hong 
Kong. Therefore, the current study aims at investigating the effects of socio-cultural 
dimension and sense of self on the young NACs' language learning, in particular, their 
English learning in Hong Kong classroom, in which majority local students and minority 
young NACs leam English together as a foreign language. 
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Chapter 3 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Research Method 
The main research method adopted in this study is a case study research approach. 
This is because most existing studies (Boys' and girls' Club Association, 1996; 
Chan, 1996; Chan, 1998; Chan, Ip & Yuen，1996，1997; Chan & Ma，1999; Lo, Wan & 
Chung，1999; Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups, 1995b; International Social 
Services, 1997) on young NACs in Hong Kong have used a quantitative research 
approach which include survey questionnaires. This has offered a general picture of the 
young NACs' situation in Hong Kong and revealed the main problems they have faced. 
However, the need to find out their actual experience of the difficulties they had faced, 
how they feel, what caused the difficulties, how they dealt with their difficulties, i.e. the 
issues in-depth should be questioned in this study. Hence, the case study research 
approach was adopted in the present study, as it facilitates an in-depth and multifaceted 
understanding of a particular phenomenon under study (Memam,1988; Yin, 1994a). 
Like most research approaches, the case study approach has its merits and 
limitations and strategies can be taken to improve the quality of a case study. As a result, 
in the present chapter, the merits and limitations of a case study are first discussed so as 
to justify the research techniques taken by the present study. These techniques include the 
use of multiple-case study instead of single-case study, triangulation of data sources and 
data collection methods and member checks. Following this, the selection of subjects and 
the research procedure of the present study are described. 
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3.2 The Case Study Research Approach 
3.2.1 Definition of Case Study 
The case study research approach has long been used in medicine, business, law 
and social science. However, according to Yin (1994)，the case study is often confused 
with ethnographies or participant-observation. Winegardner (1999) states that such kind 
of confusion can be attributed to both an imprecise understanding of the case study and 
an absence of a universally accepted definition of it as a research typology. As a result, 
Yin (1994) provided a technical definition of case study, which states that "a case study is 
an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real-life 
context"(p.l3), and that case study depends heavily on the use of the triangulate approach 
and "benefits from the prior development of theoretical propositions to guide data 
collection and analysis" (p. 13). This definition not only provides information about when 
a case study approach should be adopted, but also provides hints about how data should 
be collected and analyzed in a case study. 
3.2.2 Merits and Limitations of the Case Study 
To pursue a case study research of higher quality, it is crucial to find out the 
merits and potential problems of a case study so that the integrity of a case study can be 
maintained while at the same time alternatives can be found to improve the quality of a 
case study. 
3.2.2.1 Merits 
Understanding of the Phenomenon under Study 
A case study is naturalistic in nature as it offers no treatment nor intervention to 
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the phenomenon under study. Its definition suggests that it is anchored in a real-life 
context and that it helps to cope with complex social units consisting of multiple 
variables. According to Merriam (1988)，a case study has the function of ‘‘offer(ing) 
insights and illuminat(ing) meanings that expand its reader's experiences" (p.32), which 
is particularly useful in providing “a rich and holistic account of a phenomenon" (p.32), 
i.e.，it enables us to have an in-depth understanding of a particular phenomenon under 
study. 
Structuring the Research Hypotheses 
An inductive data analysis approach is considered as a primary characteristic of 
qualitative studies like the case study, despite the fact that both inductive and deductive 
designs can be adopted in qualitative inquiry (O'Brien, 1995). According to Nunan 
(1992)，inductive research intends to "derive general principles, theories, or 'truths' from 
an investigation and documentation" (p. 13). Hence, when an inductive approach is 
adopted in a case study, the results and insights obtained can be constructed as "tentative 
hypotheses that help structure future research" (Merriam, 1988). On the other hand, if a 
deductive approach is adopted in addition to an inductive approach, a case study can also 
help to test and consolidate existing theory and hypotheses. 
Providing Implications for applied fields of study 
As a case study focuses on the real-life context, the insights provided by a case 
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study can be put into immediate use for different purposes, like policy-making, staff 
development, formative evaluation, etc (Nunan, 1992). Hence, a case study can provide 
implications for different applied fields of study, such as education, law and business, etc. 
3.2.2.2 Limitations 
Internal Validity 
According to Nunan (1992), internal validity is concerned with the interpretability 
of research. It deals with the question of how research findings match reality. Yin (1994) 
suggests that for case study research, internal validity focuses on whether a researcher 
can "infer" (p.35) a particular outcome based on interview and documentary evidence 
collected. O'Brien (1995) cited Guba and Lincoin's (1981) concern that one of the 
disadvantages of the case study approach is that it depends heavily on the intuition and 
interpretation of the researcher which causes the problem of subjectivity. Stake (1988) 
also criticizes the case study method's lack of internal validity because different 
researchers can have different interpretations on the same case study. 
Reliability 
Reliability is concerned with the extent to which a study's findings can be 
replicated. As stated by Yin (1994a), the goal of reliability is to "minimize the errors and 
biases in a study" (p.26). O'Brien (1995) reports that one of the problems of qualitative 
study is that "the data analysis procedures are not clear"(p.21) and that one cannot follow 
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how a qualitative researcher got from a large amount of field notes to the final 
conclusions. Hence, the probability of replicating a particular case study research is 
questioned. 
Generalizability 
Generalizability, or external validity is concerned with the extent to which 
findings can be applied to other people, situations and contexts. Nunan (1992) states that 
the generalizability problem is a "major stumbling block for the case study researcher" 
(p. 81). This can be attributed to the fact that it is difficult for one to argue from a single 
instance to the general. 
3.3 The Case Study Approach for the Study of the 
Young New Arrivals from Mainland China 
The present study aims at investigating the NACs' socio-cultural adaptation and sense of 
self in relation to their learning in Hong Kong, through the use of case study research 
method. Attempts were made to improve the quality of the current case study throughout 
the research design, data collection and data analysis processes of the research. 
3.3.1 Research Design 
3.3.1.1 Multiple-Case Study 
A multiple-case study design was adopted in the present study, in which 4 young 
NACs from 4 different schools and families were selected. The reason for adopting a 
multiple-case study instead of the single case study was that it serves to overcome the 
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problem of generalizability. 
According to Yin (1994a), multiple-case study involves collecting and analyzing 
data from several case studies and each single case inside should "serve a specific 
purpose within the overall scope of inquiry" (Yin, 1994，p.45). Yin (1994a) summarizes 
that “a major insight is to consider multiple cases as one would consider multiple 
experiments" (p. 45). What Yin (1994) is suggesting is that a multiple-case study follows 
a "replication" logic (p. 45) (the replication approach to multiple-case studies is 
illustrated in Appendix B). As a result, unlike single-case study, which is criticized as 
unable to be generalized, a multiple-case study has the advantage in that it allows greater 
latitude for generalizability. (Merriam, 1988; Yin, 1994; O'Brien, 1995; Stake,1995; 
Schneider, 1999). Another advantage of multiple-case study is that it allows opportunity 
for "cross-case comparisons" (Schneider, 1999，p. 1532). 
3.3.1.2 Length of Research Period 
The 4 subjects were followed for 6 months from July 2001 to January 2002 so as 
to allow time for the researcher to develop rapport with the subjects, which is essential to 
facilitate their disclosure on sensitive issues. Such a period of time was also intended to 
facilitate a better understanding of their problems and coping strategies, and to help 
identify any changes in their acculturation and self-perception. 
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3.3.2 Data Collection 
3.3.2.1 Triangulation of Informants and Data Collection Methods 
A combination of triangulation of data sources and data collection methods was 
adopted. The 4 young NACs, their parents and their teachers were all interviewed. Self-
completion questionnaires and qualitative interviews were used for data collection, while 
home visits were carried out to have a better understanding of the four subjects' living 
situations. The use of triangulation is believed to be essential in a research as Winston 
(1997) states that "the need for triangulation arises from the ethical need to confirm the 
validity of the processes" (p.5). 
According to O'Brien (1995), there are two perspectives on the term 
triangulation. The first perspective is called convergent triangulation and the second is 
complementary triangulation. In convergent triangulation, multiple methods are used for 
confirmation only. Mathison (1988) claims that through the use of multiple methods "bias 
inherited in any particular data source, investigator, and particular method will be 
concealed out" (p. 14). Complementary triangulation uses multiple methods to "have one 
set of results enrich, expand upon, clarify or illustrate the others" (0’ Brien, 1995, p. 15). 
One of the results of this approach is that the outcomes may be convergence, i.e. it can 
also help to eliminate any biases. Owing to the fact that complementary triangulation 
possesses the merits of both approaches, it was adopted in the current study instead of the 
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convergent triangulation method or a combination of both. The conceptual framework of 
the complementary triangulation in the current study is presented in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 Complementary Triangulation in the Study of Young NACs 
Data Collection Analysis Conclusions 
multiple informants & methods 
A interviews 
/ \ _•database——i^hick analysis holistic perspective 
/ \ and in-depth understanding 
Farents yachers \ of the NACs' issue 
questionnaires home- i.e. thick description 
visits 
3.3.2.2 Self-completion Questionnaires and Qualitative Interviews 
Both self-completion questionnaires and qualitative interviews have their own 
merits. Self-completion questionnaires are best at "checking how far the researcher's 
hypothesis or world view is shared by the sample (surveys)..." (Arksey & Knight, 1999， 
p.34). Moreover, sensitive questions may be more acceptable to the informants when self-
completion questionnaires are used. On the other hand, qualitative interviews allow 
answers to be clarified, which is not the case with self-completion questionnaires and 
which is “far better at exploring (things) in depth, learning about the informants' 
perspectives and about what matters to them" (Arksey & Knight，1999, p. 34). Instead of 
seeing interviews and questionnaires in opposition or competition to each other, Arksey 
& Knight (1999) suggest that we should see them as "complementary within a multi-part 
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study" (Arksey & Knight，1999，p.33). As a result, both self-completion questionnaires 
and qualitative interviews were used in the present study. 
3.3.2.3 Semi-structured Interviews 
There are three main types of qualitative interviews, namely standardized 
interview, semi-structured/semi-standardized interview and unstandardized interview. 
The present study adopted the semi-structured interviews, which is introduced by Berg 
(1995) as follows: 
The type of interview involves the implementation of a number of predetermined 
questions and/or special topics. These questions are typically asked of each 
interview in a systematic and consistent order, but the interviewers are allowed 
freedom to digress; that is the interviewers are permitted (in fact expected) to 
probe far beyond the answers to their prepared and standardized questions, (p. 33) 
Moreover, the adoption of semi-structured interviews can also provide room for 
the young NACs to add other points that they consider important. 
Interview questions in the current study were formulated in three ways. Firstly, 
questions were generated from the literature related to schooling and language teaching 
for immigrant students. Secondly, after each individual interview, reflections were made 
so that further questions were generated from issues that were raised in earlier interviews. 
Finally, whenever a particular subject said something interesting, related questions were 
generated to investigate the topic further with other subjects. 
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3.3.2.4 Audio-recording and Transcription 
To facilitate a comparison of the 4 NACs', their parents' and their teachers' points 
of view, all the interviews were audio-taped and transcribed, except one interview with a 
teacher and one with a parent, in which note-taking was used. Despite the fact that note-
taking is more economical, it possesses the risk of recorder bias. So, note-taking was used 
in the current study only when the interviewees refused to be audio-taped. According to 
Nunan (1992)，audio-recording helps to preserve actual language and enhance objective 
record. Moreover, the interviewer's contributions can be recorded and data can be 
reanalyzed after the event. To preserve the actual language, attempts were also made to 
keep the original tone and style during the transcription process. 
3.3.3 Data Analysis 
3.3.3.1 Deductive Data Analysis Approaches 
Deductive data analysis approach was adopted for analyzing the data in the current 
study, so that the potential analytic difficulties could be reduced and the internal validity 
of the study increased (Yin 1994a). According to Tesch (1990)，a deductive approach 
"created from prior materials such as the theoretical framework adopted and/or the 
research questions that guide the investigation" (p.ll9). O'Brien (1995) cited Fireston 
and Herriott's (1984) comment that when a deductive approach is used in a multiple-case 
study, it can help to "(clarify) the relationships among... predetermined concepts" 
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(Fireston & Herriott，1984’ p.80). O'Brien (1995) further comments that deductive design 
in multiple-case study also have the advantage of facilitating cross-site comparisons. 
To adopt the deductive data analysis approach in the present study, theoretical 
framework and literature discussed in Chapter 2 were adopted to guide the investigation. 
The interview questions were set in accordance to the literature and theoretical 
framework. Data collected from the interviews were categorized based on the factors 
discussed in the literature review that were found to affect the minority students' 
learning, e.g., the NACs' relationship with teachers, classmates and parents, cultural 
influences, sense of self. During the writing of the findings and data analysis part, 
reference was made to check if the findings matched with what was discussed in the 
literature review. 
3.3.3.2 Member Checks 
Member checks were carried out throughout the whole research, from the 
preparation of questionnaires to the composition period. According to Holstein and 
Gubrium (1995)，member checks refers to the technique that both interviewers and 
respondent involved in meaning-making practices so as to ensure that reality was 
accurately captured. Merriam 1988) proposed that it is crucial to have the informants 
review the draft report of a case study so as to ensure that the report has accurately 
reflected the reality. Holstein and Gubrium (1995) argue that all interviews are 
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interpretively active and that both interviewers and respondents should be involved in the 
meaning-making practices. Therefore, a pilot test was carried out during the design of the 
questionnaires for the current study. Moreover, during the transcribing and data analysis 
process of the present research, the subjects were asked to clarify certain points on the 
phone whenever the researcher had confusion. 
3.4 Selection of Subjects for the Study 
Two of the four female subjects, Chang and Wong (Pseudonyms were used in the 
current study), were introduced by the researcher's relatives and friends in May 2000. 
The researcher then went to the Society for Community Organization in Shun Shui Po to 
look for subjects. With the kind help of the social worker, the researcher was able to talk 
with three newly arrived girls and a newly arrived boy in the center, so as to briefly 
explain the current study. The boy was reluctant to be interviewed as he was taken aback 
by the idea that both his parents and his teachers would be interviewed by the researcher. 
Finally, one of the female NACs, Huang, agreed to participate in the study, while the boy 
and another girl promised to help the researcher in piloting her questionnaires. 
In July, the researcher joined an English summer camp organized by the Mission 
for New Arrivals. The researcher acting as the team leader of the camp, was able to have 
a talk with the young NACs in her team. Most boys were found to be reluctant to disclose 
their family situation. Despite the fact that one of the boys in the team was willing to be 
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the subject, he refused to disclose his family situation. Hence, the researcher finally 
identified a female young NAC, Li, who had built up a mutual trust with the researcher 
since she has the same place of origin as the researcher. Consent forms (See Appendix C) 
were distributed to the four subjects, who then signed the forms to declare their 
willingness to be the subjects of the current study. 
3.5 Profile of Subjects 
Table 1. Summary of the Profile of Subjects 
Name: |Li Huang Wong Chang 
Date of Arrival 1999 summer 2000 summer 2000 spring 1998 summer 
Form Level; ~ F . 3 F.3 F.2 f7i 
Sex: Female Female Female Female 
Age: 16 — 1 8 15 16 
Length of Stay: 2 years 1 years 1 l/2years 3 years 
Place of Origin: Fujian Dong Guan Hai Feng Shan Wei 
First langauge: Fujianese Kejia (Hakka) Kejia (Hakka) Helao (Hoklo) 
As shown in Table 1，the subjects for this study were 4 female young NACs 
studying in Form 1-3 during the research period in different secondary schools in Hong 
Kong. All of them had been living in Hong Kong for 3 years or less at the time of the 
- s t u d y and their first language is not Cantonese. The reason for choosing non-native 
speakers of Cantonese in this study was that these students were believed to experience 
more difficulties in adapting to society in Hong Kong than those NACs whose first 
language is Cantonese. 
Li, aged 16，came from Fujian and her first language is Min. At the time of the 
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study, she had been in Hong Kong for 2 years and was a F. 3 student. She was the only 
subject who knew no Cantonese before coming to Hong Kong. She studied in F.2 in a 
middle school in China before she came to Hong Kong and by then she had learnt 
English for one and a half years in her middle school. Her English proficiency was very 
elementary. In Hong Kong, She was downgraded to a F.l class. 
Huang, aged 18，came from the rural part of DongGuan and her first language is 
Hakka. She arrived in Hong Kong one year ago and was a R3 student at the time of the 
study. She watched Hong Kong television programs when she was still in her hometown. 
She reported that she seldom practiced her Cantonese in her hometown, but it was quite 
fluent when she arrived in Hong Kong. However, it still carried some Hakka accent. 
Huang studied in F.4 in a middle school in China before she came to Hong Kong and she 
had leamt English for 6 years starting from her P. 5 study in China. Her English 
proficiency level was the highest among the four subjects. She was downgraded to F. 2 
upon her arrival. 
Wong, aged 15, came from Hai Feng and her first language is Hakka. At the time 
of the study, she had been in Hong Kong for one and a half years and she was a F. 2 
student. Same as iHuang, Wong watched Hong Kong television programs in her 
hometown and leamt Cantonese through watching these programs. Her Cantonese was 
quite fluent when she came to Hong Kong, though it still carried some Hakka accent. In 
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China, she studied in R1 in an urban middle school and she was allowed to continue to 
study in F.l after coming to Hong Kong. Even so, she was still one year older than her 
fellow classmates. Moreover, when she changed from a vocational school to a 
mainstream school after her F.2 study in Hong Kong, she was asked to repeat R2, despite 
the fact that she had had a quite satisfactory academic result. She was then two years 
older than her fellow students in her new school. Studying in a key school in China and 
having learnt English for three years before coming to Hong Kong, Huang's English 
proficiency level was higher than other young NACs in the English summer camp as 
observed by the researcher. 
Chang, aged 16, was still a primary school student when the researcher was 
introduced to her. Chang came from the rural part of Shan Wei and her first language is 
Hoklo. Despite the fact that she also watched Hong Kong television programs in China, 
and that she had stayed in Hong Kong for the longest period of time among the four 
subjects, her Cantonese was heavily accented and sometimes she was found to be unable 
to express herself clearly in Cantonese. As some of the students in the rural part of China 
may enter school one or two years earlier than those in the urban area of China, at the age 
of 13, Chang was still studying in P.6 in China. After arriving Hong Kong, she was 
downgraded to study in P.4, despite the fact that she was 13 years old at that time. Chang 
was the only subject who knew no English before coming to Hong Kong. 
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3.6 Procedures of the Study 
3.6.1 Stage 1: Pilot-testing of Questionnaires (Late June 2001) 
Two sets of questionnaires were designed in late June, 2001 (See Appendix D & 
E). The first set of questionnaire aimed at investigating the NACs' perception of their 
own identity and their socio-cultural adaptation in Hong Kong, while the second set of 
questionnaire aimed at investigating the young NACs' language learning in Hong Kong. 
According to Kirk and Miller (1986)，a valid study is one that takes “members 
meanings into account" (Kirk & Miller，1986，p.31). Hence, the two sets of 
questionnaires were pilot-tested and revised several ways before being administered. The 
pilot test involved several steps: 
1) The questionnaires were designed in English and first examined by a faculty 
member in the Chinese University of Hong Kong, Professor Jane Jackson. 
2) The questionnaires were revised and translated from English into Chinese. 
3) The Chinese questionnaires were examined by a Master of Philosophy student in 
Applied English Linguistics in the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Some of 
the wordings of the questionnaires were simplified based on the advice given by 
Miss Cheung. 
4) The Questionnaires were pilot-tested with two young NACs, a F.2 boy and a F.3 
girl. Both NACs had been living in Hong Kong for less than three year vcs and 
their first language is Hakka. Thus, both of them had a similar background as the 
4 subjects of current study. When the two NACs were filling in the 
questionnaires, they were encouraged to raise questions when they had difficulties 
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in understanding the meanings of the special terminology and technical wordings 
used. 
5) Finally, based on the feedback from the students, the questionnaires were revised 
again. Some wordings were simplified. Moreover, sentence structures of some 
questions were changed and explanations regarding parts of the terminology were 
inserted in the questionnaires so as to facilitate the NACs' understanding of the 
questions. 
3.6.2 Stage 2: Interviews with the Teachers 
(Early July 2001 to early December 2001) 
From early July to late July, Wong's, Huang's and Chang's English teachers were 
interviewed in their own school (see consent form in Appendix F and interview guide in 
Appendix G). As Chang was still studying in primary 6 at that time, one of the three 
English teachers was a primary school teacher, while the other two were secondary 
school English teachers. Two of the interviews were audio-taped and transcribed. As 
Huang's teacher refused to be audio-taped, notes were taken for that particular interview. 
Finally, in early December, Li's English teacher, who was a Native English Teacher 
(NET), was interviewed. The interview was also audio-taped and transcribed. 
The interviews with the teachers aimed at investigating their feelings about 
teaching NACs and revealing their perceptions about the NACs' socio-cultural adaptation 
in Hong Kong. Moreover, their views about whether they had received enough support 
from the NACs' parents and the government in teaching the NACs were also 
investigated. 
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3.6.3 Stage 3: Interviews with the Subjects to Collect 
Background Information (Late July 2001 to Early September 2001) 
During the summer vacation, the subjects were given one initial interview in 
which they were asked to clarify comments they made in their questionnaires and further 
questions were asked to collect their background information, 
3.6.4 Stage 4: Interviews with the Subjects to Collect In-depth Data 
(Mid-September 2001 to Mid-January 2002) 
Starting from September to Mid-December, each subject was interviewed every 
three to four weeks. So, a total of four interviews were conducted for each subject. The 
interviews were conducted based on some themes (See Table 2), so as to have a better 
understanding of the subjects' adaptation in their school life, family life and social life 
and the effect of their adaptation in these areas on their learning, in particular their 
language learning in Hong Kong. Cantonese was used during the interviews. All subjects, 
except for Li, were not given a choice in their use of languages during the interviews as 
Cantonese was the only common language between the researcher and the subjects. The 
researcher encouraged Li to use her hometown language during the interview as the 
interviewer came from the same hometown as Li, so, she could understand Li's 
hometown language. However, Li chose to use Cantonese instead as she would like to 
make use of the chance to practice her Cantonese. After all the interviews, the researcher 
translated all the audio-taped data into English transcription. 
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Table 2. Themes for the interviews 
Interview"! Theme(s) Interview Guide 
1 1. Sense of Departure Appendix H 
2. First day in Hong Kong 
2 3. First school day and the school life Appendix I 
3 4. Family life Appendix J 
4 5. Perception of self Appendix K 
6. Social life 
Apart from the main theme, each interview also focused on any significant events 
that happened during the interview period. The subjects were asked to report on their 
recent life in each interview. All the interviews were audio-taped and translated. 
The interviews with the four subjects were carried out in different places. For the 
interviews with Li, most of them took place in a restaurant, although one was carried out 
in the sports centre near her home. Interviews with Huang were carried out in the Society 
for Community Organisation. However, the interview with the theme, "First day in Hong 
Kong", was carried out at her home. Interviews with Wong were all carried out at 
restaurants as she was free only during dinnertime. Interviews with Chang were all 
carried out in the garden near her home. She refused to have the interview at her home as 
she did not like the presence of her parents, and she also did not like to be interviewed in 
the restaurant where there were lots of people around. 
3.6.5 Stage 5: Interviews with the parents (December to February, 2002) 
Starting from December, the subjects' parents were interviewed (See consent 
form in Appendix L and interview guide in Appendix M). They were asked about their 
concerns about their children's socio-cultural adaptation and language learning in Hong 
Kong. Their strategies to help their children to adapt to the life in Hong Kong were also 
investigated. All the interviews were audio-taped and also translated, except that 
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conducted with Chang's father. For the interview with Mr. Chang, notes were taken 
during the interview. The interviews with all parents were face to face interviews, except 
for the one with Wong's mother, which was conducted on the phone. This interview was 
also audio-taped. All interviews with parents were carried out in Cantonese, except that 
with Li's mother, in which Fujianese was used. However, all interviews were translated 
into English transcription. 
3.6.6 Stage 6: Data Analysis (March to Mav, 2002) 
After finishing all the translation of all interviews (The transcripts for all 
the interviews, a total number of over 300 pages, were saved into two floppy disks and 
attached to the current dissertation. Only transcripts of all Li's interviews were shown in 
Appendix O to U as examples because similar sets of interview questions were asked to 
the other three interviewees), each interview was read from beginning to the end. In the 
margin, the researcher took note of key ideas that were discussed during the interview 
(e.g., "age gap", "identity", "importance of education"). Particularly significant quotes 
were highlighted in color. This facilitated a comparison of their views. 
Next, all of the interview transcripts were read consecutively, each one again from 
the beginning to the end, with particular attention paid to the notes on the margins. As the 
interview questions for the subjects were designed according to 6 themes, the answers 
from the parents' and the teachers' interviews and from the background information 
interview were grouped in accordance with these 6 themes. 
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Finally, the analysis of the data extended into the writing of the research paper. 
The researcher presented the data under the five subtitles: 1) Reasons for coming to Hong 
Kong, 2) Scene of Departure and first day in Hong Kong，3) Schooling in Hong Kong, 
4) Family life and community supports 5) Identity. The findings are presented in Chapter 
4. 
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Chapter 4 DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 
In the current section, findings and analysis about the four subjects' experience of 
socio-cultural differences and adaptation are presented under 5 subsections so as to 
address the research questions (see Chapter 1). The 5 subsections are 1) Reasons for 
coming to Hong Kong; 2) Scene of departure and first day in Hong Kong; 3) Schooling in 
Hong Kong; 4) Family life and community support and 5) Identity. Table 3 shows where 
the elements of the research questions were addressed in these five sections: 
Table 3 Distribution of the Elements of the Research Questions 
\ Sub- Reasons for Scene o f S c h o o l i n g in Family life Identity 
\ s e c t i o n coming to departure Hong Kong and 
Hong Kong and first day community 
ElementK in Hong supports 
\ , ^ 1 7 卞 — — 
Sense of self y / ^ \ / 乂 
Factors , 
affecting J ^ \ / n / v / 
sense of self 
Socio- . 广 




cultural ^ ^ 
differences 
on learning ^ 
Strategies ^ 
4.1 Reasons for Coming to Hong Kong 
There are 3 main reasons identified from the data which explained why the four girls 
wanted to come to Hong Kong. These three reasons included their parents' wishes for 
them to come, the attraction to Hong Kong and personal goals. 
All of the four girls except for Li thought that their parents wanted them to receive a 
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better education in Hong Kong so that they could have a “better future" (Chang, 30-9-
2001; Huang, 5-10-2001; Wong, 5-10-2001). Li's parents believed that having a family 
reunion might lead to a better life. Their parents' eagerness to have them come to Hong 
Kong can be seen from the interviews with their parents: 
Just like every mother, I applied for the right of abode for them because I hope that 
they can come to Hong Kong and reunion with us so that we don 't need to worry 
about them so much. When you are in Hong Kong and your kids are in China, your 
heart will fly back to China. You will miss them a lot... They were left behind in 
China when they were still very young. Poor them! 
(Li's mother, 25-2-2002) 
I hope that they could learn English in Hong Kong. I knew nothing and I hope that 
they could know more. If they study English here, they can have better future, 
(Huang, 5-10-2001) 
When asked if they themselves had intended to come to Hong Kong, all the four 
girls revealed that they were attracted to Hong Kong when they were in China. Chang, 
Wong and Huang knew from the Hong Kong TV programs broadcast in their hometown 
that Hong Kong was a “beautiful place” (Chang, 30-9-2001; Huang, 5-10-2001; Wong, 
5-10-2001), “the buildings were tair (Chang, 30-9-2001; Wong, 5-10-2001), ‘‘the places 
were dean，’ (Chang, 30-9-2001), “the houses were very large” (Huang, 5-10-2001) and 
the transportation was ‘‘convenient” (Huang, 5-10-2001). In their perception, Hong Kong 
people are “more civilized" (Wong, 5-10-2001), “gentle” (Chang, 30-9-2001), 
“beautifur (Huang, 5-10-2001) and “learnt everything veryfasf (Change, 30-9-2001). 
Although Li had never seen any Hong Kong TV programs and had little 
knowledge about Hong Kong, she had a rosy picture about her possible life in Hong 
Kong: 
I heard people said that Hong Kong has a lot of things to play and everything is 
very good, just like a piece offat meat ".That is lots of people want to come to 
Hong Kong, just like many people like to eat fat meat. (Li, 11-10-2001) 
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All four girls stated that they had their own personal goals for moving to Hong 
Kong. All but Li had personal goals which were related to their study. Similar to her 
parents' wish, Chang hoped that she could study hard here and have a better future and 
life. Annoyed by the male classmates in her hometown, who always played tricks on her， 
Huang hoped that she could have a new environment to turn over a new leaf and be more 
focused on her studies. Wong was eager to be a Hong Kong student as she could then 
wear a “beautiful school uniform” (Wong, 5-10-2001). She also expected the teachers in 
Hong Kong to be more friendly and “would not blame the pupils” (Wong, 5-10-2001). 
Li's personal goal was to have an identity as a Hongkonger. She thought that after 
coming to Hong Kong, she would "be the same as Hongkongers", so that she could "do 
whatever the Hongkongers (could) do，，(Li，11-10-2001). 
The reasons presented suggested that all four girls, as well as their parents, had 
positive expectations and idealization about their life in Hong Kong before their arrivals. 
They all expected that they could have a better life in Hong Kong. In Winkelman's 
(1994) term, which was presented in 2.2 of Chapter 2, they were all in the honeymoon 
phase of the cultural shock experience before coming to Hong Kong. 
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4.2 Scene of Departure and First Day in Hong Kong 
The scene of departure and their first day in Hong Kong occurred in the same day, 
which signified a radical change in the four girls' life. All of them revealed that they all 
did not want to leave their friends, family and relatives during departure: 
I was very sad and cried. (Chang, 30-9-2001) 
/ didn 't wanna leave because I knew I would miss the place and the classmates. 
(Huang, 5-10-2001) 
I cried at the end when I really needed to leave and get onto the bus. (Li, 11-10-
2001) 
When it's about time for us to leave, we really didn 't want to separate. (Wong, 5-
10-2001) 
The girls recalled that their relationship with their classmates in China was 
‘‘goocT (Huang, 5-10-2001; Li, 5-10-2001) and “just like siblings" (Huang, 5-10-2001). 
Chang said that she was very reliant on her classmates and that her classmates were very 
helpful. Knowing that they were going to leave, Chang's, Huang's and Li's classmates 
came to bid farewell to them. Chang's classmates even organised a farewell party for her 
and sent her some gifts. Huang's classmates prepared a souvenir album for her and Li's 
classmates spent the day before departure with her. All the three girls recorded the 
contact addresses of their classmates before departure so that they could contact them 
after moving to Hong Kong. Unlike the three girls, Wong was so busy preparing her 
departure that she did not even have time to inform her classmates of her departure. She 
regretted that time was so limited before departure. 
During departure, the girls worried about what their relationship would be like 
with their former classmates in the Mainland. Li was afraid that their relationship might 
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be “less intimate” (Li, 11-10-2001)，while Chang was insecure about her relationship 
with her classmates after separation. On the other hand, Chang, Huang and Li worried 
about whether they could make new friends in Hong Kong: 
I didn ’ t know how would be my relationship with my friends after leaving... 
I just worried about how to make friends with the Hong Kong people. (Chang, 30-
9-2001) 
Huang had her whole family reunion in Hong Kong after departure; however, all 
the other three girls needed to be separated from some of their family members after 
departure. Chang needed to be separated from her beloved grandmother and mother, 
while Li would be apart from her elder sister and Wong from her two elder sisters. On 
their separation from their family members, they were all very miserable: 
I cried because my grandma came to see me off...Maybe it's because I was 
brought up by my grandma. My mother cried even more seriously. (Chang, 30-9-
2001) 
I wanted to cry, but I held back because it would be very ugly if I cry. So, I didn，t 
cry, but my eyes were wet and I felt sad. My elder sisters were just the same. And 
I didn ’t know when I would go back to visit them. So, I felt it 's very sad. (Wong, 
5-10-2001) 
All the girls, except for Chang, did not have enough time to inform all of their 
relatives about their departure because some of them were living far away from them. 
They did not even have time to meet each other before departure. 
After the departure, the four girls arrived in Hong Kong and had their first 
glimpse of the city from the train. All the four girls, apart from Li, who said she was too 
tired to pay attention to the surroundings after 18 hours' travelling, were amazed by the 
beauty of Hong Kong and the appearance of the Hongkongers on their arrival at Hong 
Kong: 
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Very beautiful... The people were gentle, the buildings were beautiful And there 
were lots of vehicles on the road, and the roads were well planed. (Chang, 30-9-
2001) 
I felt that it's so well developed and the transportation was good...They really 
dressed in a more tidy way and they wore more decently. (Huang, 5-10-2001) 
Wah! That's great! Even the air was different...And I saw the Hongkongers, they 
were very beautiful. The boys were beautiful and the girls were beautiful. 
Everything was fresh to me. (Wong, 5-10-2001) 
While the girls were attracted to the appearance of the Hongkongers, they 
suddenly realised that there was a big contrast between them and the locals in term of 
their appearances. All except Li, started to worry that the locals might know their identity 
as new arrivals: 
I think they knew that we were new arrivals... Very horrible. (Chang, 30-9-2001) 
I felt terribly...! looked especially like Mainlander when I had the luggage with 
me. (Huang, 5-10-2001) 
But at that time I think they might have looked at me...It's because I dressed in a 
very funny way... I dared not look at them. Ijust looked outside the window. 
(Wong, 5-10-2001) 
Chang was scared by the way the Hongkongers looked at her. She thought that 
they "stared at" her, which made her feel “horrible” (Chang, 30-9-2001) and 
“embarrass(ed)” (Chang, 30-9-2001). According to her，such experience made her afraid 
of going out in the first few months of her life in Hong Kong. 
Wong revealed that the differences between Hongkongers and her made her feel 
''very unconfident and had low self-esteem" (Wong, 5-10-2001). 
Li was eager to leam from the Hongkongers as she was impressed by the 
appearances of the Hongkongers and the way Hongkongers dressed: 
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I thought I would become the same as them in the future. So, the more I look at 
them, the more I could learn from them. (Li, 11-10-2001) 
Apart from Li, all the other three girls went to their relatives' home directly on 
arrival because their father had not found a proper place to settle them at that time. Once 
they arrived in their relatives' home, Huang and Wong were astonished at the housing in 
Hong Kong: 
“WAH..... How come they still have such kind of villages in Hong Kong? How 
come their house is so small?"... Because there were lots of mosquitoes there. I 
was really afraid of that. Their house is situated on the top of the hill and it's not 
convenient. It's too far away from the train station": (Huang, 5-10-2001) 
Yeeeee! How come Hong Kong is just like that! It's not beautiful and not much 
different from China... Yeeeel it's not much different from China, it's not as 
beautiful as I thought... We passed through those shopping malls and went to their 
flat and Yeeeeee! It's not really as beautiful as I had imagined...! even found that 
the house in China was better coz we had a whole house not flat. (Wong, 5-10-
2001) 
Both Huang and Wong indicated that they felt “disappointecT^Wong, 5-10-2001) 
as the houses and flats in Hong Kong are much smaller than the houses they had in 
China. 
Chang and her brothers lived in their cousin's home when they arrived and Chang 
was eager to build up a relationship with her cousin's family. She revealed that she “just 
wanted to communicate with them” (Chang, 1309-2001). 
Li had been separated from her family for more than ten years before her arrival 
though her family occasionally went back to China to see with her. As a result, on her 
arrival, she was worried about how to get along with her family, as she was accustomed 
to the life in China, where she was given sufficient freedom. 
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Within a day, the four girls experienced a big challenge in their life. They needed 
to tolerate the sorrow brought by the separation with their relatives in China, adapt to 
their relationship with their relatives in Hong Kong and experience conflict in their sense 
of self. Moreover, they also need to handle the cultural shock, which broke their fantasies 
about life in Hong Kong. 
Separation from their relatives in China and meeting family members and 
relatives in Hong Kong who had been separated from them for a long time signified a 
change in the four girls' reference groups. According to Lee (2001)，reference groups can 
shape a person's "evaluations, attitudes, behaviours" (p. 65) and personal identities. As a 
result, a change in the four girls' reference groups could be a prologue to the changes of 
the girls' experience in these areas. The girls' unwillingness to be separated from their 
connections in their hometown showed their worries and uncertainty about the ties 
between them and their reference groups in china. On the other hand, the girls' worries 
and concerns about their relationship with their family and relatives in Hong Kong, as 
well as whether they could make new friends in Hong Kong showed the girls' awareness 
of the change in their reference groups and their frustration about their future life in Hong 
Kong. 
When the four girls noticed the marked differences in the way they dressed and 
the Hongkongers dressed in the train, they started to think of their identity as 
"Mainlander" (Huang, 5-10-2001) and "new arrivals" (Chang, 30-9-2001) . This seems to 
match with what is suggested by Gudykunst (1998) that people are more aware of their 
identity when they experience cultural differences. 
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Chang, Wong and Huang experienced the crises phase of culture shock upon their 
arrival. In the train, Chang perceived that the Hongkongers were staring at her in an 
unfriendly way. This contradicted her expectation and perception that Hongkongers were 
more gentle. Both Wong and Huang expected that Hong Kong was a good living place. 
However, they were shocked to find that the living conditions in Hong Kong were even 
worse than those in their hometown as the houses and flats here were much smaller than 
those in China. 
4.3 Schooling in Hong Kong 
4.3.1 First School Day 
4.3.1.1 Feelings before Going to School 
The girls expressed their view that before the first school day, they were '^very 
nervous” (Chang, 16-10-2001; Wong, 19-10-2001), “frightenecT (Wong, 19-10-2001), 
and had lots of worries. They were worried about their relationship with their new 
reference groups, i.e. their teachers and their classmates, in the school and their learning, 
in particular their English learning. 
Chang worried about her English learning as she had never leamt English in China. 
She was also concerned about her relationship with the new classmates. Huang was 
uncertain about what her school life would be like in Hong Kong. She “did not know the 
differences between Hong Kong students and students in China” (Huang, 19-10-2001) 
and she worried that she “might not be able to find friends” (Huang, 19-10-2001). Wong 
also worried about her relationship with her new classmates; however, she was excited 
about studying in Hong Kong: 
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“Wah! It's so great that I wear the Hong Kong uniform. “ I thought at that time 
that I finally studied in Hong Kong. It was the first time I wore shoes to go to 
school and I carried the school bag and took the bus. The feeling was very 
special (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
Li was afraid that she might not be able to go to school on time, so, she went to 
bed earlier the day before the first school day. 
4.3.1.2 New Teachers and Classmates 
On the first school day in Hong Kong, all four girls met their new teachers and 
classmates. All four girls had different feelings about their new teachers and classmates, 
some of which could be attributed to their experience on the first school day. 
New Teacher 
Both positive and negative feelings were identified when the girls were asked to 
indicate their first impression of their teachers in Hong Kong. 
Both Chang and Li had negative feelings about their new teachers in Hong Kong. 
Chang thought that they were ''very strict and stern "(Chang, 16-10-2001). Li thought that 
the teachers ‘‘did not really like the new arrivals” (11-11-2001)，and she thought that the 
teachers did not give extra help to the new arrivals, who knew nothing about school life 
in Hong Kong. 
Huang was impressed by the teaching methods of the teachers in Hong Kong. She 
thought that they were more interesting than those in China. Wong commented that Hong 
Kong teachers were ‘‘nicer” (Wong, 19-10-2001) when compared to those in China; 
however, she stressed that only “particular” (Wong, 19-10-2001) teachers were nicer, not 
all of them. 
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Chang, Li and Wong had some special experience which led to their negative 
feelings about their new teachers. When Chang wrote her class work in simplified 
Chinese characters, her teacher spoke in a loud voice in front of the whole class, 'TOM 
should not write in simplified Chinese characters, we are using the complicated version 
here” (Chang, 16-10-2001). Chang was scared by the teacher, and this helped to explain 
why Chang thought that the teachers were ''very strict and stern” (Chang, 16-10-2001). 
Li's perception that her teachers "did not like the new arrival" (Li, 11-11-2001) 
could be attributed to her form mistress's insensibility to the effects of labeling the 
students as "new immigrants" (Li, 11-11-2001): 
{W)hen our female teacher introduced that there were few new immigrants, all 
my classmates knew that I came from China... When our teacher said that we had 
both new immigrants and students from other schools that year, she asked us to 
put up our hands if we were new arrivals. So, I put up my hand, and I was the 
only one who put up my hand. So, after they knew that, they treated me badly…At 
that time, my classmates looked at me and their way of looking at us made me feel 
very uncomfortable, just like they were staring at me. 
(Li, 11-11-2001). 
A male teacher's poor manners towards Wong made her believe that not all 
teachers in Hong Kong were nice: 
The male teacher of the subject was having the lesson with us. He asked us to do 
the class work. However, I didn 't have an exercise book with me and didn，t even 
have a piece of paper with me. I just had a pen and I didn ’t know how to do the 
class work and I was not familiar with the format. So, I just sat there and did 
nothing. Then my teacher said, "Copy it. What are you doing here? Just 
sitting?"... Wah! His attitude was so bad. As a new arrival, late comer, he spoke 
to me in that manner when I was under such a frustrated emotion at that time, 
that really hurt my feeling. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
Her teacher's final remark about her at the end of the lesson made her cry out 
immediately: 
Then I suddenly heard something... I heard my teacher said, "It's nearly the end 
of the semester. It's going to the summer vacation. How come she still came to 
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study here. If she really wants to study here, she should come next semester. She 
knows nothing now, we really don ’t know what ’s her purpose here. “ After I heard 
it, my tears fell down. I thought, "Teacher, I also don 't want to come to school at 
such a late stage. I am a new arrival; I am not adapted to the environment here. I 
think I am insulted by you. Oh! Poor me. “ So, I cried. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
While the girls' nervousness before the first school day suggested their 
vulnerabilities during the first school day, the girls' experience with their teachers 
revealed that some of the school teachers failed to understand the newly arrived students' 
feeling on their first school day, which posed some negative effects on the students sense 
of self and adaptation to the school life. 
Chang's teacher's correction of her use of simplified Chinese characters in a high 
voice level in front of the class posed a threat to Chang's sense of self as this could 
expose the cultural differences between Chang and her classmates to the whole class. 
Li's teacher's labeling practice showed that the teachers' labeling of the new arrivals 
could cause negative effects on the newly arrived students' sense of self and the local 
students' attitudes towards them. According to Li, her classmates' attitudes towards her 
changed after her teacher labeled her as "new immigrant". They did not answer her 
questions and tried to avoid her. Such practice also made Chang feel that her teachers did 
not like her because of her identity as new arrival. 
As Wong attended school in Hong Kong at the end of the term, her participation in 
the class could bring extra workload to the teachers, as they might need to assist her in 
catching up with the curriculum. However, Wong's teacher neglected the fact that newly 
arrived students themselves also had to cope with the pressure and difficulties brought by 
their late participation. Thus, Wong's teacher's remark about her late participation posed 
a negative effect on her emotion. 
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New Classmates 
When the girls were asked to express their first impression about their new 
classmates on their first school day, all of them focused on the differences between their 
new classmates and them. 
Chang found that her new classmates were “undisciplined" (Chang, 16-10-2001) 
and comparatively more active and ‘‘talkative” (Chang, 28-7-2001) than her. Huang 
commented that her classmates were ''very trendy” and “playfur (Huang, 19-10-2001). 
Li and Wong were amazed by the height of their classmates. While Li found that her 
classmates were comparatively shorter than her, Wong found that her monitor was much 
taller than her. Wong revealed that her monitor was also a new arrival. 
When the girls were asked to comment on their new classmates' attitudes towards 
them, all but Wong indicated that they had a negative perception about their new 
classmates' attitudes. Both Chang and Li found that their new classmates were not 
willing to offer help when they had difficulties in understanding the teachers' instructions 
and in doing class work: 
I don ’t know how to say, maybe they knew that I was new arrival, and knew 
nothing. So, they would think that I was very stupid and they treated me badly... 
They said, "You should do it in such and such a way. Don 't ask me again in the 
future. “ (Chang, 19-10-2001) 
I had a bad experience when I asked the one sitting next to me a question for the 
first time, she answered me, but after she knew that I was a new arrival, she 
replied in this way, "What's up? Don 't always disturb me." "So, I didn 't ask her 
any more questions later on. (Li, 11-11-2001) 
Li found that it was very difficult for her to make friends with her new 
classmates: 
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I found that they just stuck to those they had known already and did not even pay 
any attention to me, (Li, 11-11-2001) 
Both Chang and Huang found that their classmates were “unfriendly”Chang, 
16-10-2001): 
They were very arrogant, just like you couldn 't offend them or else your life 
would be difficult. So, I was quite afraid of getting along with them. (Huang, 19-
10-2001) 
Unlike the other three girls, Wong had a very touching experience with her 
classmates on her first school day, which happened when she cried after hearing her 
teacher's remarks: 
And then it's time for the recess ...all my classmates came to me and said, "Don 't 
cry and don't care about what he said, he is just like that, he is very mean. You 
don ’t need to care about him, just treat him as if he is not existing. “ (Wong, 19-
10-2001) 
And after hearing their comforting words, I cried even louder because it was 
very touching. They showed their concerns for me... taught me how to do my homework. 
They even had lunch with me... After the school they brought me to buy some stationery. 
So, at least I thought that I was quite happy at the end and the day was an unforgettable 
day to me. 
On their first school day, all four girls realized the differences between them and their 
classmates, which could be categorized into cultural differences and age differences. 
Moreover, the data also showed that there was an uneven distribution of power between 
the NACs and their classmates, which affected the NACs' sense of self. 
Chang's perception about the differences between her and her classmates' discipline 
in the classroom could be attributed to the differences in the classroom culture in Hong 
Kong and in China. She reflected later on that students in China were “very quiet during 
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the lessons" (16-10-2001) and they would "raise their hands before answering the 
teachers' questions" (16-10-2001). 
Both Li and Wong recognized the differences in their height and their classmates' 
height. Both cases could be attributed to the difference in the developmental stage of the 
overage new arrivals and their classmates. Chang also reflected that she felt (was aware 
of) the age difference between her and her classmates from the very beginning. 
While Chang's unfamiliarity with the format of the class work in Hong Kong led to 
her difficulties in doing class work, Li's failure to understand her teacher' instruction 
could be attributed to the fact that she did not have much knowledge of Cantonese, unlike 
her classmates. In Norton's (2000) term, as mentioned in section 2.4, the two girls did not 
have the "symbolic resource" (Cantonese and knowledge about the format of class work) 
that their classmates had. Such an uneven distribution of resources led to an uneven 
distribution of power. The new classmates had the right to decide whether they would 
like to offer help to the two girls. The girls attributed their classmates' unwillingness to 
offer help to them to their identity as new arrivals. This matched with what was suggested 
by Norton (2000) that a language learner' identity was closely related to the distribution 
of resources and power in society. 
Another resource that was owned by the Hong Kong students only was friendship 
with the classmates. Li commented that it was difficult for her to make friends with 
others as they had already formed their own peer groups. Li was isolated as an outsider 
and it was her classmates who got hold of the resource, friendship, which she did not 
have on her first school day. 
Among the four girls, Wong was the luckiest one as she had a good experience with 
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her classmates on her first school day. Most of Wong's classmates were new arrivals. 
They were able to understand Wong's feeling when Wong was hurt by their teacher. 
According to Wong, after the first school day, she built up a good relationship with these 
classmates, which facilitated her adjustment to the school life in Hong Kong. This 
matches with what is suggested by Birch & Ladd (1996) that a positive relationship with 
classmates assists in the students' adjustment in the school. 
4.3.1.3 Cultural differences and Language Shock 
All four girls experienced both cultural differences and language shock on their first 
school day in Hong Kong. 
The cultural differences they experienced included differences in the way they 
dress and their classmates dressed, differences in the format of the homework, differences 
in school rules and differences in their behaviors and their classmates' behaviors. 
Chang revealed that unlike her, her classmates liked to “follow the fashion” (Chang, 
16-10-2001) and wear "some accessories on their hair and waists" (Chang, 16-10-2001). 
These made Chang think that her classmates were very ‘‘wastefur, (Chang, 16-10-2001). 
She insisted not to follow her classmates to wear those decorations as she thought she 
was “too old to do so" (Chang, 16-10-2001) and they were “different in the way they 
thinJ^’ (Chang, 16-10-2001). Chang also reflected that the format of the homework were 
"very different from that in China” (Chang, 16-10-2001). 
Huang and Li found that there were differences between the school rules in Hong 
Kong and in China. Li commented that the school rules in Hong Kong were "stricter". 
Huang broke the school rules on her first school day due to the fact that she was not 
familiar with the school rules in Hong Kong: 
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On my first school day, a female teacher came to me and asked me "Do you know 
that you are not allowed to wear this kind of shoes? Are you a new student? We 
need to have the shoestrings “ "OhI We need to have the shoestrings? “ "Yes, you 
change it tomorrow. “ "Okay" "There is some color on your hairs. “ "Really?“ 
"You dye it black later" "Okay". So, I was scared when the teacher approached 
me because I didn 't know what she would do to me. Then I saw that all the 
students looked at me when the teacher talked to me. So, it 's very embarrassing. 
(Huang, 19-10-2001). 
Moreover, both Huang and Li did not get used to the practice that there was no 
recess after each lesson. Huang stressed that having three consecutive lessons without a 
recess between them was like a “torture” (Huang, 19-10-2001) to her. 
Wong found that her behavior was different from her classmates. She said that her 
classmates “speak with a lower voice'' (Wong19-10-2001) and their “motions are more 
elegant and gentle” (Wong, 19-10-2001). She was ashamed of her own rudeness that she 
thought she should leam from her classmates and be a gentler girl. 
Although all of the four girls knew that Cantonese and English would be used in 
their school before the first school day, they were astonished when they had the lessons in 
these two languages. 
Chang, Wong and Huang knew Cantonese before attending schools in Hong 
Kong, and so they did not have any problems in understanding Cantonese. However, 
Huang did not get used to the use of Cantonese as the medium of instructions during the 
lessons: 
I really couldn ’t get used to that because when we were having lessons in China, the 
teacher used Hakka or Putonghua as the medium of instruction. But now, the 
instruction was in Cantonese. (Huang, 19-10-2001) 
Having very limited knowledge about Cantonese, Li experienced great language 
shock. When she found that all the classmates and teachers around her were talking in 
Cantonese, she said she wanted to "hide" herself and "avoid talking to others" (Li, 11-11-
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2001)，as she did not want to let others know that she was a new arrival. She had 
difficulties in communicating with the teachers and understanding the lessons: 
I had lots of things that I really couldn 't understand... I asked the teacher and the 
teacher didn 't really know Putonghua. (Li, 11-11-2001) 
As for their English learning, all but Huang were shocked by the fact that English 
was used as the medium of instruction for the whole English lesson. Both Li and Chang 
could not understand their English teachers' instructions and teaching, while Wong's 
attitudes towards English changed after turning over the English textbook: 
There were English in it. However, they knew me but I didn ’t know them. So, I 
thought at that time, "As far as I know, learning English is an easy job, how come 
the books here are so difficult? I can't understand anything in the book!!" I 
started to feel frightened at that time. Oh! English is that difficult... I thought I 
had a very big change on my attitude towards English, I started to think that 
English was very difficult. I got quite good result in the English subject when I 
was in China …I started to be afraid of learning it and wanted to reject it. (Wong, 
19-10-2001) 
Wong's fear of English increased when she realized that her English teacher was 
a NET teacher: 
I was frightened at that time because she spoken English only. She spoke English 
for the whole lesson, even when she asked us to do homework. So, I couldn ’t 
understand and I was very scared, just asked the people around me what did she 
say. Very frightened and very difficult to tolerate that actually. I was so afraid of 
having English lessons at that time. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
The effect of having a NET teacher on Wong's learning will be discussed later. 
The cultural differences and the language shock the girls experienced signified a 
need for the girls to adjust to the differences and were shown to affect the girls' sense of 
self. 
The data showed that all girls but Chang were willing to change themselves in 
order to adjust to the new culture in their school. Huang promised her teacher to change 
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the pair of shoes she wore and to dye her hair and Wong realized that she needed to leam 
from her classmates and be gentler in order to integrate into the school life in Hong 
Kong. However, Chang insisted not to follow her classmates. Her reason for this was that 
she was aware of her identity as the oldest student in her class that she thought she should 
be more mature and should differ from her classmates' way of thinking. 
The language shock the girls experienced made them enter the crisis phase of 
cultural shock, which had been discussed in section 2.2. The language differences 
brought along frustration and tension to the four girls, which according to Winkelman 
(1994)，were the symptoms that could be found in the crisis phase of cultural shock. In 
Li's case, the language shock she experienced affected her sense of self. Her intention to 
remain silent and avoid talking to people was to avoid exposing her identity as new 
arrival. This showed that her identity was under threat when she realized that she was the 
only person in the class who did not have much knowledge of Cantonese. This seems to 
match with what is suggested by Norton (2000)，as discussed in section 2.4, that learners' 
perceptions of their own identity might affect their decision to speak their target language 
in some social contexts. 
4.3.1.4 Worries and Concerns 
While the four girls had some worries and concerns before their first school day, 
they were found to have more worries and concerns after the first school day. 
Chang was even more worried about her English learning after the first school day. 
She was afraid that she might need to “repeat for the first year". Both she and Wong 
worried that they might not be able to catch up with the curriculum. Wong was in fear 
that she might not be able to adapt to the school life and the teaching method in Hong 
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Kong. Before the first school day, Wong worried about her relationship with her 
classmates, but after the first school day, she was impressed by the friendliness of her 
classmates. However, she reported that one of her concerns was that she ‘‘did not know 
how friendly the teachers were". Her concerns might be attributed to her bad experience 
with a particular teacher. As Wong attended school at the end of the semester, she also 
worried about the coming examination. 
After the first school day, Huang started to have some concepts about the differences 
between Hong Kong students and Chinese students. As she thought that the new 
classmates were unfriendly, she worried that she might not be able to find friends. Other 
concern of hers was about her adaptation to the school environment. She was so afraid of 
losing her way in the school that she “dared not go to the toilet". 
Li did not have much worry before her first school day. However, after the first 
school day, she started to worry about her English learning and her relationship with her 
classmates. Moreover, Li reported that she did not know that Hongkongers 
"discriminated" against the new arrivals until she went to school (11-11-2001). 
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4.3.2 School Life 
4.3.2.1 Perceived Function of Education and Academic Goal Setting 
All the four girls experienced a change in their perception about the function of 
education in Hong Kong, which had affected their academic goal setting and attitudes 
towards study. 
Before Chang came to Hong Kong, she thought that education was "mainly about 
moral code” (Chang, 16-10-2001), and education taught people to "abide by the law in 
society” (Chang, 16-10-2001). However, after coming to Hong Kong, Chang thought that 
education could also allow people to find a better job. 
• Huang thought that education was not important in China as it did not play much 
role in people's job searching: 
You need to rely on those human connections in order to find a job in China. 
Otherwise, you can 't find a job even if you have good academic results. (Huang's 
mother, 4-1-2002) 
However, Huang thought that education was ''very important (Huang, 19-10-2001) 
in Hong Kong as she believed that good academic results could guarantee a good job. 
Li thought that education would not make any difference in people's life in China. 
However, she thought that education could affect people's future career. 
Wong thought that education was important in China. However, she thought that 
education was ''more important” (Wong, 19-10-2001) in Hong Kong. She realized that 
the rate of unemployment in Hong Kong was so high that she might not be able to find a 
job even if she graduated from university. 
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The change in their perception of the function of education helped to explain their 
academic goal setting in Hong Kong. The highest academic standard Chang would like to 
attain was F.7. She believed that such a standard could guarantee a “stable job” (Chang, 
16-10-2001). Huang hoped that she could attend the university as she thought such a 
level allowed her to find a good job, which could then help to improve her family's 
economic situation. She also believed that such a level could bring “a sense of glory” 
(Huang, 19-10-2001) to her family. Li thought that she should at least have a F.5 standard 
in order to find a job. As Wong believed that even a university degree might not enable 
people to find a job under the high rate of unemployment in Hong Kong, she hoped that 
she could have a master's degree. 
The four girls' attitudes towards learning were also affected by their change in 
their perception of the importance of education. Chang felt very stressful when she 
thought about the fact that education in Hong Kong could affect her future career. Both 
Huang and Wong thought that they had to study hard. Wong thought that she should not 
let her parents down, as she understood that both of her parents worked very hard for her 
future. She thought that she was obliged to ''reciprocate their cares and loves'' (Wong, 
19-10-2001) for her. However, when Wong thought about the fact that she was "quite 
lazy，，(Wong, 19-10-2001), she felt very stressful. Like Wong and Chang, Li felt stressful 
when she thought about her studying in Hong Kong: 
It made me think that I must work very hard, which put so much pressure on me that 
I was very distracted and felt very tired and didn 't want to study. (Li,11-11-2001) 
The above data shows that socio-cultural differences between Hong Kong and China 
affected the girls' perception about the function of education in Hong Kong. All of them 
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thought that education was more important in Hong Kong than in China. Such a 
perception affected their academic goal settings and motivated them to leam harder. 
However, this also put a lot of pressure on them. In view of the fact that these girls 
needed to adapt to their school life in Hong Kong as well as catch up with the learning 
gap in English, the conflicts and struggles these girls needed to face could be imagined 
when we thought about their desires for academic success after moving to Hong Kong. 
4.3.2.2 Parent's Expectation for the NACs Academic Attainment 
All the girls，parents had different expectations on their study before and after they 
came to Hong Kong. They were similar in their perceived function of education in Hong 
Kong. They all revealed that they hoped that their children could "study hard" (Chang's 
father, 7-1-2002; Huang's mother, 4-1-2002; Wong's mother, 7-2-2002) in Hong Kong. 
All the girls' parents, except for Wong's, did not care much about their study in 
China, however, all of them started to have higher expectations on their children's study 
after they came to Hong Kong. 
Chang's father went back to their hometown several times a year, but he seldom 
asked about her academic results. Chang revealed that her father once said that it was not 
necessary for girls to study too much. However, after Chang came to Hong Kong, her 
father hoped that she could study hard and could find a white-collar job and did not need 
to take a blue-collar job. 
Huang's mother said that letting her children receive education in Hong Kong was 
her main reason for applying for the right of abode for her children. She said that the 
education system in Hong Kong was much better than that in China. She believed that 
people could find a good job in Hong Kong if they received a high level of education. 
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However, in China, people might not be able to find a job even when they had good 
academic results, as they needed to rely on interpersonal relationships with some 
authoritative people with positional authority of same kind in order to find a job. 
Li's mother never showed her concerns about Li's studies when Li was still in 
China. She thought that she could do nothing to provide support in her study as they were 
separated far away from each other. However, after Li came to Hong Kong, Li's mother 
tried to encourage her to study hard. She bought some English exercises for Li and tried 
to limit the time Li spent on playing with the computer and friends so that she could be 
more focused on her study. She hoped that Li could receive good education and find a 
good job in Hong Kong. Wong's mother hoped that her daughter could study more so that 
she could have more knowledge. She thought that it was especially important for Wong to 
study hard in Hong Kong as Hong Kong was so modernized that people might not be able 
to find a job if they did not receive enough education. 
When they were asked what the highest grade level was that they would like their 
daughter to attain, Wong's and Huang's mothers replied that they would like their 
daughter to study at the university level. However, Huang's father hoped that Huang 
could go out to work as early as possible so that she could support their home economy. 
Moreover, Huang's father was worried that they might not be able to afford the school 
fees if Huang was going to study at the university. Chang's father said that he did not 
have the highest expectation for his daughter as he thought that it depended on his 
daughter's attitudes towards learning. Li's mother revealed that as Li's academic results 
went poor she could not imagine how much education Li could receive. She said that she 
just wished Li could leam as much as she could. 
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When the girls were asked their feelings about their family's expectations, all 
expressed different feelings. Chang felt stressed because of her parents' high expectations 
on her. Huang thought that it was reasonable for her father to oppose to her studying in 
the university, as she understood that the tuition fee was high and her family could not 
afford it. This made Huang think that she might not be able to attend university even if 
she was admitted by a university. Li was afraid that her family would not let her continue 
with her study after F.3 because of her poor relationship with her family and her poor 
academic results. Moreover, when Li was asked how she felt about her mother's remark 
that she had low academic ability and that she did not do well in her English study, Li 
revealed that she thought that her mother's comment was right as she was not talented in 
English learning. As Wong's parents hoped that she could study at the university, she was 
afraid that she might make them feel "disappointed". However, she said that she would 
try her best to satisfy her parents' expectation. 
The above findings show that there was a change in the girls' parents' 
expectations on their study before they came to Hong Kong and when they were in 
China. Such a change in their parents' expectations on their academic attainment was 
found to affect their learning attitudes. Huang's mother's higher expectation on her study 
in Hong Kong motivated her to leam, however, her father's worry about their family's 
economic situation affected her academic goal setting. Thus, Huang's case shows that the 
parents' expectation for their child's study could be limited by the problems in their 
economic situations. Such kind of limitation could lower the children's academic goal 
setting. Both Chang and Wong's parents had high expectations regarding their academic 
achievement in Hong Kong. Though this posed pressure on them, this also motivated the 
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girls to study hard. Although Li's mother tried to encourage Li to study hard, her failure 
in understanding Li's difficulties in learning English and her comment that Li had low 
academic abilities lowered Li's self-confidence. 
4.3.2.3 Relationship with Teachers 
Although some of the four girls had negative feelings about their teachers on their 
first school day in Hong Kong, all of them had positive comments about their teachers 
after a better understanding of their teachers. However, conflicts appeared in Chang's, 
Huang's and Li's relationship with their classmates. 
Change commented that her teachers in Hong Kong were ''really very good' 
(Chang, 16-10-2001) and “more friendly” (Chang, 16-10-2001) when compared with the 
teachers in China. Huang thought that unlike those teachers in China who were very 
''conservative'' and had a strong sense of ''hierarchy'' (Huang, 19-10-2001), her Hong 
Kong teachers regarded the students as friends. Li thought that her teachers were “quite 
good" and “better than those in China” (Li, 11-11-2001). Wong thought that the teachers 
would not discriminate the new arrivals. Moreover, she thought that Hong Kong teachers 
were “more reasonable” (Wong, 22-9-2001) and would not exercise corporal punishment 
on the students. 
All girls revealed that their teachers had assisted in their learning and their 
adaptation to the school life in Hong Kong. They said that their teachers encouraged them 
to seek help from them whenever they had any problems in their study. Huang revealed 
that her teacher helped to share her problems in her adaptation to the school life in Hong 
Kong. Once when Huang had conflict with her classmates, her teacher held a gathering 
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for them and discussed the problem with them, which finally led to improvement in her 
relationship with her classmates. 
While the NACs had positive attitudes towards their teachers, their teachers also 
had positive opinions about the NACs. They thought that the NACs had better learning 
attitudes, discipline and attitudes towards teachers when compared with the local 
students. 
All four girls' teachers commented that the NACs had positive attitudes towards 
learning. Chang's teacher claimed that over 50% of the NACs worked very hard and had 
good learning attitudes. Huang's and Wong's teachers felt that most NACs were very 
attentive during the lessons. Teaching in a band five school, Li's NET teacher thought 
that the NACs were more motivated to leam than those local students in his school, 
which could help to "improve the classroom culture" (Li's teacher, 10-1-2001). 
The four girls' teachers also offered their views about their perception of the 
NACs' discipline in class. All of them thought that the NACs had better discipline. Li's 
teacher commented that the NACs were very cooperative during the lessons. He said that 
even Li did not show interest in learning, she was not naughty and would keep silence 
during the lessons. Chang's teacher thought that the NACs were ''well-trained' (Chang's 
teacher, 20-6-2001) to have good disciplines in China. Huang's teacher revealed that 
NACs were more ''well-behaved' (Huang's teacher, 6-7-2001) when compared with the 
local students. Wong's teacher commented that most NACs had good discipline “unless 
they were mistreated by the classmates” (Wong, 24-7-2001). 
When they were asked to comment on the NACs' attitudes towards the teachers, 
All four girls' teachers thought that the NACs' were ‘‘more respectfuF (Chang's teacher, 
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29-6-2001; Wong's teacher, 24-7-2001; Huang's teacher, 6-7-2001) to the teachers when 
compared with the local students. Wong's teachers revealed that the NACs would reflect 
on themselves if the teachers blamed them, however, the local students would not even 
feel guilty when the teachers pointed out their mistakes. 
The data presented above showed that the four girls and their teachers had 
positive attitudes towards each other. This matched with most of the local research 
findings on the relationship between the NACs and their teachers (Lee Lai-ming, 1998; 
Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups, 1995). Moreover, the current findings indicated 
the differences in the four girls' relationship with their teachers in China and those in 
Hong Kong. 
According to the Social Motivation Model, as discussed in section 2.2, a 
supportive teacher-child relationship helps to enhance the students' adjustment in the 
school. Thus, the four girls' report that the good relationship between them and their 
teachers assisted in and facilitated their adaptation to the school life in Hong Kong 
seemed to provide support to the Social Motivation Model. 
4.3.2.4 Relationship with Classmates 
While the girls had a good relationship with their teachers, they had problems in 
their relationship with their classmates because of their identity as new arrivals, Hong 
Kong students' jealousy of their teachers' concerns for the new arrivals, and the age 
difference and difference in their conception about the role of the monitress. 
Chang was five years older than her classmates in Hong Kong. She was laughed 
at by her classmates because of the age difference. Her classmates said that she “should 
not study in their class” (Chang, 16-10-2001). The conflict between Chang and her 
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classmates increased when the classmates thought that their teachers had special 
preference for Chang. Knowing that Chang was a newly arrived student and that she did 
not have her own dictionary, Chang's teacher gave her a dictionary as an encouragement 
for her to study hard in Hong Kong. However, this triggered the local students' jealousy. 
Their jealousy increased when the teacher appointed Chang as the monitress. They 
thought that Chang ''knew nothing” (Chang, 16-10-2001) and “should not be their 
monitress" (Chang, 16-10-2001). 
Huang's conflict with her classmates was also related to the role of monitress: 
(M)aybe I am too strong and too stern. So, if we needed to hand in our homework 
today, I would urge them to hand in it in the first recess. However, as usual, they 
wouldn 't be able to hand that in on time, so, in the second recess, I would collect 
the homework again, and if they still couldn，t hand that in, I would write down 
their names, and hand in the name list to our teachers. So, my classmates reacted 
negatively to my work and thought that I didn 't give them face and that it was not 
necessary for me to be that strict. So, they boycotted me. (Huang, 19-10-2001) 
Huang explained that she was so strict about the rule for the classmates to hand in 
their homework on time as this is the “practice in China”: 
It 's because in China, when the teacher gave you an order, then the monitors 
would follow that order strictly. So, when the teacher said the students needed to 
hand in homework in the first recess, then I would collect them on the first recess. 
I would think it's my responsibility... (Huang, 19-10-2001) 
Li thought that her classmates had “prejudice” her and ''discriminated' her because 
of her identity as a new arrival: 
(W)hen I say something that they don 't like, they would say you were a new 
immigrant and also other words that you really don 't like to hear. (Li, 20-8-2001) 
Li said that she was rejected by her classmates, who did not play with her and talk 
with her and who regarded her as ''not existing” (Li 11-11-2001) 
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Wong also had problems in getting along with the local students because of her 
identity as a new arrival: 
Hong Kong students are less friendly. I think it's because some Hong Kong 
students, especially those who have good family background would be quite bad-
tempered. So, I would think that they would not accept us. Maybe they would 
think you came from China, and they are very arrogant and they don 't want to get 
along with you. So, I think that's their problems. They are not that friendly. 
(Wong, 19-10-2001) 
The four girls reported that the conflicts between them and their classmates had 
some negative effects on their character, sense of self and learning. Chang's conflict 
with her classmates made her change from a “cheeyfur (Chang, 17-11-2001) girl to a 
quiet girl: 
I don ’t know. I have changed totally...! became very quite and don 't want to care 
about others. I would just do what I should do. (Chang, 16-10-2001) 
Huang's conflict with her classmates made her thought of avoiding her classmates by 
"changing school"(Huang, 19-10-2001). 
Li's problems with her classmates made her "lost (her) interest in studying" 
(Li, 20-8-2001) and ashamed of her identity: 
When the discrimination was so serious, I lost my interest in studying. I was 
seriously insulted by them which made me feel that I was really very terrible... a 
really very Mainland girl, came from the very rural part of China...Yes. I didn't 
want to study and when I came home, I would lock myself in my room... It's because 
when I was in China, we all grow up in the same place. So, they would not say you 
look like coming from somewhere or you came from some very rural area... But 
here, everything is different. (Li, 20-8-2001) 
Wong's conflict with her classmates had a positive effect on her attitudes towards 
learning: 
I think that as they are so smart, I need to work hard so that they will no longer 
look down upon us, (Wong, 22-9-2001) 
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Most studies on the young NACs in Hong Kong reported that local students' 
unwillingness to accept the newly arrived students, language problems and age difference 
were the factors affecting the relationship between young NACs and their classmates 
(Chang, 1996; Chan, 1998; The Boys' and Girls' Clubs Association, 1995); the current 
study also has similar findings. It has found that age difference, identity as new arrivals 
and unfamiliarity of the culture of classmates in Hong Kong brought about conflicts 
between the NACs and their classmates. Further, the current study has also revealed that 
the teachers' overprotection of the young NACs could also affect their relationship with 
their classmates. In addition, the current study has helped to uncover the NACs' 
relationships with their classmates on their sense of self and learning. 
As suggested by Birch and Ladd (1996), which was discussed in section 2.2.1， 
students who experience rejection from their classmates may have negative attitudes 
towards school and learning. Likewise, the four girls in the current study expressed that 
their relationship with their classmates did affect their learning in Hong Kong. Except for 
Wong, who claimed that local classmates' rejection motivated her to leam, all other three 
girls revealed that classmates' rejection posed negative effects on their study. Moreover, 
rejection from classmates could also affect the young NACs' sense of self. They were 
ashamed of their identity as new arrivals. 
To cope with the conflicts with their classmates, the girls adopted different 
strategies. Instead of finding a solution to ease the problems in her relationship with her 
classmates, Chang tried to avoid talking with them: 
That is as their attitudes were so bad that I think I shouldn ’t talk to them or else I 
don't know what they would do to me. I didn't know what would happen to me".I 
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was afraid that they would ask other classmates not to talk with me and play with me 
and they might also use dirty language to me. (Chang, 16-10-2001) 
Moreover, she also tried to reject her teacher' invitation to be the monitress of the 
class: 
I told my teacher that I didn 't want to be the monitress. I said that my academic 
result was not good. I got over 90 marks in Chinese and Mathematics. But I failed 
my English. So, I told my teacher that I didn 't want to be the monitress but my 
teacher said, "Why don 't you be the monitress? “ and I said, “ No. Because I know 
nothing" but then my teacher asked me to be the monitress until the new semester. 
(Chang, 16-10-2001) 
While Chang found that she could do nothing to change the situation, she thought of 
the teaching of her teachers: 
I don ’t know. During my primary school, my teacher said that we should do what 
we should do, and fulfill our own responsibilities. So, I would just do what I should 
do. (Chang, 16-10-2001) 
Huang tried to introspect herself after the ''monitress incident” (Huang, 19-10-2001). 
Her conclusion was that her classmates were not fulfilling their responsibilities as 
students, while she was ''wrong in some way'' (Huang, 19-10-2001). She thought that her 
insistence would just make both herself and her classmates “unhappy” (Huang, 19-10-
2001). Thus, Huang finally decided to give in and would mark her classmates' name only 
when her classmates did not hand in their homework by the end of the school day. 
To cope with her classmates' poor attitudes towards her, Li attempted to “rebel 
against” (Huang, 20-8-2001) her classmates. She tried to ‘‘shout back loudly” (Huang, 
20-8-2001) if her classmates mocked at her. However, the consequence told her that such 
strategies were futile: 
Then they would dislike me more. Moreover, if one of them argued with me, her 
friends or other classmates would also isolate me. (Li, 20-8-2001) 
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Li then adopted another strategy, which was totally opposite to her first attempt. 
She tried to “please them” (Li, 20-8-2001): 
I seldom talk about myself in front of them, but just talk about those academic 
topic and joke with them …I know how to communicate with them, and I am very 
helpful Moreover, I have changed my attitudes towards them. I no longer speak 
in poor manner ...Try to communicate with them more, but try to find topics that 
interested them. Don ’t talk about stuff that is not related to our school life. They 
like to talk about some funny stuff. Making fun of others, (Li, 20-8-2001) 
The strategies adopted by the girls could be categorized into "avoidance" (Leki, 
1995), "resistance" (Leki, 1995, p.250) and "adjustment" (Winkelman, 1994，p.l22). All 
of the strategies reflected the powerless positioning of these students in the classroom. 
Chang adopted the avoidance strategy as a way to protect herself from the power 
of the classmates. Unlike her classmates, who had friendship with other classmates in her 
class, Chang was isolated by her classmates. Thus, she avoided talking to her classmates 
to prevent herself from offending them. She was afraid that if she offended any of them, 
they might make use of their symbolic resources, i.e. friendship with other classmates, to 
take revenge on her. 
At the beginning, Li adopted the resistance strategies to counteract her powerless 
positioning in the classroom. Unlike Chang, who realized the unequal distribution of 
friendship as a resource among her and her classmates, Li tried to argue back if her 
classmates mocked at her. While she found that such strategies further put her in an even 
more powerless position, she tried to integrate herself into her classmates by adjusting to 
the taste of her classmates. 
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Huang also adopted the adjustment strategy. After she understood the differences 
in practice of the Hong Kong monitress and the Chinese monitress, she tried to make 
acceptable adjustment to the new culture in Hong Kong. 
Apart from the conflicts between them and their classmates, the four girls also 
needed to adapt to the differences between them and their classmates. They thought that 
they were different from their classmates in their language, the way they grow up, they 
way they think, the way they dress, their value and the way they choose their friends. 
All four girls expressed that they were different from their classmates in their first 
language. They all expressed that they needed to improve or leam Cantonese after 
coming to Hong Kong. 
As for the way they grow up, Wong thought that Hong Kong students grew up in 
“a good city and good family” (Wong, 22-9-2001). Both Wong and Li thought that the 
Hong Kong students' parents were more concerned about their children than their parents 
were back in their hometown. 
Both Huang and Wong thought that they were different from the Hong Kong 
students in their way of thinking. They thought that local students were more “open-
minded' (Huang, 8-7-2001; Wong, 22-9-2001), and more “wikT (Huang, 8-7-2001) and 
boys and girls were too intimated to each other. Wong thought that there should be a 
distance between boys and girls. 
All the girls realized the differences between the way they dressed and the way 
local students dressed. They thought that Hong Kong students were more "sexy" (Huang, 
8-7-2001) and "fashionable" (Wong, 7-1-2002) in the way they dressed. 
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Both Wong and Li revealed that they were different from their classmates in the 
way they choose their friends. Wong said that Hong Kong students were more casual 
about making friends, while she would choose those who were “goocT (Wong, 22-9-
2001) and “true” (Wong, 22-9-2001). However, like Li, she thought that Hong Kong 
students like to make friends with Hongkongers rather than the NACs. 
Chang and Wong realized that their classmates and them were different in the 
way they express themselves. Chang thought that Hong Kong students were less polite 
than the NACs. Wong thought that Hong Kong students were more “direct” (Wong, 22-
9-2001) in the way they expressed themselves when compared to her. 
All of the four girls expressed the view that Hong Kong students were not 
respectful to the differences between them. The girls felt ''embarrassed' (Huang, 8-7-
2001) because of the differences between them and their classmates. Chang thought that 
they were mistreated because of the differences, while Wong and Huang thought that 
such differences lowered their self-esteem. 
The girls' classmates' negative attitudes towards the differences between them 
were found to have lowered the girl's collective self-esteem, which, according to 
Luhtanen and Crocker (1992) as discussed in section 2.2，is the degree people evaluate 
their social groups positively. 
4.3.2.5 Language Learning 
4.3.2.5.1 Attitudes towards Different Languages 
All the girls were similar in their attitudes towards their mother tongue, Cantonese 
and English. 
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All but Chang did not have a special feeling about their mother tongue as they got 
used to speaking it from the time they were bom. Chang felt that her mother tongue was 
"outdated" and "old fashion(ed)" (Chang, 20-12-2001), though she thought Hokklo was 
"good" when she was in China. 
As indicated from the data, all four girls had a positive attitude towards 
Cantonese. Chang, Li and Wong express that they all like Cantonese as Cantonese was 
"more gentle" (Chang, 20-12-2001)，"funny" (Wong, 7-1-2002) and "beautiful" (Wong, 
7-1-2002). Huang thought that it was not difficult to leam Cantonese. The girls expressed 
that their attitudes towards Cantonese motivated them to improve their Cantonese. 
All girls, except for Chang, expressed positive attitudes towards English. 
However, not all girls were motivated to leam English. Huang thought that English 
seemed to be “at a higher lever (7-12-2001), while Li thought that English was “the 
most superior” (Li, 9-11-2001) among the four languages she knew. Wong thought that 
people would “show respect” (Wong, 7-1-2002) to those who could speak good English. 
Both Huang and Wong revealed that their attitudes towards English motivated 
them to leam English. However, Li said that though she had positive attitudes towards 
English, English was so difficult and so she was afraid of learning it. Chang did not even 
know of the existence of English before she came to Hong Kong. So, she was surprised 
by the importance of English after her arrival, which led to her low self-esteem in 
learning English. 
4.3.2.5.2 Cantonese Learning 
All girls except Li leamt Cantonese in their hometown through watching Hong 
Kong television programs. They did not have problems in communicating with the Hong 
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Kong people; however, their Cantonese was accented. To improve their Cantonese 
accent, the girls adopted strategies like learning Cantonese through "TV programs" 
(Chang, 16-10-2001)，seeking help from teachers (Chang, 16-10-2001)，“speak(ing) 
Cantonese more with friends” (Chang, 19-10-2001) and “read(ing) out the textbook in 
Cantonese” (Chang, 19-10-2001). Wong did not intentionally do anything to improve her 
Cantonese, however, whenever she found mistakes in her Cantonese pronunciation, she 
would try to correct them. 
Li knew nothing about Cantonese before she came to Hong Kong. She tried to 
leam Cantonese through watching TV, after which she started to understand what others 
said. However, her classmates' comment on her poor Cantonese made she afraid of 
speaking and practicing her Cantonese in the public as she was afraid that her identity 
would then be exposed: 
They would sometimes blame me for my influent Cantonese and said, "Your 
Cantonese is not accurate, stop talking now. Don't follow us and learn from what 
we Hongkongers said. “ That 's what I cared about and sometimes I would burst out 
crying because I was scared...But I couldn't speak accurately. Sometimes when I 
was in the bus, I dare not make any noise. Because I was afraid that I would be 
laughed at if I spoke...To avoid answering people 's questions and wouldn，t speak in 
public when others ask me where did I came from especially when I am not familiar 
with those people around me. (Li, 11-11-2001). 
Li's classmates were aware of their ownership of Cantonese. They were not willing 
to share such resource with Li and refused to provide chances for Li to practice her 
Cantonese. Li's identity as new arrival limited her chances to practice her Cantonese. 
These seemed to support what was suggested by Norton (2000), as discussed in section 
2.4. According to Norton (2000)，power relationship between the minority and the 
majority decides the language learners' right to speak, which is intersects with the 
language learners' identity. Thus, an inequitable power relations between the language 
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learners and the target language group might prevent the language learner from 
maximizing their contact with target language speakers, which could hinder their learning 
of the target language. 
4.3.2.5.3 English Learning 
All the four girls reported that they had difficulties in learning English. While 
they were struggling to leam English, their teachers and classmates played an important 
role in their English learning and their participation in English classroom. On the other 
hand, their parents were not able to give enough support to their English learning 
although they had a high expectation of their English learning. 
Teachers' Role 
All girls revealed that their teachers encourage them to seek help from them if 
they had any problems in their learning. However, not all of the girls were willing to seek 
help from their teachers. 
When Chang had difficulties in understanding her teachers' instruction during the 
lessons, her teachers taught her the meaning of her instructions. Moreover, while she did 
not know how to do her homework, her teachers taught her how to do it. 
Huang said that she would try to seek help from her teachers whenever she had 
any difficulties in learning English. Moreover, she would take all the chances available to 
her to practice her English with her English teacher. 
Li would also seek help from her English teachers when she had difficulties in her 
English learning. However, she reported that as her teacher would ask some questions to 
check her knowledge of English, she stopped seeking any help from her teachers for fear 
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of exposing her ignorance in English. Moreover, Li revealed that there was not a private 
place for her to raise her questions to her teachers. 
Wong's first English teacher in Hong Kong was a NET, which made Wong felt 
very nervous whenever she had English lessons: 
I was quite frightened at that time because she spoke in English only. She spoke 
English for the whole lesson, even when she asked us to do homework. So, I couldn 't 
understand and I was very scared, just asked the people around me what did she 
say. Very frightened and very difficult to tolerate that actually. I was so afraid of 
having English lesson at that time. (Wong, 7-1-2001). 
Wong also revealed that while she was taught by the NET, she never sought help 
from her teacher even if she had problems in her study. This could be attributed to the 
fact that she did not know how to raise questions in English and that she believed that she 
would not be able to understand her teacher. Her difficulties in her English learning also 
affected her examination results in other subjects, which were taught in English. She 
failed in all these subjects. However, in F.2, Wong had a new English teacher, who was 
Chinese and who brought a change in her attitudes towards English learning: 
I had never thought of meeting such a great teacher. At that time, I thought I had no 
hope in improving my English …Yes, J thought how could I tolerate it for the future 
years. Who knows, miracles appeared. I met such a great teacher and my life was 
much better during that year...I started to know more about her and found that she 
was so great. She tried her best to teach us and she would use Cantonese if 
necessary and would not use English only. So, I started to feel that English lessons 
could he very interesting. So, I started to feel that I was not afraid of having English 
lessons. Just the opposite, I liked to have English lessons. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
As Wong's English improved, her examination results in other subjects taught in 
English also improved. 
The data indicated that the NACs' English teachers played an important role in 
enhancing their English learning in Hong ICong. The teachers' willingness to offer help 
encouraged the students to seek help from them. However, the way the teachers answered 
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the NACs' questions could affect the students' decision to raise questions. Thus, the 
English teacher should be more sensitive to the feelings of the NACs. 
Wong's experience with the NET affected her attitudes towards English learning. 
Wong commented that the NET was "lively" and "interesting" (Wong, 19-10-2001). 
However, with limited knowledge of English, Wong had difficulties in understanding her 
NET. Although other girls' teachers also used English during the lessons, they would 
switch to Chinese when the students had difficulties in understanding them. Moreover, 
they might answer the students' questions in Cantonese when the students sought help 
from them after class. Knowing that her NET could not understand Cantonese, Wong did 
not seek help from the NET whenever she had difficulties in learning. Wong's inability to 
understand the NET's teaching also made her feel nervous during the English lessons, 
which according to the input hypothesis (Krashen, 1985), could limit her language intake. 
Li's F.2 English teacher was also a NET. In the interview with Li's NET, the NET 
indicated that teaching new arrivals with low English proficiency could be a challenge to 
the NET. He admitted that he had difficulties in helping and teaching these students. As a 
result, although NETs could be a valuable resource for the students' English learning, 
such resource was not so efficient for the NACs. 
Ortega (1999) states that minority students are compelled to learn the majority 
language in a very limited period of time, while at the same time, they need to develop 
their competence in a foreign language, which is usually "desirable cultural capital" 
(p.24) to equip the students for the challenges of a competitive job market. Ortega (1999) 
criticized that the adoption of the target-language-only policy in the EFL classroom 
further hinders the minority students' a cesses to such valuable resource. This has 
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seemed to match with Wong and Li's situation in their learning of English as foreign 
language in Hong Kong. Both of their English teachers are NETs who could speak 
English only. Although Wong knew Cantonese before their arrival at Hong Kong, she still 
needed to improve her Cantonese accent and learnt the complicated Chinese characters 
within a short period of time. Li's case was just similar to the case described by Ortega 
(1999) that she needed to leam Cantonese in a limited period of time. While the girls 
were learning or improving their Cantonese and their complicated Chinese characters, 
they needed to develop their English, of which the importance was stressed in Hong 
Kong. Thus，the difficulties the girls needed to face were tremendous. The lack of a 
common language between them and the NETs and the NETs' use of English only in the 
English lessons further hindered their learning of English in Hong Kong. However, as it 
is unreasonable for the majority students to sacrifice for the NACs' low English 
proficiency level and for the school to abolish the use of English-only policy during 
English lessons, solutions should be found to assist the NACs in having lessons with the 
NETs. 
Classmates' Role 
As shown from the data, the girls' classmates also affected their English learning 
indirectly. The learning gap between iliom and their classmates led to their low self-
esteem in their English learning. Moreover, their classmates also indirectly affected their 
participation during English lessons. The classmates' reluctance to offer help to them also 
made the NACs feel helpless and ashamed. 
All girls felt the learning gap between them and their classmates. Chang did not 
leam any English when she was still in China. So, she was astonished and scared when 
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she knew that her classmates learnt English from the time when they were in the 
kindergarten. Such a difference made her afraid of learning English. Being the last but 
one of the class in her English examination, Li thought that she was “very stupid" (Li, 11-
11-2001). Wong expressed that the differences in the proficiency level between her 
classmates and her made her “have very low self-esteem” (Wong, 19-10-2001). 
The classmates attitudes' towards the girls, learning gap, their identity as NACs 
and age difference between the NACs and their classmates were found to be the factors 
affecting the four girls' participation in the English classroom. Li and Chang revealed 
that their poor English and their classmates' mockery made them afraid of participating 
during the lesson: 
(M)y English is poor, so during the English lessons, I will just shrink in a corner and 
I am very afraid of having the lesson with others. It's because I am afraid if the 
teacher ask me question, I may not be able to answer the question...It's because if 
you made a mistake, they would say "we don ’t know what you are talking about, you 
should go back to study in China.，； (Li, 20-8-2001) 
I was afraid that they might laugh at me...I was very anxious. I don ’t know why, my 
heart beats very quickly. I don ’t know why I was very anxious and nervous when I 
answered the teachers ‘ questions. (Chang, 16-10-2001) 
Li also indicated that she was alVaid of exposing her identity as new arrival that 
she did not want to answer her teacher' questions during the lessons: 
They might ask you why you can 't answer such a simple question and then they 
would know you are new arrivals. So, in the past I would try to avoid being known 
that I was a new arrival I would rather keep silence and he punished by my teacher. 
(Li, 20-8-2001) 
Wong said that the age difference between her and her classmates was a barrier to 
her participation during the English lessons. She explained that as she was older than her 
classmates; she thought she was supposjti to have more knowledge than her classmates. 
As a result, she felt that it would be a “shame” (Wong, 7-1-2002) if she made mistakes in 
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front of the class. As Wong was particularly weak in English, she was comparatively 
passive during English lessons. 
The girls revealed that their classmates were not willing to offer help when 
they had problems in learning English and sought help from them. Their classmates' 
poor attitudes and rejection to offer help made them feel “unhappy” (Li, 11-11-2001) 
and “helpless” (Wong, 7-1-2002): 
So, when my teachers gave us some homework, I didn 't know how to do it. So, I had 
no choice but to ask my classmates, but my classmates said that I was very 
irritating. (Chang, 16-10-2001) 
The reason why I felt unhappy is that my classmates were discriminating me and 
they didn ’t answer my questions when I needed help from them and even if they 
answered me, their attitudes were not good. They found that I was very annoying. 
(Li, 11-11-2001) 
It 's because they tried to avoid me. Maybe they were afraid that I would do better 
than them if they taught me. So, I was rather helpless at that time. I was afraid of 
being called upon by my teachers. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
While Krashen's (1985) input hypothesis stated that the affective filter comprised of 
the learner's motivation, self-confidence and anxiety state and that all of these were 
individual characteristics and personal traits of the learner, the findings above provided 
counter-evidence to Krashen's theorization that a learner's affective filter was connected 
soley to individual characteristics and personal traits. 
As indicated from the data, the NACs' low-self confidence and high anxiety in 
learning English were not their innate traits. Both Huang and Wong revealed that they 
were quite confident about their English learning before they came to Hong Kong. 
However, as the local students leamt English for a longer time than the NACs, they had 
more knowledge about English than the NACs. Thus, the NACs' low self-confidence in 
learning English could be attributed to the learning gap, which occurred as a result of the 
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differences between the education system in Hong Kong and in China, i.e. the social 
context, and not their personal traits. Moreover, the NACs，high anxiety in learning 
English and reticence in participating in the classroom activities was found to have arisen 
from their identity as new arrivals and older or oldest students in the class and their 
positioning in a situation where there was an unequal distribution of resources and 
inequality of power, as discussed above. All these seemed to support Norton's (2000) 
observation that the learners' feelings of anxiety and lack of confidence were socially 
constructed. 
The questionnaires the four girls filled in indicated that they understood the 
importance of English in Hong Kong and that they were highly motivated to learn 
English. However, although the girls were motivated to learn English, their participation 
in the language classroom was restricted by their identity. Their identity as older students 
in the classroom and their fear of exposing their identity as NACs hindered their 
participation in the English language classroom. This seemed to match with Norton's 
(2000) suggestion that learners' perceptions of their own identity might affect their 
decision to speak or to practice their target language in some social conditions, despite 
the fact that they might be highly motivated to leam the target language. 
As a result, the findings give credence to Norton's (2000) proposal that a language 
learner's 'affective filter' needs to be theorized as a social construction which intersects 
with the learner's identity. 
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English Learning Strategies 
To cope with their problems in learning English, the four girls adopted different 
strategies, which included avoidance strategies and looking for resources from home as 
well as their communities. 
Chang's classmates refused to give her help when she had any problems in her 
English learning, and so she turned to seek help from her teachers and her elder brother, 
who was a F.4 student. Chang found that her teachers were valuable resources available 
for her, as the teachers were very helpful. However, her father made her afraid of seeking 
help from her brother. She reported that her father would suspect her of not paying 
attention to the lessons if she sought help from her elder brother. Moreover, while Chang 
wanted to join the tutorial classes organized by the community center, her father also 
prevented her from doing so, as he did not want her to return home late at night. 
Huang seldom asked for help from her classmates if she had problems in learning; 
however, she would actively seek help from her English teachers after class. Moreover, 
she tried to make use of the resources provided by the community centers and her church 
(e.g. English tutorial classes). Similar to Huang, Wong attended the English tutorial 
classes organized by her church and the community centers. However, unlike Huang, she 
seldom sought help from her class teachers. 
Li adopted avoidance strategies at the beginning, but she tried to exchange symbolic 
(knowledge) resources with her classmates at the end. She did not know how to do her 
homework, so she did not hand in her homework most of the time. As suggested above, 
her classmates refused to offer help when she sought help from them, and she was afraid 
of seeking help from her teachers. These made her feel helpless and adopt the avoidance 
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strategies. Moreover, during the examination, she skipped the English examination 
section, as she was afraid of taking it. She revealed that she knew that she would not be 
able to answer the questions. Her avoidance strategies led to poor academic results. Later 
on, she tried to exchange her knowledge in other subjects with her classmates. Li 
revealed that she was good at Mathematics while her classmates were poor at that. So, 
she tried her best to help them in Mathematics homework. In view of her helpfulness, her 
classmates started to make friends with her and lend their homework for her to copy. Li 
also revealed that, her helpfulness was gradually rewarded as she gained their friendship. 
4.3.2.6 Age Gap with Classmates 
All the four girls were older than their fellow classmates. Chang was five years 
older than her classmates, Huang was six years older and Li and Wong were two years 
older. 
All the girls had negative feelings about being put in a lower grade, studying with 
younger students. They felt “upsef, (Chang, 16-10-2001), ''embarrassed" (Huang, 19-10-
2001) and "shamefur (Huang, 7-12-2001; Wong, 8-7-2001). Moreover, both Li and 
Wong worried that being older than their classmates might expose their identity as "new 
immigrant (Li, 11-11-2001; Wong, 7-1-2002). They explained that their overage could 
mean they were either a ‘‘repeater；, (Li, 11-11-2001; Wong, 7-1-2002) or a ''new 
immigrant” (Li, 11-11-2001; Wong, 7-1-2002). Both of them said that they would rather 
others considered them as “repeaters” than ''new immigrants’� 
First of all, I don't like others to consider me as a new immigrant...Repeating 
maybe a bad thing to others, because that means you have bad academic results, so, 
you are retained. But for me, I don 't care. (Wong, 7-1-2002) 
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All four girls revealed that being older than their classmates had a negative 
influence on their relationship with classmates, self-esteem, academic goal setting and 
their attitudes towards learning. 
As mentioned in section 4.3.2.2, Chang was “laughed af (Chang, 28-7-2001) and 
rejected by her classmates because of her identity as the oldest girl in the class, which had 
affected her adjustment in the school. Both Huang and Wong indicated that age 
differences between them and their classmates caused problems in their communication 
with their classmates. Huang complained that though she could understand her 
classmates' way of thinking, her classmates failed to understand hers, as she was more 
mature in her thinking. Wong revealed that her classmates were “more childish and 
naive'' (Wong, 19-10-2001), which led to differences in their way of thinking and their 
conversation topics. 
Chang, Huang and Wong said that the age differences between them and their 
classmates led to their " W self-esteem” (Chang, 16-10-2001; Huang, 19-10-2001; Wong, 
19-10-2001). Enrolment in a lower grade also affected Wong's academic goal setting. 
Wong was worried that she might be too old to enter the university after R7 graduation: 
Sometimes I would think about my age after F, 7. I would think whether I should 
continue with my study or not after that and if I really continue my study after 
that, how old I would he after university study? And after my graduation, I may 
become a spinster and I still need to work, I still need to earn some money for my 
family. It 's not reasonable for me to get married after graduation. My family must 
blame me if I really do that. One of the girls in my hometown got married when 
she had just worked for her family for half a year after graduation and her family 
kept saying that it's a lost to them for having brought that girl up. (Huang, 7-12-
2001) 
Both Huang and Wong commented that being downgraded meant they needed to go 
through the same learning materials again, which could be a waste of their time. While 
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Huang thought that this could help to explain why she had a better academic result than 
her classmates, Wong thought that this could have a negative impact on her learning 
attitudes, lowering her motivation to leam: 
Because they are younger than me and so, I would think that I must know more 
than they do. So, that would have negative effects on me because I would think 
that I don 't need to study hard because I am smarter than they are, I know more 
compared to them so they need to put more efforts on learning comparatively to 
me. So, that has negative effects on me, leads to reduction of my learning morale. 
(Huang, 7-1-2002) 
Moreover, Wong also thought that being older than her classmates prevented her 
from seeking help from her classmates, as she thought that it was not “reasonable” 
(Wong, 7-1-2001) for her to be more ' 'ignorant (Wong,7-1-2001) than her classmates. 
She would feel “shamefur (Wong, 7-1-2001) if she found that she did not know what her 
classmates knew. 
However, both Huang and Wong did see some benefits of being older than their 
classmates. Huang said that she could know what her classmates think as she was older 
than her classmates. Wong thought that as she was learning the same materials for the 
second time, she would be more familiar with the teaching materials than her classmates. 
The above findings suggest that the NACs' enrolment in lower grade level with 
younger students has negative effects on their school adjustment and learning. The 
findings also provided support to the findings of previous research on the impacts of age-
based identity on learning (see 2.3 of Chapter 2). While previous studies (Byrnes, 1989; 
Shepard & Smith，1990) indicated that overaged students had difficulties with their 
classmates, the current studies also found that age difference between the NACs and their 
classmates led to problems in their relationship and their communication. Moreover, as 
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suggested by Roderick's (1994) study that being overage could affect the students' self-
concept, the subjects in the current study reflected that they had a lower self- esteem as a 
result of the downgrading. 
The fact that enrolment in a lower grade level lowered Huang's academic goal 
setting seemed to provide a possible explanation for the higher dropout rate of the 
overaged minority students as found in previous studies (Crissom & Shepard, 1989; 
Rumberger, 1995; Shaefer & McDermott, 1999). Although the fact that downgrading 
enabled the girls to go through similar materials twice and led to their higher academic 
achievement in subjects other than English when compared with their younger 
classmates, the long-term effects of downgrading on the girls' academic achievement 
remain unknown. Moreover, as revealed by the girls, downgrading had negative effects 
on their learning attitudes, which could have long-term effects on their future study. 
4.3.2.7 Participation in Extracurricular Activities 
All four girls participated in some extracurricular activities. Chang participated in 
the learning of computer knowledge and calligraphy, Huang in arts, music and some 
voluntary works, Li in taekwondo, dance and drama, Wong in cooking and Chinese 
calligraphy. The girls commented that participating in extracurricular activities enhanced 
their language learning and adaptation to the school life in Hong Kong. 
Chang considered learning how to use the computer as a way to ‘‘imitate the 
Hongkongers ‘ way of life” (20-12-2001). Both Huang and Wong thought that they could 
know more friends by participating in these activities. Huang considered participating in 
voluntary works as a way to “know more about society" (7-12-2001). Li reported that she 
“became happier” (Li, 9-11-2001) after participating in these activities. She thought that 
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she could leam more about Hong Kong's culture through these activities. Moreover, as 
some of the learners in the taekwondo course were foreigners, Li thought that she could 
leam languages like English and Japanese through this activity. 
However, not all of the girls were supported by their parents when they 
participated in these extra-curricular activities. Chang's father forbade her to participate 
in the calligraphy class because he wanted her to be more focused on her study. He also 
did not allow her to go for barbecues, camping or participate in other kinds of 
extracurricular activities as he was afraid that she would get to know some bad juveniles. 
Li's mother also revealed that she did not like Li to participate in those extracurricular 
activities, as she could not see what advantages these might bring. 
Participation in extra-curricular activities seemed to be a feasible strategy to 
facilitate the girls' adaptation to the life in Hong Kong. While the girls could see the 
benefits of participating in extra-curriculum activities, their parents' objection to their 
participation hindered their reach of such valuable resources. 
4.3.2.8 Change to a Different School 
During the research period, three of the four girls changed to a different school. 
Chang was promoted from primary school to secondary school, while Huang changed 
from an all girls, band five school to a coeducational，band four school, Wong changed 
from a vocational school to a mainstream school. All the three girls had different feelings 
about changing to a different school and all of them had some unhappy experience when 
they changed to a new school. 
Chang was promoted to a band three school. However, as she still had difficulties 
in learning English at the time, and as she needed to leam more subjects than before after 
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promoting to the secondary school, she felt very stressful about studying in the secondary 
school: 
I am afraid that I may need to repeat, others will then laugh at me and I will be 
very embarrassed too, I am very frightened now. Every day when I arrived home 
from my school I would think, “ Oh! I am dying. I was very afraid. I don 't know 
if it's going to be the end of my world". (Chang, 16-10-2001) 
Huang was 18 years old when she was studying in F.2. She got a good academic 
result and ranked first or second in her class. Upon the completion of her F.2 study, 
Huang tried to request for promotion to F.4 but to no avail: 
But you can do nothing if your school didn 't allow you to be promoted. I had 
talked with my form mistress for several times, but my form mistress said that, 
"Our school doesn ’t allow that. Do you think that the teaching materials were 
too simple for you? “ and I said, "Yes, too simple" "But the school doesn ’t allow 
people to be promoted to a higher form. “ (Huang, 19-10-2001) 
As a result, Huang decided to change to a different school. However, when she 
applied to study in the new school, her request to be promoted to a higher form level was 
also rejected. No test was given to Huang during the application procedure and her 
academic abilities were not tested. Her new school rejected her request without giving her 
any reason. Finally, Huang still decided to change her school as she thought that her new 
school had a better reputation than her previous school. 
Wong changed to a new school as she did not like to study those vocational 
subjects and she was encouraged by the people in her church to do so: 
It 's because I heard from people in my church that those subjects in the vocational 
school are not useful to the girls and we will not find any jobs in the future and also 
I don 't like these subjects. So, I hope that I could change to the mainstream school 
to learn some subjects that I really like, like Chinese history. So, changing school 
can do a lot of benefits to me. So, I decided to change the school (Wong, 19-10-
2001) 
According to Wong, changing to a different school meant another new challenge to 
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her: 
I need to adapt to the new environment, the new relationship between teachers and 
classmates and I need to catch up with the new subjects. So, the change is so 
great...my situation now is just more or less the same as that when I first came to 
Hong Kong. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
The biggest change that Wong needed to face was that she was downgraded by her 
new school because she had never studied some subjects in her vocational school. Wong 
was very unhappy about this: 
It ’s because my academic result in my previous school was very good and I was 
promoted to F.3, but now I was downgraded to F.2. Learnt some subjects again. It's 
an insult of my wisdom though some subjects are new to me. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
The unhappy experience the three girls encountered revealed the unfair treatment 
of the young NACs in the Hong Kong education system. Chang's case reflected the 
enormous pressure the overaged young NACs needed to face. As Chang was already five 
years older than her classmates were. Compared with the local students, she was more 
afraid of repeating the grade as this could lead to a larger age difference between her and 
her classmates. 
Huang's case showed the gap in the grading system in Hong Kong. The 
downgraded NACs were not allowed to be promoted to a higher grade level even if they 
got good academic results in their current grade level. Ironically, as revealed by Li's NET, 
some Hong Kong students who did poorly in their school were not retained and were 
allowed to be promoted upon their completion of each grade level. Li's teacher seemed to 
hint at an unequal treatment of the local student and the young NACs. 
Wong was assigned by the Education Department to study in the vocational 
school when she first arrived in Hong Kong. At that time, both she and her family did not 
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know the nature of vocational school and they were not familiar with the education 
system in Hong Kong. However, the Education Department did not explain to them what 
kind of school she had been assigned. While the Hong Kong students could choose to 
learn in the vocational schools or the mainstream schools, Wong did not even know that 
there were two main types of secondary schools in Hong Kong. Wong reflected that if she 
had had a better understanding of the education system in Hong Kong, she would not 
have accepted the Education Department's offer. The fact that Wong was downgraded 
while she changed from the vocational school to the mainstream school shows the 
drawback brought by her ignorance of the education system in Hong Kong while she 
accepted the Education Department's offer. Actually, the NACs should have the right to 
understand the education system in Hong Kong and they should be informed of the nature 
of the school they were assigned by the Education Department. 
4.4 Family Life and Community Support 
4.4.1 Family Life 
4.4.1.1 Relationship with Family 
All the four girls experienced changes and problems in their relationship with 
their family members after coming to Hong Kong. 
Chang revealed that her relationship with her family was “poorer than before” 
(Huang, 23-11-2001) because of her academic result. She said that her family complained 
that she was given more time to focus on her study but still failed to get a good academic 
result. When Chang was in China, she needed to do the housework, however, after she 
came to Hong Kong, her mother took the responsibility so that she could have more time 
to focus on her study. 
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Huang reflected that her relationship with her family was poor before she came to 
Hong Kong because she “always idled away (her) time on the streets" (Huang, 23-11-
2001)，which led to her parents' dissatisfaction. However, after coming to Hong Kong, 
Huang was more focused on her study. Her mother reflected that she did not need to 
worry about Huang after coming to Hong Kong. However, conflicts appeared between 
Huang and her father, who complained about Huang's wearing of''sexy'' (Huang, 23-11-
2001) clothes. 
Li was separated from all her family members but her elder sister for over 10 
years. She was brought up by her uncle and aunt in her hometown. The communication 
between her family and her during this period of time was mainly maintained through her 
family's occasional short-term staying in her hometown and her uncle and aunt's report 
of her life on the phone. According to Li, her uncle would only report all her 
wrongdoings to her family and not all of them were true about her. Li commented that 
such kind of untrue report led to her family's prejudice about her. She revealed that 
whenever she had any argument with her family after coming to Hong Kong, her family 
would blame her without bothering to find out the truth. 
Wong reported that her relationship with her siblings in China was better than 
before because of the separation after she came to Hong Kong. However, problems 
appeared in her relationship with her parents. Wong said that she had more time to 
communicate with her mother when she was still in China. However, after coming to 
Hong Kong, her mother was busy with her work and they did not even have time to see 
each other as her mother needed to work till late at night. Although her father, who was a 
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construction work and who did not need to work all the time, Wong complained that her 
father would just “play mahjong” (Wong, 17-11-2001) whenever he had time. 
The girls reported that their relationship with their family in Hong Kong affected 
their attitudes to learning and self-esteem. Chang said that her problem in her relationship 
with her family made her feel unhappy in Hong Kong. She felt very stressful in her 
learning as a result of the pressure from her family. Li revealed that her relationship with 
her family resulted in conflicts in her learning attitudes. She lost her interest in studying 
because her emotion was always affected by her argument with her family, but at the 
same time, she hoped that she could have a better academic result so as to prove her 
abilities to her family. Moreover, as her family did not trust her, Li said that she lost her 
self-esteem. The lack of communication between Wong and her parents lowered her 
motivation to leam: 
Sometimes I think I don 't need to work hard since they do not care about my study. 
They won 't know about my academic results and they won 't know even If I cheated 
them. So, I would think it doesn 't matter even if I don 't study well because they don ’t 
care about that. (Wong, 22-9-2001) 
The findings about the NACs' relationship with their family were similar to those in 
the previous studies on NACs. In all of the studies, it was revealed that the major problem 
between the young NACs and their family was a lack of communication between them. 
However, the current study also found that the parents' failure to understand the 
difficulties the young NACs needed to face and cultural differences between Hong Kong 
and China could also result in problems in the relationship between young NACs and 
their families. Moreover, the current study also revealed that the problems in the young 
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NACs' relationship with their family posed negative effects on the young NACs' learning 
in Hong Kong. 
Although Chang's parents tried to ensure that she had sufficient time to study, they 
failed to understand that the learning gap that Chang needed to fill could not simply be 
handled by more time. While Suarez-Orozco (1993) (see 2.2 in Chapter 2) found in his 
study that parents' efforts to ensure that the children had sufficient time to study led to 
the success among the minority students, the parents should understand that such efforts 
could not guarantee success for their children as they also needed to consider the size of 
the learning gap that the children needed to fill. 
Wong's and Li's cases illustrated the lack of communication between the young 
NACs and their parents. In the interview with Wong's mother, she revealed that she 
wished Wong could study hard and get good academic results in Hong Kong. However, 
as she was busy with her work, she did not have enough time to communicate with Wong 
so as to show her expectation and encouragement to her. This made Wong think that her 
parents were indifferent about her study. Such kind of feeling made Wong have a sense 
of meaninglessness when she thought about her study. 
Li's case shows that long-term separation between the young NACs and their 
family could lead to communication barriers between them. The data from the interview 
with Li's mother indicated the prejudice from her mother and also the conflicts between 
Li and her mother: 
(The interviewer was talking about Li's relationship with her classmates) 
I = Interviewer 
LM = Li's mother 
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L= Li 
I: So, you knew that she was mistreated? 
LM: Yes. She told me when she came back from school. But her temper was not good. 
L: But my classmates' tempers are even worse. 
LM: (To Li) Yes. There may be one or two exceptions. However, you may meet those 
kinds of people wherever you go. (To the interviewer) Her temper is so bad. 
LM: She hit her younger brother. Her younger brother was still young. She shouldn't 
hit him. She came from a place outside the world. 
I： Maybe she doesn't know how to get along with her brother. 
LM: Her brother is too little.. 
L: Wah... When I was of his age, you said that I had grown up. But now you say that 
he is young? You should say he has grown up now. 
(Interview with Li's mother, 16-2-2002) 
Similarly Huang's case shows that cultural differences between Hong Kong and 
China could lead to conflicts between the NACs and their family members. While the 
young NACs were trying to acculturate themselves into the new cultural world in Hong 
Kong, they experienced pressure from their family, who intended to instill home cultural 
values in them. 
4.4.1.2 Living Environment 
All four girls found that their living place in Hong Kong was much smaller than 
that in China, which affected their adaptation and learning in Hong Kong. 
Chang used to live in a large village house with two floors. When she first came to 
Hong Kong, her father rented a small room in Twuen Wan. As a result, her father settled 
them in their cousin's home, which was an apartment in a public housing estate and was 
about 35 square meters. Together with her cousin's family, there were seven people 
living in this small flat. 
Huang lived in a large village house in her hometown. When Huang first arrived in 
Hong Kong, she and her mother and younger brother lived in their relatives' village 
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house in Shueng Shui. Later, Huang's whole family moved to live in a small rented room 
in Sham Shui Po district, which was about 5 square meters. Similarly, Wong lived in a 
big house in her hometown, which had three flours and with adequate electrical 
appliances. However, when Wong first arrived in Hong Kong, her whole family lived in a 
rented room, which was less than 5 square meters. 
Li was the luckiest among the four girls. Her whole family, five people, lived in a 
self-owned flat of 30 square meters. However, to Li, the change in her living environment 
was still large when she thought about the fact that she used to live in a large house with 
three floors in her hometown. 
The change in their living environment had a negative impact on the four girls' 
adaptation and learning in Hong Kong. They found that they did not “have enough space 
to do (their) homeworie' (Huang, 13-11-2001; Wong, 22-9-2001), “to sit, to sleep” 
(Huang, 13-11-2001). Moreover, living in a small room, Huang and Wong found that 
they could not concentrate on their study when their families watch television in their 
room. Moreover, Huang revealed that she could not stay up late studying as her family 
could not sleep with the light on. Huang said that she did not have any privacy with her 
whole family living in a single room. Li said that she lost her interest in doing anything 
because of the small size of her flat. 
The four girls reported that they were “unhappy” (Wong, 17-11-2001) about the 
change of their living environment. Wong said that such a change was ''tortur€' (Wong, 
17-11-2001) to her. Li thought it was “irritating” (Li, 24-11-2001) to live in a small flat. 
Huang revealed that she had not adapted to the change of the living environment. 
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While most studies on young NACs provided statistics about the distribution of the 
NACs in different types of housing and the NACs，feeling about their living conditions in 
Hong Kong, they didn't capture the changes in the living conditions that the young NACs 
needed to face and their effects on their learning and their adaptation in Hong Kong. The 
current research found that the girls experienced great changes in their living conditions 
in Hong Kong. Their homes in Hong Kong were much smaller than theirs in China. Thus, 
the girls needed to adapt to big change. Moreover, the data indicated that the small living 
place had negative effects on the girls' adaptation and learning in Hong Kong. 
4.4.1.3 Family's Economic Situation 
All the four girls experienced drastic change in their perception about their home 
economic situation after coming to Hong Kong. They felt that their home economic 
situation in Hong Kong was much worse than that in China. 
Both Wong and Huang's families received financial assistance from the 
Government. Chang thought that her family's economic situation was poor when they 
were in China. However, the situation was even worse after they came to Hong Kong 
because of the increase in the amount the family had to pay for their education in Hong 
Kong. Huang used to think that her family was rich when she was in China, however, her 
perception changed after coming to Hong Kong: 
You would find that you were originally rich people and suddenly became poor 
people. In the past, people were envious of you, but now they just find you 
disgusting. (Wong, 17-11-2001) 
Similarly, Li indicated that people in China thought that her family was rich when 
she was in China, however, when she came to Hong Kong, she found that her family's 
economic situation was just about average. Wong thought that her family's economic 
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situation in Hong Kong was worse than that in China, however, she was satisfied with her 
family's economic situation when she considered the economic recession in Hong Kong. 
The change in their perception of their family's economic situation had negative 
effects on all the four girls but Wong. Chang's family's economic situation in Hong 
Kong made her feel depressed. She would feel “unhappy” (Chang, 17-10-2001) every 
time needed to ask for money from her family for her schooling expense. Li said that the 
change in her family's economic situation lowered her self-confident. Huang was 
ashamed of the fact that her family needed to receive financial assistance from the 
Government. She thought that Hongkongers found them "disgusting" as they received 
financial help: 
Usually, when you open your hand to ask for money, you would feel shameful to let 
others know about this. And also the economic situation of Hong Kong was not good 
in the past few years, and sometimes I heard people said that the new arrivals relied 
on financial help and don 't find a job. So, it has more or less some influence on 
me...I would lack self-confidence. Because in China, when people think that you 
were rich, you would feel proud... It's very difficult to overcome it. (Huang, 23-11-
2001) 
Wong thought that her negative feeling about her home economic situation could be 
overcome only when she went out to work in the future. 
The above data indicated that the young NACs experienced changes in their 
perception about their family's economic situation after coming to Hong Kong. Such kind 
of changes lowered their self-esteem. Moreover, Hong Kong society's comment that the 
New Arrivals were a burden of Hong Kong's economy also had negative effects on the 
new arrivals' perception of self as well as their public collective self-esteem. According 
to Luhtanen and Crocker (1992), as discussed in section 2.2 of Chapter 2, the public 
collective self-esteem involve our perceptions about how others evaluate our social 
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groups. 
4.4.1.4 Comparison with Hongkongers，Family Life 
When the four girls were asked if they could recognize any differences between 
their family life and the Hongkongers' family life, all of them reported that they could 
find many differences. The girls indicated that such differences had negative influences 
on their self-esteem and their feelings about their own family. 
The major difference reported by the girls was related to the relationship between 
the parents and the children. The girls thought that the Hongkongers' parents "care more 
about their children" (Chang, 17-10-2001; Li, 20-8-2001). They had “better 
communication" (Chang, 17-10-2001; Li, 17-10-2001; Wong, 17-100-2001) with their 
children, and were "more willing to spend money" (Li, 20-8-2001) on their children. 
Moreover, Huang thought that Hongkongers' parents "pay more attention to their 
children's study，’ (Huang, 23-11-2001). Wong perceived that Hongkongers' parents were 
"more open-minded" (Wong, 17-11-2001). On the other hand, new arrivals' parents were 
more "traditional" (Li, 24-11-2001; Wong, 17-11-2001): 
They would think you are wrong all the time and even if they are really wrong, they 
will not say sorry to you. They will not say sorry to their children, but Hongkongers 
will do so. (Li, 24-11-2001) 
Moreover, Wong thought that unlike the Hongkongers' parents, new arrivals' 
parents were "not good listener" (Wong, 17-11-2001): 
If you tell them that you have any argument with your friends, they would say, "You 
shouldn't argue with them. You should just let them be. “ And if I were praised or 
blamed by my teachers. Just like if I were blamed by my teachers, they would say, 
"It must be your fault. “ And if I were praised by my teachers, they would say, 
"Don 't be too proud. You are too arrogant. “ So, they just won 't praise me or 
comfort me. (Wong, 17-11-2001) 
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Huang observed that Hong Kong people had more family activities. She said that as 
her father had become used to a solitary life in Hong Kong, he refused to join their family 
activities. When the four girls were asked if they had any family activities, all of them 
said that they seldom had any activities with their family. Their major family activity was 
going back to China during vacations or holidays. 
The girls expressed that they “envfied)” (Chang, 17-10-2001; Huang, 23-11-2001; 
Wong, 17-11-2001) the Hongkongers' better family life. When Chang was asked how she 
overcame the negative feeling caused by the differences between her family life and the 
Hongkongers' family life, Chang said that she hoped that she could “go back to China” 
(Chang, 17-10-2001). Li found the differences between her family life and the 
Hongkongers' family life “disgusting” (Li, 24-11-2001). She thought that her family 
should get rid of their “old practices” (Li, 24-11-2001) as they had moved to Hong Kong. 
Wong had a '7ow self-esteem” (Wong, 17-11-2001) when she thought about the 
differences between her family life and the Hongkongers' family life. 
The differences between Hongkongers' family life and the new arrivals' family 
life were found to have a negative influence on the four girls' private collective self-
esteem. According to Luhtanen and Croker (1992), private collective self-esteem 
involves the degree to which people evaluate their social groups positively. The four girls 
thought that Hong Kong parents did better in educating their children and in 
communicating with their children. This posed a negative influence on their feeling about 
their own family. 
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4.4.1.5 Languages Use with Family Members 
All girls but Li spoke their mother tongue when they were at home. However, when 
they went out with their families, they experienced conflicts in their use of languages. 
Their girls' reason for using their mother tongue at home was that their mother could 
not speak Cantonese. Another reason for Huang and Wong to use their mother tongue 
was related to their families' resistance to the use of Cantonese: 
If I suddenly changed to use Cantonese, my family would ask, "What are you 
doing? “ and my younger brother would ask, "Are you showing off? “ (Huang, 23-
11-2001) 
My parents will think that, "Are you pretending to be a Hongkonger? You are now 
at home, your mother doesn 't know how to speak Cantonese and your brother 
doesn 't like to speak Cantonese at home, so, what 's the point for you to speak 
Cantonese at home. Are you showing off? (Wong, 16-11-2001) 
Wong expressed her agreement with her family that they should use their mother 
tongue at home: 
^nd also we come from China, so, when I am at home, why can 't I use my mother 
tongue? I should use my mother tongue as I am not Hongkonger and I don，t need to 
pretend to be a Hongkonger at home. And they would think that we are not that 
intimate when we speak Cantonese with each other. (Wong, 17-11-2001) 
Li used both Cantonese and her mother tongue, Fujianese at home. However, she 
opted for Cantonese when it was ''not necessary” (Li, 24-11-2001) for her to speak 
Jujianese. 
All the girls reported that it was ‘‘naturar (Huang, 23-11-2001) and “normar 
(Wong, 17-11-2001) for them to speak their mother tongue with their family at home but 
not outside their home. The girls realized that people would “stare af (Chang, 17-10-
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2001; Huang, 23-11-2001) them and “look at (them) in a very strange way" (Huang, 23-
11-2001) when they spoke their mother tongue in the streets. 
All girls but Chang were afraid of exposing their identity as new arrivals. Huang 
felt "very unnatural" (Huang, 23-11-2001) when she spoke Hakka in the street with her 
mother. Li would try to avoid talking to her mother if her mother spoke to her in 
Fujianese. Wong experienced conflict when she talked to her mother in Hakka: 
Actually, I thought I was a bad girl. Because just like sometimes when I go out 
with my parents, I don 't like to speak Hakka. As I think if we speak Hakka, others 
will discriminate against us. They will know at once that I came from China as I 
speak Hakka. I don ’t know why, I always speak in a loud voice and so do my 
parents. So, when the Hongkongers hear us, they don 't like us and they will think 
that we are indecent. So, I will feel very shameful and I really hope that my 
mother can speak in Cantonese. However, as my mother cannot speak Cantonese, 
so, I would think that I am a bad girl for thinking in that way. And sometimes, I 
would think actually, there is nothing wrong with us, many people speak Hakka.( 
Wong, 17-11-2001) 
Chang thought that there was “nothing wrong with speaking Mainland dialects” 
(Chang, 17-10-2001). So, she did not have any uncomfortable feeling when she found 
that others were looking at her, instead, she would “look back at them” (Chang, 17-10-
2001). 
The above data suggested that all four girls desired to be considered as 
Hongkongers and were afraid of being considered as new arrivals (this is also supported 
by the findings in section 4.5). According to Deaux (1991)，which was discussed in 
section 2.2 of Chapter 2, people's desire to have an identity can be described by the 
desirability dimension. People feel pride expressing desirable identities and shame from 
expressing identities that they perceive to be undesirable. This seems to explain the girls' 
feeling when their parents spoke their mother tongue outside their home. Wong's blaming 
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of herself indicated the inner conflicts the NACs might face when they tried to hide their 
identity as NACs. 
4.4.1.6 Learning of Hometown Cultures 
All the girls indicated that their families taught them some hometown cultural 
practices. However, all but Chang rejected learning these practices. 
The customs the girls' family taught to them included religion, gender role and filial 
piety. Both Chang and Huang's family taught them not to wash their hair during the first 
day and the fifteenth day of a month. As a girl, Huang and Li's mother taught them to be 
“ 霞 gentle” (Huang, 23-11-2001). Wong's mother required Wong to dress in an 
“elegant and gentle way" (Wong's mother, 20-2-2002), but not "sexy" (Wong's mother, 
20-2-2002). 
Both Huang and Wong said that their family taught them to be filial to their parents. 
Wong's father required them to show their respect to him all the time. They were not 
allowed to place the bowl on the table; instead they should hold the bowl in their hands 
when they were having meals with their father. 
When the girls were asked if they would follow their families' teaching of the 
hometown cultural practices, Huang was astonished by the question: 
“•y should I care about that? “ (Huang, 23-11-2001) 
Li revealed that she seldom followed her family's teaching as she thought it was 
difficult to change her personality. During the interview, when the researcher asked Li's 
mother if she supported Li's wish to join the activities organised by the church, Li hinted 
to the researcher that she did not want her mother to know about this. She explained to 
the researcher that her mother opposed to her belief in Christianity as people in her 
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village believed in Taoism. Chang was especially dissatisfied with her father's 
dictatorship at home: 
I totally objected to their teaching that father is the biggest man in the world. 
Because I think girls should also have their rights. Although you are the head of the 
family, you shouldn 't act like a dictator. Although you earn money to support the 
family, our mother is working too. I think that sometimes he is not reasonable. 
(Wong, 17-11-2001) 
However, Wong still followed her family's teaching so as to avoid any conflicts 
with her family. 
Unlike Wong, Chang followed her family's teaching because she thought, “children 
should obey their parents ‘ teachings'' (Chang, 17-10-2001). 
In the interview with the parents, different opinions about the teaching of 
hometown cultural practices were found. The parents of. Huang and Chang expressed 
that they did not insist that their children should follow their teaching of hometown 
cultural practices. Huang's mother said that the “new generation" had their own way of 
thinking, while Chang's father was worried that if his children did not follow the Hong 
Kong style but the Mainland style, they might be called as "Mainland boy，’ or "Mainland 
girl" (Chang's father, 17-1-2002). Unlike Huang's and Chang's parents, Wong's and Li's 
mother insisted that their children should follow some of their teachings of hometown 
cultural practices. Li's mother insisted Li should not believe in other religion, while 
Wong's mother would blame her if she dressed in a sexy way. Li's mother also tried to 
remind Li of her heritage: 
Because Fujian is our hometown. We were born there. Even when we have our own 
children, we should let them know that. We immigrated here, but we were bom in 
Fujian, so, we should remember that we were from Fujian. (Li's mother, 25-2-2002) 
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The above data suggested that while the young NACs tried to adjust to the culture in 
Hong Kong, they might experience pressure from their families. They might experience 
conflicts between Hong Kong and hometown cultural practices. 
4.4.2 Community Support 
In Hong Kong, there were various organisations or community groups which 
provided assistance to the NACs. These included the Education Department, community 
centres, churches and the NACs' schools. According to the NACs and their teachers, 
while some community organisations succeeded in enhancing the NACs transition in 
Hong Kong, some were not effective enough. 
4.4.2.1 Education Department 
All girls but Chang sought help from the Education Department when they were 
searching for a school. However, both Huang and Wong were not satisfied with the 
services provided by the Education Department. 
Li reported that it took around a month's time for the Education Department to find 
a school for her. Huang and Wong said that the Education Department found a school for 
them immediately on the day they sought help from them. However, Both Huang and 
Wong thought that the Education Department ''was not really helpfuF' (19-10-2001) and 
did not handle their case ''seriously" (Huang, 19-10-2001). They expressed that the 
Education Department did not explain to them the education system in Hong Kong and 
the types of the schools available to them. They thought the Education Department “just 
gave (them) whatever school they had in hand, (Huang, 19-10-2001) or as said by Wong, 
any school near to the Education Department. Wong expressed that she would not have 
accepted the offer if she had knew that her school was a vocational school: 
It 's because I didn 't really know what kind of school that school was, so, I just felt 
that it 's not responsible enough... They knew that I am a new arrival and they knew 
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that it 's a band five school I think my academic result is not really that poor and I 
have never studied those subjects before and I might not be able to adapt to the life 
here because I was a new arrival. They didn ’t think about it and they just assigned 
me to that school and finished their job. (Wong, 19-10-2001) 
Huang was not satisfied that her school assigned her to F.2 based on the test 
provided by the Education Department. Huang revealed that she was very nervous when 
she was having the test and that she was not given sufficient time to work on the test 
paper. 
The NACs were not the only ones who were not satisfied with the work of the 
Education Department, the teachers of the NACs also expressed that the Education 
Department was not supportive enough to their teaching of the young NACs. 
In August 1997, Education Department published a handbook for the NACs' 
English teachers, namely, "English Language for Children Recently Arriving in Hong 
Kong from Various parts of China". Wong's English teacher commented that the 
teaching strategies suggested in the handbook were ''not something new" (Wong' teacher, 
24-7-2001) to them as they had learnt about them during their training as a teacher, thw 
teacher of Chang, Wong and Huang thought that not all strategies suggested by the 
Education Department could be adopted owing to the limitations of the facilities and the 
classroom situations. 
The Education Department also produced a self-learning package for Primary One 
to Primary Three students in view of the fact both the adaptation and English learning 
courses are decided for those 9-15 years old NACs only. Regarding the English self-
learning package provided by the Education Department, Huang and Wong's teachers 
commented that they were not specific enough: 
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It's not practical. The same set of package was used by students in different forms. 
It 's pointless to ask those higher form students to use that package, just like it ’s 
pointless to ask the secondary school students to start learning from ABC. (Wong's 
teacher, 24-7-2001) 
Wong's teacher commented that the Education Department should have a better 
understanding about the real situation and problems before they adopted any policy or 
strategies for the teaching of the NACs: 
(T)hose people working in the ED just look everything from an outsider's point of 
view. They should not try to guess everything themselves and they have never come 
down and get into the school to have a better look. They should try to send some 
representatives to talk with the teachers, interview them, just like what you are 
doing now and they should also get into the classroom themselves. Yes, they have 
tried to get the teachers，opinions about some policy but the way they get it is by 
asking the teachers to write and send the suggestion to them through mails. We are 
busy enough： we don't have the time to write something like that even if we really 
want to voice our opinions. (Wong's teacher, 24-7-2001) 
Moreover, Chang's teacher complained that the Education Department did not 
provide them with enough "resources, books, seminars or workshops" (Chang's teacher, 
29-6-2001). He revealed that such resources enabled the teacher to have a better 
understanding of the problems of the NACs so that they did not need to spend a long time 
observing the NACs before they could realize their problems. Chang's teacher believed 
that the Education Department's allotment of these resources would not be wastage: 
The government always thinks about the percentage before they do anything. So. it 
can be a luxury if we ask them to organize some activities for the NACs. But my 
point is the percentage of NACs is increasing. And I don't know if the ED have 
thought about it or not, actually the problems of the NACs is very similar to those of 
the local students who have low academic achievement. So, even if you have 
organized workshops about NACs for the teachers, and then the problems of NACs 
disappear, we can still apply the technique to the students with low academic 
achievement. So, it's not a waste of resources. (Chang, 29-6-2001) 
Chang's teacher also complained that the Education Department was unsystematic 
in their allotment of the resources. He revealed that although some materials provided by 
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the Education Department were good, they were not appropriate to the needs and levels 
of the NACs. 
There have been students from Mainland China since 1949, but the assistance and 
resources provided by the Education department to facilitate their schooling in Hong 
Kong was so limited. Even the existing resources were criticized by the teachers and the 
students. 
Many local studies evaluated the efficacy of the Central Placement Unit by means 
of the amount of time the NACs spent on searching for a school place. Some of the 
studies asked the NACs to express their perception about the difficulty in finding a school 
place. However, although subjects in the current study found that the Education 
Department helped them to find a school within a very short period of time, they 
suspected the equality in the way the Education Department assigned school place to 
them and to the local students. Unlike those Hong Kong students who had a better 
understanding about the education system in Hong Kong, Huang and Wong revealed that 
they did not know what kind of school they were assigned to when the Education 
Department assigned a school place to them. While the local students had the right to 
choose between vocational school and mainstream school, co-educational school and 
single-sex school, the NACs might not even understand the differences between these 
types of schools. Moreover, the placement of the NACs into the vocational school could 
add extra-burden to the NACs. Most subjects in the vocational school were not taught in 
China, thus, the NACs in the vocational school might need to catch up with their study in 
these subjects, as well as their learning in English, Cantonese and Chinese complex 
characters. As for Wong's case, the vocational subjects were taught in English. As a 
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result, if a NAC who has low proficiency in English enters such kind of school, they 
might need to face tremendous difficulties in catching up with the syllabus. 
Although the Education Department provided some materials for the English 
learning of the young NACs, these materials fail to meet the needs of the NACs with 
different proficiency levels. Moreover, the teachers of the NACs in the current studies 
revealed that more resources and support from the Education Department were needed 
for the teaching of the NACs. 
4.4.2.2 School's Support 
All the girls reported that their school arranged some tutorial classes and 
adaptation programs for them and all but Wong participated in these tutorial classes. They 
commented that all these classes were very helpful to their English learning and their 
adaptation to the school life in Hong Kong. The girls revealed that they could "leam 
more new vocabularies''' (Chang, 26-8-2001), do more exercises and leam the English 
instructions through these courses. Huang expressed her view that unlike those courses 
organized by the community centers, which had their own curriculum for the NACs, the 
remedial courses in their school taught them something "related to" (Huang, 19-9-2001) 
what they leamt in school. However, Li revealed that the course lasted for just around 
two months and they had just around 10 lessons. She thought that it was not enough for 
their English learning. Wong had never enrolled in the remedial courses in her school 
because she had joined school at the end of the term, during which the remedial courses 
had ended. Moreover, Wong said that she did not know the existence of these remedial 
courses until her classmates told her about them. She revealed that her teachers did not 
inform her about the courses. 
The above data showed that the remedial courses organized by the school were 
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potentially useful resources for the NACs' learning of English. However, as suggested by 
Li, the NACs could have benefited more if these courses could be organized for a longer 
period of time. 
4.4.2.3 Community Centers 
Since April 1995, the Education Department has funded some aided non-profit 
making organizations to run free adaptation courses for 6 to 15 years old NACs, which 
last 60 hours. The content of the course includes social adaptation, Chinese and English 
language learning and academic assistance. 
Huang, Li and Wong participated in the adaptation courses provided by the 
community centers and they had different opinions about the efficacy of these courses. 
Huang and Li thought that the adaptation courses provided by the community 
centers helped them in their adaptation and language learning. Li thought that she could 
know more about Hong Kong through these adaptation courses. Both Huang and Li said 
that they could leam more vocabularies through these courses. However, Wong revealed 
that as the same adaptation course was organized for students from different form levels, 
the materials might not suit the standard of all of the students. Wong thought that the 
materials used in the adaptation course was too easy for her. 
Apart from helping their learning in Hong Kong, Both Huang and Li thought that 
the adaptation courses assisted in their adaptation in Hong Kong. Huang and Huang's 
mother reflected that the community centers offered help to them when they were having 
financial problems. Huang reflected to the researcher that she felt more settled once her 
family's financial problem was solved and that she could then concentrate on her study 
more. 
Unlike the other three girls, Chang did not participate in the adaptation courses 
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organized by the community centers though she knew the existence of these courses and 
was invited by her classmates to attend the courses together. Chang explained that her 
parents objected to her taking of these courses, as her parents did not allow her to go 
anywhere after school. 
The adaptation courses organized by the community centers were found to be 
useful resources for the young NACs' adaptation and learning of English in Hong Kong. 
Moreover, the community centers' provision of services and assistance for the NACs' 
families also facilitated the young NACs' adaptation and learning in Hong Kong. 
However, as suggested by Wong, the course materials for the English teaching in the 
adaptation course were used for students from different form levels, and so students with 
higher English proficiency level might find the materials too easy, while students with 
lower English proficiency level might find the materials too difficult. Thus, the 
community centers could try to divide the students into different groups in accordance 
with their English proficiency levels and different materials should be used for students 
with different proficiency levels. 
4.4.2.4 The Church 
All girls but Chang believed in Christianity after coming to Hong Kong. They all 
revealed that their churches helped them in both their learning and adaptation in Hong 
Kong. 
All the girls' churches organized some tutorial classes for them which facilitated 
their English learning. There were some people from foreign countries from Huang's 
church. She always tried to make use of the good chances to practice her English with 
these foreigners in English. 
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The churches also facilitated the girls' adaptation in Hong Kong. Li had problems in 
her relationship with her classmates when she first arrived in Hong Kong. She did not 
know how to solve the problems and was always very unhappy in the school as no one 
could share her feelings. However, after she went to the church, people in the church not 
only shared her feelings, but also gave her some advice about how to improve her 
relationship with her classmates. These helped to facilitate her adaptation in the school. 
When Wong decided to find a different school, people in her church tried to find 
information about the schools for her and accompanied her to look for school placement. 
While Wong thought that the Education Department was not helpful in the NACs' school 
searching, people in her church assisted in her school searching. 
The data indicated that churches provided help to the young NACs. However, as 
churches were religious organizations, whether the young NACs could get the resources 
provided by the church needed depends on whether the students believe in Christianity. 
4.5 Identity 
4.5.1 Perception of Self and In-group Members 
As indicated from the questionnaires filled in by the four girls, except for Huang 
who thought she was Chinese before and after coming to Hong Kong, the girls 
experienced a change of their sense of self after coming to Hong Kong. 
When they were asked their sense of self before coming to Hong Kong, all of the 
girls except Huang, reported that they considered themselves as Mainlanders. Such 
finding seems to suggest that their memory was affected by a recently acquired concept. 
These girls might have acquired the label or concept of "Mainlander" only after they 
came to Hong Kong. This recently acquired concept might have interfered with their 
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memory which helped to explain why they thought they considered themselves as 
Mainlanders before coming to Hong Kong. Huang thought that she was Chinese before 
she came to Hong Kong. She reflected that her sense of self did not change after coming 
to Hong Kong as she thought that there should not be any differences between those 
Chinese living in Hong Kong and in China after the hand-over. By contrast, Li thought 
that she was a new immigrant after coming to Hong Kong: 
At the beginning when I first arrived in Hong Kong, I had such a feeling. I felt 
the same way myself. It's because I thought I was really a new immigrant. When 
I first arrived here, my Cantonese was not fluent and was being laughed at... 
Moreover, I fell behind in every aspect...{L\, 20-8-2001) 
Like Huang, Wong thought that there should not be any distinction between 
Chinese in Hong Kong and in China after the hand-over. So, she considered herself as a 
Chinese after coming to Hong Kong. However, when she was asked why she did not 
consider herself a Hongkonger after coming to Hong Kong, she replied that she was a 
new immigrant. Chang thought that she was a Hongkonger after coming to Hong Kong. 
Whatever identities the girls thought they had, they frequently labeled themselves as 
"new immigrant" or "Mainlander" throughout the research process. 
When the girls were asked whom they considered as their in-group members, the 
data indicated a change in the girls' perception of in-group members after coining to 
Hong Kong. Chang expressed that she considered her family members as her in-group 
members when she was in China. She said that she still considered her family members 
as the only in-group members. However, she revealed that she felt sympathetic for those 
newly-arrived students and that she liked to make friends with the new arrivals rather 
than the Hongkongers. 
Li considered Fujianese as her in-group members before she came to Hong 
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Kong. However, after living in Hong Kong for around two years, she considered 
Hongkongers as her in-group members as she thought that people could not realize that 
she was from China now. 
Wong considered Hakka People as her in-group members before she came to 
Hong Kong. However, after coming to Hong Kong, she considered the new arrivals as 
her in-group members: 
Because all of us are new immigrants, there is no difference between us and at 
least when we are together, they won 't discriminate against me because we have 
similar background and experience. So, it s much easier for us to concern about 
each other because we can communicate with each other better and also I will 
show my concern towards them...Because new immigrants have something 
similar and the Hongkongers are different from us, there is a gap between 
us...Because what's happened to me won，t happen to them. (Wong, 7-1-2002) 
The fact that the girls experienced a change in their sense of self after coming to 
Hong Kong and throughout the research process gives credence to Norton's (2000) 
theorization that identity is dynamic across time and place. Moreover, the fact that the 
four girls frequently referring to themselves as new immigrant and Mainlander 
throughout the research process showed their inner conflicts. This supports what is 
suggested by Norton (2000) that identity is complex, contradictory and multifaceted. 
4.5.2 Feeling about Different Labels and Desirable Identity 
The data indicated that the four girls had different feelings about different labels, 
which included "Mainlander", "new arrival", "Hongkonger" and "bilingual English 
speaker，，. "Mainlander" and “new arrival" are the two labels that they disliked the most, 
while all of them hope that they could have an identity as Hongkonger. 
Both Chang and Wong indicated that "Mainlander" was the most undesirable 
label, as they thought that such label was connected with people's “discrimination” 
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(Chang, 20-12-2001; Wong, 7-1-2002) for the people from China. Chang revealed that 
she would feel ''very uneasy' and would “lose face” (Wong, 7-1-2001) when others 
called her as Mainlander. Li thought that it was “naturar for people to call her a 
Mainlander when she first came to Hong Kong as she was really a Mainlander and 
different from the Hongkongers in many aspects. However, Li revealed that she felt 
unhappy when others labeled her as "Mainlander". Huang thought that the label 
"Mainlander" was connected with the ignorance of people in China: 
Mainlander, the image accompany with this label is you are rude, impolite, 
knowing nothing. (Huang, 7-12-2001) 
Both Huang and Li thought that "new arrival" was the most undesirable label. 
Wong's reason for feeling this way was related to the Hongkongers' negative attitudes 
towards new arrivals: 
As for new arrivals, they will say, new arrivals are just the Hongkongers ‘ 
burden, there is nothing good attached to them. They are not hardworking, not 
aggressive, not trying to find a job of their own, just rely on the government. 
(Huang, 7-12-2001). 
Li disliked the label "new arrival" more than the label "Mainlander" because as a 
new arrival might live in Hong Kong for his or her whole life, he or she needed to leam 
Cantonese and English in a short time in order to adapt to the life in Hong Kong. 
However, "Mainlander" is used in Hong Kong to describe those tourists from China, who 
did not need to know Cantonese. Wong thought that the label "new arrival" was 
connected with people's negative attitudes towards the new arrivals: 
I would think that new arrivals give people an impression that you know nothing 
as you have just come to Hong Kong. I mean they would think that you are of a 
lower level, and they are of a higher level. So, it's not good. (Wong, 7-1-2002) 
All the four girls expressed that they would feel excited and surprised if others 
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considered them as Hongkonger: 
Of course it's good, because people think that you are Hongkonger and that you are 
not from China, so, they would think that you have a lot of knowledge. (Chang, 20-
12-2001) 
Hongkongers, if others think that I am a Hongkonger, I will think, "Oh! you have 
done a good job because others don ’t know that you came from China." “ at least 
you don ’t need to worry that others will look at you in a very strange way. (Huang, 
7-12-2001) 
All the four girls expressed positive attitudes towards the label "bilingual English 
speaker". They thought that with knowledge of English, they could communicate with 
more people, including people from foreign countries. Chang thought that people would 
“treat (her) better” (Chang, 20-12-2001) if she were a bilingual English speaker. Huang 
thought that she would be "of higher level" (Huang, 7-12-2001) if she were a bilingual 
English speaker. Li expressed that she hoped she could be a bilingual English speaker as 
she could then communicate with people in English even if her Cantonese was not fluent. 
In the questionnaires, all girls expressed that they wished others could consider 
them as Hongkongers. They all thought that they could be treated equally if they were 
regarded as Hongkongers: 
I don 't want to let others discriminate against me. Because some people may think 
that the economic situation of Hong Kong is not good now and we come to Hong 
Kong, just like we are making the competition even more keen than before. 
(Chang, 20-12-2001) 
It's because you are now in Hong Kong, so, you will hope that others regard you 
as Hongkonger. Usually, Hongkongers have bad impressions about new arrivals. 
Yes. So, I don ’t want to let them have negative feelings about me. (Huang, 7-12-
2001) 
It's because when I first came to Hong Kong, I found that the discrimination is so 
great and I don 't want to be looked down upon and I don 't want to be ignored 
and because I don ’t have many friends from China, so, I hope that they can treat 
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me as Hongkonger. I hope they can treat in a way as they treat the Hongkongers. 
(Li, 20-8-2001) 
I may be treated equally, and also there is a higher possibility for them to accept 
me. At least I would not be regarded as Mainland, put it worse is Mainland Lei, 
Mainland Po. So, to me it 's a kind of torture and I think that both Hongkongers , 
and Mainlanders are human beings and as I have come to Hong Kong. Why can ’t 
they just regard me as Hongkonger? I can 't see any differences between us. So, I 
don ’t know why they should discriminate against me. So, I hope that they can 
regard me as a Hongkonger, (Wong, 7-1-2002) 
To attain their desirable identity as Hongkonger, all girls adopted different 
strategies. All of them indicated that they had tried to improve their Cantonese, dressed 
“more like a Hongkonger'' (Chang, 20-12-2001). Huang, Li and Wong thought that 
learning English was another way to attain an identity as Hongkonger. Chang leamt how 
to use the computer as she thought that most Hongkongers had computer knowledge. 
Huang thought that Hongkongers were not as simple-minded as the people in China; so, 
she thought that she needed to be more “technicar (Huang, 7-12-2001) when she spoke. 
She also tried to participate in some social activities so as to ''know more about Hong 
Kong” (Huang, 7-12-2001). Moreover, Huang revealed that she put effort in familiarizing 
herself with the roads in Hong Kong so that she would not get lost. As Wong thought that 
Hongkongers were more concerned about the current affairs, she tried to read more 
newspapers. 
The reasons given by the girls to explain why they disliked the label “new arrival" 
and "Mainlander" and why they liked the label "Hongkonger" supports Norton's (2000) 
proposal that identity is closely related to the distribution of resources and power 
relationship in society. 
The data indicated that the girls related the label "new arrival" and ‘‘Mainlander” 
to the lack of both material resources (money as suggested by Huang and Chang) and 
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symbolic resources (knowledge as suggested by Huang, Wong and Chang, friendship as 
suggested by Li and language as suggested by Li). This hinted at the unequal distribution 
of both kinds of resources between the Hongkongers and the new arrivals. Such an 
unequal distribution of resources led to the unequal distribution of power between the 
Hongkongers and the new arrivals. The fact that Chang, Li and Wong desired to be 
considered as Hongkongers because they did not want to be discriminated against and 
because they would like to be “treated equally" suggests the perceived inequality of 
power relationship between Hongkongers and the new arrivals. All of these seem to 
match with Norton's (2000) proposal that power relationship is closely related to the 
distribution of resources in society, which could affect people's sense of self. 
To attain the desirable identity as Hongkongers, the girls tried to look for 
symbolic resources, including languages (Both Cantonese and English) and other kinds of 
knowledge. All of these showed the girls' desire for recognition and affiliation. The fact 
that the girls considered learning Cantonese and English as ways to attain the identity as 
Hongkongers and to get rid of their inferior positioning supports Norton's (2000) 
criticism of Schumann's Acculturation Model, which stated that if a second language 
group is inferior or subordinate to the target group, it will resist learning the second 
language. 
4.6 Summary 
The above findings show the challenges and difficulties the four young NACs 
needed to face after coming to Hong Kong. They needed to leave relatives and friends in 
China, face cultural and language shocks, build up relationship with their new classmates 
and teachers, re-established relationship with their family members who had been 
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separated from them for a long time before their arrival, adapt to the change in their 
perception about their families' economy and to their living place in Hong Kong which 
was much smaller than theirs in China. Moreover, owing to the differences between the 
schooling systems in Hong Kong and in China, the four girls needed to adapt to their 
school life in Hong Kong and fill in the learning gaps in their English learning and in 
other subjects which they did not learn in China. The girls also needed to face the 
conflicts in their sense of self after coming to Hong Kong. 
Despite the fact that all the four girls tried to adapt to their life in Hong Kong and 
acculturate themselves into Hong Kong society, it was found that they were still at the 
"adjustment and reorientation phase" of cultural shock (Winkelman, 1994). All of them 
were able to make acceptable adaptation to the new cultural environment; however, none 
of them had successfully entered the final phrase of cultural shock, i.e. "resolution" or 
"acculturation" phrase (Winkelman, 1994). They were found to experience conflicts with 
family and rejection from their classmates during their acculturation. All of them were 
found to experience "encapsulated" marginality (Bennett, 1993，pi 13). They were 
uncertain about their identity after coining to Hong Kong. 
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Chapter 5 CONCLUSION 
The current study investigated the young NACs' sense of self and their socio-
cultural adaptation in relation to their learning in Hong Kong, especially their language 
learning. Thus, this concluding section is divided into three parts. The first part aims at 
summarizing the findings related to these issues so as to address the first two research 
questions (see Chapter 1). In the second part, recommendations for the Education 
Department and the young NACs' teachers and parents are provided in order to address 
the third research question. Finally, in the last part, limitations of the current study and 
suggestions for further studies on NACs issue are discussed. 
5.1 The NACs，Sense of Self and Socio-cultural Adaptation 
To address the first two questions of the current study (see Chapter 1)，this sub-
section is further divided into 5 parts, in which the discussion focuses on the young 
NACs' sense of self before and after coming to Hong Kong, factors affecting their sense 
of self, the socio-cultural differences they experienced, the effects of the socio-cultural 
dimension on their learning, in particular their language learning and the strategies they 
adopted to handle their problems in learning and adapting to life in Hong Kong. 
5.1.1 Sense of Self before and after Coming to Hong Kong 
Except for Huang, all of the girls reported that they had experienced a change in 
their sense of self before and after coming to Hong Kong (see 4.5.1). They thought they 
regarded themselves as "Mainlanders" while living in the P.R.C.; however, they began to 
think whether they were "New immigrants", "Hongkongers" or "Chinese" after coming 
to Hong Kong. As the four girls might have acquired the concept of "Mainlander" only 
after they came to Hong Kong, it is said that their memory might have been affected by 
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their recently acquired concept, which helped to explain why they thought that they 
considered themselves as "Mainlander" before they came to Hong Kong. By contrast, 
Huang thought that both people in China and in Hong Kong should be considered as 
Chinese after the hand-over. Nonetheless, throughout the research process, all four girls 
frequently referring to themselves as “new immigrants" or "Mainlanders". All these seem 
to support Norton's (2000) theorisation that identity is "dynamic across time and place，， 
(p. 419) and "complex, contradictory and multifaceted" (p.419). 
All of the girls revealed that they disliked the labels "new immigrant" and 
"Mainlander" most, despite the fact that they constantly used these two labels to refer to 
themselves (see 4.5.1). They indicated that these labels signified a lack of both material 
(money) and symbolic (knowledge, friendship and language) resources. They thought 
that they were discriminated against because of their lack of these resources. As a result, 
they hoped that they could be considered as Hongkongers after coming to Hong Kong so 
that they could be "treated equally" (Wong, 7-1-2002) and would not be discriminated 
against. This confirmed Norton's (2000) theorisation that identity is closely related to the 
distribution of resources and power relationship in society. 
A change in their sense of self thus resulted in a change in their perception about 
their in-group members. They considered people in their family or hometown as their in-
group members before they came to Hong Kong. However, while Li considered 
Hongkongers as her in-group members after coming to Hong Kong, the others considered 
new immigrants as their in-group members or as the group whose affairs they cared 
about. 
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5.1.2 Factors Affecting Sense of Self 
It was found that socio-cultural factors, including the NACs，reference groups in 
Hong Kong, their economic situation, their living conditions, their enrolment in lower 
grade level with younger classmates and the cultural differences between them and the 
Hongkongers affected the NACs' sense of self. 
The young NACs' classmates were found to have the greatest influence on their 
sense of self. Firstly, the unequal distribution of resources between the NACs and their 
local classmates in the classroom (language, i.e. Cantonese and English, friendship and 
knowledge about classroom practices and culture in Hong Kong (see 4.3.1.2)) led to an 
unequal distribution of power, which affected the NACs' sense of self. Their classmates' 
reluctance to make friends with them and to offer help also made the NACs ashamed of 
their identity as new arrivals (see 4.3.2.4). Secondly, their classmates' negative attitudes 
towards the differences between them lowered the girls' collective self-esteem (see 
4.3.2.4). Finally, a learning gap between them and the local students, especially in terms 
of their knowledge of English, also contributed to their low self-esteem. Futher, as the 
young NACs were put in a lower grade level, the fact that their classmates are younger 
than them but have better academic results or higher English proficiency level also posed 
negative effects on their sense of self. 
Despite the fact that the four young NACs' parents tried to instil hometown 
cultural practices and traditional Chinese values, and remind them of their identity as 
children of their hometown (see 4.4.1.6)，they did not seem to have much influence on 
the young NACs' sense of self. On the other hand, the NACs' parents' use of their 
hometown language in public areas made the NACs afraid of exposing their identity as 
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new arrivals in public (see 4.4.1.5). Moreover, the perception that Hong Kong students 
had a better family life than they did also lowered the young NACs' private collective 
self-esteem (see 4.4.1.4). 
It was further found that the teachers' labelling of the NACs as "new 
immigrants" could also pose a threat to their sense of self. Moreover, as conveyed in 
local newspapers, Hong Kong society's perception that NACs were the burdens of Hong 
Kong economy and competitors in the job market caused negative effects on the young 
NACs' collective self-esteem. 
Last but not the least, the NACs' poor economic situations (See 4.4.1.3) and 
living conditions (See 4.4.1.2) in Hong Kong and the cultural differences between 
Hongkongers and them (e.g. differences in the way they dress, think, and grow up, 
differences in their languages and values) made the girls more aware of their identity as 
new arrivals (See 4.2) and led to their low self-esteem. 
5,1.3 Socio-cultural Differences 
The socio-cultural differences the young NACs needed to face included 
differences in their reference groups (See 4.2 & 4.3.1.2)，school rules of their old schools 
and new schools, classroom culture, teaching method and facilities (See 4.3.1.2 & 
4.3.1.3)，their living environment (See 4.4.1.2), their perception about the function of 
education (See 4.3.2.1), their parents' expectation on their academic achievement (See 
4.3.2.2), their perception about their home economic situation (See 4.4.1.3) and the 
cultural differences between local students and them, including differences in the way 
they dress, their language, the way the children grow up, the way they think, the way they 
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choose their friends and their value (See 4.3.2.4). Moreover, the young NACs also 
experienced changes in their sense of self after coming to Hong Kong. 
5.1.4 Socio-cultural Influences on Learning 
Some of the socio-cultural differences were found to have both positive and 
negative influences on the NACs' learning, while some were found to have negative 
effects only. Moreover, the current research also confirms that socio-cultural factors and 
the NACs' sense of self affect their language learning in Hong Kong, especially their 
English learning. 
The four girls realised that education was more important in Hong Kong than in 
China as it could help them to find a better job in Hong Kong, but not necessarily in 
China. Such change in their perceived function of education motivated them to study 
hard. However, it also put tremendous pressure on them, especially when they thought 
about the difficulties they encountered in their learning in Hong Kong (See 4.3.2.1). 
Parents' higher expectations for their children's academic achievement were also 
found to put extra pressure on the young NACs (See 4.3.2.2), although this also 
motivated them to study hard. Moreover, insufficient or poor communication between the 
parents and their children was exacerbated by the long-term separation before their 
arrival and, had negative influences on the NACs learning in Hong Kong (See 4.4.1.1). 
Their teachers in Hong Kong also had both positive and negative influences on 
their learning in Hong Kong. The four girls found that Hong Kong teachers were "better" 
and nicer than the ones they had had in China and they (had) developed a good 
relationship with their new teachers (See 4.3.2.3). This was found to have a positive 
influence on their learning as they could seek help from their teachers whenever they had 
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problems in their learning. However, their teachers' over-protection of them was found to 
affect the local students' feelings about the NACs, which caused problems in the 
relationship with the local students, hindering the NACs' adaptation and learning (See 
4.3.2.4). 
The findings indicated that the four young NACs in the current study had 
problems in their relationship with their classmates because of age differences between 
them and their classmates, cultural differences and their identity as new arrivals. The girls 
claimed that their classmates' rejection of them and their problems in interacting with 
them had a negative influence on their learning (See 4.3.2.4). 
The fact that the four subjects were put into a lower grade level and were thus 
forced to leam with younger classmates was found to have a negative effect on their 
adjustment and learning (See 4.3.2.6). Age differences led to problems in their 
relationship and communication with their classmates. Moreover, enrolment in the lower 
grade level was found to lower the young NACs' academic goal setting and had a 
negative effect on their learning attitudes and self-concept. They were afraid of asking 
classmates whenever they encountered problems in learning. Furthermore, being older 
than their classmates also posed extra pressure on the young NACs. The learning 
difficulties they encountered in their school made them afraid of repeating the grade level 
as this could lead to an even greater age difference between them and their classmates. 
In Hong Kong, the NACs found themselves living in places that were much 
smaller than what they had been used to in China. Such a change in their living 
environment was also found to have a negative effect on their learning and adaptation in 
Hong Kong (See 4.4.1.2). 
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The unequal distribution of resources (e.g. friendship, Cantonese and English) 
among the NACs and their classmates in the classroom, led to an unequal distribution of 
a power relationship in the classroom, which restricted the NACs’ right to speak and 
contact with their classmates, hindering their learning of both Cantonese and English 
(See 4.3.2.5.2 & 4.3.2.5.3). 
Moreover, although the four NACs in the current study were highly motivated to 
leam English, it was found that the socio-cultural environment and their perception of 
their own identity affected their decision to participate or to practice English in the 
English classroom, which limited their English learning opportunities. The NACs' 
identity as new arrivals and older students in the class, as well as the learning gap that 
arose as a result of differences between the education system in Hong Kong and China, 
were found to lower their self-confidence and make them very anxious in learning 
English. Their identity as older students in the class and their fear of exposing their 
identity as NACs also prevented them from participation in the English classroom (See 
4.3.2.5.3). 
For the young NACs who were taught by Hongkongers and who could understand 
Cantonese, they revealed that they did not have much problem in understanding the 
English lessons as their teachers would switch to Chinese if the students could not 
understand them. Moreover, even if the NACs had any difficulties in understanding the 
lessons, they could seek help from the teachers after class(es), as their teachers would 
explain their problems in Cantonese. However, for girls whose English teachers were 
NETS, they had difficulties in communicating with the NETs both inside and outside the 
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classroom, restricting their access to the most valuable resource for their English learning 
(see 4.3.2.5.3). 
An overview of the relationship between the NACs' socio-cultural adaptation, 
sense of self, learning and languages learning may be found in Figure 2. 
The factors identified through the narratives and questionnaire data of the 
participants have shown a causal relationship to the identity, learning in general and 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































Section 5.1.5 intends to further explain the features revealed in the diagram and 
offers conclusive comments to the first two research questions. 
5.1.5 Strategies Adopted by the Young NACs 
In view of their problems in adapting to the school life and their difficulties in 
learning in Hong Kong, the four young NACs in the current study adopted different 
strategies to deal with their problems. 
To handle the problems in their relationship with their classmates, the four girls 
adopted three kinds of strategies: avoidance, resistance and adjustment. With regard to 
avoidance strategies, they avoided communicating with their classmates in order to 
protect themselves from the power of their classmates. In terms of resistance strategies, 
they resisted being put into a powerless position in the classroom by arguing back with 
the classmates. They also employed adjustment strategies, in which they tried to please 
their classmates, and acquire the culture shared by the local students, like dressing in a 
similar way as their classmates (see 4.3.2.4). One of the subjects even tried to exchange 
resources with her local classmates (see 4.3.2.4). She made use of her knowledge in 
subjects like Mathematics to exchange her classmates' friendship for her. 
All of the four girls except Li, actively improved their Cantonese through 
watching Cantonese T.V. programs, learning from peers and reading textbooks. 
However, Li adopted avoidance strategies at the beginning as she was afraid of being 
laughed at when she spoke Cantonese which would expose her identity as new arrival 
(See 4.3.1.3). Later on, she adopted more active approaches in learning Cantonese by 
watching more T.V. and practising more with her classmates. 
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To handle their problems in learning English, the girls adopted different 
strategies, like avoidance strategies (avoid doing the homework and taking the 
examinations), exchanging their knowledge of other subject matter with their classmates' 
knowledge of English, and seeking help from their teachers. Some of them also 
participated in the English learning courses organised for the young NACs in the 
community centres, their churches and their schools (See 2.3.2.5.3). 
As for the problems of studying in a lower grade level with younger classmates, 
one of the subjects in the current study tried to look for chances to be promoted to a 
higher grade level but she was rejected by her school as there was no such promotion 
mechanism in her school. Another strategy two of the girls in the current study adopted 
was to look for chances for promotion in other schools. However, their requests were also 
rejected (See 4.3.2.8). 
To acculturate and to attain the desirable identity as Hongkongers, the girls tried 
to look for symbolic resources, which included language and other kinds of knowledge. 
Moreover, they also tried to imitate the Hong Kong way of life, for example by dressing 
like their Hong Kong classmates. 
Finally, participation in extra-curriculum activities was also found to be an 
effective strategy to enhance the young NACs' language learning and adaptation to the 
school life in Hong Kong (See 4.3.2.7). The NACs revealed that they could know more 
friends through these activities and they could practice their Cantonese with the local 
participants and English with the participants from foreign countries. 
5.2 Recommendations and Suggestions 
The findings of the current study have implications for the Education 
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Department, the NACs' teachers and their parents. 
Recommendations and Suggestions for the Education Department 
1) In view of the fact that the young NACs' enrolment in a lower grade had a 
negative effect on their adjustment and learning (See 4.3.2.6), the Education 
Department should try to find alternatives instead of putting the young NACs with 
younger students in order to solve the problems of the learning gap between them 
and the local students. 
2) The current study found that the "Languages and Mathematics Evaluation Test” 
provided by the Education Department might not accurately assess the abilities of 
the NACs. One of the subjects reflected that factors like anxiety and insufficient 
time affected her performance during the test (See 4.4.2.1). As a result, it is 
questionable that a single test is efficient and adequate for deciding the grade 
level of the young NACs. Moreover, the fact that some of the downgraded NACs 
were not given a chance to be promoted to a higher grade level even if they got 
good academic results later, showed the lack of flexibility in the educational 
system in Hong Kong (See 4.3.2.8). Therefore, it is recommended that the 
Education Department set up a more efficient and thorough system or mechanism 
for assigning the NACs to different grade levels and reassignments should be 
allowed if the NACs show that they have the ability to study in a grade level 
higher than their current grade level. 
3) The current study found that some of the NACs might not have any understanding 
of the Hong Kong's schooling system, so, they might face some difficulties 
during the school searching process. While the Hong Kong students could choose 
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to study in a mainstream school or vocational school, an all-girls school or boys 
school, the NACs did not understand the differences between these schools when 
the Education Department assigned a school for them (see 4.4.2.1). For example, 
when they realized that the schools they were assigned to failed to match their 
interests and abilities, they needed to look for a new school themselves and adapt 
to a new school again (See 4.4.2.1). The fact that one of the subjects in the current 
study was retained when she changed from a vocational school to a mainstream 
school also indicated the possible problems brought by her ignorance of the 
education system in Hong Kong when she accepted the Education Department's 
offer (See 4.3.2.8). In relation to the situation, it is recommended that the 
Education Department should make sure that the NACs understand the nature of 
the schools they assign to the NACs before they accept an offer. 
4) The teachers in the current interviews revealed that they did not have enough 
support from the Education Department. They suggested that more resources, 
books, seminars or workshops should be provided to teachers of NACs. They 
believed that the Education Department's allocation of these resources would not 
be wasteful as they could also be used for those local imder-achievers. 
Recommendations and Suggestions for the NACs ‘ teachers 
1) It is found that teachers' labelling of the NACs as “new immigrants" could pose 
negative influences on the NACs' sense of self and the local students' attitudes 
towards the NACs (See 4.3.1.2). Thus, it is suggested that NACs' teachers should 
avoid labelling the NACs students. 
2) The NACs in the current studies were found to be particularly vulnerable during 
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their first school days (See 4.3.1.2). Thus, it is advisable for the teachers to be 
more sensitive to their feelings and avoid pointing out the cultural differences 
between the NACs and the locals during their first school day. 
3) The adoption of the Native English Teacher Scheme in the English classroom was 
found to hinder the young NACs' English learning (See 4.3.2.5.3), thus, it is 
advisable for the schools or teachers to give extra help to the NACs or to 
familiarise these students with the English instructions before they are taught by 
the NETS. 
4) Although it was found that a good relationship between the NACs and the 
teachers facilitated their learning in Hong Kong, their teachers，overprotection 
of them could lead to the local students being jealous of the NACs, affecting 
their relationship with the NACs (See 4.3.2.4). Thus, it is recommended that 
teachers should be sensitive to the needs of both NACs and the local students. 
Recommendations and suggestions for the NACs 'parents 
1) The current research found that some young NACs' parents failed to understand 
the difficulties their children needed to face when they came to Hong Kong. They 
were found to have high expectations on their children but did not provide enough 
support for their children's learning and adaptation to their study in Hong Kong 
(See 4.4.1.1). The parents were encouraged to communicate more with their 
children and tried to be more understandable to their children's problems. 
2) Moreover, it was found that some young NACs' parents forbade their children 
from participating in some activities or courses which could facilitate their 
learning and adaptation in Hong Kong (See 4.3.2.7 and 4.4.2.3). Thus, it is 
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suggested that education should be provided by the school or other relevant 
bodies to the parents so as to let them understand the possible benefits that these 
activities and courses can bring to their children. 
5.3 Limitations of the Current Study and Suggestions for Future Studies 
1. The current study is a small-scale study of four NACs' socio-cultural adaptation and 
sense of self in relation to their learning, especially their English learning in Hong 
Kong. Thus, the generalisability of the results from the current study is limited. It is 
suggested that a large-scale study of the same research topic could be carried out in 
order to have a greater generalisability. 
2. All the subjects for the current study are girls. Thus, the current study has not been 
able to capture the views of male NACs. It is suggested that both boys' and girls， 
perspectives should be addressed in future research to reveal possible gender 
differences in the socio-cultural adjustment of NACs. 
The current study aims at investigating the young NACs' socio-cultural adaptation 
and sense of self in relation to their learning in general and their language learning in 
particular. The findings indicated that both socio-cultural dimension and learners' 
identity affected the young NACs' learning, in particular, their learning of languages. 
Thus, it is advisable for stakeholders like the government, NACs' teachers and parents to 
pay special attention to their socio-cultural adaptation and sense of self, so as to assist 
them in their transition. 
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Appendix A 
Number of NACs Admitted to Secondary Schools (1991-2000) 
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The Replication Approach to Multiple Case Study 
Source: Yin, R. (1994). Case study research. London: Sage Publications. P. 49. 
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Appendix A 
Consent Form (For NAC Students) 
To whom it may concern, 
I am a Master of Philosophy student in English Applied Linguistics at the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. For my thesis, I'm going to conduct a multiple-
case study of four Newly-Arrived Children from Mainland China (NAC). The purpose 
is to describe, explain and explore the NACs problems in their adaptation and 
English learning in order to suggest effective measures to help them. 
I would be most grateful to have your consent to be an interviewee in my 
research study. I hereby guarantee you the following: 
1. Your name and your school's name will not be disclosed. 
2. All the data collected will be used for research purposes only. 
Please kindly read and sign the reply slip below for administrative purposes. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours faithfully, 
Hung Mong Ping 
Graduate student 
English Department 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Reply Slip 
I hereby promise to be an interviewee in a research 
study undertaken by Miss Hung Mong Ping. I am aware that the information I provide 
























Questionnaires for Young NACs I 
(Socioculutural Adaptation and Sense of Self) 
Name: 
First language: 
Please enter the following information by ticking the appropriate box. 
Section 1: 
1. Language spoken at home after I came to Hong Kong: 
a. Cantonese • b. My first language • 
c. Others 
2. Number of years that I leamt English in China: years 
3. The highest form level I attended in China before I came to Hong Kong: 
a. P. 1-3 • b. R4 • c. R5 • d. P.6 • e . R l D ' 
f .R2 • g. R3 • h. R4 • i. R5 or above • 
4. The location of my school in China (e.g Shanghai, Guangdong, Fujian etc.) 
a. Primary School: ( ) CityD TownD Village • 
b. Secondary School: ( ) City • Town • Village • 
5. On arrival in H.K., the grade level I was placed in is: 
a. P. 1-3 • b. P. 4 • c. R5 • d. R6 • 
e.F.l • f.F.2 • g. R3 • h. R4 • i. F5.or above • 
6. Number of years that I am older than my fellow classmates: years 
7. The language(s) that I could understand before coming to Hong Kong. 
English: a. a lot • b. a little • c. none • 
Cantonese: a. a lot • b. a little • c. none • 
Putonghua: a. a lot • b. a little • c. none • 
8. Banding of your school in Hong Kong : 
a. Band 1 0 b. Band 2. • c. Band 3. • 
d. Band 4. • e. Band 5. • 
9. Distribution of immigrant students and non-immigrant students in the school: 
a. More non-immigrant students than immigrant students. • 
b. More immigrant students than non-immigrant students. • 
c. About half immigrant students and half non-immigrant students. • 
10. My best friend in my Hong Kong school is: 




1 • Before I immigrated to Hong Kong, I considered myself as: 
a. Hongkonger • b. Chinese • c. Mainlander • 
2. After I immigrated to Hong Kong, I consider myself as: 
a. Hongkonger • b. Chinese • c. Mainlander • 
d. Hong Kong Chinese • e. New immigrant • 
3. Now I hope that Hongkongers could consider me as: 
a. Hongkonger • b. Chinese • c. Mainlander • 
d Hong Kong Chinese • e. New immigrant • 
4. I think Hongkongers consider me as: 
a. Hongkonger • b. Chinese • c. Mainlander • � 
d. Hong Kong Chinese • e. New immigrant • 
5. When I arrived in Hong Kong, I felt that the attitudes of Hongkongers towards me 
was: 
a. Welcoming • b. Neutral • c. Rejecting • 
6. In general, I feel that Hong Kong schools' attitude towards new arrivals from the 
PRC is: 
a. Welcoming • b. Neutral • c. Rejecting • 
7. The attitude(s) of the local students in your school in Hong Kong towards you 
is/are (You can choose more than one answers): 
a. Friendly • b. Ordinary • c. Indifferent • 
d. Hostile • e. Condescending • 
f. Others 
8. Generally speaking, I feel that Hong Kong people's attitude towards new arrivals 
from PRC is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
9. The effect of Hong Kong people's attitude towards PRC immigrants on my 
learning has been: 
a. Positive • b. No effect • c. Negative • 
10. Compared with China, the cultural atmosphere in Hong Kong is: 
a. More materialistic • b. The same • c. Less materialistic • 
11. Compared with China, the pace of life in Hong Kong is: 
a. Quicker • b. The same • c. Slower • 
12. Compared with China, the competition in Hong Kong is: 
a. Keener • b. The same • c. Less keen • 
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13. My feeling about the differences between China and Hong Kong as stated in 
Question 10-12 is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
Please explain your feeling: 
14. My adaptation towards my new social environment in Hong Kong is: 
a. Very good • b. Average • c. Poor • 
15. The effect of the change of social environment on my learning has been: 
a. Positive • b. No effect • c. Negative • 
16. Compared with those in China, I think Hong Kong classmates are: 
a. More friendly • b. The same • c. Less friendly • j 
17. Compared with those in China, I think the teachers in Hong Kong are: 
a. More friendly • b. The same • c. Less friendly • 
18. Compared with that in China, Hong Kong school's learning atmosphere is: 
a. Stronger• b. The same • c. Weaker • 
19. Compared with that in China, I think Hong Kong school's emphasis on English 
learning is: 
a. Stronger • b. The same • c. Weaker • 
20. Compared with China, I think pressure in learning in Hong Kong's school is: 
a. Higher • b. The same • c. Lower 
21. My feeling about the change of school environment is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
22. My adaptation towards change of school environment is: 
a. High • b. Average • c. Low • 
23.1 think the effect of the change of school environment on my learning has been: 
a. Positive • b. No effect • c. Negative • 
24. Living condition of your family 
a. self-owned flat • b. rented flat • c. rented room • 
d. housing estate • e. temporary housing area • 
25. Compared with China, I think the living environment in Hong Kong is: 
a. More crowded • b. The same • c. Less crowded • 
26. Compared with China, I think the living environment in Hong Kong is: 
a. More noisy • b. The same • c. Less crowded • 
27. Compared with China, I think my neighbors in Hong Kong are: 
a. More friendly • b. The same • c. Less friendly • 
28. My feeling about the change in my living environment is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
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29. I think the effect of the change of my living environment on my learning is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
30. Before I came to Hong Kong, My parents had immigrated to Hong Kong: 
a. Yes • (Please go to question no. 36) 
b. No. • My father is still in China • 
My Mother is still in China • 
31. The effect of separating with my parent(s) on my study is: 
a. Positive • b. The same • c. Negative • 
32.1 came to Hong Kong so as to reunion with the following family membters: 
a. Father • b. Mother • c. Siblings • e. Grandparents • 
f. Step-parents • g. Step-siblings • h. Others • ！ 
h. Our whole family came to Hong Kong together • 
33. My relationship with my family members is: 
a. Good • b. Average • c. Bad • 
34. The effect of my relationship with my family members on my study is: 
a. Positive • b. No effect • c. Negative • 
35.1 have been placed in a lower form level because of my poor English. 
Yes. • (Go to question 36-37) 
No. • (Go to question 38) 
36. My attitude towards being put in a lower form level is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
37.1 think the effect of the fact that I am put in a lower form level on my learning is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
38.1 think I am different from the local students in the following way: 
a. The way we were brought up. • 
b. The dialect we speak. • 
c. The way we think. • 
d. Our daily habits. • 
e. The way we dress. • 
f. The way we spend our holiday • 
g. The way we choose our firends • 
h. Our Cantonese accent • 
i. What we eat • 
j. Our values • 
k. The way we express ourselves • 
(verbally and non-verbally) 
1. I don't think there is any difference • 
between me and my classmates, 
m. Others 
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39. I think local students' attitudes towards the differences between me and 
themselves: 
a. Respectful • b. Neutral • c. Disrespectful • 
40. I have been embarrassed about the differences between me and my classmates. 
a. No. • 
b. Yes. • 
41. The effect of the differences between my classmates and me on my self-
confidence is: 
a. Positive • b.No effect • c. Negative • 
42. The effect of the differences between my classmates and me on my learning 
is: 
a. Positive • b. Neutral • c. Negative • 
43. Compared with that in China, my self-confident level in Hong Kong is: 
a. Higher • b. The same • c. Lower • (Go to 48) 
44. Reason(s) for lower confidence level: 
a. My identity as a new immigrant. • 
b. My relationship with my classmates • 
c. My relationship with my teachers. • 
d. My poor English. • 
e. My poor Cantonese • 
f. My academic performance in subjects other than English • 
g. The fact that I am put in a lower form level after immigrating • 
to Hong Kong. 
h. I am a new arrival • 
i. My home economy is poorer than that in China • 
j. My living environment in Hong Kong is poorer than that in China. • 
k. I think I am discriminated by the Hongkongers. • 
1. Others 
45.1 think I am inactive and reluctant to participate during the English lesson: 
a. No. • 
b. Yes. • 
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46. The reasons for me to be reluctant to participate during the English lesson: 
a. I think my English is inferior. • 
b. Participation may risk further exposing the difference between • 
my classmates and me. 
c. I got used to the traditional classroom in China, in which • 
students are expected to listen passively. 
d. I feel nervous when I speak English. • 




47. If you have any other comments that you would like to make about your ‘ 
experience as a NAC, please feel free to express your views here: 
Reference: 
Li Siu Ling (1996). Factors affecting the success of PRC immigrant students in the 
Hong Kong education system: A pilot study. Hong Kong:Thesis (M.Ed.) Hong 
Kong: University of Hong Kong. 









a . 廣 東 話 • b .我的第一語言口 C . 其 他 
2.來港前，我已學習了英語： 
a. — 年 • b. 二年口 c.三年口 d.四年口 
e.五年口 f . 六 年 口 g.七年或以上口 
3.來港前，我在內地所讀最高班級爲 
a .小學一至三年級口 b . 小 學 四 年 級 • C .小學五年級口 
d . 小 學 六 年 級 • e . 中學一年級口 f .中學二年級口 
g .中學三年級口 h . 中 學 四 年 級 • i.中學五年級或以上口 
4.我在內地的學校位於：（例:上海，廣州，福建） 
a .小學 :（ ) 城 市 • 鄕村• 
b .中學 :（ ) 城 市 口 鄕村口 
5.最初抵港時，我被派讀班級爲： 
a . 小 學 一 至 三 年 級 • b . 小學四年級口 C . 小學五年級口 
d . 小 學 六 年 級 . • e . 中學一年級口 f . 中學二年級口 
g . 中學三年級 • h . 中學四年級口 i.中學五年級或以上口 
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6.我比本地同班同學年紀大： 
a. — 年 • b. 二年• C.三年• d . 四年口 
e . 五年 • f.六年或以上口 
7.來港前你能聽懂的語言： 
英 文 ： a . 很 多 • b . 少 許 • C . 完全不懂• 
廣東話： a .很多口 b . 少 許 口 c . 完全不懂口 
普 通 話 a . 很 多 口 b . 少 許 口 c . 完全不懂口 
8.我在港就讀的學校的等級是： 






a .香港人 • b.大陸新來港學生口 C.其他 
第二部份 
1.在我移居香港前，我認爲自己是 
a .香港人 • b.中國人口 C.大陸人• 
2.當我移居香港後，我認爲自己是： 




a .香港人 • b.中國人口 C.大陸人口 
d.在香港的中國人• e.新移民• 
4.我認爲香港人視我爲： 
a.香港人口 b.中國人口 c.大陸人口 
d.在香港的中國人口 e.新移民• 
5.最初抵港時，我覺得香港人對我的態度是： 
a .歡迎 • b .—般 • C.抗拒• 
6.我覺得本地學校對從大陸來的新移民的態度一般是： 
a .歡迎 • b .—般 • C.抗拒• 
7.我校的本地學生對我的態度是（你可選擇多於一個答案）： 
a.友善口 b.樂於幫助我 C.普通口 d .冷漠• e.敵對• 
m m • g.覺得自己比我優越• h.其他 
8.我覺得香港人對新來港人仕的態度是： 
a.正面• b .—般• C.負面• 
9.香港人對新來港人士的態度對我的學習的影響是： 
a.正面• b.沒有影響口 C.負面口 
10.與大陸相比，香港的文化氣氛： 
a.比較物質主義口 b.相同口 c.沒有那麼物質主義• 
11.與大陸相比，香港的生活步伐： 
a .比較快 • b .相同 • C.比較慢• 
12.與大陸相比，香港的競爭： 
a .比較激烈 • b .相同 • C.沒有那麼激烈• 
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13.對於在第10至12題所提及香港與大陸的分別，我的感覺是： 
a .正面 • b .沒有特別感覺• C.負面口 
14.我對於香港這個新的社會環境的適應是： 
a .好 • b .—般 • C.差• 
15.社會環境的轉變對我的學習的影響是： 
a .正面 • b .沒有影響 • C.負面• 
16.與中國比較，我覺得香港的同學： 
a .比較友善 • b .相同 • C.沒有那麼友善• 
17.與中國比較，我覺得香港的老師： 
a.比較友善口 b.相同口 c.沒有那麼友善口 
18.與中國比較，香港學校的學習氣氛： 
a.比較濃厚口 b.相同口 c.沒有那麼濃厚• 
19.與中國比較，我覺得香港學校對於英語學習： 
a .比較重視 • b.相同口 C.沒有那麼重視• 
20.與中國比較，我覺得在香港學校學習的壓力： 
a . 比較大 • b.相同口 c.比較小口 
21.我對於學校環境轉變的感覺是： 
a . 正面• b.沒有特別感覺• C.負面口 
-22.我對於學校環境轉變的適應能力： 
a . 好 • b .—般• (^差口 
23.我覺得學校環境轉變對我學習的影響是： 
a .正面 • b .沒有影響 • C.負面• 
24.我家居住屋宇類型： 
a .私人樓宇 • b .租住單位 • C.分租單位• 
d .公屋 • e.臨屋區• 
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25.與中國比較，我覺得香港的居住環境： 
a.比較擠迫• b .相同• C.沒有那麼濟迫• 
26.與中國比較，我覺得香港的居住環境： 
a.比較嘈雜• b .相同• C.沒有那麼嘈雜• 
27.與中國比較，我覺得我在香港的鄰居： 
a .比較友善 • b .相同• C.沒有那麼友善• 
28.我對於生活環境轉變的感覺是： 
a .正面 • b .沒有特別感覺 • C.負面• 
29.我覺得生活環境轉變對我學習的影響是： 
a .正面 • b .沒有影響 • C.負面• 
30.在我抵港時，我的父母也都巳移居香港： 
a . 是 • ( 請 到 題 3 2 ) 
b . 否 • 父 親 仍 在 故 鄕 • (請到題 3 5 ) 
母親仍在故鄕 口 （請到題35) 
31.與家長分離對我學習的影響是： 
a .正面 • b .沒有影響 • C.負面• 
32.我來香港與以下的家人團聚： 
a.父親口 b . 母 親 • c.兄弟姊妹口 d . 其 他 • 
e . 祖父母 • f.繼父/母口 g.繼兄弟姊妹口 h.我們全家同時抵港 • 
33.我與第36題中的家庭“新”成員的相處情況是： 
a.融洽• b.普通• C.惡劣• 
34.與家庭成員的相處情況對我學習的影響是： 






a .正面 • b.沒有特別感覺口 C.負面口 
37.我覺得我被降班對於我學習的影響是： 
















a.尊重口 b.中庸口 c.不尊重口 
40.我和我的同學的不同曾令我覺得困窘： 
a .是• 13.否0 
41.我和我的同學的不同對我的自信心的影響是： 
a .正面 • b .沒有影響 • C.負面口 
42.我和我的同學的不同對我的學習的影響是： 
a .正面 • b.沒有影響口 C.負面口 
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43.與在中國時的自信心比較，我在香港的自信心： 





























Questionnaires for Young NACs II 
(English Language Learning) 
Name: 
Section 1: 
Compared with that in China, my academic performance in Hong Kong: 
a) English better • the same • not so good • 
not applicable • 
b) Chinese better • the same • not so good • 
c) Maths better • the same • not so good • 
d) other arts subjects better • the same • not so good • 
e) other science subjects better • the same • not so good • 
Section 2: 
1. Before I came to Hong Kong, I think that English learning in Hong Kong is: 
a. Important • 
b. Not important • 
2. Now, I think that English learning is: 
a. Important • (Please go to question no. 3) 
b. Not important • 
3. Please circle the most appropriate number. 
1 = not important 2 = somewhat important 
3 = important 4 = very important 
Reasons for learning English: 
1. It will likely be useful for my future career. 1 2 3 4 
2. It will likely be useful if I continue my studies. 1 2 3 4 
3. It can be used when talking to people from other 1 2 3 4 
countries who speak English. 
4. It can help me when I am traveling overseas. 1 2 3 4 
5. It makes me feel good when I succeed. 1 2 3 4 
6. It is related to other subjects I are studying. 1 2 3 4 
7. It can allow me to increase my knowledge. 1 2 3 4 
8. It can allow me to understand English stories. 1 2 3 4 
9. English learning is related to my personal interest. 1 2 3 4 
10. English learning is challenging. 1 2 3 4 
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11. It can help me better understand Western culture. 1 2 3 4 
12. English learning is interesting. 
13. It can be used when talking to people who speak English as a 1 2 3 4 
second language. 
14. It can let me know more about cultural differences. 1 2 3 4 
Section 3: 
Have you ever used the following ways to help yourself leam English? 
If your answer is D, please state the reasons if possible: 
(A= Always; B= Sometimes; C= Seldom; D= Never) 
A B C D 
a. Listen attentively to the teacher in English lessons. • • • • 
b. Jot notes in English lessons. • • • • 
c. Seek help from the teachers when I have problems. • • • • 
d. Seek help from the local classmates when I have problems. • • • • 
e. Seek help from the new arrival classmates when I have • • • • 
problems. 
f. Seek help from parents/relatives/brothers & sisters. • • • • 
g. Seek help from the teachers in the tutorial class. • • • • 
h. Look up unfamiliar words from the dictionary (including • • • • 
electronic dictionary) when I have problems. 
i. Use English in English lessons. • • • • 
j. Speak English outside the English classroom. • • • • 
k. Read English books (besides the textbook) for pleasure. • • • • 
1. Watch English TV programmes. • • • • 
m. Listen to English songs. • • • • 
n. Listen to English radio programmes. • • • • 
o. Listen to tapes which accompany the textbook. • • • • 
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p. Do English supplementary exercises. • • • • 
q. Memorize grammar rules (e.g. third person singular add s) • • • • 
by heart. 
r. Memorize textbook passages by heart. • • • • 
s. Write English letters to pen pals. • • • • 
t. Send English e-mail to friends. • • • • 
u. Use internet to leam English (online grammar test / • • • • 
grammar resources) 
V. Others (please specify) 
Section 4: 
1. Compared with other lessons, I think English lessons are: 
a. Very stressful • 
b. Stressful • 
c. Neutral • 
d. Relax • 
e. Very relax • 
2. Compared with China, I think English lessons in Hong Kong are: 
a. More stressful • b. The same • c. Less stressful • 
d. I did not take any English lessons in China. 
3. Compared with other lessons in Hong Kong, I think English lessons are: 
a. More stressful • b. The same • c. Less stressful • 
4. Please rank the following items in terms of your difficulties in learning 
English (1= the most difficult, 4= the least difficult): 
a. Reading • 
b. Writing • 
c. Listening • 
d. Speaking • 
5. Please rank the following language aspects in terms of your difficulties in 
learning English (1= the most difficult, 4= the least difficult): 
a. Grammar • 
b. Vocabulary • 
c. Pronunciation • 
d. Comprehension • 
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6. Did your English teacher recognize you as a new immigrant from Mainland 
China? 
a. Yes. • 
b. No. • 
c. Don't know • 
7. My school provides a withdrawal class for the new immigrant students. 
Yes. • 
No. • 
8. I think the withdrawal class is: 
a. Very helpful to my learning of English. • 
b. Helpful to my learning of English. • 
c. I didn't join the class. • 
d. Not very helpful to my learning of English. • 
e. Not helpful at all to my learning of English. • 
9. My school have organized some adaptation courses for us. 
a. Yes. • 
b. No. • 
10. These adaptation courses are: 
a. Very helpful to my adaptation in Hong Kong. • 
b. Helpful to my adaptation to Hong Kong. • 
c. I did not attend these adaptation courses. • 
d. Not very helpful to my adaptation in Hong Kong. • 
e. Not helpful at all to my adaptation in Hong Kong.D 
11. I have joint some adaptation courses organized by the community center: 
a. Yes. • 
b. No. • 
12. These adaptation courses are: 
a. Very helpful to my English learning. • 
b. Helpful to my English learning. • 
c. I did not join any adaptation courses. • 
d. Not very helpful to my English learning. • 
e. Not helpful at all to my English learning. • 
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13. The adaptation courses are: 
a. Very helpful to my adaptation in Hong Kong. • 
b. Helpful to my adaptation to Hong Kong. • 
c. I did not attend these adaptation courses. • 
d. Not very helpful to my adaptation in Hong Kong. • 
e. Not helpful at all to my adaptation in Hong Kong. • 
14. Expectation of my parents on my academic achievement: 
Father: High • Average • Low • Not concerned • 
Mother: High • Average • Low • Not concerned • 
15. Assistance from my parents on my academic achievement: 
Father: Frequent • Sometime • Seldom • 
Mother: Frequent • Sometime • Seldom • 
16. I think my parents' support on my learning is: 
a. Positive • b. Average • c. Insufficient • 
17. Effects of my parents' attitudes on my learning is: 
a. Positive • b. Not effect • c. Negative • 
18. My parents have tried to encourage my learning of English by the following 
ways: 
a. Encourage me to ask my teacher whenever I have problems in learning 
English. • 
b. Encourage me to ask my siblings whenever I have problems in learning 
- English. • 
c. Encourage me to leam English through English TV programs and songs. • 
d. Hire a private tutor for me. • 
e. Send me to some tutorial centers. • 
f. Buy some supplementary exercises for me. • 
g. Buy a computer for me for the purpose of learning English. • 
h. Buy tapes which accompany the textbook. • 
19. I think my parents' support on my English learning is: 
a. insufficient • b. average • c. insufficient • 
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20. I think effect of my family's support on my learning of English is: 
a. Positive • b. No effect • c. Negative • 
21. The problems I encountered in my English learning include: 
a. I am not interested in English. • 
b. My English proficiency level is lower than my local classmates. • 
c. I am not confident in English learning. • 
d. Learning English makes me feel very nervous. • 
e. I do not have a good living condition for my English learning. • 
f. I can not find anyone to assist in my English learning after class. • 
g. My poor Cantonese makes me afraid of raising questions. • 
h. I am afraid of raising questions even if I have problems in my • 
English learning. 
i. Changes in my living environment affect my learning, including my • 
English learning. 




Stephen Richards (1998). Learning English in Hong Kong: Making Connections 
Between Motivation, Language Use, and Strategy Choice. In Martha C. 
Pennington (ed.)�Language in Hong Kong at Century 's End (p.311). Hong 
Kong: Hong Kong University Press. 
Li Siu Ling (1996). Factors affecting the success of PRC immigrant students in 
the Hong Kong education system: A pilot study. Hong Kong:Thesis (M.Ed.) 
Hong Kong University of Hong Kong. 
Education Department Curriculum Development Institute English Unit (1996). 
English Language for Children Recently Arriving in Hong Kong from 
Various Parts of China. Hong Kong: Hong Kong Government Printer. 
That's the end of the questionnaire. Thank you for your corporation! 
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英文： a .比較好 • b.相同•(：.比較差• d.不適用• 
中文： a .比較好 • b.相同•(：.比較差• d.不適用口 
數學： a .比較好 • b .相同 • C.比較差• d.不適用• 
其他文科科目： a .比較好 • b .相同 • C.比較差• d.不適用• 






a.重要 •(請到題 3 ) 
b.不重要 • 
3 .請圈出最合適的數目字: < 
1=非常重要 2=重要 
3=沒有意見 4=不重要 5=非常不重要 
學習英語的理由： 
1.英語對我將來的工作有用. 1 2 3 4 5 
2 .英語對我升學有用. 1 2 3 4 5 
3 .英語可用來與來自外國的人溝通. 1 2 3 4 5 
4 .英語對將來出國旅遊有用. 1 2 3 4 5 
5.當我成功地把英語學好，那種感覺很好. 1 2 3 4 5 
6 .英語與其他學科有關 . 1 2 3 4 5 
7 .英語有助增加我的知識. 1 2 3 4 5 
8 .英語幫助我明白英文故事. 1 2 3 4 5 
9 .英語與我的個人興趣有關. 1 2 3 4 5 
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10.學習英語具挑戰性 1 2 3 4 5 
11.英語有助我明白西方文化. 1 2 3 4 5 
12.英語很有趣. 1 2 3 4 5 
13.學習英語有助我在與說英語的香港朋友溝通.1 2 3 4 5 




a.上英文課時，專心聽老師講課. 1 2 3 4 
b.上英文課時，抄寫筆記. 1 2 3 4 
C.當我遇上困難時，我會向老師請教. 1 2 3 4 
d.當我遇上困難時，我會向本地同學請教. 1 2 3 4 
e.當我遇上困難時，我會向其他新來港同學請教. 1 2 3 4 
f .當我遇上困難時，我會向兄弟姐妹，父母或親戚請教 . 1 2 3 4 
g.當我遇上困難時，我會向補習班老師請教. 1 2 3 4 
h.當我遇上不懂的字，我會查字典(包括電子字典). 1 2 3 4 
i .上英文課時用英文 . 1 2 3 4 
j .在課室外用英文交談 . 1 2 3 4 
k.課餘閱讀英文書籍(課本以外) . 1 2 3 4 
1.看英文電視節目. 1 2 3 4 
m .聽英文歌 . 1 2 3 4 
n .聽英文收音機電台節目. 1 2 3 4 
0 .聽課本附帶的錄音帶 . 1 2 3 4 
P .做英文補充練習. 1 2 3 4 
q. 熟記英文文法法規. 1 2 3 4 
r . 背誦課本段落 . 1 2 3 4 
S .寫英文信給筆友. 1 2 3 4 
t. 寫英文電郵給朋友. 1 2 3 4 
U.用互聯網學英文.（網上英文測試，練習等）. 1 2 3 4 










a .比較大壓力 • b .相同 • C.沒有那麼大壓力• 
d.我在國內並沒有上過英文課 • 
3.與香港其他學科的課堂比較，我覺得香港的英文課： 













a . 知 道 • b . 不 知 道 • C.我不知道他們知道否• 
7.我的學校有專爲新來港學生而設的補習班. 
a . 是 • 
b •否 • 
8.我覺得這些補習班對我學習英語： 
a .非常有幫助 . • 
b . 有幫助 . • 
C.我從沒有參加這些補習班. • 
d . 沒有幫助 . • 
e .完全沒有幫助 . • 
9.我的校曾安排一些適應香港環境的活動(如:一些參觀社會設施的活動)給新 
來港同學. 
a . 是 • 
b . 不 是 口 
10.我覺得這些適應活動對我適應香港的生活： 
a .非常有幫助. • 
b .有幫助 . • 
C .我從沒有參加這些適應班 .• 
d .沒有幫助 . 口 
e .完全沒有幫助. • 
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11.我曾參加一些社區中心舉辦的適應課程. 
a •是 • 
b . 不 是 • 
12.我覺得這些課程對我學習英語： 
a.非常有幫助. • 






b .有幫助. • 
C.我從沒有參加這些課程. • 
d.沒有幫助. • 
e .完全沒有幫助 • 
14.我家長對我學業成績的期望： -
父親：a.高• b. —般口 C.低• 
母親：&.高口 b .—般• (：.低口 
15.我家長對我功課上的幫助： 
父親： a . 經常• b.有時• C.很少• d.從不• 
母親： a .經常口 b.有時口 c.很少口 d.從不口 
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16.我覺得家長對我學習的支持： 
a.足夠• b .—般• C.不足夠口 
17.父母對我的學習的態度在我學習上的影響是： 





d .鼓勵我多練習英文. • 
e .爲我聘請私人補習老師. • 
f .送我到補習班 . _ 口 
g .買一些補充練習給我. • 
h .買電腦給我學習英文. • 
i .買隨課本錄製的錄音帶. • 
j .強調英文的重要性 . • 
k . 其 他 ： 
19.我覺得我父母對我學習英語的支持： 
a.足夠• b .—般• C.不足夠• 
20.我覺得家庭對我學習英語方面的支持對我學習英語的影響是： 
















Consent Form (For NACs' Teachers) 
Dear teacher, 
I am a student of Master of Philosophy in English Applied Linguistics 
Department at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I'm going to conduct my thesis 
research as a multi-case study of four Newly-Arrived Children from Mainland China 
(NAC). The purpose is to describe, explain and explore the NACs problems in their 
adaptation and English learning in order to suggest effective measures to help them. 
I would be most grateful to have your consent to be the interviewee in my 
research study. I hereby guarantee you the following: 
1. Your name and your school's name will not be disclosed. 
2 All the data collected will be used for no other but research purposes only. 
Please kindly read and sign the reply slip below for administrative purposes. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours faithfully, 
Hung Mong Ping 
Graduate student 
English Department 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Reply Slip 
I hereby promise to be the interviewee in a 
research study undertaken by Miss Hung Mong Ping. I am aware that the information I 







Interview Guide for the NACs' English Teacher 
1. How do you feel about having newly arrived students in your class? What are the 
differences between teaching NAC and local Hong Kong students? What are your 
difficulties in teaching NAC? 
2. Compared with the local Hong Kong students, do the NAC (the subject) 
behave(s) differently in the classroom? Do they differ in the following ways: 
a. Participation in classroom 
b. Attentiveness during the lessons 
c. Disciplines 
d. Attitudes towards teachers 
e. Attitudes towards students 
3. Compared with the local students, how do you feel about the N A C overall level of 
self-confidence? What are the reasons behind such differences? Do you think their 
identity affect their level of self-confidence? Do you think such a level of self-
confidence affect their learning? How about the subjects' level of self-confidence? 
4. How do you feel about the local students' attitudes towards the NAC and vice 
versa? Any examples? Do you think the NAC (the subject) are/is getting along 
well with their Hong Kong classmates? Do you think the NAC usually make 
friends with NAC? How about the subject? Do you think this will affect their 
adaptation? Do you think peer relationships can affect the learning of the NAC? 
5. How do you feel about the NAC (the subject)，s adaptation to the school life in 
Hong Kong? Do you have any specific concerns? Have you taken any other steps 
to help the students adjust to the HK classroom? Are there any comment you 
would like to make about the adjustment of NAC in H.K. schools? 
6. From your perspective, what are the NAC(the subject)�problems in learning 
English?(e.g. no common language, English proficiency gap) Do you think they 
are: 
a. Motivated to leam English? 
b. Willing to practice their English in the classroom (e.g. oral lessons)? 
c. Confident in learning English? Why? 
d. Hard-working? 
7. Which aspect of English do you think the students are particularly weak at? (e.g. 
speaking and writing skills) 
8. Apart from those suggested by the Education Department, What other strategies 
Have you adopted? (e.g. using songs) 
9. Which strategies do you think are most useful in teaching English to the NAC? 
10. What is your comment about the ED's suggestions about strategies to teach NAC? 
Any constrains in adopting those strategies? 
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11. What has been provided to you by the ED to guide your teaching of the newly 
arrived students? Do you think you have received enough support from the ED in 
teaching the NAC? Why? What else can they do? 
12. Do you think you have received enough support from your school? Why? Do you 
know how your school makes use of the funding given by the ED? What else can 
the school do in order to help the NAC and the teachers? 
13. Do you think you have got enough support and coordination from the N A C 
parents? What do you think the parents can do in order to help the students in 
learning English? 
14. How often have you met with their parents? Are you able to communicate easily 
with them? If they don't speak Cantonese and English, how do you communicate 
with them? 
15. Have you in contact with community centers for NAC? 
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Appendix H 
Interview Guide for Interview with Young NACs I 
(Sense of Departure & First day in Hong Kong) 
1. Why did you choose to come to Hong Kong? Did you like to come to Hong 
Kong? Why or why not? Who made the decision for you to come? 
2. What did you know about Hong Kong before you came to Hong Kong? Did 
you ever hear bout Hong Kong people's life and their attitudes towards new 
arrivals? How did you know that? What was your imagination of H. K. before 
you arrived? 
3. When did you know that you got the right of abode in Hong Kong? What's 
your first reaction and feeling about that? What were the reactions of the 
people around you when they knew that you were going to Hong Kong? 
4. What's your expectation of your life in Hong Kong when you were still in 
China? 
5. What did you do to prepare yourself to come to Hong Kong? 
E.g. Tuition for English 
Cantonese learning or practicing 
Bringing something that you couldn't find in Hong Kong 
Readings about Hong Kong 
6. What did you do to say farewell to your relatives, friends, teachers? How did 
you tell them that you were going to leave them? 
E.g. Did you exchange your address and telephone no. with them? 
Did you give any gift to them or if they gave any gift to you? 
Did you say anything to them or if they said anything to you? 
7. Can you describe the scene of departure on your day of leaving? How did you 
feel at the moment of separating from your connections in China? 
8. Can you describe the scene when you arrived in Hong Kong. What was your 
first impression about Hong Kong? Describe your feeling at that moment? 
What impressed you most when you arrived here? Who did you meet first 
when you arrived? 
9. Did you have any specific concerns, worries, happy or unhappy feelings about 
being in Hong Kong before and after arrival? What strategies did you use to 
overcome any negative feelings about moving to Hong Kong? 
10. After living in Hong Kong for few years, what's your feelings about Hong 
Kong society now? What's your role in H.K. society? 
11. What's your expectation of your future life now? Have your hopes/ dreams 
changed since your arrival in Hong Kong? (How?) 
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12. If you have a choice, would you still choose to come to Hong Kong? 
13. Can you describe your life in the summer vacation and any specific events 
happened during the summer vacations? 
14. Can you report on your school life starting from September to now? 
Can you describe your first day in the school after the vacation? 
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Appendix I 
Interview Guide for Interview with Young NACs II 
(First School Day and the School Life) 
1. Can you describe your school searching process and how did you feel during 
the process? 
a. Did you seek help from the Education Department? How did you feel about 
their services? 
b. Do you think it's easy for a new arrival to find a school place in Hong Kong? 
Why or why not? How about a Hongkonger? If there is any difference, 
why? 
2. Did you hear about the importance of education in Hong Kong before you 
came to Hong Kong? What did you think is the perceived function of education 
in Hong Kong at that time? Did your perceptions about the importance and 
function of education in Hong Kong change after coming to Hong Kong? 
What's the effect of these perceptions on you? 
3. What's the highest educational level you want to attain? Why? Do you think 
the education level you attain have any special meaning to your family? Let's 
suppose you can enter the university and get a degree, does it mean anything to 
your family? 
4. What then is your parents' expectation for your academic achievement? How 
do you feel about their expectation? What will you do if there is any mismatch 
between your expectation and theirs? 
5. Can you describe your first school day in Hong Kong? 
a. What's your feeling the day before your first school day? 
b. How did you feel about the school environment, the lessons, the teachers 
and the classmates in Hong Kong? Are they different from those in China 
and what are the effects on you if there are any differences? 
c. What impressed you most? How did you feel at that time? 
d. Do you have any concerns or worries about your study in Hong Kong at 
that time? 
6. Did you experience language shock or cultural shock at the beginning of your 
school days in Hong Kong? How did you feel at that time? If there are any 
negative feelings, how did you overcome them? Did you adopt any strategies 
to overcome such problems? 
7. Can you describe your relationship with your Hong Kong classmates ？ 
a) What are their attitudes towards you and how do you feel about them at the 
beginning? 
b) Did you have any unhappy experience with your classmates which 
occurrence is related to your identity as new arrival? What's that? If you 
had such kind of unhappy experiences with your classmates, what did you 
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leam from the experience? How did you overcome the problems and how 
did you overcome the negative feelings? 
c) Are there any changes in your relationship with them? What causes the 
changes? How do you feel about the changes? 
d) In our first interview, you talked about the differences between you and 
your 
classmates in several aspects, like the way you think, dress and behave and 
your languages, so, how did you feel about the differences between you 
and your classmates? You said that you felt embarrassed because of the 
differences. Why did you feel embarrassed? Did you do anything to 
change yourself or if you have adopted any strategies so as to adapt to the 
differences? 
e) Do you think your classmates or your relationship with your classmates 
have any effects on your learning in Hong Kong? 
8. Can you describe your relationship with your Hong Kong teachers? 
Do you think you have got enough support from your teachers and school? 
What kind of supports did you receive? 
9. What's your feeling about the fact that you are one or a few years older than 
your classmates? Did your classmates know about this? What's their attitudes 
towards this? How do you feel about their attitudes? 
10. Did you change your school after living in Hong Kong? Why did you change 
your school? What's your goal? Have your goal fulfilled? Can you tell me the 
experience and your feeling about changing to a new school? 
11. What do you think is the most difficult part in your learning in Hong Kong? 
Did you adopt any strategies to overcome such problems? 
12. Do you consider yourself as an active participant in your classroom 
learning or in your school? e.g. actively participate during classroom 
discussion, raise questions and answer questions, participate in any extra-
curriculum activities? 
13. Do you enjoy your studying in Hong Kong? Why or why not? Is it the 
same as what you have expected before you came to Hong Kong? 
14. Do you have anything else that you would like to express about your 
learning in Hong Kong? 
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Appendix J 
Interview Guide for Interview with Young NACs III 
(Family Life) 
1. Can you describe your family life in China? 
i) How's your relationship with your family members? 
ii) What are your daily activities at home? 
iii) Did you have any family activities? If yes, what are they? 
iv) How's your family's economic situation? 
V) How's your family's living environment? 
2. Can you describe your family life in Hong Kong? 
vi) How's your relationship with your family members? 
vii) What are your daily activities at home? 
viii) Do you have any family activities? If yes, what are they? 
ix) How's your family's economic situation? 
X) How's your family's living environment? 
3. Are there any differences between your family life in Hong Kong and China? If 
there are any, what are the effects of such differences on you? What strategies 
did you adopt to deal with any negative effects? 
4. How is your connection with your family or relatives in Mainland China? Are 
there any changes in your relationship? 
5. Do you think there are any differences between your family life and 
Hongkongers' family life? How do you know that? How do you feel about the 
differences? Would that affect your feelings about your own family's life? 
How do you overcome any negative feelings? 
6. Which language do you use to communicate with your family? Why? Which 
language does your family use to communicate with you? Does your family 
have any concerns about your languages use and languages learning in Hong 
Kong? 
7. Under what contexts will you use your hometown language? How do you feel 
about using your hometown language at home and in the street with your 
family? 
8. What role does your family play in your Cantonese and English learning in 
Hong Kong? 
9. How do you feel about your proficiency in your hometown language and 
Mandarin now? Do you have any concern or worry about any changes in your 
proficiency in these two languages? 
10. Did your parents or family members in Hong Kong instil directly or indirectly 
any hometown cultures to you? e.g. gender roles, hometown customs. What's 
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your feeling about those cultures? Any conflict between those hometown 
cultures and your existing value? How did you resolve or due with such kinds 
of conflict? 
11. Do you have any comments about your family life in China and Hong Kong? 
12. Can you report your school and family life during the last few weeks? 
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Appendix K 
Interview Guide for Interview with Young NACs IV 
(Perception of Self and Social Life) 
1. In the first interview, you claimed that others regarded you as an NAC, but you 
hoped that other people could regard you as a Hongkonger. Can you tell me 
why you like to be a Hongkonger? What do you think are the criteria for you to 
be labelled as a Hongkonger? What are the roles Cantonese and English play in 
helping you to pursue an identity as a Hongkonger? Have you done anything to 
help yourself in building up your identity as a Hongkonger? 
2. How do you feel about the labels 1) Mainlander, 2) NAC, 3) Hongkonger and 4) 
bilingual English speaker? Which label do you prefer most and which one do 
you think is undesirable? Why? Did you do anything to get rid of the 
undesirable label and/or to help yourself obtain the desirable label? 
3. Who did you consider as in-group members before you came to Hong Kong? 
Who do you consider as in-group members after coming to Hong Kong? 
4. What's your attitudes towards your mother tongue, Cantonese and English 
before coming to Hong Kong? Do you like them? Have your attitudes changed 
since you come to Hong Kong? Do your attitudes towards these languages 
affect your learning of Cantonese and English, and your maintenance of your 
mother tongue? 
5. How do you feel about the fact that you are the oldest students in your class or 
you are older than your classmates? What was your classmates' attitudes 
towards you when they knew that you are older than you? How do you feel 
about studying with younger students? Do you think studying with younger 
classmates affect your learning in Hong Kong? How? 
6. Is/Are there any situation(s) in which your identity as new arrivals or the eldest 
student in your class made you feel that you should keep silent? How did you 
feel at that time? Have you adopt any strategies to change the situation so that 
you can claim the right to speak? 
7. Have you joined any extra-curriculum activities organised by your school or 
other communities? Do you enjoy them? Do they play any role in your 
language learning and your adaptation? 
8. Do you participate in any activities with your friends, relatives or family at 
your leisure time? What language(s) do you speak during such kinds of 
activities? Why choose to use that particular language(s)? 
9. Are your closest friends Hongkongers or NACs or people from your 
motherland? Which language(s) do you use to communicate with them? Why 
choosing this/ these language(s)? Why don't you choose to speak in your 
mother tongue if your friend(s) is/are from your motherland? 
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10. How do you feel when you speak your mother tongue, Cantonese and English 
in public? 
11. Do you have any further comment about your sense of self and your social life? 
12. Please report on your life during these few weeks. 
13. What has surprised you most about your new life in Hong Kong? 
14. What would you most like to change about your life here? 
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Appendix L 
Consent Form (For NACs' Parents) 
To whom it may concern, 
I am a student of Master of Philosophy in English Applied Linguistics 
Department at the Chinese University of Hong Kong. I'm going to conduct my thesis 
research as a multi-case study of four Newly-Arrived Children from Mainland China 
(NAC). The purpose is to describe, explain and explore the NACs problems in their 
adaptation and English learning in order to suggest effective measures to help them. 
I would be most grateful to have your consent to be the interviewee in my 
research study. I hereby guarantee you the following: 
1. Your name and your child's name will not be disclosed. 
2. All the data collected will be kept highly confidential and used for no other but 
research purposes only. 
Please kindly read and sign the reply slip below for administrative purposes. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Yours faithfully, 
Hung Mong Ping 
Graduate student 
English Department 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Reply Slip 
I hereby promise to be the interviewee in a 
research study undertaken by Miss Hung Mong Ping. I am aware that the information I 

























Interview Guide for Interview with the Young NACs' Parents 
1. Why did you apply for the right of abode for your children? 
2. How often did you go back to China to visit your child before she came to 
Hong Kong? What and how did you know about your child's life in China? Did 
you know about your child's academic result in China? Are you concerned 
about her academic result in China? What did you think about the importance 
of education in China and in Hong Kong? Did you have any specific concerns 
about their future when they are still in China? 
3. Did you have any specific preparation for your child before she came to Hong 
Kong? e.g Asking her to study Cantonese and English in China, searching 
school for them before they came, looking for a better living place, reserve a 
school place at your hometown in case the child can't adapt to the life in Hong 
Kong or can't find a school place in Hong Kong. What did you do after they 
came to Hong Kong? 
4. How did you feel when your child first came to Hong Kong? Did you have any 
specific concerns or worries about her at that time? What did you do to 
overcome your worries? 
5. What do you think is the perceived function of education in Hong Kong? What 
then is your expectation for your child's academic achievement? Why? What's 
the highest educational level you want your child to attain? Did you do 
anything to help her academic work? Do you have any concerns or worries 
about your child's study in Hong Kong? 
6. How do you feel about your child's adaptation in Hong Kong? Do you have 
any specific concerns or worries about her adaptation in Hong Kong? Have 
you done anything to enhance your child's adaptation in Hong Kong? 
7. Which language did you use to communicate with your child when you were in 
China? How about when you are in Hong Kong? Why? Which language did 
your child use to communicate with you in China? How about in Hong Kong? 
Do you have any concerns about your child's language use and language 
learning in Hong Kong? Did you do anything to help her language learning in 
Hong Kong? 
8. How do you feel about your child's proficiency in your hometown language 
and Mandarin before and after coming to Hong Kong? Do you have any 
concern or worry about any changes in your child's proficiency in these two 
languages? 
9. Did you instil directly or indirectly any hometown cultures to you? e.g. gender 
roles, hometown customs. What's their response to these teaching? Any 
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conflict between those hometown cultures and your child's existing value? 
How did you resolve or due with such kinds of conflict? Did you have any 
concerns about the ties between your child and the people and culture in your 
hometown? 
10. How do you feel about the fact that your child is older than her classmates? 
Will that affect your expectation about their academic achievement? 
11. Did you let your child join any extra-curricular activities? e.g. camps, school 
picnic, interest groups. Why or why not? 
12. Did your child join any community groups? e.g. church and community centre. 





(Li: Follow-up Interview of the Questionnaire about Adaptation) 
Date : 20th of August, 2001 
Interviewee : Li 
Interview no. : 1 
Interview topic : Follow-up interview of the questionnaire 
I = interviewer 
L = Li 
I: 20th of August, 7:00 p.m., interviewee, Cathy. I would like to ask, here you said 
that Hongkongers consider you as new immigrant, so, what's your feeling about 
that? 
L: At the beginning when I first arrived in Hong Kong, I had such feeling. I feel the 
same way myself. It's because I think I am really a new immigrant. When I first 
arrived here, my Cantonese was not fluent and was being laughed at, something 
like that. Moreover, I fell behind in every aspect. My academic result also fell 
behind. My daily life was worse than others. Now, not many people would laugh 
at me because my academic result is much better now and can catch up with my 
classmates, just a little bit worse then them. So, they won't see me in a different 
way now. However, when I first arrived, I was really like a mainland girl and 
others would laugh at me. The situation has changed now. 
I： How about the students in other classes? Do they still consider you as new 
arrivals? 
L: Yes. It's because when I say something that they don't like, they would say you 
are new immigrants and also other words that you really don't like to hear. 
I: For example? 
L: Like "new immigrant", "mainland girl", "You should go back to the mainland". 
They would sometimes blame you for your influent Cantonese and said, "Your 
Cantonese is not accurate, stop talking now. Don't follow us and leam from what 
we Hongkongers said." That's what I care about and sometimes I would burst out 
crying because I was scared. 
I: I see. But you hope that Hongkongers would consider you as Hongkonger, why? 
L: It's because I can catch up with them. 
I: What do you mean by catching up with them? 
L: Academic result and also everything in daily life. 
I： Does it mean if you can catch up with them, you can become a Hongkonger? 
L: Yes. It's because my friends outside my school won't blame me for being a new 
immigrant, but some of the people in my school will blame me for that. When I 
first got into ID class, they had prejudice on me and discriminate me. However, 
in Form 2，I made friend with those students who had good academic result and 
so, my academic result improved. After that, they would not look down on me. 
Moreover, I seldom talk about myself in front of them, but just talk about those 
academic topic and joke with them, so, this can please them. 
I: Are those students with good academic result new arrivals too? 
L: Not all of them. 
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average. What do you mean by about average and is there any example? 
L: Just about average. In the past, if I had good examination result in particular 
subjects, they would be friendly with me during those lessons. However, for the 
subjects that you are particularly weak at, when you had any difficulties and 
asked the classmates, they would just say, “ I am very busy!" (in a bad manner). 
However, when others asked me something that I knew and am good at, I would 
tell and explain to them or even let them copy my answers. Then they would feel 
satisfied. 
I: So, I found that when we talk about others attitudes toward you, you would focus 
only on your study. But how about the Hongkongers? People around you, not 
just your classmates. 
L: Good. 
I: Who are they? Are they mainly people in the church? 
L: Yes. And also some friends outside my school. For my schoolmates, the situation 
is a little bit better now. 
I: I see. Then you think that local students' attitude towards you is just about 
average, discriminate you and condescending. Can you explain how did they 
discriminate you? 
L: Discriminate me? Language and academic result. They are very selfish. They 
don't care about others' feeling. I will try to rebel against them. If they then 
blame me seriously, I will shout back loudly. Then they would dislike me more. 
Moreover, if one of them argued with me, her friends or other classmates would 
also isolate me. 
I: Then you said they are condescending. What do you mean by condescending? 
L: They are familiar with the life in Hong Kong, Their English is much better than 
Mine. Other subjects, some are better than me, but some are worse than me. But 
now, quite equal. 
I: I see. Then you said Hongkongers attitudes towards you have a negative effect 
on your study, what do you mean by negative effect? Negative effect means 
having bad effect. ‘ 
L: When the discrimination was so serious, I lost my interest in studying. I was 
seriously insulted by them, which make me feel that I was really very terrible. 
Really very mainland girl, came from the very rural part of China. 
I: Did you have a very low self-esteem at that time? 
L: Yes. I didn't want to study and when I came home, I would lock myself in my 
room. I would listen to the music and sleep when I felt unhappy. 
I: Then you said that the differences between Hong Kong and China have a 
positive effect on you, so, why? 
L: It's very obvious. I would not go out and play in Hong Kong, but in China, I was 
familiar with the places, so that I could go anywhere I like. But here is different. 
If you want to be bigger than others, others are actually bigger than you. 
I: What do you mean by bigger? 
L: Bigger means when you are trying to be trendy, others are more trendy then you 
and know more about the fashion than you. 
I: That means when you were in China, you have more places to go, more friends 
to play with you. But now in Hong Kong, you don't have many friends and you 
don't have any places to go, which have a positive impact on your study? 
L: Yes. 
I： Then you said here that your adaptation to the change of social environment here 
is just about average, why? 
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L: Most of my time was spent at home and I can only know about Hong Kong 
through telephone and computer. That's the ways I know about the development 
of Hong Kong. 
I: Also the places in Hong Kong? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then you think that Hong Kong classmates are the same as classmates in China, 
right? Is that true? But from what I have heard from you, you seem to say that 
your classmates are discriminating against you, but you still think that they are 
similar to those in China? 
L: I think they are similar in learning. Their English standards are different, but they 
are the same in other similar subjects. Some students in China may even have a 
better academic result than those in Hong Kong. 
I: How about their attitudes to you. 
L: Now, their attitudes are similar. But in the past, I think the classmates in China 
are much better. 
I: Why? 
L: In China, we could communicate with each other well and I did not need to 
worry about the fact that others may do better than me. 
I: I see. Then do you think you are discriminated by your classmates here which 
make you think that they are less friendly? 
L: umh... I would think that I was discriminated here, so, I would better go back to 
China. 
I: Then, you said here you adaptation to the change in school environment is just 
about average, why? 
L: The school rules here in Hong Kong are stricter and it's different from those in 
China in a sense that you can do anything you like. You need to follow the rules. 
I: How can you do whatever you like in China? I am really curious. 
L: We can skip the lessons if we like though the teachers would ask us and even 
call our family and ask why we didn't attend class for several days. For the 
lessons in the evening, we could tick the attendance and then escaped away from 
the school, went playing or shopping so long as we returned before the self-
learning lessons ended. Moreover, we can be naughty during the lessons. 
Besides, the stationary and the equipment in Hong Kong are more advance than 
those in China. And the teachers' requirement is higher. Teachers in China didn't 
care much about their students. They would just take up the teaching 
responsibility. Although some of the teachers in Hong Kong are similar as those 
in China. But most of them are better than those in China. 
I： So, better than those in China. Then, you think that the environmental changes 
had no impact on your study. Is it? 
L: It's just the change of the environment, not the whole school. 
I: You mean the organization is still the same. With teachers and students? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then you think that the neighbors in Hong Kong are the same as those in China, 
right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Do you know the neighbors around this house? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then how's your relationship with them? 
L: When we meet, we would greet each other. 
I: But in our motherland, all the people around us are our relatives, right? 
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L: Yes. But most of them are old people and the kids are much younger than us, so, 
we won't play with them. We will just talk with the old people and greet them. 
Sometimes play with those that are of similar age as us. 
I: Do your neighbors in Hong Kong know that your are new arrivals? 
L: Yes. Because even if I didn't tell them, my mother would tell them. 
I： Then did they look at you in any strange manner? 
L: No, they just asked how long have I been here or why my Cantonese is quite 
fluent though I have just arrived for a while? The sound is quite accurate 
though still have some accent, but it's just very difficult to get rid of it. 
I: Yes. Then you need to adapt to your "new" family members here. And you said 
that your relationship with them is just about average. What do you mean by 
that? 
L: It's because when I was in China and they were in Hong Kong, they were not 
around. I could do whatever I like and I had freedom, though sometimes I would 
be blamed by my uncle. However, in Hong Kong, I couldn't go out at night 
because it's quite dangerous here and I couldn't go out so often. 
I: So, you uncle took care of you in China, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then apart from this, any problem in your relationship with your family? 
L: There is misunderstanding between us. A big one. They would come down on 
me 
before they found out the truth. 
I: So, they misunderstood you before they found out the truth. What do you think is 
the reason for that? Do you think it's because, just like what we have talked 
before, your uncle would report your behaviors and life to your parents when you 
were in China, like you are what what what what.... What what what what.... 
Just as you had told me before, some of the reports were not truth. Hence do you 
think when you were separated from your parents and your uncle reported you 
wrongly, that could affect your parents' trust for you? 
L: Yes. It's because the adult would just believe the adult and they would not 
believe what the kid said. And also as I was very playful, my family would just 
believe them, but not me. So, now even in Hong Kong, sometimes if I did not 
really do something wrong, they would still think that I was wrong. They would 
not care about the whole truth. 
I: You mean they had a bad impression on you? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then, you said that your relationship with your family did not affect your 
learning, right? I.e. your problem with your family would not affect your 
learning? 
L: No. 
I: Do you think it would affect your emotion and became less willing to study at 
home? 
L: I never study at home...ha..ha...ha,. 
I: But would it make the situation even worse? More unwilling to study? 
L: Yes. 
I: That is it would make you lost your interest in studying? 
L: Yes. But my heart would hate them and would like to have a better academic 
result so that I could prove that I am not as stupid as they think. 
I: That is it would have a bad impact on your attitudes to leam, but then it makes 




I: Then you said that you are different from the local students in the following 
ways. Can you explain them one by one? 
L: The way we grow up is when I first arrived, the clothes we wore and our 
behaviours were different. So, just like when we were compared with people 
from other countries, they could know at once that you came from China, from 
the rural area. 
I: Do you know what they did when they were small? 
L: When they were small? I think their relationship with their family is much better. 
Their parents care much about them. They would be willing to spend money on 
them. It's different from my family. They are very warm. 
I: Then do you think that it's because you are separated from them? 
L: Yes, but even if we were living together, they would just ask us to have meal 
when they have prepared that for us and give us money to buy clothes when we 
don't have enough clothes to wear. As for learning, they would just ask us to do 
our homework sometimes. Nothing special, just like that. 
I: I see. Then you said that your languages are different, can you explain that? 
L: As for language, I couldn't speak Cantonese and I failed to follow the step of the 
fashion. But what I said is when I first arrived Hong Kong. The way we think are 
also different from each other because I still didn't adapt to their life style here. 
It's because what they play is more advanced and they know more about the 
fashion. But when I was in China, I didn't have many things to play and I don't 
know what's happened in the world. As for the standard for choosing friends, 
they would choose Hongkongers or people from other countries or when you 
don't really look like a mainlander. For the Cantonese accent, I couldn't hear my 
accent, but you can. 
I: A little bit only. You have picked that up quite fast. 
L: Besides, when I first arrived, the situation was even worse. 
I： You are totally ignorant of what they had said, right? 
L: I knew what they said because I could leam that from the TV. But I couldn't 
speak accurately. Sometimes when I was in the bus, I dare not make any noise. 
Because I was afraid that I would be laughed at if I speak. 
I: I see. How about now? Are you still afraid now? 
L: No, it's because sometimes when I go out, I can hear someone speaking our 
language. Besides, for eating, they are Hong Kong style. What they eat is very 
strange.... Ha....ha....ha.. 
I: What do you mean by strange? 
L: We wouldn't eat any raw food, but they would. 
I: How about their value? 
L: What's that? 
I: Value means will they be more materialistic than us? Or something like that? For 
example, for us an item could be said as expensive but they may think that it's 
not. 
L: For now, there is no difference. Umh. •. It depends on the materials, the brand 
and something like that. For those that are cheap, it's good looking, but I still 
need to look at its quality. We know how to decide the quality and the materials. 
I: Yes. So, we know how to look at the materials. But do you mean the 
Hongkongers will just look at the brand? 
L: For those new immigrants, we would just buy those cheap goods. For the society 
nowadays, sometimes those cheap goods have good quality. But for those well-
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known brand goods, the quality may not be as good as those cheap ones. 
Hongkonger would buy those well-known brands despite the fact that the quality 
is not good and may not be long lasting. 
I: Then how about the way you express yourself? 
L: The way I express myself? 
I: Yes, just like do you think we speak louder than the Hongkonger or something 
like that? 
L: Yes. Ha.... Ha..ha..If you speak loudly they would laugh at you. "Where did this 
girl come from? Speak so loudly?" 
I: Any other differences? 
L: The way you express yourself... 
I: Then, you said that the local students' attitudes towards the differences between 
you and them are about average. What do you mean by about average? 
L: It is because the Hongkongers were bom in Hong Kong, so they would like to 
play with those Hongkongers. If they make friends with those mainlanders, they 
would just see if the mainlander could bring them some benefit and advantages. 
I： Can you tell me their attitudes towards the differences between them and us. 
Like the way we speak. 
L: They would say you look so mainlander. But we would say we like it coz it's just 
one's own preference style. But they would say you also don't want to be 
discriminated by the people around you. So, you should not just care about your 
own style. You need to pay attention to others' style and know what's the fashion 
now. 




I: Did any classmates of yours or other people say anything that shows that they 
discriminate the differences between them and us? 
L: For example, we need to choose and think for a long time before we make up our 
mind to buy something. So, they would ask “ Do you really want to buy that?". 
So, we can see from here that the Hongkonger would buy whatever they think 
it's fashionable without hesitation. They are not like us; we would choose one by 
one and see if the quality is good and also we would pay attention to the price. 
I: The next one is you think your confidence in Hong Kong is lower than your 
confidence in China, why? 
L: It's because when I was in China, we all grow up in the same place. So, they 
would not say you look like you had come from somewhere or you came from 
some very rural area. But here, everything is different. 
I: So, you think you fail to catch up with them in all aspect that makes you feel 
unconfident? 
L: Yes. In the past. 
I: Then you said that the following factors affect your self-confidence, so, do you 
mind explaining them one by one? It's nearly the end. So, you said your 
relationship with your family, right? 
L: Yes. Argue with my family and we have misunderstanding. 
I: So, your family misunderstand you which make you think that your family does 
not trust on you, which make you feel like you really have some problems? 
L: Yes. Just like your family does not believe you and it's natural that you won't be 
trusted when you were at school. 
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I: I see. 
L: And my English is poor so during the English lessons, I will just shrink in a 
comers and I am too afraid to have the lesson with others. It's because I am 
afraid if the teacher asked me some questions, I may not be able to answer the 
questions. Besides, not being able to speak Cantonese fluently makes me afraid 
of talking to others in the street. It's only after going to the church that I started 
to talk in the street. 
I: So, before you went to the church, you wouldn't speak to others? 
L: Yes, just like I was very quiet. I would talk to my close friends only. And if my 
classmates talked to me in the bus, I would not answer them. 
I: Because you are afraid that people around you may realize that your Cantonese 
is not fluent? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then here you said that you have low self-esteem because of your identity as a 
new arrival, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Outdated. Outdated in every aspect. 
L: So, you think you couldn't catch up with the Hongkongers so, you have low self-
esteem? 
I: Yes. 
L: Then you also said that you have low self-esteem because of the living 
environment, right? 
I: Yes. 
L: First of all, the living place is smaller than before. When you are living in such a 
small place, you don't have the mood to do anything. But in China, you have 
large living place so you won't feel that irritating. 
I: But in China, would the people think that you are rich coz your family is in Hong 
Kong? 
L: Yes, the neighbors will think so. 
I: How about in Hong Kong? 
L: Hong Kong? You have money and others also have money. So, in Hong Kong, 
you have money and so do others. 
I： Do you think the fact that you are quite rich in China, but not that rich in Hong 
Kong will affect your self-confidence? 
L: A little bit. 
I： The last question is; as you said before, during the English lesson, you are rather 
passive, shrink into a little comer, not participating the classroom discussion, 
right? 
L: Yes. 
I： And your reason is because you think your English is poor, afraid of exposing 
the differences between you and your classmates, afraid of being laughed at, 
right? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, can you explain that briefly? 
L: My English is poorer than others because students here leam English from 
childhood. However, students in China leam English only from secondary 
school. Besides, the teaching here is more strict than China, so, the pronunciation 
here is more close to that of the foreigners, but the pronunciation in China carry 
mainland English accent. So, even when you had leamt English for long time, 
when you came to Hong Kong, you would find that you need to leam it from the 
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beginning. You may know the meaning of the words, but as your pronunciation 
is not accurate, others still can't understand you. Participation will expose.... 
I： Expose the differences between you and your classmates. 
L: I see. I don't know English while others know that. So, if they don't know I am a 
new arrival, they may think that I do not pay attention to the lessons. 
I： That is if the teacher do not know that, you would afraid that she may 
misunderstand you? 
L: Yes. They may ask you why you can't answer such a simple question and then 
they .•…would know you are a new arrivals. So, in the past I would try to avoid 
being known that I was a new arrival I would rather keep silence and be 
punished by my teacher. 
I: So, would rather keep silence? 
L: Yes. But now.... 
I: So, you would rather be punished by your teachers? 
L: Yes, because if I told them, that equals to telling others I am a new arrival. 
I: You are afraid of being known that you are a new arrival? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, you would rather keep silence? 
L: Yes. It's because if you keep silence, others may not know that you are a new 
arrival. But if you speak, they would know at once. Once you speak, they would 
know that you came from mainland. 
I: Then next one, you said speaking English make you feel nervous, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Why? 
L: It's because I don't know how to speak English. I just know a little bit. Although 
others may say even if you don't know, at least you can try, I still think that it 
would be better to keep silence. 
I: How about afraid of being laughed by your classmates? 
L: It's because if you speak something wrong, they would say we don't know what 
you are talking about, you should go back to study in China. 
I： Really? They would say that kind of thing? 
L: Yes. 
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I: 5th of September, 8.30p.m. Interviewee, Cathy. Let's see. We will talk about 
English learning today. Here, you said that you seldom pay attention to the 
teachers during your English lesson, why? 
L: It's because I can't understand it, so, I lost my interest in learning that. I couldn't 
understand what they said. So, I think I would not be able to understand them 
even if I pay attention to them. I would play with my classmates during the 
lessons. 
I: Did the teachers use English during the lessons? 
L: Yes. However, sometimes when they joked with us, they would use Cantonese. 
I: I see. Then next one, taking notes during the lessons. You seldom do this, why? 
L: It's because the teachers usually just focus on the exercise on the textbooks, so, 
it's not necessary for us to copy anything. 
I: Then you seldom seek help from your teachers when you have problems in your 
learning of English. Why? 
L： It's because when I seek help from them, I may not be able to understand them, 
so, it's meaningless for me to ask them. Moreover, after they answered my 
questions, they might ask me whether I understood them or not. But actually, I 
couldn't understand them. 
I: Did they use English to answer your questions? 
L: Yes. 
I： Even after the class? 
L: I seldom asked them after class. 
I: Then why didn't you ask them after class? 
L: It's because if I go downstairs and asked them in the corridor, there would be lots 
of students in the corridor. So, if I ask them in English and they ask me back and I 
fail to answer them, it would be a shame. 
I: You still need to use English to raise question after class? 
L: I seldom met her after class. 
I: Then did she ask if you have any questions? 
L: Yes. During lessons. 
I: I see. During lessons, and you still dare not asked questions. 
L: Then you seldom seek help from the local students. Instead, you usually seek help 
from the NAC students. Why? 
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I: It's because when I asked the local students, they just played during the lessons 
and they didn't pay attention to the lessons. However, the NAC students are more 
attentive. And they would explain the Cantonese to me and they are more patient. 
L: Then how about the local students? What are the differences when you asked 
them? 
I: Sometimes they would be angry when I still failed to understand them. 
L: Then if you ask the NAC students and after that you still fail to understand them, 
what would they do? Would they explain it to you again? 
I: Yes. 
L: In which language? 
I: If I can't understand Cantonese, they would answer me in Putonghua. 
L: So, you have the same language. I see. 
I: Then you would not seek help from your siblings. Actually, your brothers' 
English should be quite good cause he was bom in Hong Kong, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then why don't you seek help from him? 
L: It's because, my parents don't know English and my younger brother's English is 
poor. So, if I ask him, it would be just a waste of time. 
I: So, his English is not good? 
L: Yes. Not good. 
I: So, you would not ask... how about your relatives? Do you have any relatives that 
can help you? 
L: No. 
I: Then you said you would seek help from your tutor in tutorial class. Why kind of 
tutorial class? 
L: They gave tuition to us and they knew that we are NAC, so, they would use 
Cantonese to explain to us. 
I: I see. Then who organise the tutorial class? 
L: Some are my teachers in school, while some are those volunteers from the church. 
I: Your school had those tutorial classes for NAC? 
L: Just a few, but we had. 
I: Is it for the NAC only? Or if it's for those students who have difficulties in their 
studies? 
L: Not really, it's for the NAC, but if the local students have any problems in their 
studies, they can also join that. 
I: You said that you seldom talk in English outside the classroom, why? 
L: It's because I can't understand, so, I am afraid I can't understand them. I am also 
afraid of speaking English. I am afraid that others may not be able to understand 
me. I can't even make a complete sentence, so, if I talk to others in English, I 
would be laughed at. ’ 
I: Then you seldom read English books, why? 
L: It's because I can't understand them. 




I: Then you said you seldom listen to those tapes accompanying the textbooks. Last 
time, when I went to your home, your mother showed a large stake of tapes and 
textbooks in front of me. So, why don't you listen to the tapes? 
L: It's because they are not my textbooks. 
I: Then do your textbooks have a tape? 
L: No. 
I: You don't know or if there are no tapes accompanying the textbooks you used? 
L: I didn't buy that. I think they don't have it. 
I: Actually, you can use your younger brothers' tapes and books to leam English. 
L: Yes. But I am too lazy to do so. Ha... Ha.. 
I: Then you said you don't memorise those grammar rules, you said never.. .ha..ha.. 
L: Because I don't know what's grammar rules. 
I: Grammar (in English). 
L: I see. It's because it's very difficult to memorise them. 
I: I see. Then you know how to use computer. Then why don't you try to use 
English when you play icq or send email? 
L: It's because I do not know how to spell most of the English words, how can I type 
in English? 
I: But you always asked me how to type something in English when you are playing 
icq, do you think it can help your learning of English? 
L: When you taught me, I would know how to express in English, so, I would copy 
them. 
I: That means you can leam English, right? 
L: I can use it next time. 
I: Then you think that the English lesson in Hong Kong is more stressful. You learnt 
English in China, right? 
L: Yes. It's because the English syllabus here is more than that in China and more 
difficult. 
I: So, what do you mean by more? Do you mean they cover more in a single lesson? 
L: I mean they have very long chapter, which is much longer than those in China are. 
I: Actually, did you leam only those alphabets and some simple vocabularies in 
China? You leamt them in your secondary school in China? 
L: Yes. 
I: Did you leam English in Primary school? 
L: No. 
I: So, do all the students in our motherland start learning English in secondary 
school only? 
L: Yes. But schools in the city do not. Schools in Xiaman teach English in Primary 
school. 
I: Then, I would like to ask, before you came to Hong Kong, your mother know that 
you would have a chance to come to Hong Kong, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then did she ask you to leam some English in some English learning centre? 
L: No. ‘ 




I： Then how about after you have come to Hong Kong? 
L: No. 
I: Then did they think of employing a private tutor for you? 
L: No. 
I： No? 
L: But they did buy some tapes for you? 
I: That's not for me, that's for my younger brother. 
L: But did they store it for your use? 
I: No, it's just for my younger brother. 
L: Oh! I see. 
I: Then you think that English lesson is more stressful than other lessons, why? 
L: I don't know why. My memory on this subject is not as good as my memories on 
other subjects. 
I: Any other reasons that make you feel very stressful? 
L: Yes. I am lazy. 
I: No, it's because I think if it's because your English is poor than others, so, you 
feel more stressful? 
L: I think I have a poor memory. I leam that with others, but others can remember 
everything, but I can't. 
I: But you can remember all other subjects? 
L: Yes. 
I: Except English? 
L: Yes. 
I: But did you think about the reasons? 
L: I can't understand it at the beginning, so, I don't want to listen to it. While for 
other subjects, as I can understand them at the beginning, I will pay attention 
during the lessons. 
I: Have you ever thought about the fact that you leam English language from 
secondary school onwards, while others leam that from kindergarten. So, do you 
think that's why others can remember that more easily than you? 
L: Yes. Of course, what we leamt in the past is just like the kindergarten in Hong 
Kong. So, you can imagine, we have a learning gap of 5-6 years. 
I: Then you think that the most important part is composition, then comprehension 
then oral and then listening. Actually, what are your problems in writing? 
L: I don't know how to spell some English words, especially vocabularies. 
I: Then how about the sentence structure? 
L: I know some simples ones, but not complex ones. 
I: So, you think sentence structure is easier than vocabularies? 
L: Yes. At least they have some guidelines for me and I know how to rearrange the 
sentence. But if they ask me to spell the vocabularies, I really can't do that. 
I: Then for the comprehension, what are the major problems? 
L: I can't understand some of the vocabularies. 
I: Then how about oral? 
L: I can't understand what others said. 
I: Oral means you speak English to others. 




L: When I want to speak in English, I would ask the people around me how to say 
that in English and then after they told me... I would just simply repeat that. Ha.. 
ha" 
I: I see. ha..ha... So, you mean you don't think oral is difficult because you can ask 
others? 
L: Yes. Because it's the others who help me to talk. 
I: I see. But if you were required to pronounce that without asking others, what do 
you think would be the difficulties? 
L: That would be a big problem. 
I: Ha..ha.. How about listening? You can understand what others talk about? 
L: Yes. It's because so long as I can understand one or two of their sentences, I can 
guess the content of their conversation. 
I: Then you think grammar is the most difficult part, why? 
L: It's because if you ask me to write a whole essay, I would have no idea how to do 
it. 
I: You mean you don't know the sentence structure? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then the next one is vocabulary and then pronunciation. So, did you leam 
pronunciation in China? 
L: Yes. Last time, the volunteers in my church taught me. 
I: How about when you were in China? 
L: I don't know. 
I: Huh? 
L: You need to ask my classmates back home. 
I: Then when you studied there, did you leam that? 
L: No. But actually, I didn't pay attention to the lesson. Ha....ha.. 
I: Ha..ha.. So, compared with the time when you were in China, do you think you 
are more attentive during the lessons in Hong Kong? 
L: Of course Hong Kong. 
I: Why you are more attentive in Hong Kong? 
L: It's because in China, we would leave the classroom and go out to play after we 
sign up the attendance list. So, we won't pay attention to the class. 
I: Then why you pay attention to the lessons in Hong Kong? 
L： It's because I think society here needs that. 
I: I see. Then why it's not needed in our motherland? 
L: It's because English is not emphasised in our motherland. 
I: Do you think it's because English is not emphasised in our motherland, it is not 
useful in China. However, it is strongly emphasised here. So, do you think it 
motivates you to study hard? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then your teachers know that you are a NAC. And you did join some remedial 
courses organised by your school and your church, righf^ 
L: Yes. 




L: They help me know the English.... at least they gave me some exercise and even 
if I don't know the meaning of the words, when I looked at those pictures, I would 
finally know the meaning. ’ 
I: So, they taught you pronunciation? 
L: Yes. 
I: How about grammar? 
L: Very little because it just lasted for a few days. So, they taught us grammar. 
I: So, how long does the course last for? 
L： Just lasted for around 10 lessons. 
I: Then how about your church? 
L: I don't know. From March to April. 
I: Just one month, did you go there every day? 
L: No. Just every Saturday. 
I: So, you just have four lessons. 
L: I don't know. It lasted for two hours every time. 
I: Then would they have that again? 
L: I don't know. 
I: I went there with Crystal. And her English is quite good, so, she thinks the course 
materials are too simple for her. Then she played during the lesson and so, I 
played with her and not really play attention to the lesson. ’ 
L: I see. 
I: So, you did join those remedial courses organised by those community centre? 
L: Yes. For twice. • 
I: So, you joint that for twice. 
I: So, what did you do? 
L: Go out with the Miss in the afternoon. 
I： For what? 
L: I don't know... 
In the first lesson, we just introduce ourselves. For the second time, we played 
some games. ‘ 
I: Did they introduce the places to you? 
L： No. I didn't join them that time. 
I: That is they did bring the NAC out, but just you didn't go out with them? 
L: Yes. 
I: Did they teach you Cantonese? 
L: They taught us English. For example they would ask what's the name of this tray, 
and then they would teach us its English name. ， 
I: Then they didn't focus much in familiarising you with Hong Kong environment 
but English learning? ， 
L: Yes. 
I: Then you said that this induction program enhances your learning of English Can 
you explain it in detail? 
L: It can help me know more about Hong Kong and it can teach me how to call the 
things around me in English. 
I: Then here you said your parents' support to you is about average, what do you 
mean by about average? 
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L: It's because they would ask me what did I leam in school and they told me that 
English is the most important thing in Hong Kong and that I should pay more 
attention to it than other subjects. 
I: Then your father had no help in your English, why? 
L: It's because whenever he talked to me, I would run away. 
I: You would run away? Why? 
L: It is just because of one sentence, I don't like him. 
I: Why? 
L: I don't like him from the time when I was eight years old. 
I: Why? Is it still about the incident you told me before? 
L: It's about something happened before I came to Hong Kong. 
I told you last time, it's about buying the fireworks. 
I: Okay, Continue. ha..ha..So, he refused to let you buy the fireworks? 
L: Yes. And then he use a... 
I: Wooden stick? 
L: No. Bamboo stick. 
I: Wah. 
L: Yes. He chased behind me and followed me to my grandma's home. 
I: Then do you think he loves you? 
L: I don't know. I would run away whenever he talked to me. But he seldom asks 
anything about my study. 
I: So, he seldom asks you? 
L: Yes. 
I: Do you know why? Is it because he is busy? 
L: It's because I don't like to talk to him. 
I: Then does he know that? 
L: He can feel that. 
I: So, he can feel that and that's why he seldom talks with you? 
L: Yes. Because I would get angry. 
I: Then your mother has little help. So, how does she help you? 
L: It's because she doesn't know English, so, she would try to help me by 
materialistic means. 
I: For example? 
L: Buy English tape for me. 
I: Then you said your parents had no effect on your English learning, why? 
L: It's because they seldom ask me anything about my study. So, not much effect. 
I： However, they did encourage you in many aspects. For example, they asked you 
to leam English through television and English songs, practice your English and 
do they buy some supplementary exercise to you? 
L: No. 
I： Then they bought computer for you and do you think it's because they wanted 
you to leam English through it? 
L: You can say so. 
I: So, they intended to help you leam English? 
L: Yes. They think it should help my learning and it's a trend to play computer. 
I: Ha., ha., you asked them to buy or who suggested it? 
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L: He said he would buy that and then we support him. 
I： Then your mother thinks it's useful to leam computer because you need to know 
computer in nowadays world? 
L: My mother opposes to our buying of computer. Because .. 
I: So, who suggested buying that? 
L: My dad. He asked if we need to buy computer. So, last Christmas he really bought 
it. 
I: So, did he use it as a kind of encouragement to encourage you to study hard? 
L: He said that if we studied hard, he would buy whatever thing we like and love us 
more. But we didn't listen to him. 
I So, you father quite cares about your study. 
L: He just talked to my brother, not to me. I just don't like to talk to him. 
I: Then how do your feel about your father's expectation on you and your brother? 
Any difference? 
L: He didn't seem to have any expectation on us. He just said that. 
I: Then do you think he has more expectation on your brother? 
L: He had expectation on both of us. 
I： So, you think it's the same. 
L: It's because I heard it in my room, I always ignore it. 
I: So, he just said that to your brother? 
L: Might not be, as my brother always played with the TV games. 
I: So, you think your father's expectation on both of you is just the same? 
L: Yes. When my father want to go out with my older sister and brother and me to 
buy some exercise for us and to eat out with us, no one would go out with him. 
I: So, your daddy does have some expectation on your study. 
L: I remember once when my dad asked my brother to go out with him, my brother 
refused so he beat him. He then come down on me and said I taught my brother 
not to go out. He was afraid that if my brother always stayed at home and refused 
to go out, he would have sickness. 
I: So, you also like to stay at home? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then have you ever gone out with your dad? 
L: Yes. But he went in front of me and I just follow him or if I went in front of him, 
he follows me, always keeping a distance. 
I: Then how about your mother? 
L: Yes. In the past, not now. Cause our interests are different. She is outdated, we are 
trendier. 
I: So, you think they don't have effect on your study? 
L: Yes, because they are very troublesome. They asked us to study hard, but I am a 
girl who is really afraid of pissing people off. 
I: Then you said your difficulties in learning English are as follows, so can you 
explain that? For the first one, you said the local students' English level is higher 
than yours. 
L: Yes. Because they leamt it from the time when they were still very young, so they 
had more exposure than I did. But for me, my English is poor. Moreover, even if 
we leamt for a same length of time, because the schools in Hong Kong are stricter 
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than those in China. Moreover, the students in China are not as well disciplined as 
those Hong Kong students. We would skip the lessons and go out to play. 
I： You don't have confidence in that, why? 
L: I couldn't leam it even if I put effort on it. 
I: But you know that English is very important? 
L: Yes. Because I know the society here needs that. 
I: I see. So, you want to leam it? 
L: Yes. But I don't have confidence and I can't understand it. 
I: I see. I remembered that when I said I can give you tuition on your English, and 
your first response is that, “ I am afraid of tuition". And also.... what else did you 
say? 
L: I said I am afraid that my tutor would be exhausted. Because I may not be able to 
understand what he or she say even if they explain the same thing to me for 
several times. And they may get angry because I have poor memory. I may be 
able to remember it now, but will forget it very soon. I just don't want to make 
someone feel very angry. 
I: Have you ever had such experience? 
L: Never, but I had an experience of asking my teachers for several times and then 
after that I am afraid of that. 
I: So, you didn't really experience that, but you are afraid of that. Do you think it's 
because you don't have confidence in yourself? 
L: I think so. 
I: So, maybe you can leam it, but it just because you don't have confidence which 
makes you do not want to leam it and raise question about that, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then you think that learning English makes you feel very stressful, why? 
L: It's because I think I still can't understand it even if I put effort in it. Okay, let me 
see the questions and answer them myself. 
I: Hey, I need to see it, too. Then your family does not provide you with a good 
environment for your learning, why? 
L: It's because I always have argument with my family, which affects my attitudes. I 
don't want to study. 
I: So, it means that it won't just affect your learning of English, but your studying? 
L: Yes. 
I: Would that have more effect on your English? 
L: Yes. I don't want to leam anything. 
I: Then you are afraid of raising questions about English, why? 
L: It's because after asking someone questions, I may not be able to understand them 
and if they ask me back, it would be a shame when I fail to answer them. 
I: So, you are afraid of losing face and you are afraid you can't understand that? 
L: Yes. 
I: Next one, then, you are afraid of asking your teachers? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then the next one is the change of your family environment make you can't 
concentrate on your study, why? 
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L: It's because we always argued with each other. So, after any argument, I don't 
want to do anything. 
I: How about when you were at your motherland? 
L: I seldom argue with family. 
I: So, whom do you live with in China? 
L: My older sister and my uncle's family. 
I: I see. 
L: However, for my uncle, whenever I had any argument with my friends, he would 
report it to my parents. He would also blame me. 
I: Then did he report any good things about you to your parents? 
L: Seldom, or I should say, only bad things about me. 
I: And also the change of school environment. How did that affect you? 
L: For example, I am changed to a new class and I need to adapt to my new 
classmates again. 
I: So, you told me before that you had bad relationship with your classmates when 
you entered your school, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: And then after that, you started to get along quite well with them, right? 
L: It's much better in last semester because those bad classmates were gone to the 
class that I am going to study in next semester. 
I: That is you studied in Class C in form one and two before, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: And you have problem with them at the beginning? 
L: Yes. 
I: But then your relationship improves throughout the whole year? And the bad 
classmate went to class E after F. 1? 
L: Yes. 
I: But you need to go to class E next semester? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then you have just promoted to class E. How's your relationship with your 
classmates now? 
L: It's still okay now., but I don't know what's going to happen to me in the future. 
In last class, my relationship with the classmates is quite well. But my new 
classmates are not that good. 
I: They are those who used to treat you badly in Form, one? 
L: Yes. 
I: They treated you bad because you are new arrivals. 





(Li: First Day in Hong Kong) 
Date : llth of October, 2001 
Interviewee : Li 
Interview No. : 3 
Interview Topic : First Day in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewer 
L = Li 
I: 1 ith of October, 5.00p.m. Interviewee Cathy. I would like to ask why you chose 
to come to Hong Kong? 
L: I didn't choose. 
I: Then who made that decision? 
L: My family. 
I: Why? 
L: Because they hope that our whole family can live together. 
I: Then do you like to come to Hong Kong? 
L: I don't like to. Because I don't like Hong Kong. I don't want to come here. 
I: Why? 
L: Because I lived well in my motherland and I don't want to leave it. 
I: But do you want to unite with your family? 
L: But I would think what would happen to us when we live together. 
I: Is it because you have never lived with them before that you don't know whether 
you can live with them well or not? 
L: Yes. 
I: What did you hear about Hong Kong before you came to Hong Kong? 
L: I heard people said that Hong Kong has a lot of thing to play and everything is 
very good. Just like fat meat. 
I: What do you mean by fat meat? 
L: That is lots of people want to come to Hong Kong, just like many people like to 
- eat a fat meat. So, I really hope that I can come and play here. 
I: I see. Then you just heard about this? Anything else? 
L: Nothing more. 
I: Then did you hear about the new arrivals' life in Hong Kong? 
L: No. But people said that if you went to Hong Kong, you would become Hong 
Kong guys and gals. Just like you have a label and everyone would respect you 
and you would be very great. 
I： You mean superior? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then before you came to Hong Kong, did you imagine how Hong Kong looks 
like? For example, the building and the transport? 
L: Yes. I imagine that there would be lots of people and the buildings are very tall 
and I can know more about the fashion. 
I: What else? 
L: When I study here, I would leam more and the curriculum is more difficult. I just 
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wanted to play here cause they said there are lots of thing to play here. However, 
I discovered that Hong Kong has just few places for fun and not really has many 
places for us to play. 
I: Then what's your imagination of your life in Hong Kong? 
L: I will be the same as Hongkongers. 
I： What do you mean by that? 
L: That is, I can do whatever the Hongkongers can do. 
I: That is? 
L: I don't know. Ha.ha. 
I: So, you know nothing about Hong Kong people before you came here? 
L: Yes. 
I: But did you think about your school life here? 
L: Actually, my family would expect that, but I didn't because I didn't think about 
studying here. I just want to have some fun over here. 
I： I see. 
Then before you came to Hong Kong, when did you know that you have the right 
ofabode? 
L: Actually, I didn't know that I have the right of abode a month before I came to 
Hong Kong. However, a week before that, my sister told me that my cousin is 
going to bring me to a place to play in Shengzhen. I feel very strange at that time 
because all of them were very weird. Then, they didn't let me know, but my aunt 
asked me to get a change school approval from my school, then I guessed at once 
that I am going to live in Hong Kong, and I got the right of abode. Then few days 
before I came to Hong Kong, my elder sister told me that I got the right of abode 
before the dragon boat festival. 
I: So, you were confirmed about that a few days before that? 
L: Yes. 
I: What's your reaction when you know that? 
L: Nothing special. 
I: Did you feel happy? 
L: No. 
I: Did you feel surprised? 
L: No. 
I： Did you feel... 
L: I just felt it's very natural because when I apply for the right of abode, they told 
me that I would be able to go to Hong Kong in that year and so, I knew it would 
happen at any time. So, I had the psychological preparation for that. How to 
say... I forgot it. 
I: Then I would continue. So, your reaction is no reaction? 
L: yes. 
I: How about the people around you? What's their reaction? 
L: At that time, my elder sister told me that they didn't want to let me know that I 
can come to Hong Kong because they didn't want me to tell others about this 
I: Why? . 
L: It's because they were afraid that I would play with my friends and would not go 
home in the few days before I came to Hong Kong. 
I: Then did people around you congratulate you when they knew that? 
L: I just told my friends about that. 
I: Then how's their reaction? 
L: They just told me to study hard. Because they knew that I am going to a different 
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place and it's very difficult to study here. 
I: Then how about our neighbours? 
L: They didn't have any reactions either. It's just the old people came to visit us and 
asked me to obey my family when I came to Hong Kong and went to visit them 
when I have time. 
I: Then did you do anything to prepare yourself before you came to Hong Kong? 
For example, did you know Cantonese before that? 
L: Just one or two sentences. 
I： Who taught you? 
L: My younger brother taught me when he went to our motherland. He taught me 
some very simple sentences. So, I could only understand a few simple sentences 
but not complicated ones. 
I: I see. Then did you have any tutorial before you came to Hong Kong? Or if you 
had packed up anything that you think you couldn't find in Hong Kong? 
L: Yes. I packed my English textbooks. I didn't know why myself because I seldom 
went through them before I came to Hong Kong. But I packed them into my 
luggage before I came. 
I: Is it because you think it's important to leam English in Hong Kong? 
L: I didn't think about that. 
I: Okay, then did you read something about Hong Kong? 
L: We don't have that kind of books. 
I: Then did you practice your Cantonese? 
L: No. 
I: Then how did you say farewell to your relatives? 
L: I didn't. They knew about that only after I left. 
I: Then how about your neighbors? 
L: Some of my neighbors knew about that. However, as for my relatives, only some 
of them knew about that while others knew about that only after I came to Hong 
Kong. As for friends, I told them. While for my teachers, when I picked the 
change school approval, I sent them some presents. I didn't know what's that.... 
It's a box of something prepared by my aunt. I sent that to my form master, who 
had been teaching me for two years. 
I: Then how about your classmates? Did you exchange telephone number and 
address with them? 
L: I knew theirs already. 
I: - Then did you give your telephone number or address to them. 
L: No, because I don't know. 
I: Then what did you do on the night before you left your hometown? 
L: Cry. 
I: Cry? Other than that? 
L: Did you go out with your friends? 
I： Yes. 
L: What did you do? 
I: Played. 
L: Where? 
I: In a place for playing roller. 
L: And in the afternoon, I went to my friends' home to say farewell to my friends. 
I: Then what did you feel at that time? ‘ 
L: Nothing special. However, I cried at the end when I really need to leave and get 
onto the bus. 
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I: You mean your friends sent you off at the bus stop? 
L: No, I mean at 4 o'clock of that morning, when I know that I am leaving. I can't 
help myself crying. 
I: So, you are with your friends at that time? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, you cried, then how about your friends? 
L: Some of them cry, I even saw a boy cry. Ha.ha... others were silent suddenly. We 
were very happy playing at the beginning, however at about 4 o'clock, I knew 
that I needed to leave very soon, so, I said, ‘‘ I need to leave in three hours time." 
So, suddenly, everyone became silent. And some of them cried and their eyes 
turned red. So, I asked them, "Why should you cry? I am not going to die." 
I： So, you finally can't help yourself and cried? 
L: No, I didn't cry at that time. But when it's about time for me to get on the bus, 
I cried out. 
I: So, can you describe the scene when you left? Who were the people present and 
how was the atmosphere at that time? 
L: In that morning, I was in one of my classmates' home, and some of my best 
friends cried when I needed to go. And apart from that my aunt also came to see 
me off. And also some old people, but I didn't know why they came... 
I: So, what did you say at that time? 
L: I said I went doesn't mean I would not return and I would come back in the New 
Year holiday. But no one knows that I would come back so soon, after one week. 
Ha...ha... 
I： Then what did your classmates say? 
L: They asked me to study hard, and I asked them to study hard too, because that's 
nearly the end of the term. And I also asked others not to be too playful. Ha.ha. 
Just like I am giving them a lesson, but actually it should be them giving me a 
lesson. And I didn't imagine that I would finally return in a month time. 
I： Then what did you feel at that time? 
L: Nothing special. 
I: Did you feel like you don't want to leave them and miss them? 
L: Yes, only after I got on the bus. 
I： Other than this, anything else? 
L: I hoped that my classmates could get into the same class when they were 
promoted to R 3. 
I: Why did you want them to get into the same class? 
L: It's because we had been together in the same class for two years, and our 
relationship was very good. So, I was afraid if they went to different classes, 
their relationship would be less intimate. 
I: So, if the classmates went to different classes and you were in Hong Kong, then 
when you go back to your hometown, you might not be able to have a gathering 
with all of them? 
L: Yes. Moreover, if one of them reported their life in the hometown, he or she 
would be able to tell me news about everyone if they were still in the same class. 
And if I report my life to him or her, she or he would be able to tell everyone 
about my situation. 
I: So, you mean if they went to different classes, they might not have enough 
communication within themselves? 
L: Yes. 





I: So, you came to Hong Kong with your elder sister? 
L: No, she didn't get the right of abode. 
I: So, you came here alone? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then who brought you to Hong Kong and who picked you up? 
L: My cousin brought me to Zheung Zhun，and my eldest sister picked me up there. 
I: So, your eldest sister picked you up... Then after you passed the custom, did you 
know that you were in Hong Kong then? Can you describe the scene when you 
first arrived Hong Kong? 
L: I knew that I had arrived Hong Kong, but I didn't have any special feeling, but 
more people and the buildings are taller. And when I saw my eldest sister, I 
didn't say anything. 
I: Why? 
L: It's because I was tired. 
I: Is it daytime or night? 
L: It's daytime. 
I: Daytime? We usually arrived at Zheung Zhun at night. 
L: Oh! Yes, it's in the evening at about 7 o'clock. And after passing the Immigration 
Department, it's about 10 o'clock. 
I： So, when you first arrived, you just felt that the buildings here are tall and there 
were lots of people? 
L: Yes, lots of buildings, lots of vehicles and lots of people. Nothing special 
actually. 
I: Nothing special? 
L: It's just that the buildings were taller and the number of cars was greater... so 
what? Those buildings would not be mine and those cars would not be mine too. 
I: Then so, you took the train and then the mini-bus. So, what did you see on the 
train? 
L: Everyone was carrying a big luggage, nothing special. 
I: So, everyone had a big luggage? 
L: Yes. As for the mini-bus, there are just the same as those in China. But those in 
China are smaller. 
I: Then how did you feel about the people in the train? 
L: They had the luggage with them. And they all looked very tired. 
I: Were they Hongkongers or if they were new arrivals themselves? 
L: I don't know, but I think some of them were Hongkongers. 
I: So，how did you feel about the Hongkongers? 
L: They were more local, didn't like those Mainlanders. 
I: What are the differences? 
L: The way they dressed and their appearances. 
I: Then did anyone look at you? 
L: No. 
I： So, no one looked at you? 
L: It's because I was so tired that I didn't pay attention to them. 
I: Then did you think they were friendly? 
L: I couldn't tell from their appearances even if they were not friendly. Ha.ha. 
I: Then after taking the mini-bus, you arrived home, right? So, how did you feel? 
Or can you describe the scene after you got off the mini-bus? 
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L: Then I walked and took the lift. And then I got into our flat and then saw my 
father. I didn't talk to him and then my mum gave some clothes for me to change 
and asked me to take a bath. After taking the bath, my father talked to me but I 
ignored him. 
I: So, what did he say to you? 
L: He said, "So, you have arrived?" 
I: Then what did you feel at that time? 
L: My eyes swelled up and I felt very sleepy.... 
I: Was that the first time you came to Hong Kong? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then are you curious about Hong Kong? 
L: Yes. Before I came to Hong Kong, but I then nothing special because I didn't like 
to come here. 
I: So, that's all. Did you feel happy that you could live together with your mother 
in unity? 
L: No. My mother was treating me quite well at that time and didn't blame me that 
often. However, later on, when I went out and had a look at the people around 
me, I suddenly felt that I didn't want to be with her. 
I: Why? 
L: I don't know... when I went out with her... I found that she was very outdated. 
That kind of very outdated married women. 
I: I see. Then, What's your first impression about Hong Kong? Just lots of people, 
lots of buildings and lots of cars? 
L: Yes. 
I: What impressed you most? 
L: The appearances of the people and the way they dressed. 
I: Why? 
L: I thought I would become the same as them in the future. So, the more I look at 
them, the more I could leam from them. 
I: So, you would like to dress like them? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then did you worry about, happy or unhappy about anything when your first 
arrived? And did you have any special concerns? 
L: Nothing to be happy about, but lots of unhappiness. 
I: Why? 
L: Because I just think I would like to go back to my hometown as soon as possible. 
I: Why? 
L: It's because I didn't want to come here and I think it's just a prison over here. I 
don't want to go out and I always stay home. 
I: Why? 
L: It's because I don't like to come to Hong Kong. So, what's the point for going 
out? 
I: Why didn't you like to come here? 
L: Because I don't' like so I don't like.... 
I： Hey, be more explicit please.... 
L: It's because I felt that I didn't belong to this place... and I didn't have freedom as 
my family always tried to control me. 
I: So, you got used to you life in China, where you were not guarded by anyone 




I: Any other reasons? 
L: I don't know how to say... I don't know how to say... nearly all about that.... 
I： So, do you have any worry about living in Hong Kong? 
L: Worry? I am worried that my English couldn't catch up with others. 
I: Anything else? Did you worry about your Cantonese? 
L: Yes. Because I couldn't speak Cantonese and I spoke Putonghua. 
I: Then from whom did you leam your first Cantonese? 
L: My younger brother. 
I: Then to whom did you speak your first Cantonese? 
L: My younger brother. Because he was very happy at that time, so, I asked him not 
to jump here and there. 
I: So, your main worry was that you can't communicate with others and that others 
might not be able to understand you? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, apart from this, do you have any other concerns? 
L: No. Because I didn't know that Hong Kong people would discriminate 
Mainlanders. 
I: So, you didn't know that? 
L: Yes, I didn't know that initially. 
I: Then you finally knew that? 
L: Yes. I knew that when I went to school. The first thing is that I didn't know how 
to speak Cantonese and I used Putonghua to talk with them, so, they look at me 
in a discriminating way. 
I: So, then let's don't talk about discrimination first.. .but just focus on how did you 
overcome any negative feelings or worries when you think about the fact that 
you didn't know Cantonese? 
L: I want to go back to China. 
I: So, you think about that or if you really did that? 
L: I just think about that. 
I: Then you have been living here for two years, so, how do you feel now? 
L: Now? Nothing special, because I can catch up with everything. But just I still 
carry accent when I speak Cantonese and that I couldn't catch up in English 
learning. 
I: Then when you first arrived, you thought that there are lots of cars, buildings and 
people here. And you think that the people here are very trendy. So, did such 
feeling change after living here for two years? 
L: Yes. The first group of people who had discriminated me has changed their 
attitudes towards me. 
I: I see. And before you came here, you said you like to play in Hong Kong. 
Because you thought that Hong Kong has lots of places for you to play, right? Do 
you still think in that way now? 
L: No. Because I have been to most of the places and I found that they are not really 
very interesting. •. actually quite boring. Moreover, I found that most of the roads 
are very complicated and you can easily lose your way. 
I: Then how did you feel about your role in Hong Kong? 
L: I think I am a student now.... 
I: How about the future? 
L: Coach, I would like to be a coach of Taekwondo. 
I: Then if you can choose, would you choose to come to Hong Kong? 
L: I would go any places if I felt happy there and there is nothing for me to worry. 
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I： So, you didn't have expectation for your life in Hong Kong before you came to 
Hong Kong, right? 
L: No. 
I: So, if you can choose, would you choose to come to Hong Kong or would you 
choose to live in China? 
L: I would choose both. It's because last time when I went back to China, and had 
an argument with my uncle, so, I would not choose to go back to the 
hometown. •. if I went back to China, maybe I would go to a place other than 
Fujian. 
I: Okay, now let's suppose your relationship with your uncle is still okay now, 
would you choose to live in China or in Hong Kong? 
L: I would choose both places. 
I: Why? 
L: It's because if I feel bored here I can go back to China, if I feel bored there I can 
go back to Hong Kong. 
I： So, now you think that both places are your home? 
L: Yes. Maybe you can say so. 
I: Okay. Now can you describe what has happened to you during the summer 
vacation and up to now? 
L: In the summer vacation... can I talk about things happened before that? It's 
because before summer vacation, I knew that I was assigned to study in a poorer 
class, in which the students there used to discriminate me. They were not good to 
me so, I am worried if they would treat me badly and would discriminate me 
again. Then my friends said, everything would be okay and it's no use thinking 
too much. So, I went back to play in China. 
I: So, you choose to escape your problem by going back to China? 
L: No, my friends said there was no use worrying here and you can't control what 
will be happened to you in the future, so they suggested to me to look for 
something for fun. So, I chose to go back to Hong Kong. However, in our 
hometown, I argued with my uncle. He accused me without reasons. So, I came 
back to Hong Kong and after coming back to Hong Kong, I felt unhappy for a 
few days. Before the new term started, I went to play with my friends and then 
we went to the English camp. I was very happy to have known you, especially 
you and Stepheny. So, I was very happy and all of you asked me not to worry too 
much. And people in my church asked me to pray because we don't know what 
would happen to us in the future and maybe things would be okay at that time. 
And then the new term started. But sometimes after the new term started. I had 
few things to talk to them. 
I: So, can you describe your first day of the term? 
L: I was very quiet. I sat with a new arrival who used to be my friend in F. 1... 
I: So, you can choose your seat? 
L: Yes. So, I know that all the students here were rubbish and I don't want to be 
rubbish. So, I hope I can study well. I would not play with them but finally, what 
I thought before disappeared because their attitudes were much better now. The 
first one who discriminated me when I first came to Hong Kong asked me 
questions during the lessons. And if I had problems in my learning, I would ask 
them and they would ask me back if they have any problems. 
I: What do you think are the reasons for them to befriend you? 




L: It's because I know that sometimes they "used" me, take advantage of me to get 
what they wanted. Take for example, if they had any problem in their study, they 
would ask me and they would sometimes copy my homework. But if they asked 
me anything, I would try my best to answer them and till they can really 
understand. And sometimes, when they are chatting, they would also invite me to 
chat with them. And sometimes when we needed to have group works, they 
would also invite me to join them. 
I: Then how did you feel before your first school day? 
L: I think I would surely die on my first day at school. However, on the first school 
day, we just had two lessons. So, after registering, we went home and nothing 
really happened. 
I: How about the second day? 
L: The second day, we found our own seats. 
I: So, still sitting with the new arrival? 
L: Yes, she stayed in the bad class for three years. At least I went to a better class 
for one year. 
I: I see. So, are there any special happenings other than these? 
L: Nothing special. 





(Li: First School Day and the School Life) 
Date : 11出 November，2001 
Interviewee : Li 
Interview no : 4 
Interview topic : Schooling in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewer 
L = Li 
I： Can you describe your school searching process? 
L: My eldest sisters brought me to the primary schools and secondary schools around 
my living place. Later on, we went to the Education Department in Wan Chai and 
they assigned me to my present school. 
I: Then did your school give you any test? 
L: Yes. They tested my Chinese, Mathematics and English. But I didn't work on the 
English test paper. 
I: Why? 
L: My English is so poor that even if I seated for the test, it's still useless. 
I: Then do you think it's easy for you to find a school in Hong Kong? 
L: Not really... 
I: Then do you think the government can help you? 
L: Yes. 
I: When did they assign the school for you? 
L: Mid-August. 
I: So, what is the time period between the time you seek help from the Education 
Department and the time you were finally assigned to the present school? 
L: About a whole month. 




L: Because they know more about the places and the schools and how to search for it 
During the interview, they will perform better than me and so, they can find the 
school more easily. 
I: Then which language did you use during the interview... 
L: They just asked you what's your name and nothing special.. • 
I: But which language did they use and which language did you use to reply their 
questions? 
L: Cantonese... 
I: So, did you prepare for the interview questions before you went there? 




I: So, did you know about the importance of education in Hong Kong? 
L: Yes. I heard my mother said that education in Hong Kong is very important, 
especially English. 
I: Then did you know about the function of education before you came to Hong 
Kong? 
L: In China? I thought that whether you got good academic result would make no 
difference in any aspect of life. 
I： But how about in Hong Kong? After coming to Hong Kong, do you think it's 
important to study well? 
L: I think it would affect your future because it will affect your future career. 
I: Apart from your career, anything else? 
L: Mainly career. 
I: Then, after coming to Hong Kong, what do you think about the importance and 
function of education in Hong Kong? Did your perception change after coming to 
Hong Kong? 
L: What do you mean by that? 
I: Just like what you have said, you thought that education could help you in your 
career in Hong Kong, when you were in China, then what do you feel now after 
coming to Hong Kong? Do your feeling change after coming to Hong Kong? 
L: I knew that there was an economic crisis in Hong Kong after coming to Hong 
Kong, but I didn't have any special feeling at that time. 
I： Then did you think that it's more difficult for you to find a job after the economic 
crisis? 
L: Yes. 
I： Then do you think that you need to study harder after that? 
L: My mother kept reminding me that if you don't study hard, you would what what 
what... 
I: So, did you think that education was more important then? 
L: Yes. 
I： So, your perception about the importance of and function of education affects 
your learning in Hong Kong? 
L: It made me think that I must work very hard, which put so much pressure on me 
that I was very distracted and felt very tired and didn't want to study. 
I： So, you found it very stressful? 
L: Yes... 
I: Then, which is the highest form you expect yourself to achieve? 
L: Form. 5. 
I: Why? 
L: Because at least you need to have Form 5 qualification if you want to find a job in 
the future. 
I： Then why don't you think of having Form 7 or university level? 
L: Because I know my standard well... 






L: Because they think that so long as I can try my best, they don't care about the 
grade level that I achieve... 
I: Then let's suppose that you have entered the university, then do you think that 
carries any special meaning to your family? 
L: I think I would be more mature and independent. 
I: So, you think they would think in that way? 
L: More independent. 
I: So, you mean they would think that you are more independent after you enter the 
university? 
L: We couldn't tell the future. 
I: Then let's say you get the university degree. What do you think about your 
family's perception about your achievement? 
L: They would think I have done a good job... 
I: So, you think they would be proud of you? 
L: No. Actually, they would think that I don't really have that quality... 
I: So, you have never thought that you have the possibility to enter university even I 
made that assumption? 
L: No, I never had that thought. 
I: Okay. 
Then what's your parents' expectation about your academic attainment? 
L: They just hope that I could study hard, nothing special. 
I: So, what's their expectation about the grade level that you attain in the future? 
L: They said that they wouldn't let me continue to study after F.3. But I said I would 
still continue my study here. 
I: you mean your parents? 
L: My mother. 
I: Why did she say that? Is it because you were arguing? 
L: No, I think that's really what she thinks. 
I: Then your parents hope that you could study till F.3 but you hope that you could 
study till F.5. That means you have conflict with each other, right? 
Then what would you do to resolve the conflict? 
L: I would see how's the thing getting on. 
I： What do you mean by that? 
L: I mean I would think about how to resolve it only after I could really be promoted 
to F.5. 
I: Would you do anything to persuade your mother or to make her change her 
attitudes towards you? 
L: Even if she really doesn't let me further my study after F.3,1 would try to support 
myself. 
I: How? 
L: I would see. Because I haven't thought about it. 
I: Would you try to find a job to support your school fee? 
L: Yes. I think so. If my mother really don't support me financially, I would try to 
find a job. 





I: Then let's change our topic. Can you describe your first school day in Hong 
Kong? 
L: My first school day in Hong Kong? HA... ha.. .ha.. .because I brought all the 
books to school on that day and my elder sister went to school with me and I 
didn't know where to queue up. 
I: So, you brought all the books with you? 
L: Yes, sort of. Actually they asked me to bring only those books that would be used 
on that day, but I didn't know and then I didn't know where to queue up so, I just 
sat on the bench in front of the queue. Only my elder sister accompanies me. I 
didn't talk with the classmates and they didn't either. Later on, I asked others 
where to queue up and they pointed to the queue for ID and then I queued up 
there. 
I： Who did you ask? 
L: I asked a student in the class next to us. 
I: How did she know? 
L: I asked her where's ID and she told me. Then I was stepped onto by someone, 
ha...ha... 
I： I see.. .What's going on then? 
L: And then I had lots of things that I really couldn't understand. My teachers 
distributed something to me. I didn't know what's that and also, I couldn't 
understand what I should apply for. I asked the teacher and the teacher didn't 
really know Putonghua. So, a student sitting next to me, who also came from 
China in the past, tried to explain everything to me, though her Putonghua was not 
really very good. 
I: So, her Putonghua was not good? 
L: Yes. She just knew a little bit, but she tried to explain everything between the 
teacher and me. 
I: I see. Anything else that you couldn't forget? 
L: Nothing special. 
I: But when you enter the class and find that all of the people there were speaking 
Cantonese... how did you feel at that time? 
L: I just wanted to hide myself and I tried to avoid talking to others. 
I: Why? 
L: Because I didn't know how to speak Cantonese and I would let others know that I 
was a new arrival if I spoke. 
I: Then what did you feel before your first school day? 
L: I was so tired that night that I felt asleep at once... 
I: Why? What did you do? 
L: I was very tired after the school day... 
I: I mean the day before the first school day.. .would you feel very nervous? 
L: No, because I knew that I need to get up early on the first school day. 
I: Okay, then how did you feel about the school environment, teachers and 
classmates in Hong Kong's school... 
L: I found that it was very different and my first impression was that how come all of 
them were so short. Ha.ha. 
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I: Are your classmates in China very tall? 
L: They were quite tall actually.. .1 found that here the classmates were so short... 
I: All of them where shorter than you? 
L: Just few of the NACs were tall... 
I: Is it because you were of different age? 
L: Some of them were older than me, some were of the same age and some were 
younger. Most of them were one year younger than me though. 
I: So, you realised that most of your classmates were younger than you. 
L: Yes.... I thought at once that I could control them because they were shorter than 
me. Ha..ha. But then I found that they were not nice and even more arrogant than 
me. 
I: Anything else other than their height? 
L: I found that they would just stick to those they have known already and would not 
pay any attention to me and then when our female teacher introduced that there 
were few NACs, all my classmates know that I came from China. 
I: So, you mean the teacher directly used the label "NACs" to describe you? 
L: Yes. 
I: How did you feel when she labeled you as the NACs? 
L: Just like others' way of looking at us made me feel very uncomfortable, just like 
they were staring at you. 
I: Can you tell me what do you mean by staring? 
L: Just like they were discriminating you. But at that time, I didn't know that there 
was discrimination in Hong Kong, so, and then when I had lunch with the NACs 
that afternoon. Two of them from Zhenzhun. Only me was the worse, they asked 
me if I could feel that the classmates were staring at us when the teacher 
introduced us. 
I: They talked with you in Putonghua? 
L: In Cantonese, but I could still understand them. 
I: I see. But you said that you were worse than others. What do you mean by that? 
L: My language abilities, my learning, the way I dress and my appearance. 
I: So, you think that you had problems in every aspect? 
L: Yes.Ha.ha. 
I: But did you have that feeling when you were in China? 
L: I didn't think so... 
I: So, you didn't have that kind of feeling in China, but you had that feeling after 
coming to Hong Kong? 
L: In the past, I didn't care about others' academic results and what kind of clothes 
others were dressed in. 
I: So, you didn't care about how others feel about you? 
L: Yes, I didn't care. 
I: Then actually you didn't want others to know that you are new arrival, but when 
your teacher said that you were the newly arrived student in your class made you 
feel very upset, right? 
L: Yes... 
I: Then what was most unforgettable to you on your first school day? Oh! Yes, you 
haven't talked about how did you feel about the teachers... 
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L: My feeling about the teachers. I felt that they don't really like new arrivals. When 
you asked them some questions, they would answer you, but then they would not 
do anything else. 
I： Okay, then did you have any lessons on your first school day? 
L; No. 
I: Then how about the second day? 
L: We started to have the lessons only on the third school day. 
I： Okay. Then how did you feel about the lessons? 
L： The teacher was so short and I couldn't see her because I was sitting at the back, 
and also the classmate who was sitting next to me was very unfriendly. I didn't 
know that at the beginning and when she knew that I was a new arrival, she tried 
to keep a distance from me. 
I： How did she keep a distance? 
L: She moved her desk a bit further away from me. 
I： So, originally, your desks were put together. 
L: Yes. 
I： Then when did she move away her desk? 
L: When our teacher said that we had both new arrivals and students from other 
school that year. She asked us to put up our hands if we were new arrivals. So, I 
put up my hand, and only me put up my hand. So, after they knew that, they were 
not treating me well. 
I: So, she moved away her desk at once. Then how did you feel about the content of 
the lessons? Which form level were you in before you came to Hong Kong? 
L: F.2 
I: How about when you first came to Hong Kong? F. 1 and downgraded? And you 
came here in the summer vacation and then attended school in September? 
L: I came here before the summer vacation. 
I: I see. Then how did you feel about the lessons? 
L: I found that it was very difficult. 
I: Which subject do you think that is difficult? 
L: English. 
I： So, how did you feel when you first see the English in the book? 
L: I felt that it was very difficult.. .and there were lots of words that I didn't know.. • 
I： Then how about the lessons? Which language did the teacher used during the 
lessons? 
L: English. I couldn't understand them at all. Even up to now, I seldom pay attention 
to the teachers during the lessons. 
I： Because you couldn't understand them so you didn't pay attention to the lesson? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then how about other subjects? I mean those taught in Cantonese? 
L: I can understand them, for those words which are new and difficult for me, I will 
try to find out the meanings by referring to the books. 
I： That means for other subjects, you will pay attention to them? 
L: Yes, because they speak Cantonese. 
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I: Then after your first school day.... Oh yes, what's most unforgettable to you on 
your first school day in Hong Kong, apart from the fact that you were labeled by 
your teacher as the new arrival? Related to our identity as new arrivals? 
L: For the lunch I had on that day, I found that the serving was so small. But I didn't 
know that there were still something coming up, so I ordered another dish and 
then a woman sitting next to us said, "The things you have ordered haven't yet 
came and you are going to order another dishes? Do you think you can eat them 
all?" and I asked, "So, there are still something coming up?" and she said, "Yes, 
they are coming." So, we stopped ordering other dishes at the end. 
I: So, you ordered the food yourself or if your classmates ordered that for you? 
L: I ordered that myself, but as my pronunciation was not accurate, so, when I was 
ordering the food, I couldn't understand the complicated Chinese characters just 
like the "Si", I mistook it as "Gu". So, finally I just pointed at the menu to order 
the food. 
I: So, you couldn't understand some of the words and also you didn't know how to 
pronounce them. So, you could only point at the menu? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then you went to have lunch with the new arrivals every day after that? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, you ordered the food yourself or if you asked them to order the food for you? 
L: For the second time, as the first time made me feel very frightened and my face 
turned totally red. So for the second time, I followed what others ordered. 
I: So, you would only need to say, "Same as her" right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then after the first school day, did you have any concerns and worry? 
L: Worry, I thought that there must be lots of English homework, then what should I 
do? What's your next question? 
I: What is your most concerned issue? 
L: Concerns. I was concerned about how to get along with my classmates. 
I: So, you were concerned about how to get along with your classmates? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then now can you tell me if you had experienced any language shocks? Not 
necessary on your first school day though. Did you experience any language 
shock, which made you afraid of making any noise? -
L: I used Putonghua to communicate at that time. 
I: So, you spoke Putonghua? 
L: Yes. I used Putonghua and then the girl sitting next to me explained everything to 
me. 
I: So, you were so lucky that you had someone who knew Putonghua sitting next to 
you, right? 
L: Yes, but I had never thought about that she would tell false of me in front of 
others. 
I: What kind of gossip? 




I: What did she mean by that you had done something wrong? What was wrong? 
Something related to your study? 
L: No, it's related to my relationship with my classmates. 
I: Then was it related to your identity as new arrival? 
L: Not related, because she was a new arrival herself, though she came to Hong 
Kong when she was very young. 
I: Okay, then did you experience any cultural shocks? 
L: What is a cultural shock? 
I: For example, you might find that you dressed in a way different from the 
Hongkongers or you were different form others in other aspects. 
L: Yes, I found myself very weird when I went out. Ha.. .ha Other people dressed 
more like a Hongkonger. 
I: Then how about in the school? For example, in my generation when I was in 
China, we put up our hand in this way, resting our hands on the table... however, 
in Hong Kong, they raise their hand straight into the air... So, did you have any 
experience similar to this? 
L: Yes. I put up my hand in a way similar as you and the teachers asked me to raise 
up my hand. What did you ask? Anything else? 
I: Just like any differences in the classroom disciplines. 
L: You are not allowed to yawn in front of the teachers here and also... 
I: So, your teacher asked you not to do so? 
L:: No, it's just during the first school day, when one of our classmates did that, our 
teachers asked her not to do so in the future. 
I: Anything else? 
L: During the break between each lesson, they were very quiet, but I didn't know 
that there were still lessons after the break and also, Oh! I forget it. 
I: Did you have recess after each lesson in China? 
L: They had a recess after each lesson and then we had a lunch break after four 
morning lessons. 
I: Does it mean that you thought it was the recess during the breaks? 
L: No, I just followed what others did. I followed the timetable. 
I: I see. You have read the timetable before the lessons. Then after knowing that you 
were different in the way you talked and also other aspect... how did you feel at 
that time? -
L: I found that it was very difficult for me to get along with them... 
I: You mean you couldn't communicate with them? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, apart from feeling scared, any special feeling? 
L: No. 
I: Then did you adopt any strategies to overcome this problem? 
L: Tried my best to leam Cantonese as fast as possible. 
I: How did you achieve that? 
L: I talked with my classmates more and also watched more television. 
I: So, did you talk to your Hong Kong classmates or classmates from China? 
L: Both. 
I: Which one did you talk to more? 
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L: New arrivals. 
I： So, you practiced your Cantonese with the new arrivals more than those Hong 
Kong students. But why didn't you talk to the Hong Kong students more? 
L: Because they didn't like to talk to me. 
I: So, they didn't like to talk to you? 
L: Sometimes... those nicer ones would talk to me... 
I: Then did you have any examples? 
L: I had a bad experience when I asked the one sitting next to me question for the 
first time, she answered me, but after she knew that I was a new arrival, she 
replied in this way, "What's up? Don't always disturb me." So, I didn't ask her 
any questions later on. 
I: What did you ask at that time? 
L: I asked her what the teacher was talking about because it was the English lesson 
and seeing her treating me in that way, one of our classmates sitting next to her 
said, "Hey, don't treat her in that way, she is just a new arrival, don't be that 
unfriendly." So, as she didn't answer my questions, so, I asked another girl sitting 
next to me but that girl was not really willing to answer my questions too. So, I 
still couldn't understand our teacher's instructions. Finally, I went to ask my 
teacher myself. 
I: Then how did you feel at the time when your classmates said that you are 
disturbing? 
L: I just felt that I always offended others... 
I: So, you thought that you are offending others, and you wouldn't think that it's 
others' problems? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, you wouldn't think that it's others' fault? 
L: Yes. But I think they were too harsh now when I think about it again... 
I: Then can you describe your relationship with your classmates? Let's start from 
the time when you first met them, your attitudes towards them and their attitudes 
towards you. 
L: Relationship. My relationship with those new arrivals was quite good, but my 
relationship with the Hong Kong students was not good. What's your last 
question again? 
I: Your relationship with them. 
L: My relationship with the new arrivals was quite good but just the one I talked 
about before. I thought she was very good at the beginning and I didn't know that 
she was just like that. 
I: I see. Then what do you think about those Hong Kong students? 
L: Hong Kong students, I found that one or two of them were very friendly after 
getting close to them. 
I: How about the others? 
L: The others? I mean those who formed groups in our class were not that good. So, 
I tried not to talk with them. 
I: Then did you have any happy or unhappy experiences, which are related to your 
identity as new arrivals? 
L: The happy thing is... 
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I: How about the unhappy thing? 
L: Unhappy is that my classmates were discriminating me and they didn't answer my 
questions when I needed help from them and even if they answered me, their 
attitudes were not good. They found that I was very annoying. 
I: Apart from this, any other experiences, which made you, feel unhappy? 
L: I was mistreated during the first "casual wear day" I had in Hong Kong. 
I: What happened? 
L: The girl who was sitting next to me was with the F.3 students, they knew that we 
were new arrivals... actually it was not me who was mistreated, but one of my 
new arrival friends. We were walking together at that time and then some of us 
looked at them because they didn't know that they were so unfriendly and then 
they asked us, "What are you looking at? You are new arrivals, right? You are 
blocking my road. What are you looking at? You have never met me before?" 
And then one of us cried. I felt very uncomfortable at that time because I didn't 
look at them. I knew about it only after I came out of the toilet and then a teacher 
passed by and asked us to report such cases in the future. 
I: So, your teacher came to you to say that? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, they asked you what you were looking at and they laughed at you for being 
new arrivals? 
L: Not me, but my friends. 
I： I see. Then after you knew that your classmates had some kind of discrimination, 
what did you leam from this? 
L: I leamt about the ways they dressed and I started to speak more Cantonese; tried 
to imitate the Hongkongers' behaviors. Even for those who were not unfriendly, I 
still need to leam something. 
I： So, you mean after that experience, you know that you need to leam about the 
way Hongkongers speak, dress and behave? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then did your relationship with them change? 
L: Yes. During my F.2 study because I was promoted to a better class and the 
classmates in that class were friendlier and I started to go to the church, so, my 
personality changed. In the past, when someone blamed me, I would just talk back 
but now when someone blamed me I would just keep silent. 
I: Can you tell me how would you response if someone blamed you in the past? 
L: I would be very angry and then talked back. 
I: For example? 
L: For example, once after the computer lesson, the one who was sitting to me 
blames me for blocking her way. And then, all her friends started to join in the 
scolding and I cried and shouted out, "How come you are always blaming me?" 
I: So, you said the change was that you have been promoted to a better class, in 
which the classmates were treating you better? So, your relationship became 
better? 
L: Yes. And also after joining the church, Pheobe taught me to change my 
personality. If my classmates did not welcome me, I should try to hear more and 
speak less and try to take others' advice and speak less then others would accept 
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me. So, I tried that out and found that my classmates started to like me more and 
played with me and they were more respectful and concerned about me. 
I: So, your strategies were that you changed yourself, and tried to act in a way that 
the Hong Kong students like and tried to tolerate them when they blamed you? 
L: They didn't blame me. 
I: How about the old classmates? 
L: I didn't talk to them after I was promoted to the better class but now I am in the 
same class with them again. 
I: So, you are now with a class of students who are much better than before... then 
do you think their attitudes towards you are different from your classmates in 
your previous class? 
L: comparatively better. 
I: So, you mean your new classmates are better than your old classmates? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then last time we talk about the fact that you were different from your classmates 
in the way you dressed and many other aspects.. .and you said that such kind of 
differences made you feel very embarrassed, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then other than feeling embarrassed, any other kind of feelings? 
L: During the English test or examination, my performance was much worse than 
others. I got the lowest marks in our class, which made me felt embarrassed. 
Actually I was not the last one in my class, but last but one or two. So, I felt that I 
am very stupid. But my performance in other subjects is about average and above 
average. 
I: So, does it mean that only your English made you have low self-esteem? While 
you are okay with other subjects? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then you said that you were embarrassed and have low self-esteem because of the 
differences between you and them, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Why? 
L: It's because when I found that my pronunciation was not accurate, I would stop 
speaking. 
I: So, you would stop speaking? 
L: Yes. To avoid answering people's questions and wouldn't speak in public when 
others ask me where did I come from especially when I am not familiar with those 
people around me. 
I: So, you don't like others to ask about your place of origin in front of someone that 
you are not familiar with? 
L: Yes that's right. 
I: I see. So, is it because you are afraid of letting others know about your identity as 
new arrival? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then do you think your relationship with your classmates affects your learning? 
L: Yes. 
I: What are the effects? 
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L: There was no influence when I was in F. 2 and also in F.3, just one of them is still 
discriminating me. 
I: So, it didn't have any effect on you in F.2 and F.3, then how about F.l? 
L: In F. 1, our relationship was poor, and I would easily get angry and shout at 
others. 
I: Why would you get angry so easily? 
L: If others treat me badly, I will treat others badly, and if others treat me well, I will 
treat them well. That's my personality. I still have such personality now but the 
main difference is that when someone treats me badly now, I will think maybe he 
or she doesn't really mean to treat me badly. And now, sometimes I may be mad 
at someone superficially, but actually, in my heart, I have already forgiven him or 
her. 
I: Then at that time when your relationship with them was so poor, do you think it 
had some effect on your learning? 
L: Yes. I thought that I didn't have any place in the class, so, I had better disappear. 
I: What do you mean by you didn't have any place? 
L: They didn't play with me and they didn't answer my questions, just like I was not 
in existence. 
I: What are the effects on your study? 
L: Very big effects. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
L: That is, when I couldn't understand something, I would try to ask them. But they 
refused to answer me. So, I would then seek help from my teachers, but as they 
would ask me back, which made me afraid of them. So, I have no one to help me 
when I have problems in my study. So, I just didn't have the mood to study. But I 
was so lucky that the teachers in F.l would not ask me to stay after school and 
punished me when I didn't finish my homework. 
I: You always didn't do you homework? 
L: I didn't know how to do it. Therefore I couldn't hand in anything. But sometimes 
the one who sat next to me would lend others' homework to me, so that I could 
copy the answers. However, as she didn't do the homework herself and that she 
was just simply asking others to lend her the homework, so, I needed to copy the 
answers for both her and myself. But in other lessons, she didn't ask me to do 
anything for her because I didn't have any problems in other subjects. 
I: So, you copied homework for her as an exchange? 
L: No, she just asked me if I had done my homework, and then I said I hadn't, and 
they she said, "Okay, I lend the homework for you to copy or else you would be 
blamed by the teacher again" 
I: I see. Then can you describe your relationship with your teachers in Hong Kong? 
L: Teachers? Nothing special. 
I: Nothing special? 
L: Some of them are quite good. 
I: Then did they give you any support or help you in your study? 
L: They asked us to study hard and seek help from them if necessary. 
I: They said that to you? 
L: Also to others. But my English is the poorest in the class. 
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I: Then you are one or two years older than your classmates, right? You said that 
you found that you were taller than your classmates on your first school day, 
right? 
L: Yes... 
I: And actually you are one or two years older than them, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then how do you feel about this? 
L: Nothing special, it's just because they went to school earlier than me, nothing 
special. 
I: So, did they know that you are older than them? 
L: They asked me how old I was, and I told them 16. They said "similar to us but 
your look like your age because you are so tall." So, nothing special. 
I: So, they think there is nothing special as you are just one or two years older than 
them? 
L: Yes, because some of our classmates are older than me. 
I: I see. Then you didn't change your school, right? 
L: No. 
I: But you went back to study in China, right? 
L: Yes. 
I： Why did you choose to study in China and not in Hong Kong? 
L: Because I wanted to finish my last term in China... 
I: So, when did you go back there? And when did you attend your school here? 
L: Because I came to Hong Kong before the summer vacation and before I started to 
look for any school, I wanted to go back to China and continued my study there 
because I still didn't finish the whole term. But my mother asked me to find the 
school first before I went back to China. So, I went to sit for the test for the 
Primary school and then it rejected me. So, I went to the education department in 
Wan Chai the day before I went back to China. 
I: I see. So, you went back to China before you started studying here, right? 
L: Yes. 
I： I see. That means it's not because you couldn't adapt to the life here that you went 
back to your school in China? 
L: No. 
I: Then in the past when I was talking to you, you told me that you escaped back to 
China by yourself, right? 
L: Yes. Ha.ha. 
I: Why? 
L: Because we were having the vacation at that time. I had nothing to do in Hong 
Kong. I can't remember which year it was. Yes, it was last year, because I didn't 
go back to our hometown during New Year. And then I wanted to go back at 
March but actually I didn't plan to go to Fujian, I was in Dongguang at that time. 
But just I felt bored at that time so I went back to Fujian. 
I: Why do you like to go back to China all the time? Why didn't you stay in Hong 
Kong and play with your friends here? 
L: Because they are very boring. Their parents may not let them go out and they 
always stay at home. 
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I: So, you think that Hongkongers always stayed at home? 
L: Yes. They always said that they were very tired and that they still needed to go to 
the school next day. 
I: So, you think that they always focus on their study? 
L: Something like that and some of them would just go out with their parents and 
furthermore some parents do not allow them to go out. 
I: I see. 
L: But actually I seldom go out with my classmates. Mainly friends outside school. 
I: Why? 
L: Because I don't feel comfortable with them. 
I: Why? 
L: I can't tell. I just don't like that. 
I: Then you said that you had skipped your English examination, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Why? 
L: Because I knew that I would not be able to answer the questions, so, I know I 
would fail and so, I skipped the exam. 
I: So, you would rather skip the test? 
L: Yes... 
I: And you have also tried to keep silence when you were taking the LRT, right? 
L: Yes, I wouldn't answer others' questions and talk to others when I was taking the 
LRT and when other asked me why I didn't speak in the LRT, I would just say, 
"It's because I don't like to speak in LRT" 
I: But what's the real reason? 
L: Because my Cantonese carries strong accent and I am afraid that they will realize 
my identity. 
I: So, that means your Cantonese carries accent that you don't want to speak in 
public because you are afraid that others may realize your identity as a new 
arrival? 
L: Yes. 
I: I see. Then do you think you are an active participant in the classroom? 
L: Yes. I will answer my teachers' questions if I know the answer, but if I don't 
know the answer, I will just tell my teacher that I don't know it... 
I: Then how about when you first came to Hong Kong? Were you active at that 
time? Asked and answered questions? 
L: No. 
I: What did you do at the lessons then? 
L: I just sat there and if I were not lucky enough and was called upon, then I would 
try to answer the questions if I knew the answers. 
I: How about if you don't know the answers? 
L: I would let the teachers knew that. 
I： Then how did you feel when you were called upon? 
L: I was scared. 
I: Why? 
L: Because teachers in China seldom called upon me. 
I: Apart from that, any other reasons? 
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L: I was so frightened and I didn't want them to call me. 
I: Why you were frightened? 
L: I didn't know the answer. 
I: Why? 
L: I didn't know how to answer the questions. 
I： What is the most difficult part about studying in Hong Kong? 
L: English learning and getting along with my classmates. 
I: Did you adopt any strategies to change the situations? 
L: I tried my best to help them in their study. Because I was good at Mathematics, 
while my classmates were bad at that. So, when they had any problems, they 
would ask me. I would not mind teaching them. But sometimes, I couldn't express 
myself so I would ask them to ask the teachers themselves. 
I： You said you couldn't express yourself. Was it because your Cantonese was not 
fluent at that time? 
L: They didn't care so long as they could understand me. 
I: So, your strategy was to help them in order to please them? 
L: They would treat you well if you helped them, but not always. 
I: Then what strategies did you adopt to improve your English? 
L: I don't know how to say. I would ask my classmates when I had problems. But if 
they didn't like to teach you, they would rather give you the whole homework, so 
that you can copy them. 
I: So, they didn't answer you, but just gave their homework to you? 
L: Yes. 
I： Did you find it helpful? 
L: At least I could hand in my homework on time. Ha.ha. However, if they had any 
problems in their mathematics, I would not just give mine for them to copy. I 
would try to explain that to them. I thought that could help them learning. 
However, they would be angry and said, "Just say it out if you were not willing to 
lend me your homework." So, at the end, I would just simply give them my 
homework. 
I： Do you like to study in Hong Kong? 
L: I didn't like it in the past but much better now. 
I: Why? 
L: Because I get along well with my classmates now. 
I： What caused the change? 
L: Because I know how to communicate with others, and if they had any problems in 
their learning they would ask me. They would also invite me to share their 
feelings and laughers. 
I： So, what made them treat you better? 
L: I know how to communicate with them, and I am very helpful. Moreover, I have 
changed my attitudes towards them. I no longer speak in poor manner. 
I: So, are there any differences between your expectations about your school life in 
Hong Kong and the real situations? 
L: I thought about that before, especially during my F.2 study. I thought, "Wah, how 
come the classmates are that bad." But I am feeling much better now. 
I: Do you think your language difficulties affect your learning of Cantonese? 
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L: No. I could understand what the teachers said, though I was not able to speak 
Cantonese. 
I： And also you said you could refer to the books, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then do you have anything to add? 
L: I hope that my English can improve faster and that what I leamt in the coming 
years would not be too difficult. I mean my English learning. As for other 
subjects, I didn't have many difficulties. 
I: So, now can you report your life? 
L: My teacher said something must have happened to me these days, as she said I 
was always not myself these days. But I said nothing had happened to me. She 
found that I was very different from the past as I didn't pay much attention to the 
lessons and I was very quiet. She asked me to tell her if I had any problems. 
I: What had happened to you actually? 
L: Nothing. 
I： But you said your teacher wanted to see your parents. 
L: Yes. Because she thought that something must had happened to me. However, as I 
insisted that nothing has gone wrong. So, she didn't see my parents finally. 
I： How about your relationship with your classmates? 
L: During the summer vacation, I was so worried about the fact that I was going to 
study with those bad students. I was afraid that I might not be able to get along 
well with them. But then Pheobe and people in my church prayed for me, they 
asked me to work hard. Unexpectedly, for the first two weeks, they did nothing to 
me. And during the third week, they started to ask me questions about our 
homework. So, we started to talk with each other and nothing really bad has 
happened. So long as you don't cause any troubles to them, they will not get 
angry with you. 
I: What caused their change? 
L: Try to communicate with them more, but try to find topics that interest them. 
Don't talk about stuffs that are not related to our school life. They like to talk 
about some funny stuff. Making fun of others. 
I: Do you mean gossips? 
L: Sometimes. 






(Li: Family Life) 
Date : 24th of November，2001 
Interviewee : Li 
Interview no. : 5 
Interview topic : Family Life in Hong Kong 
I = interviewer 
L = Li 
(Cathy was interviewed twice for the same topic because the tape for the first one 
was lost. The following interview was the second one) 
I： 24th of November, Can you describe your family life there. Your family life in 
China. So, you don't want me to mention about China, right? But use "there" 
right? 
L: Yes. Never mind. I am afraid that my answer may be a little bit different from last 
time. 
I： Never mind. So, I was so careless that I clear all we have audio-recorded. But 
during last interview, the situation is during the interview, you requested me not 
to mention about the name of China or Mainland, but use "there" instead because 
you were afraid that others might hear that and also you said that you felt that the 
girl sitting next to us was watching at you when I mentioned about Mainland, 
right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then why you had that kind of worry? 
L: Because if you mention that others will feel very strange and they will wonder 
what you are asking and when we talk about Mainland, they will know that you 
are doing research on new arrivals. 
I: I see. Then I would like to ask your family life there and how's your relationship 
with your family there? Who did you live with? 
L: I lived with my uncle, aunt, cousin and my elder sister. The situation is that I had 
more freedom there and no constraint. I could go wherever I liked and no one 
would care even if I went back home late, 
I: Then what did you do at home when you were there? 
L: Play. I went to school when it's time for school, but I went to play after that and 
sometimes I even skipped the lessons and went to play. 
I: Did you have any family activities when you were there? 
L: Family life? Nothing. My uncle and my female cousin went to work every day. 
My little male cousin was studying in the primary school. Yes, just like that. So, I 
didn't have any special activities with them at that time. 
I: Then how's your family economic situation at that time? 
L: Quite good. 
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I: What do you mean by that? 
L: Because what I had at that time were different from others because I had more 
money to spend than others. 
I: So, others thought that you were rich? 
L: Yes, because my family gave me the pocket money and they wouldn't control 
how I used that. 
I: So, how's your living environment at that time? 
L: Quite good. 
I: How good? 
L: Very comfortable because it's several times larger than my home here. 
I: Have three floors, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then can you tell me about your family life here? How's your relationship with 
your family? 
L: Family life in Hong Kong. I don't have any freedom here. My family would ask 
me lots of questions for whatever I do but there was no one to impose restriction 
on me over there. 
I: Then how's your relationship with your family here? 
L: Not really good. 
I: Why? 
L: Because we always argued with one another these days. 
I: But how's your relationship with them when you first came to Hong Kong? 
L: Quite good. 
I: What do you mean by quite good? 
L: Because only I came to Hong Kong at that time. My mother loved me very much 
and she would give me lots of money and bought whatever I liked. 
I: Then? 
L: Then when my elder sister came to Hong Kong, her concern for me lessened. 
I: Why? 
L: Because she knew how to do the housework but I don't know. So, when she 
always helped my mother with the housework, she cared more about her and 
always gave everything to her and then neglected me. 
I: What kind of family activities do you have here? 
L: Nothing. 
I: Then what would you do when you go back home from school? 
L: Sleep. 
I: What else? 
L: Nothing. 
I: How about studying? 
L: Seldom. 
I: Then did you play with computer? 
L: I didn't play with computer at that time. 
I: How about now? 
L: Mainly play with my computer. 
I: Why do you like to play with computer so much. 
L: It's very attractive. 
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You can know a lot from that. 




I: Then would you go out together to have tea or go shopping? 
L: Seldom. We have never had tea together. In the past I used to go shopping with 
my mother. But now, after coming here for nearly two years, I do not go shopping 
with my mother, but mainly with my two sisters. 
I: Why don't you go out with your mother? 
L: I don't know. 
I: Then how's your economic situation in Hong Kong? 
L: Just about average because the jobless situation now is so serious, so, we need to 
save our money. 
I: Is there anyone in your family that is unemployed now? 
L: No. 
I： I see. So, comparatively, do you think your economic situation in Hong Kong is 
better or if your economic situation there is better? 
L: I think that my family's economic situation is better in there because here when 
you think you are rich, others are richer than you. 
I: I see. Then how's your living environment here? 
L: The place is smaller and you don't have much room for your own activities. 
I: I see. Then what are the differences between your family life here and your family 
life there? 
L: Family life here? 
I: Yes, and the family life there. 
L: As for the life here, the time passes very quickly... 
I: How about the family life. 
L: Nothing special. But you are not always in a rush in there... and you have more 
freedom there. 
I: So, your family always restricts your activities here, right? 
L: Yes. 
I： Then what are the effects of these differences on you? Especially on your study? 
L: Sometimes I can feel the pressure. 
I: Why? 
L: Because my family hopes that I can have better academic performance. But I 
don't know how to study here. So, they said that if you don't know how to study, 
then we wouldn't let you study anymore. But I really hope that I can continue my 
study because I am afraid of working. 
I: I see. But as you have mentioned in the lost tape. You said that you could 
concentrate more on your study in Hong Kong than in there, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then do you have any strategies to deal with your negative feelings? Because you 
are more stressful here in Hong Kong. •. 
L: I would go to the library to read some books, though the books might not be 
helpful. But even if I can't pronounce the words, I can remember their meanings. 
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I: I see. English or Cantonese? 
L: English. 
I: So, you try to help yourself to improve your study so that you won't feel that 
stressful, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then do you have any connection with the people there? 
L: Through computer and telephone. 
I: To contact whom? And how often? 
L: Actually, not very frequent and mainly with friends. 
I: Through computer and telephone? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then do you know if there are any differences between your family life and the 
Hongkongers' family life? 
L: My family life? 
I: Yes. Your family life and the Hongkongers' family life, like the relationship 
between parents and children. Do you find any differences between yours and the 
Hongkongers? 
L: Yes. Because I found that my Hong Kong friends' families would eventually 
communicate with them about what is the problem after any argument but my 
family would not. 
I: Why? 
L: Because they are more Mainland, more traditional. 
They would think you are wrong all the time and even if they are really wrong, 
they will not say sorry to you. They will not say sorry to their children, but 
Hongkongers will do so. 
I: Then how do you feel about these differences? 
L: Disgusting. 
I: Why? 
L: Because they have come to a new place but they still have those old practices. 
I: So, you think they should follow the Hongkongers' ways of family life? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then have you ever tried to overcome your negative feeling about this? 
L: I would try to avoid answering their questions. 
I: So, you try to avoid them when you find that they are unreasonable? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then which language do you use to communicate with your family? 
L: Cantonese. 
I: Then which language does your family use to communicate with you? 
L: Fujianese, but sometimes Cantonese. 
I: Under what situation they would use Cantonese? 
L: When they ask about what I need in my daily life. 
I: Then why do you choose to use Cantonese to talk with them? 
L: Because I will choose the language others use to talk with me. 
I： But your family used Fujianese to talk with you, so, why don't you use Fujianese 
to talk with them? 
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L: Sometimes when the answer is simple and when I answer quickly. I would use 
Cantonese. No. Fujianese. So, when it is not necessary, I would use Cantonese... 
I: I see. Then does your family have any specific concerns about your language 
learning in Hong Kong? For example, which language they would like you to 
leam most and will they worry about the fact that you may forget all of your 
Fujianese? 
L: No. 
I: Then do they have any concerns about your learning of other languages, like 
English? 
L: They think that I can't study well so, it's useless for them to care about my study. 
I: Then do they have any special expectation about your English learning? 
L: Yes, they hope that I can do better in English. It can help my future. 
I: Then under what situation would you use your mother tongue? 
L: When I talk with them. 
I: Any other situations? 
L: Seldom. 
I: You mean at home or in the street? 
L: At home, 
I: How about in the street? 
L: Even less because I seldom go out with my family. 
I： Then why don't you use Fujianese to talk with them? 
L: It depends on the situations. 
I: Then which language would you use to talk with your mother when you are in the 
street? 
L: Cantonese. 
I: How about her? 
L: Fujianese. 
I: How do you feel about that? 
L: I would try to avoid answering her and avoid talking with her. 
I: Why? 
L: I don't know. 
I: Ha.ha. But you told me the reasons last time. 
L: It would expose my identity. 
I: Why? -
L: Because I don't want to let others know that I came from Mainland. 
I: Then have you ever been to other places in China, in which Fujianese is not 
spoken there? 
L: Yes. 
I: Where is it? 
L: Zhun Zhen and a place I don't know its name. 
I: So, people there speak their own dialect, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then are you afraid of letting them know that you speak Fujianese, just like what 




I used Putonghua to talk with them, as I was afraid that they might cheat me when 
I bought something. 
I: But you won't afraid of letting them know that you came form Fujian? 
L: No. 
I: Then what role does your family play in your learning of Cantonese and English? 
L: Indifferent. 
I: How about English? 
L: A little bit concerned. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
L: Because they bought some English tapes for me. 
I: How about your Cantonese? 
L: They don't worry about that. 
I: So, they don't worry about that? 
L: No. 
I: And they didn't try to speak more with you? 
L: No. 
I: So, they didn't try to teach you intentionally, like pointing to the glass and said, 
"Glass"? 
L: No, I leamt that mainly through T.V. programmes. 
I: How about your little brother? 
L: My little brother? When I was in there, I understood what he said. So, I leamt that 
mainly through T.V. program. 
I: Then how's your proficiency level in Putonghua and Fujianese? 
L: My Putonghua is quite good. 
I: How about your Fujianese? 
L: Sometimes will switch to Cantonese naturally. 
I: Then what's your friends' reaction when they found that you couldn't speak 
Fujianese well? 
L: They would say, "It is unbelievable" 
I: What do they mean by that? 
L: They thought there must be something wrong with me because I forgot the first 
language after going to Hong Kong. 
I: So, how did you react? 
L: I would try to change the topic and talk about other stuff. 
I: Why? 
L: I wanted to stop them from saying that, so, I would pretend that I didn't know 
what they are talking about and asked them where we were going. 
I: Why did you try to divert their topic? 
L: Because they were very troublesome. 
I: Then do you think that it's a shame that you couldn't speak Fujianese? 
L: Yes, a little bit. 
I: Then are you afraid that you may lose your Putonghua and Fujianese? 
L: No. 
I: Why you are so confident? 
L: I believe that I would not be that forgetful. 




I: Then do your family instils any hometown culture or customs to you? 
L: Yes, I said no in the previous interview, but I say yes now. 
I: Why? 
L: It's because girls are not allowed to go out in the night and they are not allowed to 
play with the boys and it is still okay even if girls do not have good academic 
result because they can go out to work and get married. 
I: They teach you this. Do you follow their teaching? 
L: I still think that I need to continue my study after F.3. 
I: Why? 
L: Because I don't know how to do the housework and I am afraid of working. 
I： So, you think that you won't listen to their teaching? 
L: I hope that I can continue my study. 
I： Why? What makes you like studying so much? 
L: I don't know. 
I： Your mother said that you should be gentler like a girl should. You should not go 
out with boys. Do you obey her teaching? 
L: Seldom. Because that's my personality. 
I： How about not going out with boys alone? 
L: I don't like to go out with boys alone. 
I： Then that means that you have some conflicts with your parents, they ask you to 
be more gentle, but you are rude and they said that it is not necessary for you to 
study too much, but you would like to continue your study, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then have you tried to resolve such conflicts, like following their teaching? 
L: No. 
I: Then do you have any further comments about your family life in Hong Kong? 
L: I hope that my parents will give me more freedom and that we will not have so 
many conflicts. 
I: What are the conflicts about? 
L: My home affairs. 
I: I see. 
I saw your mother before, and I talked with her. She said that your English is poor 
because you are stupid. Do you think it is the real reason? 
L: Yes. 
I: Why do you think so? 
L: Because I have poor memory. 
I: What do you mean by poor memory? 
L: Because if we are given the same amount of time to go though our books, they 
can remember everything but I can't. 
I: Then do you think it has affected your self-confidence? 
L: Yes. 
I: Now, can you report your life in these few weeks? 
L: Always have some conflicts. 
I: With whom? 
L: My family. 
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I: What causes the conflicts. 
L: It's related to my relationship with my elder sister. 






(Li: Perception of Self and Social Life) 
Date : 9th of November 
Interviewee : Li 
Interview no. : 6 
Interview topic: Identity and Social Life 
I=interviewer 
L=Li 
I: 9th of November. What time is it? 
L: I don't' have the watch with me. 
I: Then I think it's around 6 o'clock but this time we can't use here and there to 
replace Hong Kong and China. In the first interview, you said that you hope that 
others would regard you as Hongkonger, but you think that they regard you as the 
Mainlander, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then can you tell me why you would like to be a Hongkonger? 
L: It's because when I first came to Hong Kong, I found that the discrimination is so 
great and I don't want to be looked down upon and I don't want to be ignored and 
because I don't have many friends from China. So, I hope that they can treat me 
as Hongkonger. I hope they can treat me in a way as they treat the Hongkongers. 
I： Anything else because you seem to have more to say. 
L： And also my appearance did not look like Hongkonger, so, they recognised it 
easily... but I knew about that at that time because I could see the differences 
between them and me but now they said that they can't see the differences 
between me and the Hongkongers. 
I： Then what do you think are the criteria for you to be a Hongkonger? 
L: Your appearance and you need to speak fluent Cantonese. 
I: How about your appearance? 
L: You need to look like Hongkonger, can't be too outdated and can't look like a 
Mainlander. 
I： Then what are the roles Cantonese and English play in helping you to pursue an 
identity as a Hongkonger? 
L: What do you mean by that? 
I: That means do you think Cantonese and English help you to be a Hongkonger? 
L: Yes. 
I: Why? 
L: Because you can speak English. Because Cantonese is the basis and if you can 
speak English at the same time, people won't be able to know that you are from 
China. 
I： Then did you do anything to make others think that you are a Hongkonger? 
L: No. Mainly focus on the appearance and also the accent. 
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I: You mean you tried to remove any accent and tried to look more like a 
Hongkonger? 
L: Yes. When I first came to Hong Kong and if you had a chance to meet me at that 
time, you would probably laugh at me, because my hair is very short and I just 
looked like a Mainlander. But now, my hairs are longer and I became gentler, 
which made others think that I might not be Mainlander. 
I： I see. Now, I give you four choices: Hongkonger, Mainlander, New Arrivals and 
Bilingual English speaker. How do you feel about these labels? First of all, 
Mainlander? 
L: I would find it very natural in the past. 
I: You mean when you were in China? 
L: When I first came to Hong Kong because my Cantonese was not fluent and I 
didn't look like Hongkonger. So, it's very natural for others to label me as that. 
I: How about now? 
L: Now. Because others would not think that I am a Mainlander, so, I wouldn't tell 
others where I came from, however, I would tell those who are familiar with me 
that I was bom in China. 
I: But how do you feel about this label? 
L: Not happy, but as this is the reality, so I would try to tolerate this. 
I: I see. The second one is new arrival. 
L: There are lots of choices. So long as you do not look like Mainlander, you can say 
that you come from Taiwan or other places. 
I: So, you mean they are also new arrivals? 
L: Yes. 
I: So, you are not that resistant to this label? 
L: No. 
I: how about Hongkonger? 
L: Hongkonger? Very normal, so long as they don't know that I came from China. 
I： Then how do you feel about this label when others say you are Hongkonger? 
L: I would answer, "Really?" 
I: Then how about bilingual English speaker? 
L: It's the best. 
I: Why? 
- L: Because you can communicate with others. 
I: Whom do you mean? 
L: People in the streets and also if your Cantonese is not fluent, so long as your 
English is good, you can communicate with others in English. 
I: Then which label you don't like most? 
L: New arrival. 
I: So, not Mainlander? 
L: No. 
I: Why? 
L: Because it depends on whether I am now in Hong Kong or in China... 
I: Okay, then please explain your answer. 
L: It's because when I was in China, I was Mainlander and so is everyone there, so, 
what should I care about? However, here, if other says that you are Mainlander, I 
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can say, “Yes，but it's not necessary that I am living here permanently, I can just 
be visiting here." So, I can say I am just a tourist. 
I: How about new arrivals? 
L: New arrivals. You are going to live here permanently, so, if your Cantonese is not 
fluent and your English is poor，they would then know that you are Mainlander. 
I: I see. 
L: So, do you think my explanation is clear and great? 
I: Yes. Ha...ha...then have you ever tried to get rid of the undesirable label and 
obtain the desirable label? 
L: Get rid of the undesirable label? 
I: Yes. 
L: I seldom speak in the street, because my Cantonese pronunciation is not accurate 
and I would not mention about anything related to China in front of the strangers 
but people in my church told me that identity can't change the reality. So, 
sometimes, when others say that I look like Hongkonger or Japanese, I would tell 
them that I came from China. They may say that I don't look like Mainlander and 
then I would say, "Yes... but the reality is that I came from China..." So, I would 
tell them in this way and I would not care about others' perception about me. 
I: Then how can you obtain the identity as a bilingual English speaker? 
L: Sometimes when I am speaking, I would switch to English although my 
pronunciation is not that accurate, I would still try to say some simple English but 
I seldom do this actually. 
I: Then for this question, I need to speak this in Fujianese. So, in Fujian, we have a 
term "in-group", so sometimes when we meet someone in the street and find that 
he or she is also from Fujian, we would say, "Oh! You are Fujianese.... you are 
"in-group". So, I would like to ask who did you consider as in-group when you 
were still in Fujian? 
L: When I was in China, if people said they were in-group, I would think they were 
Fujianese. However, here, when people say we are in-group, I would think they 
are talking about friends and some of my classmates fail to realise that I am 
Mainlander and regard me as Hongkonger. 
I: So, you mean for you the in-group are those Fujianese when you were in Fujian 
and Hongkonger when you are in Hong Kong, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: How do you feel about Fujianese, Putonghua, Cantonese and English? 
L: Fujianese, I can speak it casually with ease and so do Putonghua. As for 
Cantonese, it depends on who do I communicate with because some people are 
very unfriendly, they may speak some foul language which I may not be able to 
understand and also sometimes, I may not be able to understand some words or 
phrase. English is the most difficult one, because sometimes even if I can 
understand what others are talking about, I may not be able to answer them and I 
don't know how to communicate with others in English. 
I: Then how do you feel about that? Like which one is more superior or which one 
you like most? 




L: Then Cantonese and Putonghua and then Fujianese. 
I: Then which one do you like most and least? 
L: I like Cantonese and Putonghua most. 
I: Which one you don't like most? 
L: English, because I don't know English so I don't like it. 
I： Then do you think your attitudes towards these languages affect your learning of 
them? For example, as you like Cantonese most, do you think you would like to 
spend more time in learning it? And as you think English is very difficult, do you 
think you would lose your interest in learning it? 
L: No. Because although I know it's more superior, but as I really know that I don't 
have the ability to leam it, so, I would rather choose to leam those less superior 
ones, at least I can leam it. But for English, I just can't memorise them. 
I: Then are you afraid of learning English? 
L: Yes. I don't know why, every time when I leam English, I will be so frightened 
that my body will shake. 
I: Why? 
L: I will be too nervous that my body will shake and my face will turn red when I 
leam English. 
I: Then do you like these languages? 
L: If I can choose, I would like to leam Korean and Japanese. 
I: How about English, do you like English? 
L: Not really. But I would like it if I know how to speak it. 
I： How about our Fujianese? You said you don't really like it nor really dislike it. 
So, do you think your attitudes will affect your maintenance of it? 
L: I need to practice my English more. I don't think I will lose it because I still need 
to use it for communication. But I seldom have any chances to make use of 
Putonghua. 
I: So, you are not afraid that you will lose our mothertongue, right? 
L: No... 
I: Then are you older than your classmates? 
L: Yes, just one year. The oldest local students in my class is 15 years old, bom in 
1986 and I was bom in 1985 and there is still a student in my class who is older 
than me. 
I: Is he or she a local student? 
L: No. She is the girl from Wai Chau. 
I: Then do you think you are the second eldest in your class? 
L: Almost because not only me is the second eldest. 
I: Then how do you feel about the fact that you are the second eldest in your class? 
L: Sometimes when they asked us to put up our hands if we are 15 and then if we are 
16. Just a few days ago, they asked us to raise our hand if we are 16，but only me 
raised my hand but I didn't really have any special feeling about that but they 
thought that it's reasonable for me to be 16 because I am more mature in my 
outlook. 
I: Then do you mind about the fact that you are older than your classmates? 
L: Yes. Only in Hong Kong, because I am the youngest in China, so, I was very 
concerned about the fact that I was older than others. 
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I: Why do you mind about the fact that you are older than others in Hong Kong? 
L: Because that implied that first, you are not Hongkonger, you are from Mainland... 
and if you look like Hongkonger, that can imply that you are a repeater. 
I: How do you feel if you others think that you are repeater? 
L: I won't care about that, but if people asked me when did I come to Hong Kong, I 
would mind about that. 
I: Then what's your classmates' response to the fact that you are older than them? 
L: Nothing special. They would just feel surprised. 
I: Why? 
L: Because some of them think that I am 15 years old, so, they are surprised when 
they know that I am 16. 
I: Then how do you feel about studying with those younger than you? 
L: Nothing special, we are learning separately. 
I: So, you mean they won't affect your learning? 
L: No. 
I: So, you won't think that you need to do better than they do as you are older than 
them? 
L: No. Because I know my own ability. 
I: Then are there any situations in which you think that you would better keep 
silence because of your identity as new arrivals or the older student in your class? 
L: No. I will still continue to speak. 
I: So, you won't care if others talk about your identity? 
L: I would care about that one year before, but not now. 
I: Then what did you do in the past? Kept silence or talked back? 
L: Kept silence and let them say whatever they liked. 
I: Then have you ever got so angry that you talked back? 
L: Yes. 
I: Can you describe the situation? 
L: We were having computer lesson at that time and there is a girl, who is now my 
good friend as I looked like a Mainland girl at that time, and so, whatever I spoke 
in a way that she didn't like, she would try to imitate your way of speaking and 
your accent. 
I: So, she imitates your way of speaking? 
L: Yes, and I said, "You think you are very smart? There are lots of Hongkongers 
who are smarter than you...." but now our relationship has changed because I 
have changed my outlook and now I know how to communicate with others. 
I: So, you think you have changed? 
L: Yes. 
I: What made you change then? 
L: Because I have believed in Jesus Christ. 
I: What's the influence of that? 
L: I started to know how to communicate with others, I know how to be patient and 
tolerate others. 
I: But you didn't know these before? 
L: I was very bad-tempered in the past. 




L: Because I was very unhappy. 
I: Why? Do you think you were bad-tempered in China? 
L: No. 
I： But then why are you so bad-tempered after coming to Hong Kong? And like to 
blame others? 
L: At the beginning only, it's because I didn't like them. They mistreated me 
together but now they would just play with me, not play on me. 
I: So, you mean it's much better now. I remember that during this summer vacation, 
you told me that you were quite worried about the fact that they may mistreat you 
during this semester, right? 
L: Yes. 
I： Then what do you think are the reasons for them to treat you much better than 
before? 
L: I know how to make jokes with them and I know how to play something similar 
as theirs and also I won't care too much about how they treat me and what they 
talk about me. 
I: Then have you ever tried to please them? For example, they may be talking about 
something that you don't really interested in, but you still try to talk about that 
with them. 
L: No. I won't. I will just listen to them and if they ask me why I am so quiet, I will 
just tell them that because I have nothing to say. 
I: Then have you ever tried to lend your homework to your classmates so as to 
please them? 
L: No. I will just borrow others. 
I: But I remember that you would try to say something that others like to hear and 
would hide yourself but it seems that the situations have changed now, right? 
L: Yes, it's because in the past, the girl sitting next to me was very unfriendly, she 
always mistreated me in the past but now I am not afraid of her. I will talk back if 
she blamed me. 
I： What caused such change? 
L: In the past I dare not offend her because if I offended her, all other classmates 
would stand on her side and blamed me for her. 
I: But how come you dare to talk back now? 
L: Because she is now treating me quite well now. 
I: What made her treat you better now? 
L: I don't know. She is now sitting next to me and sometimes she would embrace me 
and cry. She would share her feeling and life with me and then I would try to 
listen to her and joke to make her laugh. 
I: But why she treated you so differently? 
L: In the past, because I looked like a Mainland girl and I didn't know how to speak 
Cantonese and so, she might not know if I could really understand what she was 
talking about. But now, I don't look like Mainland girl and I know how to share 
their feelings. 




I: Then have you ever joined any extra-curriculum activities? Including those 
organised by the community centres and church. 
L: Taekwondo. Drama and dancing, 
I： Then did you join these when you first came to Hong Kong? 
L: No. 
I: Why not? 
L: Because I am not interested in them. 
I: Then why do you have the interest now? 
L: I am interested in Taekwando and dancing only now. 
I: Then do you think there were any reasons that made you not interested in them? 
L: I like Taekwando more. 
I: Then do you think these kinds of activities enhance your language learning and 
adaptation in Hong Kong? 
L: Not really, but I think I have become more active and more happy. 
I: Then do you think this helps you in your adaptation in Hong Kong? 
L: Yes. 
I: How? 
L: Because some of the learners of Taekwando are from foreign countries. So, I can 
leam languages of other countries and also learning how to dance can know more 
about the dance and the arts of Hong Kong. 
I: And also you have become more active and happy, right? 
L: Yes. Because I can play more..ha.ha.. 
I: I see. Then what do you do with your friends, family and relatives when you have 
time? 
L: Nothing. I will go for BBQ, Karaoke with my friends when we have time, and 
also shopping. 
I: How about your family? Do you have any family activities? 
L: No. 
I: How about having tea together? 
L: No. 
I: Then. 
L: But we have hotpot together. 
I: Then some of your friends are from Fujian, right? 
L: Yes. 
I: Then will you use Fujianese when you are communicating with them? 
L: Sometimes. 
I: Under which situations you will use Fujianese? 
L: When we are sharing our inner feelings. 
I: Then which language do you use to communicate with each other usually? 
L: Cantonese. 
I: Then under which situations you will use Fujianese? 
L: I would use it only when others are using it. And when we are talking about 
something that is very important. 
I: For example? 
L: When we are talking about something very private during which I may not be able 
to answer it in Cantonese. But actually, we seldom use Fujianese. 
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I: Then why do you choose to use Cantonese more? 
L: Because most of them are speaking Cantonese. 
I: Then how about if you are talking with Fujianese? 
L: Mainly Cantonese. We seldom use Fujianese and sometimes in the street, we may 
speak Fujianese. 
I: Then is your best friend Hongkonger or new arrival? 
L: Hongkonger. 
I： And most of your friends are Hongkongers? 
L: Yes. 
I： Then when you are with your Fujianese friends, why don't you use Fujianese? 
L: Because when they speak Cantonese with me, I just use Cantonese to 
communicate with them. 
I： Then how do you feel about speaking Fujianese, Cantonese and English in 
public? 
L: Quite good. 
I： Then how do you feel about speaking Cantonese in public? 
L: Nothing special because everyone here is speaking Cantonese... 
I: Then how about Fujianese? 
L: Those who can understand Fujianese will look at you. But for those who can't 
understand you will not care about you because they can't understand you. They 
may think that you are from other countries. 
I: How about English then? 
L: I think most people here can understand. 
I: Then do you have any other comment about your identity? 
L: Nothing special. The most important thing is that I can leam better English... 
I: How about your social life? 
L: Nothing special too. 
I： Then what surprised you most. I mean your life in Hong Kong? 
L: The first time I spoke Cantonese with others because I could speak that with 
others by myself. I mean not with my family. 
I： Can you describe the situation? 
L: I was talking about the subsidies for travel fee with our teacher because I couldn't 
understand what's that about. So, I tried to ask my teacher about that. 
I: Then could she understand you? 
L: Yes. 
I： Then how did you feel? 
L: Very happy. 
I: Apart from this, what surprised you most? 
L: I dare to leam Taekwando and also, I couldn't focus on my study when I was in 
China, but I could after coming to Hong Kong. 
I: And I would like to ask which aspect of life you would like to improve most? 
L: My relationship with my family. 
Because I always argue with them. 
I: What's that about? 
L: Mainly related to our family affairs. 
I: Is it related to your communication? 
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L: I don't know how to communicate with them and also they won't listen to my 
explanation even if I didn't do anything wrong, they would blame me before I 
explained. 
I: What caused them to behave in that way? 
L: I think it's because of my older sister and sometimes of my personality, the 
problem of my relationship with my family is mainly related to the way we get 
along with each other. 
I: Why? 
L: Because they couldn't understand me. 
I： Then do you have any future goal? 






(Li: Interview with Teacher) 
Date : 23rd of January, 2001 
Interviewee : Li's teacher 
Interview no. : 7 
Interview topic : Interview with teacher 
I = interviewer 
T = Li's teacher 
I: You told me that you didn't know that there were lots of new arrivals in this 
school before you came to this school, so, I am interested in knowing how do 
you feel at that time when you knew that there are lots of new arrivals in this 
school? 
T: In the beginning to me it didn't make much difference because dealing with a 
mess of students who didn't have much English, the distinction between new 
arrivals and Hong Kong students was not clear to me. Later on as I found out 
more about the students, I found out why particular students had difficulties and 
why particular students were more motivated. It is because some of the Mainland 
students that came into a Band 5 school were confident that they can improve 
their performance and the local students who came into a Band 5 school were not 
that confident at all. Take the class of 20 students Cathy studied in. 
I: Just 20 students? 
T: Five students. Just 20 students, it's a split class. They split the class for some 
subjects; for Chinese, for English and for Mathematics. They split the class 
possibly because those classes with a high percentage of Mainland students, take 
for instance, with a class of 20 students, 5 of them would go to a higher banding 
school. I think all of them are Mainland students. So, if you expect those 
Mainland students have more difficulties. But in some cases, if they started in a 
lower banding of the system, they do tend to improve their position all the time. 
Another advantage that Mainland students have is that they have a sense of 
Geography. Hong Kong because the thing I have talked about with the Hong 
Kong people's attitudes of preserving culture, many of local students have a very 
narrow looking, they may look into the culture of Japan, but they know very little 
about the world. Our students don't study Geography; they don't study history 
because we don't teach history in this school. So, they don't really have much 
sense about the world. They are scared about that. Many of the students, I mean I 
had F.7 students last year, he told me that he's scared to go to China. I think 
unless to Beijing or to Shanghai, they are scared to go back to the country. 
I: So, you mean they don't have enough world knowledge? 
T: They don't have enough world knowledge and they are scared of the different 
situations. 
I: Do you think the new immigrants do better in this aspect? 
T: The new immigrants have a sense that Hong Kong is not the world. Often they 
came from the rural area or part of them came from the rural area. So, they are 
conscious of the differences outside and that does not surprise them. 
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I: So, you believe that they can adapt to the life here quickly? 
T: Possibly not. But they adapt to an international perspective or a more 
international perspective on what they are doing than local students. 
I: Then can you tell me what are the differences between teaching the NACs and the 
local students? 
T: Well, on average, except Cathy, in that class, the Mainland students were more 
motivated to leam than the other students in the class. 
I： Then do you have any specific teaching strategies when you are teaching the 
NACs? 
T: No, not at all. I mean I am not allowed to use Cantonese. So, I won't have any 
problem if their Cantonese is poor, regardless of dealing with Hong Kong 
students or with Mainland students. I cannot use English. I used simple words in 
Cantonese to manage the classroom situations. So, I guess in one way they think 
that I am another foreigner, so they tend to have a positive attitude towards me. 
I: I am wondering how do you communicate with the students? I mean the Mainland 
students. 
T: The point is the Mainland students in most cases, except Carol, have as much 
English as the local students. So, they have as much chance to know what's 
going on as the local students do. But I have spent a lot of time dragging my 
students to dictionaries, encouraging them to feel that learning English is not an 
impossible problem and encouraging them to use the language rather than to 
copy the whole. 
I: Compared with the local students, do you think that the NACs behave, of course 
as you have said that they behave differently. I am just interested in knowing 
how do they behave differently in participating during the lessons. 
T: If anything they are a bit more inclined to cooperate with the teachers and the 
students who have a long history of failure, which is the local students in this 
school. Well, they have no expectation that they can pass the exam because when 
the Mainland students came to this school, they may be good students in the 
previous school and it's easier to make them believe that they can succeed. So, 
they are less likely to develop a sort of anti-educational culture. Many of the 
students, while the teacher is trying to manage the class or perhaps to organise 
activities or something like that but they tend to not cooperate and it's very 
natural for them to fight against the teachers to oppose to the teachers' intentions. 
However the Mainland students are more likely to be cooperative and actually 
improve the classroom culture. 
I: How about their disciplines? 
T: Much better, better than the usual, even Cathy. Even though she didn't leam much 
and didn't pay attention to the class, but whatever she might do, she didn't speak 
loudly or being particularly naughty. She listened quietly or has a magazine 
under the desk or something like that. So, it's not a discipline challenge in terms 
of the teachers' comfort. But it's still a discipline challenge in terms of getting 
her to try and concentrate on work because of she more than any other Mainland 
students have a strong conception of she is not going to get a good result. 
I: Then did she participate during the lessons? 
T: As little as possible. But that's not unusual. 
I: Then how about their attitudes towards teachers? 
T: Good. Have better attitudes towards teachers that I think than the average. In the 
higher forms some of the Mainland students are being less successful. But even 
if they talked, they kept their volume low. 
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I: Then how about their attitudes towards their classmates? Do you think there is 
some kind of...? 
T: I think in that school, I am not quite sure why. I am very interested in knowing 
why the school's socioculture and discipline work out and so their attitudes to... 
I: Their own classmates... 
T: Yes. I think the Mainland students tend to find a reasonable degree of 
acceptance, I think most people found acceptance. We also have a Pakistanis 
student who is very happy in this school, he is in a lower form and his ability is 
not bad. Therefore, I am not quite sure why he is put in such a low form. 
I： Is he the one who joined the English camp? 
T: Yes, Mahamus. He is in Form Three. 
I： Then how do you feel about the new arrivals' self-confidence? 
T: Often it's okay. I mean there may be some exceptions, Cathy is one but as I say 
often, they look around other students who rarely really do any work except 
copying their fellow students' work and they feel that they can do better than 
that. 
I: You mean their self-confidence is quite high? 
T: It is not weaken by being in this school. I think it had strengthen instead... 
local students are quite used to Confucian system, they just want to copy. They 
just want to distract the teachers as much as possible, play as many games as 
possible and then fanatically copy something in one minute. Of course this is 
completely useless. They don't even look at what they are copying. Often it's 
words. Often they just try to resemble something they are copying and it could 
be anything. It could be drawing the pictures. The Mainland student I think 
their parents tell them that English is very important. I think in China, there is 
a conception that English is very important. In Hong Kong, there is a 
theoretical conception that English is very important. There is just maybe a 
resistance against English as the heighten British and it is a sense that why 
should we have to leam English. But then of course many local students are 
not good at learning Putonghua. 
I: So, you mean Cathy's self confidence level is quite low? 
T: I think her general confidence level has improved. You know the crying the 
jest, very last year. I mean I am not teaching her now, I don't have an 
opportunity. But I think she is feeling a bit more settled down. I am not sure 
that how's her performance in other subjects, but I suspected that it's in a 
generally fairly way. But her English, you know I suspected that she is still 
non-forming. 
I: And then. 
T: I mean Cathy is quite a mature girl too. A lot of girls in her form are very 
young in their thinking, so. 
I: So, do you think it is because she is one or two years older than they are? 
T: Yes. 
I: Then how do you feel about the local students' attitudes towards the Mainland 
students? 
T: Generally pretty good. But I can see there are exceptions. I know a boy in F.4, 
who is a Mainland student. He is 19 and he is a big boy. 
I: 19? 
T: Yes. In R4. 
I： That's horrible. 
T: I think that's what tends to happen, the Mainland students are very old to get 
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their Cantonese improved so they are much older and he has very bad breath 
and the students found that and they call him durian. 
I: Then do you think there is a kind of discrimination happening in the school? I 
mean the local students discriminate the new arrivals. 
T: I would guess that that would happen, especially in higher banding schools. I 
think in higher school, they may discriminate you for example you come from 
Tuen Mun and you go to Kowloon, you probably encounter some 
discrimination. But in our school, the students generally do not have a high 
opinion of the study performance. I think they tend to be quite accepting. I 
think the great success about school is generally young stuff. They have lots of 
discipline problems as you can know from everything I have just been talking 
about. I wouldn't solve these problems by heavy handedness. You know by 
monitoring the situations and by leaving them stand out of the staff room for 
days, the students give up and they behave better. Generally their behaviors 
are quite good; it's not a kind of violence. 
I: So, you mean it's much better than other band 5 schools? 
T: In that sense, yes. I think so. I think the culture is quite welcoming. 
I: I want to ask do you think such kind of peer relationship has affected their 
learning? 
T: Oh! Yes, absolutely. But of course some of them are being isolated. They will 
study hard as a way to keep themselves busy. Hong Kong does not have much 
reading culture. In my culture, I will be a reader to avoid the sexual conflicts. 
Over here they study it because it's one way to keep themselves busy. They 
can also buy some popularity because they can lend their work for some 
students to copy. You know this sort of things. 
I: Actually that's Cathy's strategies in other subjects. 
T: She is not alone. Many students adopt the same approach. 
I: Yes. Then how do you feel about the new arrivals' adaptation in this school? 
T: Because I just teach them one subject. Quite an extraordinary subjects because 
it's compulsory. It's widely felt that it's not necessary by the young people. 
But anyway, through the subject I think their attitude is quite good. They tend 
to cope with different approaches to teach them better. I mean 90 percent of 
the teaching in my school is the teachers standing in front of the classroom, 
talking with the microphone. 
I： Yes. Teacher-centered. 
T: Very teacher-centered and the teachers are very separated from the students. 
So，in that context the students often have... I don't know if the Chinese 
students have encounter a bit more variety of teachers...you know even in a 
large class, they cope better with different approaches of classroom teaching 
because I don't use the microphone. 
I: Ha.ha. That's because your voice is large enough. 
T: My voice is a bit run out today. 
I: So, from your perspective, what are the new arrivals problems in learning 
English? 
T: Special problems. Well, I think generally they are quite big because depend on 
their fluency in Cantonese and majority of the English teachers is quite like 
other Chinese medium school. Actually, they speak in Cantonese all the times. 
I: You mean when they are teaching. 
T: They talk about English in Cantonese. It's unusual for the teachers to ever use 
English in the classroom or out of classroom. Yeah, except perhaps the penal 
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chair who teach in a senior form. Her English should tend to be much higher. 
95 percent of the senior students are from other schools and we also have 
another teacher who has been in Canada for 10 years. She speaks like a native 
speaker. So, she occasionally spoke English with the students outside 
classrooms. 
I: So, you mean the students do not have enough exposure to English? 
T: That is if they don't have enough exposure. The school encourages the 
students to buy the newspaper and sometimes the boys will look up the 
separate words. But most students buy that just for handing in their homework. 
I: I think that's the problems of most students. 
T: Yes, for most of the students don't watch English. They don't listen to English. 
The textbook doesn't really do anything to encourage those things because 
they have narrow vocabulary base. 
I: How about are there any specific difficulties that the new arrivals encounter? 
T: I probably wouldn't pick them up in many cases. I think that I have come 
across some students, who have migrated to some places. I think if they were 
sent to the psychologist in Australia, they probably be have been classified as 
attention deficits disorder. 
I: So, you mean the new arrivals are actually adapting quite well here? 
T: Yes. 
I: I just want to know how do you feel about having NET teachers teaching the 
new arrivals? 
T: Basically, as a NET teacher in a low banding school, I found that the new arrival 
students, in many cases, are more eager to leam and more flexible to try different 
teaching approaches. So, my general opinion is; for teacher in my situation, these 
kinds of students are a bonus, rather than additional problems. The exceptions to 
that for those students, who have never been exposed to English at all, which 
includes Carol, who have many difficulties for me to make much progress with 
her. But there are some exceptions. For example, I have a pair of twin students, 
who are from China, and they are two of my best students. They are hard 
working, eager to leam and eager to please students. So, it's a pleasure to teach 
them，especially in the context of poorly performing native Hong Kong students. 
The indigenous Hong Kong students, who in this kind of school, generally have 
poor attitudes towards study and a very obsessive feeling towards exams. Yes, 
the mainland students are just very eager to get on. 
I: Then how do you feel about Carol's performance in school? 
T: Carol's performance is very poor. Admittedly, it's my first year here and in my 
first year of teaching I met Carol. I didn't know that she is a newly arrived 
student with poorly Cantonese skills, until some months later. Generally I don't 
think I made much progress in teaching her any English, because it's just too far 
from her experience. 
I: You said that you found that she seemed to have some emotional problems 
right? 
T: Yes. I felt that a lot of her occasional emotionalism is based on her frustration in 
dealing with so many things through the filter of poor language skills, for 
instance spoken Cantonese. Sometimes I think she has some family problems, 
perhaps relationship with her family members. Some of her family members are 
still left behind in China. 
I: Is it just your guess? 




T: Ha.ha. The other students tried to let me know the other day when she was very 
upset and very uncooperative. They tried to let me know that she was having 
some personal problems. I think she is living with her sister, right? 
I: Yes. 
T: And parents? 
I: Yes. 
T: She's quite a grown up girl anyway. But in other ways, she is quite young. How 
old is she? 
I: 16 
T: 16. Yes. So she is growing up now, she is more settled. 
I: And there are lots of overage students in your class, right? 
T: Yes. 
I: How do you feel about this? 
T: In some ways, it will be better for the school to vertically stream students 
according to their abilities, which will have more older students in junior classes 
and more younger students in higher forms. But it's very difficult thing to do 
especially as there are different subjects. But when I come down to English skill, 
the situation is many of my 19 year old students in F.4 classes, for example, I 
think he too come from Mainland China and is in my F.4 class now. He is a big 
boy. So, the age is not a big issue or seems to be not a big issue. The students 
who are studying with younger students don't seem that to be a big problem, 
although many of them may feel that they are just staying in school to please 
their parents and waste their time. Actually, they are anxious to get any kind of 





(Li: Interview with Parent) 
Date : 25th February, 2001 
Interviewee : Li's Mother 
Interview no. : 8 
Interview topic : Interview with Parent 
I = Interviewer 
LM = Li's Mother 
L = Li 
I： Why did you apply for the right of abode for your children? 
LM: Just like every mother, I applied for the right of abode for them because I hope 
that they can come to Hong Kong and reunion with us so that we won't worry 
about them so much. When you are in Hong Kong and your kids are in China, 
your heart will fly back to China. You will miss them a lot. 
I： How often did you go back to China to visit your child before she came to Hong 
Kong? 
LM: I went back every year. 
I: How many times per year? 
LM: Around 2 to 3 times each year and I went back to visit them whenever I had time. 
They were left behind in China when they were still very young. Poor them! 
I： How old were they at that time? 
LM: Li was just 4 years old. While her elder sister was 6 years old. 
L: And I went to live in Sheng Zhun for a little while at that time. 
LM: Yes she was just 3 to 4 years old and was just learning how to walk. 
I: What and how did you know about your child's life in China? 
LM: At that time, I called my brother back in China to know about their situations. 
But the fee for long distant call was so expensive at that time. 9 dollars per 
minute. So, we could not talk for long and could not know much about them. 
I： Then did you know about their academic result in China? 
L: She knew nothing. 
LM: We couldn't know about that as they were so far away from us. We could do 
nothing even if they didn't study well. So, we could only let them be and did 
nothing actually. 
I: Then did you have any worries or concerns about their academic result in China? 
LM: It's useless to worry about that. We couldn't see them. Even if we made a phone 
call, it's so expensive. So, we could do nothing but just let them be. 
I: Then what do you think about the importance of education in China and in Hong 
Kong? 
LM: Education is very important. Just like us, we didn't study so we know nothing 
now. Only when you have knowledge that you can go wherever you like. Just 
like us, we didn't study so we know nothing and can only work as a blue collar. 
We are very hard working but our monthly wage is so little. 
I: Then what do you think about the importance of education now in Hong Kong? 
LM: It depends on whether they are willing to leam themselves. 
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I: Did you have any specific preparation for your child before she came to Hong 
Kong? 
LM: Yes. When I knew that she had the right of abode. I was so happy. Every parent 
would feel happy if they can reunite with their children. However, I was worried 
that if she could find a school. 
I: So, you started to find school for her? 
LM: Yes. I went to every school around my living place and saw if they would accept 
her. But finally, I went to the education center in Wan Chai to look for school 
place for her. And finally they assigned her to her present school. 
I： What do you think is the function of education in Hong Kong? 
LM: Only when you received education that you could find a job, or else you may not 
be employed even if you are willing to work for those cleansing job. 
I: Then what is your expectation for your child's academic achievement? 
LM: I just hope that she can find a good job, earn more money and then can 
reciprocate to us. You know, we have already brought her up till she is so tall and 
big now. It's time for her to take the responsibility to reciprocate and support us. 
But it's still their own choice. 
I: Then what's the highest educational level you want your child to attain? 
LM: She is half-clever and half-stupid. So, what can I expect from her? Her 
examination result is getting worse and worse. 
I: Then what's the highest education level you want her to attain? 
LM: As high as she can. 
L: Of course not as high as Mong. 
I： Don't say that. I came here when I was still very young. She came here at an 
older age; so, it may be more difficult for her to adapt here. 
LM: Yes. Especially we don't know Cantonese and people from our hometown are not 
rich. So, quite difficult to adapt to the life here. 
I: Then did you do anything to enhance her learning here? 
LM: We just focus on working. We didn't study much in the past and don't know how 
to teach her. We go to work at daytime and she goes to study at daytime too. 
After our work and back to home, we don't have much time. So, we can't care 
too much. It depends on their own attitudes towards learning. 
I: Then did you worry about her study? 
LM: I always ask her not to spend too much time in front of the computer. She got to 
know lots of friends from other countries through the Internet. 
L: Okay... you are not answering her question now. 
LM: I ask her to focus on her study and don't make friends with those people whom 
are actually strangers. She has lots of friends. 
L: Okay... stop that. Mong, go on with a new question. 
I: But do you think it's because she doesn't get used to the life here. 
LM: It's not that she doesn't get used to the life here. But just she has bad temper. 
When you teach her, she will be very rebellious and get angry easily. 
L: Just like you because I was given birth by you. 
LM: She is just like an alien from the sky. 
L: And you are just like one from the underground. 
I: Then do you worry about her adaptation in Hong Kong? Just like she can't speak 
Cantonese. 
LM: Yes. When she first came here I worried about that. But all children from China 




I: Then did you worry about that she might not adapt to the life here? 
LM: She is very big now. I just can't worry about her in every aspect. 
I： Then which language do you use to communicate with her at home? 
LM: Fujianese. You don' know much about her. She is very good at talking back. 
Never listen to me. 
L: No. Actually, I don't speak much with you. 
LM: She is just like that. Very good at talking back and never know that she should 
respect us. 
L: It's wasting my time to talk with you. 
I: Then do you worry about her Fujianese proficiency? My mother always reminds 
me to remember that. 
LM: Yes. Because Fujian is our hometown. We were bom there. Even when we have 
our own children, we should let them know that. We immigrated here, but we 
were bom in Fujian, so, we should remember that we were from Fujian. 
I: Then did you worry about her Cantonese learning in Hong Kong? 
LM: I just put her into the school to leam Cantonese. We need to leam a new language 
when we are in others' culture. 
I: Then did you worry about her school life, as she knew nothing about Cantonese. 
LM: Yes. I worried that she didn't know Cantonese and I didn't know what would 
happen to her. But we can do nothing, as I can't follow her to wherever she goes. 
I: Then did you worry about her English learning? 
LM: Of course. Her English is so poor that she doesn't even have 10 marks in the 
examination. I told her that at least she should know some English. She didn't 
leam English from her younger brother. Just like me, my son taught me English. 
They have the cassette tapes attached to the books. 
I： How did you leam that? 
LM: I just followed the tapes. 
I： Why do you leam that? 
LM: It's not bad to leam that. At least you would be able to communicate with others 
using English. 
I: Then did you instill directly or indirectly any hometown cultures to her? 
LM: Sure. She was given birth there. 
I: Can you give me any examples? 
LM: Just like when to pay the Gods and when the season will come and what should 
we do during the festivals. But the new generation just doesn't care about that. 
Even you don't know what's that, right? 
I: Yes. But I would "bai" the Gods whenever my mother asked me to do so. 
LM: Yes. You should do that. We eat what the sky gives us and what is growing on 
the ground. So, we shouldn't believe in other religions. 
L: Okay, this question is not related to the religion. Change topic please. 
LM: those Gods bless us. So, don't believe in any other religions. 
I： Did you talk about these to her? 
LM: Yes. But she just doesn't listen to me.. .you know we need to believe in the God 
of Sky and the God of Ground. Never believe in any other religions. 
I: Then did you have any concerns about the ties between your child and the people 
and culture in your hometown? 
L: Actually, I don't have many connections with the relatives and friends already. 
Even if I have any friends, I just make friends with those in Guangdong and 
Taiwan. 
I: She went to China in the New Year. 
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L: No. It's to Sheng Zhun. 
LM: She didn't have good relationship with her uncle and aunt in Fujian. So, even if 
she goes back, she can only stay at her friends' home. She has just one aunt and 
one uncle there and they brought her up, but she just didn't treasure them. Even 
broke the relationship. 
I: So, you are one year older than your classmates? 
L: Yes. One year. 
LM: Yes. One year older than others but still don't know the proper way to think. 
L: There are lots of classmates in my class who are much older. 
LM: She should be more mature than others in her way of thinking, but she isn't. 
I: Then how do you feel about her age? Any worry or concerns? Do you think that 
will affect her adaptation? 
L: Let me tell you. It doesn't have any effect because most of my classmates are 
from China and some even much more older than our classmates. 
I: I always asked her to befriend with her classmates and try to respect others. 
L: What? My relationship with them is much better now. Even those who used to 
mistreat those new arrivals do not do anything to me now. 
I: You know, wherever we go, there will be some good people and bad people. We 
should try to tolerate them. 
I: So, you knew that she was mistreated? 
LM: Yes. She told me when she came back from school. But her temper was not good. 
I: But my classmates' tempers are even worse. 
LM: Yes. They're maybe one or two exceptions. However, you may meet those kinds 
of people wherever you go. Her temper is so bad. 
L: Yours is bad too. 
LM: She hit her younger brother. Her younger brother is still young. She shouldn't hit 
him. She comes from a place outside the world. 
I: Maybe she doesn't know how to get along with her brother. 
LM: Her brother is too young to be understanding. 
L: Wah. When I was of his age, you said that I had grown up. But now you say that 
he is young? You should say he has grown up now. 
LM: Hai. See, I tried to kick her out of our home. 
L: And I did leave our home at that time. 
LM: Our whole family will be more peaceful if you are not here. Really, she is 
making everyone angry. She didn't help with the housework, totally different 
from her elder sister. 
L: I didn't? Is there anything wrong with you? At least I did once before.. .once is 
still counted as having helped you with the housework. 
LM: See. 
I: Then did you let her join any extra-curricular activities? 
LM: She joined that every time. 
L: Not really every time. 
LM: She went for a camp in Tsuen Wan. I asked her, "Why don't you stay at home? 
We have place for you to sleep. Why should you rent a flat there." It's so 
expensive. 
L: No. That's a whole school activity. I should join that. 
LM: She said she learns Taekwando because she wanted to fight with us. 
L: No. It's what you said, not me. You asked me if I leamt that to fight with you, 
then I can say nothing but admitted that. 
LM: I was so angry with that. 
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L: Then how did you feel about the fact that she went to the church? 
LM: I don't know what's the church. Whatever, so long as she won't leam something 
bad then that's fine. I can't care too much about her because she is not under my 
control. 
I: I see. Thanks a lot. 
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APPENDIX V 
Interview Transcription (Huang) 
Date : 8th of July 
Interviewee : Huang 
Interview No. : 1 
Interview Topic : First Day in Hong Kong 
I: Interview 
H: Huang 
I: 8th of July，3.15, interviewee Judy 
I: In the questionnaire you filled in last time, you said that you still think that you 
are Chinese after immigrated to Hong Kong, right? However, you said that you 
hope that Hongkongers will consider you as Hongkonger. Why you have such 
kind of Conflict? You think that you are a Chinese after coming to Hong Kong 
but hope that Hongkonger can consider you as Hongkonger? 
H: It's because it won't have discrimination. If they think I am the same kind of 
people as them, they won't discriminate me. 
I: Then you said you think that Hongkongers have considered you as Hongkongers, 
right? Do, you really think so? Do you think you will be treated differently when 
you try to find schools? 
H: I think maybe, but not in other aspects. 
I: As I have asked you just now, you said you are surrounded by new immigrants, 
your classmates and your neighbors, So, do you think it makes you feel that 
people won't think that you are not a Hongkonger? 
H: I think it do have some effects, yes. 
I: You think that local student's attitude towards you is hostile and condescending, 
right? Why do you think so? 
H: It's because I think that Hongkongers think that we are really very poor and don't 
have any money, so they will look down on us. 
I: Then do you have any experiences that make you think that they are 
discriminating you? Or if your friends experience anything that make you think 
that they are discriminating you? 
H: I don't have that kind of experience. 
I: Did you hear your classmates say anything about NAC? 
H: Yes, they would say the NAC just depends on the financial help. 
I: Did you hear any local students call an immigrant by their naked-name, which is 
related to their identity as a NAC, like “ mainland sister". 
H: No, not in my school. 
I: You said that the local students' attitudes towards you have a negative effect on 
your study, so, why do you think so? 
H: If they discriminate you, you will have low self-esteem when you study. 
I: Next one. For this one, I have changed it into “ compared with those students in 
China，I think Hong Kong's students are a) more friendly b) the same and c) less 
friendly" So, what will be your answer? 
H: I think those students in Hong Kong are more friendly because those in China are 
very naughty. They would play tricks on the classmates; not being respectful to 
the classmates and even hit the teachers. 
H: No. They won't say I am NAC. 
I: Do you think it's because most of your classmates are NAC? 
H: Yes. But there are also some local students. 
I: So, even the local students are not bad? 
H: Yes. Maybe it's because they are surrounded by the NAC. 
I: So, they become the minority and you are the majority. Do you think they will be 
afraid of you and try not to offend you? 
H: I don't think so. 
I： Then you think Hong Kong teachers are friendlier. So, why do you think they are 
friendlier? 
H: They will treat us as friends and talk to us during recess and after class. 
I: Then how about those in China? 
H: They are more conservative. People in Mainland have strong hierarchy concept. 
I: So, they would expect the students to be respectful to the teachers, right? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then you said that the learning atmosphere in Hong Kong schools and their 
emphasis on English learning is stronger than those in China. What makes you 
think so? 
H: Hong Kong is a trading center, so, people will have more contact with the 
foreigners. So, in the business sectors or many jobs may need to use English for 
communication. 
I: Then before you immigrated to Hong Kong, do you know that English is very 
important here? 
H: Yes. It's because Hong Kong is a prosperous city so it must need English for 
communication. 
I: I see. Then I would like to ask why you have a negative feeling about the change 
of school environment? 
H: The atmosphere has changed. It's because in the past, I studied in a mixed 
school, but now I am studying in a girl school, so, I am not used to that. The 
school is so small. They don't have any playground, any indoor basketball court. 
I: So, your school in China has indoor basketball court? 
H: Yes, they have one indoor basketball court and three outdoor basketball courts 
and one running track and jumping field. 
I: Are the classrooms larger? 
H: Yes. 
I: Any other things that make you feel unsatisfied? _ 
H: Yes. The main problem is not enough space. 
I: You said that the school environment does not have any influence on your study, 
so, are you sure? 
H: Yes. 
I: Even if the space is not large enough? 
H: Yes. 
I: Okay. Then, you lived in village in China but you think that your neighbors in 
Hong Kong are as friendly as those in China. But as far as I know, neighbors in 
China are relatives actually, right? 
H: Neighbors? Yes, half of them are my relatives. 
I: Then do you think the situation is different from here? Maybe when your 
relatives are living around you, they may take care of you and concern about 
you. 
H: We have a neighbor who is very nice to us. She will sometimes go to the 
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restaurant with us and give some food to us. 
I: Is she a new arrival? 
H: She. I don't know. I just know that they come from Chui Chou, but I don't know 
if they are new arrivals. 
I: So, they also come from China? 
H: Yes. They come from Chui Chou. 
I： So, that makes you think that the neighbors here are the same? 
H: Yes. 
I： Then, you said that the living environment has a negative effect on you. So, can 
you explain how it affect your learning and how's your living environment? 
H: When I was in China, I had my personal space. I have my own room so that I can 
do my homework there. But now, my whole family is living in a single room. 
When my family is watching TV, I can't concentrate on my study. And 
sometimes when I work till late in the night, I will disturb my family who are 
sleeping. 
I: So, they can't sleep when the light is on? 
H: Yes. 
I： So, all of your four family members living in the same room? 
H: Yes. 
I: How large is it? 
H: Similar to my own room in China. 
I： I see. So, when you first saw the room, do you think you can adapt to it? 
H: I think it's really very small and I wonder if we can live in it. 
I: So, what's your feeling? 
H: I think maybe we would better go back to Mainland. 
I: So, you want to go back to China when you see the room? 
H: Yes, because the house in China is much bigger. You can do anything inside it. 
I： And I know that when you are in China, people around you may think that you 
are rich, right? 
H: Yes, they think that we are very rich. 
I： Then how about when you came to Hong Kong? 
H: I know that we don't have money. We are poor. 
I： Then how about your heart? Will you find it difficult to adapt to such change? 
H: No, because my mother still gives me lots of pocket money. 
I： So, she still gives you lots of pocket money? But what's your first feeling when 
you saw the change of the living environment? 
H: I didn't think of anything. Because I think I were here in Hong Kong and I 
needed to accept it. 
I: But you were not satisfied and unhappy? 
H: Of course. The room is so small. Do you know that when I was at my home in 
China, I can do whatever I like because the room is large enough? However, 
now, it's poor. 
I: So, you think it has some effect on your study? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then how about the study room? Did you go to the study room? 
H: The study room. Yes. When I did not have any choice. 
I: Any problem with that? 
H: Although the study room is not too far away from my home. But it is just like I 
am wasting my time working here and there, 
I: The next one is, you are now 18 years old and normally, students of 18 years old 
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will study in Form 5, but you are now studying in Form 2. You said that you 
have a negative feeling about such change. So, can you explain your negative 
feeling in detail? 
H: If I were in China, 18 years old will be graduated from the secondary school for 
one year. However, because I too small in size, so, the headmaster did not let me 
go to school and such I was one year elder then my classmates. Thus if I were in 
China now, I will be graduated from the secondary school. So, I can work 
outside. But now, I am studying in Form 2 here, and was downgraded for several 
grades. So, I will think oh! What a shame, being downgraded when you are that 
old. 
I: I see. Will that affect your self-esteem? 
H: When I compared with the 13 something students, I will think it's shameful. 
I： Do you have any concern when you are elder than others? 
H: I don't know whether I should study in the university after graduated from the 
secondary school. 
I: Why? 
H: It's because I am too old. 
I: Then here, you have ticked some of the differences between you and your 
classmates. So, could you describe them in detail one by one? Language, the 
dialect you speak is the first one. 
H: Language. Haka and Putonghua is the medium of instruction in China, but in 
Hong Kong, the medium of instruction is Cantonese and English for English 
lesson, so the different is very large. 
I: Then how do you feel about your Cantonese accent? 
H: Accent. Yes, sometimes my Haka accent will come out subconsciously and fails 
to pronounce correctly. 
I: Then we are different in our way of thinking. 
H: Thinking? 
I: I should say our way of thinking. 
H: Maybe sometimes Hongkongers are more open-minded, wilder and less 
traditional. However, people in China are more traditional. For example, they 
will not get married late. They will usually get married around twenty and maybe 
have children. 
I: So, will you worry that you will get married late and so, when you go back to 
China, your friends will all have get married? 
H: I don't think so. I just worry about when someone will marry me. Ha.. .ha. 
I: Ha.ha. Why? 
H: I am just worry that on one will marry me. 
I: Why? 
H: I don't know, maybe I am not tall, not beautiful. So, no one will like me. That's 
all I think. Ha.ha. 
I: Silly girl. Then how about they way we dress? 
H: The way we dress. Hongkongers are more open-minded, wearing less cloth, 
more sexy. However, actually, in China, some of my friends in China are wearing 
less cloth than my friends in Hong Kong. 
I: You mean it's just the opposite? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then how about our value? 
H: What's that? 
I: What's in your mind when you ticked it? 
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H: Value. OH! Yes. Some Hong Kong youngsters will buy some good branded 
clothes or the idol's goods or the mobile phone. However, those youngsters in 
China do not like that. 
I： I see. Then you said here that Hong Kong people are not respectful to our 
different, why? 
H: Maybe it's because they think that people in China are not polite, not hygiene 
and don't have any knowledge. 
I： So, that make you think that they didn't respect you? 
H: (nodding her head) 
I: Did you have any experiences that make you think that they are not respectful to 
you? For example, when you go out with your mother, will you talk in your 
mother tongue? 
H: I seldom go out with my mum. 
I： Then how about when you went to the restaurant? When you went out with your 
mother and they found that you speak Hakka, how did they react? 
H: I didn't have that kind of experience. But I heard some Mainland woman said 
they were discriminated when they went to the wet market. 
I： Then you said you feel embarrassed because of the different between you and 
your classmates, right? 
H: Yes. I felt embarrassed because we had different opinions. Sometimes they 
would say, "You are really Mainlander". 
I: So, you would feel unhappy about that? 
H: Yes. Because I felt embarrassed. But sometimes I would think just let them be 
because I am really from China. 
I: What did they say actually? 
H: They said nothing to me. Its just they laughed at a girl in our class whose 
Cantonese was not fluent and carried accent. I was quite embarrassed at that 
time. And especially when they talked about some bad thing about the new 
arrivals. I would feel embarrassed and I didn't want to admit that I was new 
arrival. 
I： Then will you try to speak Cantonese when you go out with your mother or 
people from the same hometown as yours? 
H: Yes. Just like when you are in the foreign country, you would speak English. 
I： So, you said that these differences have a negative effect on your self-esteem and 
your learning. What did you mean by that? 
H: As for learning, maybe I feel stressful as I also felt that I was different from 
them. 
I: How about your self-confidence? 
H: Because although I try to avoid admitting that I am a new arrival, but actually, 
sometimes when I think about it deeply, I am really a new arrival. 
I: You said that your academic result in Hong Kong is better than that in China, 
why? 
H: Maybe it's because it's more competitive in Hong Kong, so, I work harder here. 
I: But your Chinese is poorer than before, why? 
H: Because teachers in China spent a whole week to teach a chapter. They gave us 
lots of questions to think and then they teach us how to analyze the chapter. 
I: How about the situation in Hong Kong? 
H: Our teacher just gives us a summary and then finishes the chapter. 
I： Then do you have any difficulty in learning the complicated characters? 
H: It takes time to leam them. But once you leamt them, you would forget the 
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simplified characters you have leamt. 
I: Then here you said that you found that English lesson is stressful. But then you 
said that compared to other subjects, you found that English lesson is as stressful 
as other subjects, right? 
H: Actually, I feel stressful in learning English because I am afraid that if I can't 
catch up my English learning. I might have difficulties in finding a job in the 
future. And when compared to other subjects, I think that I feel stressful in 
learning other subjects too. But I think it's more stressful during English lessons. 
I: So, you think that as the competition here in Hong Kong is so keen that you need 
to study hard? 
H: Yes. Because all the friends I know have very good academic result. So, I feel 
very stressful as I found that I am very useless. 
I: You are talking about your friends in the community center? 
H: Yes. 
I： Then do you think you will still be that hard working if you didn't meet them? 
H: Actually, I thought of studying hard here before I came to Hong Kong because I 
was afraid that I might not be able to find a good job if I don't study hard. 
I: Then the last one. You said that you have low self-esteem just now, but you said 
that compared with the situations in China, you are more self-confident in Hong 
Kong? Why? 
H: Because after I came to Hong Kong, I found that I had more chances to 
participate in some activities in school and in the community center, in which I 
worked as the leader. So, this can improve my self-confidence. I felt that I had 
some talent in leadership. 
I: Do you mean that as you can have more chances to work as leader in your school 
and in the community center, so, your self-confident increased. However, when 
you think about the fact that you are new arrival and your English is not that 
good, your self-confident will decrease? 
H: Yes. 
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Date ： 19th of September 
Interviewee : Huang 
Interview No. : 2 




I: 19 of September, you said that you seldom seek help from your relatives or 
parents when you had difficulties in your English learning. Can you tell me why? 
H: Because my younger brother is younger than me, so I won't ask him. And my 
parents don't know English, so, I won't ask them. As for relatives, I don't have 
many relatives in Hong Kong. 
I: Then you seldom read English book, right? 
H: Because it's difficult to understand. I seldom borrow English book. I like Chinese 
fiction more. 
I： And you don't listen to the English radio program. 
H: Because I don't have the habit to listen to the radio. But sometimes, I will see 
English T.V. program. 
I: Then you do not listen to the cassette attached to the book. 
H: Because I think paying attention to the lesson is good enough. The cassette was 
attached to the book for free, but I still won't listen to it. 
I： How about writing English letters? 
H: For my pen pals, they just know Chinese. 
I: How about English email. 
H: Just once or twice. Because one of my friends doesn't know Chinese. 
I: Then you said that it's more stressful to study in Hong Kong. Why? 
H: Because we had lots of homework. Though we had lots of homework in China, 
they had a period of time in the night for us to do the homework. So, we did not 
need to arrange the time ourselves. 
I: Then you said that it's more stressful to have English lessons than other lessons, 
why? 
H: Because I have difficulties in learning the tense. 
I: So, your teacher uses English to teach you? 
H: English. 
I: Do you think you will be more stressful because of that? 
H: I can understand that. 
I: So, you don't have problem in that? 
H: No. 
I: Then why do you think writing is the most difficult? 
H: Because we need to pay attention to the tense. If you use a wrong tense, then your 
whole sentence will be wrong. And you can't just translate your sentence directly 
from Chinese. 
I: Then next one is reading. 
H: Because there are lots of difficult vocabularies. 
I： Then how about oral? 
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H: Because we seldom speak English. Although you can understand English, you 
may not be able to express yourself in that. 
I: Then do you need to answer questions in English during your English lesson? 
H: Yes. But usually it's a short sentence only. 
I: Then how about listening? 
H: It's not difficult during the lesson. But when you are having the listening test. You 
would find it difficult. 
I: Then you think grammar is the most difficult part. Okay, then you said here that 
your school had those English remedial class for the NACs, and you find that it' 
useful. Can you tell me what do you mean by that? 
H: Because what's taught in the remedial class in our school is related to what we 
leam. However, the tutorial class outside school will teach something that is not 
related to what we leam, but what they think we should know. 
So，the remedial class can help to solve the problems you have during the class. 
I: Then you said here that you participated in the tutorial class in the community 
centre and you found that it's very useful, so, can you tell me why do you think 
it's useful? 
H: Because we leamt some vocabularies in these class. And they distributed some 
worksheet to us. 
I: Then you studied in F.4 when you were in China, right? 
H: Yes. Actually, in China, they focused more in the teaching of grammar and 
pronunciation, but in Hong Kong, they use English as the medium of instruction. 
So，you have more chances to practice your listening skill. 
I: Do you have oral lesson in China? 
H: No. We didn't have it, but we were required to read the textbook for three lessons 
per week. 
I: Then do you have any writing class? 
H: I can't remember. But we did not need to write as much as that in Hong Kong. 
I: Then how did you feel about the adaptation course in the community centre? 
H: Actually, in the English tutorial class organised by the community centre, they 
used English as the medium of instruction, which helped to give us psychology 
preparation so that we would not feel very nervous when we had the English 
lesson in school. 
I: Then do they have any adaptation course in this community centre? 
H: Yes. They had a travelling tour, which last for one day, but I didn't participate in 
that. 
I： Why? 
H: Because I don't think they can go to many places in just one day. 
Then will you travel around Hong Kong yourself? 
I: Why not? 
H： Because I can get lost easily. 
I: You won't be curious about the scenery of Hong Kong? 
H: Actually, I can have a look at the scenery when I go out. 
I: Which part of Hong Kong have you been to? 
H: Tsim Sha Tsui, Mongkok, Yau Ma Dai... something like that. 
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I: Then you said here that your family's expectation on your study is about average, 
why? 
H: They are not very care about my study. So long as I am not having the poorest 
examination result in my class, they will be satisfied. 
I: How about your father? 
H: He just hopes that I can finish my study as soon as possible so that I can go out 
and work. But my mother hopes that I can leam as much as I can. 
I: Then you say here that your father did not help you in your study, right? 
H: Yes. Because we were separated when I was young, so, I did not have a chance to 
seek help from him. As for my mother, when I was in primary school, my mother 
can help me in Chinese and Mathematics. However, when I was promoted to 
secondary school, as the materials were more difficult, so, she could not help me. 
I: So, you said here that they don't have any effect on your study, right? 
H: Because they support me. Actually, whether they support me will not affect me. I 
should say my mother support me while my father does not support me. But it's 
my mother who is in charge of everything. 
I: So, your father hopes that you can go out to work as soon as possible? 
H: He thought that so long as I can finish my F.5 study, that's good enough. 
I: You said here your parents encourage you to leam English, right? 
H: Yes. They asked me to study hard and leam more English, or else I might not be 
able to find a job. 
I: Then do they think English is important before they came to Hong Kong? 
H: Yes. That's why they sent us to the tutorial classes in the community centres. 
I: Then did your mother have any special preparation for you before you come to 
Hong Kong? 
H: No. 
I: Did she encourage you to leam English when you are in China. 
H: She always asked me to study hard when I were in China. And you may be able to 
find a good job in China if your English is good. 
I: Then learning English through the T.V. program. 
H: Yes. She would encourage me. And sometimes I would leam English through 
songs. But she would compete with me if I watch English T.V. program as she 
wanted to see the Chinese program. 
I： Okay, the arrangement you have here about the difficulties in your four skills in 
learning English is wrong. So, can you explain it again? 
H: Oral is the most difficult one because you will feel embarrassed if you make any 
mistake. 
I: So, you didn't have oral lesson in China and you didn't have any practice in your 
oral English, right? 
H: We will just read out the textbook. And the teacher used Chinese as the medium 
of instruction during English lesson. 
I: Then how about listening? Did you have exercise on that in China? 
H: Yes. But people in the tape speak very fast, so, can't get what they said 
sometimes. 
I: Then next one is writing. Then reading comprehension, you said the difficult part 
is that you don't know the vocabulary, right? 
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H: Yes. 
I: Then the first one is grammar. 
How about the fourth one, pronunciation, you said this one is the easiest one, 
right? 
H: Yes. Because we had lots of practice on that in China. 
I: Then let's continue. You said here that your parents' support for your English 
learning is just about average, why? 
H: Because she would just verbally support me, but she would not force me. 
I: Then you said here that you feel stressful when you leam English. Why? 
H: Because you can't find a job if your English is not good. If you apply for a job, 
you need to write an application letter, and also you need communicate with 
foreigner, so, you need to leam English. 
I: Then here you said that your do not have a good living environment which can let 
you focus on your study, can you explain? 
H: My home is so small, and that it's very noisy. And also, I need to share my desk 
with my younger brother when we are doing our homework. The desk is too 
small. And sometimes when I am doing my homework, my brother is playing 
T.V. game, so, I can't focus on my study, as it's too noisy. 
I: Do you think your classmates know that you are new arrival now? 
H: I only let my close friend know that. 
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Date ： 5th of Oct 
Interviewee : Huang 
Interview No. : 3 




I: 5th of Oct, 9.15 p.m., interviewee, Judy. I would like to ask why you choose to 
come to Hong Kong. 
H: My family wanted me to come and so I came. 
M: So, your mother wanted you to come? 
H: Yes. They applied for the right of abode and it was approved, so we came. 
I: I see. So, it's your mother who made the decision? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then Mrs. Wong, why you chose to come to Hong Kong? 
M: Sign. It's just for the sake of my children's future. Actually I didn't want to come 
to Hong Kong because I am so old now. The living place in Hong Kong is so 
small but the living place in our hometown is much larger. We were more familiar 
with our neighbours in China, and I seldom go out now. 
I: So, you mean you are not that familiar with the neighbours in Hong Kong, and 
you had someone to play mahjong with you in China, but not in Hong Kong, 
right? 
M: Yes. 
I: So, you came here mainly for the betterment of your children? 
M: Yes, for their future. 
I: So, you think their future would be better if they came here? 
M: Yes, but I didn't really know. 
I: So, you came here because you think they can have a better future? 
M: Yes. I hope that they could leam English in Hong Kong. I knew nothing and I 
hope that they could know more. If they study English here, they can have better 
future. 
I: So, you think that you know nothing, so you hope that they can come to Hong . 
Kong and receive better education? 
M: Yes. They won't have any future if they stayed in China. 
I: Then do you like to come to Hong Kong, Judy? 
H: Yes. I had thought of that and in China, when I did something wrong, my mother 
would say, "Okay, you are not allowed to go to Hong Kong then." And I would 
say, "No." 
I: So, you really wanted to come? 
M: Actually, she did ask me to let her come here and I have thought of not coming 
here because my husband was living in Ya Liu street before. The place was so 
small that we would not have enough space. I applied for in without letting him 
know. 
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I: So, your husband didn't want you to come here, but you applied for it without 
letting him know? 
M: Yes. I asked Judy if she would like to go to Hong Kong, and she said she would 
like to. 
I: So, Judy, you wanted to come to Hong Kong yourself? 
H: Yes. 
I： Why? 
H: I thought that perhaps it would be better for a change of environment. I thought I 
could study better if I could change the environment. 
I： Why? 
H: I thought my personality would be better after changing the environment. 
M: People in China are just like that. The boys in China would know only how to 
date the girls. One night, when she came back home from school, she ran towards 
our house and shouted, the street was so long. “ Mummy, I am very frightened.". 
And I was frightened myself, so, I shouted out, "What's up?" And her aunt said a 
boy was chasing after her that made me felt very frightened too. And few days 
later，they hanged a big chain of firework on our gate and the explosive destroyed 
the gate. And every now and then, another mischief of them, and then another 
mischief. 
I： Oh! Why? 
M: They said that if they couldn't get her, They would not let her away easily. 
I: So, you wanted to come here to avoid them? 
M: Yes. You know at that time, I waited for three years before we could really come 
here. If it's not for the boys, I didn't need to come here. I couldn't take the bus 
because I would feel sick easily. I needed to depend on myself for everything. 
I: So, you did everything when you applied for that? 
M: Yes. I needed to depend on myself because my husband didn't support me but I 
just wanted my children to have better future. 
I: So, mainly for their future? 
M: Yes, because if you stayed in China，it is just like staying in the hut for the 
chicken, you can never get out of it. So, I thought it's a way out. My husband 
didn't like us to come and I said, "It's just a try, if there is anything wrong, we 
can then go back to China." ， 
I: So, you did think of returning to China if you are not adapting well? 
M: Yes. I had some saving, or else I didn't even have enough money for my children 
to study here, as we need to buy some new furniture here. 
I: So, you need to buy everything for your life here? 
M: Yes. 
I: So, they are all your saving? 
M: Yes, but I lost most of them and my husband asked me to take the children back 
to China and study there when we first arrived. 
I: So, he asked you to take the children back to China? Why? 
M: It's because we didn't have place to live. We lived in Shang Shui for a month. 
I: So, you lived there for one month? 
M: Yes, at his sister's house. We lived in Shang Shui in the day time and come back 
here in the evening. 
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I: So, you lived with him in the daytime and then slept in Shang Shui? 
M: Yes. Back and Forth. 
I: So, you lived in a smaller place in the past? 
H: We lived in Ya Liu street in the past. 
M: The place was very small and can't live all of us. 
I: Did you apply for the public housing? 
M: Yes, but we didn't have any income as my husband couldn't find a job and I 
couldn't work. 
I: Then did you apply for the financial help from the government? 
M: Yes. But at the beginning, I didn't know how to speak Cantonese, and I couldn't 
find any, as I was not familiar with the places here. 
I: So, you didn't apply for that at the beginning because you can't speak Cantonese? 
M: Yes. 
I: How about now? 
M: Yes. 
I: That's much better. Then Judy, what did you know about Hong Kong before you 
came here? 
H: When I saw the T.V. program in China, I found that the houses were very large. 
However, others told me that the flats are actually very small. 
I： Who were they? 
H: Some of my relatives came to Hong Kong and they told us that the houses were 
small but what I saw in the T.V. was that the houses were very large. 
I: Because they just show those rich people's houses. 
H: No, even the flats for the ordinary people were large. 
I: Apart from that? Anything else? 
H: Hong Kong people are very busy and the students need to study very hard. 
I: How do you know that? 
H: Sometimes the T.V. would show that. 
I: I see, so, anything else? 
H: Actually nothing else. 
I: Then did you hear about how the new arrivals are treated here? 
H: Actually, I have some friends who came to Hong Kong and then finally went back 
to our hometown, they said that Hong Kong was a small place and seriously 
polluted. They couldn't find friends in Hong Kong. But some of them said that 
Hong Kong was quite good. 
I: Then what's your imagination about Hong Kong? Would you believe others' 
version or if you believe in your own perception? 
H: Of course believe myself. 
I: Then how's your perception? 
H: Hong Kong is very beautiful, the transportation is convenient, and lots of 
beautiful girls and handsome guys and the people are cool. 
I: So, you think that Hongkongers are cooler? 
H: Yes. 
I: Why? 
H： Maybe people in richer society are cooler. 
I: Then when did you know that you have the right of abode? 
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H: I think it was about a week before coming. 
I: So, how did you feel at that time? 
H: Finally, it's my tum. 
I: How long had you been waiting? 
H: Three years. Most of my friends had already gone to Hong Kong. But I was still 
waiting at that time. 
I: I see. So, how did you feel after waiting for three years and finally got it? 
H: Nothing special. 
I: Happy or not? 
H: Quite, actually. 
M: Actually, Hong Kong is much better. The people here are more polite. 
I: So, do you like to come to Hong Kong? 
M: The roads here are more organised but the vehicles in China are in a mess. They 
just didn't obey any rules, driving here and there without disciplines. 
I: So, did you feel happy when you can come? 
M: You can say happy or unhappy because I was afraid that they might leam 
something bad in Hong Kong. 
I: It's because when she came to Hong Kong, we needed to take care of ourselves. 
My brother was then stay at home alone while I needed to go to the night school. 
We went home at about 10 o'clock and I arrived at about 12. So, he couldn't cook 
for me and we didn't have anyone took care of us. 
I: You mean in China? 
H: Yes. 
I: How about in Hong Kong? 
H: She did worry about us at the beginning, afraid that we would be led astray. But 
now，she wouldn't worry about that because everything was settled and we have a 
volunteer to follow us. 
I: So, Mrs Wong worries about that your brother would leam something bad in your 
hometown? 
H: Actually, she is still worrying about my brother now but in our hometown, she 
worried about me more. ‘ 
I: Because she was afraid that you would leam something bad? 
H: Actually, I turned bad already because I always went home late and went out till 
mid-night. 
I: So, she afraid that you would leam something bad? 
M: Yes, I worried about her at our hometown, but now I worry about my son. 
I: I see. 
M: When she came to here, she had grown up and had her own way of thinking. 
I: So, you felt happy when you knew that you could come to Hong Kong. But how 
about people around you, like your relatives and your neighbours? 
H: They said, "You were so lucky, you can go to Hong Kong and know those 
handsome boys and beautiful girls." Actually, I knew that those people in China 
like gossip very much, so, I was quite afraid of going out after I knew that I could 
come to Hong Kong. I just didn't want to hear them asking me questions like, 
“When would you leave?", such kind of meaningless questions. ’ 
I: They are your classmates? 
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H: No, my neighbours. 
I: How about your relatives? 
H: My relatives? They were living far away from my home and we didn't have 
telephone, so, we couldn't inform them. If we had the telephone, maybe more of 
them would know. 
I: So, your relatives were not informed? 
H: Actually they knew that. But we couldn't contact each other. 
M: It's because the price of a telephone was very expensive, about 6000 dollars. But 
now just three hundreds. 
I： So, you didn't know about their reactions? 
H: Yes. 
I: Who are they actually? 
H: My mother's family. 
M: Their aunts and their uncles. 
I： How about your classmates? 
H: I didn't tell them. 
I: Why? 
H: Originally, we planed to go to Zheung Zhun to visit my uncle together after the 
test but I told them that I would not be able to go with them. I didn't tell them that 
I was leaving. 
I: Why didn't you tell them? 
H: Because I thought there was nothing special really. If I told them suddenly that I 
was leaving, they might think, what's up? 
I: You mean just like you were showing off? 
H: Yes. So, when they knew that I was leaving, they asked me why I went there as 
we had just... 
I: So, they finally knew about that? 
H: Yes. 
I: When was that? 
H: I told them, ‘‘ I am going to Hong Kong." at the time when I told them that I 
couldn't go Zheung Zhun with them. And they asked, “Go to have a visit?" And I 
said, "No, I go to live there." So, just one or two of them know that but it was 
spread to whole class very soon. 
M: That's what we called one spread to ten and ten spread to hundred. 
H: Yes. My classmates said, "Remember, when you go Hong Kong and know some 
handsome boys, don't forget to introduce them to us" 
I: Did they miss you and don't really want you to leave? 
H: Yes. They don't want me to leave because we became familiar with each other at 
the end of the final term and sometimes they came to my house to cook and have 
party together. So, they didn't want me to leave them. 
I: So, what's your expectation for your life here? 
H: With lots of pocket money. 
I： Anything else? 
H: I think it would be quite good. It's more convenience to buy goods here and 
convenient transportation. It's because in our hometown, we need to walk for long 
before we can reach the bus stop for the town. 
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I: So, your hometown is a village? 
H: Yes. 
M: Everything is better in Hong Kong than in China, especially when you take the 
bus in China, they would still get into the bus even if it is full of people there. The 
bus drivers just want to earn more. 
H: And also the food. In some T.V. programmes, they introduced the food in Hong 
Kong and those fish ball and everything seemed very delicious. So, if I had a 
chance to come to Hong Kong, I can try all of them. 
I: Then how did you feel about Hong Kong people? 
H: I thought I could ask them if I had any problem finding ways. 
I: Anything else? 
H: Actually, I think the students in Hong Kong would just studying and know 
nothing else. 
I: Then did you expect your life to be like theirs after coming to Hong Kong? 
H: Actually, I did think about that. I thought I would just focus on studying and go to 
the library to study. 
I: So, you thought you would study hard and concentrate on your study only after 
you came to Hong Kong? 
H: Yes. I thought about studying hard in Hong Kong before I came here. 
I: I see. Then did you have any preparation before you came to Hong Kong? 
H: For Cantonese, because I was not familiar with the usage, so, sometimes, I would 
try to pay attention to the use of wording, as some of the wordings in Cantonese 
are different from Haka. 
M: You said Putonghua? 
H: No Cantonese. 
M: I see. I know a little bit Putonghua. I stopped going school at 15. There was a 
revolution at that time and the life was so hard. So, I always told them to study 
hard because we didn't have the chance to study and didn't even have enough 
food. And she would talk back, "Who ask you to be given birth so early." She just 
didn't know how hard was the life at that time. 
H: I am glad that I was not given birth at that time. 
I: Ha.ha. Yes. Then so, did you exchange your telephone and address with them? 
H: I have told them that I would let them know my address once I had found a living 
place here. 
I: Then did you ask for their address? 
H: Yes. I wrote all of them down. 
I: So, did you write letters to them? 
H: Yes. 
I: I see. Then did you send any gift to your classmates? 
’ H: Gift? 
I: Or did they send you anything? 
H: No, because they were going to have an examination later or sooner. Moreover, 
they organise a party for me when I first went back to our hometown. 
I: So, they did that when you first went back? 
H: Yes. 




H: It's because I was not familiar with the teacher. 
I: So, you didn't familiarise with the teachers? Then did your relatives send you any 
gifts? 
H: Did they, mummy? 
M: No. I came here in New Year. So, they didn't send me anything because they 
were all busy at that time. 
H: So, you came here before them? 
M: Yes. I have been here for 3 years. I came in 1998. 
I: So, you applied for the right of abode earlier than them? 
M: Yes. I got married at 1980. 
I: I see. 
M: I asked my husband to apply for the right of abode for the children in 1994 but he 
rejected. He said, "I need to work, and I don't have place for them." There were 5 
or 6 years old then. 
I: So, your husband didn't want them to come here when they were approved? 
M: He gave back the identity card to me and asked me to go back to live with them in 
China. 
I： So, you came to live with him in 1998? 
M: I lived here for 40 days after I was approved. 
I: Is it required for you to live here for at least 40 days after you were approved of 
the right of abode? 
M: Yes. So, at that time, I asked my sister to take care of them for me. I didn't have 
mother-in-law and father-in-law; so, I really didn't know what to do at that time. 
I： So, the relatives didn't have enough time to see you off? 
M: Yes, everyone was busy. They had their own family. 
I: Can you describe the scene of leaving? 
H: It's about 10 o'clock and there was a villager who was a taxi driver who drove us 
out of the village. 
I： So, he drove you to Zheung Zhun? 
H: No. He just drove us out of the village and then we took the bus to Zheung Zhun. 
I: Who came to see you off? 
H: Those gossips in our village. 
I： So, how did you feel at that time... 
H: I don't want to leave because I know I will miss the place and the classmates. 
I have just built up a relationship with my new classmates. One of my classmates 
write in my notebook, as I asked them to write down something about their 
feeling towards me before I left, she wrote in the notebook that if I were not 
leaving, might be we would be the best friends and could share everything with 
each other. 
I: So, you asked then to write those notes? 
H: Yes. Actually our whole class had very good relationship, just like siblings. 
I: Then can you describe the scene when you arrived at Hong Kong. 
H: That day was a horrible day. Lots of people and it's very hot. I really wanted to 
return back home. 
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I: So, finally you came to Hong Kong. How did you feel? Where did you go first? Is 
it Shang Shui? 
H: Yes. So, I think, "Wah! How come they still have such kind of villages in Hong 
Kong? How come their house is so small?" 
I: So, you went to your relatives' home when you first arrived? 
H: Yes. Actually, their house has two levels and they are those kind of private 
housing. 
I: Those village houses? 
H: Yes. Actually, the house was comparatively large but I still thought that how 
come their house was so small and so old? 
I: So, you think their house is very village? 
H: Yes. It's far away from the KCR station. After getting off the train, we still 
needed to walk for 20 minutes. I was so tired at that time so, I felt a little bit 
angry. 
I: Then when you were in the train, how did you feel at that time? 
H: I felt that it's so well developed and the transportation is good. 
I: You mean the train? 
H: It's because I seldom took the train and the trains in China were very old and very 
dirty. So, when I took the train, I suspected if that was a train or a MTR. 
I： I see. Then how did you feel when you saw the people in the train? 
H: They were really different from those in China. 
I: What are the differences? 
H: They really dressed in a more tidy way and they wear formally. 
I： So, you found that they dressed in a better way... 
H: Yes. I remembered that once I took the train to Sham Shui Po, I found that the 
students still needed to go to school. It was at the end of July then and we had the 
vacation at that time in China. 
I: How did you feel when you were in the train? Did you have any luggage with 
you? 
H: Yes. I felt terribly when I have lots of luggage with me even in China, let alone in 
Hong Kong. I looked especially like Mainlander when I had the luggage with me. 
So, I would feel in that way. 
I: So, did you worry about how others look at you? 
H: Yes, because I was different from those students. 
I: Did they pay attention to you? 
H: Yes, yes, they did. 
I: So, how did you feel? 
H: Sign. Never mind. I am really what I am. I wouldn't care even if they looked at 
me more. 
I: I see. Then when you first came here, who was the first person you met? 
H: Apart from my relatives, it's the social worker Miss Sze. 
I： How did you know her? 
H: I don't know. My mother introduced her to me. 
I: How did you mum meets her? 
H: I don't know. She took me to have conference with her and so, I followed her 
there. 
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I: I see. Then what is your relationship with your relatives in Shang Shui? 
H: She is my father's aunt. 
I: Then how's your relationship with her? 
H: Quite well. 
I： You had a good relationship with her even in China? 
H: Not really. When she came back to China and I met her, I didn't really know who 
she was until my mum told me that we were going to live in her house. I still 
don't know who she was and finally when I saw her, I started to know it was she. 
I： Then do you have any other relatives here? 
H: My uncle and my father's nephew. 
I: Do you familiar with them? 
H: Some of them are the villagers in our village. I also have to classmates here in 
Hong Kong; however, we didn't visit any of them. 
I: You didn't visit any of them? 
H: No, because they are too far away. 
I: Too far away? 
H: Yes and also we didn't have really good relationship with some of them and we 
were not familiar with them. It is because they came to Hong Kong before us. 
I: Do you have any concerns or worry before you came to Hong Kong? 
H: I mainly worried about that I might not be able make new friends. I don't know if 
I could have friends here. 
I： Any other concerns? 
H: Mainly that I was afraid I would not be able to make new friends here. 
I: But your father didn't like you to come to Hong Kong, so, were you worry about 
that before you came over here? 
H: I didn't worry about that before I came. However, after I arrived here, I started to 
worry that we might be able to find a better place to live and that I might not be 
able to find a school. 
M: Her father would blame her whenever she returned home late in the night after she 
worked as a volunteer. Her father was afraid that she might have known some bad 
boys. So, her father really cares a lot about her. 
H: Actually, Sham Shui Bo is quite far away from Shang Shui and we came here 
every day to look for housing, but fail to find it despite several days of efforts. 
Actually we were really worried about that at that time. 
M: And she needed to find a school and then brought the uniform and books... 
H: Yes. So many things to worry and as we couldn't find a flat here, my relatives 
suggested us to live in Shang Shui with them and find the school there. However, 
I was scared at that time. 
I: Why? 
H: Because there were lots of mosquitoes there. I am really afraid of that. Their 
house situated on the top of the hill and it's not convenient. It's to far away from 
the train station and actually, it's not that convenient to live in others' place. 
I: So, you need to worry about your living place and your school? 
H: Yes. 
M: And we met a neighbour. She was so kind that she asked us to find school in 
WanChai. 
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H: However, we made a mistake because there is just for F.4 school place allocation, 
not for the new arrivals. So, then we went to Kowloon, near to the Sham Shui Po 
and West Coast building, to seek help from the education department. 
M: Our villager also found this house. 
I Oh! The villager, from your hometown, introduced this house to you? 
M: Yes, we know nothing about Hong Kong. Really didn't know what to do at that 
time. 
H: Yes, it set our heart at ease a lot when we finally found the room here. 
I: So, you have a villager from your hometown to help you? 
M: Yes, she even brought her to buy the books and the uniform. 
I： Then how did you meet Miss Sze? 
M: Miss Sze? It's in 1998 when I came and lived with my husband and an old woman 
living in the same flat, who always went to have meeting with Miss Sze, asked me 
to go with her. 
I： So, you brought your children there too? 
M: No. They were still in the hometown. I went to Hong Kong myself. Sometimes I 
stayed in Hong Kong and sometimes I stayed in China. It's because I was afraid 
that others might ask me why I didn't go to Hong Kong after getting the right of 
abode. So, the old woman asked me if I would like to go with her and so, I went 
with her. 
I: Then do you think that Miss Sze is helpful? 
M: Yes, now my children receive the financial help for their schooling and we 
receive financial help too. Miss Sze did all of this for us. Another helpful social 
worker is Qin Chi Wah. When my husband applied for the public housing, he 
helped him to fill in the form. 
I: I see. Qin Chi Wah. 
M: Yes, when my children first came here, my husband was very slim. He was 
worried about our future life, our life expense. 
H: He didn't know that my mother has saving. 
M: So, when I went to those women's association, the people over there asked me, 
"Mrs Wong, you have been here for less than one year and you came to ask for 
financial help? You husband didn't give your money for life expense?" Actually, 
my husband stopped working in 1998，and retired. He worked for the construction 
and he couldn't find a job. We applied financial help in August and we wait until 
Oct, so, Miss Sze wrote a letter for me. She asked, "Hey, you still didn't receive 
the financial help? You don't need to eat? How come it takes so long? Let me 
write the letter for you." She wrote two letters before the social welfare 
department contacted me. At that time, I asked my husband not to worry too 
much. However, my husband said, “ Go back to China, if you don't go back to 
China, I will jump off the building." 
I: So, he was worrying about you? 
M: Yes, he worried about us. As you know, we need to live, eat and everything needs 
money. So, he said he would jump off the building, which made me feel very 
unhappy. I was living in Shang Shui at that time, the community came to visit us, 
and I told them all about this. My husband lost his job in April 1998. He said he 
didn't know what to do. He said he wanted to live in China himself and I said that 
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at least we could let our children to study here. We were approved now. They 
could stay here，leam English, and then go back to China to find jobs in the 
future. And he said, "What's the point for living in Hong Kong? You are not 
familiar with the places. You don't know English. So, why do you need to come 
to Hong Kong?，’ 
I: So, he said a lot to persuade you not to come here? 
M: Yes, he said this one is not good and that one is not good and everything is not 
good here. But my younger brother asked me to let our children come here to 
study. Actually, he tired his every best to do everything for us. He didn't spend 
anything on himself because he sent all his money to support us in China. He 
didn't even buy a new plate, new cup here in Hong Kong. Every furniture in his 
room was so old and worn out. He said, “I can support you if you are in China, 
but I can't if you come to Hong Kong. You have lots of expense in Hong Kong. 
Actually he did his every best to take care of us. He has his own way of thinking 
as an old man. 
I: So, he did everything best for you? 
M: Yes and so, Miss Sze and Mr. Qin are very helpful to us. 
I: Then since you had more worry after came to Hong Kong, how did you overcome 
the negative feelings? 
H: It's because we had a neighbour here to help us. She has been living here for 6 to 
7 years. She knew more than we did. So, she taught us how to search the school, 
how to buy the books and uniforms and where to find a house and so, we finally 
found a school and flat. 
I: Then how did you help yourself to overcome those stressful negative feelings? 
H: Nothing I could do at that time. But later when I found a school, I felt much 
better. But I still need to worry about my housing. 
I: So, you found the school first before you found the house? 
H: Yes. 
M: Hong Kong is very good. The people in China will not care about you. 
I: So, the social welfare in Hong Kong is better? 
M: Yes. 
H: You know the seriousness of the corruption problem in China. 
I: Then you have been living here for some years and before you came to Hong 
Kong, you hope that you can study hard here. And also? 
H: Yes, find a good job. Actually I really want to find a good job but I was afraid that 
I don't know how to find a job after F.5 graduation. 
I: Then did you change your expectation after coming to Hong Kong? 
H: Actually, I can have all round development here. I can work as a volunteer and if 
there are any extra-curriculum activities in the school, I can also join them. If you 
are interested, you can leam how to draw. But actually, I would like to leam how 
to play the piano however it's too expensive. 
I: Then after living here for some times, did your feeling about Hong Kong change? 
Before you came, you thought that Hong Kong is a beautiful place, how about 
now. 
H: After coming to Hong Kong, actually, when I first came to Hong Kong, I found 
that though everything here is covered by the cement, this district is very dirty. 
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So, forget it, there is difference between my expectation and the reality, but I 
can't change it, so, I can only accept it. 
I: Then if you can choose, would you still choose to come? 
H: Yes, I think I have change to the good side after coming here. My personality is 
better now and I become braver now. I know how to express my feeling here. I 
won't express my own feeling in China. 
I: Do you have any negative change? 
H: Spend more money. Yes, really spend more now. 
I: So, what's happened to you during this summer vacation? 
H: Summer vacation? 
I: The most important thing is that you have found a school, right? 
H: Yes, mainly find a school and actually the summer vacation passed very quickly. 
But I didn't know what I have done really. 
I: But you searched for a school during the summer vacation, right? 
H: But I just took me one week. It can be found in a short time. It's just that it's quite 
difficult to find one because you didn't have any information. So, you search 
without any purpose and besides, I work as a volunteer in the community centre 
most of the time during my summer vacation. 
I: Then you finally found this school. So, why you chose to change your school? 
H: It's because I heard from others that my school is not a good school and that my 
classmates are not really concentrating on their study and are not motivated to 
leam. And our school just has art subjects in F. 4 and no science subjects at all. 
Furthermore, the number of students there is so small as if it's going to close 
down very soon. The place is very small and there was not enough food selling in 
the canteen. 
I: I see. So, your new school is a band four school, right? And your old school is a 
band five. So... 
M: Many schools rejected her. 
H: Yes, many said they didn't have any school place. Actually, I would like to find a 
better school, but they didn't accept me and I could do nothing. 
I: Then can you tell me your first school day in your new school? 
H: There was a special experience. On the first school day, there were two male 
teachers said, "Do you know why you have two form masters this year? Actually 
you know it yourself. Your academic result last year was... you know it very well 
yourselves. That's why you had two form masters." Actually, I understood totally. 
I: Then do you think there is any differences between your academic standard and 
your classmates'? 
H: There would be a great difference. 
I: You mean your standard is higher then theirs? 
H: Yes. 
I: So, how did you feel when you were assigned to this class? Which class do you 
think you should be assigned to? 
H: I think at least class A or B. So, I couldn't imagine that I would be assigned to the 
worst class. So, I tried to think, maybe it's because every class is flill, except this 
one. And in next year, I think I could be assigned to a better class, one or two 
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years are not important. But my teachers' first words made me feel that this class 
is terrible. 
I: Any effect on you? 
H: The atmosphere in the class is boring. No one response to the teachers and no one 
speak up. 
I: So, I remember that you said that one of your teacher asked you not to waste your 
time listening to the lesson if you know what he is teaching, right? 
H: He didn't ask me not to listen to him but he said if I knew what he is teaching, I 
shouldn't waste my time. But turn to those more difficult part and tried to do the 
more difficult exercise myself. 
I： He told you only? 
H: Yes, he told me to do those more difficult Mathematics questions. 
I: So, he is teaching you Mathematics? 
H: Yes, he said you understand this and this and as you understand them already, 
don't waste your time, just go to do some difficult ones. 
I: Do you think your teachers know that you are a new arrival? 
H: Yes. I think most of them know that, but maybe some of them don't know. Our 
male teachers, like the science teacher, maybe he can see it from our learning 
attitudes, he asked several of us if we were new arrivals. 
I: So, you have new arrivals in your class? 
H: Several and they asked me how do I feel about the learning attitudes of the 
students in our class, and I said, "Just like that." They all understood what I mean. 
I: Do you think it's unfair for them to assign you to this class? 
H: Yes, but I just try not to mind too much about that. 
I: So, you do think that it's not fair? 
H: Yes, but if you care too much about that, this could affect your own emotion. 
I: So, that's your way of overcoming your negative feeling? 
H: Yes, because if you care too much about that, you will feel angry and affecting 
your emotion and you won't like your school any more. 
I: Then do you have anything that you would like to add to it? I mean something 
related to our identity as new arrivals. 
H: Actually... 
I: Did you think we were discriminated during the school searching process? 
H: No, I don't think so. 
I: So, the major problem is that you don't have enough information? 
H: I don't know which school is good. 
I: Then why don't you seek help from the education department? 
H: I didn't want to. I was afraid they would just like last time 
I: How? 
H: I just didn't waste their and my time. 
I: How is your last experience? 
H: At the beginning I think they are very efficient. I just needed to fill in the form 
and wait for a while, a Missy came to me and said I was assigned to that school. 
So, it's really very fast. 
I: Then did they introduce the nature of the school to you or if they had explained 
the education system in Hong Kong to you? 
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H: No, she didn't tell me that, but just the name of the school and the place, as the 
name of the school suggest that it's a girl school and in my impression, I think 
single sex school must be a good school. However, when I studied there, I know 
that it's not really... 
I: Then do you think the education department's assignment is fair enough? They 
don't know your academic result, right? Did you show them your academic result 
in China? 
H: I don't have the academic result with me at that time because I didn't take the 
examination before I came here. 
I: Then if the education department give you a test before assigning you to any 
school, do you think it's better? 
H: I think it's really better. It's okay if you are assigned to any school, but its not 
good for assigning your grade level. 
I: I see. So, that's all for today. 
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Date ： 19th of October 
Interviewee : Huang 
Interview no. : 4 
Interview topic : First school day and school life in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewee 
H = Huang 
I: 19th of Oct, 7.30 p.m., interviewee Judy. I would like to know when you first 
arrived Hong Kong. You have talked about your first day in Hong Kong last time. 
Then this time, can you tell me your school searching process this time? 
H: It quite difficult and I didn't have the mood to look for the school at that time and 
I didn't know the road. 
I： Did you go alone or with your parents? 
H: I went there with my classmate. 
I: How did you know him or her? 
H: I... 
I： I mean your first school searching process. 
H: A villager from my hometown told me that the education department could help 
to allocate school place for the new arrivals. 
I: How did you know that? 
H: She is from the same village. 
Then the old man from the education department asked me to fill in the form and 
then a lady gave me a paper and asked me to go to the school. 
I： On the same day? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then did they introduce the education system to you? 
H: They didn't. They just said it's a school in Mei Fu and it's a girl school. 
I: Then? 
H: Then I went to the school and they gave me a test. 
I: So, they gave you a test? 
H: Yes, but they didn't give back the test result to me on that day because the teacher 
responsible for the test result was on leave at that time so, they asked me to go 
back to the school see the result.. 
I: Then do you think the education department is very helpful? 
H: At the beginning, I think it's quite helpful because the problems of schooling was 
solved and so I think it is very efficient. However, later on, I found that they are 
not handling it seriously. They just gave me whatever school they had in hand. 
I: Then did you bring with you the academic result? 
H: I didn't bring that with me. I just told them that I have finished F. 4 in China. 
I: Then which form did they assign you to? 
H: F. 2. 
I: Did they make this assignment based on your test's result? 
H: Yes. Actually, I wanted to study in F. 3，but the teacher said, "Your academic 
result is not really very good, so, do you really want to study in F.3?" 
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So, after hearing what she said, she said she was afraid that I might not be able to 
catch up with other classmates. So, I finally decided to study in F.2. 
I: But you can choose to study in F.3, right? 
H: Yes. But I was afraid that I couldn't catch up. So, I finally choose to study in F.2. 
I: Then do you think it's easy for the NACs to search for schools? 
H: Some of them could be difficult. Sometimes I heard someone said that some 
NACs couldn't find a school or are assigned to some bad banding schools, private 
schools. 
I: I see. Then do you think it's difficult for Hong Kong people to search for school? 
H: I think if their academic results are about average, then I think they could find it. 
I： So, do you think there are any differences? 
H: Maybe there are sort of discrimination, or some schools might not accept the 
academic result from China. 
I: I see. Then before you came to Hong Kong, did you hear about the important of 
education in Hong Kong? 
H: Education seemed to be very important. From the television, it was said that the 
education was spoon-feeding in Hong Kong. 
I： Then what did you think is the function of education? 
H: I think you educate a person, and then he will work for society. 
I: So, before you came to Hong Kong, you thought that the function of education is 
that it can help you find a job? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then did your perception of the importance and function of education change 
after coming to Hong Kong? 
H: Actually, after coming to Hong Kong, I still think that education is important in 
Hong Kong. If you don't have good academic standard, you might not be able to 
find a good job. So, it's a very important element. 
I: Then what's the impact of such kind of perception on your learning attitudes? 
H: I would think that if I don't have good academic result, I might not be able to find 
a good job. And if I can't be promoted smoothly and need to repeat, then it will 
waste more time, so, I need to study harder. 
I: Then what do you think is the highest educational level you want to attain? 
H: I think the highest is university level. 
- I ： It's what you hope? 
H: I hope I can have university level, but I don't really know. 
I： So, you think you have the ability to attain university level? 
H: Yes. 
I: And you hope so? 
H: This is the basic one. 
I: Why? 
H: It's because I think even if you graduated from F.7, the position of your job might 
not be high. Maybe you need to work harder. 
I: So, then if you can really enter the university, then what does it mean to your 
family? 
H: I think if I can study in the university and then find a job, then my family's 
economic situation would be better. We can have a better life. 
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I: Anything else? 
H: My family would think that it's better to have a university student. 
I: What do you mean by better? 
H: My family would then show off that we have a university student at home. 
I: A sense of glory? 
H: Yes. A sense of glory. 
I: Then what's your parents' expectation about your academic achievement? 
H: They didn't really have any expectation. In the past, when my examination results 
were not good, they just asked me to work harder. Actually, their expectation on 
my academic achievement is not high. 
I: Then what do you think is your mother's and your father's expectation on your 
academic achievement? 
H: My dad hope that I could go out to work after F. 5, F.3 or F.7, but my mum think 
that I should leam as much as I could, so, she doesn't put any limitation on me. 
I: Then why do you father has that kind of limitation? 
H: He is old now and will think more. He is afraid that we may have economic 
problems in the future, so, he hope that I could go out to work as soon as possible 
But my mother thinks it's not a problem. 
I: Other than hoping that you could go out to work as early as possible, can you 
think of any other reasons that they have low expectation about your academic 
achievement? 
H: They would think that the expense for university study is even higher. So, they 
don't really have any other factors. 
I: So, they just worry that they might not have enough money to support your study 
and hope that you can go out to work as early as possible? 
H: Yes. 
I: I see. Then how do you feel about their expectation for you? 
H: I think my father's way of thinking is somehow correct. You really need a lot of 
money, and it's useless even if you can attend university finally. I have a friend 
who need to go out to work after F.5 because of the economic problems. 
However, later, when the economic situation of her family changed, she could 
finally go back to school. 
I: Then do you know that there is financial help? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then do you know that you can further your study with the financial help? 
H: Yes. My mother talked about that with me, she said with the financial help, I 
might be able to further my study. And after I go out to work, I can return that to 
the government. 
I: Then how does your father feel? 
H: My father? I don't know how he feels. 
I: Do you think he know about the financial help? 
H: I think he knows. But I don't know how he feels because he didn't talk about that 
with me. 
I: So, there is a conflict between your expectation for your academic achievement 
and your father's expectation for your academic achievement, right? 
H: Yes. 
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I: How did your resolve it? 
H: I don't think it's necessary for me to resolve it. He doesn't agree with me, but my 
mother agrees with me. Actually, my mother makes most decision for our family 
affairs. 
I: I see. Your mother makes most of the decision. 
H: Yes. My father dare not say anything if my mother agree. My mother controls 
everything. 
I： I see. Then I would like to know about your first school day. First of all, the day 
before your first school day, you knew that you need to go to school tomorrow, 
how did you feel and what did you do? 
H: The day before it I thought what should I do tomorrow because I needed to go to 
school. 
I: Why? 
H: Because I was afraid that I didn't know how's the school life in Hong Kong. 
Although I saw students from the television, I didn't know whether they were 
different in their ways of speaking and learning attitudes. I also didn't know what 
are the differences between Hong Kong students and students in China. I was 
afraid that there might be lots of differences and that I might not be able to deal 
get along with them well and I might not be able to find friends. 
I： So, can you speak Cantonese? 
H: Yes. 
I: How's the proficiency level? 
H: I don't know, but at least I didn't have difficulties in expressing myself in 
Cantonese. 
I: Then you have just talked about the day before your first school day, now can you 
tell me your first school day? 
H: On my first school day, a female teacher came to me and asked me "Do you know 
that you are not allowed to wear this kind of shoes? Are you a new student? We 
need to have the shoestrings ” "Oh! We need to have the shoestrings?" "Yes, you 
changed it tomorrow." "Okay" "There is some color on your hairs." "Really?" 
"You dyed it back later" "Okay". So, I was scared when the teacher approached 
me because I didn't know what she would do to me. Then I saw that all the 
students looked at me when the teacher talked to me. So, it's very embarrassing, 
I： I see. Then you went to the classroom, right? How's the situation that day? 
H: That day. Yes. We got into the classroom. I didn't know where I should go, and 
the teacher told me that it's on the third floor so; I looked for it by myself. When 
we were in the classroom, we waited for the teacher. And coincidentally, because 
there was no one sitting besides me but then a new comer sit next to me. She 
didn't make any noise. 
I: When was it? I mean when was your first school date? 
H: September, the beginning of the school term. 
I: Then when did you arrive? 
H: July, no, the end of June. 
I: So, year 2000 and you waited till September and went to school, right? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then please continue. 
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H: Then the girl borrowed pen or asked me about the time and we started to know 
more about each other. Then the teacher let us go earlier because we just chose 
the monitor, the subject representatives or something like that on that day. So, 
when they were having the selection, as I knew no one of them, I didn't raise my 
hands and give any opinions. So, I really didn't know who were chosen. 
I: So, you understood all they talk about? 
H: Yes. But just didn't know who took which position. So, it passed very quickly. 
The day ends at 12.00p.m. 
I: Then how about next day when you started to have normal school day? So, is 
there any special thing that is unforgettable on the first school day? 
H: I had a very strange feeling, as all of my classmates were girls. 
I: Really? 
H: It's really very strange as all of the classmates were girls. 
I: Then? 
H: I would think it just like lacking something when you have just girls in the class. 
I: So, you mean you were not get used to that? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then apart from these, do you have any feeling about the school environment and 
other aspects? 
H: The school environment... I think it's quite good because it had air conditioners. 
Because we didn't have it in my school in Mainland China. However, the school 
was quite small, much smaller than the school in China. 
I: I see, then how's the second day? Did you have normal school day? 
H: The second day, the teachers didn't teach, they just introduced themselves and try 
to familiar themselves with the classmates. They just wanted to know the names 
of the classmates and asked us to introduce ourselves. 
I: So, they didn't teach on that day? 
H: Yes. 
I: So, you had the lesson only on the third day, right? 
H: The third day. Yes, I think so. 
I: Then how did you feel about your classmates on your first and second school 
days? 
H: Classmates. Some were very competence. Ha.ha. 
I: What do you mean by competence? 
H: They were very trendy, and seemed to be very playful. They were very arrogant, 
just like you couldn't offend them or else you wouldn't have good life. So, I was 
quite afraid of getting along with them. 
I： So, that's your first impression about them? 
H: Yes. Some of them were just like that. 
I: Then was there any special incident that was unforgettable to you? 
H: They didn't talk to me, because I knew no one at that time. I just knew one girl. 
I: The one who borrowed stuff from you? 
H: Yes. So, the third day was the first school day and I went to have lunch with her. 
I: So, you had lunch with her? 
H; Yes. And then I knew that she smoke. She asked me, “Did you moke?" and I said, 
"No, thanks." 
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I: Is she a Hongkonger or a new arrival? 
H: She is a Hongkonger. 
I: Then did she know that you are a new arrival? 
H: I don't know, but she knew that I was a new student in that school. Because I 
asked her something and she said she didn't know because she was a new student 
so, I told her in return that I was a new student too. But later on, She knew that I 
am a new arrival. 
I: Then the third school day was the first day you have lessons. So, was there any 
special happening that was unforgettable? 
H: The first school day they distributed the test paper. 
I: Test paper on the first school day? 
H: No, no, it should be the last day. On that day, they talked about something 
irrelevant. 
I: Why? 
H: Because on the first few days of the school day, they took care of the 
administration stuffs. 
I: For few days? Okay, and then tell me the situation of the day when you really had 
lessons. 
H: The first day when I had lessons, there were no differences, but I really couldn't 
get used to that because when we were having lessons in China, the teacher used 
Hakka or Putonghua as the medium of instruction. But now, the instruction was in 
Cantonese. I remember that it was very weird when we were having the Chinese 
lesson, because in our motherland, our teacher used Putonghua to teach us, but 
here they used Cantonese to read the books for us. I couldn't get used to it 
because in the past we used Putonghua to read it, and it was more fluent to read 
the textbook in Putonghua, and it was not that fluent when I read in Cantonese. 
I: Any other difficulties in learning Cantonese? 
H: English. English was okay; I knew what they talked about at least. 
I: So, the teacher used English as the medium of instruction? 
H: At the beginning, she spoke in Cantonese, "I would use English as the medium of 
instruction, so, if you can't understand anything, you can raise your hand. If you 
can't understand some words' Chinese translation I can explain that to you." 
I: Why do you think she said something like that? Is there anything to do with the 
students in your school? 
H: I don't know, but I think you should use English to teach English, because I knew 
at the beginning that Hong Kong teachers used English to teach English. 
I： So, did she code-mix between English and Cantonese? 
H: She used English only, and if we really couldn't understand it, she would try to 
express it in English in another way. 
I: So, you didn't really get used to the Cantonese lessons, but the English lessons? 
How about the complex Chinese characters? 
H: Actually, I can understand them, but I might not be able to write some of them. 
I： I see. 
H: And during the Mathematics lessons, I think it's really boring. 
I： Why? 
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H: They were very simple which made me wondered whether I should listen to it or 
not. 
I: I see, how about other subjects? 
H: Nothing special. 
I: They are just more or less the same as those you had in China, right? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then how do you feel about the classmates' attitudes when compared with those 
in China? Actually I asked you last time. 
H: Classmates? 
I: Your overall impression. Whether you adapt to it or not? 
H: Classmates? Maybe because at the beginning, I didn't know them and I could see 
everything clearly. I see the differences between different classmates. 
I: How is it? 
H: Some of them were worse, some were quite, and some were not well behaved. 
I: So, do you think that it's difficult for you to adapt? 
H: Actually, most students are just like that. 
I: So, you mean your classmates in China were also like that? 
H: Yes. 
I: What made you unforgettable on your first few school days? 
H: Some of the teachers taught in a very interesting way. Their teaching methods was 
not that boring, and they could raise our interest in learning. The teaching 
methods was very boring, they just followed the textbook and read out. One of the 
history teacher, I can't say she didn't follow the book, but she summarized them 
all and then teach us, so, we didn't need to read the textbook, so, her teaching 
method was good too. 
I: I see, then what concerned you most and worried you most on your first school 
day? 
H: Having lunch. Ha.ha. 
I： Why? 
H: It's because I think, "Oh! God! Where can I get my lunch?" I asked my 
classmates about where to have lunch, "Do you have lunch at school or at home? 
Then do you have it inside school or outside school?" “ We eat out." "Eat out? 
Where to eat? What kind of food do they have?" So, I knew nothing, and then I 
went out with that girl to look for food outside school and also, the timing for the 
lessons, because the bell rang twice and then they had a recess, they had the 
lessons continuously, but in China, they had a recess after each lesson. So, I didn't 
get used to that and I think it's a torture to have three consecutive lessons without 
break. I didn't get used to it and also the recess was so short. 
I: Did you have any worry about your learning here? 
H: Not really, because all the subjects seemed to be very simple. 
I: I see. Now, let me introduce two terms to you. Then do you experience any 
language shock or cultural shock? 
H: Language shock. 
I: Like using Cantonese to read the textbook. 
H: Yes that's a language shock. But actually, I don't have many problems in 
speaking Cantonese because I came here during the summer vacation, and I 
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joined this community centre and I befriended with those youngsters in the 
community centre. So, at the beginning, I did not get used to speaking Cantonese, 
but after getting along with those newly arrived youngster, I started to have more 
confidence in speaking Cantonese. 
I: Then I would like to ask at the beginning when you started to speak Cantonese 
with them, how do you think about your proficiency in Cantonese? 
H: I think it's average, at least can pass. They knew that I was new arrival, so, they 
asked me why my Cantonese was so fluent at that time and I answered that I 
didn't know. 
I: Then did you practice you Cantonese with people when you were at your 
hometown? 
H: Yes, sometimes when I met people who spoke Cantonese I would speak 
Cantonese with them. 
I: So, there were people speaking Cantonese in your hometown? 
H: My cousin was living in Zhunzheng... 
I： So, you had some relatives living in Zhunzheng? 
H: Yes, my relatives were living in Zhunzheng, and they came back to our 
hometown every New Year. Moreover, the daughter of one of the people living 
next to me also lived in Zhunzheng and I would talk to her once we had time. 
I: I see. So, you had practiced that before you came to Hong Kong. 
H: Yes. 
I: Then how about cultural shock? 
H: I would think that I have learnt most of the stuff I am learning now. So, I always 
hope that the teachers can teach faster and can teach me something I have never 
leamt before. 
I: I see, then do you think your standard was not just F.2 standard? 
H: Actually, I thought of promoting to a higher form but as it was just a month after 
new semester, my family didn't allow me. 
I: So, you also thought that the standard is too low for you? 
H: Yes. So, I thought of promoting to a higher form, and the social worker also asked 
me to do so, but my family didn't allow me because we had already bought the 
books and the uniform, and my mother didn't allow me so I had no choice. I could 
only try to finish F.2. 
I: So, you experienced language shock. How did you overcome that problem? 
H: Tried to speak Cantonese more with friends, and tried to read out the textbook in 
Cantonese and as you know I like reading fictions, so, I used Cantonese to read 
the fictions in my heart. 
I: So, you used Cantonese to read the textbook in your heart? 
H: Yes. 
I: How about in the past? 
H: In the past I used Putonghua, but now Cantonese. 
I: So, you used Putonghua to read it in the past but Cantonese now? 
H: Yes, because I thought if I practice more by reading the textbook in Cantonese, 
when I was called upon by the teacher to read the textbook, at least I can read it in 
a more fluent way. 
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I： I see, then can you tell me the relationship between you and your classmates? 
What is your attitude towards them and what are their attitudes towards you? I 
mean at the beginning. 
H: I think maybe I was more mature at that time, I thought they were immature. So, 
when they did something wrong I would think, “ You should do that, it's wrong to 
do so." 
I: Then how's their attitudes towards you? 
H: I don't know, but one of them said that I was very quite. 
I: At the beginning? 
H: Yes. At the beginning they said so. They said that both me and my friend always 
kept silence, didn't go to other places and just kept sitting on our own seat. 
I: Why? 
H: Because I was not familiar with the environment around me. I knew no one in my 
school and I was afraid that I might lose my way if I went out myself. 
I: So, you had that kind of concerns? 
H: Yes, even dare not go to the toilet. 
I: Really? 
H: Yes. Ha.ha. Even didn't know where was the toilet. So, the classmates thought 
that we were very quite and very gentle. 
I: I see. Then were there any unhappy experience you had with them because of 
your identity as a new arrival? 
H: New arrival. No. But during the second semester, the form master assigned 
another girls and me to be the monitor. Maybe I didn't have good communication 
with her. So, we have different opinion, maybe I am too strong and too stem. So, 
if we needed to hand in our homework today, I would urge them to hand in it in 
the first recess. However, as usual, they wouldn't be able to hand in that on time, 
so, in the second recess, I would collect the homework again, and if they still 
couldn't hand in that, I would write down their name, and hand in the name list to 
our teachers. So, my classmates would have some response and think that I didn't 
give them faces and that it's not necessary for me to be that strict. So, they 
boycotted me. 
I: Why you were so strict about that? Is it because in China, you were strict too? 
H: It's because in China, when the teacher gave you an order, then the monitors 
would follow that order strictly. So, when the teacher said that the students need 
to hand in homework in the first recess, then I would collect them on the first 
recess. I would think it's my responsibility, because it was the practice in China. 
I: Then what did you leam from this experience? 
H: I think the classmates did not really care about their study and I would think 
maybe there was really something wrong in my way of dealing with this problem. 
I would think about whether I was really wrong or if others were wrong. 
I: So, what's your conclusion? 
H: My conclusion was that actually, I was wrong in some way, but the classmates 
shouldn't do that. 
I: I see, then what would you do next time? 
H: Next time, actually, I thought, "Forget it. Maybe I should mark their name only if 
they still don't hand in the homework after school." 
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I: I see. Then are there any changes between your relationship with your 
classmates? So, can you first describe your relationship with your classmates 
first? Do you think your relationship with them was good, average or bad? 
H: At the beginning, we talked with each other, but we were not really very familiar 
with each other but after the monitor incident, our relationship became worse. So, 
the classmates always told false of me, boycotting me and didn't talk and play 
with me and always attacked me, so, our form master knew about this so, she held 
a gathering for us. Maybe after several times, my classmates' relationship with me 
changed a little bit and our relationship became better after that. 
I: You mean the relationship better because you had loosened your rule? 
H: Yes. Because I thought that I would just make others and myself unhappy. So, 
maybe the problem became less prominent after some times. And later another 
incident was that when we were having the lesson, I was so careless I dropped the 
notebook when I passed it to the one sitting behind me. So, the one sitting behind 
me used vulgar language to blame me, which made me cry at once. 
I: But did the classmates in China also spoke vulgar language? 
H: Yes. But they wouldn't blame on me. So, I think my relationship with the 
classmates in China was better. More intimate. But in Hong Kong, after that 
incident, other classmates came to us and asked that girl to say sorry to me. So, 
after this incident, our relationship became better. 
I: So, you cried? 
H: Yes, because I had control myself for a long time, from the monitor incident till 
that incident. So, I cried when there was such a chance. 
I: So, your relationship with your classmates was better? 
H: Yes, they started to forget that incident. 
I: As far as I know, most of your classmates were new arrivals, right? 
H: Yes, so, they didn't discriminate me but it's just my personality caused conflict 
between them and me. 
I: I see. Then in the first interview, you said that the differences between you and 
your classmates are pertaining to the clothes you wear and the dialect you speak. 
Okay, how did you feel about the differences? 
H: I think all of them were fresh to me so, I would try to commit more. 
I: What do you mean by commit more? 
H: Because all—of them were new to me so I would try to pay more attention to them. 
I: So, would you try to imitate them? 
H: Yes. Because you might not be able to leam some expression form the television, 
but you can leam directly from your classmates. 
I: Any examples? 
H: For example, actually there were many, but I couldn't tell now. 
I: So, you said that such differences made you feel embarrassed. Why? 
H: It's because there are some differences between Hakka and Cantonese but I would 
translate directly from Hakka to Cantonese. So, they would feel very strange and 
couldn't understand you. 
I: Any other things made you feel embarrassed apart from languages? 
H: Maybe I knew nothing about the school life in Hong Kong. So, when I asked 
them lots of questions about school life. It just like I know nothing at all, just like 
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I was a very Mainlander, very embarrassed. So, I was afraid to ask them but I 
would know nothing if I didn't ask. So, I was afraid that they would have negative 
feeling about me if I asked them too many questions. 
I: Then did you use any strategies to deal with the differences between you and your 
classmates? Did you try to imitate them or if you think that you should have your 
own way? 
H: For the languages, I would try to leam from my classmates if I said something 
wrong. I would also imitate the way they dress because I was afraid that the 
differences between the way we dress would make them feel that we were of the 
different types. 
I: How about the way you think? 
H: The way we think. I think my way of thinking is better because they are not as 
mature as I am. 
I: Then can you describe your relationship with your teachers? 
H: Relationship with the teachers. Actually quite good because the teachers in China 
were quite strict and stem. They thought they were teachers, and we were 
students, so, we need to respect them. So, from the time we studied in primary 
school, we had such kind of impression. So, in Hong Kong, I would think that 
teachers were just like our friends. So, from their speaking from their behaviors, 
they kept reminding you that you can find them if you have any problems and it's 
not necessary for us to feel shy and shameful. 
I: Then if you need any help from the teachers, how did you approach them? 
H: Usually, if I had problems in my study, I would always go to the staff room to ask 
the teachers. 
I: How about during the lessons? 
H: Yes. I raised questions more frequently during the English lessons. 
I: Then how did you feel when you first had your English lesson? 
H: Actually, I read the books during the summer vacation before I attended school. 
I: So, how did you feel at that time? 
H: I found that it was quite difficult but I found that it was not so difficult after my 
teacher explained that to me. Maybe it is because I didn't know most of the 
vocabulary, and there were lots of difficult words. So, I found it difficult at the 
beginning. 
I: So, the major problem is the vocabulary. So, did you raise your questions more 
during the lessons or after the lessons? 
H: I usually went to the staff room to ask them. 
I： Why? 
H: It was because during the lessons, I might not be able to ask or to discover 
questions, so, I would go to see them after class so that I could ask them questions 
related to my learning difficult or if I couldn't adapt to the life in school, I could 
also talk with them. They posted some paper on the board so as to tell you when 
to hand in your homework, so, if I couldn't understand that, I really need to ask 
them or else I might hand in them late and I might be punished and also, if I was 
late for and didn't know what was the punishment, I would go to ask the teachers. 
I： Then do you think you got enough support from the teachers? 
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H: Actually, the teachers would try to answer all my questions. They would say, "if 
you have any problems, you can try to talk to me. I would either be in the staff 
room or in the music room. It's impossible for you to be unable to find me." 
I: Then do you think they have given you enough support? 
H: Actually, there was a good beginning because they try to encourage you to talk to 
them, so you would find that they are not strict and stem. 
I: Then I would like to know that how old are you older than your classmates? 
H: Three to four years old. 
I: How do you feel about the fact that you are older than others? 
H: It's been quite embarrassing and I had a lower self-esteem because of that and 
when my classmates asked about my age, I would not tell them. 
I: So, they didn't know about your age? 
H: At the beginning, they didn't know that but later on, when there were few late 
comers, we asked about their age and we found that they were overage, so 
actually, they would say, "it's not necessary for you to ask, I must be older than 
you." So, I would ask, "That means how old are you?" "17". "Oh! That's the 
same as me." 
I: Then how about yourself? How did you response when others asked you? 
H: As several of them knew about my age. I started to think; maybe I shouldn't care 
too much. So, I let them know about that later on. 
I: But at the beginning, you didn't want to let them know? 
H: Yes, at the beginning, I was afraid to let them know about that because I didn't 
know that there were so many new arrivals in the school. 
I: So, you didn't know about that at the beginning? 
H: No, I didn't know about that. 
I: So, how did you response when others asked you about your age. 
H: I asked them not to ask and told them that it was a secret. I said, “I wouldn't let 
you know." 
I: So, how did they response when they knew that you were older than them? 
H: Nothing special because many of them were 16. 
I: I see, but at the beginning, you had low self-esteem, why? 
H: You are so old and you study with them. Being in the same form, just like you are 
very stupid or it's a shame that you need to study in form two when you were that 
old. 
I: I see. Then you changed your school, right? Why? 
H: Actually, it is because I wanted to get a chance to be promoted to a higher form. 
I: Did you think of promoting to a higher form in your own school? 
H: It was because my previous school didn't allow me to do so. I asked about that 
before... 
I: What were their reasons for that? 
H: They said what if you couldn't catch up with the classmates and need to repeat 
again? 
I: But how was your academic result at that time? 
H: Academic result was quite good. 
I: Would you mind telling me your position in your class? 
H: The fourth one or the sixth one. 
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I: The whole class or the whole form? 
H: In the whole class and as for the whole form, I was about the first 20. 
I: I think that's quite good. 
H: Yes, but you can do nothing if your school didn't allow you to be promoted. I had 
talked with my form mistress for several times but my form mistress said that, 
"Our school doesn't allow that. Do you think that the teaching materials were too 
simple for you?" and I said, "Yes, too simple" "But the school doesn't allow 
people to be promoted to a higher form." 
I: Apart from promotion, were there any other reasons? 
H: Actually, mainly about promotion and also, I heard that my previous school just 
had art subjects and other schools had science and commercial subjects for the 
students to choose during form four. So, if you... I know that I was not good at 
history. I was afraid that I would not be able to get good grades in the art subjects 
but this was not the major reason. So, I mainly wanted to look for a chance for 
promotion. 
I: So, that's the main reason? Any other reasons? 
H: Not really. But actually, during the monitor incident, I had thought of changing 
school. 
I: So, you had thought about that at that time? 
H: Yes. I wanted to change at that time but when the incident was resolved, I found 
that I was quite silly. 
I: Then after you changed your school, did you achieve your goal? 
H: No. I wanted to be promoted to a higher form but I was still remain in the F. 3 
I: Then did they give you any test to decide your grade level? 
H: They didn't give me any test. I just brought with my academic result and then saw 
the headmaster and the headmaster saw my parents and that's all. 
I: I see, then did you mention about the fact that you would like to be promoted? 
H: I asked about that before meeting the headmaster. I asked a lady in the office but 
they rejected. Actually, I would like to go to the Xiangdao secondary school, but 
as I still didn't have the academic result with me and after I got the academic 
result, they said they didn't have any more school place. Actually that school 
allows people to be promoted to a higher form but "Sign" I was really angry at 
that time. 
I: So, finally, you were not promoted. Then why did you still change to the new 
school and not stayed in your own school? 
H: Actually, I think that it would be better if I could change to a new environment. 
It's because after the education department assigned me to that school, I 
continuously heard the classmates and the teachers talked something negative 
about our school. 
I： What do you mean by negative? 
H: It was because there was a new female teacher, on her first school day with us, 
she said that I had heard that the students in this school was not good but after 
several days' observation, I found that the outsiders' comments were not that 
correct." So, I continuously heard that some classmates would fight with each 
other. Their behaviors and their ways of speaking also had some problems. 
However, I always heard from the higher level, like the headmasters, say, "Our 
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too bad tempered, too strict and stem, especially those of higher level. As for the 
classmates, they were so silly. 
I: Why? 
H: They always gossip about others. 
I: How's the distribution of NACs and local students in your school? 
H: I think there are not many NACs because the headmaster, the "banana" 
headmaster said that there are just about several tens. Ha.ha. His surname is "Jiu" 
and I thought at that time, “Oh! Just several tens? I might be very poor then." The 
school life here might have lots of change. But finally, I found that the number of 
NACs was not really that little. 
I: So, you mean more than the number your headmaster said? 
H: No, it is because there are five to six NACs in my class. So, I think it's more than 
I expected. 
I: How about in your previous school? 
H: My previous school? Just several of them are Hongkongers. Others were NACs. 
Just totally opposite. 
I: Just opposite? 
H: Yes and the girls here were so silly. 
I: So, you mean all the classmates here are smaller than you? 
H: Yes, all of them. 
I: Then did they know about your age? 
H: Just two of them know about this. 
I: Then did they know that you are NACs? 
H: Yes... 
I: All of them? 
H: Just few of them because they seldom asked if you are NACs, instead, they would 
ask if you were new comer and they would ask which school did you come from. 
And I would reply, "A school in Mei Fu." "Which one?" and I told them the name 
and that it was a girl school and they would be very surprised, "A girl's school?" 
"What's wrong with that?" "You studied in the girl school and you came here is it 
because?" Maybe because my personality made them feel that I didn't act like a 
girl and that I was getting along very well with the boys. 
I: I see, so, they don't know about your identity as NACs and your age? 
H: No, they didn't know about that but during the PE lesson, we needed to input our 
age when we were checking our weight and height. So, the classmate responsible 
for this knows about my age and also another girl. So, only very few of them 
know about that and also the teachers know about this. Actually my form master 
talked with me and she asked if I could adapt to the life here and how I got along 
with my classmates. 
I： Ha.ha. Just like what I asked you. 
H: And finally he asked me if I would join the Solo speaker and I told him that I 
would think about it. 
I: So, what's the different between this school and your previous school? 
H: Not many differences, both the classmates here and there were very childish. The 
boys here would pass papers under desk, gossip about others. There was a NAC in 
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our class and she has been living here for three years. After she came to our 
school for just several weeks, she became very famous. 
I: Why? Her academic result is very great? 
H: Yes, but my point is that she had love affairs with a boy in our class and also she 
is so arrogant that she thinks all the boys in our class love her. 
I: So, in conclusion, do you mean that your classmates in this school are 
comparatively more childish and silly? 
H: Yes, so childish and so ignorant. Just know how to gossip about others. 
I: Then do they affect your learning? 
H: They always asked, “ Why you are so great?" and I would say, "Not really." 
I: You mean your new classmates? 
H: Yes 
I: How about those in your previous school? 
H: They also asked me how come my exam result was so great, but I said, because 
all of them know that I was a NACs, so, I said, "Of course. I was downgraded a 
lot." but now in this school, I would say, “ Not really very great, actually, the 
subjects were not really that difficult, so long as you pay attention during the 
lessons, you can be very great too." 
I： So, you think that you were downgraded a lot that it's natural for you to have 
better result than others? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then would you feel proud of that? 
H: Not really, because I was afraid that I would be very disgusting if I am too 
arrogant. Just like one of the members in our community center. He is so arrogant 
that he likes to show off everything in front of us. His academic result, his 
handwriting really very disgusting... 
I: So, you don't want to be as disgusting as him? 
H: Yes, I am afraid that that might affect my attitudes towards learning become so 
arrogant that I would no longer focus on my study... 
I: Then do you have any special difficulties in learning in Hong Kong? 
H: I think they have too many examination, which is very stressful too me. 
I: But you also had lots of test in China, right? 
H: Because I was not that focus on my study at that time so, I don't care about my 
result. -
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Date ： 23rd of November 
Interviewee : Huang 
Interview no. : 5 
Interview topic : Family Life in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewer 
H = Huang 
I: 23rd of Nov. 8.00 p.m. Can you describe your life in China? First of all, your 
relationship with your family. 
H: My relationship with my family was bad during my secondary school study, 
because I was not well behaved at that time, always idled away my time on 
street. So, my family always blamed me and I always went out at weekend and 
never stayed at home. So, my mother was very angry with me. As for my father, 
because he seldom went back to China, he would just blame me only when he 
went back home and also not in front of me, but in front of my mother. 
I: Whom did you go out with usually? 
H: Usually my cousins and their friends. Most of them were working or jobless. 
I: Then what did you do at home? I mean in China? 
H: Usually slept, nothing special. But sometimes I would help my mother to do the 
housework. But actually, I seldom help her and I always played mahjong on Sun. 
Sometimes I would go out with my sisters, especially in summer, we would drive 
to buy some drinks or have tea. 
I: What do you mean by sisters? Your friends? 
H: I mean my friends in my village. Sometimes if I went out with my classmates, 
we usually went shopping. 
I: I see, and then did you have any activities with your family? 
H: Actually, apart from my father, my mother would go have tea with us. She would 
go with those old women living around us. 
I: Then would you join them? 
H: Me? Only if I could wake up at that time. 
I: So, apart from that, do you have any other activities? 
H: Nothing special just went visit my relatives. 
I: Then how's the economic situation at that time? 
H: Others would think that we were very rich and I thought in that way too. 
I: Then how's your living environment at that time? -
H: Comparatively, my family's living environment was just average, because the 
people living around us have three or four to five floor house but our house was 
the traditional one, which was occupied by two families. 
I： So, two families living in the same house? 
H: Yes, actually, the living place is quite large. 
I： Then how's your relationship with your family in Hong Kong? 
H: I have some conflicts with my father after coming to Hong Kong. 
I: What kind of conflicts? 
H: Actually, he has conflicts with my younger brother, not really with me. As for 
me, he always complains that the clothes I dressed are too sexy. But he usually 
complains that to my father. 
I: Why does your dad blame your brother? 
H: He doesn't pay attention to his study, just focus on playing games. And he said 
he could tell from his posture of sleep that he is a lazy bug. Ha.ha. 
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I: I see. Ha.ha. Then what do you do at home? 
H: Nothing special, watching T.V and sleeping. But I don't need to help my mother 
here. 
I: So, you don't need to help her to do the housework? Why you don't need to do it 
after coming to Hong Kong? 
H: I don't know. Maybe my mother thinks that I have more homework in Hong 
Kong and also my mother always stay at home. 
I: I would like to ask you: Do you have any family activities in Hong Kong? 
H: Sometimes my mother brings us to McDonalds, but my father never joins us. 
I: Why? 
H: I don't know. He never joins us in our family activities. 
I: I see. Then, I would like to ask how is your economic situation in Hong Kong? 
H: Economic situation? It's much worse than that in China. My mother didn't give 
me as much money as before. When you go out in Hong Kong, you need to use 
more money. 
I: Why? 
H: You need to pay for travelling. So, you will use up more money. 
I: I see. Then how's your living environment. 
H: Living environment with much less space. In the past, everyone has their own 
room, but now, the whole family is living in the same flat. I didn't get used to 
that at the beginning, but now I get used to that. 
I: You are not get used to that at the beginning? 
H: Yes. I don't have enough space to do my homework, need to climb up and down 
the bed. We don't have enough space to sit to sleep. The whole family squeezed 
together not having enough space. As we used to live in large house in the past, 
it's very difficult for us to adapt. 
I: How difficult is that? 
H: My family may block my way, and I don't have much privacy when my family 
was there. 
I： Then I would like to ask what are the differences between your family life in 
Hong Kong and in China? 
H: Which aspect? 
I: Every aspect. 
H: How to say. 
I: Can I say the differences are just those you have mentioned about? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then what are the effects of these differences on you? 
H: You would suddenly find that you were originally rich people and became poor 
people. In the past, people envy you, but now they just find you disgusting. 
I: Why disgusting? 
H: Because my family receives financial help and they would probably think that 
we are disgusting. 
I: Are there any incidents make you think that others find you disgusting? 
H: Usually, when you open your hand to ask for money, you would feel shameful to 
let others know about this. And also the economic situation of Hong Kong was 
not good in the past few years, and sometimes I heard people said that the new 
arrivals rely on financial help and don't find a job. So, it has more or less some 
influences on me. 
I: What are the influences then? 
H: I would lack self-confidence, because in China, when people think that you were 
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rich, you would feel proud. 
I: Then did you adopt any measures to overcome such negative feeling. 
H: It's very difficult to overcome it. I still have that feeling now. Unless you grow 
up, find a job and don't need to rely on the government, then I think it would be 
better. 
I: Then how's your relationship with people in China? Like your relatives and 
friends? 
H: Nothing special, but maybe it's because we have less contact now. I would afraid 
that they may say that I have changed and didn't contact them and also they may 
think that I come from Hong Kong now, and I may look down upon them. 
I: Why do you have such kind of feeling? Do you have any special experience, 
which make you think in that way? 
H: Maybe it's because I don't have much to talk to them now. I used to talk a lot in 
front of them. Maybe we are not that close to each other now. 
I: I see. 
H: So, we don't have much to talk to each other. 
I: How about friends? Do you have any connection with them now? 
H: We communicate through letters and when I went back to China, I would call 
them and went out with them. Just like last time, we had a party together. 
I: So, so you think your friendship has changed? 
H: Actually, I didn't know them for long. I mean my classmates, my relationship 
with them is quite good, but for some of them, I can't even remember their 
names. 
I: So, you mean your relationship with them is not that close? 
H: Yes. I know that they were my classmates but I couldn't remember their names. 
I: Then can you see any differences between Hongkongers' family life and your 
family life? 
H: I think maybe for Hongkongers, they will go to have tea with the whole family 
on Sunday. But we seldom go to the restaurant together and also my father get 
used to solitary life, he doesn't like to go out with us. 
I: Why? 
H: My mother once makes a joke, "Maybe he is afraid that we will bring bad luck to 
him." 
I: But you just go out with him. 
H: Yes. Maybe that's his personality. He get used to living alone. So, doesn't get 
used to living with us. 
I: So, what do you do when you go out with your mother and your younger 
brother? 
H: We usually go to McDonalds. 
I: So, that's your family life, right? 
H: Yes. 
I: But the Hongkongers will go out with the whole family, right? 
H: Yes. 
I： So, apart from this any other differences between yours and the Hongkongers' 
family? For example the relationship between parents and children? 
H: I think Hongkongers pay much attention to their children's study but my family 
doesn't really care about that, not really that nervous. 
I: How about the communication between parents and children. 
H: I think the parents are stricter than mine. 
I: So, how can you tell? 
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H: Because my classmates' parents do not allow them to go out with friends and 
sometimes even if they let them out, they are not allowed to return home late and 
when they went out, they parents will ask about who did they go out with and 
when they would return home. 
I: Then what do you feel about the differences between your family and the 
Hongkongers' family? 
H: Nothing special. Different family has their own way of communication and their 
own way of life. Some even came from single parent family, so, not every family 
is the same. 
I: So, do you the differences between you and other families affect your feeling 
about your own family? 
H: Family life. 
I: Just like would you think that maybe my family need to leam something from 
others or actually, my own family life is better? 
H: Actually, I have thought about having the whole family gather and go out 
together and sometimes I will envy others. But I don't think I have such chance. 
I: Then how do you overcome such kind of negative feeling? 
H: How to overcome? I would try not to think about it because my family will never 
change their way. 
I: But do you think it's a problem in the past? 
H: Problem? Maybe I don't have much communication with my family. 
I: You mean you didn't have enough communication with them in both China and 
Hong Kong, right? 
H: Yes. 
I: Why? Is it because you don't want to have communication with them or because 
of other reasons? 
H: I think I shouldn't tell my family everything, because they may be concern too 
much about me that they will ask too much and prevent you from doing 
something, which could make you feel inconvenient to do what you would like 
to do. 
I: Then, I would like to ask which language do you use to communicate with your 
family? 
H: Haka. 
I： Then do you use Cantonese? 
H: Sometimes. 
I: Under what situation you would use Cantonese and what situation you would use 
Haka? 
H: Sometimes when you speak, you will naturally use Cantonese. 
I: Then why do you choose to use Haka to talk with your family? 
H: It's because we used to communicate with each other in Haka. And if I suddenly 
changed to use Cantonese, my family would ask, "What are you doing?" and my 
younger brother would ask, "Are you showing off?" 
I: So, your family would think that you are showing off when you speak in 
Cantonese? 
H: Yes, they may be jealous of my accurate accent. 
I: So, your Cantonese' accent is better than them? 
H: Yes. 
I: Your younger brother's accent is not accurate? 
H: Not really. 
I: Then which language does your family use to communicate with you? 
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H: My family, my family use Haka. 
I: How about Cantonese? 
H: Seldom. My younger brother, sometimes he would go crazy and speak Cantonese 
with me. 
I: So, you think speaking Cantonese is being crazy? How about your mother? 
H: My mother? No. 
I: Then do your family have any specific concerns about your use of languages? For 
example, do they think that you would better use Haka, or else you may forget 
about Haka? 
H: Not really. 
I: But they would say you are showing off when you speak Cantonese? 
H: Not really, usually, when I call them outside my home, I would speak Cantonese 
with them. 
I: Why? 
H: It's very natural. 
I: But you use Haka to communicate with them at home, how come you switch to 
Cantonese when you call them? 
H: It just like it depends on the environment around you. You would choose to use 
the language that is being used in your surrounding environment. 
I: Then do you afraid that when you speak Haka outside your family, the people 
around you may look at you? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then, would your mother worry about your learning of languages in Hong Kong? 
H: She always asked me to try my best to leam English because you need to use 
English when you are working. 
I: How about Cantonese? 
H: She doesn't worry about my Cantonese. 
I: Then under what situation you would choose to use Haka? 
H: Usually, at home and when I go out with my family. But I seldom go out with my 
family. 
I: Then which language do you use when you go out with your family? 
H: It depends. Sometimes, it depends on my mother's questions. Sometimes I 
would use Haka and sometimes I would use Cantonese. 
I: You mean your mother would use Cantonese? 
H: No, she wouldn't. 
I: Then do you mean that your mother would talk to you in Haka only and you would 
sometimes use Haka and sometimes use Cantonese? 
H: Yes. 
I: So, you would use Cantonese to answer her questions? 
H: Sometimes Haka. 
I： So, you would use mainly Haka at home, but outside your home, you would use 
Cantonese? Right? 
H: Yes. 
I: I see. Do you have any differences in your feeling about speaking Haka at home 
and in the street? 
H: At home, I think it's very natural and there is nothing special. 
But when you speak Haka in the street, you may afraid that others may look at you 
in a very strange way. Very unnatural. 
I: What do you mean by strange way? Do you mean envy? Just like when we hear 
someone speaking English, we may feel envy or just the opposite? 
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H: They would star at you and say, "Wah! New arrivals." It's just like a label. 
I： Then have you ever been to some cities in China in which Cantonese and Haka are 
not spoken? 
H: Guangzhou. 
I: But people there speak Cantonese. 
H: Yes. People in Guangzhou speak Cantonese. 
I: Then have you been to any other cities in which Haka and Cantonese are not 
spoken? 
H: No. 
I: Then what role does your family play in your English and Cantonese learning? 
H: My family quite supports me. 
I: You mean both Cantonese and English? 
H: Yes, you have moved to Hong Kong, so, learning Cantonese is a must. And as 
for English, you don't need to talk about it because it is so important. 
I: You mean they think English is more important than Cantonese? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then what would they feel when you watch the English T.V. program and when 
you listen to English music? 
H: My family? They would say, "We couldn't understand it, so, why should you 
watch the English program? 
I: How about English songs? 
H: English songs? They won't have any reaction. 
I: They wouldn't mind about that? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then when you speak English at home, what would they feel? 
H: My mother wouldn't have any reaction, but my brother would say, "See, showing 
off again" 
I: Ha.ha. Then how do you feel about your proficiency in Putonghua and 
Cantonese? Do you think your proficiency in these two languages changed? 
H: Putonghua? It's worse than before. 
I: But do you need to study Putonghua at your present school? 
H: Yes, but we don't have much chances to practice it. Haka? I don't know why 
when I speak Haka at home, it's more accurate than when I speak it back in China. 
When I visited my friends in China, I would find that I had difficulty in speaking 
Haka; the accent was not that accurate. 
I: I see, then would you worry that your proficiency in these two languages would 
fall? 
H: Fall? I think it might not fall. 
I： But you said the accent is now a little bit inaccurate. 
H: But I know the principle pronunciation. At least they can understand me. So, it 
won't be really very worse. 
I: So, you think that you can still communicate with them. 
H: Yes, at least it's my first language. 
I: Then when you went back to your hometown, how did your friends react when 
they found that your Haka carry some accent? 
H: I don't know. But actually, my Haka seems to be different from others. I just 
worried that they may think that I forget about Hakka after living in Hong Kong for 
just a single year. So, they may think that I change so quickly. 
I: Then did your family instill any special Hakka customs to you? 
H: Special customs. New Year. 
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I: Any differences between that in China and Hong Kong? 
H: More or less the same. 
I： Any special taboo? 
H: Taboo. Not washing your hairs on the first day and the fifteenth day of a month 
I: Really? 
H: Yes. We are not allowed to wash our hairs on those two days but I still wash my 
hairs. And also on the first day of New Year, we are not allowed to sweep the 
floor when you really want to sweep the floor; you are not allowed to throw 
away the rubbish. 
I: Then do you follow these customs? 
H: I follow the customs of New Year. But I will still wash my hairs on the first and 
the fifteenth days of each month. 
I: So, your mother asked you not to do so? 
H: Yes, but I didn't follow her. 
I: How about herself? 
H: She doesn't wash her own heads during these two days. 
I: Then any other special customs? 
H: Mid-autumn festival, nothing different from Hong Kong. 
I: Not necessary festival. It can be other customs. Just like my hometown. What are 
the customs at my hometown? Ha.ha. Actually, I can be some culture, for example, 
girls are not allowed to do something. Like in our hometown, girls are not allowed to 
sit on the well or the water in the well cannot be drunk and need to be thrown away 
H: Really? 
I: Yes, you cannot drink them because they are polluted. 
H: But I heard that girls are not allowed to sit on the table. 
I: Then did your mother tell you not to do so? 
H: No, I just heard it from my classmates. 
I: So, they just focus on the festival customs and not any other aspect of life? 
H: They would teach us to be more lady-like. For examples, sit properly and can't 
open your legs widely. As a girl, you are supposed to be gentler. 
I: Then how about filial piety? 
H: Like you should think about the source of water when you drink the water. You 
should show your filial piety to your parents and you should give your money to 
your parents after you earn money. 
I: Then any other special customs? Like how to pray to the God. Oh! You are a 
Christian? 
H: Pray to the God? There are lots about which date is the birthday of the Goddess, 
and also the birthday of other Gods. 
I: So, would your mother tell you the date? 
H: Actually, she would go to pray to the God. 
When I was in China, and when I was young, I would follow her but I can never 
remember the Gods or Goddesses' birthdays. 
I: So, she didn't ask you to remember the date? 
H: She didn't request me to remember the date but she took me to pray to the God. I 
remember that for the God inside our house, we need to put three pieces of 
incenses in front of the God. And on each side of the door, we need to put one 
piece of incense, and also three more pieces in the fence and we would do that in 
every festival. 
I: You mean you will do that at your motherland, right? 
H: Yes. 
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I： How about in Hong Kong? 
H： No, because we don't have eight Gods here and we don't have any celebration 
during the Mid-autumn festival and the place is so small which make us think 
that it's useless to have any celebration. 
I: Then do you have any conflicts with your mother because you do not follow her 
instructions to avoid washing your hairs on the first and the fifteenth days of 
each month? 
H: Actually, she won't care about me because she knows that I wash my hairs 
everyday. 
I: How about the filial piety? 
H: She always talks about these and also when we eat together, I may sometimes 
choose to eat something but not the others. My mother will blame me for that. 
She says, "If you do that at your mother-in-law's family, you will be kick back to 
your mother's family." 
I: So, how did you response? 
H: I would say, "Hey, it is not the mother-in-law's family here. 
I： Ha.ha. So, there are some conflicts but you don't care about that. 
H: Yes. Why should I care about that? 
I： Then do you have any further comment about your family life in Hong Kong? 
H: Maybe Chinese are more traditional; they have biggest celebration on those 
festivals. But Hong Kong people do not have much celebration on those 
festivals. Everything is simpler. But the Christmas here is more colourful. 
I: Then do you have any further comment on your family life or if you have any 
expectation? 
H: Expectation? I just hope that during the festival, as we passed the New Year in 
China, and I was requested by my mother to help her in cleaning the house. 
Because the house is so big, it's rather exhausting. But I don't need to do 
anything in Hong Kong because we have nothing to clean. I remember that we 
need to wash ourselves up with a specific kind of leaves during New Year. 
I: Do you need to do that in Hong Kong? 
H: We seldom spend our new year in Hong Kong... 
I： I see. Have you ever stay in Hong Kong during New Year? 
H: Never. 
I： Then can you report your life from early Nov to Mid Nov? How's your 
relationship with your classmates? 
H: My classmates are so childish and they don't know how to think. They are so 
silly that they speak whatever they like. 
I： You mean they don't care about others' feeling? 
H: Yes. 
And they also gossip about others and boycott others. But I also did that in the 
past. Ha.ha. 
I: You mean you have passed that stage? 
H: Yes. So, I would think, "Oh! I was that childish in the past." 
I: Do you find that you can't communicate with them? 
H: Not really, because I have passed that stage and I know what they are thinking 
now. They have a sense of vanity and they just want to attract others attention. 
They want others to think that they are very great. They are very playful 
I: Do you have any problems in getting along with them? 
H: Not really, I would just think that they are very childish. But I won't tell them 
that, "you are very childish." Ha.ha. 
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I: But I mean would you find that you couldn't get into their topics when talking 
with them? 
H: Yes, sometimes. Because although I know what's in their mind, they don't know 
what's in my mind. But it's still not bad because I know everything in their mind 
but they know nothing about me. Ha.ha. 
I: So, you mean you don't have any problems in communicating with them? 
H: Yes. Just I speak less. Not being honest to point out their faults so that we can get 
along with each other better. 
I: So, you don't have any communication problems with them, right? 
H: Because I have less communication with the boys, so, I don't have any conflicts 
with them. But as I have more communication with the girls, so, sometimes, 
conflicts will appear. The boys are treating me better because they will lend their 
homework to me. 
I: So, you mean you are differing in maturity so, you have a little bit problems in 
communication? That is they can't understand what's in your mind, right? 
H: Yes. They always said that I am very mature. 
I: Did they suspect you of your age? 
H: They always asked me my age. 
I: Why? 
H: I don't know. 
I: Because you don't look like their age? 
H: I don't know. They are just interested in knowing people's age. 
One of them is so ridiculous. She asked, "Do you have 15 years of age?" And I 
said, "Of course." "So, that means I am the youngest." Ha.ha. 
And also, they are so interested in one's body shape. They asked, "How come 
your breasts are so big?" and "You wear bra?" Ha.ha. "You don't wear it?" “I 
don't have breasts." "You are not growing?" Ha.ha. 
I： So, they are curious of the fact that your developmental stage is different from 
them, right? 
H: Yes. 
I just can't understand. How come they don't wear bra, as they are already R3 
students. Maybe China is developing very fast. Students start to wear bra when 
they are P.5 to P.6. However, here some of them don't wear bra even they are F.3 
students. I don't expect that because I think Hong Kong people should be more 
advance. 
I: So, you mean your developmental stages are different and so, they will be 
curious about you, right? 
H: And also I was very busy these days, have lots of projects. 
I： Okay, then let's talk about it during next interview. 
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Date ： 7th of December 
Interviewee : Huang 
Interview no. : 6 
Interview topic : Identity and Social Life 
I = Interviewer 
H = Huang 
I： 7th of December, 8.00p.m. Interviewee Judy. During our first meeting, you said 
that others regard you as a new arrival, but you hope that others will regard you as 
a Hongkonger. Can you tell me why you would like to be a Hongkonger and don't 
like to be called as new arrival? 
H: It's because you are now in Hong Kong; so, you will hope that others regard you 
as Hongkonger. Usually, Hongkongers have bad impressions about new arrivals. 
Yes. So, I don't want to let them have negative feeling about me. 
I： So, you mean you think Hongkongers have negative feeling about new arrivals, 
so, you hope that they can regard you as Hongkongers so as to avoid their 
negative feeling? 
H: Yes, because they have negative feeling. 
I: Okay, then what do you think are the criteria for you to be labeled as a 
Hongkonger? 
H: You must be fluent in your Cantonese and your behaviors shouldn't be too 
Mainlander. For example, when you dress, you shouldn't dress in an exaggerated 
way like those very sharp colors, red and purple. You should be trendier and you 
should be more technical when you speak. 
I： What do you mean by technical. 
H: You shouldn't be too honest. 
I： What do you mean by not honest? 
H: Sometimes when you speak, if you are too honest, normally people don't like to 
hear the truth. 
I: But you may also need to do the same thing in your hometown? 
H: Hometown? People in hometown are simpler; people in Hong Kong are more 
complicated. 
I: So, you think that you should be more self-protective in Hong Kong? 
H: Yes. Because you know no one in Hong Kong and it's not good if you offend 
someone. You know, the trail society in Hong Kong is so horrible. Usually, the 
Hong Kong trial society uses guns, but the trial society in China, just use knife. So 
horrible. 
I: What are the roles Cantonese and English play in helping you to pursue an 
identity as a Hongkonger? 
H: Cantonese and English? Cantonese is the majority language in Hong Kong. It's 
the mother tongue. So, you must know Cantonese so that others can communicate 
with you, English. Is English the international language now? 
I： Yes. 
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H: So, English is the international language now and there are some foreigners in 
Hong Kong and also you need English when you work maybe you need to use 
Japanese also in the future. 
I: How do you know that Japanese is important now? 
H: I don't know if it is needed in the government section but it is needed in mass 
media. 
I: I see. Then did you do anything to help yourself building up your image as a 
Hongkonger? 
H: Actually, for the clothes I wear, I have tried to follow the fashion when I buy 
clothes and as for the way I speak, I have tried to speak more fluently and I have 
also joint some social activities so as to know more about Hong Kong and I also 
try to remember the roads though I am not good at remembering the roads. 
Actually, I usually go out with someone who knows the roads, so as to prevent 
myself from losing way. 
I: I see. Then how do you feel about the labels 1) Mainlander, 2) NAC, 3) 
Hongkonger and 4) bilingual English speaker? 
H: Mainlander, the image accompany with this label is you are rude, impolite, 
knowing nothing. As for new arrivals, they will say, new arrivals are just the 
Hongkongers' burden, there is nothing good attached to them. They are not 
hardworking, not aggressive, not trying to find a job of their own, just rely on the 
government. Hongkongers, if others think that I am a Hongkonger, I will think, 
“Oh! You have done a good job because others don't know that you came from 
China." at least you don't need to worry that others will look at you in a very 
strange way. Bilingual English speaker, you are really very smart, very great. 
Ha.ha. 
I: So, which one you like most? 
H: Of course the fourth one, bilingual English speaker as you know two languages. 
I: So, you think it's more superior? 
H: Not superior but just you can communicate with more people and you can then 
know more people. You can communicate better with those foreigners and you 
are of higher level than those who just know one language. 
I: But you also know Hakka. Why don't you think it's better to know Hakka? 
H: Because English is the international language. 
I: Then you also know Putonghua, which is widely spoken. 
H: Putonghua although it's spoken in China and also Singapore but I think that 
English represents those powerful and rich countries like U.S.A you know how 
powerful is U.S.A. 
I: How about Putonghua? 
H: I would think it represents Beijing. 
I: You mean Mainlanders? 
H: No, but Beijing. Just like, although China is a developing country, I still think it's 
an undeveloped country. 
I: Then which label is most undesirable? 
H: Mainlander or new arrivals? I think new arrival is worse. 
I: Why? 
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H: It's because when you said Mainlander, people won't say you are a burden of 
Hong Kong government because Mainlander is used for a larger group of people. 
But new arrivals is used for a particular group of people, such labels is more 
focused. 
I: Do you mean that when others call you Mainlander, you may think that 
Mainlanders could be all people from China, not necessarily means that you have 
immigrated to Hong Kong. You can be here just for travel, right? 
H: Yes, exactly. 
I: So, you mean the label "Mainlanders" involves a larger group of people? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then have you ever try to get rid of the undesirable label? That is, new arrival? 
H: Try to avoid talking too much about myself. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
H: Just like I would never tell others that I am a new arrival. 
I: So, you try to hide the fact that you are a new arrival? 
H: Yes. I try to pretend that I am a Hongkonger. 
I: Then have you do anything to help yourself to obtain the desirable label? 
H: That label. Usually, when I see that some of my friends are bilingual English 
speaker, I will envy them and said, "That 's very good. You don't really need to 
work very hard and you know English." 
I: Then did you do anything to help yourself in obtaining that label? 
H: Apart from learning English. After lessons, I would talk to my English teacher. 
She came from New Zealand but she is a Chinese but I would try my best to talk 
with her in English. 
I: Then the next question is who did you consider as in-group members before you 
came to Hong Kong? In-group members are those whose affair you care but not 
necessary your relatives. Just like I would consider Fujianese as in-group 
members. So, who did you consider as in-group members before you came to 
Hong Kong? 
H: I think my cousins and my sisters. Actually they are my relatives, my cousins. 
I: Okay. Let me clarify to you that in-group members can also include like the 
whole ethic. 
H: Yes, I know what you mean. 
I: So, you mean you would just consider your relatives as your in-group members? 
H: Yes. Because we grew up together and we know all about each other, we play 
with each other and care about each other and also some of my classmates are 
very good and we would talk about what we thought. 
I: So, the in-group members are not those of the same ethnicity, right? 
H: No, it's not of the same ethnicity but just those concerns about you and those you 
really concern. 
I: I see. Then what are you attitudes towards Cantonese, Hakka, Putonghua and 
English? 
H: Cantonese. I think I don't have any difficulties in learning it. It just like my 
mother tongue. And I don't need to lean it, but English is really difficult for me. 
I: Then how's your attitudes towards English? Would you think that it's more 
superior? 
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H: As I have said before, English is spoken in some wealthy country, that's what I 
know. And also English seems to be at a higher level. 
I: How about Cantonese? 
H: Actually, you would feel proud of yourself whenever you know one more 
language. 
I: How about your attitudes towards Hakka? 
H: I don't have any special feeling towards it. 
I: Why? 
H: Because it's my first language and I spoke it when I was bom. So, I don't have 
any special feeling towards it. 
I: Then which language you like most? 
H: English. I think English is good. 
I: So, you like English most? 
H: Yes. 
But I think Cantonese is good too, because it is more easily for me to express 
myself in Cantonese. 
I: Then your attitudes towards these languages... No special feeling towards Hakka, 
Cantonese? How do you feel about it? 
H: It's easier for me to express myself in Cantonese. 
I: Then you think English is more superior. Do you think such kind of attitudes 
affect your learning of Cantonese and English? 
H: Actually, the effects are good. 
I: Let's talk about Cantonese first. 
H: Cantonese, you don't need to leam it with great effect. It's not that difficult. 
I: How about English? 
H: You need to put more effort on it. 
I: So, you would put more effort on learning English, right? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then will you afraid that your learning of Cantonese and English would affect 
your fluency in your Hakka? 
H: because Hakka is my mother tongue. I will know it without questions. 
I: So, you will not afraid that it will disappear gradually, just like my case. My 
Fujianese becomes worse and worse. 
H: Ha.ha. No, because I came to Hong Kong at an older age. So, I think I won't 
forget Hakka. Actually, at my hometown, some people know Hakka at the 
beginning, but after coming to Hong Kong, they forgot it. But they are usually 
young kids, very young ones. 
I: Then how do you feel about the fact that you are the oldest student in your class? 
H: Sometimes I would feel sorry about my own case. Sign! I am so old. 
I: Why do you feel sorry about yourself? 
H: Because others are so young and they are studying in F.3, but I am so old and still 
studying in F.3 with them. Actually, students of my age have already graduated 
from F.7 and studying in university. So, you are slower than others and you can 
never catch it up. And you can never catch up your time; you can never catch up 
you youth once you lose it. 
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I: Then what are your classmate's attitudes towards the fact that you are older than 
them? Actually do the classmates in your present school know that you are older 
than them? 
H: No. They don't know. 
I: How about the previous school? 
H: They know about it. 
I: Are you the oldest in your previous school? 
H: One of them is of the same age as me. 
I: And others are younger than you? 
H: Yes. 
I: And others knew that you are the oldest? 
H: Yes. 
I: So, do they have any special attitudes towards you? 
H: No. Because in my previous school, there are lots of new arrivals, most of them 
are overage. So, they don't care about it. 
I: But some of your present classmates also know about this, right? 
H: Just few of them. 
I: So, what are their attitudes after knowing this? 
H: It's because for those who know about the fact are quite familiar with me. 
I: But what's their reaction when they first know that? 
H: No special response. 
I: They won't change their ways in getting along with you because of your age? 
H: Yes, because only one or two of them know that and they just said, "Oh! You are 
that old?" 
I: Then how do you feel about studying with those younger than you? 
H: Of course I would have lower self-esteem. 
I: Why? 
H: Still the same explanation. Ha.ha. 
I: Ha.ha. Then do you think studying with the younger student will affect your 
learning in Hong Kong? 
H: Sometimes I would think about my age after F.7, whether to continue my study or 
not after that and if I really continue my study after that, how old am I after 
university study? And after the graduation, I may become a spinster and I still 
need to work, I still need to earn some money for my family. It's not reasonable 
for me to get married after graduation. My family must blame me if I really do 
that. One of the girls in my hometown got married when she had just worked for 
her family for half a year after graduation and her family kept saying that it's a 
lost to them for having brought that girl up. 
I: So, the negative effect on you is that you may worry that you are too old to enrol 
in that particular form, which can affect your future career 
H: Yes. 
I: Then are there any situations in which your identity as a new arrivals made you 
think that you should keep silence at that particular moment. 
H: When others are telling false about the new arrivals. I would just let them talk 
about it. 
I: So, you think that you shouldn't speak at that particular moment? 
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H: Not really shouldn't speak, but just better keep silence. 
I: So, how did you feel at that time? 
H: I would say in my own heart that other new arrivals are not really worse. Only 
some of them are like that. 
I: Then have you ever try to change the situation so that you can tell them that 
"actually, not all new arrivals are like that?" 
H: Actually, sometimes, when they are really going too far, I will really talk back. 
I： For example? 
H: When they said, ‘‘Those new arrivals are really terrible. Their Cantonese is not 
fluent and always ask for financial help." 
I: They would really speak in that way? 
H: Yes. 
I: Students in your new school? 
H: No, they are just some of them. 
I: In your new school or in your old school? 
H: I mean those in society. 
Sometimes when someone passed by, I heard them talking about this. 
I: So, would you talk back under such situation. 
H: I would tell them only when I know them or else I won't care about them. 
I: You mean you would clarify that not all new arrivals are like that? 
H: Yes, I see. 
I: Then did you join any extra-curriculum activities? Just like those organised by 
those community centres? 
H: Extra-curriculum activities? A lot. 
I: Mainly volunteers, right? 
H: Yes. Not just community centres, but also those organised by our school, for 
example, selling sweets for the disabled, and also, actually, I didn't join any extra-
curriculum activities at school. 
I: How about last year? I remember that you play drama last year, right? 
H: Yes. 
I: And your teacher said that you are very good at drawing, right? 
H: Just average. Oh! Yes, I made a com candle. 
I: Really? 
H: Yes. 
I: So, you made something like this in school? 
H: Yes. When my school offer such a chance. 
I: Then do you enjoy these? 
H: I like those arts and music. 
I: How about volunteer? 
H: Volunteer, if you have time. 
I: But do you enjoy it? 
H: Quite good. You can know more from this and make new friends, more 
experience. At least you can know more than others. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
H: Because not everyone have a chance to know about something. But now I have a 
chance and of course it's better. 
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I: Then do these activities have any effects on your learning and adaptation in Hong 
Kong? 
H: You can know more about society and you can know that there are such kinds of 
communities in Hong Kong and things like these and also there are so many 
needy in society. So, at least you can know more about Hong Kong society. 
I: I see. Than how about languages? For example, do these activities help you in 
your Cantonese learning? 
H: I think through participating in these voluntary jobs, you may get to know people 
from other nationalities. 
I: Really? 
H: Some of them will. 
I： Actually, community includes your church, right? 
H: Yes. I know a lot of foreigners in the church, like from Japan, Singapore, 
America, etc. 
I: Do they help in your English learning? 
H: Sometimes when I met the sisters and the elder in the streets, I would try to talk to 
them in English. Usually, they will ask you like "How are you?" "Where are you 
going?" "What did you buy?" so, I would answer then in English and talk with 
them in English. 
I: Then what are the activities you would have with your family, your friends or 
your relatives? 
H: Extra-curriculum activities. We will go out together. Go for shopping, karaoke, 
seeing movies, have parties together. 
I: Who are your friends? Are they from the Newly Arrived Youth? 
H: I mainly have parties with the Newly Arrived Youth. As for shopping and seeing 
movies, I usually go with my classmates. 
I： I see. 
H: Then how about your family? 
I: Usually eat out together. 
H: How about your relatives? 
I: I seldom go out with my relatives. Usually I go to my cousin's home and play 
with them there or go shopping with her. 
H: Then which language do you use when you go out with them? 
I: How about with friends? 
H: Cantonese. 
I: Those from the Newly Arrived Youth? 
H: Cantonese. 
I： Family? 
H: Sometimes Cantonese and sometimes Hakka. 
I: Relatives? 
H: Relatives? My cousin. As my cousin come from Zhunzhen but she also know 
Hakka. 
I： So, you use Hakka with her? 
H: Actually, she lived in our hometown before but she went to Zhunzhen and then 
went to Hong Kong. She is my uncle's daughter. 
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I: Then why do you use that particular language when you go out with them? First 
of all, your family. Why do you use Hakka? 
H: My mother can speak Hakka only, so, I need to speak Hakka with her. 
I: So, you need to use Hakka to talk with her? 
H: Yes. 
I: How about people in the Newly Arrived Youth? Is there anyone who speaks 
Hakka? 
H: I don't think so. Seems like some of them know Hakka, but all of them use 
Cantonese when speaking to me. So, it will be strange if I suddenly switch to 
Hakka. 
I: So, you won't ask them if they can speak Hakka so that you can speak Hakka 
with them? 
H: Some of them are from Chu Hai and some from Dong Shan. Yes Ha.ha. 
I: So, then is your best friend Hongkonger or new arrival or someone from your 
hometown? 
H: Hongkonger. New arrivals. I think I like those people in the Newly Arrived Youth 
more. 
I: Because they are new arrivals? 
H: Yes. 
I: But you have never spoken Hakka with them? 
H: Yes. 
I: Then what are the differences between speaking Hakka, Cantonese and English in 
public? 
H: If it is in public, it's very natural and common for people to speak Cantonese. But 
if you speak Hakka, people would look at you in a very strange way. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
H: This mean it will draw others attention. They may think, "Where do you come 
from?" 
I: So, do you think they have positive or negative attitudes towards your speaking of 
Hakka? 
H: Of course negative. 
I： How about English? 
H: This will also draw people's attention. 
I: Then what's their attitude? Positive or negative? 
H: They would say, "Oh! You are so great! Can speak good English." 
I: Then do you have any further comments about your own identity and social life? 
First of all, let's talk about your own identity. 
H: My own identity? Actually, I really hope that I can be the bilingual English 
speaker. 
I: Then if someone calls you new arrivals, would that affect your self-esteem? 
H: That's for sure. But as there are lots of unfavourable rumours about the new 
arrivals so, you would be hurt by those rumours. As some people may think that 
all new arrivals are just like that. 
I: Then do you have any comments about your social life. 
H: What kind of social life? 
I: Just like what you do during the vacations and when you are free. 
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H: Vacations, usually, I will have special arrangement in different vacations. 
I： You mean you have different activities for different festivals. 
H: Yes, we will go to different places during different festivals. 
I: With your friends? 
H: Yes. And I like to be with my friends in the Newly Arrived Youth. Usually, we 
will go for BBQ during Mid-Autumn festival and they go to the flower markets in 
New Year, but I didn't go with them and during Christmas. 
I: It seems to me that you are quite familiar with the festivals in Hong Kong. You 
are quite familiar with the life in Hong Kong. 
H: Yes. For Christmas we go for the count down and have party together. 
I: So, do you think that you can adapt to the life in Hong Kong because the Newly 
Admitted Youth has played an important role? 
H: Yes. Because you have friends to help you to adapt to the life here with you and 
we are all youths. So, we can communicate with each other well. 
I: Then what has surprised you most about your new life in Hong Kong? 
H: Life in Hong Kong? 
I: Yes. What has surprised you most? 
H: I have never thought that those "case houses" are really that small... they are 
really very dirty, dim and smelly. 
I: So, you saw that when you are working as the volunteer? 
H: Yes, and many people crowded together. And I heard from the residents that 
when they need to wait till 0200hrs when waiting for their turn to bath. 
I: So, do you think that you are lucky because you house is not like that? 
H: Yes, I am really lucky. 
I: So, you think that you are poor before that? 
H: Yes, because I think that Hong Kong is very prosperous and I don't expect it to 
have such kind of place. 
I: Then what would you most like to change about your life here? 
H: Of course I hope that I can have a bigger house and everyone have their own 
room. Actually, I may not be satisfied even if we move to the public housing. 
I: You will be satisfied or not satisfied? 
H: Actually, if I can move to public housing, that is much better than now but I won't 
be satisfied because human beings are greedy and they want to have a better life. 
I: I see. Then what's your target before you came to Hong Kong? 
H: Before I moved to Hong Kong, I have thought about the fact that I need to study 
hard if I came to Hong Kong and also I need to change my personality and the 
way I communicate with others. 
I: So, you think that you need to change yourself after coming to Hong Kong? Then 
did you really change yourself after coming to Hong Kong? 
H: Yes, because I know that I have lots of weakness when I was in China and I know 
that I need to change myself. 
I: What makes you think that you should change? 
H: When you move to a new environment, you will think that you need to change 
and you can turn over a new leaf. In Hong Kong, you know no one so that you 
can change yourself and you can improve yourself. You can do better. 
I: Do you think the change of your economic situations have any effects on you? 
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H: No, I don't think it has any effect. There are lots of factors. 
I: For example 
H: Love affairs. 
I: What's that about? 
H: Because I love a boy so much but he didn't treasure me so, I was not feeling 
happy at that time and then I will tell myself that I need to be more mature and I 
should change my ways of getting along with others and dealing with my 
problems. I think that I should improve my ways of dealing with problems. 
I: Then can you report your recent life? 
H: Recently I was very busy because I have lots of projects and also as the Christmas 
vacation is approaching. 
I: Hey, you called me few days ago saying that your teachers want to promote you 
to a better class. Can you tell me that in details? 
H: Yes, I am studying in class E now, the worst class in our form but today, my form 
teacher talked with me and another classmate. 
I: You are the top of your class, right? 
H: Yes and also the second one. He said that he would like to promote us to a better 
class because the students in class E are not really studying and the learning 
atmosphere is really very poor and during the lessons the teacher always said to us 
that, "Sorry for disturbing your lessons." 
I: Does he mean that you have already known what he was teaching? 
H: Yes, we knew everything he taught already. 
I: Maybe the teacher doesn't want to waste our time so, he wants to promote us to a 
better class. 
H: Do you think that they can promote you to a higher-grade level? 
I: I don't think so. 
H: Actually, before our form master spoke. I thought maybe they really want to 
promote me to higher grade level because he said he wanted to promote us so, I 
thought, "promote? Does it mean I can be promoted to F.4?" but he said he 
wanted to promote us to class A. So disappointed. 
I: Why you think it is impossible for you to be promoted to a higher form? 
H: No, they won't allow me. 
I: You mean your present school will not promote you to a higher form? 
H: No, they won't because most school will not let you promoted to higher grade 
I: Anything you want to add? 
H: What? 
I: Do you want to draw any conclusion about being a new arrival? 
H: Actually, there is nothing wrong with new arrivals but you need to speak more 
fluently so that there is fewer discrimination and then when others think that you 
are not good as a new arrivals then you need to work hard to let them know that 
you are not really that worse. You have your own self-esteem so that when others 
think that you are incapable you need to show that you are capable. Don't let 
others look down on you and you need to tell yourself that you are different from 
others and tell others that you are the model of the new arrivals. 
I: Ha.ha. Maybe that's why you can adapt well. 
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Date ： 4th ^f j^ jy 
Interviewee : Huang's teacher 
Interview Questions for the NACs' Regular class English teacher 
1. How do you feel about having newly arrived students in your class? What are the 
differences between teaching NAC and local Hong Kong students? What are 
your difficulties in teaching NAC? 
A: To teach the new arrivals, we need to push up their self-confidence, and the 
students need to adapt to the life here and the classroom here. 
2. Compared with the local Hong Kong students, do the NAC (the subject) 
behave(s) differently in the classroom? Do they differ in the following ways: 
a. Participation in classroom 
A: It depends on the students' personality. Some students are active while 
some are passive. Judy is quite active and smart. But some new arrivals 
have low motivation. Maybe it's because they do not understand what 
the teachers talking about during the English lesson. They are not 
active to express their feeling and always waiting for the teachers to 
call them to answer their questions. 
b. Attentiveness during the lessons 
A: The new arrivals are more attentive than the local students. 
c. Disciplines 
A: The new arrivals are better behaved than the local students. 
d. Attitudes towards teachers 
A: The new arrivals are more respectful to the teachers. 
e. Attitudes towards students 
A: They know how to concern about their classmates. 
3. Compared with the local students, how do you feel about the NAC overall level 
of self-confidence? What are the reasons behind such differences? Do you think 
their identity affect their level of self-confidence? Do you think such a level of 
self-confidence affects their learning? How about the subjects' level of self-
confidence? 
A: The self-confidence level of the new arrivals is lower than the local students. 
The reasons may be that their life in Hong Kong is different from that in 
China and their English is poor. Their English standard is just about that of 
the primary school students. Some of them even have lower standard. 
However the effect of their identity on their self-confidence level is not that 
obvious because over 80% of the students in our school are new arrivals. So, 
there is no discrimination occurring in our school. 
For Judy, she doesn't have low self-esteem. Her academic result is above 
average. She is especially good at painting. She is not passive but quite 
active. 
4. How do you feel about the local students' attitudes towards the NAC and vice 
versa? Any examples? Do you think the NAC (the subject) are/is getting along 
well with their Hong Kong classmates? Do you think the NAC usually make 
friends with NAC? How about the subject? Do you think this will affect their 
adaptation? Do you think peer relationships can affect the learning of the NAC? 
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A: Because the percentage of new arrivals is high in our school, there is no 
discrimination. The NAC are getting along quite well with their local 
classmates. But yes, the NAC usually makes friends with NAC. I think 
whether they can adapt well or not depend on their own personality. 
5. How do you feel about the NAC (the subject)' adaptation to the school life in 
Hong Kong? Do you have any specific concerns? Have you taken any other steps 
to help the students adjust to the HK classroom? Is there any comment you would 
like to make about the adjustment of NAC in H.K. schools? 
A: I think it's their personality that decide whether they can adapt well to the 
life in Hong Kong. We did organize some remedial course for them. For 
example，we would bring them around the places in Hong Kong, teach them 
how to use knife and folk. But I didn't participate in these; some of my 
colleagues are responsible for these. 
Interview Questions for the NACs，English teacher (Both regular class and 
remedial class) 
6. From your perspective, what are the NAC(the subject)' problems in learning 
English?(e.g. no common language, English proficiency gap) Do you think they 
are: 
a. Motivated to leam English? 
A: Most of them know the important of English in Hong Kong. 
b. Willing to practice their English in the classroom (e.g. oral lessons)? 
A: Just half and half because some of them can't even speak Cantonese 
well, let alone English. 
c. Confident in learning English? Why? 
A: Their English is so weak that they don't have confidence in learning it. 
It takes more than a half year for them to build up confidence. 
d. Hard-working? 
A: Yes. Most of them are hard working because they need to catch up 
with the Hong Kong students. 
7. Which aspect of English do you think the students are particularly weak at? (e.g. 
speaking and writing skills) 
A: They are particularly weak at Speaking and writing. 
8. Apart from those suggested by the Education Department, What other strategies 
Have you adopted? (E.g. using songs) 
A: It's important to create a relaxing learning environment. It can be done by 
learning English through songs, newspapers. Sometimes we can encourage 
them by giving them little presents. 
9. Which strategies do you think are most useful in teaching English to the NAC? 
A: No particular strategies. 
10. What is your comment about the ED's suggestions about strategies to teach NAC? 
Any constrains in adopting those strategies? 
A: Most of them are useful, but it depends on whether the teachers have the time 
to adopt these strategies or not. I will adopt these strategies, but I didn't take 
reference to it, I don't know whether our school have it or not. Maybe it's in 
the hand of the penal. 
11. What has been provided to you by the ED to guide your teaching of the newly 
arrived students? Do you think you have received enough support from the ED in 
teaching the NAC? Why? What else can they do? 
A: I don't know what has been provided. But I guess there are lots of materials 
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provided by the ED, and all of them are in the hands of our penal. I couldn't 
answer this question because I don't know what has been provided. 
12. Do you think you have received enough support from your school? Why? Do you 
know how your school makes use of the funding given by the ED? What else can 
the school do in order to help the NAC and the teachers? 
A: We have the remedial class for the NAC, but I don't know whether our 
school is using the funding provided by the ED or not. As there are English 
classes for the NAC, I think our school has provided enough support. 
13. Do you think you have got enough support and coordination from the NAC 
parents? What do you think the parents can do in order to help the students in 
learning English? 
A: Actually, the parents need to adapt the new life here themselves. They don't 
have much time to communicate with their children. Their working hours is 
so long. Yes. All of them did attend the parents' day. But from the 
conversation, we can know that many of them don't really understand their 
children and don't really know much about their own children. Hence, I 
think the parents can try to spend more time to communicate with their 
children. 
14. How often have you met with their parents? Are you able to communicate easily 
with them? If they don't speak Cantonese and English, how do you communicate 
with them? 
A: We have parents' day every year. They can usually speak Cantonese though 
they may carry some accents. Sometimes if we found it difficult to 
communicate with them, we would seek help from the social worker. Once, 
a student had very bad relationship with her parents because they were 
separated in the past and it seems that the child failed to get along well with 
the parents. And she had problems in her study. So, she suffered from 
mental problems. Even the social worker had tried her best to provide 
counseling to her, it's still in vain. She was finally sent to the mental 
hospital. 
15. Have you in contact with community centers for NAC? 
A: Yes. But only through the social worker. Our social worker works in a 
community center. So, she helps the community center to promote activities 
and the social worker would sometimes hold some seminar for the students 
too. The social worker play an important role in helping the NAC to 
overcome their psychology barriers as their confident level is so low. 
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Date ： 4th of January 
Interviewee : Huang's Mother 
Interview Topic : Interview with Parent 
1= Interviewer 
HM = Huang's Mother 
H = Huang 
I: 4th of January, interviewee Judy's mother. I would like to ask why did you apply 
for the right of abode for your children? 
HM: I hoped that my children can receive education here and leam more English so, 
in the future can work for Hong Kong society. 
I: Then before you came to Hong Kong, how often did Mr. Wong go back to China 
to meet you? 
HM:My husband? He didn't want us to come to Hong Kong. When I said that I would 
like to apply the right of abode for our children, he said, “I don't have any living 
place. What's the point for going to Hong Kong? China is much better." 
I: Then how often did he go back to China at that time? 
HM: About once per month... 
I： Wah! That's very frequent! 
HM:Because he was retired at that time. He retired in 1998. He was too old that no 
one employed him. His eyes and ears were not functioning well. He was more 
than sixty years old. So, he said, “I had no job. What your point for coming to 
Hong Kong?" 
I: So, he went back so often, that means he knew everything about your children, 
right? 
Mr. HM: Yes. 
HM:He went back to China every month, and the Hong Kong government restricts 
the time the elderly spent in China. They were not allowed to stay in China for 
more than 15 days per month so; he stayed at home for about 13 days every 
month including two days for travelling. 
I: So, he must be able to know about the children's academic performance in 
China, right? 
HM: Yes. He knew about that. He always asked them to study hard because it's good 
for their future career. Sign, nowadays, every part in the world is just similar. The 
economy is so bad, and it's very difficult to for people to find a job. I hope that 
they can study more in Hong Kong. 
I: So, you mean your husband hope that they could study more? 
HM:I hope that, but actually all of us hope that they could study hard, and try to catch 
up. There is no English learning in China. 
I: Then when you were in China, did you ask them to leam Cantonese and English? 
HM:They leamt it from the television. We watch Hong Kong television program in 
China. I leamt that from it too. 
I: So, you leamt Cantonese from the TV program? 
HM: Yes，but my daughter was more familiar with Cantonese, she was quite good at 
speaking Cantonese... 
I: Yes, I didn't know that she came from China when the social worker introduces 
her to me. 
HM: Really? 
I: Yes, because her Cantonese is quite fluent. 
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HM:She knew how to speak Cantonese from the time when she was just several years 
old. She used to play with those kids from Hong Kong. So, her Cantonese was 
really great, but my son didn't know how to speak Cantonese. 
I: How about now? Did he have any improvement? 
HM:Now it's much better. He tried to leam about it after coming to Hong Kong, but 
he still doesn't know how to speak some difficult words. But it's not in a hurry. 
He still has lots of time. 
I: Yes, he is still young. 
HM: Yes，different from us, we are too old too leam it. 
I: Not really, I can still understand you. 
HM: Really? Ha.ha. My two kids always say, "Stop speaking Cantonese if you don't 
know how to speak Cantonese." 
I: But I can really understand it, better than my mother. 
HM: Really? 
I: Yes. And I remember that last time you told me that when you first arrived, you 
need to look for the schools and the house, right? 
HM: Before we came to Hong Kong, we had already worried about the living place 
and also our daily expense and we also worried about whether we could find a 
school for the kids. We had lots to think about it. 
I: So, you mean you were very worried about these? 
HM:Yes, we were worried about that and we didn't know how to cope with these 
problems at that time. But hopefully, my husband's relatives asked us to live in 
their place. At that time, my husband rent a bed in Yup Liu Street, for 700 per 
month. So, we didn't have living place. So, his relatives said that, “If you don't 
have any living place, just live in our house." So, we lived in Ping Che with 
them. Ping Che is very far away from here, so, we needed to travel to and fro 
between Ping Che and Sham Shui Po. We came here to look for living place, 
schools and bought the school uniform and books for the kids. We didn't even 
have a place for placing the kids' books. But luckily, the volunteer in the 
community centre asked us to place the book in the centre. 
I: I see. So, last time you said that there was a woman who asked you to go to the 
meeting organized by the community center, right? 
HM:What? 
I: I mean how did you know that there are community centers in Hong Kong? Not 
all new arrivals know about this. 
HM: Yes. It's Miss Sze. 
I: Yes. 
HM: At that time, my husband was living in Yup Liu Street and the old woman living 
in the room next to his asked me if I would like to join the meeting. I answered. 
Because I knew nothing and she lived next to my husband, so, she said, "Mrs. 
Wrong，we are going to have a meeting tomorrow." And I asked, "Where do you 
have the meeting?" and she said, “In the garden." So, she asked me to go to the 
meeting with them. So, I joined them for once. And then next time, I went to the 
meeting with my daughter and my son. And at that time, when Miss Sze talked 
about the living environment, my daughter raised her hand at once. She was so 
brave. 
I: So, she raised her opinion for the first time she joined the meeting? 
HM: Yes. From that on, Miss Sze started to like my daughter and she said, "When the 
poor people come to Hong Kong, they are just like being trapped into a bird's 
cage，they can never escape from that and they don't have any freedom to 
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choose. 
I: So, you mean Judy said about that? 
HM:Yes. 
I: Wah! 
HM: Yes, it's the first time she joined the meeting and I said I dared not raise my 
opinion because my Cantonese was so poor and you dare to do so. 
I: (Pause because the MD recorder was out of battery) Okay, so, we were talking 
about that Judy raise her opinion during the meeting and that she said that the 
new arrivals' houses in Hong Kong are just like the bird case. 
HM: Yes，is that what you said? 
H: Yes, 
HM:Yes. 
I: So, after that you always went to the meeting organized by Miss Sze? 
HM: Yes，they have been helping us a lot. 
I: (Pause because the MD recorder was out of battery again) so, we have talked 
about the fact that the social worker Miss Sze has helped you a lot. When you 
first came to Hong Kong, you were afraid that your children might not be able to 
find a school and then you went to Wan Chai, right? 
HM: Yes, at that time, a woman who used to live in the same hometown as us took us 
to Wan Chai education department. 
H: That's for the allocation of the F.4 school place. 
I: I see. 
HM: So, finally we went to the West Coast to sit for the test and she said that she 
didn't have enough time. 
I: You need to seat for a test? Where was it? 
H: She means my previous school. I had just two hours to finish several test papers. 
HM: So, that's why they assigned her to F.2. 
I: That's mean you actually find that the tests were not difficult? 
H: Yes, but just that they didn't give me enough time and I was very nervous at that 
time. 
I: So, did you know that you had two hours to finish the whole set of tests? 
H: Yes. 
I: So, how did you feel about the fact that a single test decided your fate to study in 
F.2? 
H: Sign, I had no choice. 
HM:Yes. -
I: So, they just used a single test to assign your form level? 
H: I didn't have the academic result with me 
HM: She said to me that she would like to study in R4, but then I said, "No, you 
should study in F. 3 first or else you might not be able to catch up." 
I: So, you didn't allow her to study in R4? 
HM: Yes，because I was just afraid that she might not be able to catch up. 
I: Then what do you think about the importance of education in Hong Kong? 
HM: Education in Hong Kong is quite good. In China, the teachers are not that good. 
They are not that concern about the students. If the children in Hong Kong do 
poorly in their examination, their teachers will contact their parents and talk with 
them. The teachers in China will not do this. Even if the children fight with each 
other, the teachers just won't care about this. Only their classmates might tell us 
about that. 
I: And you said that your aim for applying the right of abode for your children is 
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mainly let them receive education here, right? 
HM:Yes. 
I: Then what do you think is the function of education in Hong Kong? Why were 
you so eager to let them receive education in Hong Kong? 
HM: I just hope that they could study more and leam more. 
I： They could also leam and study a lot in China, right? 
HM:No，it's different. The teaching method in China is different from Hong Kong's. 
The education in China is not as good as Hong Kong, but actually the simplified 
characters in China is much easier to be leamt then the complicated letters in 
Hong Kong. 
I: So, you said that your main purpose is to let them study English in Hong Kong 
right? ‘ 
HM: Yes，English is not taught to children like him (pointed to Judy's brother), but 
here in Hong Kong, the children start to leam English when they are 3 to 4 years 
old. 
I: Then what is the perceived function of English? 
HM: If they leam English, they can then communicate with the foreigners. So, it 
won't be just like the chicken is talking to the duck, just like us, we can't 
understand English, so, we hope that they can leam English here and so that they 
can go to any other countries in the future. 
I: I see. 
HM: As for searching for work... 
I: Okay, just continue. 
HM: And even if they prefer to look for jobs rather then study, we would not prevent 
them from doing so. It is because at that time, they have grown up and we would 
not forbid them from doing anything they like. 
I: So, do you think that education can help them in their job searching? 
HM: Yes, they will be able to find a job much more easy if they have received higher 
education level, and they don't need to take those harsh jobs. If they don't 
receive enough education level, they might need to work as waitress or do some 
cleaning job, just like my daughter. She is so small in size, what can she do other 
than some white-collar jobs? 
I: Be the Miss Hong Kong. 
HM:Not even qualified, as she is so small in size. Ha.ha. 
I: Ha.ha. Okay. Then what is the highest academic level you would like Judy to 
attain? 
HM: University level. 
I: Why? 
HM: Because she can find a better job if she can enter university. 
I: So, you just hope that she can find a good job? 
HM:Yes. 
H: (Judy spoke in Hakka) 
I: What did you say? 
H: My younger brother said if I can enter the university, it would be God's blessing. 
I: Then have you taken them to any tuition class? 
HM: Yes，they need that. Both of them go to receive tuition during the summer. 
I: You mean they went to the community center? 
HM: Yes. 29th June we came to Hong Kong and then we lived in Ping Che in early 
July. Then we lived in here in August. So, they didn't have time to receive any 
tuition. 
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H: Yes, I did receive tuition. 
I: Did you? 
H: Yes. 
HM: But just for few weeks. 
I： You received tuition for few weeks? 
H: Yes. 
HMiOnce per week, 
H: No, several days per week. 
HM: At that time, she came here to receive tuition, and then went back to Ping Che in 
night. She spent a lot on travelling at that time. 
H: It's a hard time. 
I： Do you have any concerns or worries about your child's study in Hong Kong? 
HM: I didn't worry about my daughter; her academic result is better after coming to 
Hong Kong. I just worry about my son. I blame him all the time and ask him to 
work hard. I think they can just work on themselves; I can't help them in any 
way because I didn't study much. I studied till I was 15 years old. Then it came 
the revolution. I was so pathetic at that time; we were not as lucky as them. So, 
it's been 30 more years after the revolution and I haven't read for more than 30 
years. So, I hope that my children can work harder and study well. In the past, 
we had the farm to work on even if we didn't study hard. However, now we 
don't have any farm to work on, so, if they don't study hard, what should they do 
in the future? 
I： What can be their future career if they study in China? 
HM:They can have their own career. However, it's very difficult for them to find a job 
unless they have someone to introduce them to some companies. 
H: You need to rely on those human connections in order to find a job in China. 
Otherwise, you can't find a job even if you have good academic result. 
HMiYes. Even if you don't study much, so long as you have human connections, you 
can work as a white collar in the bank, or even a manager in a company. As for 
the university s1;udents，if you don't have any connection, you can never find a 
job, 
I： That's why you applied for the right of abode for your children? 
HM: Yes. I applied that in 1997 and I myself got the right of abode at 1994. At that 
time, my daughter is 14 years old. My husband did not want them to come. He 
said that he didn't have a job and he couldn't afford our life in Hong Kong. 
When I heard him say that, I had my own thinking. I thought that my children 
were so young, if it's just me who came to Hong Kong and left my children at 
home, and then who would take care of them? So, finally, I didn't apply for the 
right of abode for them. And then I got the right of abode in 1998. 
I： How do you feel about your child's adaptation in Hong Kong? 
HM:They didn't get used to the life here at the beginning. 
I: Why? 
HM: Because the living place is so small, and it's not our own place. So, I son was 
very unhappy at that time and said, "Mammy, bring me back to Hong Kong." I 
said, “ Once you go back to China, you are not allowed to come back to Hong 
Kong". And he said, "I don't care." He asked me to bring him back to China in 
three days time. I tears ran down at once. I had tried my best to apply for the 
right of abode for them and he asked me to bring him back to China. I had lots to 
worry at the time, the housing, finding schools for my kids, and he asked me to 
bring him back to China. I really didn't know what to do and I was sleepless 
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every day. My husband wanted us to go back to China too. But I really hope that 
they could stay in Hong Kong and study hard so that they could finally find a 
good job. (Cried) I was quite angry but I knew that he really couldn't get used to 
the life here. Very pathetic. Actually, I went back to China three times every 
week. 
I: Why? 
HM: Because I didn't get used to that. 
I: So, you didn't get used to that? 
HM:Yes. 
I： And she also needed to go back to China to pick up the examination results for 
us. 
HM: Yes. But now is much better. We get used to that now. We are more settled now. 
I: So, did you have any concerns about their adaptation? 
HM: Yes. I worried that they may not get used to the life here and that we didn't have 
enough money. We had nothing when we came here. Our T. V. set and most of 
the things here were given by the government-aided community centres. I really 
thank the social workers in Hong Kong and also the government. 
I: What are your expectations for your Huang? 
HM:I hope that she could earn more money, buy a flat of their own. But I don't know 
if my expectation for her can become true or not. And also healthy. 
H: You can't just rely on the financial assistance from the government. 
I: Then which language did you use to communicate with your children when you 
were in China? 
HM: Hakka. 
I: How about now? 
HM: Cantonese. But not fluent. 
I: But do you always use Cantonese. 
HM:I speak Hakka at home. When I go out, I would speak Cantonese with my 
neighbor. I speak Cantonese with people from our same hometown when we go 
out together too. 
I: Did you have any concerns or worries about their language learning in Hong 
Kong? 
HM:I didn't worry about their Cantonese learning as they are still young and they 
could pick up that quickly. My daughter can speak Cantonese when she was five 
or six years old. She communicated with those Hong Kong boys and girls. But 
- just my son didn't know how to say that. 
I: Then do you worry about their English learning? 
HM:I didn't worry about my daughter. 
I: Why? 
HM: Because her English examination result in China was quite good. I just worried 
about my son because he leamt nothing about English before coming to Hong 
Kong. 
I: Then how do you feel about your child's proficiency in your hometown language 
and Mandarin before and after coming to Hong Kong? Do you have any concern 
or worry about any changes in your child's proficiency in these two languages? 
HM: Nothing has changed. Still the same. I won't worry about that. She came to here 
when she was quite grown up. And we speak Hakka at home for most of the 
time. So, I don't worry about that. 
I: Then how about her Putonghua? 
HM:I have never heard her speak Putonghua. 
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I: Then do you worry about her Putonghua? 
HM:I don't know. It depends on how does she try to maintain that. 
I: So, would you worry about that? 
HM: Actually, not really. Because she leamt that in school now. 
I: I see. Then did you teach them some hometown customs, like they are not 
allowed to wash their hairs on the first day and the 15【卜 day of a month? 
HM:No. Impossible to teach them. 
I: Why? 
HM: Because they don't believe that. She washes her hairs every night. 
I: Any more customs in your hometown? 
HM:Not really, they have removed most of them. 
H: Like the need to eat goose during New Year. And also need to eat chicken during 
Ching Ming. 
I: I see. So, you won't try to teach them any hometown's customs? 
HM:No. It's the new generation's time. 
I: I see. Then I think you know that Huang is older than her classmates, right? 
HM:Yes. 
I: How did you feel about that? 
HM:Most new arrivals are older than their classmates. I don't worry and mind about 
that because she has small body size. So, people around her will not know her 
age. 
I: So, you won't worry about that? You won't afraid that her classmates may have 
special feeling about her age? 
HM:Most new arrivals are just like that. 
I: Then will you worry about the fact that when she studied in the university, she is 
quite old then? Maybe she needs to find a husband. Ha.ha. 
HM:I won't worry about that. I just hope that she can study hard and it's not a matter 
even if she needs to study till 27 years old. 
I: So, you won't mind about that? 
HM:No. I won't worry about that. Because even if she get married after graduation, I 
think she can still take care of us. Even if she can't do so, we wont' put any 
blame on her. Because I understand that at that time, she may need to take care of 
her own family, so, we just can't blame her for not being able to take care of us. 
I: You are so open-minded. Then did you teach them something about gender 
roles? Like asking her to be a gentle lady and not to be a rude girl? 
HM:No. If I said something like that, she would say I love her brother more. 
I: Do you think Huang's character has changed? 
HM: Nothing different. But just she didn't like to go back to China after coming here. 
She seldom went back to the hometown. 
I: Would you worry about that? 
HM:No. I won't. Because she has her own thinking and she has grown up. If we 
blame her，she may get angry with us. 
I: She has lots of admirers in China, right? 
HM: Yes. That made her couldn't concentrate on her study. 
I： How about her situation in Hong Kong? 
HM: I don't even know if she has a boyfriend now. But I always remind her not to 
have boy friend so early and concentrate on her study first. 
I: Did you let your child join any extra-curricular activities? E.g. volunteer, camps, 
school picnic, and interest groups. Why or why not? 
HM:I didn't ask her to be a volunteer, but she joined that herself. 
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I: Did you oppose to that? 
HM:No. 
I: Then did you support her to do so? 
HM: Yes. Or else she would not have worked as volunteer for so long. She worked as 
volunteer when we were still living in our relatives' home, Ping Che. We were 
very pathetic at that time, but I still encouraged her to do so. I worked as 
volunteer myself. 
I: Why? 
HM: Because it can help killing time, and it can also enhance our adaptation here 
because we can know more about stuffs in Hong Kong. 
I: She also goes to the church, right? 
HM:No, I also went there with her. 
I: Did you believe in that? 
HM: Actually, it's Miss Sze who introduced us to go there. She said that there was 
tuition for the new arrivals in the church. So, we joint that and also joint the 
visiting trips. 
I: That's why Huang believed in God? 
HM: Actually we went to different church. But actually, the church teaches us to be 
nice, so, I won't object to her joining of the church. 
I: So, you won't oppose to that? 
HM: No, because Hong Kong is a civilized world. They talk about freedom of 
religion. So long as they won't do anything wrong, then I don't care about their 
religion. 
I: Okay. Thanks a lot. Any more to add? 
HM: I just hope that they can work hard and then enter the university and find a good 
job. It's my wish. But I know nothing about their study now. 
I: Then do you know about their academic result now? 
HM: Yes. I know Huang's examination result. Her teacher said her academic result is 
very good and she is the first one in the class. I just hope that she can leam more 
and study more. 
I: How do you feel about the fact that she changed from her previous school to her 
present one? 
HM: It set my heart at ease when she changed from a bad school to a good one. I was 
worried that the teachers in her previous school might not be good enough. I feel 
much better now. I think if the school is good, then the teachers there will be 
more responsible. 
I: Then did you worry that she may turn to a bad girl at that time? 
HM: No. I didn't because her academic result is not bad from the time when she was 
young. 
I: Yes. And as you said before, her academic result was good in the past. However, 
when she came to Hong Kong, she was downgraded to a lower form, to F.2. So, 
How did you feel about that? Did you feel angry? 
HM: There is no use feeling angry. Because the Education Department didn't let her 
go to R4. Because they said her English was not good. Actually, I thought her 
English was not too bad. However, she said that she didn't have enough time to 
work on the test paper at that time. So, I thought we could do nothing then. 
I: Okay, Thanks. 
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APPENDIX W 
Interview Transcription (Chang) 
Date : 28th of July 
Interviewee : Chang 
Interview No. : 1 
Interview Topic : Follow up Interview of Questionnaire 
I = Interviewer 
C = Chang 
I: 28th of July, interviewee, Chang. Let's have a look at the questionnaire first, you 
said that you know a little bit English before you come to Hong Kong, So, did 
you leam any English in China? 
C: No. 
I: Then why you said you knew a little bit English before you came to Hong Kong? 
C: It's because on my arrival to Hong Kong, there were some free tutorial lessons. 
I: Then you think that Hong Kong people think that you are Hongkonger, right? 
C: Yes, normally. 
I: So, you think that after you have arrived Hong Kong, they consider you as 
Hongkonger? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then do you think they will consider you as new immigrant? 
C: Normally not. 
I: So, they will not know that you are Hongkonger, no, new immigrant? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then when you first arrived Hong Kong, you think that the Hongkongers' 
attitudes towards you are just about average. What do you mean by average? 
C: Maybe it's because when I speak Cantonese, I don't speak accurately. Or maybe 
it's because we have different opinion. And during my study, I may cause 
troubles to others when I seek help from them. I would ask others when I have 
difficulties in my study. 
I: So, you would seek help from others when you have difficulties in learning. 
Then do you seek help from the teachers or the classmates? 
C: Both the teachers and the classmates. 
I: So, you think this would cause troubles to others, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what are their attitudes? 
C: Just average. 
I: What do you mean by average? Did they think that you are very irritating? 
C: Yes. 
I: Even for the teacher? 
C: No, the teacher didn't, but my classmates. 
I: That's why you said here the attitudes of local school, here, you said the attitudes 
of local school to the new arrivals is about average. What do you mean by 
average? 
C: umh, how to say? Maybe it's something related to education. It's because the 
education in China is better. 
I: What do you mean by better? 
C: I don't know how to say. (Pause for a long while) 
I: Then let's go back to it later, okay? So, you don't know how to say now, right? 
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are about average. Then what do you mean by about average? 
C: Maybe it's because of my identity. 
I: How is it related to your identity? 
C: It's because I am much older than others and is being laughed at. 
I: Oh! So, you mean you are much other than your classmates, so, your classmates 
are laughing at you? 
C: Yes. 
I: What did they say? 
C: They said I should not study in their class. (Nearly cried out). 
I： So, are you very nervous? 
C: Yes. 
I: Don't worry. (Pause for a while) So, did they say anything that made you feel 
very uneasy? 
C: Yes, 
I: For example? Would you mind telling me? 
C: Maybe when I was at school, they would say, you are so old and you are so 
young. 
I： You mean you are so old, but study in such a low form level? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you said that their attitudes towards you have a negative effect on your study, 
right? So, what's the negative effect? 
C: I think it will affect my attitudes towards myself. 
I: You mean your self-esteem? 
C: Yes. 
I： Your self-esteem in learning? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why do you feel unconfident? 
C: Yes. Of course. They said my academic result is poor and can still get into that 
secondary school. 
I: Then you think your adaptation to the Hong Kong environment is about average. 
What do you mean by average? 
C: The life style. The environment is similar. But the transportation is different. 
I: Which aspect do you think you are least able to adapt? 
C: My study. 
I: So, studying is the aspect that you are least able to adapt to? 
C: Yes. -
I: Then here you said the competition is more keen in Hong Kong, then do you 
think this will affect your adaptation? 
C: What? 
I: That is the competitions in school and other aspect are so keen in Hong Kong, 
so, do you think this would affect your adaptation? 
C: Yes, a little bit. 
I: Why? 
C: I think the economic in Hong Kong has changed a lot and so the adaptation of 
the new immigrants nowadays is different. 
I: You mean the economic is bad and so when you immigrated to Hong Kong, your 
life is worse and so more difficult to adapt? 
C: Yes. 
I: You said that the living condition is worse, then let's do a comparison. What are 
the differences between life in China and in Hong Kong? 
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C: The air. 
I: The air? 
C: Yes. 
I: How about the noise? You said here that Hong Kong is noisier than China. 
C: yes. 
I: Then do you think these will affect your study? 
C: I don't think so. 
I: You said that your Hong Kong classmates are less friendly, so, can you explain 
it? 
C: Hong Kong classmates? 
I: Yes. 
C: Hong Kong classmates are usually more naughty, talkative. But for learning, I 
think their attitudes are good. They would answer the teachers' questions very 
confidently. The major problem is that they are too talkative. 
I： Too talkative. But they are not friendly to you, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Is it related to your age? 
C: Yes. 
I: Other than that? 
C: I don't think so. 
I: Did they say anything related to your identity, as a new immigrant that made you 
feels unhappy? 
C: Yes. 
I: Would you mind telling me what did they say? 
C: I have just talked about it. 
I： You mean still related to your age? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about your identity as a new immigrant? 
C: A little bit. 
I: Then what are the effects of their words on you? 
C: I will pretend that I didn't hear that and concentrate on my study. 
I： Then will you feel unhappy about that? 
C: Yes. 
I： Would that affect your self-confidence? 
C: Yes. A little bit. 
I: Then you said that Hong Kong's teachers are friendlier, right?-
C: Yes. 
I： Why do you think so? 
C: It's because when I have any problems in my study, they would patiently answer 
my questions, even when I asked them for several times. 
I： I see. Then how about those in China? 
C: Yes. But teachers in China are busier. 
I: Busier? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then you think that the pressure in learning is higher in Hong Kong, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: It's because the parents expectations for their children are higher and there are 
lots of things to leam, so, not adapted to that. 
I: You mean you need to leam more than before, so, you can't adapt to that? 
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C: Yes. 
I： Then apart from that, which subject do you think you can leam more? 
C: General study. 
I: General study. Then you said here that the neighbors here are friendlier than 
those in China, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why do you think so? 
C: Cause the neighbors in China would just cares about and protects their own 
children. And for the neighbors in Hong Kong, when I have any problems, they 
would be willing to teach me and help me. 
I: Okay, here, your attitude toward being downgraded is negative. You are 16 years 
old and you should not be studying in primary school, right? So, can you explain 
why you have a negative feeling about being downgraded? 
C: I think I am 16 years old now and if I am promoted to the secondary school, I am 
still older than my classmates and will be laughed at by them. 
I: Then when you are older than your friends around you, do you have any concern 
or worry? 
C: I have been laughed at already, so, I think I don't. 
I: Does it mean your main worry or concern is being laughed at by your 
classmates? 
C: Yes. 
I: But as you have been laughed at already, so, you think you can adapt to that? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then the next one. You think you are different from the local students in the 
following aspect, so, can you explain the differences one by one? The first one, 
language. 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you think your language is different from them? 
C: Yes. 
I: You mean your Cantonese? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then when did you leam Cantonese? Did you know Cantonese before you come 
to Hong Kong? 
C: A little bit. 
I: A little bit? 
C: Yes, I have leamt it from the television. 
I: Leamt if from the television? 
C: Yes. 
I: But formally leamt it in Hong Kong? 
C: Yes. The teachers teach me. The teachers said my Cantonese is not accurate, so, 
they teach me. 
I: Then when you are in Mainland China, would you speak Cantonese with your 
classmates or people around you? 
C: No. 
I: So, you just purely leamt it through television? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then your way of spending your holiday is different from them, so, what's the 
difference? 
C: I would do some sports. 
I: So, you will do some sports. Then how about them? 
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C: They would usually play with the computer. 
I: So, they would just sit in front of the computer and play with that, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then the Cantonese accent is different. And also the value is different. So, what 
do you mean by having different value? 
C: Value. I think it's related to the identity. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
C: It's because some are rich while some are poor. 
I: That why you think your value is different from them, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then the way you express yourself. Verbally and non-verbally. Do you know the 
meaning of verbal and non-verbal? Verbal means what we speak. But non-verbal 
means our gesture, posture or behaviors. 
C: I usually express myself verbally. 
I: So, you think that the major problem is that you are different in expressing 
yourself verbally? For example, would you think that our Mainlander is less 
polite while the Hongkonger are more polite? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, which one do you think is more polite? 
C: Mainlanders. 
I: So, you think the mainlanders are more polite. You said that the Hongkonger are 
less polite, is it because of your classmates? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then next one, you think that the Hong Kong students are not respectful to your 
differences, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: How do they disrespect? 
C: Maybe. 
I: It's no hurry, you can think about it carefully. 
C: (pause) I want to answer it later. 
I: Okay, let's go back to it later. 
I: The next one, you think that the confidence level in Hong Kong is higher than 
that in China, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: It's related to my parents' expectation. 
I: You mean your parents do not have any expectation on you when you are at 
China? 
C: Lower. 
I: So, now your parents have more expectation on you so you think you should be 
more confident? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you will have higher confidence? 
C: Yes. 
I: But do you think your classmates' attitudes towards you will affect your 
confidence? How about at the beginning? 
C: Yes. 
I: Okay, now let's go back to the beginning. You think that the local school's 
attitudes towards new immigrants are about average, so, what do you mean by 
about average? 
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C: Let's go to the next one. 
I: Okay, the next one. So, you said your classmates did not respect the differences 
between you. Why? 
C: They won't say sorry when they knock on you. And their attitudes were not good 
even when they said sorry to you. I think the mainlanders are better and we are 
getting alone better together. 
I: I see. So, here, it's the differences that cause their disrespect to you. Can you tell 
me more about how they disrespect you? 
C: I can't tell. 
I: Do you need more time? You are feeling very unhappy that you can't speak? 
C: Yes. 
I: How about stopping here and let's discuss it next time? 
C: (Pause for a while) I think they didn't respect me in a sense that, in a sense that 
(pause for a while) I think it's because we are new immigrants and they are Hong 
Kong People and Hong Kong people surely polite, but they think we are not 
polite. They think that we don't know what's polite, so, they will mistreat us. 
I: Then do you think they discriminate you? Do you have that kind of feeling'? 
C: Yes. 
I: Do you have any experience that made you think that they discriminate you? 
C: Mainly about my age. 
I: So, the major problem is your age. Did you see any local student mistreat some 
newly arrived classmates? 
C: Yes. 
I: Can you tell me an example? 
C: Do I need to mention their name? 
I: No, just say a classmate. 
C: That classmate is a girl, she was newly arrived and her Cantonese also carried 
some accents. She did not know the format of the homework, so she asked the 
classmates. But the classmates said “I don't know" and then they "played" her 
I: How did they "play" her? “ 
C: Threw away her books and hit her. Those boys. 
I: Then did they blame her? 
C: The girl just did not have the gut to do so. 
I: I mean those boys. Did they blame her? 
C: Yes. They called her Mainland girl. 
I: How did you feel when you saw that? 
C: Very sad because I am a new arrival too. Being mistreated by the Hongkonger. 
I: Did you think of helping the girl? 
C: I would usually tell the teacher. 
I: Okay, then. How about the attitudes of the school towards the new arrivals I 
mean the school's attitudes. 
C: Maybe it's because we have lower academic level. And we fail to communicate 
with them properly in Cantonese, which affect the standard of the school. The 
standard will become lower if they have new arrivals in their school. 
I: I see. Thanks. 
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Date ： 26出 of August 
Interviewee ： Chang 
Interview No. ： 2 
Interview Topic ： English learning 
I = Interviewer 
C = Chang 
I： 26出 of August, 2.00 p.m. Interviewee, Chang. I would like to ask you, here, you 
said you seek help from your local classmates more frequent than those from the 
Mainland China when you have any difficulties in your study. Can you tell me 
why? 
C: Maybe it is because they are willing to help me. 
I: You mean Hong Kong students? 
C: Yes. 
I: They are willing to help you? 
C: Yes. Some are willing to do so, while some are not. 
I： So, you will seek help from those who are willing to help you? 
C: Yes. 
I： You prefer to ask your local classmates rather than those newly arrived 
classmates. Is it because their English standard are different? 
C: No. I think they are more familiar with that. New arrivals are not that familiar. 
I： Do you mean they are more familiar with English? 
C: Yes. 
I： I see. Then here, you said you would not seek help from your family when you 
have any problem. Can you tell me why? I know that you have an elder brother, 
right? 
C: My family doesn't know English. My elder brother study in F. 4. He is willing to 
help me, but whenever I asked him questions, my father would say, “ You know 
nothing". 
I: Can you explain that again? I can't get it. 
C: My father said, "You didn't pay attention to the lessons and that's why you know 
nothing." 
I： I see. Then you wouldn't ask your tutor because you don't have any tutor, right? 
C: Yes. 
I： Then you said here that you wouldn't speak English outside the classroom, right? 
Why? 
C: I don't know English. 
I： Yes. Even Hong Kong still would not speak English outside the classroom. Then, 
you said you seldom speak English during the English lessons. Why? 
C: It's because the teachers' English does not fit the new arrivals' standard. The new 
arrivals' English is poorer and so speak less English during the lessons. 




I: How about if the teachers asked you questions? Would you put up your hand to 
answer his or her questions? 
C: Seldom. If I know that, I would put up my hand, but I still afraid of that. 
Sometimes I got the wrong answer. 
I： So, you are afraid of that, right? 
C: Yes. 
I： Then how often did you put up your hand? I mean in English lessons not in 
others. 
C: Seldom. 
I: So, you put up your hand to answer questions less frequent during English lessons 
when compared to other lessons? 
C: Yes. 
I： Then you seldom read English stories, right? I know that you would go to the 
public library, but you seldom read English stories, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: I can't understand English. And if I looked up the dictionary, it would take a lot of 
time. 
I： Then you would not see English TV program, why? 
C: It's still because I don't know English. 
I： I see. Then did you try to see some English TV program? 
C: Yes, sometimes when there is some Chinese captions. 
I： That is, those programs that have English captions? 
C: Yes. 
I： Did your family feel strange when you see the English TV program? 
C: Yes. 
I: Who would feel strange about that? 
C: My parents. 
I: So, they would feel strange? 
C: They would say, "you don't know English, why do you see English TV 
program?" 
I: Then would they ask you to switch to a Cantonese channel? 
C: Yes. 
I： But would they say you are bothering them from seeing the Cantonese channel, 
just like my mother? 
C: No. 
I： Then let's see. You said you would not listen to the English radio, why? 
C: It's because I don't have the radio. 
I: So, no radio. 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about listening to the English songs? 
C: Yes, if the songs are good. 
I: You do listen to them? 
C: Yes. 
I: But you say no here. 
C: Yes, in school only. 
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I: I see. So, you would listen to the English songs in the school only. 
C: Yes. 
I: Then you don't listen to the tape for the textbooks, do you know what's that? 
C: Yes. 
I: Do you listen to that? 
C: No. 
I: Why not? 
C: I don't have the radio, how can I buy them? 
I: Oh! I see. Then you seldom do those English supplementary exercises, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Under what situation you would do the supplementary exercise? 
C: During the examination. 
I: So, you have a set of supplementary exercise with you at home? 
C: Yes. I bought them. 
I: Then you said you would not write to your pen friend, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Because you don't know English? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then you also would not send English email, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you leam how to send email in school? 
C: No. 
I: Then how about learning English through the Internet? 
C: No. 
I: Is it because you don't have the facilities? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you think of using the computer at your home to online? 
C: I didn't think of that. 
I: Then you said you didn't think of that, does it mean you don't know it can help 
you to leam English or if you know that it can help you to leam English but you 
don't want to make use of that? 
C: It's not because I don't want to use it, it's because I can't understand. 
I: So, you mean you can't understand them? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then, compared to the lessons in other subjects, you think English lessons are 
more stressful, why? 
C: It's because my knowledge in English is not much. So, more stressful. Besides, I 
can't understand the teachers' questions and usually fail to answer the questions 
in the examinations. 
I: Then how about other subjects? Do you have difficulties in learning other 
subjects? 
C: They are just similar to those in China. 




I: Then, it's about arranging the four skills, reading, writing. So, writing is the most 
difficult part. Oral the next one. But listening is the easiest one. Then why do you 
think writing is the most difficult part? 
C: Because I don't know the words. 
I: You mean you want to use the vocabulary, but you don't know how to spell it? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about oral? Why do you think it's difficult? 
C: Not accurate. 
I: So, your pronunciation is not accurate? 
C: Yes. 
I: Do you have difficulty in pronunciation? 
C: I think not.... I have difficulty in the pronunciation and I don't know how to 
answer the questions. 
I： So, if someone ask you in English, you can't answer them? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then can you understand their questions? 
C: Some of them. 
I: But you have more difficulties in answering the question than in hearing? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what are your difficulties in reading? 
C: Still about vocabulary. 
I： So, for what you have said, vocabulary is the most difficult part, right? 
C: Then you said, yes, that's why you said so. You think vocabulary is the most 
difficult part, right? Then it's gamma, and next pronunciation and then 
comprehension, right? 
I： Do your school teaches you pronunciation? 
C: No. 
I: Then you think vocabulary is difficult. Do you mean the pronunciation is difficult 
or the spelling or the meanings are difficult to be memorized? 
C: The meaning. 
I: So, you think it's difficult to memorize the meaning? 
C: Yes. 
I: But you think it's not difficult to spell the words. 
C: Not difficult. . 
I: Pronunciation is also not as difficult as memorizing the meaning? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then the next one is that you have tutorial classes in your school and you think 
that they are useful to you. Then can you tell me how did they help you? 
C: I can know more vocabularies. They also teach us how to understand those 
English questions. And we would try to answer the questions. They help us in our 
learning. 
I: I see. Then you have some adaptation courses; can you tell me what are they? 
C: English lessons. Learning English through songs. 
I: Oh! You have learning English through songs. Then did you join that? 
C: No. 
I: Why not? 
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C: I don't know and I am afraid of being laugh at. 
I: That means even if they teach you, you would afraid of being laughed at because 
your English is not good. Did you hear about other classmates comment about 
learning English through songs? Do they think it's okay? 
C: That's very good. 
I： So, if you try, you may find it interesting too. 
C: But I still feel shy about that. 
I: So, you are shy. Then apart from these, which are about learning English. Do they 
have any other activities for you? Did they bring you to see around Hong Kong? 
C: Yes. Like the Peak and what "chau". 
I: Cheungchau? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you join them? 
C: No. 
I: Why? 
C: Too far away and my parents did not want me to go. 
I: So, they think it's dangerous so they didn't let you join them? 
C: Yes. 
I： For the Cheungchau one, is it the graduation camp? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what are your parents' reasons for not letting you join that? 
C: Dangerous. 
I: So, they think it's too far away and dangerous. 
C: Yes. 
I: Then would they think it's too expensive too? I know it's not free of charge. 
C: Yes. It's 800 something. I don't know. I don't know if it's 100 something or 800 
something. 
I: Then do your parents think it's too expensive? 
C: Yes. A little bit. 
I: Then you didn't join any adaptation course organized by the community center, 
why? 
C: It's because I don't know what's that. 
I: Then did you school introduces this to you? 
C: No. 
I: Then apart from me, did anyone tell you something about this? 
C: Yes. 
I: Who? 
C: My classmate. 
I: Did he or she ask you to join them? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then why didn't you join them? 
C: It's too far away and don't have the time. 
I: Do you know there is adaptation course in Yan Oi Tang? 
C: Yan Oi Tang? I don't know. 
I: Then where did your classmate ask you to go? 
C: In San King Estate. 
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I： Then you can go there after school. It's not far away. 
C: My parents would blame me if they know. 
I: So, they want you to return home on time? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then, do they know that these courses are free of charge? 
C: No. 
I: So, your parents would not care about that so long as you go home on time? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then do they know about these courses? Did you tell them? 
C: Sometimes, they would say you could go if it is free of charge. But I still feel very 
afraid of that. 
I: So, you are afraid of attending these courses alone? 
C: Yes. No one to accompany me. 
I: So, here you said your father's expectation for you is about average. Then how 
about your mother? 
C: I don't know. I think it's just similar. 
I: Then it's about average. Can you tell me what do you mean by about average? 
C: It's most ideal if you can attend the university, but at least you would better have 
F.5 standard. 
I: Then you parents have never help you in your study, why? 
C: They are illiterate. 
I: I see. Then you think your family's support for you is just about average. What do 
you mean by that? 
C: I don't know. Maybe it's because I am a girl and girls don't need to study too 
much. 
I: So, do they say so? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, did they say, as a girl, study till F.5 is good enough, why do you need to study 
so much. 
C: Yes. Exactly. 
I: My mother said that to me too. Ha.ha. 
C: They said it would bring advantage to the outsider if girl study too much. 
I: It's because you will marry someone? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then why you think the effect of your parents' attitude on you is positive? 
C: The more they don't want me to study, the more I want to study. 
I: Why? 
C: Because is my dream. 
I: I see. So, you think even if your parents don't like you to study, you still think 
that you should do your best for your dream? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then it's about your parents' encouragement on your learning of English. You 
said they would encourage you to seek help from the teachers during the English 
lessons, encourage you to seek help from your brother. That's contradictory, 
because you said you father would blame you if you ask your brother. 
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C: Yes. He would say I didn't pay attention to the lesson, that's the truth. He would 
really say that. 
I： I see. Then what are your feelings? 
C: Not patient, irritating. 
I: Would that make you less willing to seek help from your brother? 
C: Yes. A little bit. 
I: Then did you take his advice and seek help from your teachers? 
C: Yes. 
I: Would you do that if your parents didn't ask you to do so? 
C: If they didn't answer me I would raise the question again. 
I： No, I mean your parents. 
C: Yes. 
I: So, even if they didn't ask you to do so, you would still raise your question and 
seek help from your teachers? 
C: Yes. 
I: How about practice your English? 
C: Teachers? 
I： Your daddy and mummy. 
C: They did. 
I: Did they buy any exercise for you? 
C: No. 
I: Then who bought those exercises for you? 
C: I bought it myself. 
I: You bought them yourself? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you have pocket money. 
C: Ha.ha. I save the money myself. 
I: Your parents didn't send you to the tutorial classes, why? 
C: It's related to our family life situation. 
I: So, you mean they can't afford that? 
C: Yes. 
I: You said your parents' support on your learning of English is just about average. 
What do you mean by average? 
C: Maybe it's because those new arrivals English are not good. So, their expectation 
on my English learning is not that high. 
I: That is your family's expectation would not be too high. 
I: How do you feel about this interview? 
C: This one is simpler than the last one. The last one is more difficult 
I: Why? 
C: It's because I didn't want to answer the questions. 
I： Why? 
C: I was too sad to answer them. 
I: Really? Maybe I am not sensitive enough. I just think that you are nervous in 
front of the Mic. 
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C: I also felt nervous too. 
I: I see. So, you did feel a little bit nervous. Actually, the questions in last interview 
are not really very in-depth, why you would feel sad about that? I just ask about 
your relationship with your classmates. 
C: Maybe it's because of the graduation. 
I: What's wrong with the graduation? 
C: I don't know. 
I: You don't want to talk about that? 
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Date ： 30th of September 
Interviewee : Chang 
Interview No. : 3 
Interview Topic : First Day in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewer 
C = Chang 
I: 30th of September, interviewee Chang. I would like to asked why you chose to 
come to Hong Kong? 
C: My parents. 
I: Why? 
C: Maybe it's because they hope that I can have a better future in Hong Kong. And I 
didn't know how Hong Kong looked like, so, I wanted to have a look here. 
I: Then your father was living in Hong Kong, right? Is the hope to have the whole 
family living together another reason for you to come to Hong Kong? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then why didn't you choose to live together in China? 
C: It's because my father needed to work in Hong Kong and he didn't have much 
time to go back to our motherland to meet us. So, he hopes that we can live 
together in Hong Kong. 
I: And also, you can have a better future in Hong Kong? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then do you like to come to Hong Kong yourself? 
C: Yes in the past, but I don't like it now. 
I: Why? So, you liked to come to Hong Kong before you came to Hong Kong. 
However, you didn't like that after you came to Hong Kong? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then, why did you like to come to Hong Kong? 
C: It's because I saw from the television that Hong Kong was a beautiful place. And 
there were plenty of spaces. However, when I came to Hong Kong, I found that 
the house were very small. 
I: Any thing else that attracts you? 
C: The air is polluted, but the places are very clean. 
I: So, you saw from the television and found that Hong Kong is clean, which attract 
you to come here? 
C: Yes. 
I: Anything else? 
C: No. 
I: Then when did you know that you had got the right of abode? How many days 
before you came to Hong Kong? 
C: One week. 
I: Then how did you feel when you know that you were going to Hong Kong? 
C: Very nervous and happy, but at the same time, I also wanted to cry. 
I： Why? 
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C: Because I needed to be separated from my relatives. And my grandma is the one 
who treats me best and loves me most. 
I: So, you didn't want to leave them? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then why did you feel nervous? 
C: Maybe it's because I need to separate with my friend and I needed to pack up 
something before I left. 
I: Then what made you feel nervous? 
C: Nervous? I don't know? 
I: So, you felt nervous but you don't know what made you feel nervous? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what's your relatives' reaction when they knew that you are leaving? 
C: They were sad and they asked me to study hard and don't leam something bad 
from others. And they encouraged us to tolerate the difficult life here. 
I: So, they knew that your life in Hong Kong would be difficult? 
C: Yes. 
I: How can they know that? 
C: From the news in television. 
I: What's the news. 
C: The economics here is declining. 
I: Anything else? 
C: Also, new arrivals can't find job easily in Hong Kong. 
I: So, you are talking about the new arrivals? 
C: Yes. So, they knew from the news that the life of the new arrivals in Hong Kong 
is difficult. 
I: So, they asked you to tolerate? 
C: Yes. 
I Then did anyone congratulate you? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: Because we have been applying for that from the time when I was nine years old. 
And so, when we got the right of abode, it's really something that should be 
congratulated. 
I: I see. So, anything apart from the fact that you finally got the right of abode 
caused people to congratulate you? 
C: Our family can finally live together in unity. 
I: I see. Then what did you know about Hong Kong before you came to Hong 
Kong? 
C: I know about the life in Hong Kong. 
I: So, you know that from the television. Then can you describe your impression of 
Hong Kong from what you knew from the television? 
C: From the television, I saw that the buildings were tall and the places were clean. 
The people here were gentler and they had good academic result and leamt 
everything very fast. 
I: Then did you hear about the life of the new arrivals in Hong Kong? 
C: No. 
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I: Then did you hear anything about how the Hong Kong people address the new 
arrivals? 
C: Yes. Mainland girl and Mainland boy. But I tolerated that. 
I: So, you know that from the television? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what did you leam from these television programs about Hongkongers' 
attitudes towards new arrivals? 
C: Not really. 
I: Then before you came to Hong Kong, what did you expect about your life in 
Hong Kong? 
C: Nothing special. I just hoped that I could study hard and have a better future and 
better life. So, life wouldn't be that difficult. 
I: What do you mean by difficult and what do you mean by better life? 
C: If you study hard, you can have a better job and better life. But the difficult part is 
that you need to work very hard when you study. 
I: Then you said that you hope that your life in Hong Kong would be better and not 
as difficult as that in China. So, how difficult is the life in China? 
C: The living environment in China is poorer and you need to do the agriculture to 
survive. But in Hong Kong, you can earn a lot of money by working. But you can 
only earn a little in China. 
I: So, people in your hometown survive by doing agriculture? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what did you prepare before you came to Hong Kong? For example, did you 
leam Cantonese, English before you came to Hong Kong? Pay more attention to 
the television program so as to leam Cantonese? Or did you tried to buy 
something that you couldn't find in Hong Kong? 
C: My relatives bought that for us. 
I: So, you relatives bought something that you might not be able to find in Hong 
Kong for you? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you pay more attention to the television program? 
C: Yes. I leamt Cantonese. As for English, I thought of attending the tutorial centre 
in Hong Kong. 
I: So, you thought of attending those tutorial centres before you came to Hong 
Kong? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you leam English before you knew that you had the right of abode. 
C: I was too happy at that time. 
I: But how about before you knew that you had the right of abode? 
C: No. 
I: And people didn't say you would finally go to Hong Kong and asked you to study 
that? 
C: No. 




C: Told my teacher, my relatives and friends. 
I: How did you tell them? 
C: I told them that I was going to Hong Kong and lived there. So, my teacher 
congratulated me and asked me to study hard. 
I: How about your classmates? 
C: They said that they would miss me and they sent some presents to me. 
I: Then how about you? Did you send any gift to them? 
C: I didn't have enough time to buy any gift. 
I: Then did you give them your address and tel. no.? 
C: I sent letter to my mother after I arrived in Hong Kong for a week. My mother 
was still in China at that time. 
I: So, your three siblings came to Hong Kong first before your mother came to 
Hong Kong? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, how long did your mother stay in China alone? 
C: For three months. We came here in May of 1998 while she came in September of 
1998. 
I: Then please continue about writing letters to your mother. 
C: I sent letters to my mother in the first week but to my friends only four months 
later. But my friends wrote the wrong address when she sent her letter to me. 
I: I see. So, she wrote the wrong letter. Then did you give your address to your 
friends before you came here? Or did they give you their addresses? 
C: We didn't know where would we live before coming to Hong Kong. 
I: Then did you ask for their address? 
C: I knew that already. 
I: So, you knew their address already. 
C: And there were few telephone at my hometown. 
I: That's why you didn't ask for their telephone no.? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then can you describe the scene before you left your hometown? Who came to 
see you off? 
C: My grandma, my uncles. 
I: Anyone else? 
C: No. 
I: How about your friends? 
C: My friends need to go to school at that time, so, they didn't come. 
I: Then how about the night before you left? 
C: They organised a party for us. 
I: Really? Is it organised by your school or your friends? 
C: My friends. 
I: So, are your friends living in the same village or if they were your school friends? 
C: They were my school friends. And some of them didn't come because they lived 
too far away. Some of my school friends live in the same village as mine while 
some live in other villages. 
I: Then can you describe the atmosphere and your feelings at that time? 
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C: One of my male classmates came to my home and asked me to follow him. And 
when we got there, they said they were holding a party for me. They prepared soft 
drinks, fruits and they asked us to sing because we were leaving. 
I： So, how did you feel at that time? 
C: Very happy, but also very unhappy. 
I: What did you happy about? 
C: I was happy during the party. 
I: Then what made you feel unhappy? 
C: I was unhappy because I was going to leave them. 
I: I see. Then is it touching? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then after talking about your friends' part, let's go back to the departure. Can you 
describe the scene? 
C: I was very sad. 
I: Very sad? 
C: Yes. I cried because my grandma came to see me off. Every time when my 
grandma came to see me off I would feel very unhappy and cried. Maybe it's 
because my grandma brought me up. My mother cried even more seriously. 
I: So, you mother cried even more seriously? Then did your mother know when she 
would be allowed to come to Hong Kong? 
C: She knew that she would come very soon. 
I: But she didn't know that she would come in 3 months' time? 
C: No. 
I: So, you daddy brought you to Hong Kong? 
C: No, my dad asked my brother, that is his nephew, to take us to Zheung Zhun, and 
then he asked his nephew to bring us through the custom. As my brother is a 
permanent resident in Hong Kong, he passed the custom on the lower floor while 
we passed it through the upper floor. 
I: I see. So, your father asked his nephew to bring you to Hong Kong. Right? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see, now let's go back to the leaving scene, you said that both your mother and 
your grandma cried at that time. So, can you tell why your grandma brought you 
up, but not your mother? 
C: It's because of the birth control, so, my mother afraid that she would be caught. 
Moreover, my mum is a kind of very superstitious person, a fortune-teller said 
that others should bring me up as this would be good for me. So, my mother sent 
me to my grandma. 
I: So, did he say it would be good for you or for your whole family? 
C: For my whole family, but especially good for me. 
I: So, especially good for you. Then you were brought up by your grandma, how's 
your relationship with your grandma? 
C: Very good. 
I: That's why you were very sad on the day of leaving, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did she say anything to you? 
C: She asked me to study hard and obey my parents. 
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I: Other then missing your relatives and doesn't want to leave them. Do you have 
any other feelings, because you are going to Hong Kong. 
C: I don't know. 
I: You said you are nervous. Is it because you don't know how will your life in 
Hong Kong be or others? 
C: Maybe. And I didn't know if I can find my school and I didn't know how will be 
my relationship with my friends after leaving. 
I: Anything that you worried? 
C: My Study. 
I: Then did you worry about your Cantonese? 
C: No. 
I: Because you thought you could pick it up very quickly? 
C: Yes. 
I: How did you feel when you see you daddy after passing through the custom? 
C: A little bit happy because we didn't know much about Hong Kong, and my father 
can bring us around Hong Kong and we can know more about Hong Kong. 
I: So, What's your feeling when you first see Hong Kong? 
C: Very beautiful. 
I: What is beautiful? 
C: The people are gentler, the buildings are more beautiful. And there are lots of 
vehicles on the road, and the roads are well planned. 
I: Then how did you feel about people's attitudes? 
C: When I first arrived, I thought the people here were quite well. 
I: Anything else? 
C: I saw that for those who went out with their family, they were very happy, 
however, for those who went to work, they didn't have any facial expression. 
I: Then how did you feel about others' perception on you when you were in the 
train, with luggage? 
C: I think they would know that we were new arrivals. 
I: Then how did you feel at that time? 
C: Very horrible. 
I: Why? What do you mean by horrible? 
C: They stared at me that made us feel very embarrassing. 
I: So^ despite the fact that the scenery outside was beautiful which made you feel 
excited, the people's way of looking at you made you feel uneasy? 
C: Yes. 
I: What the effects of that experience on you? 
C: I was nervous whenever I went out because I was afraid that people might stare at 
me in the same way. 
I: So, from the experience, you started to worry that how would be the way people 
look at you when you go out? 
C: Yes. And also my father's nephew's wife asked me not to go out so often because 
there are lots of rapes. 
I: So, there are lots of rapes. Is there anything else that they warned you? 
C: Don't lose my way. 
I: I see. Then did you worry about that? 
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C: I didn't worry about that, but I am just afraid of the rapes. 
I: Ha.ha. Then apart from that, do you have anything else that you would like to talk 
about? Okay. One more time: Do you have any concerns and worries? 
C: I just worried about how to make friends with the Hong Kong people. And I was 
afraid that people might laugh at my poor Cantonese. Moreover, usually, when I 
had any questions or problems, I would ask my friends, but I was afraid that 
people here might find me very troublesome. 
I: So, you always relied on your friends in the past, but after coming to Hong Kong, 
you were afraid that you don't have any friends to seek help from? 
C: No. It's because at the beginning of my school days, I didn't know the format in 
Hong Kong. So, I asked my classmates, but they said that I was very troublesome. 
I: So, you main concern was related to your study here? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you afraid of anything? Like if you would afraid of going out? 
C: I seldom went out at that time. 
I: Why? 
C: It was because my sister-in-law didn't allow me to do so. 
I： Then did you like to go out yourself? 
C: I like to watch television, because I wanted to leam something. 
I： What did you want to leam from the television? 
C: Mainly language. 
I： Anything else? 
C: I just wanted to communicate with my sister-in-law. 
I: Why? 
C: I wanted to communicate with them. 
I: So, you were eager to build up your relationship with them? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then you have been here for few years, so, how did you feel now after living here 
for a few years. I mean your attitudes towards Hong Kong and Hongkongers? 
Any changes in your perceptions about these? 
C: Feeling? 
I: Any changes? 
C: At the beginning, I would afraid of the way people looked at me. But now, they 
will not look at me in that way. And also, I was afraid of losing way, but now I 
am more familiar with the roads. 
I: Then how about the places? You said that I was beautiful, how do you feel now? 
C: Still the same. 
I: Then how about your expectation for your life in Hong Kong? 
C: No Change, still study hard. 
I: Then what's your career dream? 
C: I am afraid the higher your expectation, the higher disappointment you may 
experience. 
I: Why do you think in that way? 
C: It's because the economy is not good now. And I don't know how would be my 
academic result. 
I: Then what's your expectation for your academic level? 
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C: Form 7. 
I: Why don't you expect to have a higher academic achievement? 
C: It's because the economic situation of my family is not good. 
I: Anything else? I knew that your daddy also don't want you to study too much, 
right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Would that affect you? 
C: No. 
I: Why? 
C: The more he doesn't want me to study, the more I would like to study. 
I: Why? 
C: I want to stand up in front of them. 
I: Other than that? Did you want to have a better academic achievement when you 
were still at your hometown? 
C: Yes. 
I： How about after you came to Hong Kong? 
C: The pressure is greater. 
I： The pressure is greater means you would like to have a better academic result? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: Because my grandma wanted me to study hard and that's her expectation on me. 
I: But your father doesn't like you to study too much because you would marry 
someone in the future. 
C: No. He said, the more you let your daughter study, the more you bring benefits to 
your daughter's future family. 
I: Then after you came to Hong Kong, are you affected by the culture here? And 
think that you need to study hard because the competition here is quite keen and 
everyone here, regardless of the sex are studying very hard here. Does it make 
you think that you should study hard too? 
C: No. But I think that the parents in Hong Kong here are very good to their children 
and their expectation for them are high. 
I: So, the culture here is that the parents have high expectation for their children 
regardless of their sex, while the culture in China is that girls are not supposed to 
leam too much, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Would that make you think that you also need to study hard? 
C: Yes. 
I: Okay. Now can you report what's happened to you during your summer vacation 
and your new academic year? 
C: Nothing. 
I: So, you didn't go back to your hometown? 
C: No. 
I: Really no? 
C: Oh! Yes... I went back on 22 of August. 
I: Yes. I can remember that cause you told me that. 
C: Ha.ha. 
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I: So, how did you feel when you went back there? 
C: This time? 
I: Yes, this year. 
C: I was very happy, but when I needed to come back, I felt unhappy again. 
I： What did you feel happy about? 
C: I can meet my relatives and my friends. 
I: Are there any differences between your relationship with them? 
C: No differences between my relatives, but differences appear in my relationship 
with my friends. 
I: So, there are no differences between you and your relatives, right? Who are they? 
C: My father's brothers, and his nephews... and my grandma. 
I: I see. So, the relationship between you didn't change. Then how's your 
relationship with your cousins? 
C: Just about average. 
I: And your relationship with your grandma is still very good, right? 
C: Yes. My daddy didn't allow me to live in my grandma. 
I: Why? 
C: Because he afraid that I would cry when I left her. 
I: And finally? 
C: Finally, I tried to control myself and didn't let my daddy saw me crying. 
I: That means you cried? 
C: Yes. 
I: How often did you go back to your hometown? 
C: Twice a year. 
I: Then how's your relationship with your friends? What are the differences? 
C: My friends have gone out to work. So, it's difficult for us to communicate now. 
Even when we saw each other, we felt embarrassed. 
I: Why? 
C: I don't know how to say. When I went back to hometown, I found that some of 
my friends have become very tall, but I am still very short, so, I felt embarrassed. 
I: I see. So, some of your friends have already worked? 
C: Yes. Some of them failed to pass the examination and some needed to stop 
studying because their family can't afford it. 
I: Then what's the reason for the communication problems between you? 
C: It's because we haven't met for a long time. For the girls, we can still 
communicate with each other. As for the boys, every time when we met we would 
feel very embarrassing. 
I: Did you contact with your friends through letters now? 
C: Yes. 
I: Very often or seldom? 
C: Seldom, because the stamps are expensive. 
I: You mean the stamps in Hong Kong or in China? 
C: In Hong Kong. 
I: In Hong Kong? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you contact with each other frequently at the beginning? 
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C: No. Because they said that they sent me letters but I didn't receive them. 
I: Then let's go back to the part that your mother stay in China for three months 
alone before she can come here. So, did you miss her at that time? 
C: No. 
I: Why? 
C: I don't know. 
I: Really? 
C: But my father. 
I: You mean your father miss your mother? 
C: No. 
I: You mean you missed your father when you separated with him in China? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why you didn't miss your mother? 
C: Because she said she would come very soon. 
I: Then so, when you were here for the first three months, you daddy took care of 
you or if you took care of the whole family? 
C: At that time, we lived with my father's nephew's family. So, we paid them for 
4000 each month. But he still complained that that's too little. 
And my father was living in Twuen Wan alone. So, every time when he came to 
Tuen Mun to visit us, he would buy a lot of things for us and would give us 
pocket money in case we didn't have enough to eat. 
I: So, your father was living in Twuen Wan at that time and he always gave you 
pocket money to you whenever he visited you? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then you moved to our flat later, right? 
C: No. It's because my mother came Hong Kong after three months, so, we didn't 
have enough spaces. So, we moved to our own flat. 
I: Oh! I see. Then you said that your relationship with your friends is not as good as 
before, can you describe your life in you new school? You moved from primary 
school to secondary school, so, what has happened to you in these three weeks? 
Anything difference between primary school and secondary school? 
C: You mean my secondary school? 
I: Yes. I just want to know how's your feeling about your life in the secondary 
school, whether you think it's more difficult to adapt than your primary school 
life or if it's better than that. 
C: The school pays more attention to our appearances. They would check our 
appearances every two weeks. And I don't know why, when I saw the secondary 
school students, I felt very embarrassing. 
I: You mean they look very small? 
C: No. I mean when I saw those high former, I found that I was very small. 
I: Oh! I see so when you compared with those higher former, you found that you are 
very small. However, in your primary school, because you are the eldest, right? 
C: You can say so. 
I: So, there is a big change. Because you used to feel that you are the biggest one, 
but now you find that you are the smallest. , 
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C: No. It's because in the past, most of the classmates are new arrivals, while now, I 
don't know whether any of my classmates are new arrivals. 
I: So, I know that your secondary school do not have many new arrivals, so, will 
you find that it's more difficult for you to integrate into their group? I know that it 
took you three weeks to make a friend, right? 
C: Yes. It's although because I have one classmate from the same primary school, 
but as she has very bad attitudes, so, I don't want to make friend with her. Instead, 
I made friend with two girls who are now studying in another class and who used 
to study in another class in our primary school. 
I: Are they new arrivals? 
C: No. And later we needed to have English class with class A, so, after a while, I 
find that I can get along well with them. However, I just worried about myself 
because I don't like to talk with others. 
I: So, you don't like to talk to others. 
C: I don't know. I just feel embarrassed when I talked to those boys. 
I: How about those girls? 
C: I would talk to them. 
I: So, you would talk to girls but not boys. Why? 
C: I don't know. It's because I didn't speak to boy even in China. 
I: Is it because we always said in China that girls and boys should not be too 
intimate? 
C: Yes. 
^ So, you think that you would better keep a distant between you and the boys? 
I: Then do you think they would think you are weird? 
C: No. Last time when we had competition, our teacher asked us to choose a 
representative. The boys choose me. So, I rejected. Three boys chose me and all 
the people outside are boys. But hopefully, a boy finally replaces me and goes 
out. But I was very embarrassing at that time. 
I: You are quite a traditional girl, aren't you? 
C: Yes. Because I am afraid that something might happen. 
I: What will happen? 
C: Maybe it will trigger off any love affairs. 
I: I see. So, anything else you would like to tell me? 
C: No. 
I： Okay. Then that's the end. 
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Date ： 16th of October 
Interviewee : Chang 
Interview no. : 4 
Interview Topic : Schooling in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewer 
C = Chang 
I: Can you describe your school searching process? 
C: The process? We found it ourselves. 
I: You didn't seek help from the Education Department? 
C: No. 
I: So, you find it yourself? 
C: Secondary school? 
I: No, primary school. 
C: Primary school, it's my cousin who helped me to find it. 
I: How? 
C: He went to the school to ask for the information and then took us to seat for the 
test. 
I: So, they gave you a test when you applied for that? 
C: Yes. 
I: And your younger brother is studying in the same school, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Is it also your cousin who helped your elder brother to find his secondary 
school? 
C: No, it's through the education department... 
I: Then do you think it's easy for the new arrivals to find schools in Hong Kong? 
C: Very difficult, because the new arrivals' English standard is low and we don't 
know the complicated version of Chinese. So, they would think that our 
standards are low. 
I: Then how many schools your cousin had gone to before he finally found your 
school? 
C: Just my school. 
I: How come he was so smart? 
C: Because the school is very close to where we lived and he heard that it also 
accepted new arrivals. -
I: Then before you come to Hong Kong, had you ever heard of the importance of 
education in Hong Kong? 
C: No. 
I: Totally not? 
C: No. 
I: But you watched the television in China, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: You mean you still didn't know that from television? 
C: No. 
I: Then do you know the function of education in Hong Kong. Did your father 
and mother tell you? 
C: No. But I heard about that in my school. 
I: So, what's the function then? 
C: Education is mainly about moral code and also education teaches us that we 
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should abide by the law in society. 
I: But you didn't know about the function of education in Hong Kong then? 
C: No. 




C: Without education, society will be chaotic and there will be more crime. 
I： So, other than controlling the moral of people, do you know if there are other 
functions of education in Hong Kong? 
C: I don't know. 
I: How about future career? 
C: Career. I think so. 
It can do something good when you are looking for job. 
I: So, you mean it is more easily for you to find a job when you have a higher 
education standard? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, is there any changes in your perception about the functions of education 
before you came to Hong Kong and after you came to Hong Kong? 
C: No, it's still about the law. I think law is the most important... 
I: So, how your perception about the important of education affects your learning? 
Will that affect your learning attitudes? 
C: I think that subjects like economics are not important. 
I: So, you mean the functions of education is about moral teaching so, you think 
it's not important for us to leam subjects like economics? 
C: Yes. 
I: Okay, I see. Then do you think education can enhance your job searching? 
C: Yes. 
I： When did you start to think so? Did you think about it before you came to Hong 
Kong? 
C: After coming to Hong Kong. 
I: So, you mean that before you came to Hong Kong, you think education is for 
moral teaching only, but after coming to Hong Kong, you started to think that 
education can be for job searching also? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, now you know that education can affect your future career, then will that 
affect your learning in Hong Kong? 
C: Yes 
I: What's the effect? 
C: Very stressful. 
I： Then would you think that you would more hardworking? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see, but more stressful. Then what is the highest form level you would like to 
achieve? 
C: Graduation from secondary school 
I: F.5 or R7? 
C: It would be the best if I can be graduated from F.7 and at least I should be 
graduated from F.5. 
I: Why? 
C: It will be easier for you to find a job if you can at least have a F.5 standard. 
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I: Then suppose you can really be graduated from F.7，then what do you think is the 
meaning of this to your family? 
C: R7? 
I: OrR5. 
C: It means nothing to my family. 
I: But at least you can guarantee you can find a job, right? 
C: Yes, you can find a stable job if you are graduated from F.5 or R7. 
I: So, do you think it can help you to improve the economy of your family? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then suppose you can be graduated from university, what's is the meaning of 
this to you family? 
C: The meaning is that finally we have someone graduated from the university. 
I: Then in your hometown, are there people graduated from the university? 
C: Just a few. 
I： I see. So, they would think it's a glory, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then can you describe your first school day in Hong Kong? Can you remember 
that? 
C: Yes, very deep impression. 
I: Why? What's happened? Let's talk about your feeling on the day before your 
first school day. 
C: Very nervous. I didn't know how would my classmates treat me and also I didn't 
know how's the homework and I don't know whether I can leam English or not 
because I know nothing about that. 
I: So, these are your main concerns? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then can you describe your first school day? When did the day start? 
C: 7.00 
I: Then can you describe your first school day from 7.00 a.m.? Mainly about your 
feelings. 
C: On my first school day, I didn't want to be late for school. It's my attitudes 
towards studying. I don't want to be late for school or handing in homework late. 
So, I woke up early that day and then went to school at 7.00. Then my cousin's 
wife brought us there and she didn't know that we needed to queue up in our 
own class. So, she left and leaving me there alone. 
I： How about your brother? 
C: She had arranged him to his class. So, I asked others, the classmates, and then 
they told me to line up in my class. 
I: So, you know which class you were assigned to? 
C: Yes. Then there was a girl who was also a new arrival was in the same class as 
me. 
I: So, was that the one who came from the same hometown as yours? Who also 
knew Hok Lo? 
C: Yes. 
I: Wah! You are so lucky. 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you know that she could speak Hok Lo? 
C: She didn't speak Hok Lo at that time. 
I: Then did you know where did she come from at that time? 
C: I didn't know. 
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I： But how could you know that she was a new arrival? 
C: I didn't know at the beginning. Then our teacher asked us to hand in the Chinese 
writing but I didn't know what's that. So, I asked her what we should hand in and 
then she said, "Chinese writing" and then she showed me the exercise books and 
asked, "Are you new arrivals?" I said that, "Yes. How do you know?" "I can tell 
from your Cantonese accent" And then we became good friends. 
I: So, was your first school day on of September? The first day of a term? 
C: Yes. 
I: And also the new arrival? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. Then please continue your story. 
C: Then we had the lessons. I didn't have any problems in having the Chinese and 
the Mathematics lessons, but I had problem in having the English lesson. 
I: But you leamt simplified Chinese characters in China and we have the 
complicated version. So, did you have any difficulties in learning that? 
C: I don't know why, I could understand them at that time, though sometimes I 
made some mistake in Chinese writing but the teacher would teach me and asked 
me to correct them. As for English, I really didn't know what my teacher talking 
about. 
I: But they taught in Cantonese, right? 
C: Yes. But when they read, I couldn't follow them. I couldn't pronounce the words 
correctly. So, when my teachers gave us some homework, I didn't know how to 
do it. So, I had no choice but ask my classmates, but my classmates said that I 
was very irritating. 
I: So, they think you are irritating? How's their attitudes? 
C: They said, "You should do it in such and such way. Don't ask me again in the 
future." 
I: So, they asked you not to disturb them after teaching you? 
C: Yes. 
I: But it is the first school day? They were that impolite to you on the first school 
day? 
C: Yes. But some of them are better because they are new arrivals themselves. They 
had been in Hong Kong for just two to three yes. 
I: How good were they? 
C: They were willing to teach me. 
I: So, they were willing to teach you? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. Then anything else happened? 
C: Nothing, then we left the school. 
I: Then how did you feel about your first school day? What impressed you most? 
C: I found that the formats of the homework in Hong Kong and in China are very 
different and also the way they did the calculation was also different. 
I: Then how did you feel about the school environment in Hong Kong? 
C: The air is better. There is a good environment for learning. 
I: Then how about the lessons? 
C: I found that it's very undisciplined. The students were talking all the time when 
the teacher is teaching. 
I: How about the students in China? 
C: They were very quite during the lessons and they would raise their hands before 
answering the teachers' questions. 
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I: How about the students in Hong Kong? 
C: They would shout out the questions at their own seats. 
I: So, they would actively answer the questions? 
C: Yes. 
I: So，what are the effects of such differences on you? 
C: A little bit. 
I: How? 
C: I think it was very noisy and I didn't know how they could get the answer. If they 
didn't shout out the answers, the teachers would try to explain that and I think 
their attitudes are not good. 
I: So, you think their attitudes are not good? 
C: Yes, and I was very noisy. 
I: Then how did you feel about the teachers in Hong Kong? 
C: Very strict and stem. 
I: Why? 
C: Because she was a female who spoke loudly. Once I wrote my homework in the 
simplified Chinese characters, she asked me not to do so. Maybe her voice was 
large，I thought she just like blaming me. 
I: How did she talk to you? 
C: She said, "You should not write in simplified Chinese characters, we are using 
the complicated version here" 
I: So, in front of the whole class? 
C: Yes. 
I: Did she speak loudly? 
C: Not really. 
I: Then how did you feel about the students in Hong Kong? 
C: Just like what I told you. 
I: You mean they are not polite? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then when you first saw your classmates, how did you feel? Do you think there 
were any differences between you and them? 
C: Nothing really special. But I think they were more active but I was more passive. 
I: But did you realize that they were younger than you? 
C: I knew that long time ago. Ha.ha. 
I: So, you knew that already? You were not surprised? 
C: Yes. 
I: How many years they were younger than you? 
C: Two to three years younger. 
I: Then after the first school day, what concerns you most and did you have any 
worry? 
C: I worried most about my study. 
I： Why? 
C: I was afraid that I couldn't catch up and got poor academic result. I thought that I 
might need to repeat for the first year. 
I: Why did you have such kind of worry? 
C: Mostly because of English and I also worried that as I couldn't understand all the 
teachers talk during the lessons so I was afraid that I might have problems in my 
homework. 
I: That means you couldn't understand the teachers' Cantonese? 
C: Yes, sometimes. 
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I: So, you are afraid that you might have misunderstood them? 
C: Yes and there were actually some differences. 
I: So, I would like to ask at the beginning of your school days in Hong Kong, did 
you experience language shock and cultural shock? 
C: For language shock. I think it's English. 
I: How? 
C: Sometimes, some of my classmates, whose English were better, talked to me in 
English but I knew nothing about that. 
I: Then how did you feel? 
C: I would ask them, "How come your English is so good. I don't know how to 
answer you." 
I: So, that means you said that to them? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how did they response? 
C: They said it was so easy and I still didn't know that. 
I: Then did you experience any language shock in your Cantonese? 
C: No. 
I: So, just couldn't understand all your teachers' instruction? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then any cultural shocks? 
C: Because my skin was darker. 
I: You mean your skin? 
C: Yes...and also they wore some accessories on their hairs and waists, but I didn't 
and also they like to follow the fashion. 
I： How did you feel about that? 
C: I think they are very wasteful. 
I: So, mostly about their appearance, which surprised you most, and this is the 
cultural shock you experience, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how did you overcome the negative feeling about the language shock? 
C: Asked the teachers. Mainly asked the teachers. 




C: Maybe I was so old to do so. We were different in the ways we think. 
I: Then can you describe your relationship with your classmates? What are their 
attitudes towards you and what's your attitude towards them? I mean at the 
beginning? 
C: Very bad. 
I: How bad is it? 
C: I think they were really very unfriendly. I don't know how to say, maybe they 
knew that I was new arrivals, and knew nothing. So, they would think that I was 
very stupid and they treated me badly. 
I: How bad was it? Any specific examples? 
C: I can't remember. 
I: Then how was your attitude towards them? 
C: I was very quite so, they would wonder why I was so boring. 
I： How come you were so quite? 
C: I don't know. 
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I: But you were not that quite when you were still in China, right? 
C: I was quite during the lessons, but after that I would talk with my classmates. 
I: You were quite during the lessons because you were not allowed to talk, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how come you were so quite after coming to Hong Kong? 
C: I don't know. I have changed totally. 
I: I see. 
C: I became very quite and don't want to care about others. I would just do what I 
should do. 
I: What made you have such kind of changes? 
C: I don't know. During my primary school, my teacher said that we should do what 
we should do, and fulfil our own responsibilities. So, I would just do what I 
should do. 
I： Do you think it is because you think that your classmates are not good to you that 
you don't want to communicate with them? 
C: I think so. 
I: How is it? 
C: That is as their attitudes were so bad that I think I shouldn't talk to them or else I 
don't know what they would do to me. I didn't know what would happen to me. 
I： What do you mean by something would happen to you? 
C: I was afraid that they would ask other classmates not to talk with me and play 
with me and they might also speak dirty language to me. 
I: Are there any unhappy experiences happened to you, which were related to your 
identity as new arrivals? 
C: No. 
I: So, they knew that you were new arrivals? So, did they say something like 
"Mainland girl" to you? 
C: No. 
I: So, you think there was no discrimination at all? 
C: No. I don't know why, after one to two months, my teachers asked me to be the 
class monitor, but they were jealous. 
I: Why? 
C: I don't know, they said, "She knew nothing, why should she be our monitor?" 
So, they were very jealous. 
I： Then how did you feel at that time? 
C: I was very angry. 
I: Why? 
C: I didn't know how to say it. I was very angry. 
I： Did you feel unhappy? 
C: Yes. 
I： Then how did you overcome this problem? 
C: I told my teacher that I didn't want to be the monitor. I said that my academic 
result was not good. I got over 90 marks in Chinese and Mathematics, but I 
failed my English. So, I told my teacher that I didn't want to be the monitor but 
my teacher said, "Why don't you be the monitor?" and I said, “ No, because I 
know nothing" but then my teacher asked me to be the monitor until the new 
semester starts. 
I: I see. Then finally you were the monitor, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: But you were unhappy at that time, right? 
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C: Yes. 
I: Then did you do anything to overcome such unhappy feeling? 
C: No. 
I: Have you ever thought of working hard and doing better in the future so that they 
would not think that you knew nothing? 
C: I have really thought of that but I didn't know how to do it. 
I: So, you have thought of that but you didn't know how to do it? 
C: Yes. 
I： Then did your relationship with them change later on? 
C: No. They were so jealous. 
I: Why? 
C: Once, my teachers sent something to me, some of them disagreed. 
I: Why did the teachers send you something? 
C: I don't know. Maybe it's because I had good academic result. 
I: So, your academic result was good and then the teacher asked the students, 
"Let's send something to Karen, okay?" and then they said, "No.", right? 
C: Yes, some said yes while some said no 
I: Why did some of them said no? 
C: I don't know. 
I: Can you guess. 
C: I think they were j ealous. 
I: What made them j ealous? 
C: I don't know maybe the teachers liked me and treated me well. 
I: Why they teachers treated you so well? 
C: I don't know... 
I： Maybe you are a good student. Ha.ha. 
C: I don't know. 
I: You are being humble. So, your relationship didn't change? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, your teachers treated you well and your classmates jealous, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, in the first interviews, you said that there were some differences between you 
and your classmates? Right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you feel embarrassed about that? 
C: No, I didn't. I just think that they are so childish. 
I: So, you think they are immature so, you didn't feel embarrassed? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then do you think your relationship with your classmates affect your learning in 
Hong Kong? 
C: No. I tried to ignore them if they didn't treat me well. 
I: How did you ignore them? 
C: I didn't like to talk to them. 
I: I know that. Ha.ha. So, you didn't like to talk to them and you ignore them so, 
you think they didn't have any effects on your study, right? 
C: I think I mainly obey my teachers and for those classmates, who were not good, I 
seldom talked to them. 
I: Then do you think it has affected your learning attitudes? Just like making you 
feel unhappy and didn't feel like studying? 
C: No, but my teachers could make me feel in that way. 
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I: What did the teachers do to you? 
C: I didn't do well in the dictations and she said something to me, which made me 
think that I should do my best next time. 
I: So, it made you feel that you should work harder and get a better academic 
result, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then can you describe your relationship with your teachers? 
C: Very good. 
I: How good? 
C: Really very good. From the time I was studying in the primary school, the 
teachers were treating me very well. I don't know why myself. 
I: What do you mean by treating you well? 
C: They liked me. They taught me whenever I had problems in my study. They 
knew that I was new arrival and that I knew nothing about English. So, they 
bought some books for me. 
I： They paid for the books themselves and sent them to you? 
C: Yes, they sent two storybooks and one dictionary to me. 
I: I see. 
C: And now, my secondary school teachers sent two books to me too. 
I: Then did your classmates know about this? 
C: They didn't know. 
I: How about your primary school classmates? 
C: Primary school classmates? 
They knew about that. 
I： Then what did they say? 
C: They said, “It's not fair because the teachers has special preference for you." 
I: I see. Then do you think your teachers have given you enough supports? 
C: Yes. 
I： What kind of support did you receive? 
C: Mainly academic help. 
I: Then would they ask you if you could adapt to the life here? 
C: On my first school day only. 
I: When? 
C: After the lessons, they would ask me. 
I: They asked you alone? 
C: Yes, you mean primary school? 
I: Yes, primary school. 
C: They did ask me during my primary school study. 
During the lessons, when all of us are doing the class work, they would come to 
me and ask, "How's your life in Hong Kong now? Which form level did you 
study when you were in China? Do you have any difficulties in studying here? 
What do you need for your study now?" And also we need dictionary for our 
English lessons, so, the teacher asked me if I had dictionary at home. Finally, she 
sent one to me for free. 
I: How about your secondary school study? 
C: I couldn't understand what's my English teacher talking about during the English 
lessons, so, I told my teacher that I couldn't understand. Then my teacher asked 
me if I was a new arrival, I answered yes. And then she asked me how long I had 
been here in Hong Kong. I said nearly three years and then she said, "Yes. You 
would have difficulties and you might need lots of time to pick up everything." 
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So, she taught me how to listen to her English instructions and how to do my 
homework. 
I： Then you know that you are two to three years older than your classmates, right? 
How did you feel about this? 
C: I feel very upset because others are studying in F.4 when they are 16 years old 
but I am still studying in F.l. 
I: Then did you classmates know about this. Let's talk about your primary school 
classmates first. 
C: Yes, they knew that. 
I: How did they know that? 
C: They saw my student handbook. 
I: So, they would not know about that if they didn't see your handbook, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about your secondary school classmates? 
C: I joined the sports day and they divided us into groups according to our ages. So, 
all of them know about this. I belong to the first group. I really don't want to let 
them know. It's just my first year in our school. 
I： So, how's their response? 
C: They just asked me how come I am so old. So, I answered, "Really? I don't think 
so" 
I: How about the primary school classmates? How's their response? 
C: They didn't have any special response. 
I： Is it because most of them are new arrivals? 
C: Yes, nearly half of them are new arrivals. 
I: Are they overage too? 
C: Yes, some are of the same age as me and one of them even larger than me while 
others are 13,14 or 15. 
I: How old is the one older than you? 
C: 18. 
I: What? 18? 
C: Yes. Ha.ha. But I mean in Rl . 
I: Still terrible. 
C: I have a classmate in my secondary school who is now 20. 
I: Wah. 
C: He is a new arrival too. 
I: I see. 
Then what do you think is the most difficult part in your study here? 
C: English. 
I: What are your difficulties? 
C: I don't know how to pronounce and how to read and I can only understand some 
of my teachers' instructions. 
I: So, your secondary school teacher uses English as the medium of instructions 
during the English lessons, right? 
C: Yes. I couldn't understand them. 
I: How do you feel about that? 
C: I was scared. I was worrying about that I might not be able to catch up and that my 
examination result might be worse. So, I can just ask my classmates if I had 
anything that I didn't understand. 
I： Did your classmates help you? 
C: Yes, they are very helpful. 
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I: So, they are different from the primary school classmates, right? 
C: Yes, they are very good. 
And up to now, it's much better because I can at least understand some of my 
teacher's instruction and I seldom called my classmates because I seldom have 
problems now. 
I: So, did you school has any remedial class for you? 
C: No, they just have the BBC. 
I: What's that? 
C: They have the students from higher form to teach and help us in our study. 
I: I see, and did you join that? 
C: They have one lesson per week on every Monday. 
I: Then did you join that? 
C: Yes, but just for one lesson. I think the students from the higher form were too 
playful during the lesson. 
I: So, you think you can leam nothing from that and that's why you quit it, right? 
C: Yes. 
I： So, you asked your classmates whenever you have problems in your English 
learning, right? Did you adopt any other strategies? 
C: No, just work hard on myself. 
I: Then did you consider yourself as an active participant during the lessons? Like 
always raise your hands to answer teachers' questions? 
C: Yes. I always raised my hands at the beginning but not now. 
I: You mean in Primary school? 
C: No, secondary school. 
I: So, you mean you were quite active when you were first promoted to your 
secondary school? But not that active now? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: I don't know. 
I: Then how about when you were in your primary school? 
C: I was quite at the beginning. 
I: So, you mean you were quite at the beginning, but more active later on, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: I was afraid that they might laugh at me because my Cantonese was not accurate. 
I: So, you were afraid of being laughed at, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: What if your teachers asked you to answer the questions? 
C: Then I would answer it. 
I: So, how did you feel when you are answering the questions? 
C: I was very anxious. I don't know why, my heart beats very quickly. I don't know 
why I was very anxious and nervous when I answered the teachers' questions. 
I: How about when you were in China? 
C: Also... 
I: But you were nervous at the beginning of your school days here because you 
were afraid of letting others know that your Cantonese is not fluent, right? 
C: Yes... 
I: Then would you answer your teacher's question during the English lessons in 




C: Because I didn't know English. 
I： Then do you enjoy your school life in Hong Kong? 
C: Quite, because I can leam more. I mean during the extra-curriculum activities. I 
mean the computer. 
I： Are they extra-curriculum activities? 
C: Yes. 
I: You leamt that in your primary school? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, do you have any conclusion for your study here? 
C: I can leam more. 
I: Then how about your relationship with classmates, teachers? 
C: I think the teachers are good. 
I: How about the classmates. 
C: Not really good. 
I: Do you think the secondary school classmates are better than your primary school 
classmates? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did you have any imagination about your school life in Hong Kong before 
coming to Hong Kong? 
C: No. 
I: Then do you like to study in Hong Kong or in China? 
C: I don't know why. I was happier when I was studying in China, but I was 
nervous all the time when I was studying in Hong Kong, just like I was really 
couldn't bear it and I think I could no longer bear it. 
I: I see. You think that it's very stressful? 
C: Yes. The pressure is mainly from my study. 
I am very frightened now. Every day when I arrived home from my school I 
would think, “ Oh! I am dying. I was very afraid. I don't know if it's going to be 
the end of my world". 
I: What do you mean by "the end of the world"? 
C: I was very worried about my study. I was afraid that I might not be able to be 
promoted to F.2. If I am not promoted then that's the end of the world (nearly 
cried out) 
I: I didn't know that you are really so worry about your study. 
C: Yes, I was really very worry about this. 
I: Okay. 
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Date ： 17出 November 
Interviewee ： Chang 
Interview no. : 5 
Interview Topic : Family Life 
I = Interviewer 
C = Change 
I: 17出 November, interviewee, Chang. Can you describe your life in China, who 
did you live with? 
C: My family and my relatives. 
I: Who were the family members that you were living with? 
C: My mother, elder brother and younger brother. 
I: So, how's your relationship with them? 
C: When I was in China, my father seldom went back to our home. 
I: How often did he go back home? 
C: About twice per year. 
I: Then? 
C: We mainly lived on the money my father sent us. 
I: Then how's your relationship with your mother and brothers? 
C: Just so so, because they always went out to play and my mother and me always 
stayed at home and did the housework. 
I: So, they always went out to play? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what did you do when you were at home? 
C: Nothing. 
I: Housework is activities too. 
C: Really? Ha.ha. 
I: Yes. Anything else? 
C: Nothing. 
I: How about watching television? 
C: Yes, from 7-8p.m. 
I: So, you mainly did the housework? 
C: Yes. 
I: What kind of housework? 
C: Cleaning the floor, feeding the poultry, washing the clothes. 
I: I see. 
Then did you go out with your family to have some activities, like having tea 
together? 
C: No, because we were living in the rural area. We seldom went out. 
I: Then did you go out to visit your relatives together? 
C: Sometimes. 
I: When? 
C: During the New Year. 
I: Then how's your family's economic situation at that time? 
C: Very poor. 
I: Very poor. So, you mainly relied on the money your father sent back to you? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how's your living environment? Is it much larger? 
C: I think it's so so. 
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I: House with two floors, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about the electronic appliances? 
C: We didn't have much. 
I: At least have the television, right? 
C: But it's second hand one. 
I: I see. Then how's your relationship with your family after coming to Hong 
Kong? Does it have any changes? 
C: It's worse than before. 
I: Why? 
C: Maybe I am bad tempered. 
I: So, whose relationship with you is worse than before? 
C: My parents. 
I: Then how about your relationship with your brothers? 
C: Just similar. 
I: So, they are still playing themselves without playing with you? 
C: My elder brother's relationship with me is better than before. 
I: Why? 
C: Because he has no where to go and always need to stay at home. 
I: So, would you share your feelings with him? 
C: No. 
I: Then how come your relationship with him is much better? 
C: Because he would joke with me but in China, he always went out and was not 
staying with me, which made me feel bored. 
I: I see. 
Then why your relationship with your parents is worse than before? 
C: Maybe it's because my academic result is not good. 
I: So, they were unhappy about that? 
C: They would blame me for that. 
I: You mean you have bad academic result in primary school or in secondary 
school? Secondary school, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, your academic result is not as good as before after promoting to secondary 
school right? Because I remember that your academic result in your primary 
school is not bad, right? 
C: Yes. -
I: So, they were satisfied with your academic results when you were still in primary 
school, but not during secondary school, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. But did they know that you need to face more difficulties after promoting 
to secondary school? 
C: No. 
I: Why don't you tell them? 
C: I am afraid of that. 
I: Because you don't want them to say that you are making excuse? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what did you do in your leisure time in Hong Kong? 
C: Nothing special, just go to school and then does my homework after school. I go 
to the library during Saturday and Sunday. 





I: Then do you need to do the housework? 
C: No. 
I: Why? 
C: Because my mother does all of them. I just need to sweep the floor and do the 
laundry. 
I: I see. Then do you go out with your whole family? 
C: No. Seldom. 
I: How about during the mid-autumn festival? 
C: No. 
I： So, what did you do? 
C: Just stay at home. 
I: Then have you ever gone out with your family? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then what did you do? 
C: Shopping and having tea in the restaurant. 
I: Then how do you feel about your economic situation in Hong Kong? 
C: Very poor. 
I： Very poor now? 
C: Yes. 
I: How about the past when you were in China? 
C: Better than now. 
I: Would you mind telling me how poor it is? 
C: I don't know how to say. Mainly because the expense for our study is so large. 
The school fee in China is much cheaper. 
I: Oh! Yes. Your elder brother need to pay for the school fee now because he is in 
F.4，and you now need to travel to school and have lunch outside. 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. Then how do you feel about your living environment here? 
C: Quite good. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
C: The house is big. 
I: Oh! Yes. Your new house is quite big. 
Then what are the differences between your family in Hong Kong and in China? 
C: Nothing special. However, the life here is more stressful and the pace is so fast. 
I: I see. How about the relationship with your family? 
C: Poorer than before. 
I: Is it mainly because of your study? 
C: Yes. And I seldom talked with my family. 
I: Why not? 
C: I don't know. Just like I don't have anything to talk with them. I would just focus 
on my own homework. 
I: Then who would you talk to if you want to have someone to share your feeling? 
C: No one. 
I: Then such kinds of changes, like your relationship with your family. Do you 
think they have any effects on you? 
C: I was unhappy. I was afraid that when my relationship with my family is not 
good. My academic result will be even worse. 
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I： What do you mean by that? 
C: My academic result will be even worse. 
I: You mean your academic result will be even worse when your relationship with 
your family is not good? 
C: Yes. I am afraid of that. 
I: Then I can remember that when I first met you. You told me that you were quite 
cheerful when you were in your hometown, but you have became very quite after 
coming to Hong Kong. Can you tell me why? 
C: I am not having good mood here. 
I: Why? 
C: Because I see my parents' economic situation here is so poor. When I find that 
the pace of life here is so fast, and when my school ask us to hand in some fee, 
for instances the money for buying books, then I need to ask for money from 
them, which makes me feel unhappy. 
I: Then do you have any problem with your primary school classmates? 
C: No. 




I: Is it because you don't want to think about it or if it is because you don't know 
what to do? 
C: It is because after I was unhappy for a while, I would be okay. 
I: Did you use any method to overcome your negative feelings. 
C: I just tried to find something to do so as to make myself forget about the unhappy 
feeling. 
I: Then do you have any connection with your relatives or friends in China? 
C: Seldom. 
I: Then how often do you go back to China? 
C: About twice a year. 
I: Then other than going back to China, do you have other means to keep in touch 
with them? 
C: We mainly go back to China to visit them. 
I: Then do you write letter or make distant call? 
C: Distant call is too expensive. 
I: Then how about writing letter? 
C: No. 
I: Do you think there was any change in your relationship with them when you 
were back to visit them? 
C: Yes. Just like we were not familiar with each other and we were very quite. 
I: You mean your relatives or your friends? 
C: Both my friends and my relatives. 
I: I see. Then do you think there is any difference between your family life and the 
Hongkongers' family life? Like the relationship between the children and the 
parents. 
C: Yes. 
I: What are the differences? 
C: The way we eat and the life is similar, but the relationship between the children 
and the parents is very different. 
I: Why? You mean the relationship between the parents and the children are 
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different. So, how do you feel about the Hongkongers' relationship with their 
children? 
C: They are more care about their children and also they are communicating with 
their children much better, but our communication is not that good. 
I： You mean you seldom talk with your parents? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then why don't you take the action and try to communicate with them? 
C: What? Ha.ha. 
I: So, you mean your are not having much communication and they are not that 
care about you? 
C: I don't know. 
I: Then how do you feel about the differences? 
C: I just think that the Hong Kong children are very lucky. And they can leam a lot 
of things. 
I: For example? 
C: Those extra-curriculum activities. Their parents will let them join that and so 
they can know more from those activities. 
I: So, you mean your parents don't like you to join these activities? 
C: Yes. We mainly focus on our study. 
I: So, that means they have expectation on your study? 
C: Yes. But I am very stupid. 
I: Don't say that, then do such differences affect your feeling about your own 
family? 
C: Yes. 
I： What are the influences? 
C: I find that I am still the same as the time when I was in China, just focus on my 
study. But the homework here are much bulky and in the past I can go back home 
with my friends after school and talk with them, but now because we need to 
study for the whole day, the time is so keen that we couldn't have much chat. 
I: So, you mean you can't have much communication with your friends because 
you don't have much time with your friends. 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how do you overcome the negative feelings? So, I mean you think that 
your family is not the same as the Hongkongers' families, in which the parents 
and the children have enough communication with each other. So, how do you 
overcome any negative feeling caused by this? 
C: No. I would just think that it would be great if I can go back to China. 
I: So, you wish that you could go back to China? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then would you envy other's way of family life and hope that you can have a 
family life the same as theirs? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then now let's talk about your use of language, which language do you use to 
communicate with your family? 
C: HokLo.. . 
I: Why did you choose to speak Hok Lo? 
C: It was because my mother couldn't speak Hok Lo. So, my father asked us to 
speak Hok Lo with our mother. She can't understand what we talk and we always 
need to switch back to Hok Lo if we talk with her in Cantonese. 




C: Because we can teach our mother Cantonese. 
I: Then which language do you use to speak with each other? 
C: Also Hok Lo. 
I: Why? Is it because of your mother? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then do your parents have any concerns about your learning of languages in 
Hong Kong? And did they do anything to support your language learning? 
C: No. They just said that I should try to catch up the Hongkongers in my English 
learning. 
I: Then how about Cantonese learning? Do they worry about your Cantonese 
learning in Hong Kong? 
C: No. 
I: Then do you know Cantonese before you came to Hong Kong? 
C: A little bit, but not fluent. 
I: So, you have been here for more than two years? 
C: Yes. But I am so stupid; my Cantonese is still not fluent. 
I: Don't always say that. 
C: Really. 
I: But do you know Cantonese when you are still in China? 
C: Yes. But I don't know why, I always roll up my tongue when I am speaking 
Cantonese. 
I: Is it affected by your Putonghua? 
C: Maybe. My aunt also asked me not to roll up my tongue, but I still roll up my 
tongue when I am speaking Cantonese. So, I can't pronounce it accurately. 
I: Okay, then under what situation you will use Hok Lo? 
C: Mainly with my family. 
I: How about if you go out with your family? Still using Hok Lo? 
C: Yes, still using Hok Lo. 
I: Then how do you feel when you speak Hok Lo at home and in the street? 
C: Two kinds of feelings. When I use this in the street, people will stare at you, but 
at home, no one knows that you are speaking Hok Lo. 
I: Then how do you feel when others are staring at you? 
C: Nothing special. 
I: Why? -
C: I think there is nothing wrong with speaking Mainland dialects. 
I: Then would you wonder why they look at you? 
C: No. 
I: Then would you afraid of being look at? 
C: No. I would just look back at them. 
I: Ha.ha. Then what role does your family play in your English and Cantonese 
learning? 
C: No. 
I: Did they give you any support? Like encouraging you to leam hard'? 
C: No. 
I: Then did your daddy teach you Cantonese himself? Like teaching you the 
pronunciation of some words? 
C: No. 
I: So, he just let you leam it yourself? 
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C: Yes, but sometimes when we didn't know how to pronounce some words, we 
would ask him and he would teach us. 
I: I see. So, his role is teaching you the pronunciation? 
C: Yes. But actually we just had few to ask him. Sometimes like when we went to 
the wet market and when we didn't know how to pronounce the name of some 
vegetable, we would ask him, but sometimes he would blame us, "How come 
you still don't know how to pronounce it?" 
I: So, would he teach you finally? 
C: Yes, but sometimes he might not be able to answer it himself, so, we suspect that 
he might not know himself. 
I: Then how do you feel about your Hok Lo's and Putonghua's proficiency after 
coming to Hong Kong? Do you think they are retarding? 
C: Yes. Both of them. 
I: Why? 
C: As I speak Cantonese in school and then after coming back to home, I need to 
speak Hok Lo. So, I mix them up sometimes. If I don't know how to say 
something in Hok Lo, I would say that in Cantonese. 
I: Then would you worry that maybe in the future, you may lose your Hok Lo? 
Maybe in the future you will find that you can't speak Hok Lo, but just 
Cantonese. 
C: I think I won't. 
I: So, you think that you won't lose your Hok Lo? 
C: No. 
I: Then does your family instill any hometown cultures and customs to you? 
C: No. • 
I: For example, like girls should be gentler. 
C: No. Actually, from the time when I was given birth, my mother has never taught 
me something like this, she just asked my brother not to come back home late in 
the night. 
I: Then how about hometown customs? Like myself, my mother asked me to call 
everyone to have meal before every meal. We have lots of rules to follow so; do 
you have something like this? ’ 
C: No. 
I: How about any special customs in some festivals? Does your mother pay to any 
- C : Yes. 
I: But did she teach you when to pray which God? 
C: No. She didn't teach me. 
I: So, she didn't teach you and she didn't intend to teach you. Then did she teach 
yoij something like you are not allow to wash your hairs on the first day and the 
15' days of each month? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, did you follow her instructions? 
C: Yes. So, I would not wash my hairs when it is the first and 15出 days of a month. 
My mother said girls are especially not allowed to wash their hairs. 
I: Then any other customs? 
C: No. They just taught me not to wash my hairs during the first and the of 
every month. 
I: So, have you ever think, “I am now in Hong Kong, why should I follow such 
kind of customs? 
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C: No. But sometimes when I forgot and washed my hairs on the first and the 15出 
day，my mother would blame me and then my father would say we are now in 
Hong Kong and Hong Kong people don't have such kind of customs. 
I: Then how do you feel about this custom? 
C: Nothing special. 
I: So, you will just follow her instructions? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: Because children should listen to their parents' teachings. 
I: I see. So you think as a child you should obey your parents. 
Then do you have any special comments about your family life in Hong Kong 
and in China? 
C: Nothing special. 
I: Then, can you report on your life in the early November? 
C: There is a new classmate who came to our school. 
I: What's happened to him? Is he a new arrival? 
C: No, when he first came to our school, it was said that he has some mental 
problems. Then one day he cried and said that no one believe him and the 
teachers didn't believe him. 
I: So, how did you feel about that? Did it scare you? 
C: Nothing special. 
I: Then how's relationship with your classmates? 
C: Much better. 
I: Then how's your relationship with them at the beginning? Can you tell me? I 
have forgot that. 
C: At the beginning, I was not familiar with the classmates, but later on, I started to 
know more classmates. 
I: So, that means you have known more classmates and have some activities with a 
larger group of classmates? 
C: I have one or two close friends now. 
I: So, you have someone to have lunch with you now, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you have adapted to the life now? 
Then which one do you prefer? You secondary school life or your primary school 
life? 
C: Primary school. -
I: Why? 
C: Because it's very stressful studying in the secondary school. 
I: Do you have anything to add? 
C: No. 
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Date ： 20th of December 
Interviewee : Chang 
Interview no. : 6 
Interview topic : Social Life and Identity 
I = Interviewer 
C = Chang 
I: 20出 of December, interviewee Chang. So, this is about your sense of self and 
your social life. In the first interview, you said that others consider you as new 
arrivals, but you hope that others would consider you as Hongkonger. So, can 
you tell me why you would like to be a Hongkonger? 
C: I don't want to let others discriminate me. 
I: So, you think that others are discriminating you? 
C: Yes. 
I: How and do you know why? 
C: Discrimination. Because some people may think that the economic situation of 
Hong Kong is not good now and we come to Hong Kong, just like we are 
making the competition even keener than before. 
I: So, do you mean the economic situation now is not good that they would think 
that you came to Hong Kong just to compete with them? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you want to be a Hongkonger because you don't want to be discriminated'? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how can you attain your identity as a Hongkonger? Just like dressing more 
like Hongkongers. 
C: As for the way you dress, I try to dress more like a Hongkonger. And actually, I 
think so long as you can have good academic result, no one will discriminate 
you. 
I: I see. Then what is the role Cantonese play in your attainment of the identity as a 
Hongkonger? 
C: You should leam more. I mean in both Cantonese learning and your own 
knowledge. 
I: Then do you think you have enough chance to increase your knowledge? 
C: No. 
I: Why? 
C: Because I seldom go out. 
I: Then what do you think are the role of Cantonese and English in your attainment 
of your identity as Hongkonger. 
C: It can be used for communication and job searching. 
I: Then would you think that others will not consider you as new arrivals so long as 
you can leam Cantonese well or if you know English? 
C: No. 
I: Then did you do anything to make yourself more like Hongkonger? 
C: No. 
I: How about if you dress more like Hongkonger? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about the way you dress? 
C: Still like that. Speak Hok Lo at home. 
I: I see. But did you try to speak more like a Hongkonger? 
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C: No. 
I: Just like those. 
C: Dirty language? 
I: Something like that. 
C: No. 
I: But did you try to leam some phrase or expression that you don't know? 
C: I try to read the Chinese textbooks, so as to practice my pronunciation. 
I: I see. Now I am going to give you four labels: Mainlander, Hongkonger, new 
arrival and bilingual English speaker. How do you feel about these four labels? 
The first one Mainlander, how do you feel about it? 
C: Of course very happy. 
I: I mean when others call you that. 
C: A little bit unhappy. 
I: Why? 
C: A little bit unhappy because though I am really come from China, they should 
not call me this and also I don't know how to say. 
I: Just think about it. I can give you plenty of time. 
C: Maybe it's because of this we were called as Mainlanders after coming to Hong 
Kong. So, I think that they regard us as Mainlanders. 
I： Do you mean discrimination? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how do you feel about new arrivals? 




C: New arrival means that they know that you are going to be Hong Kong 
permanent resident. 
I: So, you mean you will feel better if others call you new arrivals? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: Because people will forget about the fact that I came from China after a certain 
period of time. 
I: You mean when people call you new arrival now, this means that you can be an 
old arrival in the future. And when time pass, people may even forget about the 
fact that you came from China? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about Hongkonger? 
C: Of course it's good, because people think that you are Hongkonger and that you 
are not from China, so, they would think that you have a lot of knowledge. 
I: I see. How about bilingual English speaker? 
C: That's great. 
I: So, when others call you bilingual English speaker, you would think that it's 
great, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then which label do you like most? 
C: Bilingual English speaker. 
I: Why? 
C: Because they would treat you better and they would ask you if they have any 
questions. And you can communicate better with your teachers. 
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I: Then how about the one that is undesirable? 
C: Mainlander. 
I: Why? 
C: Because I don't want to let others know about my identity. 
I: Then did you do anything to get rid of the undesirable identity? 
C: No. 
I: Then did you try to dress more like a Hongkonger? 
C: I just think that I should follow my heart to dress some clothes, which makes me 
feel comfortable. 
I: Then would you try to imitate the Hongkongers way of life? 
C: A little bit. 
I: For example? 
C: I would follow what others play. 
I: That's why you play computer when others are playing that, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Anything else? 
C: Their way of speaking. And also try to speak faster. Because I would ask how 
come others are speaking Cantonese so fast. 
I: You mean others speak Cantonese fast, but you can speak only word by word? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you try to practice it by reading the books, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then have you ever done anything to achieve the desirable identity? 
C: Work hard. 
I: Now, I am going to introduce a term to you - that is "in-group", in-group are 
those who you care about. 
C: But I don't have any in-group. 
I: Just like me, I would consider the whole Chinese population as my in-group and 
if the Chinese team win the Olympic game, I would feel happy and even cry. 
C: Me too. I would cry when I heard the National song. 
I: Really? Then before you came to Hong Kong, who are the in-group in your 
heart? 
C: What? 
I: Have you ever thought about this? Let's imagine that you are still in China. Try 
to think about your in-group members. Do you think it includes your family 
members only or includes the whole village or the whole province? 
C: Only my family. 
I: How about in Hong Kong? 
C: The same. 
I: So, when you hear in-group members, what do you think? Would you think that 
all the people speaking Hok Lo are your in-group or if the people from the same 
hometown are your in-group? 
C: Sometimes when some students from the China blamed by the teacher, I would 
think that they are very poor. 
I: Why? 
C: They just came from China and they knew nothing and they were blamed by the 
teachers, so, I think they are very pathetic. 
I: So, you mean as they new arrivals has just arrived, they knew nothing about the 
schooling in Hong Kong, so, when they were blamed by the teachers, you would 
think that they are very pathetic? 
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C: Yes. 
I: Then do you consider them as your in-group? 
C: What? I just regard them as my friends. 
I: Then that means you won't consider them as your in-group, even if they came 
from the same hometown? 
C: I just regard them as my friends. 
I: Then how did you feel about your mother tongue, Cantonese, and English before 
you came to Hong Kong? How did you feel about Hok Lo? 
C: Good. It's my mother tongue. So, of course I think it's good. 
I: So, you like it? 
C: Yes... 
I： How about Cantonese? 
C: I like the manner people speak it. It's softer. 
I: You mean more gentle? 
C: Yes. 
I： So, you like it when you were in China? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then how about English? 
C: I found it very difficult. 
I: So, you think that it's very difficult when you were in China? 
C: I didn't heard about English when I was in China. I knew nothing about it 
actually. 
I: You knew about the existence of English when you were in China, right? 
C: No. I didn't know. 
I： So, you didn't know about it? 
C: No. Only until I came to Hong Kong, my cousin who studied in P.4 studied 
English, which made me know that English was taught in Hong Kong. 
I: So, your cousin? Do you mean your uncle's son? Is he the younger brother of the 
one you used to live with? I don't know. So, you used to live with a cousin, 
right? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, are they brothers or is he the son of another uncle? 
C: Yes. 
I： So, you mean another uncle's son? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, only when he said that there was something call English that you know the 
existence of English? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. Then do you like English? 
C: I would like to leam English. 
I: Then after you came to Hong Kong, do your attitudes towards these three 
languages changed? 
C: I think Hok Lo is out-dated and old fashion. 
I: So, you think that speaking Hok Lo is old fashion? 
C: Yes. 
I： How about Cantonese? 
C: It's gentler but I still carry accent when I speak it. 
I: So, you think you are not fluent enough? 
C: Yes. 
I: Does it affect your attitudes towards Cantonese? 
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C: Yes. 
I: How? Like to leam more or a bit want to give up? 
C: Yes. 
I: Which one? 
C: As I find that my Cantonese still carry accent, so, I hope that I can improve it and 
become more fluent. 
I： So, you are more eager to leam it? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then have you ever think of giving up because you can't pronounce it 
accurately? 
C: I would try to avoid speaking some words that I don't know how to pronounce. 
I: Actually after coming to Hong Kong, you are more quite than before, do you 
think it is because your Cantonese carries accent which makes you afraid of 
speaking it? 
C: I don't know about it. Actually, I don't want to speak myself. 
I: In last interview you said that one of the factors was that you are not happy? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you are not happy which makes you keep silence all the time, right? 
C: Yes, a bit. 
I: Then also as you were afraid that your Cantonese was not fluent enough which 
made you afraid of speaking up during lessons, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. Then how did you feel about English after you came to Hong Kong? 
C: Very surprised. 
I: Why? 
C: Surprised, because they leamt English from the time when they were in 
kindergarten. But we didn't have English even when we were in secondary 
school. So, I was scared. 
I: So, you are afraid that you won't catch up? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did such kind of surprise affect your English learning? 
C: Yes. 
I： What's that? 
C: I worked even harder. 
I: Then did it affect your self-esteem? 
C: Yes. -
I: How? 
C: Very afraid of it. 
I: So, you always afraid of it and don't have enough confidence, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then you are the oldest in your class, so, how do you feel about learning with 
students of younger age? 
C: Sometimes they did some very lovely actions, which made me feel that they 
were very something. 
I: Then do you think learning with students of younger age affects your attitudes 
towards learning? 
C: I think that I am being laughed at. They said that though they were younger, they 
could pick up everything very quickly; I was much older, but I leamt very 
slowly. 
I: So, how do you feel about their comments? 
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C: Nothing special. 
I： Would that affect your self-esteem? 
C: No. 
I: Why not? 
C: I just think that may be they are clever and I am stupid. 
I: So, you think it is because you are stupid? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you think that they leamt faster because you are stupid? 
C: I just feel that they are learning much faster than they what is teaching. 
I: Would you have low self-esteem because of that? 
C: No. 
I: Then are there any situations in which you think that as a new arrival or as the 
eldest in the class you would better keep silence? 
C: Under what situations? 
I: Yes. 
C: There is no such kind of situations. 
I: Then are there any situations in which you think that as you are the oldest, you 
would better keep silence? 
C: No. 
I: Then did you join any extra-curriculum activities? 
C: Computer. 
I: You joint it during your primary school study, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you have extra-curriculum activities lesson every week right? 
C: Yes. • 
I: That great that they still have it. So, you leamt computer during that lesson 
right? 
C: But I feel bored now because I have leamt everything during my primary school. 
I: So, you still need to leam it during secondary school, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, you are bored? 
C: Yes. 
I: Other than computer, anything else? 
C: Nothing, I leamt computer only during my primary school study. 
I: How about in your secondary school study? 
C: Calligraphy. 
I: So, you attend the calligraphy lesson every Monday, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: But you stopped learning it after that, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: My father didn't allow me to attend it. 
I： Why? 
C: He thinks that studying is more important. 
I: Any other reasons? 
C: No, but I like calligraphy. 
I: Then did you tell your father this? 
C: No. 
I: So, you stopped it when your father asked you not to do so, right? 
C: Yes. 
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I: Okay, then you said that your relationship with your family became poorer after 
you were promoted to secondary school and your academic results became 
poorer, right? 
C: Yes... 
I: Sorry, I need to keep a record here, so, I need to ask the same questions again 
Why? 
C: I don't know. Maybe I am unhappy after feeling angry at school. 
I: So, you are not happy at your school? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why? 
C: I have poor academic result. 
I: Did any one in school blame you for that? 
C: No. 
I: Then your relationship with your parents become poorer because they think that 
you academic result is poorer, right? 
C: They think that I am always busy. 
I： Always busy? 
C: Yes. 
I: Do you mean you always need to focus on your study? 
C: Yes. 
I: But still get a poor result, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then have you ever try to explain your situation to them? 
C: No. 
I： Why not? 
C: I don't know. I don't want to tell them because I am very afraid of that. 




C: Because the school is so good that I can catch up and I am very frightened now. I 
am afraid that I may need to repeat, others will then laugh at me and I will be 
very embarrassed too. 
I: I see. Then do you think the extra-curriculum activities you participated in 
enhance your languages learning and adaptation? 
C: Those activities? 
I: Yes, computer and calligraphy. 
C: No change at all. 
I: No influence? 
C: No. 
I: Then do you have any activities with your friends, family and relatives during 
your leisure time? 
C: At my leisure time I would go out by myself. 
I: What do you do? 
C: Go to the library. 
I: Anything else apart from going to the library? 
C: Nothing. 
I: Then do you go shopping yourself? 
C: No. 
I: How about your family? 
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C: We go have tea together and shopping together, but it's rather rare. 
I: How about your friends? 
C: No. 
I: So, you didn't go out with friends? 
C: No. 
I: Why? 
C: Then asked me to go barbecue with them yesterday, but I didn't join them. 
I: Why not? 
C: I was not allowed to. 
I: Is it your family doesn't allow you to do so? 
C: I don't know. I was scared. I didn't want to go. 
I： What did you afraid of? 
C: I don't know, my father might let me go but he would say something like “I don't 
know what kind of friends you are getting along with." 
I: You mean your father worried about the fact that you might make friends with 
some bad children, so, he didn't allow you to join them? 
C: Yes. I think so. 
I: But you have never asked about that? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then you speak Hok Lo when you go out with your family, right? 
C: Yes. 
I: Why don't you try to speak Cantonese? 
C: My parents are speaking Hok Lo, so, I speak Hok Lo. 
I: And you are not care about how the people around you look at you? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. Then is your best friend new arrival or Hongkonger? 
C: New arrival, 
I: The one who speaks Hok Lo? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then which language do you use to communicate with her? 
C: We used both during our primary school study but we used Cantonese only now. 
I： You talked with each in the school right? 
C: Yes. 
I: So, which language did you use to communicate with each other when you were 
in primary school? 
C: Both Cantonese and Hok Lo. -
I: Do you think the classmates around you would feel very weird? 
C: Yes. 
I: Did they say anything about that? 
C: They said, "How come you speak such kind of language? What's that? Speak 
once more, speak once more." 
I: So, they were very curious? 
C: Yes. 
I: Then did they look at you in a very weird way? 
C: No, they just felt very curious. 
I: Then why did you choose to talk with her in your hometown language? 
C: Because our Cantonese was not good. 
I: So, you mean your Cantonese was not good that you need to switch back to Hok 
Lo? 
C: Yes. We didn't know how to say some of the words in Cantonese. 
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I: I see. Then do you feel differently when you are speaking Hok Lo, Cantonese 
and English in public? First of all, how do you feel when you speak Hok Lo in 
public? 
C: Nothing special. 
I: So, even when you know that others are look at you when you are speaking Hok 
Lo, you still think that there is nothing special? 
C: Yes. 
I: How about Cantonese? 
C: Also nothing special. 
I: How about English? 
C: English is special? 
I: Why? 
C: Because it's so great when you can speak English. 
I: Then what surprised you most in your life in Hong Kong? 
C: Nothing really, apart from English. 
I: Then which aspect of life in Hong Kong you would like to change: School life, 
family life, or social life? ‘ 
C: School life, family life and economy. 
I: Which aspect of your school life? 
C： My academic results; English mainly. 
I: How about family life? 
C: The relationship with my family. 
I: Then what do you think you can do if you want to improve your family life? 
C: I don't know. I haven't thought about it. 
I: Then which aspect you would like to improve most? 
C: Academic result. 
I: I mean in your family life. 
C: I just hope that we could be happier. 
I: So, you are not happy now? 
C: Not really. I just hope that I can have a better communication with my parents. 
I: So, better communication and they know how you feel right? 
C: Yes. 
I: I see. How about economy? 
C: I just hope that I can find a job after graduation. 
I: Then do you have any further comments about your identity and your social life? 
C: No. ‘ 
I: Then can you tell me about your recent life and how do you feel after promoting 
to secondary school? 
C: I just find that it's very stressful and I am very worry about it now. 
I: So, you mean after promoting to secondary school? 
C: Yes. 
I: Anything else? Do you think your relationship with your classmates is better 
after promoting to secondary school? 
C: Quite. 
I: You told me that you like your present classmates more, right? 
C: Yes. • 
I: How about your teachers? 
C: They are quite good, they like to joke a lot. 
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Date: 29th of June 
Time: 12.45-2.30 
Interviewee: Chang's teacher. 
1= Interviewer 
T= Chang's teacher 
I: How long have you been teaching the NAC? 
T: I have been teaching them for, I think from 93-94. More and more NAC came 
to Hong Kong afterward. I mainly responsible for higher form English, P.4 to P.6. 
I: How long have you been working as a teacher? 
T: I think from 1977 onwards, 1997 and now I think 24 years. 
I: You don't look like that age. Ha.ha. 
T: Ha.ha. Maybe it's because I teach sports and so quite healthy. 
I: Yes, you look very sporty. Ha.ha. So, what are the differences between teaching 
NAC and local Hong Kong students? 
T: Differences? Actually, I think there are obvious differences and it depends on 
which subject you are teaching. Just like for my case, I am teaching English. They 
are afraid of learning English. Firstly, it's because they have low self-esteem. They 
think they can't catch up the local students. Besides, they are also afraid that the 
classmates will isolate them. So, they have lots of psychological barrier. Moreover, 
we can't adjust to their needs from the beginning. We need to follow the syllabus 
and only after that we can have time to do some extra-work for them after class. 
They have weak foundation and we can't stop working according to our syllabus 
and ask the whole class to adjust to their needs. So, we understand that they have 
lots of difficulties. Maybe they just have P. 2 or R3 standards but they are forced to 
leam something in P.5. It can be a misery to them. But we try to give psychological 
preparation for them on the outset. We ask them to listen to the lesson first and 
don't worry too much because we will provide them with remedial lessons after 
class. We have also asked some students to help them after class. So, we always try 
to create an atmosphere in which no students will feel embarrassed and there are 
lots of recourses available to help them. If they are willing to listen, we can then 
cooperate together and achieve something with less effort. 
I: I see. So, when did you start teaching in this school? 
T： From 1983. 
I: Were there any NAC in other schools that you worked for? 
T: Yes, but not as many as the number here. There are more and more new 
immigrants after I started teaching here. 
I: Then what are your difficulties in teaching NAC? 
T: For example, their pronunciation. They usually carry their mother tongue's accent. 
So，they have difficulties in speaking Cantonese. They can't speak Cantonese well; 
so，they have more difficulties when you ask them to speak English, which is a 
second language to them. But actually, they can read and understand what you said, 
so，they would have their own feeling. Your response can directly affect their 
feeling，whether you are encouraging them or discouraging them. If your attitude 
show that you accept them and that you are willing to help them, they would have 
more confidence in listening to you and confidence in making any guess. However, 
if you make them feel that they can't accept your attitudes, they won't have the 
confidence to talk next time. This is the most important point. We have, I mean the 
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English teacher in our school have lots of meeting in which we tried to discuss 
ways to help the new immigrants. We think that to teach the NAC, first of all, we 
need to be open-minded and try to accept the fact that they carry their native 
language's accent and that it may take a longer time for them to leam something. 
It's not easy for the students of that age to adapt to so many changes, but we also 
encourage the students to put some effort themselves. As teachers, we will try our 
best to help them, but they also need to put some effort. Actually we have many 
examples in which the NAC themselves are very hard working and are motivated 
to leam. Their progresses are much better then what we have expected. 
I: Do you think that your workload increased after having new immigrants in your 
school? For example, the teachers may need to meet more frequently and they may 
need to face more problems and troubles? 
T: Actually, I think even if we don't have any problems, we would still try to raise 
some questions and do some kind of evaluation. Because we need to prepare for 
any problems that may appear in future. So, the existence of the NAC does not 
bring problems to us, but some excitement. We can see some point from the NACs 
problem. If there are no NAC, then we may not be able to see some point. We may 
neglect or ignore some problems. Moreover, we can also compare the NACs 
learning attitudes with those of the local students. Actually, even if there are no 
NAC, we still have some students whose learning abilities are rather low. So, the 
teaching package for the NAC will not be wasted. So, we don't think the NAC 
cause any problems to us. Of course we need to spend more time on them. 
However, even if there is no such problem, we may still have other kinds of 
problems, but such problem may give us a bigger picture and allow us to have 
more insight. So, we don't think it's a problem. 
I: So, you don't think it’ s burden, but instead it give you a positive challenge? 
T: Yes, even if there weren't any NAC, we would still try to help the local students 
here. However, with the NAC, we can have more insight and have a deeper 
understanding. 
I: Compared with the local Hong Kong students, do the NAC behave differently in 
the classroom in the following aspects? For example, the participation in 
classroom. 
T: Generally speaking, they are afraid of participating at the beginning. They would 
think that their English is not good and they are afraid of speaking English. They 
are afraid of being laugh at or isolated by their classmates if they speak English. 
So, as I have said before, we have to be open-minded and try to give them more 
encouragement, and acceptance. 
Accept them, they will have some improvement. We would tell them that it doesn't 
matter even if they make any mistake. The most important thing is that they take a 
try. If you practice more, you will be success finally. If they make a mistake, we 
will give them the answer and ask them to repeat it once more. Practice can make 
perfect. Spoken English needs more practice. So, it's very important for them to 
overcome their barrier. 
I: So, as you have just said, their major barrier is that they think their English is 
inferior. But are there any other factors that make them less willing to speak up 
during the lesson? 
T: The classmates, the classmates may laugh at him or he may think that his 
classmates will isolate him. He may also worry about the teachers' response, 
whether the teacher will encourage him or not. Actually, they have lots to consider. 
They are NAC; so, they may have more worry than their classmates. Although they 
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don't speak up, we can still feel what they are worrying about. 
I: Then, are they more attentive during the lessons when compared with the local 
students? 
T: Yes, most of them are. Only few of them are, how to say, although most of would 
work very hard, but not all of them can have good result or improvement. So, few 
of may feel irritating about their slow progress. But I would say over 50% NAC 
has a good learning attitude. 
I: Then how about disciplines? Any differences? 
T: I think their disciplines are better than local students. It's because the classroom 
disciplines in China is better than those in Hong Kong. So, they are well trained 
before they come to Hong Kong. It's because local students have more temptation 
and they are less well disciplined. 
I: When you are teaching the new immigrants, did you experience any cultural 
shock? That is did they do anything that is out of your expectation? 
T: For example, when they want to leave their seat, they won't raise their hands first. 
Maybe they are eager to leave or they can't draw a clear line between starting a 
lesson and ending a lesson. When they hear the bell ring, they will start drinking 
water, leaving their seat. So, we will remind them and tell them that it's not recess 
time. So, sometimes when the new immigrant have any problem in their 
disciplines, what I mean disciplines here is just miner problems, we will remind 
them. Maybe they are not get used to the classroom culture here. 
I: Then how about their attitudes to teachers? Are there any differences? 
T: Not bad. Basically quite good. 
I: Would they be more respectful? 
T: Yes. I think it's because of the culture. I think the teacher's status in the students' 
heart in China is higher than that in Hong Kong. If you can get their trust, they will 
be even more even more respectful to you. 
I: I see. How about attitudes towards other students? 
T: It depends on the personality of the student. It depends on whether a student is 
active or not and if he or she are initiated to talk with his or her classmates. 
However, as a teacher, we always encourage students to accept students from 
different cultures. Moreover, we didn't label any students as NAC. We just said to 
the students that "He's a new classmate, so, try your best to help him). We won' 
highlight or pinpoint at which student is a NAC. We hope that the students will not 
care about the originality of their classmates. Everyone have the same status. If any 
student needs help, please help them as when you help someone now, you can get 
reward in the future. So, we won't tell the students where do a NAC come from 
and how is his or her standard. 
I: talking about the personality, I would like to ask about the personalities of Karen 
and Mandy. Are they active kind or passive kind of person? 
T: Mandy is comparatively older than her classmates. She is 16 years old and she 
should be studying in R 3 or F. 4. So, I understand her situation and I would not 
force her to do something, her classmates are about 11 to 12 years old. So, I have 
considered their age. They are rather shy and passive. But they are lucky or I 
should say I am lucky because the learning atmosphere in their class is quite good. 
So，the classmates would not think it's a problem even if any student makes any 
mistakes. I have talked to their form master and she said that the students in their 
class quite enjoy the English lesson because apart from learning those routine 
knowledge, they can also leam some interesting and new things. So, both of them 
will answer my question, but they may act slower. They will raise up their hands to 
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answer my question only when they feel confidence. However, Karen is more 
active when compared with Mandy. It's because she is much older than the 
classmates, so, she has more psychological barriers. 
I: As far as I know, Karen is also 15 to 16 years old. So? 
T: Yes, but Karen looks younger then Mandy. Mandy is quite mature in her 
appearance. So, comparatively, sometimes she has more worry about how the 
classmates feel about her. Besides, Mandy has a brother who is also studying in our 
school and I am his form master. So, sometimes I will try to discuss her younger 
brother's situation with her so as to shorten our distance. I also try to let her know 
that the teachers accept her and understand her situation and hope that she can 
participate more in the class. But I think it takes time to make her change because I 
hope she can build up a foundation first and hope that her secondary school 
teachers will also encourage her. Actually, we always hope that the students will 
come back to our school and share their problems with us even if they are 
promoted to the secondary school. It's because we still don't know which 
secondary school they are going study and we expect that the secondary school 
may have a different teaching style. So, we always tell them that they should have 
psychological preparation. If the secondary school teachers really have a different 
teaching style, they should try to accept the differences. Don't reject it because it's 
different from the primary school. But if they have any problems, we also 
encourage them to come back to our school on Saturday, as they don't need to 
attend school on Saturday. We will also give them our contact no. 
I: I see. So, I would like to ask if these two students have lower self-esteem? 
T: Karen is more timid. Mandy is more mature because she is older. But Karen is 
afraid of being laughed at so she is not willing to raise up her hand, when she is 
afraid，this mean she is less mature. However, Mandy is not afraid of raising up her 
hand, but she thinks she is older, so she doesn't want to raise up her hand. 
I: So, they are older than their classmates, but their English proficiency is lower than 
their classmates, so, do you observe that they have lower self-esteem? 
T: Yes. For example, Mandy likes to hide herself. She will work hard by herself. But 
Karen is still young, so, she will try to ask someone whom she trusts when she 
comes across any problems. She will try to listen and try to find different ways to 
leam something that she really want to leam. So, for the both of them, I think 
Mandy is older so, she has more psychological barrier. She may find it difficult to 
ask questions. But though Karen has her worry, she is more enthusiastic. That's 
why she raises up her hands more often then Mandy. If she is confident about her 
answer, she will try to answer my question, and she will look around and see if she 
can get any help. 
I: So, concluding what we have said before, how do you think about the NACs self-
confidence level and the local students' self-confidence level? 
T： Generally speaking, the NACs self-confidence level is lower. But it depends on 
which group of local students that you are referring to. If you compare them with 
some local students who have low academic achievement, their self-confidence 
level is more or less the same. Moreover, their low self-confident level can be 
attributed to the environment rather than the situation. When they adapt to the 
environment and when they know that there are resources available to help them. 
Their confidence level will then increase and become more or less the same as 
most local students. So, they won't have any problem. For example, Mandy's 
brother has the highest academic result in my class. 
I： Oh! Really? 
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T: Yes, I teach both of them English. So, when I talk with the elder sister, I can know 
more about the younger brother and when I talk to the younger brother, I can know 
more about the elder sister. 
I: Then do you think their identity affect their self-confident level? 
T: Yes, but such kind of effect is not a kind of short-term effect. So, if the teacher can 
help them to build up their confidence, at least let them have confidence on you 
and not timid, such kind of problem can be overcome in a short period of time. 
I: Otherwise, will low self-confident level affect their learning? 
T: Yes. If they think that they think that there are lots of problems when they attend 
school and the classmates around them are rejecting them. They will have 
psychological problem and feel timid. If the teachers always ask them some 
questions that they are not able to answer, make them feel embarrassed, they will 
have lots of pressure and this may affect their motivation to leam. 
I: How do you feel about the local students' attitudes towards the NAC? 
T: Only at the beginning, but later we can't see any discrimination. And we always 
say that if you say a classmate is an NAC, then it's a kind of discrimination. It's a 
shame. Not to the NAC, but it's a shame to the students who laugh at other. We 
will try to instill such kind of message. So, it's just at the beginning. Of course, if 
they do anything that hurt the NAC after class, we can't control it. But we will try 
to give them a message that we don't encourage and don't accept students who say 
a student is a new immigrant. 
I: Do you experience any cases in which a local student laughs at a NAC? 
T: Yes. But not many time. Actually, they can get along well with each other very 
quickly so long as the new immigrants can open themselves. 
I: How do you feel about Mandy and Karen's adaptation to the school life? 
T: I think they don't have many problems. For example, Karen is more timid. When I 
taught her during P.5，she didn't even know that I am calling her. So, I didn't 
expect her to raise up her hand to answer my question. At the beginning, I give her 
an English name so that the classmates can also call her by her English name. 
When she became familiar with her English name, we didn't call her by her 
Chinese name. So, ha.ha. I can't remember her Chinese name myself. So, at the 
beginning of a term, they will come out and give a brief introduction of 
themselves. Like “ Good morning boys and girls, I am Karen, I am fifteen years 
old. I live in.. ." I also encourage the students to have group work and pair work. 
So，every student has their English name that is called by the classmates and the 
teachers. However, this year, I think Karen have great improvement. If she have 
any problem, she will put it aside, but not give up and allow her time to find ways 
to help herself. Mandy has more problems. It's because she is older, and she always 
tried to hide herself. So, I can only know more about her through her brother. 
I: I see, thank you and I start to know more about them myself. Ha.ha. 
T: Yes. It's because she is the elder sister and in traditional Chinese family, the elder 
sister is expected to take care of the younger sisters and brothers. Sometimes I 
would use her brother to remind her, or I should say to force her to inform me of 
her brother's situation. So, through this method, I hope she can be more active and 
chat more with me. So, the distance between she and me may be shortened and I 
also encourage her to talk about her situation with me. 
I: How do you help the NAC to adapt to the school life in Hong Kong? 
T: First of all, we will first use a very simple test to know how is their standards, and 
then we will let the N A C s English, Chinese and Mathematics teachers know about 
their standards. It's because at the beginning the students may not be able to do 
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their homework properly. The format, the content may have lots of problems. Even 
they may good at Mathematics; they may not know the format. And for Chinese, 
they may still use simple Chinese characters. So, everything starts from the teacher, 
who reminds them to use complicated Chinese characters and follow the format! 
Actually, the process will go on continuously, and not stop after doing it for one or 
two times later. Then we will organize some remedial classes for them, which will 
focus on their English, as we think that their English is poor. We hope that these 
classes can help to build up their foundation. 
I: Is there any criteria on the length of stay in Hong Kong when someone want to join 
the remedial classes? 
T: Yes, the classes are for those who have come to Hong Kong for less than 2 years. 
However, if some students who still have problems in their learning, we will still 
invite them to join our remedial classes. 
I: Do you teach the remedial classes? 
T: No. Our panel is responsible for the course this year, and we take turns every year. 
But she will meet with us before she teach the students so as to get someone 
insight about the students' standard. She will also ask the students to do some 
simple quiz to evaluate their standard so that she can know how to help them. 
I: Then what are the N A C problems in learning English? Do you think they are 
motivated to leam English? 
T: No. I think to a certain extent, it's related to the situation that they had encountered 
when they first attended school. I think English is being ignored and is not 
emphasized. Their Mathematics and Chinese are very good. So, they don't think 
English is important to them. They started learning it late. So, their Chinese and 
English standards are very different. They don't know where to start at the 
beginning. They just depend on us, the school, to give them confidence and start 
everything over again. 
I: Then do they know that learning English is very important in Hong Kong? 
T: They will know about it gradually and feel about it. However, in mainland, they 
won't feel about that. But we will let them know gradually about the importance of 
English in Hong Kong. 
I: After they know that English is important in Hong Kong, do you think they will 
put more effort to leam English when compared with the local students? 
T: Actually, even Hong Kong local students may differ in their motivation in learning 
English. 
I： Yes. Ha.ha. 
T: So, we can't divide it into two individual groups. So, it's just for the beginning, 
later on, they will integrate into the local students. Some of the local student's 
English is as poor as them. So, we won't distinguish them from the Hong Kong 
students. Of course, there are some special cases in which the parents have some 
mutual support and cooperate with our school. So, different students have different 
situation. But most of the NAC would know that learning English is very 
important. I have told them that what they leam today will be repeated in Form 1 
and Form 2, so if you leam it well, then you will have less burden when you are 
promoted to Form 1 and Form 2. 
I: I have just talked about participation, so do you think they have problem in 
participation? 
T: Yes. Not a small problem, because they are weak in listening and speaking. Failure 
to understand will affect their absorption of what they leamt. Failure to absorb, 
they know little about what they have leamt, so, they need to guess and search 
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about what they are learning. So, when they don't contribute, their motivation is 
lower. So, we need to use different ways to motivate them. For example, I will give 
them a paper, so that they can write down their English name and put it on their 
desk. This can make them realize that English lesson is different from other 
lessons. It's very specific. They have their English name and everyone call them by 
their English name. This make them feel that English lesson is special. 
I: How about their confident in learning English? 
T: Yes, they also have problem in that. For Karen and Mandy, they are on the right 
track; their improvement is quite good. If they think that they can solve the 
problems through other methods, it's just a matter of time. The problem will get 
worse if the students think that the problems can't be solved and put the problem 
aside. So, we always try to give them a message that the problem can be solved 
sooner or later and ask them to have confidence on themselves. 
I: Are they hard working? 
T: Yes, most of the NAC are hardworking, as they know that if they don't work hard, 
they can have problems. However, if their standard is low, hardworking can only 
help them a bit, they may need other methods. 
I: Which aspect of English do you think the students are particularly weak at? For 
examples, reading, writing, speaking, listening, etc. 
T: It's not necessary to talk about spoken English cause their spoken English is 
especially weak. I think they don't have much chance to practice they spoken 
English. They may not have a chance to stand in front of the class and speak 
English. That's the first thing. The second thing is listening. I think the teaching 
method is different. 
I: It's there any different in pronunciation? 
T: Yes, I think so. The teaching method is different from us. The training for listening 
and writing is different from us too. Grammar is the most difficult part for them. 
So, they have problem in listening, speaking and reading. But writing is better 
cause their hand writing is good. 
I: I think you usually use Cantonese to teach the students, right? 
T: Yes. 
I: So, is there any occasion in which you can't communicate with the students? Their 
language may be different from us. 
T: Yes. It's because their accent may be different from us but we will usually try to 
interpret their meaning. And we will sometimes teach them the correct accent and 
ways of speaking. After they can express themselves and after we know what they 
want, we will try to help them step by step. 
I: So, can you speak Putonghua? 
T: My Putonghua is not good. 
I: Then I would like to ask are there any students who can't speak Cantonese at all? 
T: No, I have never met that kind of students before. Only some speak Cantonese 
with different accent, not accurate and difficult to understand. I think even if some 
of them speak Putonghua at home, when they immigrated to Hong Kong, their 
family will help them to leam Cantonese or they will have troubles... 
I: The questionnaire you have just filled in is about the teaching strategies suggested 
by the Education Department. I know you haven't read that book before. But you 
have used some of the strategies. I would like to ask which strategies do you think 
is most useful? 
T: Actually I think the strategies suggested by the ED is just a cumulative of our 
experiences. Most of them can work well, but it just depends on the situations of 
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the classroom and whether the school can provide the situation to use these 
strategies. I think all of them are useful and I can't see any that is not useful. 
I： Can they be used for the non-NAC students? 
T: Yes. Even if they are not NAC，these strategies can still be helpful. And for the 
NAC, it's very useful. Sometimes we will investigate one point, sometimes we will 
think that a student have low aptitude, but actually he may have the potential, but 
it's just because they don't have as many chances as others. Their frequency to 
touch the target language is lower. The more chances you have the better. Just like 
at the beginning, the students are timid when they are asked to introduce 
themselves. So, if we realize that when we give them more chances to touch the 
language, they may have more confidence and after they speak and use the 
language repeatedly, they will improve a lot. If they receive a positive response, 
they will be willing to try next time. A positive response can just simply be a 
nodding of head, a good, or a yes. But this reward is very encouraging to them. 
They will think that what they pay have good reward, and they will do better in the 
future. 
I: I found that you would assign different learning task to the students, so, do you 
think this will increase your workload? Maybe don't have enough time to plan for 
it? 
T: Yes, the workload will increase. But as I said before, we would do the same thing 
for the local students because some of the local students are rather weak in their 
English. So, we don't distinguish between the NAC and the non-NAC. It's just the 
NACs standard is lower. We would understand that the NAC standard is low, but it 
doesn't mean that they don't have the capability. Maybe it's just because 
sometimes they didn't leam something in China. For example, they may use book 
1 in R 2 and book 2 in P.3. So, actually, they are forced to leam less. So, their 
standard may not be low, it's just because they have the learning gap. 
I: So, do you think the ED's suggestions is useful or if you think it's just talking 
about something that other people have already know? 
T: I think it's useful. It's because I think they must have done some research in some 
schools. However, the situation of a school may decide whether they can adopt 
certain strategies. Basically, all the things are very generally, so; it depends on 
whether the school can provide some resources to carry it out in details. So, they 
probably can help. It's just a matter of whether helping a lot or not. 
I: Do you think you have received enough support from the ED? Actually, what kind 
of resources did you receive from it? 
T: To be honest, the teachers are always greedy. We won't satisfy with our situation 
now. If we satisfied with our present situation, we can never have any 
improvement. So, up to now, we do receive some resources. But we still think it's 
not enough. 
I: What kind of resources did you receive from them? 
T: It provides us with seminars. 
I: Seminars. Mainly focus on how to teach the NAC? 
T: Yes. Actually, when we due with the NACs problems, we not only need to pay 
attendon to their study, but also their emotional problems. It's because their 
emotion can affect their learning. Moreover, some of them are older than their 
classmates, so, this problem may cause embarrassment. They have their ways of 
thinking. For example, the whole class is just 12 years old and they are 16 years 
old. So，the way you talk to 12 years old kids may not be suitable for the 16 years 
old children. You may need to consider their feelings. So, for this aspect, I think 
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the government does not give enough support. So, we hope that it can provide us 
with more resources, books, or seminars or provide us with more workshops. It's 
because we need to waste a lot of time to understand the problems. So, we are 
greedy and we hope that when NAC speak a sentence, we can know at once what's 
in his or her mind. It's because we always need to follow them for a long time 
before we know that it's their age affects them. 
I: Do they organize those seminars frequently? 
T: Not really and those seminars are held for all the schools in Hong Kong and some 
for them are first come first serves. Some are individually for primary or secondary 
school. The frequency is not high. But we also understand that ED is not just 
working for English. So, they may not be able to organize something for the NAC. 
Actually, they do take care of the NAC, but as a teacher, we hope that they can 
provide more. For example, they do provide funding for us to organize the 
remedial classes and some other activities. But not really enough. 
I: So, do you think they have provided enough funding for the NAC? 
T: So far, it's still okay. But I think they need to adjust it because they start to have IT. 
Some of the NAC are timid to use IT, and they can't follow the local students. So, 
if we can provide them with training, they can adapt better. 
I: I see. Actually besides seminar, you also mentioned about the workshop, so, do 
they provide you with workshop? 
T: Yes, but not frequently. 
I: What's the content of these workshops? 
T: Actually, these workshops do not pinpoint at the NAC. It usually teaches us how to 
use the IT to motivate the students. We also understand that it can be a luxury if we 
ask the ED to organize some workshop for the NAC because the percentage is not 
high. The government always thinks about the percentage before they do anything. 
So，it can be a luxury if we ask them to organize some activities for the NAC. But 
my point is the percentage of NAC is increasing. And I don't know if the ED have 
thought about it or not, actually the problems of the NAC is very similar to those of 
the local students who have low academic achievement. So, even if you have 
organized workshops about NAC for the teachers, and then the problem of NAC 
disappear, we can still apply the technique to the students with low academic 
achievement. So, it's not a waste of resources. 
I: Yes. A good point. You have also mentioned about that the teachers in your schools 
have some kinds of sharing. So, do you think these kinds of sharing are useful? 
T: Yes. It's because the teaching experiences of the teachers are different and they 
may have different feeling. Even the same group of students is taught by different 
teachers, they may have different performance. They may like the teacher's way of 
teaching and enjoy the lesson. Or they may think that the teacher do not teach well, 
so they may misbehave during the lessons. So, it's necessary for us to talk with 
each other to see what are the differences between our ways of teaching, so that we 
can share our strength and correct our weakness. It's a must. 
I: Do you think simply sharing with teachers from your own school is enough or if 
you think you should share with teachers from other schools? 
T: Actually, there are teachers from different schools in the workshops. And they will 
have group's discussion section. Four or five teachers form a group and go out to 
present. So, there is discussion during the workshops. So, there more we have 
sharing, the more we have learnt. For example, if you have just taught for one year, 
then you may be able to leam form those who have been teaching for five y e a r s .， 
I: What else can the government do to help the NAC? For example, do you think it's 
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necessary for the government to send some people to schools to know about the 
situation? I know that government have sent a learning package for the NAC to the 
schools, so did you receive that? 
T: Yes, I think so. But we have received lots of things from the government, so, I 
don't know if we have receive that package or not. What I can say is that the ED is 
not very systematic. Actually the government's policy is still very unstable. When 
someone complains that more help is needed for that part, then they will start 
working on that. So, it's not systematic. They will give us this and that and then we 
need to organize them ourselves. We understand that it's impossible for it to do 
something for any particular school, as they can't afford it. So, we need to 
reorganize it, coordinate with it and do some selection. It's because some of the 
materials are too difficult for the students; the standard is too high. Some of the 
materials are quite good, but we still need to reorganize it. 
I: So, do you mean that ED should decide the materials according to the standard of 
the students? 
T: I think they have decide it according to the standards, but they might have just 
divided the students into five grades, but actually there may not be just five grades 
of students. Some students are marginal, between one or two, or two or three. For 
example, there is an aptitude test for the P.5 and P.6 students. But the test is too 
difficult for the students. Even those students in the international school may not be 
able to do it well. What I would like to say is, it fails to take care of the weak 
students. Now, it's popular to practice enhancing the high achiever and filling the 
learning gap of the low achiever. So, what is testing in the test is just testing the 
high achiever, but not the low achiever. For example, the test requires the P.5 
students to write about the result of a story. It's impossible even for the F.2 or F.3 
students to finish it. But it thinks the government knows that the primary school 
students can't do that. So, I think the government just wants to know how good is 
the high achiever. So, the strategies of the government is that it want to distinguish 
between the high achiever and the low achiever so that it can know who should be 
assigned to band one school and who should be assigned to the band five school. 
Actually what they did is breaking their confidence. So, as teachers, we feel sad 
because we need to build up the students' confidence again. 
I: Would you worry about the N A C s form one placement? 
T: Sure，but not just for the NAC, we would also worry about the low achiever. For 
the NAC, we believe that the secondary school will probably hold some class for 
them. And we believe that some of the students have already adapt to the problem. -
They are now in the adapting process. So the most difficult period has gone. They 
have psychological preparation for the difficulties. So, though we have worried 
about that, but not that serious. 
I: However, what I concern about is that, Mandy and Karen are good girls. But if 
they are assign to some lower banding school because they are weak in some 
particular subjects, then would you worry that their peer may affect them and 
become bad girls? 
T: Peer influences depend on the personalities of the students. So, for Karen and 
Mandy, I don't worry about them because they are mature. They focus mainly on 
the study. Actually, the new immigrant students are weak only on their study, but 
they don't have problems in their behaviors, they can tells right from wrong. 
I: Then do you think you have received enough support from your school? 
T: Actually, our school gives us lots of freedom. Though at the beginning, it's quite 
strict and insist that we should finish the whole books and follow the syllabus. 
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However, we reflect our views to the school, it then give us more freedom.... So, 
our school is quite supporting or it won't allow us to try different ways to teach the 
students. 
I: Do your school requires you to give some tutorials to the students during the 
summer? 
T: Yes, we have tutorial during the summer. For the coming summer, we will have the 
tutorial lessons. 
I: So, those NAC students are included in the class? 
T: Yes, it will include both the NAC and those low achiever. 
I: As and English teacher and a form master, do you think their parents have enough 
support for them? 
T: I think not enough. What I mean by not enough is that they don't know how to help 
them. For example, up to now, I still haven't met Mandy’s parents. They didn't 
appear in the parents' day. I can only talk to them through telephone. They didn't 
talk much in the telephone and not details enough. I just can't talk to them face to 
face. 
I: How about other new immigrants? Would it be difficult to contact their parents? 
T: Yes, very difficult. 
I： Is it because they need to work? 
T: Yes and they are different from the local parents, who are more willing to spend 
more time on their children. So, when they send their children to our school, they 
put all the responsibility on the school. So, we know that school is the only place 
where the NAC can leam English. So, we will try to encourage them to speak up 
during the lessons. So, I can't see that the parents give any help to the students. 
I: So, is it difficult to communicate with the parents? I mean they may speak a dialect 
different from us? 
T: Yes. They also know that we have difficulties in understanding them. But to us, 
even we can communicate well, we still think that it's good to talk to them. 
I: So you want to know more about the students' situation. 
T: Yes, But if we want to see them and they need to leave their job and apply for a 
half-day off, they may not be willing to come. So, if they don't want to come and 
you forced them to come, they may be unhappy and have a bad impression. And 
then if you ask them to spend more time and support on the students, they may 
think we are being too “ ，’，too demanding and may have a negative feeling 
towards us. We don't want to have such kind of situation. So, we can only do some 
single direction work, not reversible direction work. We try our best to provide 
them with what they need. We hope that their family won't reject us, though we 
know that they won't add some more things to help us. If we organize some 
remedial classes, we hope that they will let them come. 
I: Is there any occasion in which the parents do not allow them to attend the 
remedial class? 
T: For the remedial classes, they would usually let them come. But if it's activities 
other than the remedial classes, they may not let them join them. Sometimes I will 
ask if they have problems in money, if they really have problems in money, I can 
try to pay for them. For example, they may not join some activities, like the camp 
we have just had. Many NAC didn't join us. 
I: Yes, Karen didn't join the camp. 
T: Yes. So, like Mandy's brother didn't join the annual picnic. So, I asked him to ask 
his parents to sign up their name, if they have any problems in money, our school 
can pay for the travel fee. If they have problem in preparing the food, we can 
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arrange a group so that he can share the food with the classmates. However, if your 
have any problems other than these, we can't help them. It's because if the problem 
is related to your family affairs, as a teacher, we can't help. But if it is related to 
other minor objective problems, like not having enough money, then I think we can 
help. 
I: So, do the parents concern more about the money? 
T: Yes, mainly related to money, and also their attitudes, if it is not related to study, 
they won't let their students to join them. If they are attending the class, it's okay[ 
but if they are doing something not related to study, like having picnic, the parents 
won't allow them to participate. They still have the concept that studying should be 
related to the books only. 
I: So, did your school arrange any activities that aim at helping the NAC to adapt to 
society or the school life? Not just related to studying. 
T: Yes, we have invited some guest, like the social worker and arranged some 
seminars every Saturday for the NAC to talk about how to leam, how to adapt to 
the social life and school life here. We would encourage the students to attend 
these seminars. But the problem is that the parents may not attend these seminars. 
It's because they still need to work on Saturday and they are not willing to attend 
these seminars. So, we have done our part, but they are not willing to come. 
I: Then do you have any contact with the community center? 
T: Yes, because we have a civil group, so, we have cooperated with some community 
centers nearby and even far away from here. We have invited some community 
centers to do some research on us and even organize some New Immigrant class 
for our NAC students, like how to control their emotion, how to adapt to the life 
here. We even have a workshop, which lasted for six lessons. We recommended to 
our students, and then give them some follow up and they invited us to evaluate the 
students to see if they have any improvement. They also report to us what have 
been taught to these students. 
I: So, do you think the community centers are helpful? 
T: Yes. Yes. It's because the teachers can't act so many roles. For examples, maybe 
the social workers have more understanding about the students' personalities, 
performance and emotional problems. So, we like to cooperate with the community 
center and see if we can find any methods to help the students. 
I: So, do you mean that teachers may not have so much time to have more 
understanding about the students and take care of so many aspect about their life? 
T: Yes, it's because we need to be fair, as NAC are students, and local students are 
students. As I have said before, we didn't label them we also hope that we can 
teach to the whole class and the whole class can absorb the knowledge together. 
Our extra-support would be provided outside the class because we don't want to 
affect other students. We may neglect the needs of other students if we just 
concentrate on helping some particular students. So, the distribution of time is a 
problem. 
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Date ： IS '^' of January 
Interviewee : Chang's father 
1. Why did you apply for the right of abode for your children? 
Ans: Because I wanted to reunion with my family, and the life in China is not as good 
as Hong Kong. The relish of life is not as good as that in Hong Kong. 
2. How often did you go back to China to visit your child before she came to Hong 
Kong? What and how did you know about your child's life in China? Did you 
know about your child's academic result in China? Did you concern about her 
academic result in China? What did you think about the importance of education 
in China? 
Ans: 
3. Did you have any specific preparation for your child before she came to Hong 
Kong? For instance, asking her to study Cantonese and English in China, 
searching school for them before they came, looking for a better living place, 
reserve a school place at your hometown in case the child can't adapt to the life in 
Hong Kong or can't find a school place in Hong Kong. What did you do after 
they came to Hong Kong? 
Ans: Nothing in particular. I had prepared to let my nephew to take care of them before 
their arrival. 
When they came to Hong Kong, I lived in Tuen Wan; so, I left them to my 
nephew in Tuen Mun. So, it's my nephew who looked for school place for them. 
However, whenever I have time, I would come to Tuen Mun and visited them, as 
for searching for schools. I know nothing about that. When my nephew said, "We 
have already found schools for your kid", I said, "That's good then." ， 
4. How did you feel when your child first came to Hong Kong? Did you have any 
specific concerns or worries about her at that time? What did you do to overcome 
your worries? 
Ans: Of course I felt happy when they came to Hong Kong. However, at that time, I 
was renting a bed place in Tuen Wan, so, I didn't have a place to settle them 
down，so, I had no choice but brought them to my nephew. However, I was 
worried that they would be mistreated, as they were living in others' place and my 
nephew had his own children. I gave them money every month for my children's 
life expense. Their mother was still in China at that time and I need to go to work. 
So, it's for sure that I was worrying about them. 
5. Do you think education is important in Hong Kong? What do you think is the 
perceived function of education in Hong Kong? What then is your expectation for 
your child's academic achievement? Why? What's the highest educational level 
you want your child to attain? Did you do anything to help her academic work? 
Do you have any concerns or worries about your child's study in Hong Kong? 
Ans: Education is very important in Hong Kong. If I have received more education in 
the past, I don't need to work in the construction site. 
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I hope they can study hard, so that they can find a white-collar job in the future 
and don't need to take a labour job like me. 
I don't have the highest expectation for my children. So long as they try their best. 
It depends on their own attitudes about learning. If you have expectation on them, 
and they don't study hard, you can do nothing. ， 
I am illiterate, how can I help them? 
I don't have much to worry about them; I just worry that they may not be able to 
catch up with others in their English learning. I don't have any money to let them 
have private tuition. 
6. How do you feel about your child's adaptation in Hong Kong? Do you have any 
specific concerns or worries about her adaptation in Hong Kong? Have you done 
anything to enhance your child's adaptation in Hong Kong? 
Ans: I think they are adapting quite well, but my daughter is very shy. She always 
stayed at home and I was worried that she might have illness because of that. So, I 
kept asking her to go out more often. ， 
No, I don't know how to help them. If she stays at home and doesn't want to go 
out，you can't force her and she doesn't like to go back to China with us. 
I don't know why either. 
7. Which language did you use to communicate with your child when you were in 
China? How about when you are in Hong Kong? Why? Which language did your 
child use to communicate with you in China? How about in Hong Kong? Do you 
have any concerns about your child's languages use and languages learning in 
Hong Kong? Did you do anything to help her language learning in Hong Kong? 
Ans: HokLo in both Hong Kong and China. But in Hong Kong, sometimes I will talk 
to them in Cantonese, but mainly in HokLo. Because their mother doesn't know 
how to speak Cantonese. I just worry about their English learning. As for 
Cantonese, I think they can pick it up quickly. What can we do to help them? I 
don't know either. I can only encourage them to work hard for their English 
learning. 
8. How do you feel about your child's proficiency in your hometown language and 
Mandarin before and after coming to Hong Kong? Do you have any concern or 
worry about any changes in your child's proficiency in these two languages? 
Ans: I have never heard her spoke Putonghua, so, I don't know whether she speaks that 
well or not. As for Hok Lo, there isn't any change in her proficiency level. 
She speaks Hok Lo at homeland. She is now 16 years old, so I don't think she will 
forgot Hok Lo. However, if she came here younger, she might forget it. Moreover 
we always went back to our motherland. 
9. Did you instil directly or indirectly any hometown cultures to you? E.g. gender 
roles, hometown customs. What's their response to these teaching? Any conflict 
between those hometown cultures and your child's existing value? How did you 
resolve or due with such kinds of conflict? Did you have any concerns about the 
ties between your child and the people and culture in your hometown? 
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Ans: I didn't. But my wife will do that. Actually, we are now living in Hong Kong; we 
should try to follow the Hong Kong style. I told her, "Let them choose their way, 
we are now in Hong Kong." As you know, we are now in Hong Kong, if we don't 
follow the Hong Kong style, they would call you "Mainland boy", or "Mainland 
girl". 
10. How do you feel about the fact that your child is older than her classmates? Will 
that affect your expectation about their academic achievement? 
Ans: We can do nothing about that. Other kids leam English when they were in 
kindergarten; she started learning ABC at such an old age. 
I don't think that would affect my expectation. However, if her academic result is 
poorer than others, I tell her, “ you are much older than others, and you have such 
a poor academic result, lost to the younger kids". I hope that through this I can 
encourage her to work hard. And sometimes, I would ask her to work harder. It's 
not necessary for girls to study too much. The most important thing is to marry a 
good man. She needs to get married finally. It will be perfect if she can enter the 
university. However, if she can't, then better find a man to get married. 
11. Did you let your child join any extra-curricular activities? E.g. camps, school 
picnic, interest groups. Why or why not? 
Ans: No. I was afraid that she might know some bad people. Hong Kong is a very 
complicated place, totally different from the rural area in China. They won't be 
very bad in the rural area in China. However, the situation here is very different. It 
will be very problematic if she turns into a bad girl. 
12. Did your child join any community groups? E.g. church and community centre. 
How do you feel about the effect of these community groups on your child? 
Ans: No. It's the best if they can go back home at once after school. If they have time, 
they should do more revision on their study. 
Tutorial? No need to pay for that? I think I still won't let her join that. She is a 
girl，and the security in Hong Kong is poor, there is lots of juvenile delinquency 
here. If she has any problems in her study, she can ask her teachers. 
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APPENDIX X 
Interview Transcription (Wong) 
Date: 22"^ September 
Interviewee: Wong 
Interview No.: 1 
Interview Topic: Follow-up Interview Based on Questionnaires 
I = Interviewer 
W = Wong 
I: 22nd September, 12:00 p.m., interviewee Wong. I would like to ask you; here you 
said before you came to Hong Kong, you think you are Mainlander, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: However, after you came to Hong Kong, you think that you are Chinese. Why 
there is such a change? 
W: Why? It's because when I was in China, I think I am Mainlander. But when I 
came to Hong Kong after the hand-over, I think I am Chinese. 
I: Why don't you think that you are Hongkongers? 
W: I am new immigrant. 
I: What's the different between new immigrant and Hongkonger? 
W: New immigrant? 
I: What do you think are the differences? 
W: They are different in their living style and their point of view. 
I: Then you hope that the Hongkongers would consider you as a Chinese in Hong 
Kong, why? 
W: A Chinese in Hong Kong. It's because I like Chinese. 
I: Then have you ever hoped that they would consider you as Hongkongers? 
W: Yes. But I don't care now. 
I: But what do you like most? 
W: What do I like most. Of course I like them to consider me as Hongkonger, but I 
think it's impossible. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because I am not a Hongkonger myself, and others' impression on me is that I 
. am not a Hongkonger. 
I: Then why you hope that others could consider you as Hongkonger? 
W: maybe they would accept me more and they would get along better with me. 
I: That is you hope that others can consider you as Hongkonger mainly because you 
hope that others can accept you and get along better with you? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then do you think your status rise a little bit if you become a Hongkonger? 
W: Not really. Actually, before I came to Hong Kong, I would think that 
Hongkongers are totally different from the Mainlanders. Hongkongers are more 
superior, while Mainlanders are of lower levels. However, when I came to Hong 
Kong. I thought that they are nothing special. We were both human beings. 
I: Then you said here that the Hongkongers consider you as new immigrants, why? 
W: Consider me as new immigrants, why? What's the meaning? 
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W: I think it's because I don't look like Hongkongers and my behaviours are different 
from theirs. 
I: Then you said that when you first arrived Hong Kong, you think that 
Hongkongers welcomed you. So, can you tell me how do they welcome you? Any 
examples? 
W: I think at least they would not call you Mainland girl, Mainland Lei. They would 
not point at you and blame you. And we they got along with you, if you have any 
problems, they would be willing to answer your questions. 
I: But then you think that the school's attitude towards the NACs is just about 
average? Why? 
W: They usually won't blame you but would not care about you. That's why is about 
average. 
I: You mean the schools? 
W: Yes. Not just Hongkongers, but even some immigrants from Mainland China who 
have been here for a longer time than me would also show that they do not really 
accept you. 
I: Then how about the school? Do you think the school welcome the NACs? 
W: Yes, I think so. Just like the teachers would not discriminate us. 
I: Then you think that Hongkongers' attitude to you is positive. You know the 
meaning of positive? That is good. 
W: Hongkongers' attitudes. Hongkongers' attitude towards NACs is quite okay. It's 
because I haven't been discriminated. Like I have never tried being discriminated 
when I went out. 
I: I see. Then is your social life mainly consists of the people in the church and the 
students in your school? I know that most students in your ex-school are NACs 
themselves. Then do you think you have few chances to communicate with the 
Hongkongers, except those in your church? 
W: Yes. Few communication. Actually I don't have any chances to communicate 
with the Hongkongers or people other than those in my church and school. So, 
never talk with them and I don't know if they would discriminate me or not. ， 
I: I see. Then you think that Hongkongers attitudes towards you have positive effect 
on you... why positive? 
W: Why positive? Maybe it's because some Hongkongers have very good academic 
result and my academic performance is poor. So, I would like to catch up with 
them. So, that can affect me to be more aggressive, which is quite positive. 
I: I see. Then you think the local classmates are not as friendly as those in China, 
Can you tell me why? ’ 
W: Hong Kong students are less friendly. I think it's because some Hong Kong 
students, especially those who have good family condition would be quite bad-
tempered. So, I would think that they would not accept us. Maybe they would 
think you came from China, and she is very elegance and they don't want to get 
along with you. So, I think that's their problems and not that friendly: y. 
I: So, you have that kind of experience before? 
W: Yes. Just like when we were in Mainland China, some Hongkongers who came to 
our motherland would like to show off in front of you. 
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I: Then you think that Hong Kong teachers are more friendly than those in China 
why? ， 
W: Teachers in Hong Kong would not hit you and they are more reasonable. 
However, teachers in China are very scaring. They would do these to you. I had 
that kind of experiences before. If you forgot to do your homework, they would 
punish you and ask you to stand up for the whole lesson. And when you ask them 
questions, they would not explain to you with patient. However, everything in 
Hong Kong is just the opposite. 
I: I see. Then you think it's less stressful to study here than in China, why? 
W: Yes. I really think so. ‘ 
I: Why? 
W: Maybe it's because my previous school is very bad and they didn't give us much 
homework. Yes. the teachers would think that doing five or six questions are too 
much for us. But the teachers in China might ask you to finish 10 pages of 
homework in a single night and you needed to work hard for that. So, I would 
think why five or six questions are too much for us? It's totally different from 
China. So, the pressure is very small. 
I: Then apart from your homework, how about the examination? 
W: Examination... apart from these.... I think it's mainly my family. Yes, my family 
. . .my relationship with my family is very stressful. 
I: Then you feeling about the change of your school environment is negative, 
despite the fact that the facilities here is more advance, and the school is larger 




I: You can also take your feeling about your teachers and classmates in Hong Kong 
into consideration. 
W: I still can't understand the question. 
I: That is your school environment changed after you come to Hong Kong, like the 
school facilities, classmates...They are all different from that in China.，So, after 
these changes, you have a negative feeling about such change, is it correct?， 
W: Umh …. 
I: You can change if you think you have tick the box wrongly. 
W: Yes. You are right. The answer is actually positive. The facilities here are more 
complete and more advance. Moreover, the teachers here are much better, so, it 
should be positive. ‘ ， 
I: Would your classmates affect your feeling? 
W: Yes. The classmates in China are, They are not really good boys or girls. Most of 
them did not concentrate on their study. However, in Hong Kong, my classmates 
are very hard working, always have better academic result than me. So, the 
pressure is quite large. ’ 
I: Then you said your adaptation to the school life is just about average, why? 
Why just about average? ， 
W: It's because it takes time to understand my classmates and also, but there is no 
problem with my teachers. When I was in China, I was scared by the teachers 
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there. But the teachers here are much better. However, it takes time to understand 
my classmates. Maybe they are grow up in Hong Kong, but I am from China and I 
know nothing, so, there maybe some communication barriers between them and 
me. 
I: Then you think that the neighbours in Hong Kong less friendly, why? 
W: It's because I don't know them. They just know my mother. I go to school from 
Monday to Friday; so, I seldom have time to talk to them. Also, I am a child but 
most of my neighbours are not children, so, never talked to them. However, in 
China, we know all our neighbours, so we would talk to them. 
I: Do you think they know that you are new arrivals? 
W: Yes. It's because we speak Haka at home loudly and I think they would know 
that. 
I: Then you think that the change of living environment has a negative effect on 
your learning, why? 
W: It's because our whole family lived in a single room when we first arrived Hong 
Kong. I didn't even have a place to put my books and a place to do my 
homework. And if my parents and my brother want to watch T.V. it would be 
very noisy. 
I: Actually, your house in your motherland should be very large, right? 
W: Yes. It has three floor and each floor is about 80 square meters. 
I: You should be quite rich in the eyes of others, right? 
W: Yes. In the eyes of others...ha...ha... 
I: Then what's the change after you came to Hong Kong? 
W: Change? I think I am very poor. 
I: And? 
W: And? 
I: How would other think of you? 
W: Which aspect? 
I: Generally speaking, like in China, people generally think that we are rich, but 
how about people in Hong Kong? ， 
W: I think people here will think that we are about average. Of course we are not as 
rich as those rich people are，but we are not really very poor when compared with 
those poor people. 
I: Then how do you feel about such change? Others thought that you are rich in the 
past，but now you are considered as ordinary people, how do you feel about this? 
W: No special feeling, it's because there is no difference between rich and poor 
people so long as we have enough to eat and wear. 
I: Really that optimistic? 
W: Yes. I wanted to cry when I first arrived. I would think why there was such a big 
change. I feel unhappy about that, how about you? 
R I felt unhappy because I needed to live in such a small room. I just think that it's a 
torture for me to live in such a small room. 
W: I see. Then your relationship with your "new" family members is just about 
average, why? 
I: We don't have much communication. If they ask me questions, I would try to 
answer them if I can answer. But if I ask them questions and they are not willing 
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to answer me, it still okay for me... I won't talk about my inner thought with 
them even when I have any happy or unhappy things. It was just like that from the 
time when I was still very young. 
W: Is it because they are busy with their works? 
I: My father would not talk to us even if he does not need to go to work. He will go 
to play majhong if he do not need to go to work. As for mother, she needs to work 
all the time after coming to Hong Kong. She doesn't have any time for us. When 
she goes to work, we go to school; when she arrived home, we have already go to 
bed, so, we don't have much communication. 
W: So, your mother busy working. How about in the past? 
I: In China, our relationship with our mother is better because we had more time to 
communication. However, after coming to Hong Kong, we don't have much 
communication with each other. As for my father, we always didn't have any 
commination when we were small. So, it's just the same. 
I: Then you said the relationship with your family has a negative effect on your 
study, can you explain why? 
W: Why? It's because my parents won't care about how's my study in school and 
they can't help me if I have any problems in my study. Any my brother doesn't 
care about his own study and don't even do his own homework. So, they don't 
care about my study and that makes me have a negative feeling. ’ 
I: Your brother came here with you, right. Do you think he is adapting well in the 
life here? 
W: I don't think so. It's because when we first arrived, he was not adapting as well as 
me. I will go to the church in weekend, but he would just stay at home and he 
seldom had any friend called him. He didn't do well in his study either. 
I: Do you think it's because he can't adapt to the life here that make him don't feel 
like studying? 
W: I don't think so. He didn't like studying even when he was in China. 
I: Actually, apart from this, is there anything else that makes you don't feel like 
studying? You said your family don't care about your study and which makes you 
don't feel like studying, right? 
W: Actually, they don't care about me will not really affect my study. After going to 
the church, everything is much better now. They don't care about my studying 
from the time when I was young. So, I can only be more self-discipline. Doing my 
homework after going back home from school and studying hard for the 
examination. 
I: So, you said here that your relationship with your family has some negative 
effects on your study, what are the negative effects? 
W: Sometimes I would think, as they are not care about my study, I don't need to 
work that hard. They won't know about my academic result and they won't know 
even if cheat them. So, I would think it doesn't matter even if I don't study well 
because they don't care about that. 
I: So, do you know the reason why they don't care about you? Your mother is too 
busy to care about your, right? How about your father? 
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W: Yes. My father has plenty of time. He has lots of time to play mahjong and yam 
cha. But he won't care about you even if he has time. Sometimes, he would play 
till 10 or even 11 'clock and he won't care about you. 
I: Then do you think your father has any expectation on your study? 
W: Yes... Maybe. Actually no. He has more expectation on my elder sister because 
she is going to attend the university. So, in China, he has more expectation on my 
elder sister. But in Hong Kong, he has more expectation on me because he thinks 
that I can catch up with my classmates. I know that he has expectation on my. 
I: I see. You said that you are different from your classmates in the way you grow 
up, can you explain them? 
W: The way we grow up? They grow up in such a good city and good family. 
Besides, the environments in Hong Kong and in China are very different from 
each other. So, I think their family... I think Hong Kong people are more open-
minded. So, the parents would know how to take care of their children and would 
spend more time with them. And when their children have any difficulties in their 
study, they would help them. However, our case is different. Our parents won't 
care about our study and we won't talk about our thought and our feeling with our 
parents. So, at least our parents are different. 
I: Then how about the way you think? 
W: The way we think... ha...ha... Hongkongers are more open-minded. For example, 
they would think that it's okay for girls and boys to play with each other. 
However, for me, I would think that no, boys and girls should keep a distance 
from each other. Maybe it's because they are trendier and I am more conservative. 
I: Apart from this, anything else? 
W: The fashion. They would buy the well-know brand and they would buy photos of 
the superstars, singers. However, the mainlanders are different. And also we are 
different in our study. 
I： Then how about the habits? 
W: Habits. I think they know how to enjoy their life. I remember that when I know 
how to work, I need to do the housework. But the Hong Kong children do not 
need to do anything. They are very happy as they have their parents to do 
everything for them. They just need to study well and then they can play. 
However, I need to do the housework and study and lots of things to do in 
Mainland. 
I: How about now? 
W: I still need to do the housework here. 
I: How about the way you choose your friends? 
W: That is? 
I: Just like you may like to play with those who came from China and they may like 
to choose those Hongkongers more. Or they may like to choose those very trendy 
people to be their friends, those very cool people. But you may like those who 
like to share their feeling with you? 
W: Yes. I will choose those that are good and truth. I don't like those who like to play 
and not hard working. They may not be very hard working, but at least they 
should be decent. 
I: How about the Hongkongers? 
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W: Now? Wah... when I saw the English in Hong Kong, I was so panic. 
I: How about Mathematics and Chinese? 
W: They are so "easy job". 
I: Then how about the way you eat? 
W: I am not selective. 
I: How about the Hongkongers? 
W: They were very selective. They would not eat anything that they don't like and 
the girls would be afraid of eating something that is very fatty, as they are afraid 
of growing fat. But I would eat anything I have; we didn't have much choice 
when we were still in China. 
I: How about the way you express yourself? 
W: Hongkongers are more direct. But we are less direct. We will try to give others 
some hints so as to see if they can get what we mean. We won't directly say out 
our feeling. Just like if we find someone disgusting, we won't say, “I hate you.". 
We will just express it indirectly. 
I： You said that such kinds of differences have negative effects on your self-esteem, 
can you tell me why? 
W: It's because when I was in China, I was very confident. 
I: What made you so confident? 
W: Because when I was in China, I knew a lot about the actors and actresses in Hong 
Kong, more than what my classmates knew. And also, at that time, I was quite 
slim and quite good looking, so, I was quite confident. 
I: But did you experience any change after coming to Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. I felt unconfident and had low self-esteem once I saw that the Hongkongers 
were quite good looking and that they were clever than me. 
I: So, you thought that they were clever than you? 
W: Yes. 
I: In what way? 
W: In their academic result. 
I: You mean they have better academic result than you? 
W: Yes. 
I: Does it means they are clever than you? 
W: I think so. Because they are smarter than I am. 
I: So, they mainly have better academic result than you do in their English learning, 
right? 
W: Yes. But they did better in subjects like Textile and D&T, because I had never 
leamt that before I came to Hong Kong. It takes time for me to adapt and so, I 
think they are clever. 
I: Anything else that has lowered your self-esteem? 
W: Under some situations. 
I: Can you be more concrete? 
W: Like. (Stop for a while) Actually, I thought I was a bad girl. Because just like 
sometimes when I go out with my parents, I don't like to speak HaKa. As I think 
if we speak HaKa, others will discriminate us. They will know at once that I came 
from China as I speak HaKa. I don't know why, I always speak in a loud voice 
and so do my parents. So, when the Hongkongers hear us, they don't like us and 
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W: They are very casual about making friends. They would play with anyone that 
they like. However, they may not like to make friends with those new arrivals. 
They would like to choose those Hongkongers. Maybe it's because they have 
common topics. They may have communication barriers with us and they may not 
have common topics with us. 
I： Do you think that they are discriminate you? Maybe it's not exactly 
discriminating us, but just that they are condescending. 
W: Actually, I have that kind of feeling at the beginning. But now I would think that 
we are all people and we all have our own ways of choosing people. You choose 
your own friends and I choose mine. So, I won't that they are superior than me. 
I： You don't think in that way, but how about them? 
W: They would think in that way. They would think that they are Hongkongers but 
your are Mainland Lei. They would think that I grew up in Hong Kong but you 
are in China. I wear more trendy than you do. So, they would think that are much 
better than us in every aspect. 
I: Then how about your Cantonese accent? What do you think are the different? 
When did you leam that? 
W: I leamt it from the time when I was young, when I was 6 to 7 years old. I just 
leamt it from the television, but I didn't have any chances to speak it. 
I: So, did you speak Cantonese with your classmates? 
W: We spoke it when we were in F.l. 
I: So, you secondary school is a key school in the city. Then did your classmates 
spoke Cantonese? 
W: No. They spoke HaKa. 
I: Then why did you speak Cantonese. 
W: Because we got used to say the actors' or actresses' name in Cantonese. We 
didn't know how to say them in HaKa. 
I: I see. 
W: Yes. As we mentioned about their names in Cantonese, so, we then switched to 
speak Cantonese. 
I: Then did your parents do anything to help your Cantonese and English learning, 
like sending you to those Cantonese and English learning centres? 
W: No. They didn't and they wouldn't. 
I: Why? 
W: Because they thought that their daughters knew them already and it's not 
necessary for her to leam them. My father was so confident and he said my 
Cantonese was very fluent and that I didn't need to be panic once I immigrated to 
Hong Kong. I thought at that time that he was so confident. 
I: Then how about your English learning? 
W: I couldn't understand him. He was so confident. He thought that my academic 
result was so good at that time that I would be able to catch up. 
I: So, your academic result was very good in China? 
W: I think it's quite good. But my performance in Mathematics and Chinese was not 
good because they were rather difficult. However, at that time I thought English 
was quite easy. 
I: How about now? 
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they will think that we are indecent. So, I will feel very shameful and I really hope 
that my mother can speak in Cantonese. However, as my mother cannot speak 
Cantonese, so, I would think that I am a bad girl for thinking in that way. And 
sometimes, I would think actually, there is nothing wrong with us, many people 
speak HaKa. 
I： So, you feel that you are a bad girl? 
W: Yes, because there is nothing wrong for to be Mainlander and there is nothing 
wrong for you to speak HaKa with your family. 
I: So, you have that kind of struggling as you hope others can consider you as 
Hongkonger, and you want to prevent others from knowing that you are from 
Mainland. However, you felt guilty for hiding your own identity. 
W: Yes. Just like when I went out with my mother and she spoke loudly in HaKa, 
which drew the attention of others, then I really hoped that she could speak in 
Cantonese. 
I: I see. 
Then you said the differences did not have any influences on your learning, right? 
W No. On the opposite, I would think that as they are so smart, I need to work hard 
so that they would no longer look down upon us. 
I: Then these are the reasons for your low self-esteem. The first one is your poor 
relationship with your family members. So, how does it affect you? 
W: Others' parents know how to care their children. Just like my friends' mother, she 
will tell her mother and share her feeling with her whenever she feels unhappy. 
And her mother will ask her what's happen and she will try to comfort her. And 
also they can criticised their father if their father did something wrong. However, 
my father thinks that he is the head of the family, so, we all need to obey him and 
we are not allow to say anything even if he did something wrong. 
I: How about your relationship with your classmates? 
W: At the beginning, my classmates thought that I was very unfriendly. 
I： Then how about your poor English? 
W: Others are very fluent in their English speaking, but I don't know how to speak 
English, which makes me have very low self-esteem. I am a new arrival and my 
English is so poor. So, sometimes when others speak English to me and I can't 
understand and need to ask them what are they talking, it's a shame. Others are so 
clever and I am so stupid. -
I: Then your academic results in subjects other than English lowered your self-
esteem. So, do you mean the D&T subjects? 
W: Yes. I had never leamt that before I came to Hong Kong. So, I failed in my 
examination. And I got less than 10 marks for that. 
I： Yes. thanks. 
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Date: 23rd of September 
Interviewee: Wong 
Interview No.: 2 
Interview Topic: English learning 
I = Interviewer 
W = Wong 
I: 23rd of September, interviewee Wong, I would like to ask you, here you said that 
you seldom raise your questions to your teachers when you have problems, why? 
W: It's because I don't know how to ask, and I am afraid that I might not be able to 
understand the teachers even if they explain to me. I just afraid that the teachers 
will get angry. 
I: Are you talking about the time when you first arrived? 
W: Yes. And also now. But not at the middle of my staying here. 
I: You mean you raised your questions to your teachers when you were taught by 
Miss Yeung? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then your first English teacher was a NET. Then do you think it has some effect 
on you? 
W: Yes. 
I: What's the effect? 
W: I couldn't understand what she said, and I was afraid of being asked by her 
during the lesson. And I was afraid that she would ask me to stand up if I failed 
to answer her questions. It would be a shame then. 
I: Then how about after class? Would you ask her questions after class? 
W: No. 
I: Why? 
W: I would rather ask my classmates. 
I: Why? 
W: Because I needed to ask her questions in English. And sometimes, after the 
teacher answered my questions, I might not really understand what she said. But 
I would be afraid of asking them again. 
I： Then you would seek help from local students rather than the new arrivals, why? 
W: Because I think local students' English proficiency level is higher. -
I: Then you said your will seek help from your tutor, who are your tutor? 
W: Those people in my church. They were very nice, helpful and they explained 
everything clearly to me. And I am very familiar with them, so, I am not afraid 
of seeking help from them. 
I: Then you won't listen to the radio and the tapes attached to the books, won't do 
those supplementary exercise. Why? 
W: Because I am very frightened when I see English. So, I am afraid of touching it. 
Let alone listening to the radio and tapes. As for listening to the radio, I don't 
know what they are talking about. There is no translation and it's so boring that I 
am not interested in it. 
I: Then why don't you do those exercise? 
W: I felt so dizzy even if I see those P. 1 English exercise as I am really very afraid of 
learning English. I will be very emotional if I found that I can't do those 
exercise, so, I would rather not doing them. 
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I: Then you said that you felt very stressful in the English lessons in Hong Kong, 
why? 
W: It's because in Hong Kong, the teachers use English as the medium instruction 
and they seldom use Cantonese during the lessons. So, I felt very stressful as I 
can't understand them but I am afraid of asking them. And also if I don't know 
how to do the homework or classwork, I would afraid that my teachers would 
ask why I couldn't understand them after they explain for several times. 
I： Did you really have that experience? 
W: No. 
I: It's just your worry? 
W: Yes. 
I: And you think that it's more stressful to have English lesson in Hong Kong, 
why? 
W: It's because the English in China is very easy and simple. And they had the 
Chinese translation in the book. The vocabularies were very simple. And our 
teachers used Chinese as the medium of instruction. So, everything is opposite to 
the situation in Hong Kong. 
I： Then you said that it's more stressful during the English lessons than other 
lessons. Why? 
W: Because it just like the chicken talking to the duck. I can't leamt it. And I think 
it's very difficult to leam English. Moreover, other subjects are taught in 
Cantonese. So, it's more easily to understand them. 
I: But you said you like English when you were in China, but not now, why? 
W: It's because the English in China is much more easier and I got quite high marks 
in that. So, I was interested in that. However, I lost my confidence in learning 
English here, as I couldn't understand them and always failed in my test. So, I 
lost my interest in it and think that it's very difficult to leam English. 
I: Then you said that your school have those English remedial class, but you did 
not take it, why? 
W: It's because when I came to Hong Kong at the end of the term and the tutorial 
class was ended by that time. And then I didn't apply for that in the following 
term, so, I did not take any of them. 
I: Then did you teachers ask you to take that? 
W: No. And if it's not my classmates told me that our school had those kind of 
remedial course, I did not even know the existence of these course. 
I: Then your present school also have that kind of class, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then why don't you participate in that? 
W: Because they don't think that I am new arrival. So, they don't think I need to take 
it. 
I: So, you know the existence of these class, but you don't take part in them, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then you said here that you did join those adaptation course organized by the 
community center, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: But you said they were not really helpful, why? 
W: Because the English taught was so simple. Although there some vocabularies 
that I had never leamt before, most of them were very simple. Just of the primary 
level. 
I： And is it that you have students of different ages in the class? 
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W: Yes. They are of different ages and different form levels. 
I: So, you mean they can help those lower form students but not you? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then you said here that your parents never help you in your study, why? 
W: Because they did not receive much education here. So, they can't understand 
what we are learning now. 
I： Then you think that they are not supportive enough to your study, why? 
W: They seldom say something to encourage me. They won't tell me what should I 
do in my learning. They won't care about my homework and they would not 
mind even if I don't do my homework. They would not ask me if I had any 
homework. 
I: Then here are your parents way to encourage your English learning. First of all, 
seek help from your teachers when you had any problems. 
W: Yes. That's the most they did to support me. 
I： They emphasize the importance of English. So, how did you feel after hearing 
that? 
W: I think yes, I know it's very important. But English is really very difficult to me. 
I： Then do you feel stressful after hearing their emphasis? 
W: Yes. Stress but not motivation. 
I: Then you said that your parents' support to your English learning is just about 
average, why? 
W: Because they did not do anything to encourage me to participate in any activities 
which can help to improve my English. They would not employ a private tutor 
for me and they would not let me join those tutorial class in the community 
centers as they don't want to pay for the tuition fee. And as they think that I can 
seek help from the people in the church, so, they don't need to worry about it. 
But sometimes I think if it's not because I can seek help from the people in the 
church, I will have no one to help me then. 
I: Then your problems in learning English is that you are not interested in it, why? 
W: First of all, it's so difficult. And also, it's related to the way the teachers teach us. 
If they fail to explain everything clearly, I can't understand them. Then I would 
lose my interest. Anyway, it's because it's too difficult that I lost my interest. 
I: And also, your English is poor than your classmates. Why? 
W: I couldn't understand them if they speak English. So, I feel very shameful and 
embarrassed. Sometimes, when they spoke English to me, and asked, "Hey, you 
don't know what I am talking about.". Then I would say, "No, I don't know." At _ 
the time, I felt terribly. So, I was afraid of being laughed at. 
I: Then you lack confidence in learning English, why? 
W: I don't know why, even for those simple expressions, like "Hello!" "Thank you", 
I won't have the confidence to say them, as I am afraid of being laughed at. So, I 
am very unconfident. 
I: I see. Then you felt very stressful about English learning. 
W: Yes. It's because I know that it's now a IT society, and you need English in every 
aspects of your life. And also, even the university students can't find job though 
their English is o good. So, I am so afraid of becoming outdated. I know that 
learning English is very important. But just I am not interested in learning it. So, 
I felt very stressful but I don't like to leam it. So, very stressful. 
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Date: 5th of October 
Interviewee: Wong 
Interview No.: 3 
Interview Topic: First Day in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewer 
W = Wong 
I: 5th of October, 6.05p.m. interviewer, Wong. Why did you choose to came to Hong 
Kong? 
W: Why? It's because my daddy and mammy were living in Hong Kong, and my 
brother and I had the right of abode, so, they took me here. 
I: Your mammy is living in Hong Kong at that time? 
W: Yes, my mammy came in 1995. 
I: And you came last year? 
W: Yes, I came in April, 2000. 
I: So, who made the decision for you to come? 
W: Actually, both my daddy and mammy made the decision, because they thought 
that children would have a better future in Hong Kong than in China and as we 
had the right of abode, so, they took us here. 
I: Then did you want to come to Hong Kong? 
W: Quite. Because my mammy told me that Hong Kong was very beautiful, so I 
wanted to come here to have a look and I also wanted to meet the pop stars. 
I: So, you wanted to meet the pop stars? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, it's your parents who made the decision for you to come and you also wanted 
to come? 
W: Yes. I think whether I wanted to come or not, they would still took me here. 
I: But you also wanted to came? 
W: A little bit because I was curious which made me wanted to come. 
I: And? 
W: And? 
I: You said you were just a little bit want to come... 
W: I would miss my family in Mainland China. And I needed to change to a new 
environment, which made me feel a little bit scary. 
I: So, you needed to leave your family in China and change to a new environment, 
which made you feel scary? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then what did you know about Hong Kong before you came to Hong Kong? 
W: I knew that there are pop stars and singers in Hong Kong and there are music 
contests in Hong Kong. 
I: Anything else? 
W: I knew that Hong Kong is a beautiful city and more civilised when compared with 
China. And also, maybe the education here is better and maybe the income is 
higher. Moreover, the buildings are taller and more beautiful. 
I： So, you think it's beautiful because of its building? 
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W: Yes. Because just like in summer, before you came to Hong Kong, you didn't 
think that the environment in China is poor. However, after you came to Hong 
Kong, you may think that China is really poor. The shopping malls in Hong Kong 
are air conditioned and very comfortable. However, in China, it's extremely hot. 
I: So, you know that the buildings in Hong Kong are beautiful before you came to 
Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. Because I saw in the T.V. programs that the buildings were beautiful. 
I: Apart from these. You also talked about what? I have forgotten them. 
W: Education and more civilised. 
I: Yes. More civilised. What do you mean by more civilised? 
W: It's because in China, no one would wear formal suit. However, people in Hong 
Kong would wear that. 
I: So, you saw in T.V. that people in Hong Kong wear suit? 
W: Yes. They go to work in office. They wear the suit and drive a car, which is very 
luxurious. In China, you can't see anyone wear suit in all seasons and if you wear 
that, they will be very curious about you. 
I: I see. Then did you hear about Hong Kong people's life? 
W: The life in Hong Kong. 
I: Also knew from the T.V? 
W: Yes. Most of my knowledge was from T.V., and I thought that Hong Kong people 
would know more about how to enjoy their life. 
I: So, that's your feeling before you came to Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. They would enjoy their life more and the children in Hong Kong are luckier. 
I: So, you think in that way before you came? 
W: Yes. I think they are luckier and their daddy and mammy are much better. 
I： So, you knew all these from the T.V.? 
W: From the T.V. I think it did have some effects. I saw from the T.V. that they were 
very lucky and also from my relatives in Hong Kong. 
I: So, they went back to China? 
W: Yes, they went back to China and the children were very lucky, they didn't need 
to do housework. Really great. 
I: Then did you hear anything about the new arrivals' life in Hong Kong? 
W: I didn't. But I heard from my mammy that she met some people. I don't know if 
they are Hongkongers or new arrivals. She said that they were quite good and the 
service provided by them were well. But most of my mammy's friends are new 
arrivals. So, I didn't know how the Hongkongers treated them. 
I: Then what's your imagination of your life in Hong Kong before you came here? 
W: My imagination of my life in Hong Kong? I didn't imagine about that because I 
was excited when I knew that I could come to Hong Kong. I just curious about 
how does Hong Kong look like, which is very beautiftil and with lots of cars. So, I 
think that it's very beautiful. So, I didn't imagine about my life in Hong Kong, but 
what I couldn't imagine is that my daddy lived in such a small room in Hong 
Kong. 
I： So, that's what you can't imagine? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, what's your first response when you knew that you had the right of abode? 
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W: The situation is that, one-day when I went back home from my school with my 
friends, we said good bye with each other. Then I saw my dad standing in front of 
the door. And I asked, "What's up?", and he said, "You can go to Hong Kong!". I 
said, "Don't cheat me, I won't believe that." So, I went straight into my house and 
ignore him. And he said, "You don't believe me? They had just delivered the 
document. You don't believe me?". Then I said, “ You always said that, but I am 
still in China. The biggest my hope, the more I feel disappointed." ‘‘ You really 
don't believe me. Okay, let me show you the document." Then I ran to the kitchen 
and asked my mammy, “ Is that true, Mammy? Daddy said we can go there." And 
my mammy said, “ Yes." "Really, really that good? Great I can go to Hong 
Kong." And my dad went to the bedroom and showed me the document. "Great! 
Great! I can go to Hong Kong!" 
I: So, you are very excited? 
W: Yes. 
I： Then what were the reactions of the people around you when they knew that you 
were going to live in Hong Kong? For example, whom did you live with in china? 
W: Elder sisters and grandpa was still there. 
I: I see. So, what's their reaction? 
W: They were very happy. 
I: Why? 
W: Because they also wanted me to come here because they think we can have a 
better life by living here. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because you can have a better future here. Because when you study in China, 
just like those who can't study well or those who have poor family, they need to 
graduate after F.3 and they can just work for others. A work with just few 
hundreds and they would have no future. 
I： So, your family was happy that you could have a better future when you go to 
Hong Kong, anything else? 
W: I don't know, I just know that they were very happy. 
I: And you were happy because you were curious about Hong Kong? 
W: Quite. I can know how Hong Kong looks like. 
I: Then what's your expectation for your life in Hong Kong before you came here? 
W: Expectation? I think when I study here; I can wear those beautiful school uniform 
because we don't have it in China. But I don't like wearing dress actually. 
Ha...ha...i didn't wear dress in China. 
I： But you imagine that you can wear school uniform in Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. And I can travel everyday and go to the shopping mall to buy beautiful 
. things.... 
I: Anything else? 
W: I expect that I don't need to do the housework. Who knows, Hai. And also, the 
teachers are better, because the teachers in China are very stem and like to blame 
the students all the time. In my impression, Hong Kong's teachers are very good 
and they would not blame the pupils. 
I: You know these all from the T.V.? 
W: Yes. 
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I： Then before you came to Hong Kong, did you do any preparation? Like did you 
have any tuition on your English? 
W: No. Because it's in a rush. 
I: Then before you knew that you have the right of abode, did you do any 
preparation? 
W: No. Because I don't know why. Because my English exam results in China was 
quite good. I had ninety something in my English exam and in English dictation. 
Then I thought English was "easy job". And so, I didn't worry about my English 
and my father was quite confident that I could catch up English learning in Hong 
Kong. Moreover, there wasn't any English tuition in China, and my father had 
never mentioned about that. So, I didn't think about that. 
I: Then did you intentionally leam Cantonese? 
W: No. 
I: How about watching Hong Kong's T.V. program? 
W: Yes. Watching television. I was a super T.V. fan. I could watch for a whole day. 
I: Then did you practice your Cantonese with your friends? 
W: No. We talked in Haka. Only when we talked about the name of some Hong Kong 
stars and singers that we would use Cantonese. 
I: Only for the name of the superstars? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then did you buy anything that you might not be able to find in Hong Kong? 
W: No. It's because it's in a rush when I came to Hong Kong . I just picked up few 
clothes and then came to Hong Kong. 
I: Then before you knew that you can came to Hong Kong, did you read any books 
about Hong Kong? 
W: Absolutely not. And we didn't have that kind of magazine, which introduce Hong 
Kong. We knew the situation in Hong Kong only through T.V. 
I: Then how did you say farewell to your relatives, teachers and friends? And how 
did you tell them you are going to Hong Kong? 
W: I didn't tell my teachers and friends. 
I: You knew that you had the right of abode at 12.00 p.m. Then did you attend class 
next day? 
W: I still needed to attend class in the afternoon, but after that I didn't attend class 
next day. 
I: Then did you tell you classmates and teachers? 
W: No. I was very happy at that time. 
I: Then did you tell your classmates? 
W: No. I just told my classmates that I would not attend class tomorrow and asked if 
they believed me or not. One of them said, “ We don't believe you. For a girl who 
insisted on going to school even if she had a serious stomachache, I won't believe 
that she will be absent from school. I won't believe it even if I am hit to died. So, 
that's their response. And I said, “ Okay, let's see. I would be absent from school 
tomorrow." 
I: And finally you didn't tell them that you are leaving? 
W: I didn't tell the teachers, but they should knew that. It's because I applied for a 
leave and my mother told my form master that I needed to go to Hong Kong and 
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because she was afraid that I might not be able to find a school place in Hong 
Kong, so, she requested my school in China to reserve a school place for me. 
I: So, your mother's practice was holding a school place in China, so that if you 
couldn't find a school place in Hong Kong, you could return to China and study 
there? 
W: Yes. So, my teacher promised to reserve a school place for me. 
I: That means you worried that you would not be able to find a school place in Hong 
Kong? 
W: Yes. It's because it's already near the end of the term; so, we worried that the 
schools may not allow me to join them. 
I: So, finally, you didn't tell your classmates about that? 
W: Yes. Because everything is in a rush. 
I: So, you didn't exchange your telephone and address? 
W: No. Because I didn't have the time to do so. However, I exchanged my telephone 
and address with them when I returned to my motherland in summer vacation. 
I: Did you keep contacts with them? 
W: Yes. I still write to my best friend. 
I: How about your relatives? 
W: Relatives. We didn't tell them. But my sisters knew that. On the day of leaving, 
we hired a taxi and took us to Shenzhen. We were very busy at that time, running 
here and there. When it's about time for us to leave, we really didn't want to 
separate. 
I: Then did you sent any presents to your sisters or relatives or if they had said 
anything to you? 
W: I can't remember. They really didn't say anything to me. 
I: Okay, then next one is what you wanted to say actually. I.e. Can your describe the 
scene when you leave them and what 's your feeling at that time? 
W: My feeling? 
I: Who came to see you off? 
W: My two elder sisters and my grandpa. And also one or two neighbours. So, we 
put everything into our car. My elder sister was standing at the door, and I was in 
the car. I really didn't want to leave them, and I say "Good bye" to them and I 
looked very unhappy. 
I: Did you cry? -
W: I wanted to cry, but I held back because it would be very ugly if I cry. So, I didn't 
cry, but my eyes were wet and I felt sad. My elder sisters were just the same. And 
I didn't know when would I go back to visit them. So, I felt it's very sad. 
I: How about your relatives? 
W: My relatives were not there when I first left my motherland. 
I: How about your grandpa? 
W: He? He didn't have any response. It's because I didn't have strong feeling about 
him... 
I: How about the neighbours? 
W: I didn't know them. 
I: Are they your mother's friends? 
W: They were just little kids. They were my brother's friends. 
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I: So, they are your brother's friends. So, you mainly didn't want to leave your 
sisters, 
W: Yes. And as for my aunts, after I immigrated to Hong Kong and went back to 
China, they would feel sad and didn't want us to leave them. 
I: But they didn't come at that time? 
W: No. Because we didn't have enough time to tell our relatives. Everything is in a 
rush. 
I： Did you miss your relatives? 
W: Yes. Because I didn't know when I would visit them. 
I： Then how about your classmates? Did you miss them? 
W: Oh! Yes. My classmates did come. 
I: Really? 
W: Yes. We left at noon. And my classmates came to see us after class because I 
didn't attend school for several days. They called me and asked, "Where are you 
going, Joan?" "Yeee? How come you are here?" "It's because you didn't attend 
school and we come here to visit you." "Oh! I see... I am going to Hong Kong." 
I: So, because you didn't attend class, so, they came to visit you on that afternoon? 
And they didn't know that you are leaving? 
W: Yes. So, they said, "Bad girl! You didn't tell us." 
I: I see. So, both of you didn't want to leave each other? 
W: Yes. When they left me.... I looked at their backs and thought...."Oh! They are 
leaving for school." And when I looked back and saw my sisters standing at the 
door. I suddenly had a very sad feeling. Ai... it's really a difficult time. 
I: Then after you had left your motherland, you came to Hong Kong. So, when did 
you know that you had arrived Hong Kong? 
W: I don't know. On our way to Shenzhun, I was attracted by the scene because I 
didn't go through those roads before. And then in the Immigration Department 
where there were police checking our cards. I felt curious when we passed 
through the road in Law Woo. However, we needed to fill in lots of forms. 
However, our parents couldn't accompany us. So, it's quite scaring. However, we 
met a women and my parents asked her to take us through the Immigration 
Department. 
I: I see. Then you passed the Immigration Department and have your first look at 
- Hong Kong, right? 
W: I saw Hong Kong's train. Ha.. .ha... 
I: Then when did you go? 
W: I can't remember whether it's Mong Kok or Shatin. 
I: Then that's your first eye of Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. 
I: What did you see? 
W: I saw the train. And after I got into the train, I thought it's beautiful. And it has a 
good smell, which is different from those in China. They have a bad smell of the 
patrol. And the train is very clean. I had never took a train before. And I saw a 
lovely child who kept talking to his mum, so, I smile at him. I was very excited. 
And I saw the Hongkongers, they were very beautiful. The boys are beautiful and 
the girls are beautiful. Everything is fresh to me. 
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I: Then did you watch out of the window from which you can see Hong Kong. 
W: Yes. I saw lots of cars. 
I: Anything else? 
W: It's because we were in the train. So, I could mainly see the train and the people 
inside. 
I: Okay. So, you looked at the people and did they look back? 
W: I didn't pay attention to them. But at that time I think they might have looked at 
me. However, I don't think they were actually looked at me now. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because I dressed in a very funny way. A T-shirt, a pair of trousers and a pair 
of shoes, I didn't know what kind of shoes they were and there was a bag on my 
back. However, everyone around me was very "In". So, I felt very unconfident 
and had low self-esteem. 
I: So, you had low self-esteem at that moment? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then did they really look at you? 
W: Actually, it's just because I dare not look at them. I just looked outside the 
window. 
I: So, it's because you had low self-esteem as a result of the way you dressed that 
you dare not look at them? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then, you must saw Hong Kong after you took off of the train? 
W: Then we took the bus, a double decker. I had never seen a double decker. And I 
had never climbed up the stairs in a bus. So, after entering the bus, I asked my 
father if we could go upstairs and my dad asked me to do so. Then I went up with 
lots of luggage. I said, "Excuse me" to the people and sat down.Wah! That's 
great! Even the air was different. So, I thought it's really great, and I even didn't 
have the carsick because I would feel sick whenever I took bus. 
I: Then did you watch out of the window? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, how did you feel about the scene outside? 
W: Not beautiful. 
I: Not beautiful? 
W: Yes. Maybe it's because of the road our bus passed through was not beautiful. 
And then we got off of the bus when we arrive our aunt's living place. It's a bus 
stop, which was dark and not beautiful, did like those situated in the large plaza. 
So, when we got off the bus. Yeeeee! How come Hong Kong is just like that! It's 
not beautiful and not much different from China. 
I: So, where did your aunt live? 
W: Cheung Fa (Ching Yi). Yeeee! it's not much different from China, it's not as 
beautiful as I thought. 
I: So, you lived in your aunt's flat? 
W: No, we just went to eat in her flat. As we didn't have enough time to cook and it's 
late in the night. We passed through those shopping mall and went to their flat and 
yeeeeee! It's not really as beautiful as I imagine. 
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I: So, when you went into your aunt's flat, you found that it's just the same as that 
in China? 
W: Yes. Not much different, so, I felt a little bit disappointed. 
I: So, at the beginning, the vehicles impressed you most, however, when you went 
to your aunt's flat, you felt disappointed coz the buildings were just similar to 
those in China? 
W: Yes. I even found that the houses in China were better coz we had a whole house 
not flat. 
I: Then what did you concern most before and after you came to Hong Kong? What 
did you concern or worry before you came to Hong Kong? 
W: I didn't worry about anything before I came to Hong Kong. As for after I came to 
Hong Kong. I think I started to worry after I went to school. Because I couldn't 
understand the English and I was afraid that I couldn't catch up with others. And I 
also afraid that I might have problems in getting along with others. 
I: What are the problems you expected to arise? 
W: I was afraid I didn't know how to get along with the people here. It's because I 
didn't know how were the Hongkongers. Yes. And may be they are very "in" 
(trendy). So, I was afraid that I might be isolated. 
I: Then you thought that the places were not beautiful, right? 
W: Not beautiful. Maybe it's just because the places I passed by were not beautiful. 
So, I felt a little bit disappointed. Yee! It's not really beautiful and it didn't have 
enough light. 
I: So, you had some negative feeling about that? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then did you adopt any strategies to overcome your negative feeling? 
W: No special strategies because I was very tired that day. And the only thing in my 
mind was that "Oh! I finally came to Hong Kong and could live with my daddy 
and mammy and could visit my aunt." 
I: Apart from your aunt, do you have any other relatives in Hong Kong? 
W: Also my mothers' sister. 
I: So, you have your mothers' sister and your father's sister here. Then how did you 
build up your relationship with them? How's your relationship with them? 
W: I didn't have much communication with my mother's sister before. However, 
after coming to Hong Kong, and before I started my school, we always went to 
have dinner in her home. So, she played majhong with my mothers and fathers 
and I played with her children. As for my father's sister. I didn't have good 
feeling towards her. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because she didn't like me, she just liked my elder sister. 
I： So, did she go back to China and visit you? 
W: She came from China herself. 
I: So, she came to Hong Kong earlier than you? 
W: Yes. A little bit earlier. 
I: So, how about your mother's sister? 
W: She came here with my father. 
I： So, how long have your father been living here? 
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W: Twenty something years. 
I: So, your mother's sister is old Hongkonger? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, did she visit your motherland? 
W: Seldom. 
I: So, how's your relationship with her family? 
W: Relationship? It was not very well... but every time when she came back, we 
would feel very excited. And we would always go to her home because she is my 
mother's sister.. .because she believe in the Lord, so, she just like a child. 
I: So, it is your mother's sister who brought you to the church? 
W: Yes. It's my mother's sister who brought me to believe in God. 
I: I see. Then the next one is, after living in Hong Kong for several years. Is your 
dream before you came to Hong Kong different from that after you came to Hong 
Kong? So, your dream in China was study hard, buy a lot things, very happy.... 
So, did it change after you came to Hong Kong? 
W: As for shopping, it didn't change. 
I: So, you brought a lot of things? 
W: I would buy... 
I: So, before you came to Hong Kong, you thought that you can study here, buy a 
lot of beautiful things, didn't need to do the housework and could enjoy your life 
here, so, do you think there is any differences between the dream and the actual 
situation here? 
W: Yes. I need to do the housework, which remain unchanged. And it's more difficult 
to study here, much more difficult then I have imagined. During the first term, I 
failed in every subject, which made me very upset. But hopefully, I finally catch 
up in F. 2，which enable me to pick up my confidence. However, as for enjoying 
my life here. I don't think it's enjoyment. 
I: Then what's that? 
W: My life here is a lot harder than my life in China. 
I: I see. 
W: Yes, even thought I need to do housework in China, at least I had a big house for 
me to do the housework. However, in Hong Kong, I need to stay in a little room, 
in which four people are living there, and it's even smaller than my room in 
China, which make me even afraid of standing up. So, I feel very pathetic. 
I: So, then what's your dream now? 
W: My dream now? I hope that I could study hard, but not I won't talk about 
enjoying my life, because there is no way I can enjoy my life. And my mother 
needs to work now. And also, just like the people around me, they can speak very 
good English, so, I hope that I can also speak very good English. I really envy 
them, they nearly can't understand Chinese. Just like you. 
I: No, I must clarify it. I can understand Chinese and my Chinese is very excellent. 
Ha...ha... 
W: Ha... ha . " 
I: So, continue. 
W: So, I hope that I can have good academic result so that I can be doctor, lawyer or 
teacher. I have lots of interest. 
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I: So, did you think about being a doctor, lawyer or teacher when you were in 
China? 
W: No. But I thought about being a singer. Ha...ha... 
I: Ha...ha... so, do you still think in that way after you came to Hong Kong? 
W: I found that it's impossible to do so in Hong Kong. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because your appearance is not as beautiful as others, and your sound is not 
good. Ha...ha... 
I: I see. So, that's your dream before you came to Hong Kong, but you found that 
Hongkongers were beautiful, so that dream can't come true? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then what do you think is your role in Hong Kong? 
W: My role in Hong Kong? I thought of being a doctor, but I am afraid of blood. As 
for lawyer... many people said that I had the potential to be a lawyer. 
I: Why? Because you are good at speaking? 
W: Yes. When I was young, I could even win the adult when I argue with them. 
I: Then did you think that you can be a lawyer when you are still in China? 
W: I thought of being a lawyer, but I didn't think that I can be a lawyer. 
I: Why? 
W: Yes. It's because in Hong Kong, such kind of career is very practical, but in 
China, it's very abstract because it's more difficult for you to be a lawyer in 
China. 
I: So, do you mean that you can have a better chance to be a lawyer in Hong Kong, 
but it's difficult for you to be a lawyer in China? 
W: Yes. Because the progress in Hong Kong is better and there might be more people 
to seek help from the lawyers. 
I： So, you can have a better chance to be a lawyer? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then if you can play a role to contribute to society what would you like to be? 
W: My elder sister has suggested me to be a social worker. And I also like to be a 
social work. 
I： What kind of people you would like to help? 
W: Those who are discriminated.... 
I: What kind of discriminated people? 
W: Just like those disabled, handicapped and... 
I： Why you choose to help those discriminated people? 
W: I thought of that only after I came to Hong Kong, but not... 
I: Why? Why you just choose help those discriminated people? 
W: I just can't understand why people discriminate people. 
I: What makes you think that people shouldn't discriminate others? Do you have 
any experience which made you think in that way? 
W: They were bom to be disabled, and they didn't choose to and want to be like that. 
I: Did you think about this when you were in China? 
W: No. I didn't receive such kind of education. Ha...ha... 
I: So, did anyone tell you that people should not discriminate others or if you have 
any experience that make you feel so? 
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W: I think I am two totally different kinds of people when I was in China and when I 
am here. I was very confident, would discriminate others and tell false of others 
and was not that open-minded. However, after coming to Hong Kong and 
believing in God, I started to know how to concern about others and more open-
minded and wouldn't tell false of others. And I knew how to, even the 
advertisement said that we shouldn't discriminate others. Everyone is equal. I 
don't want to be discriminated myself. 
I: You don't want to be discriminated? Do you think you are discriminated here? 
W: Yes, a little bit. So, you don't want to be discriminated and you discriminate 
others, that's ironic. So, don't discriminate others. And also I think I am a kind of 
people who likes to help others coz I always help my sisters. And the television 
also shown that the social workers help those who are discriminated or those 
delinquent juveniles. It's so great... so，I like it. 
I: Then if you can choose, would you still choose to come to Hong Kong again? 
W: If I can choose. It's difficult to tell coz both have their advantages and 
disadvantages. 
I: Why? 
W: If I choose to come to Hong Kong, I can know the friends in church, and I would 
be more motivated to study hard. And I can live with my parents and no need to 
be separated from them. But if I am in China, I can live with my elder sisters and 
relatives and friends there. So, the life in these two different places are different, 
both have their merit and disadvantages. But if I can choose, I will choose Hong 
Kong. 
I: Why Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. Because in Hong Kong, I can have a wider range of choices for my career. I 
can make my dream comes true and also, and also whatever, I think Hong Kong is 
better. And after I can earn money and earn enough money, I can then really 
enjoy my life then I think I can really enjoy it.. .Ha...ha... 
I: Okay, then can you report your life during the summer vacation? In your family 
life, and your school life? 
W: Which years' summer vocation? 
I: Of course this year. Also, what did you leam from these experience? 
W: In this summer vacation. 
I: Join the English summer camp. Ha...ha... 
W: Yes. Ha...ha... 
I: I know you found a new school and went back to your motherland during this 
summer vacation, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, let's talk about the school searching process. What did you leam from that 
experience? 
W: What have I leamt. You can't just rely on others all the time. You need to leam 
how to be independent. Very pathetic. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because at the beginning, the people in my church help me to find the school, 
and they accompanied me wherever I went. However, towards the end, they 
didn't want me to be too dependent. So, they asked me to find the school myself. 
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to contact the school myself. I would think it's a big challenge to me. But at the 
beginning, I would think, "wooooo! They didn't take care of me now. It's very 
pathetic". 
I: Why didn't you seek help from the Education Department? Why you choose to 
seek help from your church? 
W: It's because it was the people in my church asked me to change my school and I 
didn't know that my school is not good. So, they helped me to send letters to the 
schools and saw if any school would reply me. 
I: So, did you experience any rejection from the schools in the school searching 
process? 
W: Rejection by school. How to say, I sent letters to the school, so, if they replied 
then that is, but if not, then that is. 
I: For those which reply you, did they asked you to seat for any test? 
W: Yes. They asked me to take the test. 
I: Chinese, Maths and English. 
W: Yes. Then for the first one, they accepted me... but I didn't go there, and the 
second, they asked me to seat for the test, but I didn't go there coz I didn't 
consider that school and then the third one, they told me that there was not 
vacancy left after the test. 
I: Then do you think it's because they didn't have any vacancy left? 
W: I don't think so. It's because I think maybe my test result was poor. 
I: Then did they know that you are new arrivals? 
W: I think so. They asked me to take the test but they didn't accept me. Actually, it's 
the one I like most. 
I: And the fourth one is the one you are studying now? 
W: Yes. So, I finally determined to study here. 
I: So, now let's talk about your first day in your new school. Your situation there, 
especially how did you feel about the class you were going to study in? 
W: That's a tragedy. I went to school late because the notice said that the opening 
ceremony of the first school day would start at 8.30 a.m.，but as the weather of our 
first school day was so bad that we didn't need to go to school, so, I think the 
opening ceremony would be postponed to the day after that. 
I: But the reality was that they had the normal school day, right? And so, you were 
late, right? 一 
W: Yes. So, I was late and I didn't know which class I was assigned to. Then I asked 
my teacher and he asked me to look it up from a broad nearby. So, I thought 
where is Joan, is it 2A? No! Then 2B. No. It should be 2C then. Oh! Still wrong! 
Then what should I do? I was not assigned to ABC class, where am I? So, I 
looked up 2D, and my name appeared in the last class. So, I think, “Is it true?" 
I: How many classes are there? 
W: ABCDE, five classes and I was assigned to class D. So, I felt very upset. And I 
knew that class D is a bad class and I thought I was not that worse and desire to 
be assigned to class D. Then I asked the teacher, where should I went then, and he 
asked me to go up stair and enter the assembly hall. 
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I: Then let's go back to the point that you were assigned to class D，so, now when 
you compare yourself with your present classmates, how do you feel about your 
academic standard and theirs? 
W: Academic standard? For Chinese, English and Mathematics, because I am now in 
D+E class. 
I: That is class D will have lesson with class E? 
W: Yes. Because they do not pay attention to the classes and they are not motivated 
to leam, so, up to now, I think my Mathematics is better than all of them because 
my test result is good and my classmates always copy answer from me. As for 
Chinese, I think mine Chinese is okay. 
I: So, you think your standard is higher than their? 
W: Yes. Because they come to not for learning, they just chat with each other. 
I: Then do you think they would affect you? 
W: Yes. 
I: How? 
W: It's because my teachers spend most of our class time blaming them more 
teaching us. 
I: What else? 
W: And also I hear their voice more than my teachers' voice. Because they just keep 
talking. Both these two things are terrible enough. 
I: So, what made you change your school? 
W: Reason, first, it's related to my future. I am not interested in those subjects. 
I: It's an vocational school, right? 
W: Yes. And the subjects would not be useful when you finished your study. So, 
when someone try to help you to change your school, then I think I should 
change. 
I: So, you repeated F.2 when you changed to this school, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Why? 
W: Because there are some subjects I have never leamt before, so, I am afraid I might 
not be able to catch up with others. 
I: So, it's because some subjects were taught in the mainstream school, but not in 
your vocational school, so, now, you would rather repeat? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, you are now repeated and overage? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, how old are you actually? 
W: 15. 
I: So, you had adjusted your age when you applied the right of abode? 
W: Yes. One year younger than my real age. 
I: Why? 
W: Because if I didn't do that, we were afraid that my age would then over the 
requirement for applying the right of abode... 
I: I see. Then do you think it's a waste of your time? 
W: Yes. Because others are studying in F.4 now. But I need to tolerate one more year. 
I hope I can finish F.7 as soon as possible and then enter the university. But I need 
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to repeat now. As for the subjects, the Mathematics here seems to be easier, and 
as for English, I don't know if it's because the teacher doesn't teach well or not... 
or if I didn't adapt to it well or not... I don't leam English well here. 
I: So, you need to adapt to the new environment in your school again, right? And 
you need to look for new friends in your school, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then after talking about what did you do during the summer vacation and your 
first school day in the new term... Can you now tell me your situation from 4【卜 of 
September? I remembered that you couldn't find a friend in your first three weeks 
in your new school, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because they had divided themselves into groups and they would only play 
with their own groups, you just couldn't get into their groups. They would not 
actively talk with you. And if I asked them questions, they would answer me... 
but they would not actively talk to me if I didn't ask them. They had their own 
friendship networks. And some of their friends are from other classes. And I 
didn't know them; so, it's very difficult for me to cut in when they are talking. 
I: So, you need to adapt to that again? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then did they know your identity as a new arrival? 
W: Yes. 
I: Why? 
W: I don't know. 
I: So, they know that you are new arrival? 
W: Yes, they asked me where，s my motherland. 
I: Are there lots of new arrivals in your class? 
W: No, not many. 
I: Then why they would ask you that question? 
W: Maybe I looked like that. They asked me how long I have been here. 
I: A group of people asked you that? 
W: No, I still do not familiar with "a group of people". Just those who I am most 
familiar with. 
I： So, one or two people asked you that question only, right? How many of them? 
W: It's about three to four. 
I: I see. 
W: Then I answer them, "Yes." 
I: Do you think they discriminate you after that? 
I: I don't think so. 
W: Then are they new arrivals? 
I: Two of them are. 
W: So, two of them are new arrivals and they came to ask you while others asked you 
out of curiosity? 
I: Yes. But I don't care; However, I would feel that, it's because they are bom in 
Hong Kong. So, I think they are richer and I will think like there is a distance 
between them and me. They always go to McDonnell and Hardy's to take those 
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expensive meals. Nearly twenty dollars each meal, which is too expensive for me. 
So, I think there is a distance between us. Moreover, when we play the basketball, 
they would wear the sport shoes, but I just wear those "white fish". Then I think 
there is a distance between them and us. 
I: Did you experience similar feeling when you were in your old school? 
W: No, because all of the classmates in the old school wear "white fish". 
I: And most of your classmates at that time are new arrivals? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, you would have that kind of feeling now? 
W: Yes. I feel a little bit sad about that. 
I: How sad is that? 
W: It's because they wore those sport suits and sport shoes, but I didn't get what they 
had. So, it just like there is a gap between us. There is a distance between us. I am 
more inferior than them, so, that makes me have low self-esteem. 
I: But you didn't have such kind of feeling in your old school? 
W: No, because everyone is the same. 
I: Then did you make any new friend now? 
W: Now? When I go to school, and waiting for the lessons to start, I still don't have 
any friends to chat with. Hai, so, it's the most difficult time. 
I: Then how about lunchtime? 
W: It's okay, because I can have my meal in the classroom and after that I can read 
the books myself. 
I: So, it's just because you have your own stuff to do, not because you have friends 
to accompany you? 
W: Yes. At least I have something to do, and won't feel nervous. I still can make 
friends with others. 
I: Okay, let's stop here. 
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Date: 19th of Oct 
Interviewee: Wong 
Interview no.: 4 
Interview Topic: Schooling in Hong Kong 
I = Interviewer 
W = Wong 
I: 19th of Oct. The interviewee Wong. Can you tell me your school searching 
process and how do you feel about that at that time? 
W: When I first arrived Hong Kong, I didn't study for a few weeks. What did I do at 
that time? I went to apply for some documents, like the identity cards. After that 
my dad took us to search for school. As they knew nothing about the school 
search procedure and the education system, they went to the education department 
in Kwai Hing. They talked to a lady, who said that she would follow the case. My 
dad asked her if I should study in the school or in some courses because it was 
already the end of the semester. Then the lady asked us to go to some tuition 
centre in Yau Ma Dai or Tsim Sha Tsui. However, my dad said it's too far away 
and that he worried that we didn't know how to get to there. So, the lady took us 
to the vocational school in Kwai Hing, which was not far away from the 
education department. I was asked to see the headmaster, who was superficially 
quite good. 
I: Okay, So, did she explain to you what kind of school was that school? 
W: As far as I can remember, they didn't. We didn't know what's a vocational 
school. The education department said that, maybe it's because my daddy said 
that so long as I could have a school to study, that would be good enough and we 
could then settled down, so, they might then think that "okay, the school above is 
not far away from our department and it accepts new arrivals, so, there won't be 
any problem if we assigned her to that school." So, they assigned me to that 
school and brought me there. Then the headmaster asked me to go to school the 
day after that. So, I went to the school the day after that, have lunch there and 
study there. I was not get used to that at the beginning, but later on, I started to get 
used to that. 
I: Then do you think the education department is helpful to you? 
W: I think it wasn't really helpful. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because I didn't really know what kind of school was that school, so, I just 
felt that it's not responsible enough. 
I: Why? 
W: They knew that I was a new arrival and they knew that it's a band five school. I 
thought my academic result was not really that poor and I have never studied 
those subjects before and I might not be able to adapt to the life here because I 
was newly arrived. They didn't think about it and they just assigned me to that 
school and finished their job. That's so great to them. 
I: So, they didn't explain the nature of that school to you? 
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W: Basically not. I remembered that the lady told my daddy that "The school above 
us accepts new arrivals, so, I think they might accept you. Let me bring you 
there." 
I: Okay, did you need to show your academic result in the Mainland? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, you handed in that to them? 
W: Yes. And the lady said my academic result was okay but I don't know why they 
finally assigned me to that school. 
I： Then when you went to the school, did you take any test? 
W: No. I didn't. When I went there, the headmaster just asked you something in 
English and then explained to you the rules in the school. He asked about my 
name, of course in English, and also where did I come from and where did I live. 
I: Can you answer them all in English? 
W: Yes. As I could answer his questions, he said that I could continue to study in F. 1 
and didn't need to be downgraded. 
I： Then how much did you know about the education system in Hong Kong? 
W: I knew nothing. 
I: How about your family? 
W: Also the same. I thought that if I stayed in China, there would not be any 
difference between schools because all the schools in China were poor; on the 
other hand, there wouldn't be any difference between schools in Hong Kong too 
because all of them were good. So, I thought that the schools in Hong Kong 
would not be too bad. So, I knew nothing at that time and my family was just the 
same. 
I： So, you continued to study in F.l? 
W: Yes. I studied in F.l in China and I continued to study in F. 1 in Hong Kong. 
I: So, you repeated? 
W: No. 
I: Oh! Yes. So, do you think it's easy for you to find a school in Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. If I search the school in that way. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because the education department can finish their task in just few hours. So, I 
just needed to spend a few hours and then I could find a school, so, do you think 
-it's easy? However, I think maybe it's difficult for them to assign me to the 
mainstream schools. It's because the standard of the mainstream schools is higher 
and the new arrivals may not be able to catch up. So, I think it's quite difficult. 
I: Then before you came to Hong Kong, did you think education was important? 
W: I think it was important. 
I: That is you thought education was important in Hong Kong before you came to 
Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. It's because you can't survive if you don't receive education in Hong Kong. 
So, it's very important for you to study. 
I： How did you know that? 
W: From the television. And also, my parents kept telling us that you could never find 
a job if you don't receive any education. At least you must have a F.5 standard 
because even university students couldn't find any job. So, I thought it's really 
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important as you might not be able to find a school even if you have reached the 
university standard. 
I: Then can you tell me once more what do you think is the function of education in 
Hong Kong? 
W: You can survive better in society. 
I: What do you mean by that? 
W: At least you can find a job. Nowadays, the minimum requirement for applying a 
job is F.5 standard. So, you can't find a job if you don't have F.5 standard. Even if 
you can find a job, you just work as a blue collar but not white collar. 
I: I see. Then after you came to Hong Kong, did you feeling about the importance 
and the functions of education change? 
W: No change. I still think that education is really very important. And actually after 
coming to Hong Kong, I found that education was more important than what I had 
thought about it before. My parents kept asking me to study hard or else I would 
just work like them. And also I knew from the news that the jobless rate is very 
high，even the university students or some professionals couldn't find a job. So, I 
think that even those who have attained a high education level can't find a job, let 
alone me. 
I: So, you mean you thought that education is more importance then you have 
thought about it before you came to Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. 
I: Are there any channels other than the television, which made you aware of the 
importance of education in Hong Kong? 
W: I think I shouldn't let my parents down because they work very hard to support 
me and if I don't study hard and find a good job, then I will not be able to 
reciprocate their cares and loves for me. 
I: So, did you think in that way when you were in China? 
W: Yes. Because I think at least I need to study hard in the future and then I would be 
able to bring benefits to all of us. 
I: What are the effects of this thinking. I mean the fact that education is importance 
in Hong Kong on your study here? 
W: I think I should study hard. 
I: Any pressure? 
W: Yes. Because I am actually quite lazy. So, it's quite upset that I need to force 
myself to work hard. Moreover, sometimes when my parents asked me to study 
hard, I will think "oh! I am working hard actually, you still put a big stone on me" 
I: Then what is the highest grade level that you would like to attain? 
W: I think if I can study in F.7 then I will be very happy because of my standard now. 
However, if I can choose, I would like to study at least the university level. I think 
if I can do that, I also hope that I can be like you. I.e. Studying in the master level. 
I: So, you have that wish? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then what do you think about your chance in achieving it? 
W: I think it's quite impossible because I think study is really very hard; however, I 
always tried to encourage myself. 
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I: Then if you really can enter the university, do you think such education level has 
any special meaning to your family? 
W: At least we have a university student. It's a kind of glory if you have a university 
student in your family in Mainland. And also even if there is a university student, 
it's usually a boy. 
I: Why? 
W: I don't know. In my motherland, if there is a girl who enter the university, her 
parents will be very proud of that. So, I think if I can enter the university, my 
parents will have a sense of glory. 
I: Apart from that, anything else? 
W: Apart from that. What do you mean by that? 
I: I mean anything else you can bring to you family? 
W: I think I have bore my own responsibility and make my dream come true because 
I dream to be a university student when I was young. 
I: Then what then is your parents' expectation for your academic achievement? 
W: Of course better be the first runner in the examination, don't need to repeat. The 
teacher don't need to see the parents, don't leam bad things and be obedient. They 
can speak but you are not allowed to talk back and need to do the housework. 
Whatever, so long as you can be obedient and follow their instructions, then that's 
good enough... 
I: Then what's their expectation for your education level? 
W: Of course they hope that I could be a university student. 
I: Then how do you feel about their expectation? 
W: I think they may feel disappointed as they have such kind of expectation. 
I: That's what you feel? 
W: Yes. Because from my own estimation, if I can study in F. 7, that's already good 
enough to make me feel happy, but if they want me to study in university, it's just 
like a dream. 
I: So, you think you can't study in university but your family want you to study in 
university. There is a mismatch between your expectation about your academic 
achievement and your family's expectation about your academic achievement. So, 
there is a conflict, right? What did you do to resolve the conflict? 
W: I just told myself to work hard and I shouldn't make them feel disappointed and 
ask them to change their expectation on me. I think so long as I have done my 
best, bore my own responsibility, even if I really can't get a good examination 
result, I won't really feel sorry, because I have done my best and I can't control it. 
I will try my best anyway and that I hope I won't make them feel disappointed. 
I: Then I would like to ask you to describe your first school day in Hong Kong. First 
of all let's talk about the day before you went to school. You went back home 
after seeing the headmaster the day before you went to school. So, what did you 
feel the day before that? 
W: Okay. Today met the headmaster and go to school tomorrow. The feeling is. 
I: You need to buy the uniform right? 
W: Yes. I was very nervous the night before. It's the first time I went to school with 
school uniform, the dress. My body shape was very poor, so, I think it's really 
very ugly. I think it's very embarrassing for me to go to school with the dress, but 
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as all of the students wore dresses, so, I couldn't wear trousers. I was very 
frightened at that time because I had never dressed that and I was afraid that 
others would laugh at me. 
I: You seldom wore dresses before that? 
W: Almost never... 
I: I see. And then? 
W: And then I thought "Wah! It's so great that I wear the Hong Kong uniform." I 
thought at that time that I finally studied in Hong Kong. It's the first time I wore 
shoes to go to school and I carried the school bag and took the bus. The feeling 
was very special. But then when I arrived at the school, I just look like an idiot, 
very stupid and didn't know what should I do at that time. And also, I didn't know 
any of the students. I was very afraid that they might be very unfriendly. Yes. So, 
very frightened. 
I: Then did you know Cantonese at that time? 
W: Yes. I knew Cantonese before coming. I knew how to speak Cantonese. 
I: How was the proficiency level? 
W: More or less the same as now. 
I: Where did you leam that? 
W: I leamt that from the television. 
I: Did you have anyone to practice Cantonese with you? 
W: No. Actually I knew how to speak Cantonese when I was six or seven years old. I 
seldom speak Cantonese at that time, but then more and more. 
I: But did you realize any differences between your accent and others' accent? 
W: I didn't realize that at that time, but then my classmates told me that 
"Your Cantonese carried some accent..." So, I said, “Okay." I will try to 
improve it". Yes, I didn't realize that but it's just others reminded me of that. 
I: Okay. Then let's go back to your first school day. 
W: Okay. On the first day, our headmaster took me to queue up in class lA and he 
introduced me to the monitor, the male one. He said, "This one is your new 
classmate, so try to take care of her and bring her to see me during the recess." I 
realized that the male monitor was very funny, with curly hairs and was 1.70cin 
tall. You know I was very short. So, I was scared at that time. I just said hello to 
him and then we went to our classroom. I looked like an idiot again because 
everyone had their own seat and our teachers hadn't yet arrived at the classroom 
and I didn't know where should I take a seat. So, I just stood at the door and 
looked at them and they looked at me which made me feel very scared and the 
teacher still hadn't arrived. One of the classmates said, "You just wait here first. 
When the teacher came, she would give you a seat", So, I said, "Thank you" 
Pretend to be very gentle... ha...ha... and then the teacher came, she was not our 
form master though. So, she said, "Oh! You are the new classmate, okay, just 
took a seat there." So, I took the seat there. However, as I didn't bought books as I 
didn't know which books I should buy, hence, I just brought any empty school 
bag with me to the school. So, when others were studying, I was doing nothing. I 
didn't know what to, so, my teacher asked me, "You don't have a book with 
you?", and I said, "Yes." So, she asked me to share book with the girl sitting next 
to me. Finally the lesson ended and I felt great as it was finally over. 
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I: How did you feel when you open the book? 
W: There were English in it. However, they knew me but I didn't know them. So, I 
thought at that time, “As far as I know, learning English is an easy job, how come 
the books here are so difficult? I can't understand anything in the book!" I started 
to feel frightened at that time. Oh! English is that difficult. 
I: So, you don't have any difficulties in learning Cantonese, but English, right? So, 
anything else happened on that day that is unforgettable? ， ， 
W: At the time when I was having the TT lesson.... 
I: What is TT? 
W: Textile... 
I: What happened then? 
W: The male teacher of the subject was having the lesson with us. He asked us to do 
the classwork. However, I didn't have an exercise book with me and didn't even 
have a piece of paper with me. I just had a pen and I didn't know how to do the 
classwork and I was not familiar with the format. So, I just sat there and did 
nothing. Then my teacher said, “Copy it. What are you doing here? Just sitting?’， 
I: What his attitude at that time? • 
W: He? Wah! His attitude was so bad. As a new arrival, late comer, he spoke to me in 
that manner when I was under such a frustrated emotion at that time, that really 
hurt my feeling. ’ 
I: Can you describe his attitudes? 
W: (trying to imitate her teacher) Hey, you still don't copy it? Look at the blackboard, 
copy it, pick up your pen." ， 
I: So, he was very dissatisfied? 
W: Yes. And quite stem. So, I said, “I don't know how to do it.，，So, he replied, "It's 
beenlisted on the blackboard, you don't know? Then asked the classmates around 
you.” So, I asked the one behind me but the one sitting behind me was also a 
stupid. Her attitudes were also very poor. 
I: Boy or girl? 
W: Girl. 
I: How bad was her attitude? 
W: I asked, "Excuse me. How to do this one? How should I do it?" and she said, 
“Hey! Here. Write down the day. Here. Copy that, leave a line ya!" It just liked 
she was teaching her enemy, stem and impolite, really scared me. So, I said, "Oh' 
Yes. Thanks! Thanks!" Then I suddenly heard something, just like my ears'could 
move …ha."ha".I heard my teacher said, "It's nearly the end of the semester. It's 
going to have summer vacation. How come she still comes to study here. If she 
really want to study here, she should come next semester. Knowing nothing now, 
really don't know what's her purpose here." After I heard it, my tears fell down. I 
thought，"Teacher, I also don't want to come to school at such a late stage...I am 
a new arrival. . . I am not adapted to the environment here. I think I am insulted by 
you. Oh! Poor me." So, I cried. And then it's time for the recess, the teacher said 
to someone. "Teach her how to do it" And then all my classmates came to me and 
said，"Don't cry. And don't care about what he said, he is just like that. Very 
mean. You don't need to care about him. Just treat him as if he is not existing." 
I: And most of your classmates are new arrivals, right? 
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W: Yes. Most of them. 
I： Some of them or most of them? 
W: Most of them. 
I: Then are those who came to comfort you new arrivals? 
W: Yes. And after hearing their comforting words, I cried even louder 
I: Why? 
W: Because it was very touching. They showed their concerns for me. It was very 
touching. So, they asked me not to cry and taught me how to do my homework. 
They even had lunch with me; we ate around the same table. After the school they 
brought me to buy some stationary. So, at least I thought that I was quite happy at 
the end and the day is an unforgettable day to me. 
I: Then we talked about the different between the school environments, the 
classmates and the teachers in Hong Kong and in China. So, can you tell me 
something about it again? 
W: The school here is larger and the school facilities here are better. The teachers are 
nicer. I mean particular teachers are nicer and the classmates are okay. 
I: So, what do you think about the effect of the school environment on your study? 
W: As for the school environment. It's better. Positive effect, at least they have the 
lobby for you to study. 
I: How about the effect of the classmates on your study? 
W: Some have positive effect on me, while others have negative effect. For those I 
was most familiar with, they had negative effects on me because they were not 
that care about study. However, for those I was not that familiar with, they cared 
about their study very much, always got very good academic result, which made 
me think that I should study hard so as to get an academic result as good as theirs. 
At least I think I can get more people's appreciation if I can get a better academic 
result. 
I: Then what's the effect of the fact that your classmates came to comfort you on 
your first school day? 
W: At the beginning, I was helpless, but finally, it was very touching. From helpless 
to surrounded by many people who tried their best to comfort you, the scene was 
really very touching. 
I: So, what is most unforgettable to you on your first school day? 
W: The most unforgettable thing is that I heard what my TT teacher said and I cried 
and my classmates comforted me. 
I: Then how about your feeling about English? 
W: I thought I have a very big change on my attitude towards English, I started to 
think that English is very difficult. 
I: So, you thought it was easy when you were in China? 
W: Yes. I got quite good result in the English subject when I was in China. I got 80 or 
90 marks in my examination. 
I: So, did your confidence about learning English changed after that? 
W: Yes. I started to feel scary about it and wanted to reject it. 
I: Okay. Then can you summarize what concerned you most and made you feel 
worry most in your first school day? 
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W: Worry, I worried that I might not be able to catch up with the curriculum. 
Concerns, I didn't know how's the teachers. 
I: What did you mean by that? 
W: I was not familiar with their teaching method and I was not familiar with the rules 
of the classroom and also I didn't know how to do the homework. Concerns. 
What's that? 
I: Just tell me what did you worry. 
W: I just was worried about how to adapt to the school life, know more about my 
classmates. Catch up the curriculum. It's because it's nearly the end of the term 
and my teachers kept saying, "You have learnt about that before..." It's a big 
impact on me because they knew about it but I didn't know that. So, they had 
leamt that before which means she would not explain that again. So, how could I 
due with the examination? Moreover, the format of their examination was 
different. So, I didn't know how to follow them. 
I: Then, can you tell me at the beginning of your study in Hong Kong... did you 
experience any cultural or language shock? 
W: Language shock happened in English lesson. The teacher of the English lesson 
was a foreigner, she knew a little bit Cantonese but she didn't speak Cantonese 
during the lesson. So, when she came in, she said, "Hello!" 
I: She was a foreigner? 
W: Yes. She was a very lively foreigner. So, when she came in, she said, “ Hello, 
everybody!" and the classmates said, “ Miss, we have new classmate." And then 
she said, ‘‘ Oh! New student. Hey! Come here! Come here!" Just like that, and 
then she said, “ I am Miss Lo, what's your name?" She was very interesting. Then 
I answered, "My name is Joan Wong.". Just like that..ha.ha. 
I: So, you say that with your head lowered? 
W: Yes. I was quite frightened at that time because she spoken English only. She 
spoke English for the whole lesson, even when she asked us to do homework. So, 
I couldn't understand and I was very scary, just asked the people around me what 
did she say. Very frightened and very difficult to tolerate that actually. I was so 
afraid of having English lesson at that time. 
I: How about your Cantonese? Did you realize any differences between your 
Cantonese and the Cantonese of the people around you? 
W: Yes. There are some differences. Sometimes, maybe the Cantonese I spoke was 
different from the Hong Kong Cantonese. 
I: What are the differences? 
W: You want me to give you an example? I couldn't think of any. Just like some 
wordings in HaKa were different from the Cantonese, but I would translate it 
directly into Cantonese. They didn't say it in the same way. 
I： Can you try to think of any? 
W: For example. Queue up. You say it as but we say it as 
So, I would say, “ you^ f^c and my classmates would say, "it should be ”. 
I： So, how did you feel at that time? 
W: I just felt that there was a communication gap between us. Yes, really. 
I: Then how about the cultural shock? 
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w： Lots of，just like the way we dress, our behaviors, lots of differences. They 
dressed up more beautifully and they speak with a lower voice. Their motions are 
more elegant and gentle. However, I am just the opposite, very rude. I always 
hope that I could be as gentle as them, but I realized that I couldn't. My 
classmates asked me not to speak so loudly, but I didn't realize it myself. 
I: Okay, for the English lessons, you said that you were afraid of having English 
lessons，right? How did you overcome your fear about having English lessons? 
Such kind of negative feelings? 
W: I didn't try to overcome it in F. 1 … 
I: Why? 
W: The whole lesson was in English and I asked my classmates but they were not 
really that willing to answer my questions. 
I: Why? 
W: It's because they tried to avoid me. Maybe they were afraid that I would do better 
than them if they taught me. So, I was rather helpless at that time. I was afraid of 
being called upon by my teachers. 
I: Then would you answer your teachers' questions voluntarily at that time? 
W: I never answered questions voluntarily. 
I: What if the teacher called you? 
W: Called me? I would just stand up. 
I: Then? 
W: If I knew about it, I will just follow the book and read out the answer. 
I: How about if you didn't know how to answer? 
W: Just said, “I don't know" ha...ha… 
I: How did you feel when you were not able to answer the questions? 
W: I felt it's very shameful, as I didn't know how to answer questions. And 
sometimes, the teachers would let you stand for a while before you were allowed 
to sit down. So, I would feel that if everyone were sitting, while you were asked 
to stand up. It's really very shameful. 
I: Then how did you solve the problems in F.2? You said you didn't do anything to 
overcome it in F.l，how about F.2? 
W: F.2? We had changed an English teacher. 
I: So, you dare not asking question when you were in F.l, right? 
W: Yes. However, in F.2, I think, "Oh! We have changed a new English teacher...! _ 
knew nothing about her." However, after a period of time, I started to know more 
about her and found that she was so great. She tried her best to teach us and she 
would use Cantonese if necessary and would not use English only. So, I started to 
feel that English lessons could be very interesting. So, I started to feel that I was 
not afraid of having English lessons. Just the opposite, I like to have English 
lessons.“ 
I: Then did you ask you teacher when you had any difficulties? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then did you answer the teachers' questions more frequently? 
W: Yes. For example, she would use competition and I would very actively raise my 
hands to answer the questions and even shouted out the answers very active at that 
time. 
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I: So, you didn't try to solve the problem yourself but you were lucky that you 
finally met such a great teacher? 
W: I had never thought of meeting such a great teacher. At that time, I thought I had 
no hope in improving my English. 
I： So, you gave up? 
W: Yes. I thought how could I tolerate it for the future years. Who know miracles 
appeared. I met such a great teacher and my life was much better during that year. 
I: Then did you do anything to help yourself to acculturate? 
W: What did I do.... 
I: Like did you adapt anything to change yourself... 
W: Yes. Tried to behave in a more gentle way. As for the way I dress. I tried to ask 
my friends and leamt that from my friends, and I tried to follow the fashion and as 
for my languages, I tried to speak less loudly. 
I: How about the wordings and the accents? 
W: I didn't do that? 
I： So, you would still say “ “ instead of “ "？ 
W: I would still say it when I speak very quickly. 
I: But did you intentionally memorize some wordings? 
W: Yes... sometimes I would try to memorize some wordings... 
I: So, one of the strategies you adopted is trying to leam others' culture'? Right? 
W: Yes... ‘ • 
I: Okay. Let's talk about your relationship with your classmates, their attitudes 
towards you and your attitudes towards them? At the beginning... 
W: At the beginning, my relationship with them was quite good. They were very nice. 
I: Because of the incident on the first day? 
W: Yes...And they would ask for tel. no from me... I remember once there was a 
typhoon and we didn't need to go to school...! didn't know that and then one of 
my classmates called me and she said. •. “ Today has a typhoon. We don't need to 
go to school..." And I said, "What? We don't need to go to school. Then what 
should we do?" "Just stay at home. Don't go to school." So, I said thanks to her 
and she said, "I just afraid that you don't know it." and then after hanging up, my 
aunt also called me and asked me not to go to school and I told her that I had just 
received call from my classmate. 
I: So, you think that your classmates concerned about you? 
W: Yes.... I was very happy at that time...because she could still remember me and 
afraid that I might not know about that.... 
I: Okay. So, you have talked a lot about your happy experiences in Hong Kong. Do 
you have any unhappy experiences related to your new arrivals? 
W: If I had any unhappy experiences with my classmates, it had nothing to do with 
my identity as a new arrival... 
I: Because they were new arrivals themselves? 
W: Yes. If you talked about unhappy experience. I t ' s just because of the fact that we 
had miscommunication. They thought that I was rather cool at the beginning. 
I: So, why did thy think that you were cool? 
W: I don't know. Maybe I look cool when I do not speak. 
I: Do you think it's because you have some worries that you didn't like to speak? 
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w： Actually, I tried to be very gentle on my first school day...I kept silence all the 
time... I did what the teacher asked me to do... either looking at the books or the 
wall... I really don't know why they think that I was cool... 
I: Why you were so cool? 
W: I didn't know actually. 
I: So, you mean you didn't have any unhappy experience that arose as a result of 
your identity as a new arrival because most of your classmates were new arrivals 
themselves, rights? 
W: Yes. 
I: So, in the first interviews, you said that the differences between you and your 
classmates made you feel embarrassed, why did you feel embarrassed? 
W: It's because it would make others feel I was very outdated and they would know 
at once that I was a new arrival, maybe then I would be rejected. 
I: So, you are afraid of being rejected and being known of your identity as a new 
arrival? 
W: Yes. And also, I will be ashamed of being so outdated. Because I am quite care 
about my appearance. Yes. As I dressed so outdated and they were so trendy. I 
would think there is a distance between me and others. 
I: Then do you afraid of exposing your identity as a new arrival? 
W: If they know that but they don't talk or comment about that. I would not care 
about it, but if they talk about that and laugh at me. I would care... 
I: Have you experienced that before? 
W: I don't have that kind of experience now.. • 
I: How about in the past? Or up to now? 
W: As far as I know... I didn't have that kind of experience. However, I don't know 
how others feel about me behind my back. 
I: I see. Then did you use any strategies to due with the differences between you and 
the people around you? 
W: Strategies. Just followed them. At that time, a particular magazine was very 
popular. So, I just bought that and used up most of my money. 
I: But did you like that at that time? 
W: Yes. But following that for a few months, I usually up several hundreds. I spent a 
lot on buying the superstars' cards. So, I spent most of my money and I also tried 
to buy some trendy clothes, trendy bags e.t.c. 
I: I see. Then how's your relationship with your teachers? _ 
W: Teachers. Actually, my relationship with them was quite good. Some of them 
were very nice. But I didn't like a particular teacher. 
I: The one you met on your first school day? 
W: No. Mother one, who especially like those teachers' pets. So, I don't like him. 
I: Then if you need any help from your school, how would you look for that? 
W: I would either ask them during the lessons, or I would go to ask them during the 
recess or after school. 
I: Then which method do you think is better? 
W: I think raising questions during the lessons is better.. • 
I: Why? 
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w： It's because sometimes, I might not be able to find some questions, but if my 
classmates raised those questions. I would know more.... 
I: I see...Then you have changed your school, right? Why did you change your 
school? 
W: It's because I heard from people in my church that those subjects in the vocational 
school are not useful to the girls and we will not find any jobs in the future and 
also I don't like these subjects. So, I hope that I could be changed to the 
mainstream school to leam some subjects that I am really like, like Chinese 
history. So, changing school can do a lot of benefits to me. So, I decided to 
change the school 
I: Then you have changed the school, do you think you have achieved your goal? 
W: Yes. The subjects are better and also I don't need to study the vocational subjects. 
I can leam Chinese history. 
I: Then what do you need to pay off? 
W: I need to adapt to the new environment, the new relationship between teachers 
and students and I need to catch up the new subjects. So, the change is so great. 
I: Do you think it's a kind of sacrifice? 
W: I think it's a kind of impact and insult. 
I: Why? 
W: Why. It's because my academic result in my previous school is very good and I 
was promoted to F.3, but now I was downgraded to F.2. Leamt some subjects 
again. It's an insult of my wisdom though some subjects are new to me. 
I: So, in the past, some of your classmates were older than you. So, what's your 
feeling at that time? 
W: In my previous school. I am nearly the youngest student in my class. 
I: Why? How old are your classmates? 
W: They were 15 or 16 years old when they studied in F.2 or F. 3. 
I: So, many of them were downgraded. 
W: Yes. they are new arrivals. 
I: I see. How about now? 
W: Now? Most of them were jus 12 or 13，at most 13. So, I think I was the smallest in 
the past but now the oldest. So, I think how come. Actually, I like the feeling of 
being treated as a kid. 
I: How do you feel when you are studying with these younger brother and sister? 
W: I can't tell my feeling but actually, just similar but I think I know more than them 
because I have leamt what they are learning now and I am maturer. 
I: Then do you think your academic achievement should have something different 
from theirs? 
W: I don't have that kind of motives. 
I: Then what do you think is the most difficult things about studying in Hong Kong? 
W: The most difficult part is to study English. I am so afraid of English. It knows me 
and I don't know it, though I know the chicken sausage but I don't know how to 
spell it. 
I: So, did you use any method to solve your problem? 
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W: Yes. Because my English is not good. So, when I went to the church, the people 
in the church gave me tuition. But maybe I am lazy, sometimes, I am tired of it 
and afraid of it. And also, now I have the people in the church and you to help me. 
I: Then do you think you are an active student in your class? Like always answering 
the questions and raising questions. 
W: I am. In my previous school, passive at the beginning and then active in F.2 and 
then passive again now. 
I: Why? 
W: Actually, it depends on which subjects... 
I: Then which subjects? 
W: Chinese, Mathematics. I am good at Mathematics and also science and social 
study, sometimes even question our teacher back. 
I: Then which subjects do you think you are not active? 
W: Religion, music, arts and domestic study. 
I: Why? 
W: Because I have never leamt these subjects before.... 
I: How about English, you didn't talk about English. 
W: English sometimes active and sometimes passive... 
I: And you are very inactive at the beginning in your previous school, right? 
W: Totally inactive. If they didn't call me, I won't speak. 
I: How about if they call you? 
W: I just keep silence if they called me. 
I: Then do you like to study in Hong Kong? 
W: It's okay. Because I think the education here. Maybe the teachers present the 
materials in a more interesting way. If you do something well, they would praise 
you and encourage you. 
I: How about the relationship with your classmates? Is it same as the time when you 
were in China? 
W: I think the students in China are ruder, but people here, I can't say they are not 
mde. They also speak foul language and even more than those in China. And I 
need to be more hypocritical in Hong Kong... 
I: Why? 
W: Maybe it's because you don't want to let others know about your family. And you 
may need to hide yourself. 
I: Why do you want to hide something about your family? 
W: Maybe that's my private life... 
I: But you wont' be like that in China, right? 
W: It's safer in China... 
I: Okay, let's talk about your family in next interview.. .Then can you tell me if your 
difficulties in learning English affect your learning in other subjects? 
W: I don't think so. But yes. When I was in previous schools, the textile study and 
also others were taught in English. Really couldn't understand them. At the 
beginning, some of the subjects got just 10 or 5 marks, but then I work very hard 
and finally got 60 something marks in F. 2 though I failed in F. 1. 
I: What are your strategies? 
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W: Strategies? Use my own brain. Tried to adapt to the teachers' teaching methods 
and leamt about some strategies to due with the examinations. That is just 
memorize all the words and try to compose the answers even if you can't 
understand the meaning actually. 
I: You mean just to memorize everything. Have you try to seek helps from the 
people around you? Like your teachers and your classmates'^ 
W: No.... • ‘ 
I: So, you just memorize everything? 
W: Yes... and maybe my confident increase during F.2 study... 
I： Why? 
W: I had very low self-esteem when I was in F.l, I thought it wouldn't be any 
difference even if I study very hard. 
I: But then you were so confident after promoting to F.2? 
W: It's because in F.2, there were some new comers in my class and one of them is 
very powerful and very smart. He is a superman. 
I: Why? 
W: Because he had very good academic result. He has the best examination result in 
the whole form... 
I: He is a new arrival? 
W: Yes. Very new, but he is very good. So, I think "What strategies you are using? 
What made you so smart and got the appreciation from all our teachers? No... I 
should also be as good as you. Actually, I like the feeling that all teachers are 
appreciating you and like you. So, I worked very hard during the examination 
period and plus my determine. So, I finally catch up step by step. So, I felt very 
happy and after you got good academic results, your classmate's attitudes towards 
you became very different. 
I: What are the differences? 
W: I think they are very realistic. They would came to you when you got high marks 
“Can I have a look at your examination paper? You are so great’’. 
I: How about if you got poor result? 
W: They would not come to you but to those who got good results, neglect you. So, 
when they came to me. I would think, should you be that realistic? ， 
I: Ha...ha... that's interesting. So, do you have anything more comment about your 
school life in Hong Kong? 
W: I don't think so... “ 
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Date: 17th of November 
Interviewee: Wong 
Interview no.: 5 
Interview topic: Family Life 
1= Interviewer 
W=Wong 
I: Can you describe your family life in China? 
W: Very normal and ordinary one. 
I: How's your relationship with your family members? 
W: Before I came to Hong Kong, I seldom talked to my sisters, let alone my brother. 
I think they had a better relationship with each other than with me. 
I: Is it because of the age difference? 
W: I don't know. But they had more common topics. 
As for my relationship with my father and mother. My father lived in Hong Kong 
and seldom came back. Even when he came back, I seldom talked with her. As for 
my mother, it's so so. I seldom talked to her. We just talked about the TV 
programs and the news. 
I: Then what did you do at home? 
W: Watch TV So, when I was in China, I would tum on the T.V. set once I arrived 
home from school. I would watch the TV programs even when I was having 
meals. I would start working on my homework only after I had watched enough 
TV programs. I went to bed quite early at that time. 
I: Then are there any family activities? 
W: Seldom. 
I: What are the family activities? 
W: Went to the restaurant. We didn't go shopping together. Even for going to 
restaurant, we just went there once or twice a year and only when our father was 
not there. 
I: Why? 
W: Because my father was very mean. 
I: How's the home economic situation at that time? 
W: It's okay. So long as my father sent money back to China. Because sometimes my 
father would not send money back to China for two or three months time. But 
normally, we spent three thousand a month 
I: How's the living environment there? 
W: It's a very good living environment. We had house, which had three floors. So, 
it's quite good. And each of us had our own room. ， 
I: Do you have any electrical appliances? 
W: Yes. We had LD player; TV set is 21 inches. And we also had DVD and CD 
players. So, quite okay. 
I: Then how's your relationship with your family after you came to Hong Kong? 
W: Much better than before. I could communicate better with my two sisters and I 
also had more communication with my brother. 
I: Why? Your sisters are living in China now, right? 
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W: Yes. Because we are now separated from each other, we will treasure more about 
each other. We know how to be patient with each other and tolerate each other. 
We care more about each other now. So, our relationship is much better now. As 
for my brother, because we are now living in a small flat in Hong Kong, so, we 
must communicate with each other; or else we have no one to talk to. As for my 
relationship with my parents. I had more communication with my mother, but 
sometimes we still have some argument. As for my father, our relationship was 
quite well at the beginning. However, his attitudes towards me have changed now 
I: Why? 
W: Because he doesn't like me to go to the church as he thinks I would spend more 
money after that. 
I: Why? 
W: Because I need to travel from home to the church. 
I: Then does he oppose to your religion? 
W: No. He has been to my church before and he thinks it's quite good. He has also 
met the people in my church too. So, he is treating my brother quite well now, but 
his attitude towards me is rather indifferent now. He is very picky towards me. 
I: Then do you think he likes son more than daughters? 
W: In the past, I didn't think so. I thought he treated all of us equally. But now I think 
so. He cares more about my brother than the rest. As for my elder sister, as she is 
staying home alone, my father thinks that she is pathetic, so, he would also care 
more about her. But he doesn't care much about my eldest sister and me. 
I: Then what do you do at home now? 
W: When I return home from school, I mainly will just turn on the T.V and then look 
for food from the refrigerator and if there is no TV programs that I like. I will call 
my father and ask him if he will have dinner at home. Then I will start cooking 
after eating dinner; I will wash the dish and then do some more housework before 
doing homework then I will go to bed after that. 
I: Do you have any family activities? 
W: No. Because my daddy and mammy are very busy. And if we have any spare 
time, we will just go back to China and actually, I can't think of anything that we 
can do. For example, going to the restaurant. My father probably won't let us do 
that because that is wasteful in his view and if we want to go shopping together. 
Actually we seldom go shopping together, my father will play mahjong and my 
mother will sleep when she has time because she is exhausted after working every 
day. 
I: Then how do you feel about your economic situation here? 
W: If I consider the economic situation nowadays. I think the economic situation of 
my home is okay, at least my mother has a stable work and my father occasionally 
has work. Also, my elder brother has quitted his job. So, my family doesn't need 
to afford his tuition free. 
I: Then what are the differences between your family life in Hong Kong and in 
China? 
W: Life in Hong Kong is more comfortable now. 
I: Why? 
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w： Because I find that life is horrible at the beginning. When we first came to Hong 
Kong, because the living environment is so terrible. We didn't have enough space 
to live in. 
I: Then how about now? 
W: Now we live in the public housing, the living environment is improved. We had 
enough space and the electrical appliances are enough. I like all of this so I find it 
quite comfortable to live here. As for my house in China, I don't like it because 
it's too large and it took sometimes to walk from my room to the washroom. But 
the room in China was much larger. However, the hygienic situation there in 
China is not as good as here. So, every place has their advantages and 
disadvantage. But I like Hong Kong more now. 
I: Then what are the influences of these differences on you? 
W: I think I don't need to do so much housework in Hong Kong. As the living place 
in China was so large that it took lots of time for me to do the housework. 
I: You need to do the housework at that time? 
W: Yes. From the time when I was in primary five. My eldest sister was not living 
with us. And my elder sister liked studying very much, so, she would not spend 
any time on doing the housework. I had no choice then but did all the housework. 
I: Then do you have any connections with your relatives and friends in China? 
W: Actually, I didn't know much of my relatives. Just my aunt's and my uncle's 
family and my grandpa. 
I: How about your sisters in China? 
W: Yes. Also them. 
I: So, how's your connections with them? 
W: Every time when I went back to China, I would go McDonald with them, go 
shopping and seeing film with them. As for my aunt and uncle, I would stay at my 
aunt's home for a few days when I went back to our hometown. As for my 
grandpa，I would call him and talked to him through phone if I didn't have time to 
visit him. 
I: How often did you go back to your hometown? 
W: Whenever there are public holidays. I went back to my hometown for seven to 
eight times last year. 
I: Then you mainly contact them through going back to China? 
W: Yes. 
I: How about through phone calls and letters? 
W: Never. 
I: Then do you think there is any change in your relationship with them? 
W: My relationship with my family members is better now. As for my relationship 
with my relatives, I don't think there is any change. But I think our relationship is 
actually much better as we are now separated from each other and we would 
treasure each other more than before. 
I: Then do you think there is any differences between your family life and the 
Hongkongers' family life? 
W: I think so. I think we are different in our relationship with our parents 
I: Why? 
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W: Because I think the parents in Hong Kong are more open-minded. They know 
how to be understanding. They would care about their learning. However, my 
parents didn't receive much education themselves. They don't know how to 
communicate with their children. I won't tell them my stuffs, unless they ask me. 
I usually share my feeling with my friends only. 
I: Why don't you share your feeling with your family? 
W: Because I know that they are not good listeners. They won't give me any advice 
and they don't know how to comfort me. They don't know how to share my 
feeling. 
I: Why do you think they can't? 
W: From the way they behave and talk, you can tell that they are very traditional. If 
you tell them that you have any argument with your friends, they would say, "You 
shouldn't argue with them. You should just let them be." And if I am praised or 
blamed by my teachers. Just like if I were blamed by my teachers, they would say, 
‘‘It must be your fault." And if were praised by my teachers, they would say, 
"Don't be too proud. You are too arrogant." So, they just won't praise me or 
comfort me. So, I won't choose to talk to them. 
I: Any more differences? 
W: They enjoy their life more, and they don't need to do any housework. 
I: Then how do you know about their family life? 
W: Why should so many Hong Kong schools need to have the domestics work 
lessons? It's just because the children in Hong Kong don't need to do the 
housework that they need to teach them. This implies that they don't know how to 
do the housework. 
I: I see. Then how do you feel about the differences? 
W: It has both sides. The positive side is that I know how to do the housework and I 
can be a good wife and mother in the future. 
I: How about the negative side? 
W: I would find that it's very difficult to mix with them. Although they may say I am 
very smart, as I know how to do the housework. However, whenever I think about 
the fact that they can go out with their family during the holidays, I would envy 
them. This leads to my low self-esteem, as my parents are not as good as theirs. 
I: Would that affect your attitudes towards your family? 
W: It depends on how they treat me. I will treat them well if they treat me badly. But 
I will still treat them well and tolerate them even if they don't treat me well. But 
still depends the situations. If they go to far, I will no longer tolerate them, and 
my manner will be poor. 
I: Then will these affect your feeling about your own family? 
W: Yes. I would feel that I don't have family warm. I can do mind even if my 
relationship with my father is not good. However, I really envy others, as their 
relationships with their mother are so good. They would embrace and kiss their 
mother and tell their mother everything. As for myself, I don't know how to 
express my feeling and concerns towards her. 
I: How about your mother? 
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W: I know she concerns about me. However, her attitude was not good, she would 
say，"What's wrong? Eaten something dirty again? Go and take some medicines 
first." So, they won't be gentle and soft. 
I: Then have you taken any strategies to overcome such kind of negative feelings? 
W: Just to tolerate them. Just like when my mother is bad-tempered, I would think 
maybe she is not happy at her working place, so, I would try to tolerate her. And 
sometimes I would think maybe I really did something wrong. 
I: Then which language do you use at home? 
W: My father knows how to speak Cantonese, but my mother doesn't know that. And 
also we come from China, so, when I am at home, why can't I use my mother 
tongue? I should use my mother tongue as I am not Hongkonger and I don't need 
to pretend to be a Hongkonger at home. And they would think that we are not that 
intimate when we speak Cantonese with each other. 
I: How do you feel then? 
W: I think I don't mind. I think my situation is getting worse and worse because I 
always speak Cantonese with my sisters when I go back to China. And my friends 
worried that I might not know how to speak HaKa some times later. 
My parents will think that, "Are you pretending to be a Hongkonger? You are 
now at home, your mother doesn't know how to speak Cantonese and your 
brother doesn't like to speak Cantonese at home, so, what's the point for you to 
speak Cantonese at home. Are you showing off? 
I: So, they speak HaKa with you, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then does your family have any concerns about your use of languages? 
W: From the time I was 7 years old, I watched a lot of Hong Kong TV programs, so, I 
leamt Cantonese through that. And before I attended school, my parents would 
teach me how to say the names of all my family members in Cantonese. I 
remembered that before I attended school, I always talked to those construction 
workers who were working at the construction sites next to my home. I even 
argued with them, after which I was blamed by my mother as being too rude. 
I: Then do they have any concerns about your English learning? 
W: They don't have any worries, but confidence about my English learning. 
Before I came to Hong Kong, they told others that I wouldn't have any difficulties 
in speaking Cantonese as my Cantonese was good at that time. 
I: Then under what situation you would use your mother tongue? 
W: Whenever I communicate with my family, especially when I communicate with 
my mother. However, when we go out together, I would sometimes use 
Cantonese. 
I: How do you feel when you speak HaKa at home and in the street? 
W: If I speak that at home, I think it's very normal. However, when I speak that in the 
street，although others may not know what I am talking, they know that I am from 
China，so, I would have a bad feeling. So, I would intentionally speak in a lower 
voice and even don't want to talk in the street. 
I: Then what roles do your family play in your languages learning? 
W: They don't play any roles in that. They don't even act well in their roles as 
parents. They don't care much about my language learning. So, they won't think 
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about that. I don't know if they have any worries or concerns, but I can't observe 
any of them. 
I: Then how do you feel about your proficiency in your HaKa and Putonghua? 
W: My Putonghua is poorer than before. When I went back to China this year, I 
found that I couldn't speak Putonghau when I spoke with one of my friends who 
knew Putonghua only. Maybe it's because I speak Cantonese mainly. 
I: Then would you worry about your proficiency level in these two languages? 
W: I would worry about that. Although my English is better than others in Hong 
Kong，I still worry about that. But I worry about my HaKa most. If I forget most 
of them，how can I communicate with my friends and relatives back in China? 
I: Then does your family instill hometown cultures to you? 
W: Not actually. But I think that my family thinks that you must put the bowl in your 
hand when you are eating with the family. If you don't pick up the bowl and put it 
m your hand, then you are not showing respect to your father. Your father can put 
his bowl on the table, but not you. If you do that you will be blamed by your 
parents or your elder sisters. And also, falial piety is a must. Especially my father， 
he thinks that he is the head of the family, you need to respect him and give him 
all the best we have at home. You are not allowed to talk back, and you are not 
allowed to avoid them if they are going to teach you. 
I: Then how do you feel about these teachings? 
W: I totally objected to their teaching that father is the biggest man in the world 
Because I think girls should also have their rights. Although you are the head of 
the family, you shouldn't like a dictator. Although you earn money to support the 
family，our mother is working too. I think that sometimes he is not reasonable. 
I: Then that means there is a conflict between your way of thinking and your 
family's way of thinking, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then how do you react to that? Have you ever thought of resolving the conflicts? 
W: I haven't thought about resolving the conflicts. I would just follow what he said 
If he think it's wrong, then I won't do that. Just like if he think I should pick up 
my bowl when I am eating, then I will just pick it up, as it won't do any harm to 
me. I think I have got used to that and also to the thinking that he is the head of 
the family and deserve respect. So, I would just tolerate that. Once I grow up, I 
can have my own freedom and have my own way. ’ 
I: Then do you have any further comments about your family life? — 
W: Umh. ‘ 
I: Which part of your family life you would like to change? 
W: I think we can communicate with each other better and our family life will be 
more harmonious. I also hope that my father will not be that mean and that big 
man. I hope that they won't be that traditional and be more open-minded. I just 
can't understand why others' parents are that good. 
I: Then can you report your life from the beginning to the end of November? 
W: Before the examination, I received a letter from the girls in the class because I 
befriend with the boys in my class. Especially one of the girl, as she used to be 
wooed by a boy in our class. However, after I joint the class, the boy was very 
good to me and other classmate's thought that he was wooing me. So, that 
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particular girl was angry with me. But I don't care because she is not a good 
student，and she likes to flirt boys and even teachers. She is so unreasonable. 
I: Anything else? 
W: My grandfather back home was sick so we all went back to see him. 
I: I see. 
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Date ： 7th 了肌 
Interviewee ： Wong 
Interview no. : 6 
Interview topic : Identity and Social Life 
I=Interviewee 
W=Wong 
I: 7th of Jan, Interviewee, Joan. I would like to ask you during the first interview, 
you told me that others regards you as NAC, but you hope that others can regards 
you as Hongkonger. So, can you tell me why you would like to be a Hongkonger? 
W: I maybe treated equally, and also there is a higher possibility for them to accept 
me. At least I would not be regarded as Mainland, put it worse is Mainland Lei, 
Mainland Po. So, to me it's a kind of torture and I think that both Hongkongers 
and Mainlanders are human beings and as I have came to Hong Kong. Why can't 
they just regard me as Hongkonger? I can't see any differences between us. So, I 
don't know why they should discriminate me. So, I hope that they can regard me 
as Hongkonger. 
I: Did you have any experience, which made you think that you are discriminated? 
Or why do you think that they discriminate the NAC? 
W: When they knew that you are NAC, their reaction is very special. They would 
say, “NAC? Really? I see." and also sometimes when they talk about something 
about fashion, something trendy and as you can't catch up with them. They would 
think that just like when you dress in a way you think is very beautiful. They 
would say something sarcastic. 
I: So, did you have this kind of experience? 
W: Yes. Though the memory is blurred. Yes. So, my reaction is that, "How come 
things happen like this." They can tell my identity as Mainlander from the way I 
dress. So, it's not necessary for them to ask about my identity, I always think that 
all people around dress in a Hongkonger way. So, I don't think there is any 
Mainlander around me, I just think that I am the Mainlander in a sea of people.... 
I: So, you conceptually think in that way? 
W: Yes... 
I: Then why do you like to be a Hongkonger? 
W: It's because I think as I am now living in Hong Kong. So, if I am Hongkonger, I 
will be treated in a more equal way. Fair way. So, at least I will be accepted. That 
is when you are living in Hong Kong and when you are a Hongkonger, regardless 
of whether you are working or studying, people will treat you in a better way and 
they will not talk about you at your back and even when you do something wrong, 
people will not say that you are a Mainland Lei. However, if you are a NAC, , 
people will say that you are Mainland Lei at your back and also plus those bad 
things about you. So, you would be very uneasy about that. 
I: I see. Then what do you think are the criteria for you to be a Hongkonger? 
W: I think, for me, Hongkongers are very helpful and also you need to have a higher 
standard of education and, 
I: How about the appearance? 
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W: I think that Hongkongers are very beautiful, their skins are fair and also they have 
beautiful figures and also they are fashionable. So, you should at least catch up 
with them in these aspects and also I find that Hongkongers like to read 
newspapers. So, you should at least know about the current affairs. 
I: Anything else? 
W: Hongkongers are friendly but I think actually some of them are not really friendly 
because some of them will look down upon others and I hope I won't be such 
kind of Hongkonger. 
I: Then what do you think are the role of English and Cantonese in helping you to 
pursue an identity as a Hongkonger? 
W: In the pursuing process it will be the best if you know Cantonese and it's even 
best if you can speak English because you can then be a perfect Hongkonger and 
then my role, 
I: No. I just ask about the role of Cantonese and English. 
W: So, you mean when you are pursuing the identity. 
I: Yes. What role do the two languages play? Do you think they are helpful? 
W: Yes. You at least need to know these two languages if you want to be a 
Hongkonger. Even for English, you may not need to know a lot but at least you 
need to know some simple expression, like "Hello". 
I: I see. Then have you done anything to help yourself obtaining your identity as 
Hongkonger? 
W: For example? 
I: For example, did you try to practice your Cantonese to make yourself more like a 
native Cantonese speaker? 
W: I seldom practice my Cantonese. My Cantonese is poor; they always say that my 
pronunciation is not accurate. Practice, I don't really have any practice on my 
Cantonese but when people point out my error in my Cantonese pronunciation, I 
would try to improve it. As for the way I dress, I have tried to change and I tried 
to dress in a more trendy way but I won't dress like those Hong Kong bom 
youngsters who dress in a very fashionable way. It's because I don't have a good 
figure and also I don't have the wealth to do so. So, I would just try to do 
something that I can do. 
I: Then here are four labels, first, Mainlander, second, NAC, third, Hongkonger and 
finally, bilingual English speaker, which means you can speak both Cantonese 
and English. 
W: Wah.... So, you ask me to choose? 
I: Yes. 
W: The one I like most? I like bilingual English speaker most. 
I: Why? . 
W: It's because all the friends around me and also the people in my church can speak 
very good English, only me can't speak good English. So, I hope that I can be like 
them，and when people talk with you in English, you can understand them and 
you don't need anyone's translation for you. So, I really hope that I can 
communicate with others in English.. .1 really hope that this day will come. So, I 
really hope that I can really become a bilingual English speaker. ， 
I: Then which one is most undesirable? 
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W: What are the choices again? 
I: Mainlander. 
W: Then Mainlander is the one I don't want to have. 
I: And also second new immigrant. 
W: Then I don't want to have new immigrant. 
I: Why? 
W: Because for Mainlander. I admit that I am Mainlander but as for new immigrant, I 
would think that new immigrants give people an impression that you know ， 
nothing as you have just came to Hong Kong. I mean they would think that you 
are of lower level and they are of higher level. So, it's not good. 
I: How about Mainlander? 
W: You mean you are labelled as Mainlander in Hong Kong? 
I: Yes. “ 
W: Then. 
I: Okay, let's say if others say you are Mainlander, how would you feel? 
W: I won't mind. At least they won't say I am Northern girl or Northern boy. 
I: Then how about if it happens in Hong Kong? 
W: In Hong Kong? I think the feeling is that. I think I would prefer new immigrant 
than Mainlander then if people call you that in the street. You will die properly. I 
would feel first, you make me lose my face; second, I will feel very uneasy 
because even I am really a Mainlander, you shouldn't label me as that. 
I: How come you would feel uneasy if people calling your Mainlander? 
W: Because I think they are discriminating me although they are cool because they 
are Hongkonger, they shouldn't blame me for being Mainlander.... I am now in 
Hong Kong. It would be better if you label me as new immigrant than 
Mainlander. So, I couldn't forgive them as that really hurt me. 
I: So, Did you do anything to get rid of the undesirable label and/or to help yourself 
obtain the desirable label? 
W: I didn't try to get rid of the undesirable label... 
I: Why? 
W: Because people's mouths are attached to their faces. I just can't restrict what they 
talk. You can do nothing if they like to call you Mainlander or new immigrant... 
Why should you care about that? They have their freedom of speak and you can't 
just shut their mouths and so, I think it's impossible for me to change them. 
Unless they change themselves to considerate people but I have tried to obtain the 
desirable identity, that is, the what's that? 
I: Bilingual English speaker. 
W: Yes. I have tried my best to leam English and I hope that when I receive a higher 
education level, I can speak very fluent English. So，by then I may not like to talk 
to those Cantonese speakers, but talking to the English speaker... "Hi! Hi!" 
I: I see. Then the third question is about the sense of in-group. Who did you 
consider as your in-group before you came to Hong Kong? I would consider all 
those Chinese. So, how about you? 
W: I would think that new immigrants are my in-group. 
I: Why? 
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w： Because all of us are new immigrants, there are no differences between us. And at 
least when we are together. They won't discriminate me. Because we have similar 
background and experience. So, it's much easier for us to concern about each 
other because we can communicate with each other better and also I will concern 
about them. 
I: So, does it mean that you have any experience which makes you think that you 
can't communicate well with the Hongkongers? 
W: What do you mean by that? 
I: I mean you said you could communicate better with the new immigrants and also 
you concern about them. Then how about Hongkongers? Why did you say in that 
way? 
W: Because new immigrants have something similar and the Hongkongers are 
different from us. There is a gap between us. 
I: Why? 
W: Because what's happened to me won't happen to them... 
I: For examples? 
W: For example, they won't be said as new arrivals or Mainlanders. And also I had 
difficulties in my learning when I first came to Hong Kong. And I think they 
won't have these kinds of problems and most of them won't have. And also, for 
family matters just like I still have some relatives in China, but they don't have 
these problems. I always think that they were bom here and I have just came here 
from China, just like I have suddenly get into their society. So, I just can't fit in 
with them well. 
I: I see. Then who do you consider as your in-group before you came to Hong 
Kong? 5 
W: Before I came to Hong Kong. I thought that HaKa people are my in-group 
I: Why? 
W: Because we have lots of people from SiChun, or other northern provinces. They 
speak Putonghua and also they always commit crimes. So, I think that they are 
very evil and dangerous. 
I: That's why you hope that others won't call you Northern girls? 
W: Yes, and so as for HaKa people. Because we are HaKa people, we can 
communicate well with each other. And if we have similar background.‘ 
I: Then how did you feel about HaKa, Cantonese and also English before you came 
to Hong Kong? 
W: Cantonese. Before I came to Hong Kong, I tried to speak Cantonese sometimes 
and I thought that speaking Cantonese is funny. HaKa, as I spoke that for most of 
the time. I didn't have any special feeling about that. English right? 
I: Yes. ‘ ‘ 
W: I didn't have any problems in doing the homework assigned by the teachers. I 
could fill in the blank and do some kind of writing but if you asked me to speak, 
it's too difficult for me. I can only speak those simple expression. Just like Hello! 
Good Bye but I can't speak those difficult one... ， 
I: Then how did you feel about these languages at that time? 
W: I wasn't afraid of English in the past because I would think it's no big deal if you 
don't know English because not many people in the working area knew English. 
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and so, even my English was not good, I wouldn't think it's a big matter and 
when my English was good, I won't have any special feeling too that is I was not 
afraid of English but also didn't have any special preference for that. 
I: I see. Then do you like them? 
W: Cantonese? I like it. 
I: Why? 
W: I thought that speaking English is a very great thing. 
I: Why? You mean before coming to Hong Kong or after that? 
W: after that, after I came to Hong Kong, I found that speaking English is a great 
thing because others will show respect to you if you speak English and you will 
have a strong sense of success. And also I think that English is very good in Hong 
Kong and as for HaKa when others know that you can speak HaKa, they would 
say, “Wah. You are so smart coz you can speak that..." But I would think that 
doesn't mean I am smart. But it's still good because I know Putonghua, HaKa and 
Cantonese. I know three languages and it's so great. 
And then I will think that as I can speak one more languages then you. My feeling 
is quite good. As for Cantonese, because it is a fundamental need if you want to 
survive here, so, you must leamt that and if you don't know that you can't even 
survive here. 
I: I see. Then do you like these three languages? 
W: I like. 
I: Can you talk about them one by one? 
W: I like HaKa because it is my mother tongue. I like Cantonese because I am living 
here. I need to leam Cantonese and also it's not difficult to leam it. And also I 
found that Cantonese is a beautiful language. As for English. It's very important 
for you to leam English in Hong Kong.. .because just like if you leam computer. 
You must need to know English. So, I think that English has a very important role 
here. So, I really envy those who can speak English well... really very envy and 
so, I would like to leam and I really like it. 
I: I see. Then will you attitudes towards these languages affect your learning of 
them? 
W: Huh? 
I: Just like as you like Cantonese, so, will that affect your learning of it? 
W: Yes. As I like Cantonese. It makes me feel like learning it. 
I: How about English? You think it is superior, right? 
W: Yes. I think it's very superior. But I won't affect me and make me feel like 
learning it. 
I: Why? 
W: Because it's very difficult.... haha.... 
I: Haha...ha... 
W: Yes. Really very difficult. 
I: But you don't think it's difficult when you were in China, right? 
W: Yes. Because English in China is very simple, they just leamt things like "This is 
a.....“ Very simple. But now what we leam is very difficult. 
I: But then will it affect your. I mean although you like HaKa. You lost some of it 
Why? 
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W: It's because I don't always use it. I always have some Cantonese expression in my 
mind, but for HaKa. I can't remember then. 
I: Then do you speak HaKa in your dream? 
W: My dream? 
I: Yes, because you may speak in your dream. So, do you use HaKa in your dream? 
W: I think I use Cantonese because Cantonese is easier because in the TV program... 
they use Cantonese. So, I always dream in Cantonese. 
I: Then are you the oldest in your class? 
W: No. 
I: Anyone older than you? 
W: The boys and one or two of the girls are older than me. 
I: But you are older than others, right? 
W: Yes. I am older than others. I am in between of the oldest and the youngest. 
I: Then how do you feel about the fact that you are older than others? 
W: I think when you have some problems in your learning. You will think that. Oh! 
What a shame! You are older than others but you have difficulties in your 
learning. Others are younger than you and they know more than you. So, I find it 
pathetic because I don't know the answer and also, maybe I am older than them. 
So, I found that I was more mature than them and I know more than them in other 
aspects. So, I have more content when I speak.ha.ha... and so, sometimes I find 
that they speak in a more childish and naive way. So, we are different in our topic 
of speaking and our way of thinking. 
I: I see. Then how do your classmates feel about the fact that you are older than 
them? 
W: From my observation. Nothing special. 
I: Do they know about the fact that you are older than them? 
W: Yes. They think that no big deal, just one year older than them, it's very normal. 
Just like those repeaters. They regard me as originally studying in Hong Kong. 
However, maybe I was repeated once. So, I am older than them. So, for my 
classmates. They don't think there is anything wrong about this. 
I: Then how do you feel about this? How do you feel when others think that you are 
repeater? And would you like to be regarded as repeater or new immigrant? 
W: I would rather them regard me as repeater....ha.ha.. 
—I: Why? 
W: First of all, I don't like others consider me as new immigrant; point out the fact in 
front of me. Yes, and repeating maybe a bad thing to others because that means 
you have bad academic result. So, you are retained. But for me, I don't mind if I 
am repeated because I have one more year to catch up and so that I can leam 
more. That's not bad because I have youth. 
I: Then how do you feel about learning with those students younger than you? 
W： My feeling. They are younger than me and learning with me. My feeling is that I 
should be smarter than them. I should know more than them because I am older 
than them. I think it's reasonable for them to be ignorant about something, but not 
for me. 
I: Then what if you really have something that you don't know? How would you 
feel? 
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W: Of course don't let others know about this, don't let others know because they 
may think, "What a shame! You are older than me and you don't know the 
answer. I know it though I am younger than you...." 
I: Then what are the effects of studying with those younger than you on you? I mean 
effects on your study. 
W: Effects on my study that will lessen my motivation to leam. 
I: Why? 
W: Because they are younger than me and so, I would think that I must know more 
than them. So, that would have negative effects on me because I would think that 
I don't need to study hard because I am smarter than them. I know more than 
them so they need to put more efforts on learning than me. So, that has negative 
effects on me leads to reduction of my learning morale. 
I: Then is/are there any situation(s) in which your identity as new arrivals or the 
eldest student in your class made you feel that you should keep silent? 
W: I would better not speak? 
I: Yes. Do you have such kind of experience? 
W: When the Hongkongers are talking about the new immigrants. I would think that I 
would better keep silence. 
I： Then any experience about your identity as the eldest in your class? 
W: Unless their topics are related to my identity as new arrivals like if they are 
criticising the new immigrants and when they are gossiping about the new 
immigrants, then keep silence. However, if they are talking about other stuffs, 
things other than this. I don't think it's necessary for me not to say anything, 
ha.ha.. 
I: Yes. You just can't stop talking...ha...ha... 
W: Yes. ha...ha... 
I: So, did these kind of situations really happened to you in the past? 
W: As far as I can remember, no. 
I： Then I would like to ask if you have participated in any extracurricular activities? 
W: I take part in the domestics' course, and Chinese calligraphy in the school. The 
good things about domestics course is that they have food for us and as for the 
calligraphy, I enjoy it because the male teacher is funny. 
I: So, you enjoy them? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then do they think they have any help on your languages learning and your 
adaptation in Hong Kong? 
W: Yes. As I take part in these activities. I can know more people and know more 
about my school's rules and for the activities organised by the church, I can know 
more about the outside world and know more people and also I can be more 
religious through the church's activities and as I know lots of people from the 
church and they are all very nice and also when I first came to Hong Kong, my 
English standard is low. So, people in the church gave me free private tuition on 
my English and also they helped me to find some tuition centre to have tuition on 
my English. To make good use of my leisure time. So, I think everything is so 
good. And most of them did help me; at least I have more contact with different 
people. 
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I: I see. Then in your leisure time, do you go out with your relatives, friends or 
family members? 
W: Family members, the only activity with my family is going to the restaurant. As 
for my friends, mainly go shopping and my relatives just having a gathering and 
then have meal together and chatting. 
I: Then which language did you use to communicate with your family? 
W: As for my family, we use HaKa; as for my friends, sometimes HaKa and 
sometimes Cantonese. 
I: Do you mean the one you know best? 
W: I would talk with my best friend in HaKa sometimes but for those who are not 
close friends, I won't but as for the best friends. Sometimes, I will speak little bit 
of her home language, Chui Chau. So, I speak her home language and she uses 
mine. But usually we use Cantonese. 
I: Then, is your best friend new arrival? 
W: Yes. 
I: Is it the one I met before? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then she also speaks HaKa? 
W: No. Chui Chau. 
I: So, you can communicate with her in Chui Chau? 
W: No, she can understand me but I can't understand her. 
I: I see. Then which language do you use to communicate with her? 
W: Cantonese. 
I: Why do you choose to use this language? I mean she can understand your HaKa, 
why don't you just use HaKa? 
W: That's not good. We need to respect each other and we both know Cantonese, so, 
we would better use that. She just can't understand all the HaKa I spoke. 
I: Then do some of your classmates in your previous school speak HaKa? 
W: Yes. But they don't speak that. 
I： Why? You mean they won't speak HaKa when they are with you? 
W: Yes. Because most students in my previous school are new immigrants and lots of 
them can speak HaKa but they would not speak that. 
I: Then have you ever tried to speak HaKa with them? 
W: No. Because they don't like to speak that. And if you speak that with them, they 
will even blame you. They said, “ Joan, you shouldn't speak that.... don't speak 
that…that's too ugly...." Maybe they were also afraid that others might know 
about their identity as new immigrants if they spoke HaKa. 
I: Then how did you feel about their response? 
W: I would think we were all HaKa and HaKa is our mother tongue. It's our 
language, so, there is nothing wrong if we speak that. And the fact that we are 
new immigrants cannot be changed. So, I think it's not a problem if we speak 
that.. .so, it's not necessary for them to be that radical. 
I: Then what surprise you most when you came to Hong Kong? 
W: Can you give me some example? 
I: For example, at my age…ha.ha... I felt the thing surprised me most was at the 
time when I took the lift. I was so curious at that time. How come the whole 
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family got into a small room together, stood still and then when we went out of 
the room. Everything in front of us changed. Ha.. .ha.stuffs like this... so, do you 
have any unforgettable experiences? 
W: I have took the lift before I came to Hong Kong. 
I: Then any other surprise? Like Cathy, she said that the thing surprised her most 
was that Hongkongers have discrimination on the new arrivals. 
W: Really? 
I: Yes, and also that she could speak Cantonese. 
W: Most surprising. 
I: You can say no, if you really don't have that. 
W: Yes. I had that, but too many because I saw a lot of new things in Hong Kong. 
Just like when I saw the black African. I was shock. 
I: You mean those African? 
W: Yes, his skin is so dark just like your sweater. 
I: So, did you see any foreigners in china? 
W: No. But yes. When I was in Sheung Zhun. I saw some foreigners. They are very 
tall. 
I: So, how did you feel when the NET teachers went into your classrooms, did you 
feel surprised? 
W: I thought, "What? This is my teacher? How come she can't speak Cantonese? 
What's wrong?" 
I: So, you were afraid that you might not be able to communicate with her? 
W: Yes. I just couldn't understand what she was talking about. 
I: So, your previous English teacher can speak Cantonese and she would use 
Cantonese to explain if you have any difficulties in understanding her，right? 
W: Yes. But she always tried her best to speak in English. 
I: Although she can actually speak Cantonese, right? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then which aspects of your life in Hong Kong you would like to change? 
W: Actually lots of every aspect of my life now is in bad condition in the school, I 
hope that my classmates will not dislike me. 
I: Just one or two dislike you, right? 
W: I hope so. 
I: How come so many people dislike you? 
W: I don't know. My situation now is just more or less the same as that when I first 
came to Hong Kong and studied in my previous school. In both case, the 
classmates dislike me. 
I: Are the reasons related to your identity as a new immigrant? 
W: I don't know. Maybe it's because they don't like my personality. 
I: Why? . 
W: I don't know. Maybe they would think I am very pretentious. I always laugh and I 
always speak in a low and soft voice, which means they know that I am rude. So, 
they think that you are always trying to be very gentle and soft that means you are 
flirting. 
I: Why you were so gentle at the beginning? 
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W: Because I was scared. I am just like that when I go to a new environment; I would 
shrink back because of fear. I would not talk to others unless they talk to me first 
and so, at the beginning. I am just like a very good girl, I would not speak much. 
But laugh when it's necessary. So, I always acted like that, which is weird in 
others' eyes. They would think if you were really that good; you would not be 
assigned to study in this school. 
I: How about you wish for changes in other aspect of life? 
W: I hope that the relationship between my father and my mother would be better and 
also for my economic situation. I hope that my father and mother would establish 
a rule that is I would be given pocket money every month and also... 
I: Would you hope that your two sisters could also come to Hong Kong in the 
future? 
W: This hope is actually just a dream. 
I: Why? 
W: Because they are overage and that they would not be able to come...So, I just 
hope that my father can apply for a week or 3 months trip to Hong Kong for my 
sisters. 
I: Why doesn't he apply for it now? 
W: My father don't like to do that. 
I: Why? 
W: Just two words. 
I: Waste of money? 
W: Yes. Too mean. 
I: Anything else? 
W: Relationship with others. 
I: Why? 
W: Maybe it's because I have problems in my relationship with others. My characters 
is that I like laughing and rude. People may not like this. They may like those 
gentle girls. So, I need to leam about others personalities. So, as to decide how I 
should act in front of them. 
I: Did you need to do the same thing when you were in China? 
W: No. 
I: Why? 
W: Because I would not mind even if others didn't play with me because I was very 
familiar with the roads and everything in China. So, I could just go home alone 
after school and didn't need to care about the human relationship. 
I: How about now? 
W: Now? I can't act in the same way. It's because you must have one or two friends 
here or else you can't survive or to live. It's because you can't be alone in your 
school, just like now, when I came to a new school, I know nothing. So, I need 
someone besides me to guide me. And if you don't have such kinds of'friends, 
you would know nothing and you might not dare to ask your teacher. So, you 
would never be able to know or leam. Moreover, if you don't have friends around 
you，people would discriminate you. They would think she has no one to play 
with her. So, they would discriminate you and you would be isolated, so, I would 
feel very uneasy about that and I am kind of person who is very afraid of lonely if 
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I don't have friends with me when I am shopping...! would not really enjoy 
shopping. So, I would like to have friends accompanying me and I don't like 
being alone. 
I: Then do you have any more comments on your identity and your social life in 
Hong Kong? 
W: I don't think so. 
I: Then can you report your present life? 
W: I went back to my hometown and every day was just the same. And my 
grandfather was sick, and then I just spent every day in the same way. 
I: How about your friends? 
W: They went to schools, they didn't have any holiday. 
I: How about after school? 
W: They would then go back to their home and worked on their homework they were 
very busy. 
I: So, no one spent any time with you? 
W: No. 
I: Then would you think that your relationship with them has changed? 
W: Yes. We are not as intimate as before we at most just talked through phone and 
we didn't meet each other. 
I: So, you didn't meet each other? 
W: No. 
I: Oh! Yes. They need to study from the morning to the evening... 
W: Yes. 
I: Then do you find that your number of friends is decreasing? 
W: Yes. 
I: Then would you afraid that your friends are starting to isolate you? 
W: Yes. I would afraid that they might be less intimate with me and isolate me, so, 
when I went back to my hometown. I would try my best to contact them by 
calling them. 
I: Did they date you? 
W: Yes, but I was not free at that time. They dated me on New Year Eve, but I came 
back to Hong Kong on of Dec. 
I: You came back to be baptised. 
W: Yes, but then we got news that my grandfather was dead. 
I: So, all of you went back again? 
W: Yes... then we held a funeral for our grandfather. So, I didn't have a mood to go 
out during the New Year Eve. 
I: I see. anything else you would like to add? 
W: No. 
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Date ： 24th of July 
Interviewee : Wong's Teacher 
Interview Topic : Interview with Teacher 
I = Interview 
WT = Wong's Teacher 
I： I would like to ask you what do you think are the differences between teaching 
newly arrived students and local students? 
WT: What are the differences? I think they are mainly different in their difficulties 
during the lesson and their interpersonal relationship. It's because if they are 
lucky and meet some good classmates, they would take care of you. But if they 
are unlucky, and meet some bad classmates, just like the boys. For example, last 
year I have a boy, who is disabled, the students always laughed at him. Some 
even called him “ Mainland boy", "Influent in Cantonese", ^ e n others do not 
accept him, he would feel unhappy when he had the lessons. So, let alone talking 
about learning. I think that's the most superficial and major problem. But can 
you be more specific about what kind of differences you would like to know? 
I: I mean when you are teaching them, what are the major differences? For 
example, when you are teaching the NACs, you may find that there is a big 
question mark on their faces? 
WT: There is a question mark on the local students' faces too. Ha.ha. 
I: Really? Ha.ha. 
WT: They are different from physical appearances to inherent quality. Even if they 
came from different parts of China, from different schools, what we called the 
key-school and the non key-school, we can find that they are similar in every 
aspect. According to one of our senior English teacher, in the past, the NACs 
were more outdated in their outlooks, however, nowadays, you can find some 
NACs who are more fashionable than the local students with their hairs dyed in a 
very colorful way. 
I: I see. Then compared with the local Hong Kong students, do the NAC behave 
differently in the classroom? Do they differ in their participation in classroom? 
WT: It depends on their personality, some would shrink into a comer, but some would 
be very motivated to participate, just like Cha, she would put up her hands and 
answer questions. However, you would find the way they put up their hands is 
different from those local students. They would rest their arms on the desk when 
they put up their hands. I always tell them that when you put up your hand, it's a 
symbol of courage and confidence; you are showing others that you exist in the 
classroom. You have the quality to answer the questions. So, you should put up 
your hand high in the air. 
I: Ha.ha. Yes. Then how about their attentiveness during the lessons? 
WT: Most of them are very attentive. However, some of them make me have a feeling 
like, I am here and please come to feed me. They are not willing to participate, 
and I always said even if I feed you, you should also open your mouth. 
I: Ha.ha. I see. Then how about their disciplines? 
WT: Their disciplines are good unless the local students mistreat them. They would 
even fight with the local students when the local students insult them. 
I: I see. Then how about their attitudes towards their teachers? 
WT: They are more respectful when compared with the local students. For example, 
when I was angry with the students and blamed them last time, the local students 
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would just know that I was angry, but they would do nothing and it seemed like 
they didn't feel guilty. However, for the NACs, just like Cha and her NAC 
classmates, my colleague met them in the corridor and found that they were very 
unhappy. Then my colleague asked them what's happened, they would say, 
"Miss Yueng was angry with us". They were sad and it seemed to me that they 
knew that they did something wrong. 
I: I see. Then how about their attitudes towards local students? 
WT: As I said before, they would fight with each other if the local students mistreat 
them. But they are just little kids. So, they would become friends again easily. 
They would forget about that quickly. Some of the NAC are in fact getting along 
very well with the local students. Just like Cha, she is popular among her 
classmates. She is very lovely and welcomed by her classmates. 
I: Then how do you feel about the local students' attitudes towards the NAC and 
vice versa? 
WT: At the beginning, some of the local students would really discriminate the NAC. 
They would laugh at them. But as time goes on, they would finally play with 
them. So, they would get along well with each other quickly, especially for boys. 
You may see them fighting this moment, but a few minutes later, they would play 
with each other in the playgrounds. They are still kids. And as for kids, they 
would forget everything when they have someone to play with. 
I: I see. Then do you think that the NAC usually make friends with NAC? 
WT: At the beginning when they had just arrived for a little while, they would like to 
play with those NAC, but later on, they can mix with the local students well. 
They are still kids and for the kids it's very easy for them to get along well with 
each other. After a fight, they will still befriend with each other easily so long as 
they play with each other again. 
I: Do you think this will affect their adaptation? 
WT: Actually, most of them can adapt to the life here quickly and they are very 
familiar with the policy in Hong Kong, especially the social welfare. They know 
more than me. 
I: Do you think peer relationship can affect the learning of NAC? 
WT: Normally, the NACs get along quite well with the local students, but it takes time 
for them to develop their friendship. Just like one of the students in my class, he 
came from China and he's a bit crippled. His classmates called him, "Crippled 
Mainlander." He was very angry with that and took revenge by hitting the 
classmates. But later on, after a while, the hostility between the boy and his 
classmates decreased and they are now good friends. So, as I said before, they 
don't have many problems with their classmates. So, even if their relationship 
with their classmates may affect their learning, the effects may not be really very 
great. 
I: How do you feel about the NAC (the subject)' adaptation to the school life in 
Hong Kong? 
WT: Actually, I found that most of them adapt quite well to the life here in Hong 
Kong, but there were few exceptions. Just like one of the boys in higher form, he 
is much older than his classmates, and he wanted to dropout at the middle of the 
term because he wanted to go back to China to do some business. 
I: Have you taken any other steps to help the students adjust to the HK classroom? 
WT: Yes, we have remedial course for the students after school but it's for the 
students who are weak at English. We won't label the students as NACs and non-
NACs. Such kind of labeling is not encouraged and we have some make up class 
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in the summer vacations to enhance their English learning. We would also 
organize some visiting tours, in which the students were brought to some famous 
tourist area. Moreover, during the lessons, we have some special grouping for the 
students and we would let them leam in groups. 
I: Are there any comment you would like to make about the adjustment of NAC in 
H.K. schools? 
WT: I have heard a story from one of my senior teacher, which made me feel quite 
meaningful. Once that senior teacher went barbecue with her students. Some of 
them were local students whose reputation was so bad that no school wanted to 
accept them and they finally got into our school and some of them were the 
NACs. They did not befriend with each other in the past but during that 
barbecue, which was organized because they were going to graduate from their 
F.5 study, the local students said to the NACs, "Actually, I can't find any 
different between you and us because both of us were regarded as a ball. They 
kicked us here and there and finally we were accepted in this school." 
How sad it was when the students thought that they were regarded as a ball but 
it's quite true. 
I: From your perspective, what are the NAC (the subject)' problems in learning 
English? (E.g. no common language, English proficiency gap) Do you think they 
are motivated to leam English? 
WT: Yes, they were, just like Cha, she was very willing to leam and would answer my 
questions whenever I raised any questions. Compared with the local students, 
they were more motivated. The local students won't give you any response even 
if you repeat your questions for several times. 
I: Are they willing to practice their English in the classroom? 
WT: It depends. Some of them, like Cha, will be willing to practice their English in 
the classroom. However, some of them may not. I think it quite depends on their 
personality but we will try our best to help them to speak during the lessons as 
we arranged the classes into groups so that they can help each other. 
I: Confident in learning English? 
WT: Of course they would be less confident, they start learning English much later 
but some of them can catch up very quick. Just like one of the students in Cha's 
class, his English improve so quickly. He was so willing to ask questions and 
every time after the class, he will come to me and ask questions if he have any 
problems in understanding the lesson. So, his English improve quickly. 
I: Do you think they are hard working? 
WT: Yes, most of them are. I don't know the situation in higher forms, as I just taught 
the lower forms. But students in lower forms were really more hard working than 
the local students. 
I: Which aspect of English do you think the students are particularly weak at? (E.g. 
speaking and writing skills) 
WT: I think they are particular weak at reading and writing. I think this is related to 
the way they were taught when they were in China because in China, their 
English textbook have Chinese translation under the English words so, some of 
my NACs like to ask me to translate every single words for them and then they 
will combine the meanings together. I always told them that it's not a proper way 
to leam English because English and Chinese are two separate languages. They 
did the same thing in their English writing. They would translate what they 
thought in Chinese into English directly. 
I: Apart from those suggested by the Education Department, What other strategies 
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Have you adopted? 
WT: Actually, I think what've been suggested by the Education Department are just 
what we have leamt from the teacher training school. So, it's not the Education 
Department's suggestion because we knew that already. We have tried out most 
of the methods but not because we took the Education Department's advice, but 
just we leamt to use them in the past. 
I: Which strategies do you think are most useful in teaching English to the NAC? 
WT: I think group the NACs with more proficient students is a good strategy as we 
are now applying it. The more proficient students can help the NACs. 
I: What is your comment about the ED's suggestions about strategies to teach 
NAC? Any constrains in adopting those strategies? 
WT: As I have said before, the strategies suggested by them are not something new 
and sometimes, it's difficult to carry out some of them because the time period 
for each lesson is so short and limited. The space in the classroom is not large 
enough too. 
I： What has been provided to you by the ED to guide your teaching of the newly 
arrived students? Do you think you have received enough support from the ED in 
teaching the NAC? Why? What else can they do? 
WT: That learning package, but it's not practical. Students in different forms used the 
same set of package. It's pointless to ask those higher form students to use that 
package, just like it's pointless to ask the secondary school students to start 
learning from ABC. Moreover, those people working in the ED just look 
everything from an outsider point of view. They should not try to guess 
everything themselves and they have never come down and get into the school to 
have a better look. They should try to send some representatives to talk with the 
teachers, interview them, just like what you are doing now and they should also 
get into the classroom themselves. Yes, they have tried to get the teachers' 
opinions about some policy but the way they get it is by asking the teachers to 
write and send the suggestion to them through mails. We are busy enough; we 
don't have the time to write something like that even if we really want to voice 
our opinions. 
I: Do you think you have received enough support from your school? Why? Do 
you know how your school makes use of the funding given by the ED? What 
else can the school do in order to help the NACs and the teachers? 
WT: Actually, our school was very supportive. We used the funding to organize some 
remedial courses and some visiting trips for the NACs. What else? Better 
increase our salary. Ha.ha. 
I: Do you think you have got enough support and coordination from the N A C 
parents? What do you think the parents can do in order to help the students in 
learning English? 
WT: In the past, the parents trusted the teachers very much. They would let you teach 
their child and would be very respectful to you. But nowadays, maybe they have 
fewer children; some of them would be very protective about their children. 
They might not believe you even if their kids have some wrong doings in school. 
I: How often have you met with their parents? Are you able to communicate easily 
with them? If they don't speak Cantonese and English, how do you communicate 
with them? 
WT: Usually, we can communicate with the parents well. Most of them can speak 
Cantonese, though not fluent or carries accents and so far, I have never met 
parents who don't know Cantonese. We meet them every semester. 
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I： Have you in contact with community centers for NACs? 
WT: Our school has a social worker, and it's through her that we get contact with the 
community centers but as for the details, I don't really know much about that. 
But sometimes, we organized activities with the community centers. 
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Date ： 20th February 
Interviewee : Wong's Mother 
I = Interviewee 
WM = Wong，s Mother 
I： I would like to ask why did you apply for the right of abode? 
WM: It's because she is the daughter of the Hong Kong permanent resident, her 
father went to China and gave birth to her. We want to have our whole family 
reunion here. I had the right of abode in Hong Kong in 1995. My son and my 
daughters didn't have the right of abode when I had that. So, I came to Hong 
Kong only when they had the right of abode. 
I： That means you had the right of abode in Hong Kong first? 
WM: Yes. 
I: In 1995? 
WM: Yes, I got the right of abode at that time. 
I： Then how often did your husband go back to China to visit you? 
WM: I came to Hong Kong only when my husband didn't need to work. 
I： I see. Then how often did your husband go back to China to visit you? And did 
he know about the children's academic result in China? 
WM: He came back more often during the summer vacation and he came back 
and stayed for about a whole month. He worked as a worker in the construction 
site and he couldn't bear the hot whether in the summer. So, he didn't go to work 
and would go back to China more often. However, during winter, he went to 
work, so, he came back less. 
I: I see. 
WM: And when he came back to China, he would ask about the children's 
academic result. 
I： I see. Then do you think education is important to you? 
WM: Of course, it's important because we hope that our children can leam more 
and have a higher education standard. We didn't receive any education when we 
were young. We just went to school for few years. 
I： Then I would like to ask how did you feel when your children first come to Hong 
Kong and if you have any concerns at that time? 
WM: I was worried that she might not be able to catch up with the Hong Kong 
children and also, the environment and situation in Hong Kong is different from 
China, so, I just worried about that they may not be able to catch up with others 
and get used to the life here. There are also lots of other stuffs to worry about but 
they were very smart. We brought her to the school for just once and then she 
knew how to get to there the next day. 
I： Yes. What is your expectation for her academic achievement? And which 
academic level you would like her to achieve? 
WM: I hope that she can enter the university. I hope she can study hard and enter 
the university. 
I: Why? 
WM: Because nowadays, everything is done with the computer and high 
technology products so, if you don't receive a higher education level and don't 
know how to make use of them, you may not be able to find a good job. 
I: I see. Then do you have any worry about their study? And did you do anything to 
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help them? 
WM: I don't know how to help them but when they need any money, I will give 
them. I can only help them in this way and if I don't need to work. I will ask 
about their study, to show my concerns. 
I： Then do you have any worry about their study? 
WM: Of course, I worry about that they may not be able to catch up with others 
and I don't know if they will leam something bad. Sometimes when I went to 
work and saw some youngster embracing each other on the street and smoking. I 
would worry if my children were behaving in the same way or not. 
I: Then do you have any concerns about your children's adaptation in Hong Kong? 
WM: My daughter is very brave. Ha.ha. She gets used to the environment here 
very quickly and she is very familiar with the environment here now. As for the 
Cantonese, she knew how to speak Cantonese before coming to Hong Kong and 
then it's becoming even better after she came to Hong Kong. Sometimes, I won't 
worry about her because she is even more familiar with the environment here 
than me. When I first came to Hong Kong, I didn't even dare to take the bus. She 
is different from me. She was very smart when she came to Hong Kong. 
I： Then which language do you use to communicate with your children? And why 
do you choose to communicate with them in this language? 
WM: I talk with them in Hakka. I don't quite know how to speak Cantonese when 
I am working and I get used to speaking Hakka. It's my mother tongue and I get 
used to speaking that. I use that to talk with them. 
I: Then do you have any concerns about your daughter's proficiency level in 
Hakka? It is because she always speaks Cantonese. 
WM: I don't think so because she always speaks Hakka. I always talk with her in 
Hakka at home so; I think she won't forget Hakka. 
I: Then I would like to ask if you have taught her any hometown culture and what 
are the meanings of these cultures? Just like praying to the God. 
WM: No, we didn't do that after coming to Hong Kong. I didn't light any 
incenses and pray to any God after coming to Hong Kong. I didn't do anything 
like that after coming to Hong Kong and also, I am very busy with my works 
after coming to Hong Kong, so I didn't buy any incenses or light any incenses. I 
didn't do anything like this. 
I: Then how do you feel about the fact that your children are older than her 
classmates? Do you have any worries about this? 
WM: I am worried because she is now just studying in R 2 and I am worried that 
she may lose her interest in studying few more years later, as she may lose her 
interest in studying when she grow up year by year. 
I: Okay. Then how do you feel about the fact that your daughter was retained when 
she changed her school? 
WM: I am just worried that because she is now one to two years older than her 
classmates, so, I am worry that because she needs to study F. 2 again, not F. 3. 
But actually, so long as she can work hard, I don't care if she is retained or not. 
I: I see, then how do you feel about the fact that she has joined the church? 
WM: I support her to join the church because during Sunday and Saturday, I see 
the youngsters on the streets, which makes me think that going to the church is 
much better. I am just worried that she may make friends with someone that is 
notorious. So, it is better for her to go to the church and that makes me feel less 
worry. So, I support her to go there every week. 
I： Then I would like to ask if you believe in Taoism in the past? 
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WM: It's the Chinese customs to pray to the Gods and as every family pray to the 
Gods; if you didn't follow them they would talk about you. So, you needed to 
follow them. And when I was in China, I needed to support and took care of the 
whole family after marrying her husband so; I leamt to pray when I was still 
twenty something, especially during any specific festivals and events. 
I： Then do you continue to attach to these customs? And do you teach them 
anything about how to get along with the opposite sex? 
WM: I would pray to the Gods when I went back to China but after coming back 
to Hong Kong, I wouldn't do that and for my children, I am quite concerns about 
the way they dress. If they wear something that is very weird, I would tell them 
that I don't like that and I would tell them that I like my kids to wear in a more 
elegant and gentle way. So, if she wears something that is too sexy, I would 
blame her. Ha.ha. 
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